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,PREFACE

110

'The Health Services Mobility Study (HSMS) has been involved in
research in the health manpower field in the UnitecUStates since 1967.
It has Aesigned methods o analyze johb., create jbb ladders, develop cur-
riculum objectives, and eValuate performance. HSMS is sponsored by the,
City.University of New York (CUNY) through the Research Foundation and
the Hunter Collegd School of Health Sciences. Since 1967, funding for
HSMS has 'come from the OfficeYoUEconomic Opportunity, the Health Services
and Mental Health Administration and the Bureau of Health.Manpower,. both
of HEW, and, primarily, the U. S. Departmentof Labor, Manpower'Administra-
tion, now the Employment and Training Administration. The DireCtor of the
Project, Eleanor Gilpatrick, holds the.rank of AssoCiate Professor at the
Hunter College School. of Health Sciences, city..University.of New York.

el

This`report presents the core data of the first application of
the HSMS task analysis method tO an entire functional area, i.e., Diag-
nostic Radiology. This work is reported in two Research Reports as follows:

Research TASK DESCRIPTIONS IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY . .

Rpt. No. 7
Vol. 1 Medical Tasks:. What the Radiologist Does.
Vol. 2 Radiologic Technologist.lasks Dealing With Patient

Procedures.- ,

Vol. 3 .Machine-Relaeed, Patient Care and Administrative Tasks: ,

Mrhaf Radiologists, TeChnologists, Nurses, and Physicists'.
Do To.Run Things and Look, After P.Stients and Equipment..

Vol. 4 IndeX of Tasks by Code Number and Extended NaMe.

These four volumes are the "core" documents, i.e.,"they
present approved "normative" task descriptions in radi-

_

ology. The first three volumes present the_taSks in a
given area in numerical order by code number. Each docu-
ment describes how the tasks were developed and how to .

read them. Each,includes listings that arrange the tasks
by specialty or function. Volume 4 summarizes the tasks
presented in the first three volumes. It lists the ex-
tended names-of all tile tasks in'numerical order by task
cede number, citing the volume in which the task descrip-
tion is to be found.

a

N,
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. Research USING TASK DATA IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY
Rpt. No. 8
Vol. 1. Job Ladders. in Diagnostic Radiology: Assigning Tasks

to Jobs.
Vol. 2 Safe Practice and Radiation Health Protection ASpects

of. Tasks. .

Vol. 3, Curriculum ObjectiveS For Radiologic Technology..

These volumes make use of and refer to the tasks presented
in Research Report No. 7. Therefore,?only the abbreviated
names of tasks and their code numbers are used when the
tasks are discussed. .

Volume 1 shows the assignment of tasks to levels, indicates
how tasks relate to one another, and makes recommendations
on a job ladder and job structuring. .It summarizes'and in,
cludes the skill andAnowledge data related to the tasks in
Research Report No. 7. It tells the hospitaradministrator
how to use the data for assigning'tasks to titles And jOs.
Volume'2 highlights the safe practice features of the task
descriptions.
Volume 3 presents the curriculum objectives for use in an
educational program at 'the radiologic technologist level. .

Research Report No. 7 serves'as instructional materials in
connection with shis volume.

° 40,
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FOREWORD .

The Bureau of Radiological Health of the Food and brug Administra-
tion is responsible for minimizing unnecessary.exposure of the
population to radiation, including that used in medicine. The .

Bureau's programs include activities to impTove the education of
health care personnel in the safe use of radiation. This is
important because adequate education of professional and ancillaiy
personnel who prescribe, conduct or interpret radiologic exainina-
tions is a crucial determinant in-assuring apiiiiimmedical care

'with minimum radiation exposure.

The educationa,l process in the miAEcal-radiation,area, as in any
field, can be mast effective when it is based ul)on the actual
tasks and respousibilities which individuals will-te called upon
to undertake in practice. Systematically and ccoVrehensively

--Identifying and describing those tasks is thus an Ipartant pre-
requisite in designing effectiVe curriCula and creaentialing tools.
The type of.research which is represented by the serilvf projects
entitled "Task Tescriptions in Diagnostic RadiologyZSAonducted by .

-the Health Services Mobility Study, can be an importwitstep in
this direction. These particular projects, culminatinein several

. individual'reports, contain task descriptions and currOUlUm
objectives of remarkable depth'and scope, includingmahmiterial
on protecting patients against unnecessary radiation exposure.

Although the Bureau of Radiological Health has not contributed
---to the design of these projects or to-the content of the 'reports,-

we hope that they can serveas a useful resaurce.for thoserespon-
sible for designing basic and continuing educational programs for
medical radiation users, and thus that they can contribute to' the
safe and effective use of radiation in me 'cal diagnosiS.'

Mhrk Barnett
Associate Director.
DiviSion of Training & Medical.Applications
Bureau of Radiological Health
Food and Drug Administration

vi



CHAPTER 1

ABOUT THE TASK DESCRIPTIONS

INTRODUCTION

4

,5

Research Report No. 7 is a product of the first full-scale dem-

onstration of.the task description methOd Of the Health Services Mobility

Study (HSMS). .All °the work found in a department Of Di4nostic Radiology

is presented as task( descriptions in the three volumes of the Report.

This volume contains 143 task descriptions. They cover most of

ithe.medical activities carried out by diagnostic radiologists. These de-

scriptions were prepared over the- periOd August, 1972, through Jhnuary,

1976.

The Work carried out-by radiologic technologists,and the tasks of

administratiim, film processing, machine maintenance', nursing, and'hotpe-

kee?ing are found in Volnmeh 2 and 3. Volume 4 is. an Index .of all the

tasks in the three volumes.

These task description's are offered for use as instructional 'ma-

c. .

s.

terialb4 ss inputs to the design of career ladders,jor the structuring of

r

jobS and assignment ofvork to job titles, and as inputs-to the development

of performance evaluation instruments and proficiency tests In Research

Report No, 8, HSMS,Fsee.technologidt-level tasks to design curriculum ob,-.

.Insaddition, because the descriptions present desirable wOrk'.

.

behaViors, we believe that the tahk descriptions can be-used°to imprcve the



qualitibf\wbrk, especially With reprd

tient saf,hty, and can be uged for
./

and coulseling. The materials-aredap

human
(

to radiation protection and pa-L

resources'e.aevelopment, planning,

table for consumer education as

V

,*

n order lor the reader to use thii material,he needs to know

how it was collected and dOeloped, what the tasks cover, how iisms defines

"task," ind hvg to read the task descriptions. This chapter presents such

information.

.1 .

. ,

The task,descriptions are presented .in numerical order. by.code
.

.

number in Chapter 3. Chapter 2 is. a guide to the ::asks. It arranges the
.

..
,

abbreviated names of.the tasks in several logical groupings with the code

numbers given sto the readercan get to the tasks that interest him or her.

The grOupings in Chapter 2' Iist ihe tasks by system the bodY, bY func-
.

tion (such as onsUltations, procedures, teaching), and.W-m.4in type of

-
recipient (such as any patient, pediatric patient, student', etc.).

ABOUT THE TASKS: COLLECTION AND COVERAGE

The HSMS task definition is presented'later in this chapter.

This section describes hoW the task descriptions were developed and indi-

' cates the coverage in this.volume.

Orientation

0 ,

If one conceives of all the lands_o1_work_r_110--getdone-i-in-a---------

department in order for it to -carry Out the function of:diagnosticradiol-

ogy,zonemight:think of a sreat field.or pool,of work Each kind of work
q.



1

fs carried'out.in discrete units. Theoretically, it does. ngitthatter how.
, 7

the units'ere allodated to jots, as long as all the.,workls done. In prap,.
,

.

tice,.aithoUgh common sense iS usually enough to discern'that abthe.units

require someone trdined aka radiologist; there arelarge areas where:it

is uft lear who should do what.

The HSMS method avoids this issue untirit is clear what the.

--Work units ate. Only at a later stage do we.determine the skili and knowl-
.

' edge requirements for work units and their 'relative levels. 'TheliSMS meth-
'

od begins With descriptions of'all the work units, regardless of the job
_ .

titles in which they are found.
1

We call the work units "tasks."

-

Thi% volume ia one of three'that together preSent Most of the

work that.is done in a department of'Diagriostic Radiology. Since we need-.

ed to divide the' task descriptions into manageable volumes, we arbitrarily

determined that this vOlume would contain task descriptions

radiology that clearly reflect a medical conterit. These are the radiolo-
...

gist's medical tasks. Work that may be carried out by radiologists but

. .

that are of an administrative,.madhine-relate&Ar nursing-type function ap-

pear in Voltime.l.

Collection of Data

.Chapter 3 contains task descriptions.. ThiSAneans_,that tasks are

iaentified byiname,-based-(ih-.6is case) on the HSMS definition of-task
.

1 '

7
This assignment of worierunits;to jobs varies:acdoidingtothesiie.of..an:
AnstitUtion, local practichs and lava, relativescarCitieSof-types of
manpower, and the extent to which an_institutiOn is rationally 'organized:.

77.A

°
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.

""--
al'qd then the steps of thetask are.described in a ldgical Sequence

-

-) 'inclUde a good deal ,of

-

an6

,o

The workjin tesk.idintification anedeicription isvdone4u a.

multi-stage pxocess.

'mine how many people and what tItlesthey must cover to %have access.to.

4

HSMS 'ob,analysis work in' teams. They first deter-
e

'every kind of work done in the department. With Radiology, we soon.learn-

ed that/there 4ere general procedures and specfalities,carried out lfrra-

. diologists:. With each uperformer""interViewdd the analysts first obtain.

-

an idea of all the work covered. . The anSlyststben'aliplythe ligviS defini-
;

.!

a. ,

.L"

-tiop of task (discussed later in this chapter)..to brealCthe: Work down Into
. .

4petific task Units; Siakirig sure that nothing is'left.out...:" This is:the
A.

. 6

task identtfication-stage. ..Tiom this point the perTOi'mers areiqnteiyiewed P
A .1

.
and sometimesobserlied, and the analysts write descNiptionsfofhow the,'

tasks are done.,.including contingencies, alternatikre approaches and. emer-.

gencies.

While this is going on, the HSMS,T4rector and the Analysts are.

also'reViewing curient professional literature in the area, in this case

medical texts and journals in Radiology. These were culled for descrip-
,,.

c

tions of Clinical procedures. Other.literature, covetAngAdsUes such as

patient 'safety, TerfOrmance standards, and ethica was also. reviewed..

addition., there were informal talks with professionals, éducAtOrs,and peo-

/

2 This differentiates the HSMS method from most.other task analysis mettiOds
which simply identify tasks, usually with a vakue.definition, andsiclude_
a very brief name. The.HSMS method includes a apeCific defInition_of-task.
Once identified, a task has a code number, an abbreviated Sarde, A summary
statement of the tasic,and a full taSk description7;

1-4
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,

1.

.N
'ple in government agencies,. As a resUii-:-an ovetvieW emerged.concerning.

_.

certain procedures and activitiei utich shouldbe represented:in the'taak

descriptions, even if not always-represented:in current practice. We :

call these "desiderata."

41.

The literature_often provided information on altefnative methods,.

for carrying out tasks, contingendles to be s_taken acCount.of,-vArietiee.of
, .

equipment available, and some indicatiwof\which options are iore de-__ A
sirable. 0

7
.

.The task deacriptions-writtenhy the HSMS analyats go.to the .

. ,

HSMS Director for review andediting. At this stage the tasks are re-
,

written tO incorporate-the literat1)-?:Of the field and thp desiderata.

The-task identifications are critically reviewed for conformity to the
A -

, ,/
1.

HSM8 definition, and, when necessary, the analysts are sent bta to, Lhe

field'to obtain additional information. -A

The next phase involves critical reView by professiOnals'other

than the performers whowere interviewed by -the HSKS analysts., Each of

the tasks presented in Chapter 3 has had
.

a minimum of three reviewers.
.

, A , 0

One reviewer is Usually'someonel-other than'the Perforierwhose work.ig

being descritsed; who is.at the institution where-the material is being.
,

,

collected% Two other reviewera.are then obtained who are-.experts.and.in

-7

. . :

leading positions,in insfitutfOns Other than the one,where the date were
, ...,, I

obtained. Sometimes all three reviewers come from Outeide ihe instlogution;
-

3
'see'the Acknowledgementa page at die-beginning of this volume. Ale



a

a

. .

for several tasks as many as-five reviewers were obtained. The reviewers_
.

.

.

-

.

are asked to evaluate the tasks for tor,tctness of- language end sequence of

1,procedures, to,note omission of any tasksorin the sptci ity area, and to'in-

dicatt acceptable alternative methods: Iteviewers are asked to concentrate

A

on how the tasks should be done and to reflect national practice.

'
\After the tasks are reviewed, the suggested changes are icor-

,

°

porated, additional tasks are colltcted and described when necessary,

.any'new or totally revised tag:kb are resubmitted for-review as described:

here. When a task has been reviewed.and revised:as required'by at least

.three reviewers, it is referred-to as a "normative task;" or an 'N task,"

and is so mai.kech

Coverage

The reader will note that.the collection of task descriptions is

not like a sample survey. A'sample.survey would not cover all. thtwork,

but would cover only selected worIC.-.-AP.sample c4ould pick.up the same work
. .

?

at many locations. We pick up ana rePresent each unit of. work only once.

The reason is that our objectiVe is io destribe all approved Work proce-
.

.4:lures for'the purposes of developing instructional materials curriculum

objectives,,and.career ladders. .For such7purposes we Want not just the

%.

'mokt typical tasks; we want to,covet the:accepted but 1...re or difficult
0 .

procedures, the-emergencies,. the contirigencies, and the besi pdsaible.prac-

' -ace: Mt are normative in approach, as well as descriptive. We- are not ,

dealing with probability .theory, which requires Sampling of the "universe"

,

being studied. We attempt to present the universe.-

1-6
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Most of the tasks in Diagnostic Radiology were collected at

Montefiore Hospital and Medical Center in New York City over the period

August, 1972, to late 1975. The tasks were reviewed from 1973 until Jan-
.

uary, 1976. "kt Montefiofe, which is a respected major voluntary hospital,

we picked,up the work ia most radiology specialities, and sOme work done

bY residenta not atcounted for by other members of the department. Radi-

ology tasks related to obstetrics and gynecology mere collected at Mt.

Sinai Hospital and Medical Center in New York City, another highly regard,-

edlOoluntary hospital.

We include descriptions of some very new procedures involving

computerized transverse axial tomography. To make our task descriptions

more broadly based than the water-box brain scanner used at Montefiore,

.we obiaingd the literature on this neW technology and were given access

to the manuals of two different producers of the equipment. Our reviewers

were asked to evaluate the tasks for their generic usefulness.

In a)few instances, tasks that-are performed farely and were not-.

OF
carried out at the hospitals where we were collecting data were described

solely frod the literature, using the other taska-as models. In such cases

we referred to fhe most recent articles; the task descriptions were sub
.c,

jetted fo review by at least four reviewers.

Every effort was made tO include every procedure. Carried out.by

radiologists operating in hospital centers. However, some procedures at

- specialized centers, such as Children's hospitals, may be Missing. -Our

:coverage implies that the work at any smaller scale establishments, such

1-7
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as private offices and ambulatory care facilities, is covered. We omitted

tasks that are clearly obsolete or too dangerous to perform based on the

advice of our performers and reviewers.

We have consciously chnsen to omit the rare pneumomediastinog-

raphy andepidural venography, and have chosen to omit coronary arteriog-

-
raphy by way of fhe. Sones and Amplatz techniques. The latterare usually

_

done by cardiologists. However, we.do include pneumography in cOnnection

with radiology of the female reproductive system and percutaneous coronary

arteriography. In pelvimetry we cover only the Colcher-Sussman method.

Wo of the tasks included appear to be contrOversial. Discog-

raphy is not unanimously seen to be of value, and spinal cord angiography

seems to be,considered very dangerous. These two tass were developed

from the literature and critical review.

This volume included: several tasks which are not strictly medi-

-;.cal, since they deal with the teaching of residents ancCresearch activ-

ities. However, since they reflertcapd require the educational levels of

medical tasks, we include them in this volume.

C.

Another order of tasks done by radiologists are medical, but

0
seem to belong with our nursing-type functions 41 Volume 3. Such tasks

inciude the removal of sutured, provision of emergency care, testing for

sensitivity to contrast media, preparation of specimens, and urethral

catheterization. ,These and tasks such as use of the film badgeto moni-

tor personal exposure to tadiation i4ere excludedfrom this volume and are

included in Volume 3, based op an essentially arbitrary decision.

1-8
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The'reader may note in reading the tasks that some examination

(procedure) tasks include specific stePa, (elementS) involving sensitivity

-
testing and emergency care. These are elements within tasks when the ra-

diologist commOnly administers the test and/or is commonly prepared to

Care for an adverse reaction as a-part of the procedure. Based cip our

definition of task; there are separate tasks when the steps can be done by

sOmeone not doing the task in question. .In this case, wheiitests 'are given-
.

'beforehand, or when n MD is summonedto provide the care, the tasks are
o

separate, while, if the one doing the procedure is the one to administer
a

the test or provide the care, these ere not separate tasks.- We thus have.

it both ways.

DESIDERATA

The professional reading these tasks will find that many deicrip-

tions present-more than one way to do the task, Dr include elements not

necessarily doneIiY'the'eader. In the case of multiple methods', these

are offered to cover the Varieties of 'approaches, Such as percutantous nee-

dle or catheter technique. We hope that the reader will-find his or her

way represented. In other cases, the options are trivial, and reflect in- . .

stitutional practices, suc,13 as whether a report is ,dictated or written,

whether the nurse prepares the Syringe or it is done by the performer.

0.
In still other cases, we have'consciously opted to include ele-

ments, steps, and whole tasks which represent desiderata; thatAs, 'steps
,

.

.

or tasks that are beneficial to the patient,-others on-staff, or the per-
,

,former. .Some of these are briefly-referred to below.

1-9



We include,consultation tasks for.most specialities, so that
-.-

unwarranted or questionable requests foi proceduresmay be revieT.red, al-

ternatives suggested, and the.patient spared unnepessary xadiation expo-

-sure. If ouch "deciding and/or approving.requests for procedure" tasks

'are done at the-clinical level, they would require the same activities

.as those included here. So, regardless of where this process takes place,

in the deOartMent or prior to referral, we feel that theée. are important

7

tasks.

We'include a check that rules out known or posSible.pregnancy

for female patients of reproductive age, and a check of proper shielding

.of the patient_andaniOne_to reMain in the-room-during.the exposure-to.

radiation. 'We have the performer,usifig shielding personally. Wetave

the performer consider the, patien0i radiation exposure history_when de-

ciding on additional.exposure.

Wherever there is a puncture procedure, we have the Performa'

applying pressure to the punpture site. We also have the performer pay

attention to sterile technique and isolation or decontamination needs.

Wherever an invasive technique.is involved we have the perforM-
,

er check for or obtain an'informed consent. This is not everywhere re-

quired by law, Hut we Subscribe to the American Hospital Association's

till of Rtghts for Patients. One,Of these rwls:--

. .

The palient.haa the right to receiVe from
his physician information necessarT to give

-16
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informed consent prior to the start of any. _

proceduie and/or treatment.4

Many steps involve-the Performer explaining-to the p&bient what

is happening and what will happen,and-reassuring the patient. We agree that,.
-

"the patient has the right to coneiderate and respectful care."
5

USES OF. THE TASK DESCRIPTIONS

'This document'is not intended to describe, fully_how to .1.Te these
:v.:.

taek descriptions:. However, we offei. a .liat of possible uses that wi4 be
. :: .

dealt with in subsequent reports:

"1

,

1.

(-

The tAak descriptions can be used as' instructional materials

At two levels: _ \

a. Ai'the clinical ttaining level for medical students, in-'
terns, or tesidents, the tasks provide a.check list, or-

.

dered in .a 'logical sequence, of what goes on in the task.

The tasks suggest what contingenciee, opAions and emer-

gencies areassociated.with the-pio,cedute:!

h. At the 'levet of radiologic technologist or nurse spec-;.-

lalist, the tasks can provide,coherent descriptions of,
what the doctor is or may be doing; they are useful in

particular for team training.'

.The task descriptions can provide an intrOducti4 to, or a
_hasis for evaluation of, safe practice; they'cadbe Used to
check on whether désired,objectives are being accomplished.

-

3. -The task descriptiOns, when combined,with the HSMS skin and
knowledge data, can become.inputs in the development of per-'

forMance-based curriculum'objeCtives and educational laddets.
I

4
The New York Times, -January 9, 1973.

5
Ibid.
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4. The task de6criptions.can be used as the basis for eVal-
uation of work performance or as inputs to the develop-
ment of. job relevant proficiency tests ,(particularly for
the selection of test content once the.skilland knowl-
edge data are collected),

The task descriptions cambe: Used as obje4pie referencesi
for the developmeMt'of_job descriptioila, eSpegfally when!
edited to reflect:the practices at a given institution.

The task descriptions can also be used-in occupational
tounseling and Idir purposes of consumer education and pro-
tection.

THE HSMS DEFINITION OF TASK

In the HSMS view, each work activity.neeaed to produce products,

such as radiologic medical services, requires manpower which combines ex-.

d . . .
. ,

,
isting technology, knowledge, materials, and.equipment with skills.Q;The

. ,.0
--. : ..

H'SMS:work unit ia the,"taak." The HSMS definition of task is designed to'

,,

.
.

,.,
resurt in the identification of.a unit of work wilich Can be moved from
, :

one job to another without disrupting other activities. The.task is.thus

a unit of work which is smaller than a"job as a whole, but large enough to

have an identifiable, usable output.

The steps of the task, or elements, unlike the task, do not have

.
an identifiable, usable output which can be independently, conaumed or used,

or which can serve as,an input in a fürther-stage of produCtion by an in-

dividual other than the performer. The HSMS task definition is as'fol-

lows:

A task is a seiies or-set of work.activities (elements) that-
are needed to-produce an identifiable output that can be in-

dependently consumed or used, or.that can be used ai an in-

put in a further stageofproduction by an individual Who .

may or may not be the performer of the tisk.

1-12' .



In order to facilitate use of the definition,.HSMS analysts

use the following rules:
.0

1. In principle, someone.other than the performer of the
task must be able to,use Or coniume the oUtput of."the.
task.

2. Theoretically, it should be possible for there to be an
elapse of time between tasks. .

4

3. A task includes all the possible conditions.or circum-
stances which a single performer is..expecfed.to deal with
in connection with'the production stage or the outputin-
volved.

A task,includes all the elements.that requite continuous_
Audgment-or-assessmentl3y the saMeperformer in order to
assure the qualit..y Of- the outpUt.

.,
,

5. ,A task.includes all of the eleMents needed to--produce ah
output which can'be independently 'used or acted Upon with- .

Out special explanations-to the.next performer in.thaTtext.:
Stage 'of production. .

. .

.

.
.

.

6. A task-includes all the elements needed to complete-an out7
put to a point at which-another performer (who would con--
tinue with the next production'sequence) Would not hive to
redo any elements in order to continue.

7. A.task includes all the elements neede&to complete an.out-
, put to a point at which anotheroperformer, in order, to con7..
tinue with the next stage of production, need not perform
extra steps,

8. 1.te task must, not require 6lat, foranotherperfOrmeriO.
Continue'with the next stage in a production sequence, cUr-
rent institutional arrangements would have to be changed.

9. A task must be sufficiently hroad:in statement that it can.
be rated on its frequency of occurrence. .

An example of haw the rules work is as follows: An air contrast

:

study of'the stomach often;As done wheri a barium-Upper gastrointestinal

study is done. Is there one task or two? We say two, because the air con-

1-13 .
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trast.can be ordered to be done independently;.it,pan.follow.the_barium

P.
study with an elapse of time, and can be carried out by a different°per-

. -
former. 'Thee.same.performer may do both tasks in sequence, but then two

ks have been'performed by the same person.

READING THE TASKS.'

-The task descriptions in Chapter 3 follow the format preSented

in Figur 1, the.HSMS Task Description Sheet. At the top right is the

task's Code.Number. A code number is assigned to the task which uniquely

stands for the contents of the task, covering theNtask's output, what is

used, the kind of recipient or respondent.dealt with, and how the task.is

done.. Regardless of the .jOb title, institution,'dr. industry in which:the
.

.
.

. 4 . . _ ,' . .
. . ...-........ _

task is found, it'will always have theTsame code 'riniliber. The number7it-

self has no.intrinsic meaning.

'The basic aspects qf the task appear in items.1 through 4 on

the left of page 1 of the Task Description-Sheet. These help the analysts

insthe task identification stage and help,differentiate one task from

another. The term "output" is used to mean'the result of anAndependent

stage in a larger process of production in an institution, assuming the

current organizatiOn of work activities. "What is used" in a task in-

cludes all the things wh h the performer.is expected to be able to use

or choose from to produce the identified output.

The "recipient, respondenb

flects the special characteristics br

the performer must be tral,ped to-deal.

1-14
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Figure 1. HSMS

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No.

This is page- 1 of for this task.

1. What is the output of this tisk? (Be sure - List Elements Fully

this. is broad enough-to be repestabli.)

-
.

_

. -

.

.

, -

.

.

.

.

.

, -

.

.

.
,.

.

-7

,

.

, What-is used in performing this task? (Note

. if ana certain items must be used. ,If there
is choice,-include elierything or the kinds,of

things chosen among.)
.

.

.

.. .

.

.

.

:
_

.

.

P

. Is there a recipient, respondent-or co-worker
=_involved ih the task? Yes...( ) . No...( )

.

_

.'If,-Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptioneto indicate the relevant condition
7, include the kind with whom the performer:is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

. . .

.

.

3. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
7'

,

,
.

,

`.

tions 1-4 are ieflected. -Underline essen-
,.

tial-werds. ,

.

.

,

.

. .

_

6.: Check re if this

is a master sheet.;



--

are carried out in the same way for all patients. Tliese arc "any patient"

.

iesks.. -In other cases, a procedure is different according to the age lev-

el of the. patient. We can have a "pediatric task" and a diffelent, "non-

pediatrie task related.to the same type of, examinatign,.and there are

thus two tasks. In some cases the task is Only applied to a, gten type

of patient such.as "gravid female."

We:assume that "pediatric" varies in its age .cut,Off reference

.
as is appropriate to a giVen procedure. .We use oorpLinfane.. in.,cases

yhere the cut-off between tasksgroups children older than infants. with
.

the-rest Of.the patient population. An example is catheter vena cavog-
,:

.

6

..raphy, which-is A min-infant task as we have deScribed it.

The "name of the task" (i-em 5 on the Task Description Sheet),

summgrizes the tagk in a paragraph-length statement.
d U.

tion of the statement is referred to as the "abbreviated task nate." The

The underlined por-
.

latter is most useful for listings, While the extended hame avoids ambig-

uity when tasks are listed for reference to their contents.
'

Under the Task Code Number the reader is told the number of pages

that the-task rung in the stateilent, "This is page of for this

task."' All the tasks bear the notation,"0K-RP;RR;RR" and are checked as

. .

master Sheets on the lower right of the first. page. This indicates'that

the task hes had the required minimum.of three revieWers and iS a 1.'norma-

. 6:tive" task.
A

6
-z

RP stands for resource person, i.e., the in-house reviewer; RR:stands for
resource respondent, i.e, outSide reviewer.. In actual practice,-these
merely show three reviewers; additional reviewers are not recorded on the

sheet.
1716'
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The'descriOtion of how the task ls done begins with'the column

on the right on the first Task Description Sheet and continues for as many

Pages as Aecessary on "continuation sheets."

As the work progressed, we developed certain,lang4age bonven-
*

which the reader should be aware for ease of _comprehension. These

are briefly described is.follOws:

a.

1. The person doing the task igsalways referred to as the'.
."Performer". regardless of.his or her usual job title or
rank. This provides a standard format and leaves for'a
later stage any battles over who should do what.7

2.. The tagk always' begins.with an initiating.element.that,-

.
indicates hOw it'comes about that the performer is doink
the task. tv

3. The.same or similar activities tend to'be described with
similar language Wherever these, apiear tb assist,ana-
lysts in spotting elements,that overlap from task fo'task.
This facilitates curriculum-development even if it makes

.for dull'reading.
v.

4. Each task is written so that it is complete within itself.
Therefore,- there is iepetition from task to task.

5. Certain phrases should be interpreted by the reader to
indicate thaeanother task has been generated by virtue
of this task. Phrases such as "performer arranges...,"
"performer has...[done]" are examples.

6. When a task pay either be done by the performer or dele-
gated, a separate task is generated. The signal for such

"tasks are phrases such as "...or decides to do personally,"
or "performer plans to...."

7
We'have bome acrosi individuals whd.bristle at being referred,to as "per-
former" rather than a formal title. No disrespect is meant, and we ask
the reader to'indulge us in this:-

4'.
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7. When a particular part of a task_reAresents an element
that may or may-ndt be done depending on institutional,
practice, personal preference, the sfatecf the art, or
the patient's condition, we use...the phrase "performer'
may" or "may" before the description. Where the per-

' fornier'must make a choice-as part of the task we ha've
tried to make that explicit: "performer decides," "per-
former considers whether."

8. The specific content of-some steps in a task, such as
sizes-or types:of materials, contrast media, tests.made,
or data evaluated may vary as the state of knowledge 'in
the field changes or new technology deve1ops. There may be
variations which reflect the condition of the patient, in-
stitutional facilities, or What we's already done-- There
may also be variations of choices cr,steps reflectihg
current controversy-or perional preference. We do not

attempt to resoive these problems; we simply acknowledge
them. IhuS,the reader will find the phrase "as apprOpri-
ate" in many steps. The phrase is tised toocover these
contingencies. We leave it to the,instructor.to select
what is "true" or "correct" at any poinnin time.

A good many of the task:descriptions state explicitly what ire

actually lightning-fast thought processea on the part of the performer
. .

.

,

. - . .

when he or she considers What to do, interprets,'Arawe conclusions, or
4

.0

makes selections: Some of the performerS we interViewed and some-of the

. .

practitioners we met-found our exp1ic4t statements annoyingly drawn out

and self conscious-. W>e use this style because we eventually rate the

tasks for the skills (somerof them intellectual or decision-making skiils)

.required to-carry out each task. This explictness of language is useful-
_

for our curriculum development and may prove Useful for instrucfrional pur-

poses.

By way of contrast, much of the knowledge epplied or:used in

the tasks is not specified: We refer 'cc the use cf knoWledge by such

words.as "considers," "eilaluates," "determines," "selects," and/or "ap-

1-18
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t

, . .

.propriate." -Tbe reaaon is that

.,.
i

classification syStem;, and

the H8MS methOd incorporates a 'knowledge

the tasks are eventually. rated for the knowi-

edgi categories required to cerry.out each task.

Note

!The

are presented

resented.

reader abould be iware that, thouglptbe tasks in Chapter 3

in numerical order by Code mumber,, not every numiser. Js rep-

The first code number is Code-li-the-laat id Code 489. :'There'

1714er-
are-billy 143 taska'in Chapter 3.

as0.gnecl.eiNadquence as the tasks
%.

,

!.pear in other vcautlies or reports.

°.

.

fihe reAson is, that the Apde nuinbera are

are nrocesSed, Ind.the.other tasks ap--



L FTER 2

'LISTING OF ABAREVrATED TASK NAMES
BY CATEGORY AND.CODE NUMBER

.

TASKS LISTED BY SYSTEM OF THE BODY. ./.\

........

Category and Abbrevlated Task Name.

Task
Code No.

dIRCULATORY.,SYSTEM

, BlOod 1.

:-

Deciding on type of nbn-neurologic angiography procedUre.
to.order for anTpatien1 in consultation with referring
Physician, surgeon, and/or other specialiet.

.

,Conducting peripheral afteriography of-any patient bT
percutadeoua selective catheterization or direct nee-
dle puncture.',

469

470

.Conducting ascending or descending venography Of lower
-extremities of any patient by,direct needle puncture.. . 471

Conducting catheter thoracic aortography of any patient.

Conducting catheter abdominal aortography and/or-seleCtive
visceral.arteriography of any patient. 473

;.
472,

0

.

.Conducting percutaneods tranilumbar abdominal aortographi.
-of any pagent, . . 4

474

Conducting percutaneous splenoportOgraphy of any patient.. 475-

Conducting.selective pelvic arteriography of non-pediatric

gravid-oif nongravid.femalepatient..

. .

0:inducting Catheter pulmonary angiogrgphy of any Oltient.

Conducting seleCtive bronchial arteriography of any patient.

478

477.

478



NJ

TASKS LISTED BY SYSTZM OF THE BODY (continued)

Category,and Abbreviated Task Name

.

°

.

Conducting selectiVe thyroid'angiography of anY patient.

Conducting selective aubclavian arteriography,of any non-pedi-
atric patiegt-to evaluate thoracic outl..t syndrome..

'Conducting-intravenous angiocardiography of. ahy patient bY
percutarieoua'selectiive catheterization or direct needle punc-
ture. .

CIRCULATORY SYSTEM

Blood (continued),

Conducting catheter vena cavography and/or selectiverenal or °

adrenal: venography of any non-infant-pafient.

dtA

Task
Code No.

Conducting Vercutaneous coronary arteriography and/or left ven-
.

triculogragy of any patient.
.

Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on ton-neuro-
logic angiographic and related studies and/or giving opinions
to clinicians.or co-workers;'ekplaining opinions.or dictating
findingg and recommendationa.

Participating in. 16etings of
and.cardicacgiets-to diScuss
terest, cadt probleMs in
andcardiovapcularsurgery.

,

angiographers,.vascdar surgeons
new develoOments, 'cases of in-
the fi4ild of. angiography, vascular

,

pro4iang clinical training for radiology residents in non-
neurologic angiography.

Planning and presentisng lectures Or case conferendes ori non-
neurologic angiography for raaiology. rec.idents.

479

,;
480

111. r

_81

°

483

484

485

486

487

Deciding whether to 6rder lyowhangiography Of anYpatient
or alternative studiei and recommending'technique, in consul:-

- tation withreferring physician.: .

_2-2
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.JASKS LISTED BY SYSTEM OF THE BODY (continued)

Category Aild Abbreviated Taek Name

-CIRCULATORY SYSTEM

Lymph (continued)

Task
Code No:

Conducting lymphangiography of any.patient. .329

Reading,Jnterpreting and making recommendations on lymphangi7
ograms, o giving 'opinions to co-yorkers; explaining upinion,s
or dictating findings ahd recommendations. 330

Providing clinical training ior radiology residents in lymph-
angiographyeprocedures. 136

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
o

SaliVary.Glands.

Conducting sialagraphy of any patient.
.

' Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on sialog-
:114

raphy and related materials,or giving,Opinions to co-workers;
explaining opinions, or dictating findings'and recommendations.

433

434'

Providing clinical training for radiology residents in ear,
nose and throat radiography and sialography. 435,

Gastrointestinal and Biliary Tracts

Deciding bn type.of Jastrointestinal and/or binary radio-
graphic examinations to order for any patient in cansultatiOn

with referring physician and/or specialists.

Evaluating plain films of pediatfit-ga:gfrolhtestinal tract to
localize obst,ructions and/or korai& bbdies.

Removing foreign-objoct from pediatric upper esophagus under

fluoroscopid.control.

° 339

450

451



1ISTED BY SYgTEM OF THE BODY (continued)

Categori-and_Abbreviated Tatk Name
,

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM

Gastrointestinal and6Biliary-Itacts (contintied)

-Conducting eAophageaLradiography of pediatric

Conducting a radiographic bariuM
of any nOn-ppdiatriC patient.

Conducting a; radiographic-bari4M
tract of pediatricj)atient.'-.

Conducting a radiographic barium study-of upper gastrointestinal 7

tract of any non-pediatric patient. f

\

Conducting a radiographic air
non-pediatric patient.

Conducting,small bowel enema
,

atric patient.

patient'.

swallow study of esophagus

Task
Code No.

study of uppilr gastrointestinal

\

Conducting hYpotonic duo\enograPhy of any non-pediatric patient. 340.

;?,.

Conducting a radiographic barium eh'ema study of lawergastro-

intestinal tract:of pedi tric. patient.
,

. \

i

.

ConductifIg a radiographi barium-enema Atudy of lower' gastr67-

intestinal tract Of any on-pediatriC patient,.

\

.

f
,

ydrodtatic reduction of

contrast study of stomach of Any

radiographic studrof any non-pedi-

452

2

7.

453

395

341

Conducting defecography

Conducting diagnosis and
tion of pediatric patient.

Evaluating oral cholecyst
ducting .fluoroscopy And/o
study Of, any non-infant p

Conduciii intravenOns ch
aVaof any non-infant p

intuseuscep7,

grams or:oral cholangiogiams; con-
post7fatty meal, post-evacuition

'tient involVedlf so decided

. 4
.
.

langiography-and cholecystography ,

tient,L
A

\s 274 -'

.

454

1

455;

456

342

344.



TASKShLISTED BY.SYSTEM 0F THE BODV(continued)

- 'Category and Abbreviated TaskName

Task
Code No.

DIGESTIVE SYSTLM

Gastrointestinal and liliary Tracts (continued)

Conducting percutaneous (transhepatic) chGlAngiography of
any non-pediairie patient.

Conducting T-tube cholangiography of any patient,

Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on radio-
graphs of:gastrointestinal and/or biliary tracts, or giving_
opinions to co-workers; explaining opinions or dictating
findings.and recommendations.,

Participating-in meetings of radiologists, surgeons and pathol-
ogists to discuss nexi developments, cases.of interest and case
problems in the field of gastrointestinal and biliary suriery
and radiology..

Providing clinical training for radiology residents in radio-
graphic stddy of the gastrointestinal and biliary tracts.

Planning and presenting lectures or case conferenced
intestinal and bilidiy tract radiology for radiolOgy

Planning and presenting lectures on gastrointestiaal
tract radioloty for medical students.

\.

343

345

346

352

347::

on gastro-
resident. 348

and biliary

Selecting gastrointestinal and biliary tract radiographic ma-:,
,teriald for,use in caae conference or lectUre presentations

or for inclusion in library,

Deciding on whetherto enter suggested, radiographs of gastro-
intestinal and biliary tracts'into.log book based od quality

.

and educational value.
,

2-5
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TASKS LISTED BY SYSTEM OF THE BODY (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Nime

MUSCULO-SKELETAL SYSTEM

r-
4

De'ciding on and scheduling cleft palate radiological studY
for'any patient.

Conducting a fluoroscopic and cineradiographic c7.aft palate
study of any patient.

-

Reading, interpreting and making recommendation's on cine-
radiographic cleft palate studies; explaining opinions, making
presentation, or dictating findings and renbupendations.

Conducting positive contrast arthrogriphy (eSpecially of knee)
of any patient. 0

Task
Code No.

333

335

436

Reading and interpreting radiographs for bone-age study. 449

Reading, interpreting'and making recommendations' on ortho-
pedic radiographs.and/or arthrograms and related Studies of
bones and joints or giving opinions to cliniCians or co-workersi
explaining Opinions or diAtating findings .and lecommendations. 437

Partinipating.in meetings of physicians inVolved with arthri7
tis to discuss new developments, cases,of interest and case
problems'in the field.

Providing clinical training for radiology residents in ortho-
pedic radiology and arfhrography.

. NERVOUS.SYSTEM

Deciding.on type of neuroradiologic procedure(s) to. Ordeflor
any'patient in nonsultation.with referring physician and/or .

neurologist,

tonduCtinikcerebral angiography of'any 'patient.

2-6.
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TASKS LISTEeBY SYSTEM OF THE BODY (cdntinued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

'Task

Code No.

)

NEAVOUS SYSTEM (sontinued)

Conducting retrograde,Venography of the internal jugular.
veins, posterior fossadural sinus System and/or orbit of any '

patient. 9

.(

Conducting orbital and/or cavernous sinus.venography of any

427

patient by.frontal vein route. 428

Conducting pneumoenCephalography of any patient. 398

Cooperating with surgeon in conducting brain ventriculog7
raphy of any. patient. 399

. ,

Conducting positive contrast.posterior fossa myelography of

anypatient. 430

Directing skull toiography ofany.patient.t .
432

Directingnomputerized transverse.axial tomography ofthe
skull and brain of-any patient. 440'

Conducting selective spinal cord angiography of any patient.
0 .

429

Conducting positive contrast myelography of anyTatient. 400

Conducting air contrast myelography of any patient. 401

Conducting discography of any patient. 431.

Reading, interpreting'and making.recommendations on neurd-

radiographic materialai and/or giving opinions to clinicians
or'co-workers; explainIng opinions or dictating findings and..

recoMmendatiOns. 404

Participating in meetings of radiologists, surgeons and neurol.

ogists to discuss neW develdpments, cases of interast mid case

problems.in the fields of.neurology, surgery and neuroradiology. ' 408

ProViding clinical training:for raliiology residents in neuro-

radiology prodedures. 405.

3 3
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TASKS LISTED BY SYSTEM OF THE BODY (continUed)
. -

CLttiguLaal_Abbreviated Task Name
Task

Code No.

NERVOUS STSTEM (continued)

Planning and preseuting lectures or case conferences on.
,1

neuroradiology for radiology.residents.

REPRODUCTIVE AND URINARY SYSTEMS

Breasts

Conducting mammographic examination of any patient'S

.hreasts. , 40

Reading, interpieting and'making recommendgtions:on mammo-.

,
graphic materials, or giving'opinions to co-workers; explain- -
ing opinions or dictating findings and recOmmendations. 403 ''

P .

407

Providing clinical training-for radiOlOgy redidents in
mammography procedures.

).

Reproductive System and Fetus

406

o

Deciding on type oflynecological radiogiaphic procedures
to order foi non-pediatric female patient:in consultation with

ieferringphysician.

Conducting vaginography Of pediatric patient for: intersax:.00.7

Conducting pelvic.pneumography and/or:pangynecOgraphi:of:

-non-infant'female patient.

. ,

Conducting hysterogiaphyor.hyaterosalpingography:of &
pediatric.lemalef.patient.'



TASkS LISTED BY SYSTEM OF THE BODY:(continued)

Category and
--

Abbreviated Task.Name

Task
Code No.

REPRODUCTIVE-AND-URINARY SYSTEMS .

- ,

Reproductive System and Fetus (continued)

. . .

Deciding on type of obstetrical radingra0bid procedures tnorder
forprignini patient'in consultation withreferritig obsiietritian.

Conducting ).ntrauterine fetal .re.dingraphy for intrauterine

,transfusiorrin consUltation with obatetrician:\.

CalcUlating andAnterpreting radiographit'pelvimetrynaing/
Colcher-Sussman technique..

,

Reading, interpreting end making recommendations, onobStet-.
rical and/or.gynecological redingraphic,atudies and related
material-or glving opinions tn cliniCians Or co-workers.; ex-
plaining opinions nr dictating findings and recomtenditions.

Participiting in meetings Of radiologists, obstetricians,
and -gynecologists to- discuss new developments, cases of in-.

terest and- casd problets of mutual interest.
,, .

Providing clinical training for radiology residents in obstet-
rical and gynecological radiographic.procedures.

Planning and presenting lectures or case conferences on obstet-
.

rical and gynecological radiology for radiology residents.

Urinary System, Peritoneum

418

422

423

424

425

Deciding on type of uroglkaphic procedure(s) to order for any pa-

tient in consultation with referring physician and/or spe.cialists. 311

Conducting intravenous excretory urography (IVP) and inferior

vena cavography of pediatric patient.

Conducting-intravenous pye1o6aphy'(IVP) examination of any

non-pediatric patient.

444.

312



TASKS LISTED BY SYSTEM Of THE BODY (continued)

yr.

Category and Abbreviated Task Name
Task

Code No.

REPRODUCTIVE AND URINARY.SYSTEMS

Urinary System, Peritoneum (continued)

Conducting percutaneous antegrade pyelography of any non-
pediatric patient

a,

eAr,

426

Directing nephrotomograOhy of any patient. 313

Performing renal.cyst puncture and conducting rel d radiog-
raphy of any,patient.

,
315

%

Assisting. in renal biopsy of any patient by using fluoros7
copy to place biopsy-needle. 316

Conducting retrograde voiding cystourethrographY Of pediatric
patient, T 0 .445

Conducting pdrcutaneous peritoneography/inguinaf herniog-
rdphy, of,pediatric patient.

Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on urographic
materials,,or giving opinions to co-Workers; explaining opinions
or dictating findings and recomAendations.'

4

Participating in meetings of ''radioIogists, urolbgigts and
.

nephfologists tO discuss new developmentsi casdd\of interest,
and case problems in the fields of urology and urOgra*y. 323

Providing clinidal training ror radiology residenta in uro7

graphic procedures. 318

317

'RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

Deciding on type of respiratoryxadiographic exam//ination(s)

to order for any-pa..td.ent in consUitation4wi referring phy-

sician andfor specialists.

Conducting choanal radiography of pediatric patient.



TASKS LISTED BY SYSTEM OF THE-BODY (continued)
e,

'Category-and Abbreviated Task Name
Task

Code No.: .

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM ,(continued) .

Conducting laryngography. of-any.non-pediatricimitient;

Conducing fluoroscopic inspiration...expiration examination
of pediatric patient,

.Conducting bronchoscOpy and related btopay
sampling of:any non-pediatric patient. ..

, ._.
,

COnOncting.bronChograPhy'of.pediatiic_patient in consulta
tiOn with pediatrician(s) and anestheiiologiat.

. . ,

443 -

_.
. ,

. - -

. .

Conducting bronchography of any non-pediatric:patient. 411

Directing respiratory tract tomography. : ;:20.

. .

, .

Conducting aspiration .or tissue'needlebiopsy Of the lUng P.

of any non-pediatricpatient. -
. . ,

.i

,

Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on radio,-
gxaphic materialsAnvolving brofichi,-. lungs, .trachea and/or
larynx, or, giving opinions to co-workers; explaining:opinions.
or dictating.findings and recommendations. : '. 414.

t

, . .

Participaiing. in Me4ings with pulaiOnary Specialists, surgeons.
and pathologist's to diScuss;new devalopments,-cases of ih-
terest, and case problems in,pulmonary medicine, surgical
pathology snd thoracic Surgery. .. . , 337 .

..
. .

.
.

.

Providing clinical trainingjOr radiology reaidenti in radio-
graphic proceduresOf lungs,':bronchi, tracbea and/Or likynx.. 416 '

. .

... .
7-

f. Planning and presenting lectures or basecOnferences on pul-
mOnarY,:tracheal, bronchial and:laryngeal:radiology for ra-
diology residents..

. . .

. ..

Planning and presenting leCtures on pulmonary, bronchial,
tracheal and, laryngealcadiography for.medical students..

,

412

457

410'

413'

415



TASK LISTED BY.SYSTEM OF THE BODY (continued)

Task

Category and Abbreviated Task Name . Code NP.

.;

GENERAL,TASKS n.e.c.*

,

. 4

ConduOting radiography Of external fistula or sinus tract
of any patient.

Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on rOutine
-_.

radiographic Materials; dictating findings-and recoMMendations.

Pediatrics n.e.c.

'Deciding on type 'of ptdiatric radiographic examination(s) to
order for pediatric patient in consultation with referring
phyican and/or pediatric specialist.

fis

Reading, interpreting and making recommendationstpn radio-
graphic and related studies of pediatric patients or
giving opinions to clinician or co-workers; explaining
opinions or dictating findings and recommendations.

Participating in.meetings of radiOlogiats, surgeOns and-

pediàtiicians todiscuss new developMents,.. caSeeof in-

terest, and case problems in the field of pediatric surgery,

and radiology.

Providing clinical trAining for radiology residents in Pedi=

atric radiography.
/

Planning and presenting,lectures,or.case Ponferencedon
atric radiolpgy for radiology resident:34, 4,

, .

Planning a4t1 presenting lectures on pediatrieradiOlogy

'medical etUdents.
.

446

'441

45§

459

*
N.e.c.: Not elsewhere classified.
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TASKS LISTED BY SYSTEMn0F"THE BODY continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

Task
Code No.

:GENERAL TAsicS

Tomography n.e.c.

./

'Deciding whether to order non-neurologic tomography for any
patient or alternative studies and recommending teChnique in
conl-Ultaiion with referring physician.

.

Reading, interpreting and makiog-recommendations on non- :

neur.oiolical ,tomograms or giving opinions to co-workers; ex-

plainin opinions'or dictating fffidings and recommendatioils. 332

Decidin whether to order non7-neurologic computerized"trans-
verse la] tomography for anyApatient and/Or alternative

studie in consultation with referring physician.- 314

Direbt ng Computerized transverse axial tomography of tht -

body o any patieni: 488

Readi g, int9rpreting'and making recommendations on non-neuro-
log# 1-computerized transverse axial tomographic scans of the
body, and/or giliing opinions to clinicians or co-workers; ex-
plain ng opinions or dictating findings and recommendations. 489

331

Professional Meetings and-Teaching n.e.c.
-

Participating in meetings of physicians,involved with
plastic surgery to discuss new,developments, cases of interest,*
and casg problems in the field..

Participating in meetings of radiolOgists, surgeons and". ,

,pathologists to discuss new developments, cases,of- interest

and"case problems in the fields of surgeiy and radiology.

Participating in diagnoetic radiology departmental meeting:k . 326

'Planning and presenting lectures on assignefaspects of ra.-.

diology'for medical students.

3381;

325

243

320



.
TASKS LISTED BY usum OF THE BODY (continued)

Task
Category and Abbreviated Task Name . Code No.

GENERAL TASKS

Professional 'Meetings and Teaching-n.e.c._(continued).

a

Participating n radiologists mdeting to arrive at_overall
clinical and acadeMic assessments of residentg-Thradiplogy.

,Conducting counseling on profesgional or personal problems
with residents imAadiology.- -

Silecting 'and assembling radiographs and related case
history information-for use in case conference in diag-
nostic radiology.

Reviewing and selecting, Current and/or inactive radiographs,
for instructional use.

.
. . .

,,.. .

Planning-and presenting eases and/or related lectures'
*on diagnostic radiology and' pathology to pathologists,.
'radiologists and reSidents.

.

Deciding On diagnostic radiology library acquisitiOns A
bookr, journals and 'radiographic Materials; coding library -

..acquisitions.-

'Research

- . -

Formulating a problem for cliniCal resehrch-in diagnostic
.s.

.

radiology.

Conducting literature review.for clinical research problem
in diagnostic radiology.

321
-

350.

391

393

392

322

6

67

.Comparing prior radiographic diagnoses with later-pathology
and/or antopsy repOrta and reporting'discrepancift:to appro.-
priate tadiologists. .° . 394

Preparing research design-in .clinical diagnosticsadiology_i_,--
superviiiiing reseatch; analyzing, evaluating repults; and
preparing report.

2-14

6

4 0



TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION

II/

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

4

4 Task
Code No.

."CONSULTATION'TASKg

- Deciding on type,of non-neurologic angiography procedure
to order for any,patient in consultation with referring
phisician,'sutgeon,and/Or other.specialist. 469

,

.o,
Deciding Whether to order:lymphangiography pf any patient
cor alternative sudies, and recommending technique, in con- I

sultation with referring physician. %, 328

. .

'Deciding On type of gastrointestinal.and/or'biliary 0

graphic examinations to order tor any patient in Consul-
tation with referting"phYsician and/or specialists. 339.

Deciding on and scheduling cleft palate radiological study
Tor any patient. 331

.

).

.
1

.

.

Deciding on'type of neuroradiplogic proceduI,e(s) to Order for
/

,

any patient.in consultation with refetring physician.and/or .

neurolOgist. .
,

, 396
.1

Deciding on type of gynecological radiographic procedures
.to order for non-pediatric female patient in consultation;

, with referring physician.
,.. . . 421

.

Deciding.on type of obTtetrical radiogtaphic procedures to .

order foi pregnant patient in consultation with referring

obstetrician_ . /
-, 418

,

/ ,...,.. (-
.

.
.

/

Deciding on type of urographic procedure(s) to order for /

any patient in consultation:with referring physician and/orl

specialists.' .
...

"N. 1 311
,

, r /

Deciding on type of respiratory'radiographic'examination(S)
to order for 4trii patient in consultation with referring phy7

sician and/or pecialists. : i 409.),
.

,

Deciding on typc'of pediatric radiographic examination(s) .

to order fOr.pediatric patient in Consultation with reterring

physician and/or pediatric: specialist. ,

p 1 441

i

2-1.5

41
° 1

1



TASKS LISTLD BY TASK FUNCTION (continued).

Category and Abbreviated Task Name
-44.4t.

4

"CONSULTATION TASKS (continued)

Deciding whether to order non-neurologic tomography for any
patient or alternative studies,and recommesding,technique in
consultation,with referringphysician.

Deciding whether to order non-neurologic computerized trans-
verse axial tomography for any patient and/or alternative
studies in consultation with referring physician. .

"HANDS ON" PROCEDURE TASKS,BY SPECIALTY

Angiography

0

331

.314'

Conducting lymphangiography of any patient. 329

Conducting peripheral arteriography of any patient by per-
cutaneous selective catheterization or direct needle puncture. 470

Conducting ascending or descending venOgraphy of lower
extremities of-any patient by direct needle puncture.

410%

Conducting catheter thoracic aortography of any patieni.

471_

! 472

Conducting catheter abdominal aortography and/or selective
visceral arteriography of any patient. 473 -

Conducting percutaneous translumbar abdominal aortography

of any patient. 474

Conducting percutaneous splenoportogr y o any patient.' 475

'Conducting selective pelvicarteriography of non-Pediatric.
'gravid or nongravid female patient.

Conducting catheter pulmonary angiography of any patient.

.Conducting selective bronchial arteriography of any patient.

2716

476

477

.478

els

42



.TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION continued

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

Task
Code No.

"HANDS ON" PROCEDURE TASKS

.Angiography (continued)

Conducting selecrive thyroid Ingiography of any patientl

Conddeting pelective:subrdavian arteriography of any non-pedi-
atric patient tnevaluate thoracic outlet syndrome.

Conducting intravenons angiocardiography of any patient by
percutaneous selsctive catheterizatinn ox direct needle punc-t

tura.

Conduct:is% catheter'vena cavography and/oraelective renal.
-or adrenal venography of anynOn-infant patient.

479

480

.481

482

Conducting percutaneous coronary arteriography and/or left
ventriculography of any patient. 483

GEmtrointestinal and Biliary

r,

Conducting a radiographic.barium swallow study of esophagus

of any non-pediatric patient. 2

Conducting a radiographic barium study of upper gastrointes-.
tinal tract of any non7pediatric patient.

Conducting a radiographic air contrast study of stomach of

any'non-pediatric patient.

Conducting small bowel enema radiographic study of any non-

pediatric patient.

Conducting hypotonic duodenography of any non7pediatric pa-
,

tient.'

3

395

341

340

Conducting a radiographic barium enemi.study of hewer gastrn-

"intestinal tract of any non-pediatric patient. 1

2-17



TASKS LISTED.BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

"HANDS ON"'PROCEDURE yAns -

Gastrointestinal and Binary '(continued).

Evaluating oral'choledystogiams or oral cholangiograms; con-

. ducting fluoroscopy and/or'post-fatiy meal, post-evacuation

,study of any non-infant patientinvolvedif so depided.

Conducting intravenoue cholangiography
(IVO. of any non-infant patient.

Conducting percutaneous (trahshepatic)
non-pediatric patient.

and.cholecystography

cholangiography of any

Conducting T-tube cholangiography of any patient:

Neuroradiology.

Conducting caebral angiography of any patient.

Conducting retrograde venography of the internal jugular

veins, posterior fossa dural sinus system and/or orbit

of any patient.

Conducting orbital and/or cavernous sinus venography of any

patient by frontal vein route.

Conducting pneumoencephalography of any patient.

Cooperating with surgeon in conducting.brain ventriculog-

raphy of any patient.

Cdnducring positive contrast posteri fossa Ayelography of

Any patient.
. .

Directing skull tomography of any patient.

Directing c.omputerized transverse axiel-tomography of the skull

and brain of any patient,. .

4 4

2-18

Task
Code No.

342

344

343

345

397.

. 427

.\\

X428

398

399

.430

432

_440 _



'TASKS LISTED.BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

tategory and Abbreviated Task NaMe

"HANDS ON" PROCEDURE TASKS

Neuroradiology (continued)

Task
Code No.

Conducting delective spinal cord angiography of any patient. 429

Conducting positive contrast myeiography of any.patient.

Conducting air contrast myelography of any patient. 401

Conducting discography of any patient. '431'

Pediatrics

Conducting choanal radiography of pediatric patient. 442.

Conducting fluoroscopic inspiration-expiration examination .

of pediatrie patient. 457

Conducting bronchography of pediatric patient in consulta-

tion with.pediatrician(s) and anesthesiologist, 443

Removing foreign object from pediatric upper esophagus under

fluoroscopic control. 451

It

Conducting esophageal radiography of pediatric patient.

Conducting radiographic barium study of upper gastrointes

tinal tract of'pediatric patient. ,

'Conducting a radiographic barium enema study of lower gastrb-

intestinal tract of pediatric patient. 454

452

/7.
453

Conducting defetography of pediatric patient. 455

Conducting diagnosis and hydrostatic reductiou of intussus-
,

ception of pediatric patient. 456

2-19
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TASKS LISTED BYJTASK.FUNCTION (Continued)

144.

Catesory4nd Abbreviated Task Name.

Task
Code No.

"Hilips,orr PROCEDURE TASKS

Pediatrics (continued)

6
..

a

,Conducting' intravenous excretory nrography (IVP) and infirior
'vena cavography of pediatric patient-. 444

c.

Conducting retrograde voiding cystburethrographY Of pediatric

patient. .
.

445
.,

.

. - .

Conducting vaginography of pediatric patient for intersex
condition. t

_
447

Conducting percutaneous peritoneography/inguinal herniography
of pediatric patient. 448.

Respiratory

ConduCting laryngography of any non-Pediatricimtient. .412

Conducting brondhOscopy and related biopsy and secretion
-zsampling ofCany nonTTediatric patient. 410

Conducting bronchegraphy of any non-pediatric/patient.

Conducting aspiration or tissue needle biopsy of the lung

of any non-pediatric patient.

Directing reapiratory tract tomography.

Urographr%

T-ConduCting-intravenous 0YelOgraphy (IVP) examination Of any

non-pediatric.patient.

2-20
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413
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TASKS.LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

"HANDS ON" PHOCEDURE TASKS

Urography (bontinued)

Task
Code No.

OEM

Conducting percutaneous antegrade pyelography of any,non-pedi-

atric patent..

Performing renal oyst puncture and conducting related
'radiography of any patient;

426

315

Assisting in renal-biopsy of any p4tient by wiling fluoros!-

copy to place biopsy.needle. 316

Directing nephrotomography of any patient. 313:

Obstetrics-Gynecology

Conducting intrauterine fetal radiography for intrauterine

transfusion in consultation with obstetrician. 420

Conducting pelvic pneumography and/or pangynecography of

non-infant female patient.'
4

onducting.hysterography or hysterosalpingography of a non-

pediatric female patient.

Procedure Tasks n.e.c.

'Conducting a fluoroscopic and cineradiographic cleft palate

Conducting sialography of'any patient.

,
Conducting mammographic eicamination Of any patient's breasts. 402

5

334

433

2-.21

47



TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name
Task

Code No.

"HANDS ON" PROCEDURE TASKS

Procedure Tasks n.e.c. (continued)

-CondUcting.positive contrast arthrography (especially.of
knee) of,any patient. ' 436

ConductIng radiography of external fistula orssinus tract
of any patient. 446

Directing computerized transverse axial tomography of the
body of any patient'. 488

"READING AND INTERPRETING" TASKS

Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on non-neuro-
logic Angiographic and related studies and/or giving opinions
to clinicians or co-workers; explaining opinions or dictating
findings and recommendation's.

Reading, interpreting and making.recommendations on lymph-
angiograta, or giving opinions té.co-workers;. explaining
opinions or dictating findings and reCommendations.

Reading,- interpreting and:making recommendation's on:sialog-
raphy and related materials or giving opinions to co-vorkers;
explaining opinions or dictating findings and recOmmendations.

Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on .radio-
graphs of gastrointestinal and/Or biliary.tratts, or giving
opinions to co-Workers; explaining opinions or dictating find-.
ings and recommendations.

Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on. ortho-
pedic radiographs and/or arthrograma and relited.studies Of
bones and joints or giving opinions 443 clinicians or co-,:
workers; explaining opinions or dictating findingsand
recommendations.

484

330

434

346

437



110

TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name ...

"READING AND INTERPRETING" TASKS (continued)

Task
Code No.

Reading, interpreting and Making recommendations On cineradio-

graphic cleft palate studies; explaining'Opinions, making:
.presentation, Or dictating findings and recommendationt. 335

'Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on-neuro-
.

radiographic materials, and/or giving oPinions to clinicians '

or co-workers; explaining opinions or dictating findings and .

/recommendations.. 404' :

Reading and interpreting.radiograPhe for bone-age study. 449.

Evaluating plain films of pediatrid gastrointestinal tract

to localize obstructions and/or foreign bodies.. 450

Reading,-interpreting and making recommendatione onradio-
graphic and related studies °of pediatric patients or giVing

opinions to clinicians or'co-workers; explaining opinions

or'dictating findings and recommendatione.- 458.

Readlug, interpreting and making recommendations odziaMmo-

graphic materials, or giving opinions to co-workers; ex-

plaining opinions or dictating findings and recommendations. 403

Calculating and interpreting radiographic pelvimetry using

Colcher-Sussman technique. 419'.

qteading, interpreting and malying recommendations on obstet-

rical and/or gnecological radiographic studies and.related

.material or giving opinions to .clinicians or co-workersex-
plaining opinions or dictating.findings and recommendations. 422.

Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on urographic

materiali, or giving opiniOns to co-workers;explaining

opiniont or dictating findings and recommendations. 317

Reading, interpreting and Making recommendations,on radio- -

graphic materials involving bronchi, lungs, trachea and/or

larynx, or giving opinions to co-workers; explaining oninions

dr didtating findings and recommendations. 414

. 2-23

49
4 ,

'



TASKS LIST6 BY TASK'FUNCTION (continued)

Category. and Abbreviated Task Name

Task'

..Code No,

... "READING. IND INTERPRETING" TASKS (continued)

Reading, interpretingand making recommendations on mon-neuro-
logical.tomOgrams.or.giving.opinions to co-workers; explaining
opinions or dictating findings and recommendations.

Rea ding, interpretingand making recommendations on Son-neuro7
logical computerized transverse axial tomographic-scans ofthe
.body, and/or giving opinions to clinicians or co-wOrkers;.ex-
plaining opinions or dictating findings and recomMendations.

Reading, interpreting andmaking recommendations on routine
radiographic materials; dictating findings and recommendations.

1

"PROFESSIONAL MEETING" TASKS

332 ,

489

6

,

Participating in meetings of.angiographers, vascnlar surgeons
and cardiologists to discuss new develqpments, casesa of in-

terest,tand case problems in the field of angiography, vascu-

lar andV.ardiovascular surgery. .485

Participating in meetings of"radiologists, Surgeons and pathol-

ogists to discuss new developments, cases of interest snd case .

problems in the field of gastrointestinal and biliary surgery and ;

radiology. 352

Participating in meetinge of physicians involved'with arthritis

to discuss new developmegps, cases:of interest and case problems

in the field.

Participating in meetings of physicians involved with plastic

surgery to discuss new development's, cases 9f interest, and

case problems in the field::

Participating in meetings of radiologists, surge9n6 and .

neurologists to discuss net; develogments, cases ofintereet
and case probleMs in the fields of neurology, surgery and:-

neuroradiology. '

2724



TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (continUed)

k
Category and Abbreviated Task Name

Task
Code Nc.

"PROFESSIONAL MEETING" TASKS.(continued)

.

\participating ,in meetings.of radiologists, surgeons and
liediatricians to,digcuss new develoPmenis, cases of interest,
and. case'prOblems in the field of pediatric surgery dud. ra7-'

diology- 459
\

. \
Participating in meetings of radiologists, obstetricians, and

,

gynecologists to discuss new developments, cases of inteiest-
and case".problems of_ mutual interest. 423'.

. .

Participating lin meetings of radiologistsurologists and
nephrologista\to discuss new developments, cases of interest,
and case problems in the fields of urology and urography.: 323

Participating in\meetings.with pulmonary specialists, surgeons-
and pathologists io discuss new develupments, cises of in-'
teret, and case problems in pulmonary medicine, surgical path-
ology and thotacic4urgery.. . 337

Participating in meetins of radiologists, surgeons and path-
ologists to discuss new-developments, cases of interest.and
case problems in thelields of surgery and radiology. 325

.

"TEACHING" TASKS

Clinical Training

.4

Providing clinical training for
-4 'neurologic angiography.

Providing clinical training for
angiography procedures.

radiology residents in non-

radiolOgy residents in lymph-
,

Providini clinical training for radiology residents in ear,

nose and throat radiogrnphy and sialography.

2-25
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486

336.

435



TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (Continued)

Category and AbbreViated. Teak Name

"TEACHING" TASKS

Taak
'Code No.

Clinical. Training (continued)

Providing clinical.training for radiology residents in
- radiographic study of the gastrointestinal and biliary
tracts. ,

Providing clinicaf training for.rddiology residents in
orthopedic radiology, and arthrography.

Providing.clinical training for radiology
radiology procedures.

Providing.clinical training for
atric radiography, ;

radiology

radiology

residents in neuro-
a

resident4 in pedi-

Providing clinical training for residents

raphy procedures.

Providing clinical irainins for radiology residents
rical and gynecological,Fadiog7sphic procedures-.

Providing clinical
graphic procedures.

,
traininufo; radiology residents

. .

Providing clinical
graphic procedures

in mammog-,

in obstet-

B,

-J-
in uro-

-lc--

training fog radiology residents in radio
of lungs, bronchi, tracheaand/or iarynx.

Case Conferences and-Lectures

Planning rnd presenting lectures or case conferences on non.,
neurologic angiography for radiology. residents.

Planning, and presenting lectures or case conferences on
.

gastroint'oestJe,11 and biliary tract radiology for 'radiology.

residents.

.2-26
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..438

405

460

406

424

318

416

487

348



TASKS LISTE; BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)-

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

6

"TEACHING" TASKS

Case Conferences and Lecture's (continued)_

Task
Code No.

Planning and predenting lectures on,gaitrointeitiiial and
biliary tract radiology for Medical students... 349

Planning and,presenting lectures or case.conferinces on.
.

.neUroradiolod for radiology.residenta. 407

Planningand presenting ledtures or case conferences on:.:
pediatric radiology for radiology.residents. - 461

Planning and presenting lectures on pediaric radiology
for Medical students. . ,462

jlanning
.
and presenting lectures or.case oonferencee on

obstetrical and gynecological radiology for radiology
residents. 425

-
Planning.and'presenting lectures or case conferences on pul7
monary, tracheal, bronchial and laryngeal radiology.for
radiology residents. 415

Planning and presenting ledvares on PulmonarY, bronchial,-
'tracheal and laryngeal radiography for mediOal students. . 417

Planning and presenting cases,.and/or:related lectures,on
diagnostic radiology and. Oathology,to pathologists, radiolo- -

gists and residents.
...

-. 392
-4

Planning and presenting lecturek on assigned aspecti of .

radiology for medical students. 320.

'

. .

Selecting gastrointestinal and biliary tract radiographic ma-
terials for use in case oonference-or lecture presentations or%

for inclusion in litrary.
2-27.
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TA$KS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

4

%Cate or and Abieviated Tasillame
Task

Code No.

-

"TEACHING." TASKS.

Preparation (continued)

Selecting and assembling radiographs And related case history
information.for use in.case conference in diagnostic radiol-
ogy,.

Deciding on whether tO enter suggested xadiographa of.gastro-
inteStinel and biliary trects into log.book based on quality
and educational value.

Deciding on 41agnostic radiology library acquisition of
books, journals and radiographic materials; coding.librari .

.acquisitions.

y Reviewing ana selecting Current and/or.inactive radiographs'
for i'struCtional UsiJ

1 Evaluation and'Counseling

1

391

351

322

, 393'

Participating in radiologists meeting to arriye at overall
clinical ahd academic assessments.of residepts in:rediolog . '.. 321

. i
.

Conducting counseling on professional-or pereonal problems
with residents in radiology. .

. .

-0

"DEPARTMEhT" AND "QtALITY" TASKS

.

Comparing prior radiographic 41agnoses-with latsr_pithology'
and/or autopsy reports and reporting diucrepancies tO appro-

Priate radiologists. 394-

Participating in diagnostic radiology departmentalmeeting. 3gb
,

-2i
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,TASKS,LISTED

Xategory and

BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

Abbreviated Task Name

RESEARCH TASKS

Formulating a problem for clinical research in diagnostic
radiolOgy.

.-

.ConductingliteratureteViewJor clinical research problem
in diagnostic-radiologY.'..

Preparing.research.design_in clinical diagnostic radiology;
supervising tesearch; analyzing,'evaluating reeults; and
.preparing repott. '7"i.

55
2-29

Task
Code No.

66

-67

68



TASKS LISTED BY TYPE r AIN.RECIPIENT, kESPONDENT a CO-WOHKER4-

, Category and Abbreviated Task Name

Task
Code No.

/

WITH I'ATIENT RECIPIENT
. ..1

Any Patient ',if

Conducting peripheral arteriography of :4 patient by percuta-
neous selective catheterizatioh or dire t needle punctuig. 470.

/-

:Conducting ascending or descending vehography Of lower ex-
tremities of any'patient by direct needle puncture. :471

'. COndUctingicatheter.thoracic aortography of.any patient. 472

...______________ ./

Conducting Catheter abdominal aortogriaphy and/orselective
visceral arteriography C:f,' any patient. .473.,,

.. ,

'

Conducting percutaneOus translumbar abdominal aortogiaphy
. of any patient. ,474

Conducting percutaneous spltnoportography of any patient. .475

Conducting catheter pultonary angiography of any patient. . 477

\
. .

Conducting selective bronchT arteriograPhy of any patient.
_

478

COnducting"selective thyroid ang4gr4hy of any patient. ..-479
.

Conducting intravenous angioc rdiography of ally patient by per7,

cutaneous selective .cntheteriz tion or'direct needle puncture. -. 481

\

Conducting percutaneous corona
ventricillography of any patient'

arteriography and/or left-

Conducting lymphangiOgraphy of a y,p tient.
;

Conducting'sialOgraphy.of anY pa

'condUCting T-tube'.cholangiograph f anyliatient.

; . -

Conducting': if fluoroscopic and

study. of\any 'patient.' I/



TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Category and Abbreviered, TasicName Code No.
F--:

TASKS WITH PATIENT RECIPIENT

Any'Patient (continued)

Conducting positive co-..trast arthrography (especially of knee)

of.any patient. -436

Conducting cerebral angiogriphy ofany-patient.. 397

donducting retrograde-venography of the internal juguial
veins, posterior fossa dural,sinue 'system and/ororbit of .

any patient.

Conducting orbital and/or cavernous sinus venogra

any patient yyefrontal vein.r.bute. 4.28"

Conducting Oneumoencephalography.of any p ent. '396

Cooperating with surgeon in conduCting brain
raphy of any patient.

ventriculog-

Conducting positive contrast posterior fossa myelography

of any patient..

\Directing skull tomography .of any.Ontient.
.

\.

Directing Computerized traniveree axial tomography qf the
.skull and:brain of any patient.

Conducting selective'spinal cord aniiography of any patient.

Conducting positive contrast myelography of any Patient.

Conductingair contrast myelography of any patient..

Conducting discography of any patient.

Conducting Mammógraphic examination Of any patient's

-breasts:: .

\
DifbCting nePhrotomography anyTatient.. 313

2-31' .
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TASKS LISTED_BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT,'RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (confinued)

CategorY and Abbreviated Task Name

Task
Code No.

. TASKS W/TH PATIENT RECIPIENT

Any Pzt!.ent (continued)

rP

Performing renal cyst pumcture and conducting related radiog-
raphy of any patient. 315

Assisting in renal biopsy of any patient by using fluoroscopy

to'place biopsy needle. 316

.Conchicting radiography of external.fistula or sinus tract

of any patient. 446

Directing computerized transverse axial tomography of the

body of any patient. ,
.488

Any Non-Infant Patient

Oonducting catheter vena cavography and/or selective renal

or adrenal'venography of any nory-infant patient.- . 482

Evaluating oral cholecystograms or oral cholangiograms;

conducting fluoroscopy and!or post-fatty meal, pOst-evacua-

tion study of any non-infant patient involved ifso dedided...

Conducting intravenous cholangiography and choledystography
.(IVC) of any. non-infant patient.. 344

Any Non-Pediatric Patient.

. .

Conducting selective subclavian arteriOgraphy of any non-pedi7

atric patient to eValuate thoracic outlet syndrome.'

.

Conducting a radiographic bakium wallow study.of esophagus'

of any_nnn7pediatricpatient.

2-32
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued).

. Category and AbbreViated Mak Name
Tesk

Code No.

TASKS WITH PATIENT RECIPIENT

Any-Non-Pediatric Patient (continued)

-Conducting a radiographic barium study of upper gastrointea-
tinal tract of any non-pediatric patient.

Conducting a radiographic air contrast.study of stomach Cf
any non-pediatric patient:

CondUcting small.bowel enema radiographic study of any non-
pediatric, patient.

Conducting hypotonic.duodenography of any non-pediatric pa-
tient.

Conducting a radiographic barium,enema study of lower gastro-
intestinal tract of any nonleiatric patient.

Conducting percutaneous (transhepatic) cholangiography of any
non-pediatric patient.

Conducting laryngography of any non-pediatric patient.

Conducting.bronchoscopy and related biopsy and secretion.
Sampling of any non-pediatric patientr

CondUctini-bronchography,ofany.non-pediatric patient.

Conducting aspiration or tissue needle biopsy of the lung
of any.non-pediatric patient.

Conducting intravenOUs pyelography (IVP) examination of ariy
non-pediatric patient.

Conducting percutaneous antegrade pyelography of any nonpedi
atrid patient.

2-33
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TASKS LISTED

Category and

BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, REOPONDENT'OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Abbreviated Task Name

f
Task

Code No.

TASKS WITH PATIgNT RECIPIENT

Female:Patient

Conducting pelvic pneumography ahd/or pangynecography o

p.m-infant female patient.

Conductingselective pelvic arteriography of non.,ped:tatric

gravid or notgravid female patient.

Conducting hysterography or hysterosalpingOgraphy of a

non-pediatric female patient.

onducting intrauterine fetal radiography for intrauterine

transfusion in consultation with obstetrician.

Pediatric Patient

Conducting choanal radiography of.pediatric patient.

Conducting fluoroscopic inepiration-expiration:examination

of Pediatric patient,

Conducting .bronchography of pediatric patient in.consulta-

tion with pediatrician(s) and aneathesiologist.

Removihg foreign object from pediatric upper esophagus

under fluoroscopic Control.

Conducting.esophageal radiography of ptdiatric patient.

Conducting ractographic barium itudy.pf.Uppet gaStrolntes-:

tinal tract ,pilt pediatric patient: .

Conducting,a study-of-1ower-gastro-

intestinalintestinal tract- Of pediatric-patient, -.

ConduCting defecography-of'pediatric patient.

2-34"
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420

442

457

443

. 451
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453

454

455



.
TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued)

, Category and Abbreviated Task Name

Task
.

Code No.

TASKS WITH PATIENT RECIPIENT

Pediatric:Patient (continued)

Conducting diagnosis and hydrostatic reductiOn of intusdus-.
ception of pediatric patient. 456'

Conducting intravenous excretory urography (IVP) and.inferior
vena cavography of pediatric patient. V

: 444:

Condncting retrograde voiding cystourethrography of pediatric
patient.

Conducting vaginography of pediatric patient for intersex
condition,

Conducting percuianeous Peritoneography/inguinal herniog-
raphy of pediatric patient:

TASKS WITH PHYSICIAN MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT or CO-WORKER

-Physician Recipient

445

447

448

Reading, interpreting and making recOmmendations on non- .

neurologic angiographic and'related.studies and/or giving.
'Opinions to clinicians or Co-workers;.explaining opinions
Or dictating findings and recommendations. V

V
V 484

Reading, interpreting and making recommendation's on lymph-
angiograms, or giving opinions to co-workers; explaining.
opinions or dictating findings.and recomMendations. 330'

Reading,_interpretinvandmaking recommendations-on-sialog-
raphy and related materials or giving opinions to coworkers;
explaining opinions or diétating findings and re ommendations. 434 .

2-35
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT.- RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Task
Category and Abbreviated Task Name Code No.

TASKS WITH PHYSICIAN MAIN RECI ENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER
.01

Physician Recipient (continued)

Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on radio-
graphs of gastrointestinal ind/or biliary tracts, or giving
opinions to co-workers; explaining opinions or dictating
findings and recommendations. 346

Evaluating plain film Of pediatriC gastrointestinal tract to
localize nbstructions-And/or foreign bodies. 450

Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on'cineraZio::
_graphic cleft palate studies; explainingnpinions, making.
presentation, or dictating findinga'and recommendations.

Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on ortho-
'pedic radioglephs and/or arthrogramaand relatedatudies of
.boneg,and joints.or giving opinions to clinicians or co7wakers;
:explitning opinions or dictating findings and recommendations 437

ReaCino, interpreting and making recomMendations on neuro-
ra5iographic materials,'and/or giving opinions to clinicians
or co-wrkers;. explaining opinions.or dictating findings and
recommendations. .404

Reading, interPreting anl making recommendations on radiographic
and related studies of:pediatric patients.or giving opinions
to:clinicians or co-workers; explaining.npinions or dictating
findings and-recommendations. 458

Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on mammo-
graphic materia18, or giVing opinions to co-Workers;: ex-
plaining opinions or dictatinefindings and recommendations. 403

.

Reading; interpreting and Making Kecommendations on obste-
trical and/or gynecological.radiographic Studies and related.
material or giving opinions to clinicians ornci-workers;_ex-
plaining opinions pr dictating findings.and'recommendations. .422

CalcUlating and interpreting radiographic pelvimetry using--
. Colcher-Sussman technique.

.2-36
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (Continued).

Category and Abbreviated Task Name
Task

code No.

TASKS WITH PHYSICIAN MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER
k

Physician Recipient .(continued) .

Reading, interpreting-an&making recommendations on urOgraphic
materialsor giving opinions to co7warkers; expiaining opinions
or dictating findings.and ridommenditions..

eading, interpreting and making recommendations.on radiographic
terial involving bronchi,.lungs' trachea and/or larynx, or

giving opinions to bo-woikeA;_eXplaining opinions br dictating .

findings.and recommendations,-

.

Reading,:interpreting-and.making recommendations on non-7teuro-
logical tomograms or giving opinions to co-workers;laxplain-
ing opinions or dictating findings and recommendatf5ns.

Reading, interpreting and-making.recommendations,on nonneuro-
logical cOmputerized transverse axial tomogiaphic Scalia Of .the
body,-and/or giving opinions to clinicians or co-workers; ex-,
plaining opinions-or dictating findings and retommendations.

Reading, interpreting and making recommendations_on routine
radiographic.materials; dictating findings aud.kecommenda-

.-
tions.

Comparing-prior radiographic diagnoses with .later.pathology
and/br autopsy reports and reporting discrepancies to appro-
priate radiologists. .

Physician Respondent

. .

Deciding on.type of non-neurologic angiogiaphy procedure to.'
order for aoy patient in Consultation with-referring physician;
surgeon,andlor other Specialist.

Deciding whether to order lymphangiograPhy of any patient
or alternative studiei and recommending technique, in con-
sultation witli referring physician.

2-37
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE.OF MAIN RECfPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Category and Abbreviated.Task Name

Task
Code No.

TASKS WITH PHYSICIAN.MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR COw.WORKSR
I.

Physician Respondent (continued)

Deciding on'type'of gastrointestinal and/or biliary radio-

graphic examinations to ore,er Ior any patient in consulta-

tion with referring physicianand/ot specialists.

Deciding on type of neuroradiologic_Procedure(s) to order for

, any patient in consultation with referting.physician and/or

'neurologist.
. .

Deciding on type Of pediattic radiographic'examinatiOn(s) to

order for.pediatric patient'in consultation with referring

physician.and/or pediatric specialist.

Deciding on type of obstetrical radiographic procedures.to
orderIor pregnanf patient in consultation with referring.

Deciding on type of gynecological radiographic prOcedures

to.order for nonrpediatric female pdaent in consultation

with referring physician. -

Deciding on type of urographic procedure(s). to'order for

any patient in consultation With referring physician and/or

:apecialists.
,

Deciding on type of teipiratory radiographic eXaMinhtion(s)

65 order for any Patient in consultation with referring

sician and/or specialists. _

Deciding.whethet to order non-neurologic tomograpfiy for/any.

patient or alternatiVe,studiea and,reCommending techniquel.n

consultation with.refetring physician.
, . .

Deciding whether to order.non-neurologin computtrized.trans.'

verse axial.tomography fot arir patient and/or alternative. ,

studies in:consultation with referring physician.

6 4

339,,

396

441

418

421

311

409
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TASKS LISTED BY T/PE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Task
Code No.Category and Abbreviated Task Name

TASKS TH_PHYSICIAN MAIN RECIPIENT RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER

PhysicianiCo-workers

Participating in meetings of angiographers, vascular surgeons
and cardiologists to,discuss new developments, cases of in-
terest, and case problems in the field of angiography, vascular
and cardiovascular surgery. 485

Participating iu meetings of radiologists, surgeons and patholo:
gists to discuss new developments, cases of interest and case
probIems,in the field-of gastrointestinal and binary surgery
and radiology. 352

Participating in meetings of physicians involved'with plastic
surgery to discuss new developments, cases of interest, and

case problems in the field. 338

Fax;ticipating in meetings of physicians involved with arthritis'
to discuss nesidevelopments, cases of interest and case problems

in the field. 324

Participating in meetings of radiologists, surgeons and neurol-

ogists to discuss new developments, cases of interest and case
problems in the fields of neurology, surgery and neuroradiol-
ogy. 408,4

Participating in meetings of radiologists, surgeons and pedi-
atricians to discuss new developments, caw of interest, ind

case problems in the field of pediatric surgery add radiology. 459

- Participating in meetings of radiologists, obstetricians,
and gynecologists to discuss new developments, cases of in-

terest and case problems of mutual interest. 423

Participating in meetings of radiologists!, urologists and

nephrologists to discuss new developments, cases of in-
terest, and case problems in the fields of urology and urog-

raphy.



TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIEiT, RESPONDENT OR2-.CO-WORKER (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

4

Task
Code do.

TASKS WITH\PHYSICIAN MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER

'Physician Co-workers (contihued)

Participatingin meetings with pulmonary specialists, sur-
georis and pathologists to discuss new developments, cases of
interest, and case problems in pulmonary Medicine, Suigical
pathology, and thoracic surgery.

Participating in meetings of radiologists, surgeons and
rathologists to discuss new developments, cases of in-
terest and case problems in the fields of surgery and ra-
diology.

Participating in diagnostic radiology departmental meeting.

Participating in radiChogists meeting to arrive at overall
f

clinical and academic assessments of residents in radiol-
1- ogy.

TASKS WITH STUDENT MAIN RECIPIENTS

Residents

.Pkoviding cliniCal training foi radiology residents.in.non-

neUrologic angiography. : . .,
,

.

1 . ,
.

.

Providing-clinical trainiftg for rodiology residents in-lymph7

angiogrilphy procedUres.'

Planning and-liresenting lectures. or case conferences.*
,

non-heurOlogicangiography for radiology residents. h .

11

ProxldIng clinical training for'radiology resideata in ear,
\

nose and throat:radiographyrand Sialography.
.

....

. -

.

.

.
.

.. .

providing clinicaraining for'radiOlogy redidents in radio-

graphic studY of the.gastrointestinal and bilfiry.tractal

\ '

. 2746 . ..,.

.*

\

\

r

1

/ -
fl 6(i

337

325

326

321

486

487

435

347

I.



.

,TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT. RESPONDENT OR CO-,WORKER (continued)

Task,

'Code No. 'Category and

.

Abbreviated
f .

Task Name

.%

TASKS WITk STUDEN% MAIN RECIPIENTS ,

;-

Residents (continued)

Planning and presenting lecturep,or case conferences on gastro-
intestinal and biliary tract radiology for.radiology redidentd: 348

.e.

Providing clinical trainl#g for radiology. residents In .ortho-
pedic radiology aild arthrography.'

.

.ProViding clinical training for radiolOgy. reaidents In neuro-
radiology protedures.,

Planning and preeenting lectures'or
radiology for radiology residents..

.

ProViding clinical.traininglor radiology
atric radiography. :

Planning and presenting lectures or case
atric,radiology for'radiology residents.

. -

case conferences
:..

on neuio-

resIdents

conferences on. pedi7

,

ProViding clinical training for radiology,redidents in mammd,g-
raphy:'pro.Cedzes. '

Providing dlirical' training for radiology. residente in.obdiet
rical and gyndOlogial radiologY for radiolbgy redidentd. ;

planning and Tresenting lectured.or, case conferendes on obste-
trical asd gynecological.railiology forradiology residents.

-Providing clinical'irainitigfor radiology residents.fn urd-'
.'graphic pfoceduir3.

- .

PrOviding'cIinical training.forxadiology.redIdents in radii
'-graphic-procedures Of luSgS, bronchi, trachea ale/or 'larynx.

. .

Planning and presenti
monarY, tracheal, b
ology-resideSts.

fures or case confprences on pul-
nohial and laryngealradiolOgy for Fedi-

a

2r41'

460.

461 .

!

406r

42
1

5

18

416

415



,

TASKSIASTED BY TYPE .01? MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR'CO -WORKER .(dontinued)
-e

Task

'Category and Abbreviated Task Name Code No.

. U

TASKS WITII,STRDENT,MAIN.RECIPIENTS'

Residents (continued)

Planning.and.presenting cases and/or related lectured-on
..diagnostic radiology and pathology to pathologiats, radiOlo-.
gistsand residents. -

-
..Conductinecounselingon professional or personalWoblems
.with resid4nts in radiology.

.

,.!

Medidal Students

Planning and piedenting lectures on-gastrantestinal and
biliary tract adiolOgy-for medical stUdents..-

Plarini4 and presenting
medical:students.

Planting and presenting.lectures on.Pulmonary, brvndhial,

.tracheal ind latyngeal.radiography for Medical students,'
'

lectures on pediatrid,radi6logyjor.

.

Planning and.preeenting lectures On assigned
radioIogY'for medical students-.

392

350

349

462'

417'

Deciding oriand scheduling cleft palate_radiologicalL,study
-for.any Patiant

\ .Direc ing respiratbry tract tomography.
_. _. .

_ s'

,
\

Reading amLinterpreting radiographs for bone-age study,



0.4

TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR C6 -WORKER (continued)

Category and AbbreViated Task Name

MISCELLANEOUS (Continued)

Selecting gastrointestinal.and biliary tract radiographic
materials.for uie in case conference or lecture preaenta
tions or for'incliption in library. .

.310

Selecting and ashembling radiographsLand related case history
- information for Use in case_conference in,diaghostic radiology:' 391

\

ReViewing and selecting current and/or inactiye radiographs
.for instructional use.

Task.
. Code No.

,-

Deciding on whether ,to enter suggested'radiographs of gastro,
Antestinal and biliarY tracts into log book basei.,on quality

nd educational value-.

.Deciding.on diagnostic radiology library acqUiaitions of

books,. journals ,and radiographic materialsi coding library

acquisitioni.

Conducting literature reviewJor clinical research problem .

in.diagnostic radiology.

Formulating a problem-for clihical research in.diagnostic

radiology.

393

322

67

66

0

Preparing research design in clinical diagnosticradiclogy;
supervising research; analyzing,-evaluating.results;.and !

preparing report.. 68

6 9
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CHAPTER 3

TASK DESCRIPTIONS:

DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY MEDICAL TASKS
. .

There are 143 taska included'in-this Chapter. :These are ar-

ranged numerically by Tapk Code Number from Co e 1 to Code 489. Not all

numbers, are rePresented in this volume.

There is nO chapter pagination. .I itead, the pages Wiihin each

/task are numbered. The user can find the t'ask.by.referring to the'Task

Code Number and task pa e number at the up7er right of each page

-
e bottom of the first s et-

this-number." .This in icates:

Some tasks ha e a notation.at t

I
which states, "This is a new assignment_t

that an earlier

now obsolete.

use was
,

made of the numbe , and the.earlier assignment is

code numbers up 6 Code 273 in this vo Le '4i'e.

*

tan Tribulatory care center where a'

All other

tasks that were also fonnd by HSMS in

pilot test of .the HSMS method was carried l,ut.

1 7 0

f:



a

.TASK DESCRIPTION SHE

Task Code No. 1

'Las is page 1, of 4 for this task.

4........-iim.., ...
1. What is the output of this task? (Be sgre List Elements Fully

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Decision made on whether to go ahead with barium
enema; administration of ba-ium ener1.1 (and air con-
trast) supervised; large intestines observed on
fluoroscope monitor and spot films taken; radio-
graphs and air contrast ordered; .complete set of ra
diographs approved; medical impressions anefollow
up care recorded; MD notified of emergency signs.

,

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical infor-
..tion for a patient scheduled
for examination of the lowerk
BaP trointestinal tract (espe-
cially colon) using barium sul-
fate as the contrast medium (bar-
ium enema).

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
'information to become famil-
iar with the case or to re-

I

view materials seen earlier.

Notes any medically relevant
history, requests from refer-
ring physician,recommendations

1

on technique. Notes whether
patient should have followed
procedures prior to the exami-
nation. Notes_whether patient
has an infectious or communi-
cable condition, whether fe-
male patient is pregnant. May
call referring physician to
discuss or to obtain addi-
tional information.

2. Performer greets patient in
examination room. Attempts to
reassure patient and explains
what will be done. Answers pa-
tient's questions. Performer
may queseion patient about
symptms in relation to ihe

condition being studied. May
collect additional medical
history; checks whether female

be pregnant.patient may
.

Performer questions patient
about tht preparatory regimen
prescribed to see if it was

-OKRP ; RR; RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
thinqs chosen among.)

,

X-ray requ.,sition form and patient's chart; scout
film; view boxes; prepared barium enema; fluoro-
scope, TV monitor, spot film device with cassettes
or roll film; pen; telephone; csncellation forms;
protective lead garments; balloon catheters or
other air insufflator, syringe, tube, clamp, enema
nozaes

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( No...

"Yes to q. : Name t e kinci o recipient

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements orlegal restrictions.
Any non-pediatric patient to have barium enema ra-
diography; radiologic-technologist; referring MD;

' radiologist; nursing personnel
..-

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words,
Conducting a radiographic barium enema study of
lower gastrointestinal tract of any non-pediatric
patient by deciding whether to go ahead based on
patient's condition and scout film; reassuring pa-
tient; supervising or conducting administration of
barium enema; viewing on fluoroscope monitor and
taking spot films as decided; ordering radiographs,
air contrast study; supervising or conducting air
contrast enema; taking spot films and ordering radi
ographs; deciding when examination is completed by
viewing radiographs; recording medical impressions,
follow up care; notifying MD of emergency signs.

Ammmmmmmmm

6. Check here it-Frils

is a master sheetCC) 0 II I MI&

7 1



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 1

This is tinge. 2 of 4 for thiS task.

List Elements Full

folloWed (e.g. taking enema). If per-
former finds that the regimen has not
been.f011owed or that there are contra-
indications for the patient's well tein
or. the efficacy pf the study, performer
may cancel the examination.

If the performer decides to cancel, re-
cords reasons and anTrecommendations o
cancellation form or has co-worker do.
this; arranges for rescheduling if ap-
propriate.

Performer may delay cancellation until
scout fili is viewed. Checks that pa-
tient and anyone in examination room is
properly shielded.

Performer orders icout film and views
when ready or views scout film already
prepared by technologist:

..a. Performer inspects scout film to see
whether contents of colon are suffi-

, ciently clear of feces to proceed,
and whether technical quality of
film is acceptable.

.b. If the performer decides that the pa
.tient's colon-is not adequatelY
...clear, has patient scheduled.fOran-
other appointment and cancels as de-
scribed above. If out-patient,, may
speak to patient to reinforce in-,
structions about what to do at home
in preparation for nexrappointment.
Hay Check to see that patient under-
standsk answers questions.:

c. If the technical quality of-ehe
scout film is not acceptable, per-
former indicates the needed_adjust-
ments to technologist.in position or
technique.

d. If decision is to proceed, asks ra-
diologic technologist Or nurse.to
ready patienrand position for bar-

. ium enema.

. If performer decides to proceed, dons"

Protective lead garments and positions
fluoroscope unit in front of patient.

7 2

List Elements Full

If the fluoroscope attachment for spot
fiIms uses cassettes, performer.has
cassette inserted: Chooses full or ap--
propriate format and sets as appropri-
ate. (If roll film attachment, checks

that film ds loaded.)

Checks that barium enema has been pre-
pared and hung at proper height near
patient; checks that patient has been
properly positioned on side,'with
legs bent and knees up towards chin.

erformer talks to-patient about*What
is to be done andwhy. Attempts

te patient's fears and develoP..
confi ence. Answers patient's ques----
tions. Makes.sure patient understands
that he.or sfie.is to retain enema dur-

ing procedure.

erformer decides whether to lu...re a

imple enema tip used .or a.special
alloon.catheter .(to facilitate. reten-
ion). Indicatei'to subordinate which
s to be used.

a. If balloon catheter is to be used,

performer inserts into patient'S
rectum or has this done'. Inflates
by using empty syringe to.inject -

air..Watches on TV monitor to be
sure that position of catheter id

correct and*that degree of disten-
sion is optimal. Attached catheter
to enema Or has this:done.

b. If enema tip is.tn be used, per-
former indicates to subordinate
when to insert the enema.tip into
the patient's rectumand repOsi-.
tion patient in supine position:

.iPerformer may have lights'in-room dim-
med; positions fluoroscope unit, ad-
justing position by viewing on TV mon-

itor.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET continued)

.Task -Code

This is page 3 Of 4 for

List Elements Fall List Elements-fuIl

8. Performer indicates to technologist
when tO start the flow of.the contrast
solution by Opening the enema clamp.

Perictmer.watcheathe flaw, of the so-
lutioi-through the large intestines by.
activating the fluoroacope and watching
on the TV monitor.

. . .

TerfoiMer indicates throughout proce-
dure when 'to reclamp enema, when to let
it flow and when-to reclauip.

. Performer,observes the flow of the bar-
ium solutiOn through the rectum, sig-
moid, descending, transverse and-as-;
cending colon; cecum and terMinal il-
eum, concentrating on areas of suSpect-
ed pathology; Performer observes strod-
totes aad.movement.'May reassere ps.9-
tient-and encourage to retain enema.'
Watches to be sure that pressure of
enema is not excessive. May make notea
while obserVing.

While observing, performer.decides
what to recotd by taking, spot films.
Instructs patient when to remain mo-
tionless for.spot film exposures and
.when to reseme norms1 breathing and,
relax. As.decided, performer activates
spot film attachment and foot pedal
for radiography. If cassette.attach.1,
ment, may have technologist remove
cassette as Spots are snapped and
sert additional cassettes, Or does so_ _

personally.

Performer notes patient's reactions;
may-decide to provide emergency.care.
If the patient is unable.to retain the .
enema, orals not tolerating the proce-
dure, performer may decide to cancel.
If so, cancels as described above,

:noting any:relevant obseivations on
appropriate form.

10-Performer. determines when the fluoro7
scopic portion of the examination is-e°

over and turns off the fluoroscope.
Reminds patientto retainenema and
asks patient low.he ot ihe.ia feeling.,

a. Peiformer decides, based' on,obser
Vations. during fluoroscoparidre
'quisifion sheet, when to:havera.44;
diologic technologist take stan
d ard:setiesofoverheadradiegtaihl
and whethet iCo)rder additionaXex.
posures and/orHpositioas,withor:
:withouthariOm reCiined. Indicatee.
otaers-totechnofogist. Maiticof-

b..If any radiogrlOhs have been or-
dered bariuk enema::retained,'
performer examines thesej)nview
boxes:as soon as they are'prOcear
sed and determined whether.any
others,areneeded.-:May ask for
change' intechnical factora,

\sc. When. no More'radiographs are re7
geired-with barium enema retained,

\\performer orders post-evacuation
adiograOhs.

d..Pérformer may record preliminary
medical impreasions at once:on-ter
quisition 'sheet or delay until ra-
diographs are Trocessedt

11. Performer looks at the processed
spot films .and radiographs on View
boxes' as soon as they are ready:

Determines whether the radiographs
are technically adequate to'demon-
'filtrate the area and coadition un-
derstudy and provide sufficient
information to make possible a
competent. medical 'interpretation.
Performer may ask opinion of cli-
nician or another radiologist.

b. -Performer dedides whether to or-
der air contrast films.and-further
fluoroScopy, considering the infor-
mation already.available.on the.
radicgraphs,.the way in which the
patient responded to the'procedure

. 73



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 1

;This is page 4 of 4 for,this task.

List Elements Full

the patient's condition, and his or

her' Cumulative eXposure.

12. If performer orders air contrast, per-
former'supervises the introduction of
'the air medium into the large intes-
tines using fluoroscopy:

a. Reassures patient and explains What

will happen.
b. Supervises while nurse or technolo-

gist prepares (fills) large bore
Foley catheter with air syringe or
1)repares other air'insufflator, at-

taches rectal tip and clamp, and
inierts tip .into patient's rectum.

c. performer positions patient and
overhead fluoroscope unit and ob-
serves on.TV monitor while.adminis-
tering the:air. Performer adjusts
the clamp and the rate Of flow/of

'air to inject the proper amount of

air needed without excessive pres-
:sure. Performer checks forappropri-
ate distension.

d. Performer turna patient from side

to aide or has this dOne during
filling tO facilitate visualiiation.
Views areas of interest on TV moni-'
tor, such az sigmcid colon,splenic

'flexure, and hepatic flexure.

e. Performer views ihe suspicious

areas noted during earlier fluoro-

scopy and on radiographs, as de-

acribed above. Performer takes spot
films as deemed appropriate, as de-

scribed aliove.

13. Performer decides when enough spot

lilms with tha air contrast medium
have been taken and turns, off the

fluoroscope.

Performer decides on the radiographs
to order with air contrast medium re-

tained. May record orders. Performer
encourages the patient to retain the

air.

14. Performer reviews the processed air
contrast films as described above, br-
dering any additional ones as needed.

15.

16.

When perfori* has determined.thet the
eXamination has been completed, indi-
cates this and has enema tObe reioved.

Performer may have patient cleansed
and/or room and equiPment -cleaned with
antiseptic solution;' may .have other

clean up procedures followed to avoid
infection or contamination.

If performer judges that any emergen-
cy signs are in evidence, performer

notifies patient's physician. Noti-
fies physician of preliminary find-
ings if so requested.

0

17. Performer may record impressions of

procedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.

b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up rec-

ommended.
d. May sign chart or requisition

sheet.



TASK DESCRIPTION. SHEET

Task COde No. 2

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be fepeatable.)-

Decision made onwhether to go ahead.on harium swal-
low study of esopha'gus; pt..reassured; barium mix-
ture administeredl esophagus and stomach observed
with fluoroscopy-and spotfilmaand/orcind
taken in . apkOpriate positions and with barium:pill
if So decided; radiographs ordere4 complete aet .of
radiographs approved;decision made .on 'delayed films;
medical impresSions and follow-up care recorded;de
layed films ordered; MD: notified.of emergency: signs

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is. choice.Anclude everything or the kinds of

.thinga chosen.among.)
3E7-ray requisition form and patient's °chart; scout
film; view.boxes; prepared barium colloidal suspen-
sion; barium pill; cup; straw; fluoroscoPe, TV moni-
tor, spot film device with cassettes or roll:film;
pen; telephone; cancellation forms; protective'lead
garMents; shielding; cineradiography camera

List Elements Full

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and-medical in-
formation fora 'Patient sched-
uled for a study of the esopha-:
gus using a.barium.sulfate col-
loidal suspenaion as the Contnast
medium (barium swallow).

1. Performer reads the -patient's-
requisition form and relevant
information to 'become:faii1-.
iat With thecase if study was
routinelyordered, or to.re-
view materials seerfearlier.-:

: .

3..Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes..,00 No,..

kind.

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

acriptioris to indicate Ghe relevant condition
include the kind With whom the performer it
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

. requirements Or legal restrictions.
Any non-pediatric patient to_have barium swallow ra-
diography; radiologic technologist;referring MD; ra-
diologist

. Name t e tusk so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected% Underline essen-

tial wma.. s'

Conddcting a rAiographic barium ,swallow study of es
ahagna_of any non-pediatfL_EatItnt by deciding
whether to.go ahead based on patient's conCtion and
scout film; rc,wisurfng 1.!./ent; qupervising oral ad-
ministration of barium mixture; viewing on TV moni-
tor, and taking spot films and eine in appromiate 4

positions as decided and with b6rLum pill swsilowed
if so decided; ordering ra&ographs; decJding when
examination is completed by viewing 1:adiographsIde-
ciding whethe't to order ddriyed filmn; recording med
ical impressions, follow up care and/or delayed
films; notifying MD of emergency fi.'4ns.

VIIINIYINWMIPIONINEWAW1VAMtOitINNIIIIMMINEOME1r

This is new asgignment r4.1 this nuMber.

Notes anymedically relevant::
higtory, requests from refer-
ring physicians recommenda-
tions on techn-!coue. Notes--
whether patiel 1,!nfecti4us

or communioah '

whether femalT 'k..aaFInt.may be
-pregnant. Wiy cali :Aferring:
-physician !,) di.Poo or to ob-
,tain additi:Nosi -

2. Performer ireeta pant in
examinatioa rovm: !%ttempts to
:reassure puti,exA And explains
what will Answers pa-
tient's quesLions Performer,
may question patient about t
almptoms in relation to the
contUtion being studied.. May p

collecz additional medical ."

historY;.checki whether fe-.
male,patient may be pregrmt.

3. If not alreadY prepared,pcx-
former orders scout film.
Checks that patient and anyone
in examination room is proper-
ly shielded. Views pfocessed
scout:film prepared I:5 techno-
logist on view box:

OK -RP;RR;RR

6. Cheek here i this

is a master sheet..:wi-

7 5.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET continued)

Task Code No. 2

This is page 2 of 4 for.this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fulv

a. Performer decidee whether the techni-
cal'quality of the radiograph ade-
quately demonstrates the area to be
studied for purposes of interpreta-
tion; if not, performer indicates the
needed technical.adjustments or-

_ changes in.position to technologist .

or records'on requisition.form, as

appropriate.
b, Performer inspects scout film to see

whether there-is evidence of-bariuni
remaining from anyearlier study,-
thus interfering with current exami-
nation. If. this is the case,cancels
examination; records reasons and any
recommendations-oe cancellation form
or hasapp.ropriate co-wcirker arrange

for cIncellation; has patient re-
.
scheduled if apprupriate.

If, performer decides to proceed, per-
former dons protective lead garments;

makes sure that patient is.properly
shielded. If spdt film attachment uses

-cassettes, performer has cassette in-
serted..Chooses full, half or quarter
format and seta as appropriate. ,(If rol

_film attachment, checks that attach-

: ment is loaded with.film or has this

, &dee.) Has technical factors set for
fluoroscopy.- If available, checks that
16mm. cinerádiography equipment is

ready. .

5. Perfotmer has patient appropriately po7

sitioned fOr the eraMination injront
-of vertical table.

a. If patient is unable to maintain an

erect position, performer notes this

de requisition form and proceeds
With patient in alternatiVe position

b. Places fluoroscopic unit in- front of

patient.
c. Performer-has patient or technolo-

giat hold cup containing barium sul-

fate mixture and await orders from
performer.

76-

NOMA', 41

d. When ready for fluoroscopy,perform-
.

er May have iightsin roc-w dimmed;
turns on fluoroscope or has thia
done. Adjusts unit for viewing. on

, TV monitor.

For erect position,performlx indicates
to technologist.(or patient if patient
is holding barium miXturs) fikati pa- .

tient is to sip mixture, Lit in
mouth, when to swallow, 1,4:lat positiona4,

-to assume, and When to hold i;teady,ari

hold breath. Performer' may c/zAnt pa-
tient on table or unit or wiy
technologist assist.

a. If:the patient is totally unglle.to
swallower.is.not tolerattug the
procedure, performer may decide to
cancel. If so, cancels as ,iescribed
above, noting any televiint observa-
tions de approprtato 1*M.

b. If the patient-ia ehe to swallow,
performer obserlea the flow of the
barium through.the patient's esoph-
agus, esophago-gastric junction an
stomach on the'TV:manitOr: Perform-
er notes the ease or difficulty
With which the patient swallows.
Performer tnstructs patierit in fre

quency.and cize of.swallowS. Per7
former continues-having patient
swallow on orders-While obseviing
the structures and movement until
the performer has sufficient infor
mation.dn the condition. :

c. While obser4Ing on TV monitor, per
former decides what to record-as
spot films or on eine. As decided,

performer activates cine.camera.:.
and spot film attachment and x-ray
button. If cassette attachment,may
have technologiat temove cassette
as spots are snapped and insert'

additional cassettes or performer

does so personally.



TASK. DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Taak Code No. 2

This is page-. 3 of: 4 for this task:

List Elements Full

7. If'patient has history of, difficulties
With swallowing, or if Patient is cur-
rently complaining of pain-or diffi-:.
.culty in dwalloWing,'petformer may de-
cide to'use barium pill.-

a. Performer has technologist prepare
barium pill and explains to patient
what is to happen.

b. When patient is properly positioned
,performer indicates to patient or
technologist when to have patient
swallow pill, using barium mixture
to:wash it down.

c. Performer watches on TV monitor
while patient swallows the pill.
Performer observes the swallowing
action, the ease with which this is
accompliabed and the course of the
pill, noting any interference or
blockage. _

d. Performer takes spot films when
deemed appropriate, as described
abovevor uses cine camera.

e. Performer may compare the known siz
of the pill with any observed ob-
structions to estimate size of ob-
stacles or growths. Hay make notes
on requisition sheet.

8. Performer may decide to examine patien
in prone-oblique and/or supine-oblique
positions due to inability of patient
to.sit or stand in erect positions or
to provide Additional information.

a. Performer has patient positioned as
appropriate on horizontal table.May
assist. Hay adjust table and/or flu
oroscope unit.

b. If patient has not been'able to sit
or stand in erect position,perform-
er may assist patient to drink bar-
ium mixture or have technologtst dp
this by supporting patient and pro-
viding a straw through which to sip
the mixture.

ir-11 raws&N
List Elements Full

c. Performer obserVes the flaw of tfie.
barium solution through the esopha-
gus, esophago-gastric junction,and,
stomach. Takes spot and/or cine

. films and repeats other proceduies
as described above, with patient in
appropriate position(s).

. Performer deterMines iihen,thefluor0,.:
scopic Poition of-the-examinationle
ovet and'tuine-off the fluOtoscope,,
and/or.cine camera'.

a. Performer decides,based on observa-
tions during' fluoroscopy and requi=
sition.sheet, whether to' have radi4
ologic technologist take anly*stan-
dard series of overhead'radio-
graphs or-whether-to order adai-
tional exposures and/or positions,
with or without the patient swal-*
lowing additional barium. Explains
whatois-needed io technOlogist and
or enters on requisition sheet.

b: Performer may record preliminary
medical impressions at once on re-'
quisition sbeet or delay until the
radiographs are processed.

-

10. Performer looks at the processed spot
films and radiographs on view boxes
as soon as they are ready:

a. Determines whether the radiogiaphs
are technically adequate to demon-
strate.the area and condition un-
der study and provide sufficient
information to make possible a coM

petent medical interpretation:Per
former may ask opinion of clini-
clan-or another radiologist.

b. Performer 'decides whether to order
additional views-or a change in the
technical factors and a repeat of
portions of the radiographiC exami-
nation., and/or whether to order de
layed radiographs. Considers the



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

1
This is page 4

Task Code No. 2

4 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

information already available on the
radiographs, the way in which the
patient responded to the proceduie,
the patient's condition, and his or
her cumulative exposure. .

.

-

11. If the performer decides to order ad-
ditional views, a repeat with changes
in the technical fabtors, or delayed
radiographs, informs technologist_ what

.

is needed, including use of additional
barium solution; may record. Performer

.

examines additional radiographs as de-
scribed above (except for delayed

,

films).

When performer has determined that the
.

examination has been completed, ixforms
technologist that he or she can termi-
nate the procedure and have the patient
sent home, back to room, or to next
procedure. If appropriate, has decon-
tamination and/or sanitary clean up
procedures carried out.

-

,

,

12. If performer judges that any emergency
signs are in evidence, performer noti-
fies patient's physician at once.

, .

,

%

13. Performer may record impressions of

procedure gn patient's chart:
.

,

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Amy special nursing follow-up recom

.

-

.

mended or delayed films ordered. p

d. May sign chart or requisition sheet.
_

1

i
4

.

,

1

.

78



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

'TaAls Code No'. 3

Thfe is page 1 of -4 for this task.

What is the output of-this task?-1H(Be sure

ahead with barium
this is broad enOUgh fo\be'repeatire.)

Decision made on Whether to go
.

stUdy Of-Upper GI tract; pt. reasauredtb' ium mix- '
turesdministered;upper GI tractdbserved with flu-fl

films,cine.filmsfaken with pt. erects
prone, supine, with.pressure coneattabhm nt, and
with bariuM pill if in de6ided; radiographs ordered;
Complete set of radiographa aPproved; :decision Made.'
And recorded on.delayed lilms 4nd/6;46-contra:St:
study of stOMads; medical impressioila and :fbIloWr-Up:
cate recorded; MD notified Of emergendy signs.

Z. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if :only certain items must be used. If Olere

.is choice, include everything Or the:kinds Of'
'things chosen"among,)

X7ray requisition form,patientts:chirt;scoUt filmk
view boxes;piepared bariUp.nolloidal suspension;bar-,
ium pili;cup;straw;cone atachMent;cine camera;flu-
oroscOpe, TV monitor, spnt'film.device with cassetfes
or roll filM; pen; teleOhone; cancellation' fortis;
protective lead garments;.shielding ."

3. Isthere a recipient, respondent.or.co-Worker
involved in the task? Yes..,q) )

4, If "Yele.to q. 3; Name the-kind of recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, With de-

scriptiOns'to indicate the relevant conditio0
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or.legal restrictions.
Any non-pediatric patient to have upper GI barium
study radiography; radiolOgic technologist4referring
MD; radiologist

Liat Elements Fully.
,

'

Performer%receives the x-ray re-
, .

quisitiOn form and.medical in-
formation for a patient sched-
uled for'a study of 41e.upper
gastroinieatinal tract (esopha-
gus, stOmath, and small intes-.
tine) using-a 'barium sulfate
colloidal sUspension as the con-
'train medium.

S. Name the task so that the answers to ques-,
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline easen-

tial wordi. . .

Conducting a radiographic barium study .of upper gas,
trointestinal ttact of any non-pediatric'patient by
deciding'whethet. to .go ahead based on pt.'s condition
and scout fiIm;reassuring Ot.;supervising Oral'admin-
istration of barium miXtUreiviewing on TV monitor;
taking spot films and cine with pt. in erect,protie,
supine positioniwith preasure applied by cone at-
tachment, with barium pill.swalloumd if so decided;
ordering radiographs;deciding when examination is
completed.by viewing radiographs;deciding whether to
order.delayed films and/or air contrast study of
stomach;recording medical impresiions;follow up care

andOr delayed films and/or air contrast study;noti-
fying MD of emer enc si ns.

1. Performer, reads the patient'
,

requisition form and relevant
information to'become.famil-7
iar with the case if study
-was routtnely ordered, pt fo,
review materials Seen earliet%

.Notea Animedicilly:reIeVant
history,. requeitsjroMrefer

-ring:PhyaiCianirecoMMenda
titionfOxitechnique..,-Notea
Mhether'patient. shoUld-haVe
f011oweOrePatatory:prone,
dures prior.to the examina-
-41-ou,'"endvnether.patieni:,haa
.an:infecaous'Or;comMOn#41,10
condition., whethet:femalepaz
tient may 'be. Pregna4.11ay cal
referring efahysiCian-tb:-disH::-
cuss nr.to'obtain needed:in;-:'
formation. .

. Performer greets_patient in
examination rooM. Attempts, tO:
reassure.patient and explaina
What will be done, Answere
patient's.Nuestiona. Perform7
er.mayAu4stion patietit:aboUt
symptinis ln'relation. to the

:'condition being atudied....May
.collent-additiodal medical,
history;:aska female patient.:,
if she' thinks that she is,

pregnant.,

0K-Rp;RR;RR

6. Check htre i



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued).

Taak_Cade No. 3

This i par _ of 4 for this task.

*7-

List.Elements Full
.List Elements Fully

\ .

Performer questions Patient about the
preparatory regimen rescribed to see

if it was followed (e'g. not having
breakfast). If perfo er-finds-that
the regimen has not be n followed and,,
will interfere with the study, perform-

er cancels examination,lrecords reasons
-and-any-recommendations on cancellation-
form or has appropriate o-worker ar-
range for cancellati9; s patient re-
scheduled if appropriate.

3. If performer decides to p oceed, checks
for proper shielding and o ders scout.
film. Views when ready or ylews r3cout
film already prepared by..t chnologist:'

a. Performer decidis whethe the techni-
cal quality ofgEhe radiograph ade-
quately demonstrates the organs to
be studied for purposes of interpre-

,- tatlan;0 if not, performer\indicates
the needed technical adiustments or
changes in position tOtechnologitst,
or records on requisition &:Irm.

b. Performer.inspects scout film to see
-ghether there is evidence of barium
remaining from any earlier study,

.0 thus ilterfering with current exami-

nation. If do, performer cankels;-
orders rescheduling as described.

. If performer deCides to proceed, dons

protective lead garments. Makes sure
patient and anyone to remain in room is
properly shielded. If spotfiIm ittach-

ment uses cassett , performer has cas-
eetteinserted. C oosee full, half or
quarter format an sets as appropriate,

(If roll film at chment, checks that

attachment is lo4led with film or has

this done.) Has §echnical factors set ),

for fluoroscopy. If available, checks

that 16mm. cinexjadiography equipment is

ready and techn cal factors set.

.-Performer has fie patieni'positioned

.
for the portiojt of the examination done

with.the pati t erect:

I

a. If patient isunablekto maintain an
erect\position,-perforter notes this

on requisitionlorm,end proceeds to

the portion'of-the examination done,

with the* patient in prone position.

b. Performer places fluoroscope unit

in front, of patient. HaS patient or

technologist holdcup containing
barium sulfate mixture and await

orders from.perfOrmer.
c.. When ready for fluoroscopy, per- -.

former may have lights in room dim-

med;.turns on'fluoroscope or has

this done. Adjusts,unit for viewing

on TV monitor. i

. For erect portion ofkexamination, per-

former indicates to technologist (or

4latient if patieut is holding barium

..mixture)' when patient is td.sip.mix-

ture, hold in mouth,whentdswellow,
.what positions to essume,when to hold

steady, and when td hold breath.

! /

Performer may assiet patient on table

or unit or 'may have technOlogist as-

sist.

a. If the patientistotellY unable to

swallow orls hot tolerating the

procedure, perOrmer may decide to

nencel. If soi.;cancelsas described

'above, noting pny relevant observe-

* tions-onappropriate form;

b. If the patient is ableto swallc6,

performer Observes the flow of the

barium through the 'patient's eso-

_phagua,_esóphtgo-gaatric junction,
stomaChoind.d odenum on the. TV mon-

itOr. Performer iuStructs_patient

in frequency and'size of swallows.

Performer cti ues,observing the

structures e d. ement with swal-,"

4,lows repeated untfthe performer
has sufficient inforMation.

c..While observing on'TV monitor,per-

former decides what to record as

spot films and/or on cine film.
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List Elements Full

Task Code N

This is page 3 of 4 for Ehis

Performer activates spot fiIwattach
merit and X-ray button. If.cassette
attachnent,-may.have teChnologisi re
mOre.cassette ai spota are.snapped
and insert additional cadsettes, or
performer-doeS sojersonally. Acti-
vates cine camera when-decided.

. PerfOrmer prepares-for pressure spot''
films ofthe:gastric mucosa and the..
duodenal °bulb with the patient erect:'

a.Terformdr has pressure cone attach7
ment moved\ into. place..Performer go7
sitiOns Cone so-thai there is pre0-
sure exerted on the area of' interest..

b. Performer observes on the TV monitor.
Mali patient drink additional bar- .

ium Mixture as required fgr visuali-
zation. a

c. performer ohserves response to pres-
sure, pliability and.rigidity of the
area.:

d. Perfnrmer decides what to record as
.spot films, and activates spot film
attachment When decided AS described
above,

e. Performer repeats procedure for
areas of thestomach as decided and
.for spot films of duodenal bulb.
Performer haa.patient drink addi-
tional barium mixture as needed.

f. -Performer rem:Oyes pressure cone when
all the required pressure spot filns

. are taken._

. Performer has the.patient poditioned
.for the porticin of the examination done
with the patient lying on horizontal
examination table

. . ,

PerforMer has patient positioned in
prone-oblique position. May assist
and/or reassure patient. May adjust
table or fluoroscope unit.

b.: Performer-has patient sip barium,.
mixture as apPropriate. If patient
has not been ,able to sit pr stand

ist Elements Fully

,

'for erect positions, perfOrnier maT
-assist patientto drink .bariuM
ture'or haVe technologist c(o
by Supporting patient:and providing
.a.straw thrOugh which to sip the:
'mixture. .

c. Performer.ohservesthe:flow of the
barium:mIXtUrethroughthe esOpha
fps,. esOphago7gastricAunction,
.stomaCh andliaodenum. Takes spot
filMs and/Or cine films; lepeats
other procedurea as desdribed,lahove-
withpatient'in prone-obliquepoSi
tion y

. --d.. PerforMer repeata.appropriate steps
as,described Shove after positiOn--
ing Patient:in supine7ohlique posi-
tion.

Ifpatient has Ilistory of difficulties
with swallowing or if patienOJECr''
rently complaining.of.pain or diffic 1
ty4r: swallowing, performer may deei e
to-use barium pill for finalportiim
of exaMination with patient erect or
.on table tilted to. eftct position:

a. Performer has technologist prepare .
barium pill and explains to pat. ent

. what 141: haPpen.
h. When pat nt is properly position7

edr peiforMer indicates to:Patient
or technologist.when to have:pd../

. tient swAllowpill, using.sip of
harium miXture to wash it down.-

c. Perfomer watches on TV monitor
while patient swallows the piIi77-7
Perforier observes the ,swalloWing
action, the ease withwhiCh-this is
.accomplished,and the churae of the
-pIll, notiag any interference or

. blockage. . ,,

d. Performer takes spot Multi :When
'deemed appropriate;and/or-cine film
as degdribed ahoVe. .:

e. Performer may compare thd known -1.,..

, size of the7pill with any obServdd

p
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./-

.This is page.,4

Task Code No.

4 fa/ this task.

___

List Elements Ful:. /

....7

I List Elements Fully

obstructions to estimate size of '
_

. obstacles or growths. May make notes
on requisition sheet., . --

. ..,

0. Performer determines when the fluoro-
scopic portion ofthe examination is
over and turns off the fluoroscope.

.

a. Performer decides, based anobserva-
tions during fluoroscopy and requi-
sition sheet, whether to have radio-
logic technologist take only sten-
dard series of overhead:radiographs.
or whether to order additional ex-
posures and/or positions, with or
uAthout the patient swallowing addi-
tional barium. Explains what is
needed to technologist and/or enters
on requisition sheet.

b. Performer may record preliminary
medical impressions it once.on re-
quisitiori sheet or,delay Until the
radiographs are processed/.

/

11. Performer looks at the processed spot
films and radiographs'on view boxes as
soon as they are ready:

/
a. Determines whether the rad\ iographs

, , .

are technically adequate V:, demon-
strate the area and condition under

study and provide sufficien,t infor-
nation to make possible a cot/petent

Mgdical interpretation. Periarmer
may ask-opinion of clinician or
another radiologist. .

6, Performer decides whether to order-

I

i) Performer decides whether-to
/

have hir contrast of stomach
scheduled for a later time or
done immediately.

ii) Peiformer fills out requisitiot
sheet for air contrast study for'
scheduling as appropriate, or
arranges to proceed immediately
with

.

air contrast study.
d. In deciding to'order additional

views or Studies performer consid-
_ ers the information already avail-

able on the radiographs,the way in
which the.patient responded to the
procedure, the patient's condition,
and his or her cumulative exposure .

12. If the performer, decidesto repeat an
of the radiography with changesiin the
technical factors, to/order additions
views or delayed\radiographs, informs
technologist what is needed, including
use of additional barium solution;may
record. Performer examines additional

--radiographs as described above (ex-
cept for c:elayed films).
- I

When performer had determirled that the
,

current examinatian has_been cam-;
pleted, informs techiologist that he
or she can terminate the procedure
and have the Patienesent hame,, back
to room, or to next, procedura. If ap-,

propriate,'orders decontamination and/
or sanitary clean up procedures .

13. If performer judges'that any emergen-
additional views or a change in the
technical factors and a repeat of

,
portions of the radiographic exami-
nation, and/or whethor to order de-
layed radiographs. .

! c. Performer notes whether the problem

(')
area could involve the top or the,
distal stomach .(areas blocked from
view by the rib cage). If so, pert-
former decides to order air con-/
trast study to distend the stomach

cy signs are in evidence, performer--
notifieu patient's physician at once .

14. Perf^rmer may record impressions of
procedure on patient's chart: '

1

, ,

a. Preliminary findings .
b. Row patient toler:ated procedure .
c. Any special nursing'follow-up rec-

ommended, ..slayed film or air
contract,t of stomach ordered.

sd. May sip chart,requisition sheet.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 4

This is p 1 of 12 for this task.

. WhatTii:thel output of this task? (Be sure.- List 'Elements Flay
this is broad enough to be repeatahle.)

Pt.reassured;pelvic exam performed;decisiOns made on
going ahead,routi:of inducing pneumoperitoneuMaunc-
ture site,tedpique;Foley catheter ineerttdin uter7.
us;local anesthetic injected;peritoneum p netured viascheuled
vaginal posterior fornix,or abdomen;Fubins/inserted
or attached;pneumoperitoneum induCed;pneumograms or-
tiered and r'sviewed;contrast instilled intO uterus and
tubes via Foley cathet'.r as d'.cided,under fluoroscop-
ic contrclIpangypeccgrams ordered and apProVed;medi7
cal impressions and orders for later stUdy,delayed

1

.

films,nursin care recorded;MD notified! Of emergency.,

Performer receives' the x-ray
,

quisition form andliedical. in-..

formation.on A fethele patient-
fcrpelYic.Tneumo--)

graphY (radiography of the uter-
us oviducts and ,oVaries after.

'

instillation pi gas into theY
.

P eritmeal cavitY) or. pangyneco7
graphy (pelyic pneumography'
followed at.once by instillation
of positiYe contrast .materi'W
into.uterus and fallopian tubed,
Creating simultaneous visualiza'7'
tion 'of uterine cavity, ovarieS,
tubes and Uterus; .41sO called..1
--...--1e __ne,--r--1,... p.....i.4_
''''''"v"` 6Y s".."6 '1"J" .'"u
tion may be for initialexamina7
tion or may follow aprior radi-
ographic study._ . : ::

Performer reads the,patient'S
medical,history:and requisi-
tion fOrm to revieW the case
or to become familiar with
materials seen earlier in
consultation in order to
deciSions about the conduct
of the radiographic study
check on the request of the
referring clinician:/-

A... Performer'notes the nature
of the request,:whether
'forpelvic pneOmography,-
or pangynecography, and'
the recommended route :
induce the pneumoperitonr-
StIRI NotAAIle-patient
age, size, and the reason
lor the examination, euctv

, as uterine or'adnexal
massesineed.toevaluate
ligated tube',- problems'
of infertility, suspected
'occlusion of. the tubes,'

vagina .or cervix, dif-
ficulty in-obtaining

OK-RPRR.RR
.

'

te-

1

\

.

...7.'

.

make
.

and
.

:

to .

4 S'

:

,

2. Whit ig7atilamE12121a:thie task? :(Note '

. ifonly. certain items must be used. If there
is choice,-include everything/Or the kinds of
things chogen amogns.) / .. ,..

Pt.'s x7ray requisition torm,medical/chart,radiO7
graphs,ultresonosrams;pen;phone;vieboxes;Sterile
tray with iubricant,speculum;sound,antiseptic,anes-
hetic,saline solutions,swabs,Foley catheter,uterine
.ackiniand tenaculum forcepsiclamp,plug,dilator,wai-
er,syringes,aqueous contrast sOlution,drape,hemoetat,
.uncture needles,vinyl and extenSion tubing,dress-
!ngs;CO2 or N20 tank;insufflation equipment,stopcock;r1.
.-ray:table;fluoroscopeunit,TY monitor,videotape at-
tachment;tape;sterile gown,gloves;Protective lead
arments;'emergancycart

3.. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the.task? Y.:.s...00 No...'.

,

'es to q. :. ame t e in. o recipient-,

respondent or co7worker involved-With de-
scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the-kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to-knowledge

. .

.
requirements or legalrestrictions,

loT-infantfemale pt..;accomOanying adult;radiologic
technologist;referring MD;radiologist;unecologist;
,urse

, .

.

Namel he task so that.the answers t ques-..5.
tions-1-4---are-retletted-.Uh-dirline essen-

tial words.
onducting_pelvic pneumographyand/or Tangynecography
.f non-infant.female pt,by reviewing,dOinsTelvic 6X-
:m;deciding whether to so-ahead and on route,site,
echnique;reasburing;inserting Foley catheter in ut-
-rus;injecting local anesthetiCIpuncturIng posterior
aginal-fornix.Or abdomen;insert*ng or attaching tub-.-
nginducirilyaneuthoperitoleuMtransuterinely,trans-
aginally or-transabdord.ually;ordering pneumograms'
'nd viewing;finstilling-Contrabt medium through Foley
atheter in o uterus and tubed as decided;obserVing
:rid filming jfillihg under fluoroscopic Control;order-
.ng,appiovi g pangynecograms;removing gas,instruments
iecording m dical impressions,orders for follow-up,

..elayed filMs;notifying MD of:emergenc si:hs.

6. Cbeck here if this.
Tis. a Master,. sheet .. (35

, -polm.......m.....

-
This-"is new assignment to this number.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

List Xlements Full

(continued)

;This is page

. /

Task Code NO. 4

2 of 12 for this task.

,

accurate information frrom bimanuai
ex'amination. Notes the iedical 'his-

.

tory and.location of-suspected path-
Ology.

1

b. Performer notes any relevant test
results; reads reports,on any prior

. radiographic Studies or plaitpfilms;*
41.

examines radiographs oh view boxes
to become familiarwit1t the area
under study and t4/diagnostic in-
formation available. Reviews any -

- ultrasonograms ayailable.
.

-

c. Performer reViewS medical history
and-clinical informatift ti) deter-
mine whether any current medical con
dition iss contraindication to the
study,such as acUte or subacute /
pelvic infiammatory-disease, peri-
tonitis, Uterine bleeding, sudpected
Or verified pregnancy, cardiac or
respiratory'diseade, presence-of
large mass filling entire pelvic

. cavity; additiOnal contraindications
1

.for transuterine routes such as
que

1
stionable nexal disease; con-

traindicatiOn for transvaginal
route, such as tUmors-in posterior
fornix, preVioushysterectomy;dnd
other indications for transabdomi-
nal route, such/as yaginitis,cer-( .

.vicitiO, vaginal anomalies. PerfOrm7
er.Cheè'ks recora of,patient's:men-
sirualcicle!and makes sure that pa-

t . tient s inlappropriate.stage of
';. cycfe, uch at 8th!or 9th day, espe-

*. cially if pangYnecography is to be.

,
,.'perfo- ed: Makes sure that clinician

'.. has tu ed out current pregnancy.
--d. yer o er notes whether there is a.

hiator of adverse reactions to 'con-

.trast diuttoeprior radiographic.
proCed res.;:notes whether patient
has an infedtious or communicable
`condit qn. May Call referring phy-
-Sician to ohtain additiGnal 1..lorma7.

tion, '.. .

e. Notes. ny recommendations= tech----
-n4que Checks whether any orders

have been given for pre-examination
procedures to be done- by- pa4ent
at hOMe or.in.hospital,such 4
cleansing enema; no. breakfast Or

\ light breakfast, and if carrie

out; if not; arranges to have khis
Aone. Performer notesSny rec \en-

dations or order for prior admi is-
tration! of tranqui4zer,-analge c,

and/or smooth muscle relaxant. I
not already.done'orders and allo s

for appropriate timing.
. Checks to see thatipatient has
signed consent for/procedure. If
.not, inforMs appropriate co-worker
-and.either;had-examination Aelayed
'until written co+nt id obtained
or arranges to obtain personally..

2, PerfOrmer greets patient and any ac-
\ campanying adult in !examination room.
Attempts to reassure; explains what
will,be done so as to gainpatient's
cooperation.:Depending onloperformer's-

, assessment of: the patient's state and
the needs Of the situation, performer
May -Cover any or 411 of the f011bwitig:

!

.#aY question Patient about symp-
tams in relation to the conditIOn

, baing.studied-. May collect addi-
tional medical history and ask

,,about previousjradiography,aller-
gies. May question patient to de:-
termine. any possible pregnancy.

:b. Performer maY!explain that patient
will be asked/tohold still from
td.rWio time; May Indicate what

:will hdpPen,: what Pain might be
experienced,' and what cooPeration-
will be needed. Stressed need to
maintain positions when ordered.,-

Aneweis questions.Maydemonstrate.-
c. If outpatienterformer may check

whether ti::ere willAe someone pre-
sent to.escort patient' home after

procedure id terMinated.

\.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

-

Task Code No. 4

This is page 3 of 3.2. for this task.

List Elements Full

. If appropriate, performer may:de-
scribe the procedure and its risks
and obtain consent signature from
patient. (Does not,proceed without
signed consent.).-

e. Unless there are obvious.contraindi-
cations to going ahead, performer

:has patient void to empty bladder or,
.if necessary, may have patient cathe
terized to empty bladder.

f. Performer may order scout film' Of
pelvis with patient in prone, head-
down position with table.at 450 Such
as for pangynecography or wait until

after pelvic examination.

3. Performer may decide to perform a pel-
vic examination or may arrange to.have
this done by gynecologist. Has patient
prepared in dorsal lithotomy position.
If performer does pelvic examination
personally, proceeds as el:DO:lows:

a. Reassures Patient and explains what
will be done.

- b. Dons sterile gown and gloves, when
appropriate, over protective lead
garments.

c. Performer has patient's vulva, per-
ineum and .vagina cleansed with anti-
septic solution or does so personal-
ly. Haadrea draped with sterile.
towels. Makes sure fresh sterile
gown and gloves are donned after-
cleansing:
Performer Carries out a bi-mpnual.ex
amination of patient'S vagina and.
notes the size and position of the
uterus., .

e. Performer uses water solutle lubri-
, cant and inserts a sterile bivalve,
speCulum-(usually radiolucent) to
expose the cervix. Notes the type
.Of cervical os and the general con-
dition of the cervix, whether there
is evidence of laceration.and re-
pairs,:lesions,

f. Performer may inspect the' patency
and size Of the uterine cavity and
the endocerviCal Canal by -dounding:

e

i) Performer adjusts the speculum
to obtain the desired dilation.

ii) Performer uses a sterile tens-
' culum forceps to grasP and hold

the cervix (anterior or poEter-4
ior lip depending on its posi-
tion).,

iii) Inserts a sterile sound,being
-- --careful not to touch the sides

of the -liagina or rupture the
uterus.. Repeats if appropriate
and judges the-extent of any ob-
struction which might interfere
with-the procedure. Removes

sound.
iv) If obstruction is found, perform*

er determines whether it is
total, thus making it impossible
to continue, whether it is part-

ial and Fay-be overcome by at-
. taching a narrow dilator to a
Foley catheter (during the pro-.
cedure), or whether any partial
obstruction requires that the
patient be dilated by a gyne-
cologist.

v) Depending on evaluation and the
circumstances, performer deciels
whether to have procedure termi-
nated, delayed for.dilation by
attending gynecologist, resched-
uled, or whether to use a trans-
abdominal approach and continue.

g. If the pneumoperitoneum is to be

induced transabdominally, performer
examines abdomen to assess relative
obesity and judge appropriate nee-
dle length. Notes presence of any
scars to be avoided at possible in-

jection site such as from laparo-

tomy.

. If not already done, performer orders-
preliminary scout film-in pangyneco-

4 graphy position. Performer examines
scout film on view-box:'

a. Notes whether the technical quality
ef the radiograph is adequate to

85



TASK DaRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 4

This is page 4 of 12 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements F2aly

rescheduling oi scheduling for al-
ternative procedure.

demonstrate the organs under study.
If not, indicates to technologist

needed technical adjustments or.the
Oange in patient's position, or 6. If performer'decides to proceed, makes
r4cords on requisition. final decisions on technique based'on

b. Perforuyer inepects to see whether requisition sheet, scout film, clini-
there is evidence of contrast med- cal evidence and awn or gynecologist's

P'ium from earlier study (such as.bars-
ium), whether the patient's colon

examination.
.

is sufficiently clear, of feces and. a. Performer may document corrobora-
gas, rand bladder is sufficiently tive finding that no pregnancy is
empty for proper visualization of evident.
female organs; decides whether pa- b. Performer makes a final dec4ion on
tient should be rescheduled. whether to induce the pneumoperi-

S toneum transvaginally, transuter-
. Performer decides whether to go ahead inely or transabdominally, based on
with the procedure based on the pa- the patient's condition, the re-
tient's clinical records, the prior quest, and inetitutional standards.
radiographs, scout film, the-informa- Does not use trensvaginal route if
tion obtained from the patient, and the pangynecography may be done.
information obtained personally from c. Performer may decide whether to
the pelvic examination, or from the perform only pelvic pneumography or
gynecologist doing the pelvic examine-
tion.

pangynecography. If the latter,
may decide whether he or she will
be examining the-fallopian tubes

a. Performer consider's whether there as well as the uterus, whether to
have been changes in the patient's instill medium fractionally.
condition since the decision was d. Performer chooses appropriate ma-
made to do the procedure that are terials, instruments and sizes,such
contraindications to going ahead. as Foley catheter. For transabdomi-
May have specialist or clinician nal or transvaginal entry,selects
called or discusaes problems with appropriate size and length of nee-
gynect4logist. Decides whether to pro- dle depending on patient's size and

,
ceed or not based on assesament of obesity. For hysterosalpingographSr
patient's current condition' and any portion, decides on and orders
discussion.

- b. If perform,v- decides rot to have pro-
sufficient aqueous iodine-based

, contrast solution to suit the needs
cedure dorw, performer records rea- of the study and the estimated size
son lor cancellation and any recom of the organ(s) to be studied. Per-
mendatiom. on Chart, requisition, or
appropriate form. May.indicate need

former chooses nitrous oxide or car
bon dioxide to induce pneumoperiton-1

to have proper preliminary proce- eum. Has appropriate local anesthet
durds carried out. May indicate to
out-patient need't6-haVe patient re-

ic prepared in syringe(s),
e. For transabdominal route performer

visit referring.physician for fur- selects puncture site (such as left
1

ther care and/or dilation. Informs upper quadrant below costal margin
staff of cancellation andodiscusses along lateral rectUs border, below
with patient. If approptiate, orders umbilicus,above and to left of urn-

bilicus).,

_86



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No.

This is page 5 of 12 for this'task.

-List Elements Full

f. Performer may arrange to have pa.-
tient dilated by attending gyne-
cologist. If so, waitafor indica-
tion that.patient is teady.'

. If appropriate, writes decisions on
requisition sheet; informs appropri-
ate .cO-workers.so that materials
seletted and technical factors can
be prepared or set.

7. Performer makes sure that materials are
ready for procedure:

a. Performer checks that all materials
needed for the procedure are pre-
sent-on sterile tray. Checkwthat
emergency cart is present. Requests
any missing objeets.

b. For pangynecography performer has a
syringe prepared with the contrast
medium selected. Checks appearance
of contrast medium to be sure there
is no chemical deterioration and
that there is sufficient contrast
for study. Makes sure that all the
air.in the syringe is replaced with
the contrast material.

c. Has insufflator equipment tested.
If Foley cathetnr will be used, has
it checked for defects.

d. Has patient returned to modifiea
lithotomy position. If not already
done, has perineum and vagina
cleansed with antiseptic solution
and draped.

.e. Has everyone in room given gonadal

shielding.

8. If performer has decided to induce the
pneumoperitoneum by the transvaginal
"cul-de-sac" route, performer proceeds

as follows:

a. Performer explains what will be done

If not already done, performer in-,.
setts vaginal speculum. Applies anti
septic Solution to the cervix and
posterior vaginal fotnix.

b.'If sounding has been done, checksi
that tenaculum forceps is in place.

List Elements Fully....

Otherwise.inserts sterile tena-
culum forceps to grasp and.hold
posterior lip of the cervix.

c. Performet opens vaginal speculma
sufficiently to place posteiior
vaginal fornixundeextreme teri-
sion. Applies upward and forward
tiaction.to Cervix until theutero
sacral ligaments are identifiable.

d. Performer checks.syringe prepare&
with anesthetic.solution. Attaches
to appropriate. angiograPhic hollow

needle.. .

e. Performer inserts needle into
uterosacral ligaments and injects
anestheticso as to infiltrate
ligareents.

f. Pushes'needle between.ligaments
into abdominal cavity, noting
feeling as pouch'of Douglass is
entered. Injects additional anes-
'thetic when'abdominal cavity is
reaChed,and notes ease of injec7
tion as a test of satisfactOrS,
penetration of cavity,

g. When proper entry has been checked
performer secures needle in pas-.
terior fornix with a hemostat. Re-
moves syringe.' .

h. Performer introduces sterile poly-.
_ethylene tubing into abdOminal.
cavity by inserting through:hollm

.
needle, Advances an appropriate-
'distance noting any resistance.'If,
resistance is felt,petformer may
reinsert needle until abdominal
cavity isaccurately penetrated-

..and 'tubing, is introduced.
i. Performer,removes the needle and

Speculum leaving tubing.in place.
Has patient turned tO 'prone posi-

, tion. .

. Performer connects tubing to in-.
satiation apparatus using Connect
ing tubing and blunt tip needle.
May use stopcock-Checks system:-
for leaks;.flushes with gas.Pre-
sets the rate of floW...bonnects



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 4

This is page 6 of 12 for this task.

List Elements Fully
44

the stopcock or blunt tip needle to
the tubing and opens it to the gas
line.

k. Performer has patient placed in 15°.
Trendeienburg position supported by
shoulder rests.

1. Performerinjects a trial amount of
carbon dioxide or nitrous oXde and
then continues under .controlled
pressure..Checks on insufflator
that pressure,does not exceed 20 mm:
of mercury..Adjusts pressure Etc-
cordingly..COntinUdi injecti.:in of
gas- until appropriate amount has
beeminstilled.

9.bIf performer has decided to induce
pneumoperitoneum by transuterine or
transabdominal route, performer Pro7.

.ceeds-with ingertion of a Foley cathe=
ter into the uterus to preventleak-
.age of gas and opaque medium:

a. Performer explains what will be
done.' 4-

i). If not already done; performer 'in-
Berta a. bivalve vaginal 80eculum
.and applies .antiseptic solution to
the'Vagine and cervix.

c. If sounding has been done,checks
.

that tenactlum forceps is in place.
If ,sounding hasriot heen done. per-
former inserts Sterile tenaculum
forceps to graspand hold the cer-
vix...

d. If decided earlier, performer pre-
pares to.facilitate.entry of Foley
catheter by inserting a narrow di-
lator into the orifice of:the Foley
.catheier tip..
Performer:inearts.the tip.of the..
seletted Foley catheter into the
vagina and guides it ihto the
uterine'cavity with the aid of
uterine packing forceps.:Inserts
.into lower segment of uterus or
upper portion of cerviCal.canal..

List Elemente

...PerforMer attaches syringe with
.sterile water or air to.balloon
lumenand inflates the catheter
'balloon (which inflates iqside
uterus 'or.cervical canal).'Per-
former exertssentle traction on
the catheter tr ersure that it. .

will remain .abo.. os.

Jg. When catheter iv ;singyheld in
place, performer c7.-.rils off the
lumen and disconnecP-r the syringe.
Inserts, a self-segUYt.g device ip

_lumen if available'v.r
Performer removes thAt.tenaculuk.
and the specului the dath-

.;. eter in place',
i. Tolessen discomfort if. ',.ransuter-

ine route.is involved, pclformer
may have'syringe prepared with
anesthetic solution; attaches to
toley catheterand injects so that
anesthetic enters.peritoneum via
falloplaniubes.

10.-If performer has decided to induce
the pneumoperitoneum by the trans-.
uterine rollte, performer continues
as follows:

,

L. Performer connects the Foley cathe-
ter to the ingufflation apparatus
by megrs of an extension tube..'
Places patient prone-in pe.rtia1
knee-chest position.

b. Performer-injectseveral cubic.
centimeters of.nitiou oxide or
carbOn.dloxide giuapidly into
the peritoneal cavity through :the
'uterus, chepking the iMount and
the xemling on t'4e,maponeter:to:
test theliatency of thefallopian-
tubes.

c. Performer,makes:sure:that 016:pze7
suredOes:notexCeedir80:mi:mei.7
cury,anChnteereacling4.4.2.dges
that at:leaSt.:onexube is patent
'for readings*: 3:60.1*.:.:7Of.mercni-t

.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET continued)

Task Code No. 4 61.-

This is page 7 of 12 for this task.

Li-s-t-Elements Full

or less. For readings of 106 mm. or
leas,performer judges that the tubes
are patent.

,d. Performer reassures patient. Indi-
cates that shoulder pain is a nor-
mal reaction, to the procedure. If
the patient reacts with extreme
pain, performer may decide that
there is evidence of blockage and
may suspend the:injection.

e. If the performer decides that there
is an obstruction iMthe tubee*,
performer may decide to use radio-
graphy,and/or fluoroscopy to deter-
mine the nature of the blockage
Wthout a further attempt to instill
the gas, or performer may.decide
to induce the pneumoperitoneum.
traasahdominally.
i) If the-perforper decides _to use

fluoroscopy to deteimine the
nature of the blockage, perform- 11.

er positions the overhead flu-
oroscope unit over patient and
positions patient so that the
area under sttndy will,be shown
most effectively on the TV moni-
tor. Performer may have lights
in room dimmed. Activates flu-
oroscope-or has this done by
technologist. May also activate
videotape. Performer adjusts
unit until the point of obstruc-
tion is visible on the TV moni-
tor. if performer decides to
spot film while viewing on TV

4

monitor, selects and sets for-
mat. Activates spot film attach-
ment and x-ray foot pedal as ap-
propriate. If cassette attach-
ment, may have technologist re-
move cassette as spots arc snap-
ped and insert additional cas-
settes, of does so personally.
Shuts fluoroscope when.observa-
tion is cOmpleted.

ii) Based on observations performer
attempts to determine the nature

wwwwissa~lOilissw
List Elements Full

of the.blockage and whether or
not to coutinuethe procedure.
If decisivn iS to discontinue,
performer records findinge and
terminates pzocedure as.de-

..scribed below. MaTorder over7-
head films. If so,. specifies
views to technologiSt.

f. If the test for patency ie posi7
tive. at 160 mt.. of mercury or lesi
perfgrmer interrupts the injectiOn
ofthe gas. Performer 'haS patient,
rotated to a 15" Trendelenburg

supPorted with shoulder
rests. Perforrer checkg to aee .
that the catheter has not been. .

distUrbed. Continuesinjection of
gas .under ccntrolied preseure un-
til appropriate amouu::.. has:been

instilled. .

If performer ':!.:te der:4ed.t.; indUce

the pneumopei:Ltoneuin by the treLs=

abdominal route performer continues

aefollows:

a. Perforther has gii.A.ent placed in

upinê pOsition
b. Has the are% seleced for punc-

ture swabbed-with antiseptic eolu-
..tion or does sc personally. Covers
areas Surroundlg injection site
with 'sterile tWelt oz drape:

C. Checks Amount of local anesthetic.
to be infected as shown 1357 nurse
or draws.anesthetic into ster4le
syringe. Inserts needle intraler7
mally and subcutaneously ancLin-e
jects anesthetic. Remowis needle
and swabs. Waits for Area to be-
conle anesthetized:

d. Performer checks puncture needle
Ordered (/erres, Rochester, or.
spinal needle).

e. Baepatient hold breath and in-
, eerts needle into entry site se-.

- lected. Perforwer.negotiates.thse.
.needle through the skin, fascia

8 9
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Task Code No. 4

f 12 for this task.

List-Elements Tull
mmemir

List.tlements-Fully

and muscle, sensing the needle as
it penetrates the abdaminal wall
until there is a sudden "give" when
the,needle entere the peritoneal
cavity. Performer may direct the.
needle to an appropriate angle to-.
wards the pelvis. May move the nee...
dle back and forth to.be sure it
is not in Tolid tissue,.

.

f. After.the needle haebeen judged to
be into the pe4toneal caVity, per-

. former withdraws the inner stylet.
g. Performer.checks for safe placement

of neg41eby attaching a sterile sy-
ringe, empty or partially filled
with salifte, to the needle. Per-
former ar,;ptratee and notes. whether

intestinal or gastric contents or
blood are obtained. If..so, pulls
back or repositions needle until.
nothing is aspirated. Again checks
for.free movement of needle. Per-
former then injects air oi.saline
and notes whether there is a free

\ flow into the peritoneal cavity.
\Adjusts and/or.reinjects until
safety testof needle positionlias

. assured correct placement,
hWhen performer is satisfied that the

needle is in the peritoneal.cavity,
'removes syringe'. Performer may at- '
tech extension tube to protruding
end Of needle, or withdraws needle
leaving.a flexIble plastic outer
.cannula in place4depending on nee-
dle used'.

f. Performer.attaches the'protruding
.needle, tube or plastic cannula to
the'insufflator apparatus using
etokock or other appropriate de-
vice. Checks system for leaks;
flushes with.gas. Presets-the. rate-
of flow. Connects the stopcock to
the.tubing and opens it tO the gas

line:
j. Performer has patient placed in 150,

_Trendelenburg position supported

,y.shoulder rests.

k. Performer injects'tiial 'amount of
of carbon dioXide or nitrcus;oxide
and then continues under controlled
pressure. Checks-on.insufflator
thit pressure does not exceed:40
mm. Ofmercury, Adjustspressure
.accordingly. Continues injection
of gas until appropriate_amount
has been instilled.

12..During the instillation of.the gas,
performer monitors the pressure.rate
of flow,and the patient's reaCtions
constantly. Keeps rateof flow law
enough to avoid sudden abdominal
distension.

a. Checks inductiorrof pneumoperi-
toneimi by.percussing contrelateral.
aspect of.abdomen and listening
for tympanitic note:

b. Checks for absence of flatus from
bowels and appearance of symmetri-
cal rounding,of the anterior ab,-

:.
dominal walL.

.c: If patient complain's of pain near

the site of injection or in left
inguinal region, performer ceases...
the inflation and-rechecks the:lo.,
cation of the Plastic cannula,
tubing.or needle tip. :

d. When performer judges tliat a eatier
factorypneumoperitanenm.has been
established, perfarmer'dieconnects
insufflator tubing.,Clamps Paley'
catheter (intransuterine approach
inserts obturator ot plug-into.
Plattienannula or tubing, or
climes spinal needle:, (depending
, . .

bn the:type of:instrUmen0hatWas
left inPlace)'.: May tape plugged

end of. Cannule,or protruding,end
of needle-

e. Performerslay:placehandsbeneath
-patient's ibdamen,and4entlyehake:
'the abdominalcontente:tOalloW
cep-haled displacement o.f.the ab-H
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dominal viscera and entry of the
gas into the pelvic peritoneal
space.

.f. Performer has patient turned to a
prone, head dcwn position. Has
table tilted to 45° With x7ray tube

'at a. 15° angle caudach Performer
.piders:frontS1 and oblique and/or
lateralprojections as decided.

13. Performer looks at the initial pneumo-
grams on yiew box as soon as processed:

'

a, Determines whether the radiographs :

are technically adequate to demon-7
1-7-st.ratethe-rea.and condibion under
( study and provide sufficiept ffifor-
i 'mation to make PosSible a competent

.medical interpretation. Performer
' 'May Ask opinion of another radios-

logist.
b. Performer checks for technical qual-

ity and notes whether there is'any
need to adlust teChnical factors or
have che patient's poSition ad-
justed.

. .

c. Perforther notes whether.tbe female .
organs have been properly outlined,
whether there.is evidence that gas
his not Veen properly instilled, or
if there is need to instill addi-
tional gas.

d. If there has been a prior.question
about tubal obstruction, performer
evaluates the evidence indicated On
the radiograph_(s) at the point of
obstruction.

e. If performer decides to reinject or'
add additioial gas, and/orl'have
additional radiographs.taken, per-.
former repeats appropriate steps
-and-evaluates additional radiographs
,as described, Has patient on table
tetnrnea to horizonterposition'
when completed.

14. Performer may decide.whether,it-is de-
sirable to Continue at.once with in-

._

15.

i

stillatiOA ot.opaque.contrast medium
(hysterosalpingography), whether this
should.be delayed, is contraindicated,
or unnecessary. If so, performer May
record decision. II

a. If.decision is for delayed .hysterO7
Aalpingography, may fill:out re-
quisitiOn form.for.later study.

b. If performer tecides.to terMinate,
-or onlyPelvic pneumographywas, ,

nrdered, performer rsturns-to-paT
tient. For trAnsvaginal routg, perr
former unplugd Plastic tube and
attemptS to expreas the gas. May
use SYringe partly filled with sac-
lins solution and aspirate,sas.Per,-
former then dieconnects and gently
removes the tubing. Removes tena--
culum. Otherwise, performer termi-
natgayproCedureas deséribed.below:

c. If tetision ia-to continue at once:
'to instill the positive contraat,
performer decidea whether to
visualize-the uterus or instill
enough of the contrast medium to
visualize the uterine tubes.and
ovaries as well., Indicatesbrders
to.staff and explain,to patient .4'.

what is fo happen next.
, .

Perforther decides whet13r to utilize '
fluoroscopic.tontrol uith spot film-
ing and/or videotape for.the filling.
Ifspot filming equipment' uses cas-
settes, has cassette inserted.. Chooses
full, half, or quarter formai and sets
as appropriate. (If roll film.attach-
ment, nhecka that attachmentja load-
ed with filmnr has this done.) Has
technical factors set for fluoroscopy.
May have videotape .camera and screen
set np.and loaded. If not already
done, checks materials as described H

above, including syringe with contrast
medium'.

91
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List Elements Full List Elements Full

16. Petformer continues with hysterosalpin-
gography utilizing the Foley catheter
inserted in uterus:

a: Performer attaches syringe with con
trastinedium'to the catheter. Un-
claips catheter. Has Patient placed
in a headAown, Trendelenburg posi-
tion. -

b.'If performer has not decided to use
fractional filling or fluoroscOpic
monitoring to View'instillation,
performer injects the contrast solu-
tion slowly under a controlled, con
stant low or.moderate pressure, us-
ing apprormiateamount.to fill uter
us and, if so decided, fallopian.,
tubes.

n

c. If performer has decided to utilize
fractional filling and fluoroscopic
control, performer positions the:
overhead fluoroscope unit.Over pa-
tient and positions patient or tabl
go that the'area under study will b
shown most effectively oh the TV
mOnitOr. Performer may have lights
in room dimmed.
,i) Injects, a small amount of the

contrast solution, under a con7
stant low pressure.

ii) PerforMer may;activate'fluoror
scope and watch the progress o
the solution on the TV monitor.

iii) If videotape equipment is to
be used: performer activates
when-judged appropriate.

iv) Performer may decide 'tti Make
spot films while viewing on TV
monitor. Activates spot film
rattachment.and x7ray.foot peda
as appropriate. If cassette at
tachment, may have technologis
remove cassette As spots are..
'snapped andinsert additiOnal
cassettes,'.or.dOes so 1)erson7:

ally. !Turns off fluoroscope
when Observation is completed.

v) DEyerforier decides on over-
-head radiographs, ordersthe

appropriate projections re-
quired for study and has them
processed for viewing before
'continuing.

17, Performer looks at the initial pangy-
_neCogram6 and/or, any spot'films on
view boxes as soon as processed: ,

.a. Performer checks for technical
quality-And notes whether.there is
ahy need to adjust technical fac-
tors or have the patient's posi--
tion adjusted. If so.: indicates
what is needed to technologist.

b. Perforter evaluates Whether the
uterine cavity is being properly
filled and outlined.

c. PerfOrmer determines whether there
is evidence.of blockage, resist-
.ance. If So, peirformer discontin
ues instillation and attempts to
find reaion for-obstruction. Uses
fluOrdscopy and/or Overheadviews
to siudy-the.area in various appro
priate 'projections.

18. If no initial obstruction is encount-
ered; performeroontinues incremental
filling of theAterus-usingradib-
griphy and/or fluoroscopic control,'
spot filming and/or videotape..

19. When the.performer determines that.
the'instalatioh.of the uterus is com
pleted,'performer may 'decide.Whethar
'tO continue:With the filling.of the
uterine tubes to' study any suspected.
blockage'or conStriction.,.

a. If perf4rMer decides:3 not to con7
tinue, indicatesthistostaff and
terminateS'as.desdribeOelow.

b.. If perforMer.decidepth-ContinUe
:performer.,instills'additiOnalcon
triSt-miteriSlAindeiSteS0 /oW Or
moderate preSsUreUtiliXes fluoro
..scopY ind/otoireiheiCfilMingns-'

-----desaribect aboVe.': '
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Performer nofes filling of tubes
and any spillage into peritoneal
cavity while viewing on monitor.

20. Throughout the procedure the performer
is alert for obstructions,. Amormali-
_ties and the extent to wAch-the pa-
tient is experieucing pain:-

a. If an.abnormality is visualized per-
former may take spot films or ordA
overhead films in various projec-
tions before continuing with'instil-

,
lation.

b. Performer may interrupt ihvti1lation
and use instant videotape replay to
examine the progress of the filling
att any point throughout the proce-
cdure as,decided.

c..If patient is experiencing pain,
performer asks about the nature of .
the pain. Notes that cramp-like pai

.indicates that the contrast materia
is entering the peritoneal cavity.
Reassures patient.

d. If the patient reacts with extreme
pain, performer may decide that
there is evidence of blockage and
may Suspend the injection to inves-

. tigate.
e. If the performer decides that there

is an obstruction in the tubes, per
former suspends the instillation
and attempts to determine the natur
tl the blockage using fluoroscopy
and/or overhead filming.

f. Perfotmer may determine that a tuba
spasi is_responsible for the tubal
occlusion (and pain). If so,.per-
.former may apply steady controlled
pressure using the syringe with con
trast until the spasm is overcome.

21. Performer determines when'to terminate
the instillation and the fluorosLoPic

K' portion of the examination. Orders
overhead radiographs, specifying any
special.views required. ,.

21. Performer looks at the-pfOcessed spot
films and pangynecograms on view
boxes as soon .as they are ready:

a. Determines whether the radiOgraphs
-are tecWcally adequate to demon:-
strate the area.and condition un-

- der study and.provide sufficient
information to make possible a
competedE medical inter?retation.
Performer may ask opinion of anoth
er radiologist.
P,erformer decides whether to
additional views, a chahge in th
technical factorso a repeat of
prior portions c4 the radiographic
examination or to instill addition
al contrast. Considers the informa
tion already available on the ra-
diographs,.the way in which the
'patient responded to the procedure
the,patient's condition, and her
cumulative exposure.

c. If the pellormer decides to in-
still more contrast, performer re-
peats appropriafe steps until sat-
isfied%

d. If the performer decideS to order
..additicinal views or a repeat with
changes'in the technical factors,'',
informs technologist what is
needed; may record. Performer ex-
amines additional radiographs as
described above.

,e. When performer has determined that
the examination has teen completed
informs technologist.

f. Performer decides whether to have
post evacuation film(s) taken and
which views to take.

. Performer terminates procedure by re-
turning to patient. Reassures and as-
sesses how patient has toletated pro- '

cedure:

b. er

a. Performer removes Foley catheter
by opening balloon lumen an al-
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.
/

lowing water or air to flow out.
. Then gently removes catheter.:
b. If pneuthoperitoueum has been induced

tratsabdomin'ally,,performer unplugs,
'plastic cannulaitubing,or opens
needle. Has table positioned at 200
to 25° head'down, with patient in
,supine position. , . ,

1) Performer may attempt to ex-
press gasfrom abdomen. May
attach syringe with saline
solution to needle or tubing
and .dspirate gd.

ii) Performer gently removes
needle or plastic cannula.

iii) Has dressing applied to punc-
ture site.

.

c.- Performer. may explain to.patient
.that sit's effects.of some pelvic .

,

. pain.aw. nild staining of blood may
be caused by the. procedure and. the
use of.a'tenaculum. Advises .patient
to consult her gynecologist,at once
if there is severe pelvic pain or
.bleeding. .

. .

d. Indicates if so ordered that pa- .

tient will hive post-evacuatldn
films taken and what:will happen. 0

e. Performer arranges to have the pa-
tient brought to an.appropriate re-
covery area to recline until the
immediate effects of the procedure
and the medication have abated and

,
-.Patient is free of shliulder pain in
the upright position and/or to
await post-evacuation filming.

f.'If. out-patient, makes sure that -
someone is.present to esCort patien

..

home. If:in-patiunt,. Arranges.for
proper eacorting of patient to a,p_
propriate next loCatiop. .

g. It appropriate,' has sanitari, clean

-up pfocedures.carriedsout.
. . -

. ,

24. If performer judgesthat any emergency
,)

signs are in evidance'on.films, per7.-
.former 'notifies patient's,physician at

. ._.,..

,

.

25. Performer may record impressions of
the procedure on patient's-chart.

a. Preliminary findings. ,

1 b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up rec-

omMended,' post-evacuation,films'.
ordered, delayed hYsterosa1pinio-
graphY ordered. ,

d. May Sign chart or requisition
Sheet..

.

.

.
. .o

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

. ,

_

--,

. .

.

.
. '-

.

-

-

.

-.

.

*

-." .
.

_

.

onte.'If so regyeated, may report re7
Sults at once to referrin: 'h. si Ian:

.
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Task Code No. 5

This is page 1_ of lfor this task.

. What.Aci.he_out_put-of-th-is- task? (Be sure List Elements\Full
. this is'broad enough.to be refeetable.) ' . - .

Pt reassured;pelvic exam. and--ibund:.ng performed; .'. Performer receives tbeltl-ray re-
decisions,made on whether fo ga aheaccon:tecbnique, quisition form.and medical in-
on contraSt medium;iodine based contrast meditii.Ari- formatibn on.a femilApatient
stilled (under fluoroscOpiccOntrol,fractionslly,if scheduled for hysterography:(ra-

dedided);_deoision madeon filling uterine'tubes; diographic study of the uterus
radiographs or:Jered;videotape and/of spoffilming

. -with-use-of contrast medium),or
completed;complete set of radiographa approved;medir hysterbsaipingography (radio- 2
cal impressions,foIlow up care;-orders fOr.PoSt-evac- graphy!of2uterus and fallopian
usticn films recorded;MD notified of emergency Signs tubes after injection or\bpaque

,
, :' medium)T-RtAuisitIonlmay1 be.for, .

- . What 14 used in 'performing this task? (Note . initial.examination br ms7 fol-

.:.if only certain:items.Mlist be!used.. If there' low i prior radiographic .7tudy.
,

is-choice; include eVerythingior
t chosen Smong.) ' .

Pi.'s X-ray requiSitionLform,medicalchart,radio
. ,

graphsoiltrasonograms;pen;phone;viewi
tray with lubricant,speculum,sound;antiseptic-solu-

I
t ,forcaps;syringes;
iodine-based contrsst madium;fluoroscope
ifor,spot film attachment. videotape,caMera,screen4
x-ray table;emergency cart and supplies;protective
lead garments;Sterile'gown,glOves

i

the kinds of
1.. Perforthings er reads rbe patientig

I .

mediCal'history and requisi-

boxe4sterile tion:form to'reviewthe\case
or tO become familiar withMa
terisls seen earlierlff0tOn-

unit;TV mon '' sultation inorder ta ake'de:r;
cigions about the CC:induct.

1

the radiographic . study snd."

. .\ check on the request Ofthe
referringclinfcian:

of.

',

: 3. Is'there ...recipient, respon ent or do-worker .

involved in the task? Yes.1.0C) No...(d a. ierformer notes thepa-
4. If 7Yes- to:q. 3: Name the (cind of recipient., L

-...--, tient's
.

respondent or'co-worker invgved, with de-:

scriptlons to indicate the-relevant condition
include'the kind_with whom.the'performer 1.0
mit AllowPA *0 dAs1 .if relevant,to knowledge

, i

.

requirements or legal restriCtions.
Non-pediatrid'femaie,.patient: to have radiography of

, .

female organs with contrast;radlolog c technologist;
ireferring MD;radiologist;gynecologis ;clerk;nurse

.

age, size andithe
.nature.and lOc4tion of the:

, suspected pathOlogy, such,
i . . .

I
as suspected blockageof
the fallopian tubes,

..

lesions or masses'in the,-,:
uterine'cavityi etC.,f,.'. -

x

b. Performer\notes any rele-'
vant test results;reads re-

, !_

POrts on anY prior radio-
graphicistudiaa or.plain
films; exsminOL:' radiographs

,'on view boxes to,become ..

I
familiar with, he*ela ..

under study.anU the diag7
. ,

_ nostic.informstiOn 041*
J able. m.s- reView ultrásono=

.,.

_grams/if SySiilable .

c/:Parformer not:/es "shy rele-7 .

vant medicalinformatiow

.

01(.4tP;RR;RR /. .-

. Namt t e task so thorthe an wers to ques-
tions 1-4 ire refledted.' Un erline.essen-.

tiat words. .- . ..,.. ..._

COnducting hysterography-or_hysteros 1 ingography of
a -nonpediarritTh7emale pt.-:-by decidi g' whetber to go
ahead basedon records,pelvic examin
and scoalilm;reassuring pt.;decidi
and cOntraat tlediumf; instilling.mediuMtransuter-
inely using cannula;,obserVing.and r
lonsl filling using radiography And
ContrO4sPot filming and/or making videotape:record
as decided;crdering,approving radiog

_

pleted removing instrumentstrecOrding

tiod,sounding,'-
g on.technique

cording frac-
oi fluoroscopic

aphs;when.cOm-
mèdicâl . iimpres

sione,follow-tp cazeorders fOr.posf.4vad Afton'
filmk-notifying'MD of emergendy signs'.

...____,L_ . . .._-
.. 14+,

f::-Checkber!ii..this, /

..is .4 master sheet Q.j..........,*
. . .

This is new assignment to thii-nuMb



TASK DESCRIPTION ing

-/

continued)

Task Code '1o. 5

This is,pag e 2' of 7 for this t'ask.

::1.1a2=112.1W1
, !

/
\ sUch as.lhistory.of uterine bleeding,
Y viglual / infeetion,:ailomaIles, inflam-

1

nation., preience of cardiovascular or
p Imomiry 'disease. Notee Whether

. t ere-is a history of adverse reac-
t onst0 :dontrast or prior radio-
graphic./Procedures).. notes Whether pa-
t ent had an infectious or cammuni-:
d ble dOnditiori. . . .-

47
.

PerfOrMeX notes whether the. requ' s
,..

i jar, complete study. of .uterue 0
f llopian tubes, or just uterus. otes

- d ,y, r ecamMendations.. on technique ,,,--

e .-Checkd Whether any .orders giveW iAv
. pre-examination procedured done bli'

Patient at 'home .or in hospital have
0

:been_ carried, out.; if not,arrangee ta
, haVe this done, ,

./. ilay call referring physician' ,to ob-.
. ..

.I Itain idditionel information. .2'.-

ig. Ichecks to dee,ade patient has Aligned

i

consent .fbi prodedure.: If not, lin

.. forms appropriate co-worker and .

- either hag examination delayed . Until

writtendonsent%is obtained 'or ar-
i. ranges to obtain personally-: .

, Pkrformer greets Patient in-ekamination.
.
4aom. Attempts tó reassure; explains 1. '

07,Liti ...,= uvu= OW PO 1.V. 8...... e-

tient' s codperation.. Depending on per-..
4farmer4e-asseeshien-t-af the patient' And 1

'the needs af the sitUatiOn,perforMer ma
I , .

[cover any or all of the following;
J . . . .

/ a. /May quest ioW abOut luitient' s symprJ
.

. .

-li ,
/ tams in relation to the condition .be-

' / ing . studied. Nay dallect additional
'Medical history..and .ask about .pre-i

yious radiagraphy, 'allergies. 'Nay I.
--Tdeterminewhether .patient may -be ._

. pregnant.:
b. Perforsier 'May eiplain:that,patieht

Will be Asked : to. hold still' Irani' / ..

.7---time. to time..May ineicate .what Will

happen,, what pain---Might be eiper .

lended, and what caoperation will: be

f

7

List Elements Fdil

' c

'd

needed.-Stresses need tc; maintain°
posifiOns when ordered. Ansuers
questióna..

. If aut-Patieilt, performer =I
whether there. will be someone
-sent to esco t-4atient h
procedure is terminated.

. If approptia e, performer may de-
' scribe the ptocedure and -its risks
and obtain 'consent signature from
-patient. (Does not prOceed without
signect' consent . ) ,

check
pre-.

e: Unless there are obvious cOntfainai
cations to going ahead, performer
has. patient void to empty bladdex.
Has preliminary (scout filni) radio-
graph of pelvtc, arda" titian (in/dor-
sal lithotomy position).

3. Performer examined scout film ad.soon
as' it is-processed:, .

a. Notes whether the techmical 'LiquaTi-t;

the.radiogiaPh is adequate to
deionstrate the organs under etudy.
If not, Indicates -to
the needed tecbnichl

, chahge
records, ,

Plirf4rr. 4.
- .

there, is evidenc&..of contrast smed-
H7----ium' from. earlier study (sudb as bar-

Jinn) ,.. whether.. the :patient el co,lon

id sufficiently clear .of fedei..and.

s, ahd. bladder. is :miff idientiY.,

e pty'f or prbper
femalle.organtri 'deeideezWhetherI psi.;

tieA should 1 e,:reacheduled:7

technologiet,T
br-

ositión, or

.

/

If procedure is 'to tcontiritie, performer

had patient remain in dorsal. 1:ithotomy
poditIon and prepares for pelif ce

.3 inatioh:

a. Rea surdi patient atii.d exilains what

.wil1 be done. _



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 5

This is page 3 of 7 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

b. Dons protective lead garment and
sterile gown and gloves when appLo-
priate.

c. Performer has patient's vagina and
cervix cleansed with antiseptic
solution or does so personally.
Makes sure fresh sterile gown and
gloves are donned after cleansing.

d. Performer may carry out a bi-manual
examination of patient's vagina and
note the size and position of the
uterus.

e. Performer uses water soluble lubri-
cant and inserts a sterile Graves
spezulum (usually radiolucent) to
expose the cervix. Notes the type
of cervical os and the general con-
dition of the cervix, whether there
is evidence of laceration and re-
pairs.

. Performer may inspect the patency and
size of the uterine cavity and the endo-
cervical canal by sounding:

a. Performer adjusts,the speculum to
obtain the desired dilation.

b. Performer uses a sterile-tenaculum
forceps to grasp and hold the cer-
vix (anterior or posterior lip de-
pending on its position),

c. Inserts a sterile sound, being care-
ful not to touch the sides of the
vagina or rupture the uterus. Re-
peats if appropriate and judges the
extent of any obstruction which
might interfere with the procedure.
Removes sound.

d. If obstruction is found, performer
determines whether it is total,thus
making it impossible to continue,
whether it is partial and may be
overcome with hydrostatic pressure
during the procedure, or whether
any partial obstruction requires
that the,patient be dilated by hgr
gynecologist.

.

7.

e. Depending on evaluation and the cir
cumstances, performer decides
whether to have procedure termi-
nated, delayed for dilation by at-
tending gynecologist, rescheduled,
or whether to use hydrostatic pres-
sure and continue.

Performer decides whether to go ahead
with the procedure based on the pa-
tient's clinical records, the prior
radiographs and scout film, the infor-
mation obtained from the patient, the

,

pelvic examination, and the sounding:

a. Performef considers whether there
have been changes in the patient's
condition since the decision was
made to do the procedure that'are
contraindications to going ahead.
May have specialist or clinician
called; discusses problems. Decides
whether to proceed or not based on
assessment of patient's current con-1
dition and any discussion.

b. If performer decides not to have
procedure done, performer records
reason for cancellation and any rec-
ommendations on chart, requisition,
or appropriate form. May indicate
need to have proper preliminary
procedures carried out. May indi-
cate to out-patient need to have'
patient revisit referring physi-
cian for further care and/or dila-
tion. Informs staff of cancellation
and discusses with patient. If ap-
propriate, orders rescheduling or .

scheduling for alternative proce-
dure.

If performer decides to proceed,makes
final decisions on technique based on
requisition sheet, scout film, clini-
cal evidence and own examination. If
appropriate, writes decisions on requi
sition sheet; informs appropriate co-

-, I
9 7



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 5

This is page 4 of 7 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully 0

Checks appearance of contrast med-
ium to be sure there is no chemical
deterioration, that medium is at
room temperature, and that there
is sufficient contrast for study.
Makes sure that all the air in the
syringe is replaced with the con-
trast material.

c. Performer tests the patency of the
cannula, making sure it has no ob-
struction.

..._

workers so that materials selected and
technical factors can be prepared or
set.

a. Terformer may document corroborative
finding ih'it no pregnana6 is evi-
deat.

b. Performer decides whether he or she
will be examining the fallopian
tubes as well as the uterus.

c. Performer decides on and orders suf-
ficient aqueous iodine-based con-
trast solution to suit the needs of 9. When the patient and materials are
the study and the estimated size of ready rierformer proceeds to insert
the organs. the self-retaining cannula:

d. Performer chooses appropriate in-
struments and sizes (such as for a. Performer may explain what will
cannula), based on the size of the happen to patient. Checks that
patient and the area of interest. tenaculum forceps is in place.

e. Performer decides whether to instill b. Performer inserts the sterile can-
medium fractionally. nula into the cervix so that it

f. Performer decides whether to uti- opens into the uterine cavity. Re-
lize fluoroscopic control with spot assures patient if there is any
filming and/or videotape. If spot evidence of pain.
filming equipment uses cassettes,
hag cassette inserted. Chooses full,
half, or quarter format and sets as

c. Performer checks that the tenaculum
has fixed the cannula with a proper
grip. May apply traction to the

appropriate. (If roll film attach- tenaculum and cannula to correct
ment, checks that attachmenbris

.,

40 the angulation of the uterus. Makes
loaded with film or.has this done.) sure that the acorn tip of the can-
Has technical factors set for flu- nula is placed so that it will
oroscopy. May have videbtape camera properly retain the contrast solu-
and screen set up and loaded. tion once it is injected.

g. Performer may arrange tolhave pa- d. Perfolter may remove the speculum.
...

tient dilated by attending gyne- .

cologist. If so, waits for indica- 10. Performer continues with the instilla-
tion that patient is ready. tion of the contrast medium:

. Performer makes sure that materials are a. Performer attaches syringe with
ready for procedure: contrast medium to the cannula.

b. If performer has not decided to
a. Checks that all materials needed for use fractional filling or fluoro-

the procedure are present on sterile scopic monitOring to view instilla-
tray, that emergency cart is present tion, performer injects the con-

,
and that anyone to remain in room is trast solution slowly under a con-
properly shielded. trolled, constant low or moderate

b. Performer has a syringe prepared pressure, using appropriate amount
with the contrast medium selected.

t
,-

to fill uterus and,if so decided,
fallopian tubes.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 5

This is page 5 of 7 for this task.

List Elements Full

c. If performer has decided to utilize
fractional filling and fluoroscopic
control, performer positions the
overhead fluoroscope unit over pa-
tient and positions patient or
table so that the area under study
will be shown most effectively on
the TV monitor. Performer may have
lights in room dimmed.

d. If a partial obstruction has been
found in the uterine cavity or endo-
cervical canal and performer decided
to use hydrostatic pressure for di-
lation, performer uses syringe with
contrast solution attached to the
cannula; injects contrast under man-
ually controlled pressure to provide
adequate dilation. If this is not
successful, performer may decide to
have patient dilated by referring
to private or attending physician
as described above.

e. With fractional filling performer
injects a small amount of the con-
trast solution under a constant low
pressure. .

i) Performer may activate fluoro-
scope and watch the progress
of the solution on the TV moni-
tor.

ii) If videotape equipment is to be
used, performer activates when
judged appropriate.
Performer may decide to make spot
films while viewing on TV moni-
tor. Activates spot film attach-
ment and x-ray foot pedal as ap-
propriate. If cassette attach-
ment, may have technologist re-
move cassette as spots are snap-
ped and insert additional,cas-
settes, or does so personally.
Turns off fluoroscope when obser-
vation is completed.

iv) If performer decides on overhead
radiograph; orders the appropri-
ate projections required for
study and has them processed for
viewing before continuin .

9 9

List Elements Filly

11. Performer looks at the initial radio-
graph and/or any spot films on view
boxes as soon as processed:

a. Performer checks for technical
quality and notes whether there is
any need to adjust technical fac-
tors or have the patient's posi-
tion adjusted. If so, indicates
what is needed to technologist.

b. Performer evaluates whether the
uterine cavity is being properly
filled and outlined.

c. Performer determines whether there
is evidence of blockage, resis-
tance. If so, performer discon-
tinues injection and attempts to
find reason for obstruction. Uses
fluoroscopy and/or overhead views
to study the area in various ap-
propriate projections.

12. If no initial obstruction is encount-
ered, performer continues incremental
filling of the uterus using radio-
graphy and/or fluoroscopic control,
spot filming and/or videotape.

13. When the performer determines that
the instillation of the uterus is com-
pleted,performer may decide whether to
continue with the filling of the
uterine tubes to study any suspected
blockage or constriction.

a. If performer decides not to con-
tinue, indicates tlils to staff and
terminates as described below.

b. If performer decides to continue,
performer injects additional con-
trast material under steady low
or moderate pressure. Utilizes flu-
oroscopy and/or overhead filming as
described above.

c. Performer notes filling of tubes
and any, spillage into peritoneal

cavity while viev4.ng.on monitor.



TASK DESCRIVTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 5

This is page 6 of 7 for this task.

List Elements Fully

1 . Throughout the procedure the performer
is alert for obstructions, abnormal-
ities and'the extent to which the'pa-
tient is experiencing pain:

a. If an abnormality is visualized per-
former may take spot films or order
overhead films in various projec-
tions before continuing with instil-
lation.

b. Performer may interrupt instillation
and use instant videotape replay to
examine the progress of the filling
at any point throughout the proce-
dure as decided.

c. If patient is experiencing pain, per
former asks.about the nature of the
pain. Notes that cramp-like pain in-
dicates that the contrast material
is entering the peritoneal cavity.
Reassures patient.

d. If the patient reacts with extreme
pain, performer may decide that

,there.is evidence of blockage and
may suspend the injection to inves-
tigate.

e. If the performer decides that there
is an obstruction in the tubes, per-
former suspends the instillation and
attempts to determine the nature of
the blockage using fluoroscopy and/
or overhead filming.

f. Performer may determine that a tubal
spasm is responsible for the tubal
occlusion (and pain).
i) If so, performer may apply steady

controlled pressure using the sy-
ringe with ccatrast until the
spasm is overcome.

ii) Performer may decide to terminate
study and have it rescheduled
with prior administration of a
tranquilizer.

15. Performer determines when to terminate
the instillation and the fluoroscopic
portion of the examination. Orders
overhead radiographs, specifying any
special views required..

10=a,

List Elements Fulls

16. Performer looks at the processed spot
films and radiographs on view boxes
as soon as they are ready:

a. Determines whether the radiographs
are technically adequate to demon-
strate the area and condition under
study and provide sufficient infor-
mation to make possible a competent
medical interpretation. Performer
may ask opinion of another radio-
logist.

b. Performer decides whether to order
additional views, a change in the
technical factors, a repeat of
prior portions of the radiographic
examination or to instill addi-
tional contrast. Considers the in-
formation already available on the
radiographs, the way in which the
patient responded to the procedure,
the patient's condition, and her
cumulative exposure.

c. If the performer decides to,instill
more contrast, performer repeats
appropriate steps until satisfied.

d. If the performer decides to order
additional views or a repeat with
changes in the technical factors,
informs technologist what is need-
ed; may record. Performer examines
additional radiographs as described
above.

e. When performer has determined that
the examination has been completed,
informs technologist.

f. Performer decides whether to have
post evacuation film(s) taken and
which views to take. If performer
has decided to recommend that pro-
cedure be repeated with prior ad-
ministration of tianquilizer writes
out requisition sheet.

G

17. Performer terminates procedure by re-
turning to patient. Reassures and,asr
sesses how patient has tolerated pro-
cedure:



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 5

This is page 7 of 7 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements1221y

a. Performer gently removes the in-
struments from patient.

b. May explain that side effects of
some pelvic pain and mild staining'
of blood may be caused by the pro-
cedure and the use of the tenaculum.
Advises patient to consult her
gyneCologist at once if there is
severe pelvic pain or bleeding.

c. Indicates if so ordered that pa-
tient will have post-evacuation
films taken and what will happen.

d. Performer arranges to have the pa-
tient brought to an appropriate re-
covery area until the immediate ef-
fects of the procedure and the medi-
cation have abated and/or to await
post-evacuation filming.

e. If out-patient, makes sure that
someone is present to escort patient
home. If in-patient, arranges for
proper escorting of patient to ap-
propriate next location.

f. If appropriate, has sanitary clean
up procedures carried out.

18. If performer judges that any emergency
signs are in evidence on films,perform-
er notifies patient's physician at
once. If so requested, may report re-
sults at once to referring physician.

19. Performer may record impressions of the
procedure on patient's chart.

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up rec-,

amended, post-evacuation films
ordered.

d. May sign chart or requisition
sheet.

101



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 6

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Routine radiographic work read, interpreted; find-
ings, conclusions and recommendations made and dic-
tated; physician called about emergency signs; se-
lected radiographs earmarked for study. ot library;
material rejacketed and report placed for typing.

Performer
routine
uled

1.

.

.

4.

reads and interprets
radiographs on a sched-

basis.

Performer obtains jacketed
radiographic work-ups con-
taining the current set of
radiograph(s) and spot
film(s), the requisition
sheet, and prior radiographic
material for the patient (if
available). Goes to reading
area.

Reads the x-ray requisition
form to learn reason for re-
quested examination and rele-
vant medical information from
referring clinician,decisions
made on technique, or medical
observations noted during the
procedure.,_

Performer places radio-
graph(s) on view box. May
view earlier films as well.
May use magnifying glass.

Performer reads and inter-
prets:

a. Decides whether any abnor.
malities, changes, or sus-
picious signs warrant the.
immediate attention of the
patient's physician. If
so, telephones physician
at once and discusses
:findings.

b. May request the opinion of
a.co-worker. .

.c. Makes medical assessment.
d. Decides what to report and

what recommendations to
make.

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice) include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

.

X-ray requisition forms; current routine radio-
graphs, spot films; view box, prior radiographic
materials; telephone; dictation equipment; pen;
magnifying glass

. Is there a rdcipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes... ) No...( )

'es to q_. . Name t e kin. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Referring physician
. . .

.. --...
. Name the task so that the answers to ques-

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on
routine radiographic materials including review of
requisition sheet and available prior films; noti-
fying ordering physician of emergency signs; dictat-
ing findings and recoMmendations; and placing re-
port for typing.

6. Check here i this ,

is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 6

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully

Performer dictates findings by explain-
ing what appears on the films. De-
scribes worrisome or suspicious signs,
obvious abnormalities and/or changes
over time, referring to earlier films.
(Might indicate presence of artifacts
which do not have medical significance)

Indicates what implications can be
drawn from findings and what conclu-
sions and/or courses of action are war-
ranted, including need for additional
studies, tests, or courses of treatment

Dictates report in the style: There is
...on.... It has the characteristics.
of.... I believe that this indicates...
It is necessary to determine whether...
This can be dcne by....

6. May decide whether any of the material
is unusual or of special interest and
warrants inclusion in museum library or
should be used for 'study purposes.
Marks jackets appropriately if so de-
cided.

7...Returns radiographic material, requisi-
tion sheet, and tape of dictation to
proper jacket, and places to be picked
up for typing.

List Elements Full

103
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 20

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Preliminary respiratory radiograph(s) assessed;
complete set of tomograms ordered and approved;
medical impressions recorded,

Performer receives the prelimi-
nary tomograms of a patient's
respiratory system (such as of
the larynx, trachea, bronchi and
or lungs),requisition sheet,and
medical information on a patient
after scouts have been taken and
processed by a radiologic tech-
nologist.

1. Performer reads the patlent's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-
iar with the case. Notes rea-
sons and circumstances for or
dering the procedure and sus-
pected pathology. Notes any
medically relevant infarma-
tion. Notes type of tomography
motion employed.

. Performer views preliminary
(scout) tomograms on view
boxes. Performer judges wheth
er the area under study has
been localized visually.

3. Performer selects the posi-
tion(s), levels, amplitude
(intervening distances) at
which the tomograms should be
made and the number of "cuts.'
Indicates orders to technolo-
gist. May suggest a change in
technical factors. May consul

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

)c-ray requisition form and patient's chart;
respiratory tomogram scout films; view boxes;
pen

\

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

11- "Yes to q. 3: Name the kind or recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to .:.ndicate the relevant' condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Radiologist; radiologic technologist

S. Name the task so that the answers to ques- with another radiologist.

. Performer views the set of
'tamograms after they have
been processed and judges if
they are technically adequate
to demonstrate the area under
study;for medical interprets-
tion and/or laCalization.

.,

__t t

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Directing respiratory tract tomography of any
patient by reviewing preliminary tomograms;
selecting positions, level, amplitude and
number of "cuts"; reviewing tomograms; order-
ing additional tomograms; deciding when ex-
amination is completed; recording medical
impressions.

. Check here i this

is a mAster sheet..

This is new assignment to this number.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET -(continued)

Task Code No. 20

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

a. Performer may decide on a le,Yel to
be further defined. May decide on
more cuts at shorter.intervening
distances for any given level and
patient position. May ask for a
change in techni,:al factors. Ex-
plains what is needed to technolo-
gist.'

b. Performer examines additional tomo-
grams as processed until satisfied
with set.

Performer may record preliminary find-
ings on patient's chart. May sign
chart or .equisition sheet.

411.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 66

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Clinical research problem in diagnostic ra-
diology formulated, recorded in written form
or transmitted orally;decision made whether
to pursue personally.'

Performer formulates a problem
for clinical research in diag-
nostic radiology as a result of:i

I
a. Request by supervisor to

evaluate a new procednre,
type of material, equIment,
or technique-so that depart-
ment can come to conclusion
about adopting, purchasing,
or eliminating fi,..mn use.

. Request by student(s) under
tutelage of performer,or re-
quest by colleague for ideas
to be used in research that
such persons will undertake.

c. Request to develop a proposal
in'relevant research for pur-
poses of obtaining research
funds.

. Personal or professional in-
terest of performer in the
pursuit of clinical research.

1. Performer may become aware of
possible areas or subjects
for clinical research in
diagnostic radiology by any
or all of the following
means:

a. General interest on the
part of clinical practi-
tioners in issues of:

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there

. is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Literature, equipment, materials in diag-
nostic radiology; results of literature
review; requests for research proposals;
pen, paper or dictating equipment

.

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(x) No...( )

771 "Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Supervisor, radiologists; radiology
residents

---

'

S. Name the task so that the answers to ques-

i) Improvement of the
diagnostic quality of
the results of radio-
logic procedures such
as greater detail, def-
inition,and sharpness
of images.

ii) Improvement of patient
safety such as reduc-

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Formulating a problem for clinical research
in diagnostic radiology by becoming aware of
general areas for research; identifying the
nature of the problem, its purpose, estab-
lishing its need; articulating problem in
theoretical, fundable and/or operational
terms; writing, dictating or transmitting
formulated problem orally to supervisor,
colleagues or students; deciding whether to
pursue personally. 6. Check here 7-777-

is a master sheet..t)

This is new assignmelt of task to this number.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 2

Task Code No. .66

of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

tion cf incidence and severity
of complications, reduction in
necessary exposure to ionizing
radiation.

iii) Improvement of diagnostic ac-
cliracy, such as demonstrating
valid relationships between ob-
serv.1 radiographic details and
proven pathological or normal
conditions.

iv) Reduction of cost through less
expensive means, simplification
and/or standardization of proce-
dures; elimination of unneces-
sary time,equipment, materials,
or personnel.

b. Regular or intermittant review of
the literature in the field, at-
tendance at professional meetings,
case conferences, departmental
meetings, and/or conversations with
colleagues and s'..udents.

c. Personal interest in working with
the equipment, materials and tech-
niques of the field and/or aware-.
ness of events and cases in per-
former's own experience.

d. Presentation to the performer of
specific.areas for which research
is needed by others,such as super-
visor,or, in the form of requests
for research proposals delineating
areas invited for funding.

2. If not already done, performer first
formulates the general idea for the
research mentally or in written form.

.May discuss with colleagues and/or
students or supervisor.

a. Considers the nature of the'prob-
lem, such as one dealing with com-
parison of existing procedures,
equipment, materials;or introduc-
tion of new, untried procedures,
equipment or materials; or a new
application or modification of

existing procedures, equipment or
materials.

b. If not already done, considers the
purpose of the rearch, such as
to provide grenter patient safety,
more definitive information, more
diagnostic 7,ccoracytaad/or involve
greater convenience or cost sav-
ings.

c. Unless receiving an assignment,
performer may decide whether there-
is a need for the research:

i) May assign the task of litera-
ture review to shed light on
this subject to subordinate or
student, or decides to do per-
sonally. If assigning, explains
what areas to investigate and_
what is wanted; discusses.

ii) Based on the literature review,
performer decides whether the
original formulation justifies
continuing with the idea and/or
requires modification of the rel
search problem to take account
of accumulated reports in the
literature and current practice.

iii) If appropriate, modifies.

If appropriate, performer may formu-
late the research idea in terms of
existing theoretical or professional
terminology representative of the dis-
ciplines involved.

. Performer articulates a working state-
ment of the research problem as ap-
propriate:

a. May state a working hypothesis to
be proved or disproved in clinical
practice, with or without axperi-
mental design.

b. May state an expected set of out-
comes based on use or nonuse of a
given procedure, a given piece of
equipment, use of particular ma-
terials.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 66
11\

'This is page 3. of 3 for this task.

List Elements Futhr. List Elements Illy

.

.,.

..

,

.

c. May state the need to collect a
specific set of data to provide
descriptive information for later
use and/or analysis.

d. May state the need to build, con-
struct, design equipment or mater-
ials to produce given results,
based on general or specific prin-
ciples.

e. Attempts to articulate the problem
in operational terms.

. If performer decides to engage in the
research personally, ,may decide to
proceed to the formulation of the re-
search design, to gaining approval to
carry out the design, to supervision
and/or carrying out of the research,
analysis and interpretation of re-
sults, and to reporting of the results.

. If performer has been requested to
formulate the Iv:: zarch problem by
supervisor, student,or colleague, per-
former articulates the problem orally
or in writing as appropriate. May use
dictating equipment. May articulate
problem in language appropriate to
requirements of possible funding
agency.

'

,
.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET4

Task Code No. 67

This is page 1 of 3or this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Se sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.) 1*

Literature relevant for clinical research topic in
diagnostic radiology compiled, reviewed, ordered,
copied, cited,as Opropriate; bibliography prepared
annotated,summarized, selected from;literature rer
view set aside for use or presented and discussed.

List Elements Fully

2. What is used in performing this task?, (Noti
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds-of
things chosen among.)

Library catalogues; books; journals; log books;
case studies; manuscripts; manufacturers' manua]s
and literature; paper; ifidex cards; pen; order
forms; folders; telephone; photocopier

Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

. If -Yes" to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Supervisor, professor and/or colleagues; librarians

P.-=1.=nietle task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Conducting literature review for clinical research
problem in diagnostic radiology by determining na-
ture of problem, relevant subjects in literature,
sources, criteria for evaluation; obtaining litera-

ture, evaluating; preparing summaries, annotated

bibliography; arranging for copying, purchase,
borrowing,or doing personally; presenting bibliog-
raphy and documents or setting aside for own use.

LIIN:=MIMmMIMMM".111111

Performer conducts literature
review in connection with clini-
cal research problem in diag-
nostic radiology as a resat of:

a. Recetving assignment from
superyisor and/or professor.

b. Reqtest from co-worker.
c.-- Decision to conduct litera-

ture review personally for
own research undertaking.

1. Performer determines the na=
ture of the research problem,
the type of literature tO be
reviewed, its scope, the kind
of information or sources to
make note of or needed, and
whither sources are to be an-
notated,selected and/or sum-
marized as well as compiled.

This is new assignment of task to this number.

10Q,

a. If performer is to do lit-
erature review as a result
of assignment or request
in connection with someone
else's research, discusses
what is wanted with person
making request. May take
notes. Asks questions to
avoid any misunderstanding
of what is wanted.

b. Performer.notes the nature
of the clinical research
problem to identify the
type of literature to be
examined.

c. Notes wlether the litera-
ture review is to include
reports on past research,
current clinical prac-
tices, reports on new
equipment or materials,
theoretical material and/

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet.. 30



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

This is page 2

Task Code No. 67.

of 3 for this task.

or text books, case studies, legal
or professional regulations on tech-
nical or medical practice, descrip-
tions of equipment, manuals, patient
information; literature on scien-
tific method, research design, sta-.
tistical procedures, computer pro-
grams; funding sources and guide-
lines.

d. Notes the time framework to consider
for sources, and any cut-off on ex-
amination of literature before a
given date.

e. Notes whether literature is to be
limited to U. S. or international
sources.

f. Notes criteria to be used ,to judge
relevance of material such as pro-
cedural and/or technical descrip-
tions, theoretical formulations,
statistical formulae, quantitative
data, examples of research designs,
issues involved to be illuminated,
references to particular terms.

g. Performer determines or decides
whether performer is to bring
copies and/or order literature for
in-house use, copy appropriate cita
tions, prepare summaries, prepare
underlined copies of pages or an-
notated notes, and/or prepare bib-
liography.

h. If performer will be enatYled to or-
der documents for sale, determines
whether there are any limitations
on costs, total or per document,
criteria for photocopying or pur-
chase, and procedures to carry out
in ordering or purchasing.

2. Performer notes or discusses the type
of resources available for literature
review such as public, university,
medical school, or hospital libraries
for books and journals; departmelital
or other professional case study files
or log books for clinical case his-
tories; manufacturers for product de-

List Elements Full

scriptions and/or, manuals; bookstores;
personal libraries; known unpublithed
manuscripts.

a. Decides on order in which to visit
research or library facilities.

b. If appropriate, drafts letters to
publishers, other professionals,
or vendors requesting literature;
signs or has letters approved and
mailed.

When using libraries or other indexed
references, performer may determine
the appropriate subject categories,
journals and/or code system listings
under which relevant literature may
be found.

a. May refer to the Index Medicus,
Scientific Citation Index, Anatomi
cal-Pathological Code System.

b. May use book reviews in journals,
journal indexes, library subject
catalogues.

c. May start by preparing a bibliog-
raphy of material to be reviewed.
May discuss with librarians.

In reviewing material to judge wheth-
er it iS relevant to the needs of
the projected research, performer
obtains document or reviews case ma-
terial:

a. May start by going over each item
in bibliography of material-to be
reviewed.

b. may skim material,note summaries,
conclusions. Notes whether points
of interest are covered, whether
relevant criteria seem to be met.

c. If the material seems relevant,
performer may decide to purchase,
have photocopied or do persolially,

copy down by hand, or arrange to
borrow.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 67

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

i) May have selected sections
copied. May simply list full
citation, location,and/or cost
of purchase.

ii) May write critical evaluation of
what is included and how sub-
jects of interest are treated.

iii) May copy relevant passages and
list source for later footnoting.

d. Performer may compare the treatment
of a particular subject in more
than one source and note where sub-
ject is most comprehensively, most
critically and/or most completely
covered. May 'consider whether a
source is appropriate for use and/
or is duplication of similar mater-
ial already on hand. May decide to
substitute.newer material for older
material already seen.

5. Perfol:mel: may decide when he or she
has collected enough relevant, compe-
tent material on the history of the
subject, current practice, current
problems, indications for the direc-
tion of new research, theoretical ques
tions,and/or mechanical or technical
considerations.

a. With regard to method, may decide if
there is adequate coverage on what
research or experimental design
model(s), data collection instru-
ments are relevant or in use, cri-
teria for application, pitfalls,
problems, statistiCal manuals.

b. May make sure that there is ade-
quate information on legal, fi-
nancial, engineering or institu-
tional aspects related to the re-
search.

6. As decided, performer returns unused
materials. Copies,purchases, orders
or borrows wanted materials. Follows
appropriate procedures.

7. If not already done and required,
performer may prepare an annotated
bibliography, prepare summaries of
documents.May arrange quotations,sum-
maries and/or copies under appropri-
ate subject headings in folders or
on file cards.

.

8. Performer may note or record own
opinion on whether the research
undertaking as formulated still ap-
pears necessary, relevant,and/or
viable,whether it should be modified
reformulated, narrowed or expanded.

....

9. Depending on i.thether literature re-
view is for own use or for use of
someone else, performer presents
accumulated documents, bibliography
and/or notes and copies eo person
requesting review or seti aside for

,.

own use. 0

s..

a. Performer may discuss at any tine
with person requesting or col-
leaguel_As a result of discussion,
performer may repeat Any steps
described above as aPpropriate.

b. May add to literature' review and
acquisition from time to time
during course of research.

c. Performer may recommend acquisi-
tion for the institution's own li
brary. .

.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 68

This is page 1 of 5 for this task.

. What is. the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully_____.
this is"broad enough to be repeatable.)

:

Working model for research design, research budget
designed, nbmitted; research staff, equipment, ma-
tl@rials set up; sublects selected; research carried
out; results recordedtprocessed, analyzed; report

gxepared,vAubmitted, d3stributed; research project
terminatedl

Performer prepares the research
design, haS it approved, super-
vises the research, analyzes,
evaluates the results,and pre-
pares report on clinical re-
search in diagnostic radiology,
as a result of:

. Receiving the formulation of
a research problem from su-
pervism-, :ind/or a:-. a result
of a departmental decision.

b. Decision to carry out work
after having formulated the
research problem personally.

. The formulation of the re7
search problem may have been
done as a result of:

a. Request by supervisor to
evaluate a new procedure,
type of material, equip-
ment,or technique so that
department Can cometo con
clusion about adopting,
purchasing,or eliminating
from use.

b. Request to develop a pro-
posal in relevant research
for purposes of obtaining
research Tunds.

c. Personal or"professional
interest of performer in
thelmirsuit of clinical
research in this area,

. The purpose of the research
may be for one or more of the
following:

a. Improvement of the diag-
nostic quality of the re-
sults of radiologic proce-
dures,such as greater de-

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in _performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Literature review; funding proposal guidelines;
materials in diagnostic radiology used in research;
data collection forms; data processing equipment;
paper; pens; photocopying equipment

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(z) No...( )

. If Yes to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Supervisor;colleagues in department;research staff;
patient subjects;vendors;funding agency staff;admin-
istrative staff

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Preparing research design in clinical diagnostic
radiology;supervising research3analyzing,evaluating
results;and preparing report by reviewing formula-
tion of problem and purpose;selecting a research
model;preparing proposal and/or budget;staffing and
assigning work;selecting subjects;obtaining mater-
ials;supervising research;preparing and analyzing
data;evaluating results;making recommendations;pre-
paring report;terminating research;distributing re-
port if appropriate. 6. Check here it this

is a master sheet..(Y).....

This is new assignment of task to this number.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 68

,This is page 2 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

tail, definition,and sharpness of needed and whether literature is
images. to be screened, annotated, sum-

b. Improvement of patient safety such marized,compiled, and/or collected.
as reduction of incidence and sev- Discusses as appropriate including
erity of complications, reduction purchase options.
in necessary exposure to ionizing

;

radiation. 6

d. If and when literature review has
been done, performer reviews the

c. Improvement of diagnosticccuracy, material:
such as demonstrating of reliable,
valid relationships between observ- i) Evaluates the history of the

ed radiographic details and'proven subject, current practice, cur-

pathological or normal conditions. rent problems, indications-for

d. Reduction of cost through less ex-
pensive means, simplification and/

the direction of new research,
theoretical questions and/or

or standardization of procedures,
elimination of unnecessary time,
equipment, materials or personnel.

mechanical or technical consid-
erations.

ii) Considers and evaluates what re,
search or experimental.design

3. If not already done, performer reviews model(s) and data collection

the working statement of the research
problem,which may be a working hypoth-

instruments are available, rel-
event, and in use, the criteria

esis, a given set of expected outcomes,
a plan to collect descriptive data, a

for their application, pitfalls,
problems, statistical manuals.

plan to design a type of equipment, or
a design for comparison of altexnative

iii) May review legal, financial,
engineering or institutional

procedures, equipmentfor materials,

a. Determines what is to be learned

aspects related to the research.

e. Performer considers the resodrces

in operational terms.
available to performer in institu-

b. Determines whether an experimental
tion or to be requested in terms

design and/or descriptive research
of time, money, staff, equipment,

design for an inquiry is warranted,
materials, space, data processing,
and human subjects needed.

4. Performer determines an appropriate
f. Based on the analysis, performer

model for the given research, such as
decides on a working model for the

experimental model, descriptive model,
the types of data required, the type

research. May include any or all
of the following:

of subjects involved: i) The staging of the research
with respect to time periods.

a. If not already done,may decide to ii) The standard procedures to be
do a literature review on method- followed at each stage.
ology or decides to have this done. iii) The "treatments",to be carried

b. If not already done,may do a litera out with respect to pre-test/
ture review on the subject to be post-test conditions, control
researched or decides to have this group, alternative "treatments,"
done. . . placebos, if appropriate.

c. If assigning literature review to iv) The variables that will be con-
a subordinate, describes what is sidered, such as the one to be
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 68

This is page 3 of 5 for this task.

.,.....,

List Elements Full List Elements Full
.

systematically applied, related
moderator or intervening vari-
ables, criterion variables
against which to evaluate results

v) How the data on the variables
will be operationally defined,
collected, quantified.

vi) The human subjects of the study,
their demographic or research-
relevant characteristics, their
method of selection, the number
of subjects needed, how consent
will, be solicited and obtained,
follow-up procedures, ethical
considerations. Covers sampling
procedures if appropriate,

vii) Data processing techniques.
viii) Measures or means of testing

statistical validity, reliabil-
ity, significance, based on the
nature of the data.

g. Performer may prepare a working
guide for the conduct of the re-
search presenting the decisions
made and describing the design.

5. Performer may prepare a budget for the
research detailing any relevant train-
ing period for staff, staff needs,
wages and salaries, consumables,equip-
ment, rent and maintenance, data pro-
cessing,and indirect costs by stage
and/or by time period.

a. Performer may consider what costs
must be incurred in addition to
normal institutional operations if
appropriate, what contributions
could be made by manufacturers, the
institution,or other sources.

b. Performer may consider who will be
carrying out the work, whether
existing staff, new staff, their
percentage of time in research,
their qualifications, salary level;
how recruitment will be done.

6.

7.

.

If appropriate, performer may prepare
a research proposal following the
requirements of a funding agency for
format, content and outline:

a. May refer to literature review as
argument for conducting proposed
research.

b. May prepare a budget following
specified accounting or problem-
oriented line item break-downs.

c. May work with a subordinate or
colleague.

d. May submit proposal to funding
agency, department, or colleagues
for discussion and/or approval:

i) May appear in person and answer
questions.

ii) May modify research proposal
as requested.

Once the research has been approved,
performer may determine how much of
the research is to be done personally,
whether performer will supervise only,
and/or whether staff will be under
performer's direction. If appropriate,
performer carries out any or all of
the following or arranges to obtain

assistance:

a. Performer may carry out recruit-
ment and training of staff,includ-
ing teaching the standard methods
to carry out the research design,
how to collect and record data,the
ethical treatment of human sub-
jects.

b. May select and obtain hutan sub-
jects,based on research design,or
have this done. Performer carries
out ethical practices with respect
to informing human subjects of the
features of the research, risks to
themselves, probability of benefit
or harm in receiving the various
alternative "treatments." Perform-
er makes sure that subjecta are in
no way coerced, have full options



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 68

This is page 4 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Tull

to decline, and have a clear view
of the agreement between the inves-
tigator and themselves, their right
to withdraw at any time, and/or to
receive follow-up attention.

c. Performer arranges to obtain appro-
priate equipment; gets instruction
in use; may design how to calculate
costs of use.

d. Makes clear and specific work as-
signments to staff. May develop per-
sonnel policies as appropriate. May
have these recorded and distributed.

rerformer supervises and/or, carries
out the research as designed, adjust-
ing to contingencies, unexpected re-
sUlts, administrative and/or person-
nel problems as they evolve.

a. Performer attempts to maintain
standardization in the research
conditions, honesty in the collec-
tion of the data, and a responsi-
ble concern for the welfare,of the
human subjects.

b. Maintains strict adherence to
safety regulations, legal require-
ments and ethical standards in re-
lation to the human subjects.

c. Performer may design format for
collecting and presenting data.

d. During the research period perform-
er may have records kept on results
may keep a research diary; may make
out regular reports or in other
ways engage in descriptive record-
ing of the work. May review work
of staff as quality check.

Performer may organize the research
data for purposes of analysis. De-
fines success criteria; decides how
to group the data; decides how to
compare with existing literature in
the field.

11.5

Has data prepared for appropriate pro-
cessing. Evaluates the significance
of unexpected contingencies and com-
plications.

10 Performer analyzes the data in quali-
tative, descriptive, and/or statis-
tical quantitative terms:

a. For descriptive data determines
what the data indicate or suggest,
the implications for policy or
theory.

b. For experimental data determines
whether the hypothesis has been
justified, such as whether the
procedure, equipment, or materials
under study had the anticipated
effect on patient safety, inci-
dence and severity of complica-
tions, accuracy of diagnosis,
clarity of diagnostic images, de-
partmental costs, or simplicity
of procedure. Notes unexpected
contingencies.

c. Details the statistical validity,
reliability, significance of the
findings and interprets.

d. Indicates the influence of the
procedure, practice, or item being
studied in terms of the purpose,
such as patient safety, diagnostic
accuracy or cost savingi. Indi-
cates the effects of other influ-
ences. Formulates the conclusions
to be drawn from the findings and
the scope with which they can be
generalized. -

e Performer determines the implica-
tions of the findings with respect
to practice in clinical work. Rec-
ommends or discourages adoption of
the procedure, practice, or item
being researched; qualifies with
respect to types of human subjects
particular circumstances.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 68

This is page 5 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

f. May relate the findings to the lit-
erature in the field.

11. Performer-may prepare a report on the
research, describing the research de-
sign, what was done, data collection,
results, findings, evaluation, and sig-
nificance as appropriate for submis-
sion to a journal and/or departmental
or professional meeting.

a. May prepare visual support docu-
ments such as tables, charts,
slides, or has this done.

b. May write report, have it edited
and put in final written form. May
assign staff to do some of the
writing and/or editing. May edit

c. Indicates to appropriate staff mem-

I

only.

ber or agency that research is com-
pleted, and submits report.

d. May prepare to make oral presenta-
tion at departmental meeting and/or
professional meeting or case con-
ference.

e. May have.report reproduced and dis-
tributed or decides to do personal-
ly. May submit for publication.

12. As appropriate, performer dismantles
research, such as terminating staff,
reassigning; arranging for disposition
of materials, or has this-..done. If
appropriate, arranges for follow-up
care or disclosure of results to human
subjects. .

,

.

.

.3
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 310

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

GI and biliary tract radiographs selected for case
conference, lecture presentations, or inclusion in
library; materials replaced or prep-ared for entry
in library or use in presentation.

.

Performer selects and super-
vises the entry of radiographic
materials on the gastrointesti-
nal and biliary tracts for in-
clusion in the library and/or
materials for use in own presen-
tations at lectures or case con-
ferences-

1. Performer reviews radiogra-

-

phic materials entered into
log book, specially brought
to the performer's attentLon,
and/or suggested by a residen.

c---

working with performer. EIC'
.....,.

amines on view box and reads
accompanying information and
comments;reads log book notes

official diagnostic reports
or other related material.

a. May have resident research
the medical history of spe
cific cases.

b. Performer considers the
quality of the radiographs
their instructional value
as representative of path-
ological conditions and/or
unusual aspects of special
interest.

c. When rgyiewing for possibl.
inciusfOn in library,con-
siders materials already

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Selected radiographs of GI and biliary tracts; re-
lated case history materials; log book; view boxes

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(if) No...( )

4. If -Yes- to q. 3: Name the kino of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Resident

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- on hand;decides whether ma
terials are good additions
and/or should replace ma-
terial on hand.

d. If performer is consider-
ing for own presentation,
determines to what extent
radiographs demonstrate
the points to be stressed
or make good subjects for
case study discussions.

OK-RP;RR;RR
d

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words. .

Selecting gastrointestinal and biliary tract radio-
graphic materials for use in case conference or
lecture presentations or for inclusion in library, .

by reviewing materials and related case histories,
discussing with resident; selecting radiographs as
needed; arranging for personal.use or jacketing for
library; arranging for return of unused materials,

.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(X)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 310

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full
.11",,

List Elements Full

e. Considers or has assistant consider
material in department libriry and
treats similarly.

Performer may discuss the radiographs
with resident when reviewing. Shares
opinions and evaluations or asks basis
for resident's selections and discusses.

Performer decides what materials to
use in own conference or lecture pre-
sentation(s). Selects related documen-
tation and sets aside for later use.

4. Performer decides what new materials
to include in the library. Arranges
to have resident copy, make library
jackets for library and/or for teach-
ing uses. Has copies presented to
librarians together with descriptive
materials.

5. Has resident return all materials not
set aside for use.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

This is page

Task Code No. 311

2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made on ordering and/or deciding on
type of urographic procedure to order; recom-
mendations made on technique, anesthetic, pre-
paratory patient regimen, as appropriate; record
entered and placed for scheduling,

c 0

Performer decides on what uro-
graphic examination.to order for
a patient upon receipt of a re-
quest from an ordering physician
on an x-ray requisition form,by
phone, or in person. The exami-
nation(s) requested include com-
mon procedures using contrast
medium,such as IVP's, or spe-
cial urographic procedures;thg
request may be for purposes of
initial diagnosislfor further in
formation after an earlier radio
graphic examination has uncovere.
a suspected pathological condi-
tion,or for a repeat of an earli-
er examination. Studies ordered
can include any procedure for
radiographic study of the uri-
nary tract including nephrotomo-
graphy.

1. Performer reads the x-ray re-
quisition form and the pa-
tient's history to learn the
nature of the problem and the
reason for the request.

a. If the condition or the
nature of the request war-
rants it, performer may

. arrange to discuss request
with patient's attending
physician, urologist or
nephrologist.

b. Performer studies the med-
ical history of the pa-
tient and any radiographic
materials or ultrasonogram-
resulting from procedures

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.).

X-ray requisition form and patient's chart;
relevant radiographic and ultrasonographic
materials; telephone; view boxes

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(K) No...( )

. ..r es to q. Name the kina o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Physician requesting urographic procedure(s);
urologfst, nephrologist,clinician;anesthe-
siologist; secretary or clerk

, Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tioni 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Deciding on type of urographic procedure(s) to
order for any patient in consultation with refer-
ring physician and/or specialists, by reviewing already carried out, prior

radiographs on file, or
interpretations already
prepared by other radio-

OK-RP;RR;RR

case history and relevant materials, discussing,
and deciding what procedure(s) tb order; recom-
mending appropriate techniques; deciding on anes-
thetic, preparatory patient regimen; 'iecording
decisions and recommendations; arranging for
scheduling.' .

. Check here if this
is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 311

This is page 2 of 2 for this:Aask.

List Elements Full

logists. (Performer places radio-
graphs on view boxes.)

e. The performer notes whether the pa-
tient (if female) is pregnant; notes
radiographic history; notes whether
patient has a communicable or in-
fectious condition.

d. If the performer finds that the in-
formation provided is inadequate,
performer arranges to have other
materials sent or discusses needed
information with relevant physician.

e. Performer decides whether there are
contraindications to the procedure(s)
requested such as adverse reactions
to prior studies, allergy to the con-1
trast medium, or the degree of ra-
diation exposure involved.

f. Xerformer considers any contraindi-
cations in relation to the need for
additional information and in rela-
tion to the severity of the pa-
tient's symptoms, the suddenness of
the appearance of symptoms, and the
extent of definition on any current 4.

radiographs. Performer considers
alternative studies. May discuss
with another radiologist or appro-
priate specialist.

3. Performer decides on technique to rec-
ommend-, depending on nature of study
and patient's condition. Discusses
with nephrologist if appropriata. De-
cisions on technique include such
things as entry site for contrast
medium (as in renal vein renin study),
type of intravenous pyelogram (study
of kidney, and ureter), number and
depth of cuts for tomograms of the
kidney (nephrotomograms), etc.

2. Performer decides, based on the infor-
mation and any discussions, whether to
approve the request, order additional
or alternative studies, or to reorder
earlier studies (such as renal vein
renin study if lab test results show
that the renal vein(s) were not en-
tered), or to recommend against uro-
graphy.
a. If performer recommends against all

urography, discusses with ordering
physician and writes reasons on,pa-
tient's chart.

b. If performer and physician agree on
initial request or on additional or
alternative studies, performer
writes what was decided on the pa-
tient's chart.

5.

Performer may decide on use of anes-
thetic if appropriate; may discuss
with anesthesiologist.

Performer decides on the preparatory
regimen to prescribe for patient (such
as special diet), whether to prescribe
standard regimen for given study or
special regimen. May order procedures -
to prevent infection or contamination
of the patient or environment.

Performer'writes orders, recommenda-
tions on technique, decisions on anes-
thetic and prescriptions for pa-
tient's preparatory regimen on pa-
tient's chart explicitly so that phy-
sicians, nurses, technologists and
other personnel can prepare patient
or be scheduled for work.

Performer gives information to secre-
tary for scheduling. Signs requisition
sheet if appropriate.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 312

This is page 1 of 5 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision on whether to go ahead with IVP or allergy
test based on scout film and contraindications; con-
trast medium test dose injected; patient's reaction
evaluated; emergency care administered;full dose of
contrast solution injected or infused as decided;
orders given on sequence, special views, or change
in technical factors for IVP's; complete set of
IVP's approved; medical impressions and recommenda-
tions recorded.

Performer receives the x-ray re-1
quisition form and medical infor
mation on a patient seheduled fo
intravenous pyelography (IVP)
(radiography of the kidney and
ureter using contrast medium tha
is introduced through a vein).

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-
iar with the case or to re-
-view materials seen earlier
(in consultation). Notes rea-
sons for ordering the proce-
dure and suspected conditions.

a. If patient is scheduled
for a routine IVP, per-
former reviews relevant
medical information and
technique requested by
ordering MD. Notes whether
request for intravenous
injection or infusion is
appropriate for condition .

. to be studied and/or
whether minute sequence
IVP is called for.

b. If patient is scheduled
for a minute sequence
IVP or an infusion based o
a prior consultation, per-
former notes recommenda-

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form and patient's chart; scout
film; view boxes; prepared procedure tray with
materials needed for test dose and full dose of
iodine based contrast solution; materials for IV
infusion; materials and equipment on emergency cart;
telephone; pen; atropine or antihistamine

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the taskl Yes...(X) No...( )

les to q. : Name the kin. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or logal restrictions,

Any non-pediatric patient to have IVP examination;re
ferring MD;attending clinicians,radiologists;radins-

logic technologist;nursing and clerical personnel

5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques- tions on technique. Reviews
results of earlier examine-
tions. May view prior ra-
diographs on view box and
examine problem areas.
Notes possible need for
non-standard views depend-
ing on the suspected path-
ology.

c. Checks to see that patient
has signed consent for

OK - RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
.

tial words.
Conducting intravenous pyelography (IVPrexamina-
tion of any non-pediatric patient by checking scout
film and interviewing patient;deciding whether there
are contraindications;if routine requestIdeciding on
infusion or injection methOd; injecting test dose of
iodine based contrast medium; observing reactions
and deciding on whether to proceed;administering
full dosage and/or providing emergency care;ordering
special views or change in technical factors;decid-
ing when examinaticn is completed by viewing IVP's;
reeording medical impressions and needed nursing
follow-up,

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..(X)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 312

This is page 2 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

procedure. If not, informs appropri-
aLe co-worker. Terminates examina-
tion or delays it until written con-
sent is obtained.

d. Performer notes whether patient has
undergone allergy test for contrast
medium.

e. Notes whether patient has an infec-
tioUs or communicable condition;
whether female patient may be preg-
nant.

Unless scout film is ready on view box,
performer orders scout film and exam-
ines on view box when ready.

a. Perf9rmer consideris whether the
scowt film adequately demonstrates
the area under study. If not, indi-
cate!'i changes needed in technical
factoor patient positioning to
technologist, or records on requisi-
tion sheet.

b. Performer notes whether gas, feces,
or barium traces (from earlier
study) obstruct view and must be
cleared before procedure can be
done. If so, performer writes what
is needed on requisition form.

3. Performer greets patient in examina-
tion room. Attempts to reassure; ex-
plains what will be done. May question
patient about symptoms in relation to
the condition being studied. May col-
lect additional medical history such as
previous, operations, radiography, al-
lergies (especially to iodine and sea-
food), respiratory problems or asthma.
Asks female patient whether she thinks
she may be pregnant. Answers patient's
questions.

. Performer considers whether there are
contraindications to going ahead with
the procedure. May have clinician
called to discuss patient's current
condition and further steps.

a. Performer decides whether to pro-

ceed or not based on assessment of
patient's current condition,scout
film and/or evidence of allergy to
contrast medium.

b. If performer decides not tp proceed
records reasons and any recommenda-
tions on patient's chart. Informs
appropriate co-worker of cancel-
lation and has patient returned to
roam. If appropriate, orders re-
scheduling pf patient or scheduling
for alternative procedure.

. If performer decides to proceed, re-
views decisions on technique for non-
routine study. If routine.request or
repeat TVP and performer judges that
type of IVP requested is not best for
suspected condition, performer writes
changes on requisition sheet.

a. Performer indicates to appropriate
co-worker that decisionhas been
made to proceed with the test dose

- of the contrast medium (unless
already done recently).

b. Performer indicates to technologist
whether IVP will be routine in-
jection, infusion, or injection
with minute sequence. Indicates
site of injection or infusion.

6. If performer will administer test dose
of contrast solution (to check reac-
tion to iodine based medium):

a: Performer has patient prepared
and checks that procedure tray and
emergency cart are present and prop
erly equipped.

b. Performer may prepare patient per-
sonally by exposing arm,applying
tourniquet, finding vein, and swab-
bing site with antiseptic solution,
or has this done.

c. Performer asks for or selects pre-
pared test dose of radiopaque solu-
tion in hypodermic. If using sepa-
rate syringe for test dose,checks

12



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET continued)

Task Code No. 312

This is page 3 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full List Mements Pully

for proper amount (1 or 2cc); other- iii) May apply closed chest cardiac
wise checks for amount needed for
test and full doses. Expels air from

massage.
,

iv) Dcpending on EKG results may
syringe;inserts needle into vein;re- apply defibrillator by selecting
moves tourniquet and injects test watt seconds, applying, and rais
dose. If using two syringes, removes ing watt seconds until effective.
needle and swabs site. If using one
syringe, leaves in place.

, v) Depending on EKG results may ad-
minister a prepared intracardial

d. Performer observes patient's re- injection of a heart stimulant.
actions to test dose for several vi) May decide on and administer IV
minutes to decide whether to pro-
ceed with full dosage of contrast
solution for IVP.

infusion.

c. When patient has been revived,per
former records reaction to test

7. If patient has a severe reaction to dose and what was done on patient's
the test dose such as anaphylactic chart. Notifies appropriate medical
shock (exaggerated negative reaction staff; orders aftercare as appro-
to the foreign substance), broncho- priate; and has patient transported
spasm (stricture of bronchial tubes),
hypotension (drop in blood pressure),
cyanosis (bluish discoloration due to

to appropriate location.
d. Terminates procedure by notifying

appropriate staff.
excessive concentration of reduced

.

hemoglobin in blood) or cardiac ar- 8. If performerjudges that patient dis-
rest, performer proceeds immediately plays a strong (but not emergency) al-
with emergency life support proce- lergic reaction, performer decides
dures:

a.. Performer determines the nature of
condition by listening for heart-
beat, respiration; may check blood

whether or not to proceed with full
dosage.

a. If performer decides to terminate,
performer records details of test

pressure; may take EKG reading,
using equipment on emergency cart.

on patient's chart and requisition
form. Explains to patient that he

b. Depending on the nature of the or she is allergic to the contraRt .
symptoms, performer may carry out solution (i.e. iodine-based solu-
any or all of the following, using tion). Terminates procedure and
equipment on emergency cart:

i) May administer oxygen or air

notifies appropriate staff.
b. If performer decides to proceed,

performer may order medication to
using oxygen tank and mask, or treat the reactionsuch as atropine
ambu bag; May clear airway or an antihistamine. Records on
using finger or tongue blade.

ii) May decide to establish an air-
way by removing any dentures

.patient's chart.

9. If performer decides.to proceed with.
and, using a laryngoscope
(to view larynx), inserting

full dosage of the contrast solution,
performer makes sure that Materials

endotracheal tube. May perform are present for IV infusion or injec-
. tracheostamy by cutting opening

into trachea through neck for
insertion of tube.

tion as decided. .
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 312

This is page 4 of 5 for this tark.

10. If performer is to proceed with intra-
venous ItylitsLism of the contrast solu-
tion, performer injects full dosage
(50cc) of radiopaque solution remaln-
ing in syringe,or uses second syringe
as described above, checking proper
amount before injecting.

11. If performer is to proceed wIth in-
travenous infusion of the contrast
solution, checks prepared IV bottle
containing full dosage (125cc) of ra-
diopaque solution:

a. Sets up ry infusion apparatus near
,patient. Attaches bottle of pre-
pared contrast solutfon to sterile
IV tubing. Hangs at appropriate
height on pole near patient wIth
clamp in closed position.

b. Prepares patient for insertion of
IV needle by exposing vein selected,
applying tourniquet,and swabbing
site with antiseptic solution. In-
serts IV needle wIth sterile loop
attached. Tapes needle into posi-
tion. May immobilize limb.

c. Runs fluid through tubing to check
flow and remove air. Attaches loop
of needle to IV tubing. Adjusts
flow in tube to desired rate and
start3 infusion. Checks on patient
while infusion is in process.

12. Performer observes patient for signs
of severe reaction to the full dose
of contrast solution. If there is a
severe reaction, performer proceeds,
as described above, with emergency
care:

If there are no serious adverse re-
actions, performer tellr," radiologic
technologist when.to go c..nead with

radiography, and specifies (for IV
injection) whether routine or minute
sequence is to be followed. Checks
that patient is properly shielded.

List

If performer has any orders for or
decides on any non-routine views or
variations in the procedure or pa-
tient positioning, indicates these to
technologist. May write special re-
quests on requisition sheet if not
already entered.

Performer remains on call in case of
delayed reaction during radiographic
examination. If there is a delayed
serious reaction, performer proceeds
as described above, with emergency
care.

14. Performer looks at each series of
radiographs on view boxes as soon as
they are processed:

a. Determines whether the radiographs
are technically adequate to demon-
strate the area and condition
under study and provide sufficient
information to make possible a
competent medical interpretation.
Performer may ask opinion of cli-
nician or another radiologist.

b. Performer decides whether to order
additional views or a change in
the technical factors.

c. Performer decides whether to
order delayed radiographs when all
the standard series have been re-
viewed, based on the information
already available on the radio-
graphs, the way in which the pa-
tient responded to the procedure,
the patient's condition, and his
or her cumulative exposure.

15. If the performer decides to order ad-
ditional views, a change in the tech-
nical factors, or delayed radiographs
informs technologist what is needed;
may recoid. Performer examines addi-
tional radiographs as described above
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 312

This is page 5 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

16. When performer has determined that the
examination has been completed, re-
moves IV apparatus (if appropriate)
and/or informs subordinates to termi-
nate the procedure. If appropriate,
has appropriate sanitary clean up pro-
cedures carried out.

17. Records impressions of procedure on
patient's chart:

a. Prelininary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up

recommended.
d. May sign chart or requisition

sheet.
*,
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to

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 313

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision on whether to go ahead with nephroto-
mography; "cuts" for tomograms specified (the
depth, level and intervening distances); IV in-
fusion of iodine based contrast solution set up;
emergency care administered; complete set of
nephrotomograms ordered and approved; medical im-
pressiOns and recommendations recorded.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisiticn form and medical in-
formation on a patient scheduled
for nephrotomography (radio-
graphs of selected layers of the,
kidney).

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-
iar with the case or to re-
view materials seen earlier.

a. Notes patient's age and
sex; reviews interpreta-
tion of IVP's taken prior
to this examination to be-
come-familiar with loca-
tion and nature of the kid
ney pathology suspected.

b. Notes recommendations on
number and depth of cuts
for tomograms, comments
by nephrologist,descrip-
tion of how patient tol-
erated previous injection
of contrast medium, and
any other medically rele-
vant information. Perform-
er may examine patient's
pyelograms on view boxes.

c. With pediatric patient
notes whether general
anesthesia haa been sug-

. What is used in performing_ this task? (Note

if oaa certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form and patient's chart;
nephrotomogram scout films; view boxes; prepared
sterile tray with materials needed for IV infusion
of iodine based contrast solution; materials and
equipment on emergency cart; telephone; pen;
shielding

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

. If "Yesf"TO q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requireme nts or legal restrictions.

Any patient to have nephrotomography;radiologist;
clinician;nephrologist;radiologic teChnologist;
nursing personnel;clerk; anesthesiologist

- .

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- gested. Checks to see that
patient or authorized
adult has signed consent
for procedure. If not, in-
forms appropriate co-work-
er and either has exami-
nation delayed until writ-
ten consent is obtained or
arranges to obtain person-
ally.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Directing nephrotomography of any patient by de-
ciding whether to proceed; reassuring patient; re-
viewing preliminary films; selecting positions,
levels, and distances of tomogram "cuts"; setting
up IV infusion of contrast solution; ordering
nephrotomography at appropriate time; deciding
when examination is completed by viewing nephro-
tomograms; recording medical impressions and
needed nursing follow-up.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet.. .
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 313

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fullz..

2. Performer greets patient and any ac-
companying adult in examination room.
Attempts to reassure and explains what
will be done.'Performer may question pa-
tient or ad bout symptoms. ,May pal-
pate area -oeatIon of mass.
Answers qu . Notes Ciiliaferal
conditions s .as presence of infec-
tion or commun cable disease. Determines
whether female patient of childbearing
age may be pregnant.

. Performer notes whether there are con-
traindications to going ahead with the
nephrotomography such as adverse reac-
tion to prior-use of contrast medium.
May have clinician or nephrologist
called; discusses patient's curren
condition and any alternative steps.

Performer decides whether to proceed
or not based op assessment of patient's
current condition and any danger of a
severe allergic reaction to the iodine
based contrast solution.

If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommendations
on patient's chart. Informs appropriate
co-worker of cancellation and has pa-
tient returned to room. If appropriate,
orders rescheduling of patient or
scheduling for alternative procedure.

5. If performer decides to go ahead, per-
former orders scout films. Estimates the
probable depth and level Of the mass to
be studied based on recommendations on
requisition sheet and own examination.
Indicates levels, amplitude (size of

,"s)lice"), positions, number of "cuts" to
technologist. Makes sure that patient is
properly shielded and immobilized. Or-
ders contrast solution prepared, in
amount based on patient's size.

a. Performer views the scout nephrotomo
grams on view boxes as they are pro-
cessed, until performer judges that
the mass has been localized visually.

List Elements Full

b. Performer then selects the level,
number and intervening distances at
which the "cuts" should be made
with the patient ii supine and
oblique positions, after introduc-
tion of the contrast solution.

With pediatric patient performer con-
siders whether general anesthesia (if
suggested) is still warranted; may de
cide to order if patient's behavior
and condition suggest the need. If-
general anesthesia is to be carried
out, performer discusses with anesthe-
siologist when it is to be performed
and awaits indications from anesthe-
siologist as to when to proceed.

. Performer proceeds with IV infusion of
the contrast solution. Checks prepare
rv bottle containing appropriate dos-
age of radiopaque solution:

a. Sets up IV infusion apparatus near
patient. Attaches bottle of pre-
pared contrast solution to sterile
IV tubing. Hangs at appropriate
height on pole near patient with
clamp in closed position.

b. Prepares patient for insertion of
IV needle by exposing vein select-
ed, applying tourniquet, and swab-
bing site with antiseptic solu-
tion. Inserts IV needle with ster-
ile loop attached. Removes tourni-
quet. Tapes needle into position.
May immobilize limb.

c. Runs fluid through tubing to check
flow and remove air. Attaches loop
of needle to IV tubing. Adjusts
flow in tube to desired rate and
starts infusion. Checks on patient
while infusion is in process.

8. Performer observes patient's reaction
to infusion for signs of adverse ef-
fects and stands by to provide emer-
gency care if needed.
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TASK DESdRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 311

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fully

9. Performer indicates to radiologic
technologist when to take nephrotomo-
grams, and checks final Orders on posi-
tions, number, levels, and amplitudes
for the first set-of nephrotomograms.

10. Performer looks at set of nephrotomo-
grams on view boxes as soon as they
are processed. Determines whether the
tomograms are technically adequate to
demonstrate the area under study and
provide adequate information on the
nature and position of the pathology.
Performer may ask opinion of another
radiologist or nephrologi.A.

a. Performer may decide that a level
needs to be further defined. May
decide on more cuts at shorter in-
tervening distances for any given
level and patient position. May
decide to ask for a change in the
technical factors to provide a more
interpretable image.

b. Performer decides what to order
based on information already avail-
able, the way in which the patient
responded to the procedure, and the
patient's radiographic history.

c. If the performer decides to order
additional tomograms and/or a
change in the technical factors,
informs technologist, specifying
what is needed; may record.

11. Performer examines additional nephro-
tomograms as described above. When
performer has determined that the ex-
amination has been completed, removes
the IV apparatus if appropriate. In-
forms technologist (and anesthesiolo-
gist if present) that the procedure may
be terminated. Ensures that roper
sanitary clean up procedures are car-
ried out.

List E1ement122117

12. Records impressions of procedure on
patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c, Any special nursing follow-up

recommended.
d. May sign chart or requisition

sheet.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 314

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
........

List Elements Fullaini
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made on approval of non-neurologic
computerized transverse axial tomography and/or
additional studies; recommendations made on
technique, prior preparation; record entered
and placed for scheduling, expedited if so de-
cided.

.

Performer decides whether to ap-
prove a request for non-neuro-
logic computerized transverse
axial tomography (depending on
equipment available, cross sec-
tion radiography scans at var-
ious levels of the body, based
on differential radioabsorption
of various'types of normal and
abnormal tissue and other sub-

,

stances) for any patient, sub-
mitted by a referring physician
on an x-ray requisition form,
by phone,or in person.

1. Performer reads the x-ray
requisition form and the pa-
tient's history to learn the
nature of the problem, the
presenting symptoms, the sus-
pected pathology, the clini-
cal history, and area of in-
terest. Notes whether request

,is urgent, whether need is
for diagnosis or information
prior to or subsequent to
surgery or therapy.

$

a. Performer notes the pa-
tient's age, sex, weight,
height, the area of inter-
est, referring physician,
and the purpose of the
scan, such as diagnosis,

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain it2ms must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form and patient's medical,
clinical history; relevant radiographic ma-
terials and reports; telephone; view boxes;
pen; dictation equipment

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

. iL les to q. : Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the-performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Referring physician; specialist; clerical
personnel

. Name the task so that the answers to ques- screening, pre-or post-
therapeutic evaluation.
Notes whether there is
current emergency need
for the procedure.

b. Performer studies the rel-
event medical and clinical
history, the recorded
symptoms of the patient,

the suspected nature and
location of the pathology,

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Deciding whether to order non-neurologic computer-
ized transverse axial tomography for any patient and

or alternative studies in consultation with refer-
ring physician, by reviewing scans and radiologic
studies and clinical history, discussing, consider-
ing apPropriateness of procedure;approving, refusing

approval and/or recommending alternative studies;
dictating reasons for refusal if requested; if ap-
proved, recommending technique for slices, use of

contrast, prior preparation;recording orders and

recommendations;placing for scheduling and/or typing

expeditin: if a..ro riate.

6. Check here i f this
is a master sheet. . gi.l.......
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 314

2 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

and relevant background information.
If any prior radiography or clini-
cal tests have been carried out,
performer notes results. If any rel-
evant prior radiographs,scans,radio-

isotope scans or ultrasonograms are
available, performer studies these
and their related reports to become
more familiar with the nature of
the current diagnostic information.

c. Performer notes any known sensi-
tivity'to iodine, prior response
to contrast media or general his-
tory of allergy. Notes whether pa-
tient (if female) is pregnant.
Notes whether patient has a com-
municable or infectiouE condition.

d. If the performer finds that the in-
formation provided is inadequate,
performer arranges to have other
materials sent or discusses needed
information with relevant physician.

2. Depending on the type of equipment in
use in institution and accumulated ex-
perience, performer evaluates whether
examination is appropriate for the
type and size of pathology suspected
and the organ involved. May consider
use of procedure in conjunction with
other diagnostic procedures such as
plain films, angiography, ultrasound,
radioisotope scanning.

a. Performer considers the appropri-
ateness of the procedure for the
purpose indicated and decides
whether to recommend against re-
quest and/or recommend additional
procedures.

b. If performer recommends against a
request, discusses with referring
physician and writes reasons for
refusal on requisition sheet, or
destroys requisition if agreed to
by referring physician.

130

i) If requested by physician, per-
former dictates a report on the
decision, presenting his or her
interpretation of any currant
radiographs, assessment of
case, reason for refusal, and
any other relevant comments.

ii) Returns materials on patient,
and places dictated report to
be picked up for typing.

. If performer and physician agree on
the requested and/or alternative
studies, performer may decide to make
recommendations on technique. May dis
cuss with referring physician if ap-
propriate.

a. May suggest tissue density enhance
ment with IV injection or infusion
of contrast, number and levels of
planes of interest, angulation,
and thickness of "slice" for the
scans.

b. Performer may decide whether to
order routine study or special
variations on normal routine pro-
cedures.

c. Performer may consider whether
sedation is required. If so, or-
ders. May order prior preparation
of patient such as food and/or
liquid intake, cleansing enema,
and/or cathartic and appropriate
timing, based on the patient's
age, the area of interest and sus-
pected pathology. May order medi-
cation to reduce possible allergic
reaction if contrast is to be in-
jected.

d. May order special procedures to
prevent infection.or contamination
of the patient or environment.

e. If a contrast agent will be in-
jected, performer may arrange to
have patient contacted to sign a
consent for the procedure. If pa-



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 314

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fully

tient is a juvenile or is not le-
gally competent, performer may ar-
range to have proper person con-
tacted so that a consent for the
procedure can be signed.

f. Performer writes orders and recom-
mendations on technique, anesthe-
tic, and preparation procedures
for patient on patient's chart or
requisition form explicitly so that
technologists and other personnel
can be scheduled for work.

g. Gives information to appropriate
secretary for scheduling. Signs
requisition sheet if appropriate.
Performer considers the urgency of
the need and, if appropriate, expe-
dites scheduling personally by dis-
cussing with appropriate staff per-
son(s).

List Elements Fully
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 315

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List -lements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made on whether to go ahead with procedure
pt. reassured; contrast solution and anesthetic in-
jected; cyst puncture needle inserted; fluid re-
moved and sample prepared for lab; decisions made
on need for surgery, renography, sclerosing of cyst
air and contrast f:olution injected; sclerosing
agent injected; orders given on radiography; com-
pleted radiographs approved; medical impressions
and nursing follow-up recorded.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical infor-
mation on a patient scheduled for
a renal cyst puncture (piercing
of cavity of suspected cyst in
kidney and removal of contents
for examination), related radiog-
raphy and/or-possible.treatment
to contract the cyst.

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
medical information to become
familiar with the case or to
Teview material seen earlier.

Performer notes whether there
s -is doubt if a mas is a cyst

or a renal carcinoma;whether,
if a cyst,sclerotic treatment
has been requested (introduc-
tion of agent to harden and
contract cyst),and whether
there are requests for special
radiographs.

Performer reviews any materi-
als such as IVP's,nephrotomo-
grams or ultrasonograms to
become familiar with exact lo-
cation of the mass or cyst,its
approximate size, and its
shape. Examines radiographs on
viewing box. Notes any recom-
mendations on technique;notes

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used.. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form and pt.'s chart;related radio-
graphic and ultrasonographic material;pen;prepared
tray containing local anesthetic,contrast solution
for IV injection,contrast solution for cyst,sterile
syringes,needles,towels,empty syringe,antiseptic so-
lution,swabs,tourniquet,sterile dressings,cyst punc-
ture needle,tubing,sponge stick or towel clip;protec-
tive lead garments;sterile gown,gloves ;fluoroscope;
fluoroscope monitor;specimen container with preser-
vative,labels;view boxes;emergency cart

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No... )

es to q. . Name the kina of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the'kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Any patient to have renal cyst puncture;referring MD;
radiologist;radiologic technologist;nursing personnel

. Name the task so that the answers to ques- how patient tolerated any pre-
vious procedures and any other
medically relevant information
such as presence of infectious
or communicable condition, or
possible pregnancy (if female).

. Checks to see that patient has
signed consent for procedure.
If not, informs appropriate

OK-RP;RR ;RR

,

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Performing renal cyst_puncture and conducting re-
lated radiography of any patient by deciding whether
to go ahead;reassuring pt.;deciding on technique;in-
jecting radiopaque solution;injecting anesthetic;in-
serting puncture needle using fluoroscopy;extracting
cyst fluid;having sample prepared for lab;evaluating
need for surgery and/or radiography,and/or scleros-
ing of cyst;injecting air and contrast solution into
cyst cavity;injecting sclerosing agent;ordering
radiography;deciding when examination is completed
by viewing radiographs°,recording medical impressions
follow-up care.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 315

This is page 2 of 4 for this task.

Irm"
List Elements Full

co-worker and either terminates exami-
nation or has it delayed until written
consent is obtained.

Performer greets patient in examination
room. Attempts to reassure patient; ex-
plains what will be done. Answers ques-
tions. Ask female if she thinks she may
be pregnant. Examines patient and notes
relevant,symptams. May palpate area to
be studied.

Performer notes whether there are con-
traindications to going ahead with the
procedure. May have clinician or spe-
cialist called;discusses patient's cur-
rent condition and any alternative steps,

a. Performer decides whether to proceed
or not based on evaluation of pa--
tient's condition.

b. If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommenda-
tions on patient's chart. Informs ap-
propriate co-worker of cancellation
and has patient returned to room. If
appropriate, orders rescheduling of
patient or scheduling for alternative
procedure.

. If performer decides to proceed, makes
final decisions on technique and site
of entry based on requisition sheet,
chart and own examination. If appropri-
ate, writes decision on requisition
sheet and informs appropriate co-work-
ers so that patient, materials and tech-
nical factors for fluoroscopy can be
prepared or set.

. When informed that patient is ready,
performer checks whether patient has
been properly prepared and shielded.
Performer indicates any needed
adjustments. Reassures patient and does
so as deemed needed throughout proced-
ure. Explains that performer will ask
the patient to hold still from time to

List Elements Fully 0

time during procedure, and does so as
appropriate.Checks staff shielding.

. Performer checks that all materials
needed for procedure are present. Re-
quests any missing objects.

. Performer may prepare patient for in-
travenous injection of contrast solu-
tion. Exposes arm; applies tourniquet;
finds vein and swabs entry site with
antiseptic solution.

Performer asks for or selects prepared
dose of radiopaque solutionin hypo-
dermic; checks for proper amount; ex-
pels air in syringe. Performer inserts
needle into vein,remaves tourniquet,
and injects contrast solution. Removes
needle and swabs site. Waits appro-
priate amount of time for contrast so-
lution to reach the kidney..

9. If not already done, performer has
needles and syringes.needed in proce-
dure prepared; may assemble the needl
for cyst puncture. Dons protective
lead garments and sterile gown and
gloves.

10. After proper elapse of time,has pa-
tient prepared for cyst puncture.
Cleanses site for puncture and injec-
tion of anesthetic by swabbing with
prepared antiseptic solution. Covers
surrounding areas with sterile towels
leaving only small area for injection
and puncture uncovered.

11. Checks amount of local anesthetic to
be injected as shown by nurse; draws
anesthetic into sterile syringe. As-
pirates; inserts needle, and injects
anesthetic in site selected. Removes
needle; swabs site with sterile solu-
tion. Waits for area to become anes-
thetized.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 315

This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fully
,......

List Elements Fully

12. Performer positions fluoroscope unit a. If performer is unable to aspirate
over patient and has lights in room any fluid into syringe, may re7
dimmed. Activates fluorosocpe or has check position of needle and ad-
this done by technologist. Performer just as described above. May con-
adjusts unit until the cyst or mass
and the kidney are visible on the TV
monitor. May indicate needed adjustment

clude that a cyst is not involved.

Performer may decide to terminate
in technical factors to technologist, procedure or have further reno-
May reposition patient. graphy performed. Removes needle

and treats wouncL Records decision
13. When the technical quality of the TV on patient's requisition sheet and

image is judged adequate, performer informs staff.
uses a sponge stick or towel clip to
clasp the hollow puncture needle and

.

b. If performer obtains dark clotted
permit viewing of needle on monitor blood, performer decides whether a
without exposing performer's hands to tumor has been entered or whether
direct radiation, the needle has passed through the

pathological mass and entered the
14. Performer positions the needle over the kidney. Performer rechecks needle

suspected cyst by viewing location of
needleand mass on the monitor.

position using fluoroscopy.

If performer judges that the
When the needle is in correct location,
performer adjusts it to the proper

needle has entered the kidney, .

performer readjusts needle using
angle for entry. fluoroscopy and again attempts to

obtain fluid.
15. Performer asks patient to 'hold breath

and inserts needle into site, negotiat- If performer judges that the
ing the intervening space and feeling
for "pop" which indicates that a cyst

needle has penetrated a tumor,
performer terminates procedure as

' has been penetrated. described above; has ordering phy-
sician notified; may make arrange-

If performer feels a gritty sensation,
judges that a tumor may be'present.

ments to have patient sent for
surgery; and records on patient's
chart. Performer has specimen pre-

If performer feels neither sensation,
performer may readjust needle place-
ment, checking on TV monitor, or with-
draw and reinsert as deemed necessary

pared for cytology lab as de-
scribed below.

c. If performer obtains clear or
until "pop" or gritty sensation is
felt. Shuts off fluoroscope.

slightly bloody fluid from cyst,
aspirates approximately one third
of performer's estimation of the

16. Performer immediately attaches a ster- cyst's capacity. Removes syringe
Ile rubber tube exLension to the pro-
truding end of the needle.

1

and ejects fluid into sterile con-
tainer containing preservative.
Closes off needle. Has container

17. Performer attaches a sterile syringe capped, properly labeled,and sent
to the rubber tube extension and at-
tempts to draw out fluid.

to cytology lab Lor testing. Re-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 315

This is page 4 of 4 for this task.

cords amount and condition of any
fluid withdrawn on patient's chart.

18. If performer has determined the pre-
sence of a cyst, performer prepares for
radiography of the cyst.

Performer opens needle and injects a
selected contrast solution and air into
cyst through tube attached to needle.
(Uses a syringe filled with the appro-
priate amount of solution and an empty
syringe to inject air in correct amount
This creates three layers: air, cyst
fluid,and contrast solution, each hav-
ing a different specific gravity.) Per-
former may check for effect by viewing
on fluoroscope monitor.

19. If requested on requisition sheet, or
if performer decides that a cyst is in-
volved which shoald be contracted, per-
former decides to inject a sclerosing
agent (an agent to harden and contract
the cyst, thus shrinking it).

23.

Performer has sterile syringe prepared
with the proper amount of a selected
sclerosing agent. Checks amount. In-
jects through tube attached to needle.
May view on fluoroscope monitor. 24.

20. Performer reassures patient and has pa
tient hold still while performer re-
moves tubing and then gently removes
the puncture needle. Swabs area. De-
cides on sterile dressing and orders
or applies petsonally.

21. Performer decides what overhead radio-
graphs to order to demonstrate the
walls, shape and size of the cyst and
to show up the presence of other path-
ological masses. Specifies to technol-
ogist what views to take. May record.

22. Performer looks at first series of ra-
diographs on view boxes as soon as

List Elements Full

they are processed. Determines wheth-
er thy are technically adequate to
demonstrate the area under study and
provide sufficient information to
make possible a competant medical in-
terpretation. Performer may ask opin-
ion of clinician or another radiolo-
gist.

a. Performer decides whether to order
additional views or a change in
technical factors based on the in-
formation already available, the
patient's condition and his or her
radiologic history.

b. If the performer decides to order
additional views and/or decides
that any radiographs should be re-
done with a change in the techni-
cal factors, performer informs
technologist, specifying what is
needed. May record.

c. Performer examines additional ra-
diographs as above.

When performer has determined that
the examination.has been completed,
informs subordinates to terminate the
procedure. Ensures proper clean up.

Records iMpressions of procedure on
patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up re-

commended.
d. May sign chart or requisition

sheet.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 316

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

---.......-.. .

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Biopsy needle placed in kidney in proper location
and depth for bir..:pb.y; sample extracted.

,or

Performer receives the x-ray req-
uisition form and medical infor-
mation on a patient scheduled for
a renal biopsy (removal of tissue

matter from kidney for purpos-
es of diagnosis) when performer
is scheduled to assist the nephro
i, ogist, or performer may be re-
quested to assist in procedure by
nephrologist.

1. Performer reviews any radio-
graphic materials, suCh as
IVP's,which present the condi-
tion of the kidney,to become
familiar with the location of i

the suspected pathology. Uses I

view boxes. Perform,Ar may dis-
cuss with nephrologist.

. Performer is informed that the
patient is ready for insertion
of the biopsy needle (after
injection of anesthetic and
its having taken effect). Dons
protective lead garments and
sterile gown. May talk to pa-
tient to explain what is being
done and reassure. Checks
shielding of patient and staff

. Performer positions overhead
fluoroscope unit over the kid-
ney. Positions patient so that
the area from which the sample
will be taken will be shown
most effectively and permit
entry of the biopsy needle.

a. Has lights in room dimmed.
May indicate to technolo-
gist what technical factors
to select and have fluoro-
scope activated.

b. Performer adjusts fluoro-
scope unit until the area
from which the sample will

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in performing_ this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form, patient's radiographic ma-
terials; pen; biopsy needle; antiseptic solution,
swabs; sponge stick or towel clip; protective lead
garments; sterile gown and gloves; fluoroscope and
fluoroscope monitor.; container for biopsy sample;
labels; view box; marking pencil

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . . (X) No...( )

=7M.I.= to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient to have renal biopsy; nephrologist; ra-
diologic technologist

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Assisting in renal biopsy of any patient by using
fluoroscopy to place biopsy needle, by reviewing
radiographic materials; using fluoroscope to guide
needle placement to correct chosen tissue location
and depth of entry in kidney, recording if appro-
priate,

....6.1.....

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(X) ____
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 316

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full

be taken is visible on the TV moni-
tor. May indicate needed adjustments
in technical factors to technolo-
gist. May adjust patient's position.

c. May explain what is visible on the
monitor to the nephrologist, or dis-
cusses which exact area to select
for the sample of tissue. Dons ster-
ile gloves.

4. When the technical quality of the image
is judged adequate, performer turns off
fluoroscope. Marks the point of entry
on the patient's back with a marking
pencil. Turns on fluoroscope and may
assist nephrologist in placing the bi-
opsy needle directly on the marked tar-
get area. May instruct nephrologist in
how to move needle into position by
viewing monitor; or may grasp the
needle with a sponge stick or towel
clip and coordinate movements with
image of needle and kidney tissue on
screen.

Performer assists nephrologist or per-
sonally adjusts the angle of the needle
for proper entry into kidney. Performer
may take over from nephrologist at any
point when necessary.

Performer indicates te patient when to
hold completely still so that needle
can be inserted. Inserts needle or in-

dicates to ncphrologist to insert,
negotiating the intervening space.

.
Judges when the needle has been in-
serted at the proper depth to draw
tissue from the area selected. May
consult with nephrologist to be sure
the correct spot has been reached.

Performer repeats procedure until
prnper c:ttry is accomplished. If heavy

bleef±ing occurrs, performer may assist
nepliclogist to control bleeding.

6.

7.

List Elements Fully

Perfo7her indicates to nephrolngist
when ,sample can be extracted and
needle4removed. Has fluoroscope
turned,bff.

Pei-Orme may see that puncture is
-swabbed and dressed. May assist in
labeling of sample. May sign requi-
sition sheet.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 317

This is page 1 of 2_ for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Urographic material read, interpreted; conclusions
drawn'and recommendations made orally or dictated;
physician called about emergency signs; selected ra-
diographs earmarked for study or library use; meter-
ial rejacketed, report placed for typing.

Performer reads and interprets
comp:.ated radiographs of urograph-
ic examinations, or provides opin
ions to co-workers, urologists
and/or nephrologists, when re-
quested, on interpretation and
conclusions regarding radiographs
or ultrasonographs involved in
the urographic procedures they
are doing.

1. If responding to request, per-
former goes to where radio-
graphic material is on view.
Listens while co-worker ex-
plains problem on how to pro-
ceed next or problem of inter-
pretation.

If reading and thterpreting
own completed work, performer
obtains the jacketed radio-
graphic work-ups. Includes the
current set of radiographs,
ultrasonograiiS, tomograms,
their requisition sheets, and
prior films if available. Goes
to reading area.

2. Asks about, reads, or reviews
x-ray requisition forms and
materials on patient's medical
history (reason for request,
decisions made on technique,
comments from ordering physi-
cian or consulting physicians,
notes made during the proced-
ure and interpretations made
of procedures already com-
pleted).

If reading and interpreting
own work, places relevant ra-
diographs on view box, includ-
ing older films. If responding
to request, may ask to see
earlier films.

OK-RP;RR;RR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms; current radiographs, ultra-
sonograms; view boxes, prior radiographic materials;
telephone, dictation equipment; pen; magnifying
glass

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

. I Yes to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

' scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-workers; urologist; nephrologist; ordering
physician

5. Name the task so that the answers to cues-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words,

Reading,interpreting and making recommendations on
urographic materials, or giving opinions to co-
workers by reviewing medical information and requi-
sition sheet(s): evaluating new and old films; noti-
fying ordering physician of emergency signs; ex-
plaining opinions or dictating findings and recom-
mendations; placing report for typing.

16. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(X)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 317

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements FullyitetwAine

3. Performer reads and interprets the rad-
iographic materials:

a. Decides whether any abnormalities,
changes, or suspicious signs warrant
the immediate attention of the pa-
tient's physician. If so, telephones
physician at once and discusses
findings (or recommends that co-
worker in charge of case do this).

b. For own work, decides what to report
and what recommendations to make.

c. In response to request, decides what
to recommend to co-worker. Explains
interpretation and recommendations
verbally, inc4icating how conclusions
were arrived at, including medical
and technical considerations.

. Performer dictates findings (for own
work) oy explaining what appears on the
films. Describes worrisome or suspici-
ous signs, obvious abnormalities and/or
changes over time, referring to earlier
films. (Might indicate presence of ar-
tifacts which do not have medical sig-
nificance).

Indicates what Implications can be
drawn from fiadings and what conclu-
sions and/or courses of action are war
ranted, including need for additional
studies, tests, or courses of treat-
ment.

Dictates report in the style: There is
...on..., It has the characteristics
of.... I believe that this indicates...
This could mean that.... It is neces-
sary to determine whether.... This can
be done by....

5. May decide whether any of the material
is unusual or of special interest and
warrants inclusion in museum library,
or should be used for study purposes.
Marks jackets apprwriately if so de-
cided.

List Elements Fully

. Returns own patient's radiographic ma-
terial, requisition sheet and tape of
dictation to proper jacket, and places
to be picked up for typing.

mIssomgagssivr.wamacm 111.14=11
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 318

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Radiology resident shown and explained urographic
procedures; resident evaluated for readiness to do
activities under supervision; resident observed and
criticized; resident evaluated for readiness to do
tasks without direct supervision; resident's work
spot checked and criticized; questions answered;
opinions on work given as requested; evaluation
noted informally.

List Elements Fully

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms; materials and equipment
needed for procedures in urography; related radio-
graphs and ultrasonographs; emergency equipment;
view boxes.

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No.. ( )

. If "Yes" to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Radiology resident to be instructed in urographic
procedures; any patient involved; urologists, neph-
rologists; supervisor of resident

5. Name the task,so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Providing clinical training for radiology residents
in urographic procedures by demonstrating procedures,
explaining what is being done, answering questions;
deciding when esidents can perform tasks under di-
rect supervision; observing and correcting; deciding
when tasks can be done without direct supervision;
spot checking and correcting; advising as requested
or as.deemeenecessary.

Performer provides clinical
training to residents in radiol-
ogy in the area of urography,
covering choice of urographic ex-
aminations such as intravenous
pyelograms, nephrotomograms, ul-
trasound scanning, renal veno-
grams, renal vein renin studies,
renal cyst puncture, renal
biopsy, medical aspects ok proce-
dures, interpretation of radio-
graphic material,and possible re-
commendations and treatments.

1. Performer provides demonstra-
tion, explanation, informal
evaluation and supervision in:
reading requesLs for urograph-
ic procedures and deciding on
best procedure; what to look
for; available medical and
technical procedures including
types of examinations, anes-
thetics, surgical entry, use
of contrast media, technical
equipment, positions and
angles, contraindications;
providing technical and medi-
cal interpretation of radio-
graphic materials; learning
range of medical conclusions
that can be drawn, additional
tests, and courses of treat-
ment to consider.

When performer is assigned a
resident,may select times, pa-
tients, and procedures to dem-
onstrate, and may explain to
resident while performer car-
ries out own tasks:

a. Performenexplaills uhat
will be taught,

b. Performer may narrate the
steps, may explain what is

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..00
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 318

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full

being done, or may explain the basis
for decisions and actions.

c. Performer may decide to solicit ques-
tions to find out what the resident
understands, may answer questions, or
may elaborate on the explanation of
what is being done, concentrating on
the relevant skills and knowledges.

d. Performer decides when the resident
has observed sufficiently and has a
clear enough understanding of a pro-
cedure to carry it out under close,
direct supervision and/or to assist.

3. Performer supervises and observes resi-
dent carrying out activities assigned.

a. Performer asks the resident to do all
or part of a procedure and remains at
the side of the patient or carries
out own portion and watches the resi-
deLt perform the assigned activity.

b. While observing, performer decides
whether the activity is being done
properly, whether there is a specific
problem, whether ,there is need to
demonstrate the procdure again or
explain, and does so.

c. Performer may comment on the perform
ance, encourage or correct as deemed
necessary, or do this later.

d. Performer may decide to intervene
and take over the procedure, explain
ing to the resident what was done
incorrectly at that point or later.

e. If decision is to demonstrate again,
performer may redo and have the res
ident observe,or have resident repea.
the procedure until it is done prop-
erly.

f. Performer decides which procedures
or activities can be done by the res
ident without direct supervision (al
though radiologist remains respons-
ible). Informs proper supervisors;
notes for own use, and/or tells this
to resident.

List Elements Full

Performer spot checks resident carry-
ing out activities without direct su-
pervision or responds to requests for
guidance, assistance or further in-
struction.

Performer proceeds as in steps 2 or 3
as.appropriate, observing, noting
areas needing improvement, determining
nature of problem, assisting, giving
opinions, answering questions,and pro-
viding further instruction on how to
deal with unusual circumstances. Rein-
forces correct work. Suggests areas
for improvement.

. When patients are present for demon-
strations, performer may explain pres-
ence of resident; when observing, per-
former may explain own presence.

. Performer informally notes the extent
of learning or proficiency of resident
throughout the training:

a. May decide to discuss performance
with resident at any time.

b. Does not keep formal records on
what was taught, or on resident's
progress.

c. May make personal notes for use in
later evaluation meetings.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 320

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Outline and content for lecture to medical students
prepared; instructional materials collected, re-
searched or prepared; lecture given.

Performer presents lecture(
s
)

on assigned aspect(s) of radiol
ogy to classes of medical stud -
ents or others who wish to at-
tend.

. Performer is notified of as-
signment or decides what
should be covered, and at
what depth and degree of de-
tail, considering the stud-
ents' current academic level
and curriculum objectives of
medical school. May request
change of time or topic and
discusses with program direc-
tor.

. Decides on method of presen-
tation and plans lecture:

a. Prepares outline.
b. May obtain special in-

structional materials or
asks co-worker to obtain
and reviews. May use mat-
erials already prepared.

c. May do research in topic
area for use in lecture.

d. May prepare slides from
own source of radiographs
or may obtain existing
slides.

e. Performer may choose ma-
terials to

.. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Paper, pen; instructional and reading material in
radiology; slides of radiographic materials; pro-
jector

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . . ( )0 No...( )

. If -Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,
Medical students; person in charge of medical stu-
dent program; resident; library and/or clerical per-
sonnel

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques- contrast normal
and pathological states.

f. Decides on time to allo-
cate for questions and an-
swers.

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

. tial words.
.

Planning and presenting lectures on assigned aspects
of radiology for medical students by deciding on g. May have resident select

materials; if so, reviews.

3. Presents lecture as deemed
appropriate. Attempts to note
whether information is being
understood and adjusts pre-

OK-RP;RR;RR

content, method of presentation; preparing material;
presenting lecture, being aware of responses, and
adjusting presentation to students' needs.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..04
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 320

2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

sentation-accordingly. Uses instruction
al material, answers questions, depend-
ing on plans. Leads discussions. May
recommend additional reading.

May make note of any outstanding stud-
ents and may report this to person in
charge of medical student program. May
keep materials and notes prepared for
future use.

Note: Does not submit outline or materia1 9
for review. Does not formally test
students' learning. This may be open to
question.in terms of instructional ef-
fectiveness.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 321

This is page 1 of 1 for this task..

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
. ,

List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Opinions given on clinical achievement of residents
wider supervision; consensus opinion reached on
overall performance and grade to be given to each
resident; notes taken on decisions.

Performer is required to meet
periodically with other radiolo-
gists to discuss and evaluate
the progress of residents in ra-
diology.

1. Performer may review and/or
take to meeting any personal
notes made ontesidents under
performer's clihical, coun-
seling, or claSsroom super-
vision.. ..: .

2. As discussion§ develop on
each resident, performer:

a. Gives personal opinions
about educational and

. clinical functioning of
residents under perform-
er's supervision, based on
own experience and assess-
ment.

b. Participates in general
discussions required to
reach consensus regarding
assessments of each resi-
dent, including assignment
of a general grade for
each. May participate in
deciding on recommends- .

tions to be made to resi-
dent(s) on problem areas.

3. If requested, takes

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Personal notes on residents; pen; paper

..,,,

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...C() No... )

es to q. Name the in. o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,

Co-worker radiologists; confidential secretary

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
performer

notes on the decisions ar-
rived at and gives to typist.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Participating.in radiologists meeting to arrive at
overall clinical and academic assessments of resi-
dents in radiology by contributing personal opin-
ions based on supervisory, counseling,and teaching
experience with residents; participating in discus-
sions -and decisions on overall,assessments and
grade for each resident.

. Check here i this

is a master sheet..612
. .
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 322

This is page 1 of 2 fur this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Selected books and publications ordered, assigned
code numbers; radiographic materials reviewed, de-
cision made on entry to library, assignment of
code numbers; code assignments reviewed; errors
indicated to staff.

Performer supervises the entry of
new materials into the library
of diagnostic radiology depart-
ment. Performer reviews and se-
lects books and journals, and
evaluates the radiographic ma-
terials submitted for possible
inclusion by co-workers.

. Performer selects books and
journal publications for
entry.

a. Receives and reviews ad-
vance notices,reviews in
publications already re-
ceived,and requests made
by co-workers for specific
books,articles in journals
and/or subscriptions to
journals.

b. Performer orders material
considered to be relevant
and/or requested by co-
workers. May have library
staff check whether any of
the material is already on
hand.

. Performer selects radiograph-
ic materials for library use.

a. Receives and reviews mater
ial submitted by co-worker-
for teaching purposes or a-
illustration of special in
terest to the field.

b. Considers whether material
is appropriate for use and
or is duplication of simi-
lar material already on
hand. Performer may decide
to substitute new material
for older items already in
library.

OK-RP;RR;RR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Advance announcements and reviews of books,
journal articles and publications on diagnostic
radiology and related fields; co-worker requests
for documents; books and journals received; radio-
graphic materials and descriptive comments; cata-
logue cards; coding-catalouging index; pen; order
slips

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

. t 'es to q. : Name the kind o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Library staff

,

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Deciding on diagnostic radiology library acquisi-
tions of books, journals and radiographic materials,
by reviewing advance notices and submissions;
coding library acquisitions using Anatomic-Patholo-
gical Code System.

6. Che'ck here if this
is a master sheet..(X)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 322

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

. Performer may assign catalogue cate-
gories and code numbers to material,or
may review or spot check catalogue and
code assignments made by library staff
on index cards.

. -

Uses the Anatomic-Pathological Code
System endorsed by the American College
of Radiologists, which designates ana-
tomical part and pathology by number.

If performer notes errors in code as-
signments, brings this to attention of
library staff.

.._.

. .



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 323

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure . List Elements Fully
.. this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Presentation prepared and made in urogranhy and ra-
diology developments or case studies; presentations
of urologists, nephrologists or radiologists lis-'
tened to; discussions participated in.

-

Performer attends meetings of
medical staff and co-workers in
urology and urography to discuss
areas of mutual concern.

1. Performer may prepare presen-
tations describing new work
in the field of urography or
general radiology.

a. Performer decides what to
present and in what degree
of depth and detail.

b. Decides how to make presen-
tation and what to use.

c. May prepare outline, obtain
special instructional ma-
terials, do research on
topic for use in presenta-
tion. May have resident as-
sist.

d. May prepare slides from own
source of radiographs or
may obtain existing radio-
graphic material and slides
from library. May have res-
ident assist.

e. At meeting, when performer
is called upon, places ra-
diographs, spot films or
other radiographic ma-
terials on view box or
uses slide projector. De-
scribes work selected,

2. Whilt is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Radiolographic and medical equipment; radiographic
materials case histories; view boxes, slide
projectors

.

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) -No..z.1_1_

es to q. : Name the kind o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;1
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Urologists; nephrologists; radiologists;resident

1 Name the task so that the answers to ques- answers questions,and par-
ticipates_in discussion.
May recotmend further read-
ing.

f. Performer, may, when appro-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Participating in meetings of radiologists, urolo-
gists and nephrologists to discuss new developments
cases of interest, and case problems in the fields priate, demonstrate or sim-4

ulate new and/or relevant
techniques, equipment or
procedures.

OK-RP;RR;RR

of urology and urography by planning and presenting
new developments in the urographic or radiologic
field, interesting case studies,or problems in
current cases,and/or by deciding to listen to pre-
sentations about new developments in urology,
interesting case studies,or case problems, and
participating in discussions; contributing from own
knowledge and experience in the field. 6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..a)
1 , I , ,
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 323

of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully

g. Performer replaces materials and
equipment or has this done.

2. Performer. may attend conferences at
which urologists and/or nephrologists
present case studies and raise the
problems involved,or performer may
choose a case which is of educational
interest from the library or personal
files.

a. Performer may be told beforehand by
department head or conference leader
what current or past cases will be
presented for discussion, or per-
former will discuss the type of in-
formation to be covered in order to
select a relevant case.

b. Performer obtains the radiographic
materials related to the cases
selected or selects appropriate
case. May have assistant gather ma-
terials and reviews to be sure they
are appropriate.

c. Performer reviews the radiographs
and the requisition sheets involved,
and any other relevant medical in-
formation such as reports and inter-
pretations 917;.ady made.

d. Performer ma: make notes to use as
reference, InoInting out fine points
with regard o interpretation of
the radiographs in connection with
pathological symptoms and condi-
tions.

e. At the conference,performer presents
the radiographs involved as appro-
priate; presents interpretation
and makes relevant points so as to
instruct the audience in the rea-
soning involved. Participates in
the discussion, answers questions.
May suggest reference articles on
subject.

f. Performer replaces radiographic ma-
terials or has these replaced.

List Elements Fully

g. If current case studies are involved
performer may maintain files on the
case(s) and read reports including
final diagnosis and treatment pre-
scriptions.

3. Performer may decide to attend presen-
tation by urologist, nephrologist or
co-worker. May make notes, ask ques-
tions and/or participate in discussion.

4. Performer may decide to attend presen-
tation by urologist, nephrologist or
co-worker about a particular case that
is of interest. May make notes, ask
questions and/or participate in dis-
cussion.

. Performer may decide to present prob-
lems in urology and/or nephrology that
performer is personally having trouble
with and ask for comments and sugges-
tion's-from participants.

a. Selects the case material needed to
present the problem.

b. Makes presentation and poses prob-
lems involved.

c. Listens and participates in result-
ing discussions.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 324

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

rresentation prepared and made in arthritis and ra-
diology developments or case studies;presentations
of specialists in arthritis listened to;discussions
participated in.

Performer attends meetings of
medical staff and co-workers to
discuss areas related to arthri-
tis work.

1 Performer may prepare presen-
tations describing new work
in the.field of arthritis or
general radiology.

a. Performer decides what to
present and in what degree
of depth and detail.

b. Decides on how to make pre
sentation and what to use.

c. May prepare outline, ob-
tain special instructional
materials, do research on
topic for use in presenta-
tion. May have resident
assist.

d. May prepare slides from
own source of radiographs
or may obtain existing ra-
diographic material and
slides from library. May
have resident assist.

e. At meeting, when performer
is called upon, places ra-
diographs, spot films or
other radiographic ma-
terials on view box or
uses slide projector. De-
scribes work selected,

2. What is used in performing-this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Radiographic and medical equipment; radiographic
materials; case histories; view boxes, slide
projectors

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes... .) No...( )

. 'es to q. : Name the kina o recipient,
respondent or cc-worker involved, with de-

scrIptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Orthopedists and MD specialists in arthritis;
radiologists

S. Name the task so that the answers to ques- answers questions and par-
ticipates in discussion.
May recommend further read-0
ing.

f. Performer,may, when appro-
priate, demonstrate or
simulate new and/or rele-
vant techniques,equipment
or procedures.

g. Performer replaces meter-
ials and equipment or has
this done.

OK-RP.RRM-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Participating in meetings of physicians involved
with arthritis to discuss new developments,cases of
interest and case problems in the field by planning
and presenting new developments in the fields of
arthritis or radiology, interesting case studies,
problems in current cases and/or by deciding to
listen to presentations about new developments,
interesting case studie3 or case problems, and

-
participating in discussions.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(()

411MILMILM/0.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

This is page

Task Code No. 324

2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full

2. Performer may attend conferences at
which orthopedists and other special-
ists present case studies and raise
the problems involved, or performer may
choose a case which is of interest from
the library or personal files which is
of educational interest.

a. Performer may be told beforehand by
department head or conference leader
what current or past cases will be
presented for discussion, or per-
former will discuss the type of in-
formation to be covered in order to
select a relevant case.

b. Performer obtains the radiographic
materials related to the cases
selected or selects appropriate
case. May have assistant gather
materials and reviews to be sure
they are appropriate.

c. Performer reviews the radiographs
and the requisition sheets involved
and any other relevant medical in-
formation such as reports and inter
pretations already made.

d. Performer may make notes to use as
reference, pointing out fine points
with regard to interpretation of
the radiographs in connection with
pathological symptoms and condi-
tions.

e. At the conference performer pre-
sents the radiographs involved as
appropriate; presents interpre-
tation and makes relevant points
so as to instruct the audience in
the reasoning involved. Partici-
pates in the discussion, answers
questions. May suggest reference
articles on subject.

f. Performer rep'aces radiographic
materials or ilas these replaced.

g. If current case studie3 are in-
volved, performer may maintain
files on the case(s) and read
ports including final diagnosis and
treatment prescriptions.

9

Performer may decide to attend pre-
sentation by specialists in arthritis.
May make notes, ask questions and/or
participate in discussion.

Performer may decide to attend pre-
sentation about a particular case
that is of interest. May make notes,
ask questions and/or participate in
discussion.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 325

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

w.....

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
..........ft....

List aements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Presentation prepared and made on radiology develop-
ments or case studies; presentations of surgeons,
pathologists or radiologists listened to; discus-
sions participated in.

O.

,.

Performer attends mee.rings of
medical staff and 2u-workers in '

surgery and pathology to discuss
areas of mutual concern.

1. Performer may prepare presen-
tations describing new work
in the field of general ra-
diology.

a. Performer decides what to
present and in what degree
of depth and detail.

.

b. Decides on how to make
presentation and what to
use.

c. May prepare outline, ob-
tain special instructional
materials, do research on
topic for use in presen-
tation. May have resident
assist.

d. May prepare slides from
own source of radiographs
or may obtain existing ra-'
diographic material and
slides from library. May
have subordinate assist.

e. At meeting, when performer
is called upon, places ra-
diographs, spot films or
other radiographic ma-
terials on view box or
uses slide projector. De-'

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Radiographic and medical equipment; radiographic
materials; case histories; view boxes, slide
projectors

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? /es...(X) No...( )

'es to q. : Name the kind o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

ndie the relevant condition;scriptions to i cat
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Surgeons; pathologists; radiologists

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- scribes work selected,
answers questions.and par-
ticipates in discussion.
May recommend further read
ing..

f. Performer,may, when appro-
priate, demonstrate or
simulate new and/or rele-
vant.techniques,equipment
or procedures.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Partici.atin: in meetin:s of radiolu:ist,surgeons
and pathologists to discuss new developments cases

of interest and case_problems in the fields of
surgery and radiology by planning and presenting
new developments in the radiologic field, interest-
11* case studies or problems. in current cases and/or
by deciding to listen to presentations about new
developments in surgery, interesting case studies
or case problems, and participating in discussions.

,

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet-0

..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 325

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully

g. Per' -mer replaces materials and
eqi. lent or has this done.

Performt!r may attend conferences at
which surgeons and/or pathologists pre-
sent case studies mid raise the prob-
1(.ms lvolved, or performer may choose
a c, which is of interest from the
lib-ory or personal files which is of
educational interest.

a. Performer may be told beforehand by
department head or conference leader
what current or past cases will be
presented For discussion, or per-
former will discuss the type of
information to be covered in order
to select a relevant case.

b. Performer obtains the radiographic
materials related to the cases
selected or selects appropriate
case. May have assistant gather
materials and reviews to be sure
they are appropriate.

c. Performer reviews the radiographs
and the requisition sheets in-
volved, and any other relevant
medical information such as reports
and interpretations already made.

d. Performer may make notes to use
as reference, pointing out fine
points with regard to interpreta-
tion of the radiographs in connec-
tion with pathological symptoms and
conditions.

e. At the conference,performer pre-
sents the'radiographs involved as
appropriate and presents interpre-
tation; makes relevant points
so as to instruct the audience in
the reasoning involved. Partici-
pates in the discussion, answers
questions. May suggest reference
articles on subject.

f. Performer replaces radiographic
materials or has these replaced.

g, If current case studies are in-
volved, performer may maintain
files on the case(s) and read re-
ports including final diagnosis and
treatment prescriptions.

. Performer may decide to attend pre-
sentation by surgeons, pathologists
or co-workers. May make notes, ask
questions andior participate in dis-
cussion.

. Performer may decide to attend pre-
sentation about a particular case
that is of interest. May make notes,
ask questions and/or participate in
discussion.

i. Performer may decide to present rele-
vant problems th4t performer is per-
sonally having trouble with and ask
for camments and suggestions from
participants.

a. Selects the case material needed
to present the problem.

b. Makes presentation and poses prob-
lems involved.

c. Listens and participates in result-
ing discussions.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 326

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. ,

. What is the output of this task?
.

(Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Issues for departmental meeting noted and/or
raised; research report presented; discussion
on departmental or professional matters par-
ticipated in; votes cast on resolutions; appro-
priate information arranged to be transmitted
or taught tc staff.

.

.

The performer attends regular
or special staff meetings to
discuss departmental function-
ing and/or developments in the
field of diagnostic radiology
that may be relevant.

1. During intervening periods
between meetings performer
may mentally note problems
or information which per-
former wishes to raise, or
may make notations about
these. Performer may request
special meeting to make a
presentation of research
findings. Performer may be
requested to report results
of research and/or recommen-
dctions to departmental meet
lag.

. Performer may receive agenda
of meeting indicating sub-
jects to be discussed:.

a. Problems of staff func-
r,tioninsuch as work al-.,

location, support staff,
adequacy of performance,
disciplinary problems.

b. Administrative procedures
that are to be institut-
ed, evaluated,or changed.

c. Problems with equipment
or supplies needed, de-
sired, to be considered
for purchase.

d. Professional information
such as new findings, rel
event literature, new
techniques or equipment,
information from classes,
meetings,or conferences
attended by performer.

-.OKRPRRRR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain-items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pan; paper; personal notes; research results,
report

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...CK) No...( )

. ies to q. : Name the in. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,

Professional staff members in diagnostic radiol-
ogy;invited guests;supervisory staff

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tiona 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial worda,

Participating in diagnostic radiology depart-
mental meeting by raising issues dealing with
staff functioning, procedures, equipment and
supplies, and/or professional information;-pre-
senting report on research; participating in
discussions and helping to arrive at resolutions
by discussing issues and voting; arranging for
transmission of decisions to staff and/or in-
corporating into instruction for staff as ap-
propriate.

6. Check here it this
is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

'Task Code No, 326

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

.., ..-

List Elements Full List Elements Full

e. New examination procedures, changes
in technique affecting diagnostic
quality of the radiographic"Tmages,
patient safety, reduction of expo-
sure to ionizing radiation, improve-
ment of accuracy of diagnostic con-
clusions, cost reduction, efficiency
improvement, simplification of pro-
cedures.

f. Problems of specific patients.

. If performer is to present i report on
research, organizes research materials,
and results beforehand:

a. Decides on what to present and how,
based onthe nature of the research.

b. Decides whether to read report al-
ready prepared or present oral re-
port based un findings. May develop
an outline if not already done.

c. Prepares audiovisual materials as
appropriate.

d. At the time of presentation perform-
er addresses meeting, makes presen-
tation,and offers any recommenda-
tions. Participates in discussion
on issues; answers questions.

. In attending meeting performer raises
issues and/or participates in discus-
sions raised by others. May take notes
as desired. -

,

. Participates in coming to agreements
on resolutions requiring action,such
as deciding on use of instruments,
catheters, contrast agents; proper
standards for shielding, positioning,
technique in particular examinations;
inclusion or exclusion of specific
types of radiographic or fluoroscopic
examinations; use of various types of
medications; use of new equipment; pur
chase of equipment; standardization of
steps in new procedures; recommenda-
tions for further research; courses of

6.

action for specific patients; admin-
istrative decisions. Votes if appro-
priate.

Arranges if appropriate to have de-
cisions transmitted to relevant
staff. May decide to incorporate re-
sults of meeting into own clinical
training practices. May arrange to
have training provided to staff.

.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 328

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

W. is the output of this task? (Be sure
thts is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made on whether to order lymphangiography
and/or alternative study; recommendations made on
technique; record entered and placed for scheduling.

List Elements Full

2. Mhat is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form and patient's chart;.relevant
radiographic materials; telephone; view boxes

Performer decides whether to
schedule lymphangiography (and/or
lymphadenography): radiographic

evaluation of lymphatic vessels
(and/or nodes),and/or alternative
studies upon receiving an x-ray
requisition form or a request by
phone or in person from a refer-
ring physician. Request may be
for use in initial diagnosis or
after an earlier procedure has
uncovered a suspected pathologi-
cal condition.

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...0() No...( )

I Yes to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Physician requesting lymphangiography; clinician;
secretary.or clerk

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

, tial words.
Deciding whether to order lymphangiography of any
patient or alternative studies and recommending
technique,in consultation with referring physician,
by reviewing case history and relevaLt materials;.
discussing, recommending studies to be done and
technique; recording; arranging for scheduling.

1. Performer reads the x-ray re
quisition form and the pa-
tient's history to learn the
nature of the problem and the
reason for the request.

1

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(K)

a. If the condition or the na-
ture of the request war-
rants, performer discusses
request with patient's at-
tending physician.

b. Performer studies any ra-
diographic materials re-
sulting from procedures al-
ready carried out,current,
or on file,and/or interpre-
tations already available
relating to the radio-
graphs. (Performer views
radiographs on view boxes.)

c. Performer notes whether pa-
tient has a communicable
or infectious condition;
notes radiographic history;
if female, notes whether
atient is pregnant.

d. If the performer finds that
the information provided is
inadequate, performer ar-
ranges to have other mate-
rials sent or discusses
with relevant physician.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 328

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

e. Pe'vformer decides whether there are
concraindications to the procedure
requested such as adverse reactions
to prior studies or allergies, and
considers these in relation to the
request.

2. Performer decides whether to approve re
quest, order-additional or alternative
studies, reorder earlier studies,or rec
ommend no radiography, based on the in-
formation obtained.

3. If performer recommends against all ra-
diography, discusses with ordering phy-
sician and writes reasons on patient's
chart. -

..._.

--

4. If performer and physician agree on in-
itial request or on additional or al-
ternative studies, performer writes
what was decided on the patient's
chart.

.

5. If radiography is to be ordered, per-
former decides on what type of study
to recommend, and technique, if appro-
priate, such as entry site for contrast
medium, anesthetic, and area to be ra-
diographed. May order procedures to
prevent infection or contamination of
patient or environment.

6. Performer writes.orders and recOmmenda-
tions in patient's chart explicitly so
that nurses,technologists, residents
and other personnel can prepare patient
or'be scheduled for work.

1

7. Performer gives information to secre-
tary for scheduling. Signs requisition
sheet if appropriate.

..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 329

This is page 1 of 5 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision on going ahead with lymphangiography;patient
reassured;dye and anesthetic injected;technique de-
cided;injector-heater set up with contrast nmdium;
anesthetic injected and incision inade;lyrrphatic ves-
sel exposed and tied;needle with catheter inserted
in vessel and position checked;contrast medium in-
jected;incision(s) sutured;lymphangiograms ordered
and assessed for quality:delayed lymphadeography or-
dered;medical impressions and after care orders re-
corded,

,

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in-
formition on a patient schedulq
for lymphangiography (radio-
graphic study of the lymphatic
vessels and nodes using a con-
trast medium).

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
medical information to become
familiar with the case or to
review material seen earlier.
Performer reviews any diagnos
tic information already col-
lected. May examine prior ra-
diographs on view box. Notes
any recommendations made on
technique,and any other rele- '
vant medical information such
as allergies. Notes whether
patient has.. an infectious or
communicable condition,
whether female patient is
pregnant.

2. Checks to see that patient
(or authorized adult) has
signed consent for procedure.
If not, infr:rnis appropriate
co-worker and either termi-
nates examination or has it
delayed until written consent
is

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form and patient's chart;relevant
radiographic materials;view boxes;telephone;pen;ster-
ile_gloves;local and topical.,anesthetics;Evans blue
(dye).;sterile empty syringes-and needles;antiseptic
and-saline solutions;swabs;bandagea;gauze,sponges;
dressings;tape;iodized oil contrast medium;injector-
heater macIline;sterile scalpels;forceps;suture nee-
dle,thread;lymphangiography needles;scissors emer-
Aency cart

3. is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

,

4. If Yes" to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient to have lymphangiography;accompanying
adult if pediatric patient;radiologist;clinician;
technologist;nursing and clerical personnel

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
obtained.

N

. Performer greets patient and,
if pediatric patient, accom-
panying adult, in designated
area. Attempts to reassure
patient (and adult if pre-
sent); explains and/or an-
swers questions. Performer
examines and notes the pa-
tient's relevant body struc-
ture for purposes of techni-
que.Questions patient or adul

OK-RP;RRRR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting lymphangiography of any pt., by deciding
whether to proceed;reassuring pt.;injecting dye and
anesthetic as appropriate;deciding on entry site(s);
setting up injector-heater with contrast medium;in-
jecting anesthetic;exposing lymphatic vessel(s) by
incising and tying;inserting needles with tubes;test
ing for-perforation and placement using air in sy-
ringe and radiography;connecting injector-heater;
checking progress of injection;deciding when to ter-
minate;removing needles;suturing incisions;ordering
and evaluating lymphangiograms; ordering delayed
lymphadenograms;recording medical impressions and

follow-up orders.

6. Check here if this
.

is a master sheet..()
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 329

This is page 2 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full

on symptoms;determines whether female
patient may be pregnant. May order se-
datien. Signs order.if appropriate.

Performer notes whether there have been
any changes in the patient's condition
since the requisition was made to do
the procedure which would indicate suf-
ficient reason to cancel. May have cli-
nician called; discusses condition and
any alternative steps.

a. Performer decides whether to proceed
or not based on evaluation of pa-
tient's condition.

b. If performer decides not to proceed,
records on patient's chart. Informs
appropriate co-worker of cancellatio
and has patient returned to room. If
appropriate, orders rescheduling of
patient or scheduling for alterna-
tive procedure.

If performer decides to proceed, speci-
fies entry sites 5or injection of dye
and anesthetic. Iatorms appropriate co-
workers to prepare patient and mater-
ials for injection in feet or hands,
depending on area of interest.

a. Performer explains procedure to pa-
tient or accompanying adult.Stresses
the importance of remaining still
during procedure. Reassures patient
and does so as deemed necessary
throughout procedure.

b. Checks trAy prepared with materials
needed for the procedure. Checks tha
emergency cart is present. Requests
any missing objects. Dons sterile
gloves.

c. Checks whether patient has been prop
erly prepared. Indicates any needed
adjustments.

Performer injects anesthetic and dye:

a. Performer cleanses the sites of the
injections (usually the web between

AITNIUMINIRP

List Elements Full

the toes on each foot) by swabbing
with prepared antiseptic solution.

b. Checks amount of local anesthetic
to be injected as shown by nurse.
Draws inteJsterile syringe. Checks
Evans blue dye and draws into same
syringe in appropriate amount.
Mixes together in syringe.

c. Performer inserts needle in each
designated location on each foot
(or hand); injects mixture of anes-
thetic and dye;removes needle and
swabs with sterile solution.

d. Performer waits for areas to become
anesthetised and for lymph ducts
(such as on the back of foot) to be
come visible due to the injected
dye.

. Performer examines site such as pa-
tient's feet and selects a lymphatic
euct on each foot (or hand) for inser-
tion of neeCe (cannulation).

. Performer prepares syringe with local
anesthetic; chooses site for anesthe-
tic ar cleanses with antiseptic. In-
serts 42edle subcutaneously and intra-
dermally,and injects anesthetic. Waits
for anesthetic to take effect. Checks
for effectiveness by probing with nee-
dle. May reinject with anesthetic if
needed.

Performer decides whether to do each
foot (or hand) in parallel steps or
sequentially, and carries out steps
described below as appropriate.

. Performer prepares device to inject
contrast medium (iodized oil) or gives
orders to have this done:

a. Has.syringes filled with specified
amounts of contrast oil solution.

b. Places in injector-heater machine.
Checks that there is no air in the
system.

c. Selects appropriate temperature for
heater to maintain appropriate con-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)
.

Task Code No. 329

This is page 3 of 5 for this task.

'Ast Elements Full, List Elements Fully

sistency of medium; has this perforation, performer makes fur-
checked and adjusted continuously. ther check by injecting a small

amount of contrast medium using
10. When area for incision is properly an- syringe. Checks for distension of

esthetized, makes incision in foot (or vessel.
hand) to reach the lymphatic vessels c. If performer decides that needle
selected. Uses sterile scalpel to cut has punctured vessel, performer
through skin and expose but not pene- first attempts to adjust by advanc
trate lymph vessels. Has co-worker ing in the same vessel and rein-
sponge away blood or does so personally serting needle..Pepeats checks. If
and repeats as needed throughout pro- performer continues to have dif-
cedure. ficulty, performet may choose

another vessel in the same area
11. Performer attempts to select and tie

one lymphatic vessel at site. Uses
and repeat procedure. If necessary,
performer may select another area

small forceps to pick out and separate
the vessel from the others. If perfor0

i and repeat all appropriate steps,
including checks;may abandon at-

er has difficulty doing this, may en- tempt to cannulate both feet (or
large incision or make another; in- hands) and resort to other foot
jects with anesthetic if needed. (or hand) solely.

d. Once performer decides that there
Once a lymphatic vessel has been iso- is no evidence of perforation,per-
lated, performer Uses suture thread to former checks position of needle.
loosely tie it off from the other ves- Orders radiograph of insertion
sels, making it accessible for cannu- site.tiakes sure patient is prop-

---..
lation: ----, erly shielded. Performer inspects

processed radiograph on view box.
12. Performer selects a special needle for Determines whether needle is in

lymphangiography with tubes attached. proper position.
Attempts to penetrate lymphatic vessel e. If performer decides that needle
so that the needle enters the vessel,
does not go through it, and is not
lodged in the vessel wall.

is not in proper position, perform
er may adjust position, reinsert,
or select another vessel. Performe
repeats all the appropriate pro-

13. Performer checks position of needle to cedures, incluling radiography, to
be certain it is in proper position to check needle position until per-
carry the contrast medium through the former is satisfied that needle is
lymphatic system: in correct position.

f. Follows same procedures for other
a. Uses syringe with air to check.for foot (or hand),checking on pa-

perforation. Attaches empty syringe tient's condition as appropriate.
to tube (attached to needle) and
injects air. Notices any sign of 14. Once performer decides that the nee-
air escape which indicates perfora-
tion of the vessel,

dle(s) have been properly inserted,
performer checks that heater-injector

b. Once the needle is inserted and is loaded with syringes containing
there is no initial evidence of

I

the contrast medium in the proper
amounts.

-..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued).

Task Code No. 329

This is page 4 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

Performer selects and adjusts pressure,
control of the injector by considering
the force of entry needed to in!ject
the contrast medium into the lymphatic
vessels,given the patient's size,aga,
and other conditions involved.

Performer connects the tube (attached
to the needle) to a syringe containing
the contrast medium. Performer turns
on the injector-heater to start the
flow of the contrast medium from the
syringe(s) through the tube(s) and
into the lymphatic system. If the in-
jection is to start at different times
for each foot (when procedure is done
in sequence) performer uses screw on

1

syringe to control flow to the appro-
priate foot as needed.

15 Performer allows the contrast solution
to flow for an appropriate amount of
time (one half to one and a half hours
or until an appropriate amount of con-
trast has been injected. Performer
checks periodically to see that flow
is progressing properly; if there are
signs of adverse effects, performer
may decide to provide emergency care.

16 At appropriate time, performer has
radiologic technologist take radio-
graphs of the pelvic area (to display
the iliac nodes and vessels).

When the radiographs have been proces-
sed, performer examines on a view box
and determines whether the contrast
medium has progressed sufficiently
through the lymphatic system to demon-
strate the iliac nodes and vessels.

a. If performer determines that the
contrast medium has not progressed
far enough, performer allows the
injection to continue. Rechecks at
a later point by use of radiography
or estimates the length of time
still required.

b. When the performer judges that the
contrast medium has progressed
sufficiently, performer turns off
the injector and removes the
needle(s).

17. Performer unties the lymphatic ves-
sel(s), removes the thread, and pre-
pares to suture the incision(s). May
indicate to co-worker the suture ma-
terial and needle size needed. For
each incision needing suturing:

a. Performer has saline solution pre-
pared for irrigation of wound.
Irrigates wound with saline solu-
tion by flushing with solution
using syringe, or pouring over
wound. May have co-worker irrigate.

b. Performer may apply a topical an-
esthetic to edges of the wound.

c. Performer threads suture needle of
size chosen with suture material
selected. Sews opening of incision
using appropriate number of
stitches to close wound. Uses ap-
propriate tie.

d. Performer decides on dressing and
bandage to apply. May apply per-
sonally or assign to subordinate,
specifying what to use.

18. Performer orders the first series of
lymphangiograms to study the flow of
the contrast medium through the lymph-
atic vessels. May record on requisi-
tion form and give to appropriate sub
ordinate, order verbally,and/or sign
order, as appropriate.

19. Performer looks at the *first series
of lymphangiograms on view boxes as
soon as they are processed. Deter-
mines whether they are technically
adequate to demonstrate the lymph-
atic vessels and provide sufficient
information about any pathology,
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 329

This is page 5 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

blockage, or distortion of the flow,and
filling of the thoracic duct. Perform-
er may ask opinin% of a clinician or
another radiologist.

Performer decides whether any of the
radiographs should be redone or addi-
tional views taken immediately. If so,
specifies what is needed and records
as appropriate. Evaluates as above.

20. When the performer decides that the
first series of lymphangiograms are
complete, performer informs staff.
Decides on number and time for de-
layed films (for study of the lymph
nodes) to be taken. Explains to pa-
tient when to return (if out-patient).
Performer fills out requisition form
for delayed series (of lymphadenograms)
and places for scheduling. Ensures
proper clean up procedures.

21. Performer records impressions of proce
dure on patient's chart:

a. Pr2liminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up recom

mended; delayed films ordered.
d. May sign chart or requisition sheet

=11111111,



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 330

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Lymphangiograms read, interpreted; conclusions drawn
and recommendations made orally or dictated; physi-
cian called about emergency signs; selected radio-
graphs earmarked for study or library use; material
rejacketed; report placed for typing.

Performer reads and interprets
completed lymphangiograms and
lymphadenograms, or provides
opinions to co-workers, when re-
quested, on interpretation and
conclusions regarding lymphog-
raphy and any related procedures.

1. If responding to request, per-
former goes to where radio-
graphs are on view. Listens
while co-worker explains prob-
lem on how to proceed next or
problem of interpretation.

If reading and interpreting
own completed work, obtains
the jacketed lymphangiograms
and lymphadenograms. Includes
the current set, any taken
earlier, and any related ra-
diographs, their requislition
sheets, and prior films if
available. Goes to reading
area.

2. Asks about, reads,or reviews
x-ray requisition forms and
materials on patient's medical
history (reason for request,
decisions made on technique,
comments from referring physi-
cian or consulting physicians,
notes made during the proce-
dure and interpretations of
procedures a2ready completed).

If reading and interpreting
own work places relevant
lymphangi-grams and lymphaden-
egrams on view boxes,including
prior films. If responding to
request, may ask to see prior
films. (May use ruler and/or
protractor and anatamical re-
ference chart.)

OK - RP;RR;RR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything-or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms; current lymphangiograms;
view boxes; old radiographic materials; ruler, pro-
tractor; anatomical reference chart; magnifying
glass; telephone; dictation equipment; pen

. Is there a recipient, resporvient or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . . ( ) No...( )

. I Yes to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient,
respondent or co-wotker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition.
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

o-worker(s); lymphologist; ordering physit:Lan

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on
lymphangiograms, or_giving opinions to co-workers by
reviewing medical information and requisition sheet,
evaluating new and old films; notifying ordering
physician of emergency signs; explaining opinions or
dictating findings and recommendations; placing re-
port for typing.

6. Check here if this

.....
is a master sheet..(X)
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:TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET continued)

Task Code No. 330

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

3. Performer reads and interprets the
lympMngiograms and lymphadenograms:

a. Decides whether any abnormalities,
changes, or suspicious signs wairant
the immediate attention of the 1\?-
tient's physician. If so, telephones
physician at once and discusses
findings (or recommends that co-
worker in charge of case do this).

b. For own work, decides what to report
and what recommendations to make.
May isk opinion of co-worker or
lympftologist.

c. In response to request, decides what
to recommend to co-worker. Explains
interpretation and recommendations
verbally, indicating how conclusions
were arrived at, including medical
and technical considerations.

4. Performer dictates findings (for own
work) by explaining what appears on the
films. Describes worrisome or suspi-
cious signs, obvious abnormalities ad/
or changes over time, referring to
earlier films. (Might indicate pres-
ence of artifacts which do not have

medical significance).

Indicates what implications can be
drawn from findings and what conclus-
ions and/or courses of action are war-
ranted, including need for additional
studies, tests, or courses of treat-
ment.

Dictates report in the style: There is
...on.... It has the characteristics
of.... I believe that this indicates..

This could mean that.... It is nec-
essary to'determine whether.... This

can be done by....

5. May decide whether any of the material

is unusual or of special intereat and
warrants inclusion in riaseum library

or should .be used for study purposes.

163

Marks jackets appropriately if so de-
cided.

6. Returns own patient's radiographic ma-
terial, requisition sheet and tape of
dictation to proper jacket, and places
to be picked up for typing.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 331

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this taak? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made on whether to approve tomography or
alternative studies; request for neurologic tomo-
graphy referred; recommendations made on technique;
record entered and placed for scheduling; if re-
quested reasons for refusal dictated and placed for
typing.

Inw"mim7Ammmw
List Elements Fully

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only, certain items.must be used. If there
is 'choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisltion form and patient's medical his-
tory; relevant radiographic materials and reports;
telephone; view boxes; pen; dictation equipment

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X)
ir es to q. Name t e in o recipient
respondent or ca-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

. requirements or legal restrictions.
Physician requesting tomography; clinician;
specialist; clerical personnel

Performer decides whether to ap-
prove a request for tomography
for any patient submitted by an
ordering physician on an x-ray
requisition form, by phone or
in person. Performer considers
requests for non-neurological
tomographic studies (body sectio
radiography of selected layers)
after an earlier radiographic
procedure has uncovered a sus-
pected pathological condition.

Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Deciding whether to order non-neurologic tomography
for any patient or alternative studies.and recom-
mending technique in consultation with referring-
physician by reviewing recent radiologic studies,
discussing, considering contraindications and need;
approving, recommending alternative studies,and/or
refusing approval; dictating reasons for refusal if
requested, if approved, rezommending technique fur
"cuts-," recording orders and recommendations; plac-
ing for scheduling and/or typing.

1. Performer reads the x-ray re-
quisition form and the pa-
tient's history to learn the
nature of the problem and the
reason for the request for
tomography. Performer refers
requests for neurologic tom-
ography to appropriate staff.

a. Performer studies the med-'
ical history of the pa-
tient and the radiographic
materials resulting from
procedures already carried
out,and/or interpretations
already prepared by other
radiologists. (Performer
places radiographs on view
boxes.)

b. Performer notes patient's
radiographic history,
whether patient has a com-
municable or infectious
condition, whether female
patient is pregnant.

c. If the information provide
is inadequate, performer
arranges to have other ma-
terials sent or discusses
needed information with re
levant physician.

OK - RP;RR;RR

6. Check here i this .

is a master sheei;(X
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 331

This is page 2 of 2 jor this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

2. Performer considers the request in
terms of the high radiation exposure to,
the patient, the long exposures in-
volved, and the relatively high expense
in comparison with need for additional
information for diagnostic purposes.

Performer considers the severity of the
symptoms, the extent of definition on
existing radiographs, and/or the sudden-
ness of the appearance of the abnormal-
ities. Performer considers alternative
studies which could fill the need for
additional information. May discuss
with another radiologist or appropriate
specialist.

3. Performer decides, based on the infor-
mation and discussions,whether to ap-
prove request, order alternative
studies, and/or deny the request for
tomography.

4. If performer recommends against tomo-
graphy, discusses with ordering physi-
cian-and writes reasons for refusal on
requisition sheet, or destroys requisi-
tion if agreed to by ordering physi-
cian.

If requested by physician, performer
dictates a report on the decision, pre-
senting his or her interpretation of
the existing radiographs, assessment of
case, reason for refusal and any other
relevant comments.

Returns materials on patient and places
dictated report to be picked up for
typing.

5. If performer and physician agree on al-
ternative studies, performer may consi-
der recommendations on technique. Per-
former writes out requisition specify-
_ing orders and recommendations expli-
Citly so that staff can prepare patient
or be scheduled for work. May order

procedures to prevent infection or
contamination of patient 01' environ-
ment. Gives information to appropri-
ate clerical personnel for scheduling.
Signs requisition sheet if appropri-
ate.

6. If performer decides to approve the
request for tomography, performer de-
cides on what technique to recommend,
such as type of tube motion, the num-
ber, level and interval distance for
the tomogram "cuts." May discuss with
specialist. May decide to order lo-
calization using AP and lateral ra-
diographs of prior study.

a. Performer considers the urgency of

the need and, if appropriate, ex-
pedites scheduling personally by
discussing with appropriate staff
person.

b. Performer writes out requisition
sheet with orders and recommenda-
tions stated explicitly so that
patient can be readied and staff
and patient scheduled. Signs re-
quisition if appropriate. Gives
to appropriate clerical personnel.
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TASK DESCRIPTION. SHEET

Task Code No. 332

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Tomograms (non-neurologic) read and interpreted;
concluSiOns drawn and recommendations made orally or
dictated; physician called about emergency signs;
selected tomograms earmarked for study or library
use; material rejacketed; re.ort laced fortyping.

Performer readS and interprets
completed non-neurologic tomo-
grams, or provides opinions to
co-workers andjor medical speci-
alists,when requested, on inter-
pretation and conclusions regard-
ing tomograms of patients they'
are in charge of.

1. If responding to request, per-
former goes to where tomograms
are on view. Listens while co-
worker explains problem on how
to proceed next or problem of
interpretation.

If reading and interpreting
completed work, performer ob-
tains the jacketed tomograms.
Includes the current set cf
tomograms, their requisition
sheets, and the radiographic
material taken prior to tomo-
graphy. Goes to reading area.

.

2. Asks about, reads, or reviews
x-ray requisition forms and
materials on patient's medical
history such as reason for re-
quest, decisions made on tech-
nique (such as the depth and
intervals of the "cuts"), com-
ments from ordering physician
or consulting physicians,
notes made during the proce- _

dure,and interpretations made
of procedures already com-
pleted.

If reading and interpreting
completed work, places tomo-
grams on view boxes in se-
quence. May include prior .a-
diographs. If responding to
request, may ask to see ear-

OK - RP'1111RR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms; tomograms; recent radio-
graphs; view boxes; telephone, dictation equipment;
pen; magnifying glass; protractor; an.T,tomical refer-
ence chart

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(N) No... )

. II es to q. 3: Name the kin. o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-workers; medical specialists; ordering physician

5. Name the task so that the answers Lo ques-
dons 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on
non-neurological tamograms or giving opinions to co-
workers by reviewing medical information and requi-
sition sbeet(s), evaluating tomograms and current
films; nocifyiL6 ordering physician of emergency
signs; explairing opinions or dictating findings and
recommendations; placirg report for typing.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet. .(X
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 332

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

lier films. (May use ruler and/or pro-
tractor and anatomi,..al reference chart.)

Performer reads and interprets the tom-
ogramsr

a. Decides whether any abnormalities,
changes, or suspiciaus signs warrant
the immediaLe attention of the pa-
tient's physician. If so, telephones
physician at oace and discusses
findings (or recommends that co-
worker in charge of case do this).

b. For completed work, decides what to
report and what recommendations to
make. May ask opinion of co-worker.

c. In response to request, decides
what to recoMmend to co-worker. Ex-
plains interpretation and recommen-
dations verbally, indicating how
conclusions were arrived at, includ-
ing medical and technical'considera-
tions.

4. Performer dictates findings (for com-
pleted work) by explaining what appears
on the films. Describes worrisome or
suspicious signs, obvious abnormalities
and/or changes over time, referring to
earlier films. (Might indicate presence
of artifacts which do not have medical
significance).

Indicates what implications can be
drawn from findings and what conclu-
sions and/or courses of action are war-
ranted, including aeed for additional
Studies, tests, or courses of treat-
men.

Dictates report in the'style: There is
...on.... It has the characteristics
of.... I believe that this indicates..
..This could mean that.... It is
necessary to determine whether....This

can be done by....

5. May decide whether any of the material
is unusual or of special interest and
warrants inclusion in museum library,
or should be used for study purposes.
Marks jackets appropriately if so de-
cided.

. Returns completed set of tomograms,
requisition sheet and tape of dicta-
tion to proper jacket, and places to
be picked up for typing.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 333

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made on technique and scheduling for
radiological cleft palate study; appointment
made and record entered.

Performer decides on the sched-
uling of a cleft palate radio-
logical study after receiving
a reqdisition sheet from the
cleft palate clinic or upon
being contacted by phone or in
person.

.

1. Performer discuises the case
with the appropriate clinic
personnel or rebiews the ma-
terials sent. Datammines the
patient's medical history,
age (usually age 4 to 14),
and the purpose of the study
(usually to demonstrate the
motion of the structiires in-.
volved in speechl. j

PP y

Performer may ask.apout the
test patterns requested by
the clinic staff (such as
the speech therapist) and
any special tests requested.
May make notes on requisi-
tion sheet.

2. Performer writes orders and
recommendations on requisi-
tion sheet and arranges for
scheduling. May set up ap-
pointment personally or have
scheduling done by dlerical
staft so that patient and

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition sheet; patient's medical
history if appropriate; telephone

..

..:,,

'

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes... X) No...

es to q. Name the kindf recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

_scriptions to indicate the relevant condit on
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knovledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Cleft palate clinic staff member;clerical
personnel

. Name the task so that the answers to ques- relevant staff can be sched-
uled.

OK - RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Deciding on and scheduling cleft palate radio-
logical study for any patient, by discussing
natut of case with appropriate cleft palate

. clinic staff; recording orders; arranging for

scheduling.

.

...

6. Check here if this
is a master sheetCY)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 334

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

"....,,,,,.

. What is the output of this task? (Be s4;ce List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable )

Cleft palate fluoroscopy and cineradiography peL-
formed; patient rehearsed in procedure; test items
substituted if needed; cine record of cleft palate
test made; observations and preliminary findings
recorded,

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in-
formation on a patient scheduled
for a cleft palate study (radio-
graphic study of the structures
involved in speech,usually done
on patients 4 to 14 years).

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-
iar with the.case and/or to
review materials seen or dis-
cussed earlier (in consulta-
tion). Notes any medically
relevant information.

Notes recommendations on
technique and any special
test procedures such as test
pattern requested by speech
therapist.

2. Performer greets patient and
any accompanying adult in ex-
amination room. Attempts to
reassure patient and adult.
Answers questions. Converses
with child preparatory to en-
listing child's cooperation.

3. Performer explains to child
what positions he or she will
be in, and what sounds to

2. What is used in performing_ this task? (Note
if only certain.items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form and patient's chart;
fluoroscope with TV monitor, cine camera, controls;
cephalostat (if available for positioning); shield-
ing; list of test items; pen; telephone; lead
garments

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(x) No...( )

"wmmm4. 1799Ves to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

sdriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient with cleft palate (usually 4 to 14 years)
and accompanying adult; radiologic technologist;phy ._
sician from cleft palate clinic

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- make or things to dn. Per-
former then rehearses the
procedures with the patient,
giving orders in simulation
of the actual testing, and
checking and correcting

hearsingchild's execution of the test
sounds. Execution of activi-
ties may include production
of various vowel sounds,swal-

OK - RP/;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Conducting a fluoroscopic and cineradiographic cleft
palate study of any patient by reviewing materials
and reassuring patient and accompanying adult; re-

patient in test patterns,.selecting alter-
natives; checking patient position and technical fad-
tors on fluoroscope monitor;making cine record

while instructing patient in test patterns; deciding
when test is completed; recorOfng observations and
pleminary findings.

6. Cheer= this
is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 334

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full

lowing, blowing through a straw and/or
speaking words or phrases.

If the performer finds that the child
has difficulty or resists saying cer-
tain words or doing certain procedures,
or is not comfortable with English
words (patient may not be English
speaking), performer selects and substi-
tutes alternative test items, and re-
hearses these with patient or accepts
those sounds the patient is prepared
to make for the test.

When performer is satisfied that the
patient understands, performer in-
structs technologist in how the test
will be accomplished, depending on
whether the room is equipped with a
control booth and intercom and the need
for someone to assist child. Performer
may decide to use intercom to instruct
child or be present personally. If
there is any possibility that perform-
er will remain with or assist child,
performer dons protective lead gar-
ments.

Performer checks that the cineradi-
ography equipment is ready, that tech-
nical factors have been set, that pa-
tient and anyone to remain in room has
been properly shielded.

Performer positions patient with head
in lateral position and overhead flu-
oroscope unit positioned to demon-
strate area on the fluoroscope TV
monitor.

Performer may dim room lights; acti-
vates fluoroscope to check patient's
position.and the adequacy of the tech-
nical factors. (If available, uses
cephalostat for positioning patient's
head.)

List Elements Fully

5. Wen performer judges that the patient
is properly positioned and that the
technical quality of the fluoroscopic
image is adequate, performer asks
child to phonate as ordered.

6. Performer then activates cine camera
and fluoroscope or has technologist
do so. Performer has child go through
the test patterns already rehearsed.

a. As required, performer may stop
fluoroscopy and cineradiography
and assist child, or has technolo-
gist assist.

b. Performer observes the movements
of,the organs of speech on the TV
monitor. Notes patient's reactions.
Performer may make notes while ob-
serving.-

7. When the performer determines that the
test has been completed, shuts off
fluoroscope and cine camera, or has
technologist terminate. Returns to
patient and, if appropriate, answers
questions or calms patient.

Performer records impressions of the
test procedure on the patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient reacted to or performed

test patterns.
c. Whether anything occurred of immed-

iate significance. If so, may call
clinic physician and discuss at
once.

d. Nay sign chart or requisition
sheet.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 335

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Report dictated on reading, interpretation and re-
commendations on cineradiographs of cleft palate
study, or co-workers questions answered about in-
terpretation, and/or interpretation and films pre-
sented to case conference and questions answered;
dictated report placed for typing and distributed;
final report filed.

List Elements Fully

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Cine film(s) in cassette(s), projector and screen;
patient's x-ray requisition form, relevant radio-
graphs .(old and current); transcripts of reports,
notes and recommendations; view boxes; marking tape;
telephone

3. Is there a recipienr, respondent ar co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(K) No...( )

es to q. : Name the in o recip1ewZ4
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condi%lunj
include the kind with whom the perform.: I

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowige "

requirements or legal restrictions.
Staff and patient at cleft palate case confercr,ce;
co-worker(s); physician on staff of cleft palai,
clinic; clerical personnel; cleft palate patier,r.

5. Name the task so that the answers to quei:---
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Reading, interpreting_andmaking recomadations on
cineradlographic v.:left palate studies,and/or advis-
ing co-workers ea interpretation,and/or presenting
interpretation at cleft palate case conference,by
reviewing medical information and requisition sheet,
evaluating new cine film and relevant old films; no
tifying ordering physician of emergency signs; ex-
plaining opinions, makin resentation or dictatin
finEn7s anf: recommendations; and/or answering ques
tions;placing report for typing or final report for
filing.

1 7

Performer reads And interprets
cine film records of cleft pal-
ate examination of any patient,
provides opinions to co-workers
asking assistance in interpret-
ing their own work, and/or pre-
sentF interpretations and expla-
nationa of cleft relate studies
to case conferences conducted
in cooperation with staff at'the
cleft pal,7te clinic.

1. Performer prepares for read-
ing and interpreting cine
films of a cleft palate study
by obtaining the relevant ma-
terials.

a. If responding to request,
performer goes to where
the cine films are to be
presented. Watches screen
and listens while co-work-
er-explains problem with
inter7retation. May ask to
see earlier cineradiographs,
and relevant case history. ;

,I. If reading and interpret7
ing own cineradiographs,
performex obtains the de-
veloped cine film cassette,
a projector, the x-ray re-
quisition form, relevant
case materials, and own
notes. Goes to viewing
area.

c. If attend/11g a case con-
ference: performer checks '
Memo ineliaatir.7 the pa-

tient(s) 1..IyAved. Has the
proper cine cassette(s),
reoldsition sheets, record
of ow, report, earlier
fiLl. materials, relevant
case materials, and a

OK - RP;RR;RR

6. Check here i this

Ls a master sheet..



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 335

This is page 2 of 3 for thin task.

List Elements Full

projector collected for review and
to take to meeting,or obtains per-
sonally.

d. If not already done, performer re-
moves the eine film from the cas-
sette,threads this into projector and
projects on screen. May ask to see or
may view older films. Observes still
radiographs on view boxes.

e. 15,erformer asks about, reads,and/or
reViews all the relevant case mater-
ial. If appropriate, may adjust speed
of projector, turn film forWard or
back and may comment on what is being
observed. May write notes for use at
conference. May use tape to mark
film.

. Performer points out or notes what is
being demonstrated on the film in rela-
tion to the purpose of the study. Per-
former may estimate the-size, length and
thickness of the palate,-the degree of
motion involved, the extent of the im-
pairment or other relevant questions.

a. If performer is preparing own report
decides what is relevant.

b. If performer is answering co-workers
questions,focuses on the co-worker's
problem in relation to what is evi-
dent on the film(s).

c. If performer is attending case con-
ference, performer may describe case
'co audience, may introduce patient,
may have film shown or present per-
sonally. Perforner decides what to
show and explaia.

d. In each case,performer describes
what appears on the films, explains-
implications. Points ouv-abnormali-
ties.(May explain idiosyncratic arti-
facts due to cine technique.) Per-_-
former may refer to changes over
time, referring or switching to
earlier materials.

ket.1708,10,1112C

'List Elements Full
4971/119111W.

e. If approoAate, performer answers
questions, reshows sections of the
film as Toquested.

3. Performer thxides what conclusions can
be drawn, what recommendations to make
and what report (orally if answer-
ing reque!,11: or addressing conference;
dictated LI: required for report).

4.

a. Decides whether any abnormalities
or cNinges warrant th:i immediate
attenton of the patt!mt's physi-
cian, If so, telephones physician
w: once and distses findings,.
makes recommendaLions to co-worker,
or indicates th1:4 at conference.

b. Explaini3 interrcetation and recom-
mendtio:..s. Tndicates how conclu-
sions were a::rved at, including
medical arvi ce4.:hnica1 conaidera-

tions.
c. IadicateG what implications can be

drawn from findings and what con-
clusion5, and/or courses of action
are oarranted, including need for
addltional studies, tests,, or
c;onrses of treatment.

d, Dictates report in the style:
There is...on.... It has the char-
acteristics of.... I believe that
this indicates.... This could mean
that.... It is necessary to deter-
minn whether.... This can be done'

by....

Performer terminates interpretation at
conference or when dictating by stop-
ping projector; rewinds and replaces

film in cassette. If appropriate,
arranges to have materials returned,
including-projector, cassettes of
films, requisition sheets and other
case history materials.

a. If interpreting own materials for
report,may decide whether .my of
the material is unusual or : spe-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 335

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full
Limpaleuroaa.

List. Elements Fully

cial interest and warrants inclusion
in museum library or sh,.)uld .0 used
for study purposes. MTKIts appropri-
ately if so decided. 711;Tes tape of
dictation for typing; ,Atts, when
ready and arranges for copy to be
sent to cleft palate clinic.

b. If making presentafton at case con-
ference, performer participates in
discussion to determine final decis-
ions on treatment. When conference
report is received, including offic-
ial diagnosis and treatment pre-
scribed, performer notes and places
in personalfiles.

-

,

7-

.

,

,

t .

,
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 336

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Radiology resident shown and explained procedures
involved with lymphangiography; resident evaluated
for readiness to do activities under supervision;
resident observed and criticized; resident evaluated
for readiness to do tasks without direct supervision;
resident's work spot checked; questions answered;
opinions on work given as requested; evaluation
noted informally.

Performer provides clinical
training to residents in radiol-
ogy in the area of lymphangio-
graphy covering choice of exam-
inations, medical aspects of
procedures, interpretation of
radiographic material, and pos-
sible recommendations and treat-
ments.

1.'Performer provides demonstra-
tion, explanation, informal
evaluation and supervision
in: reading requests for
lymphangiography and deciding
on best procedure; what to
look for; available medical
and technical procedures in-
cluding anesthetics, surgical
entry, use of contrast media,
technical equipment, posi-
tions and angles, contraindi-
cations; providing technical
and medical interpretation of
radiographic materials;
learning range of medical
conclusions that can be
drawn, alternative and addi-
tional tests, and courses of
treatment to consider.

2. When performer is assigned a
resident, may select times,
patients, and procedures to

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms; materials and equipment
needed for procedures in lymphangiography; related
radiographs; view boxes

..

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

. If Yee' to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or cr,-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictionp.

Radiology resident to be instructed in lymphangio-
graphy procedures; any patient involved; lympholo-
gists; clinicians; supervisor of residents

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- demonstrate, and may explain
to resident while performer
carries out own tasks.

a. Performer explains what
will be taught.

b. Performer may narrate the
steps, may explain what is
being done, or may explain
the basis for decisions
and actions.

OK - RP;RR ;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Providing clinical training for radiology residents
in lymphangiography procedures by demonstrating pro-
cedures, explaining what is being done, answering
questions; deciding when residents can perform tasks
under direct supervision; observing and correcting;
deciding when tasks can be done without direct super-
vision; spot checking and correcting; advising as re-
quested or as deemed necessary.

6. Check here if this .--.

is a master sheet. . ( 34*)
...
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 2

Task Code No. 336

of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

c. Performer may decide to solicit ques-
tions to find out what the resident
understands, may answer questions, or
may elaborate on the explanation of
what is being done, concentrating on
the rs3.evant.skills and knowledges'.

d. Performer decides when the resident
has observed sufficiently and has a
clear enough underStanding of a pro-
cedure to carry it out under close,
direct supervision and/or,to assist.

Performer supervises and observes resi-
dent carrying out activities assigned.

a. Performer asks the resident to do al
or part of a procedure and remains at
the side of the patient or carries
out own portion and watches the resi
dent perform the assigned activity.

b. While observing, performer decides
whether the activity is being done
properly, whether there is a speci-
fic problem, whether there is need
to demonstrate the procedure again
or explain, and does so.

c. Performer may comment on the perform
ance, encourage or cerrect as deemed
necessary, or do this later.

d. Performer may deciae to intervene
and take over the procedure, explain
ing to the resident what was done in
correctly at that point or later.

e. If decision is to demonstrate again,
performer may redo and have the res-
ident observe, or have resident re-
peat the procedure until it is done
properly.

f. Performer decides which procedures
or activities can be done by the re-
sident without direct supervision
(although radiologist remains rer-
sponsible). Informs proper supervis-
ors, notes for own U-ge,.and/or tells
this to resident.

4. Performer spot checks resident carry-
ing out activities without direct su-
pervision or responds to requests for
guidance, assistance or further in-
struction.

Performer proceeds as in steps 2 or
as appropriate, observing, noting
areas needing improvement, determin-
ing nature of problem, assisting, giv-
ing opinions, answering questions,
and providing further instruction on
how to deal with unusual circum-
stances. ,Reinforces correct work. Sug-
gests areas for improvement.

Whan patients are present for demon-
strations, performer mav explain pres
ence of resident; when ouserving, per
former may explain own presence.

. Performer informally notes the extent
of learning or proficiency of residen
throughout the training:

a. May decide to discuss performance
with resident at any time.

b. Does not keep formal records on
what was taught, or on resident's
progress.

c. May make-personal notes for use in
later evaluation meetings.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 337

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be ;ure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Presentation prepared and made On radiology develop-
ments or case studies; presentations of physicians
in pulmonary medicine and/or thoracic surgery or
surgical pathology listened to; discussions partici
pated in.

Performer attends meetings of
medical staff and co-workers in
pulmonary medicine and thoracic
surgery to discuss areas of mu-
tual concern.

1. Performer may prepare presen-
tations describing new work
in the field of general ra-
diology.

.

a. Performer decidesA what to
present and in what degree
of depth and detail.

b. Decides on how to make
presentation and what to
use.

c. May prepare outline, ob-
tain special instructional
ma.terials, do research on
topic for use in presenta-
tion. May have resident
assist.

d. May prepare slides from
own source of radiographs
or may obtain existing ra-
diographic material and
slides from library. May
have resident assist.

e. At meeting, wfien performer
is called upon, places ra-
diographs, spot films or
other radiographic mater-
ials on view box or uses

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if Ea certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Radiographic and medical equipment; radiographic
materials; case histories and reports; view boxes,
slide projectors

. Is there a recipient, responde..t or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . . (x) No...

xes to q. : Name t e inn o recipient,
-

.

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Surgeons; pathologists; radiologists; pulmonary and
thoracic surgery residents

5. Name ta. task so that the answers to ques- slide projector. Describes
work selected,answers ques
tions and participates in
discussion. May recommend
further reading.

Performer, may, when ap-
propriate, demonstrate or
simulate new and/or rele-
vant techniques, equipment
or procedures.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Participating in meetings with pulmonary specialists,
surgeons and pathologists to discuss new develop-
ments, cases of interest, and case problems in pul-
monary medicine, surgical pathology, and thoracic sur-
gery by planning and presenting new developments in
the radiologic field, interesting case studies or
problems in current cases, and/or by deciding to lis-
ten to presentatjons about new developments in sur-
gery, interesting ':..ase studies or case problems, and
participating I- Iscussions.

6. Check gre-r7-2 this
is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 337

This is page 2 of 2 for'this task.

List Elements Full

f. Performer replaces materials and
equipment or has this done.

Performer may attend conferences at
which the departments involved present
case studies and raise problems, or
performer may choose a case which is
of educational interest from the library
or personal files.

a. Performer may be told beforehand by
department head or conference leader
what current or past cases will be
presented for discussion, or per-
former will discuss the type of in-
formation to be covered in order to
select a relevant case.

b. Performer obtains the radiographic
materials related to the case's se-
lected or selects appropriate case.
May have resident gather materials;
if so, reviews to see that they
are appropriate.

c. Performer reviews the radiographs
and the requisition sheets involved,
and any other relevant medical in-
formation such as reports and inter-
pretations already made.

d. Performer may make notes to use as
reference, pointing out fine points
with regard to interpretation of
the radiographs in connection with
pathological symptoms and condi-
tions.

e. At the conference, performer pre-
sents the radiographs involved as
appropriate, presents interpreta-
tions,and makes relevant points so
as to instruct the audience in the
reasoning involved. Participates in
the discussion; answers questions.
May suggest reference articles on
subjects involved.

f. Performer replaces radiographic
materials or has these replaced.

g. If current case studies are in-
volved, performer may maintain

List Elements Fully

files on the case(s), read and file
reports covering final diagnoses
and treatment prescriptions.

. Performer may decide to attend presen-
tation by surgeons, pathologists or
co-workers. May make notes, ask ques-
tions and/or participate in discussion.

. Performer may decide to attend presen-
tation about a particular case that is
of interest. May make notes, ask ques-
tions and/or participate in discus-
sion.

. Performer may decide to present rele-
vant problems that performer is per-
sonally having trouble with and ask
for commenti-and suggestions from
participants.

a. Selects the case material needed to
present the problem.

b. Makes presentation and poses prob-
lems involved.

c. Listens and participates in result-
ing discussions.

1,77



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET
4

Task Code No. 338

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List 71ements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Presentation prepared and made in plastic surgery
and radiology developments or case studies;dis-
cussions participated in.

Performer attends meetings of
plastic surgeons and co-workers
to discuss areas 1:elated to
plastic surgery.

1. Performer may prepare presen-
tations describing new work
in the field of general ra-
diology that is relevant.

a. Performer decides what to
present and in what degree
of depth and detail.

b. Decides on how to make
presentation and what to
use.

c. May prepare outline,obtain
special instructional ma-
terials, do research on
topic for use in presenta-
tion. May have resident
assist.

d. May prepare slides from
own source of radiographs
or may obtain existing ra-
diographic material and
slides from library. May
have resident assist.

e. At meeting, when performer
is called upon, places
radiographs, spot films or
other radiographic mate-
rials on view box or uses
slide projector. De-
scribes work selected, ans-
wers questions and parti-
cipates in discuaadel.May

r7,-
recommend further reading.

Performer, may, wheq ap-
propriate, demonstrate or
simulate new and/or rele-
vant techniques, equipment
or procdures.

OK - RP;RR;RR

....------.
2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Radiographic and medical equipment; radiographic
materials; case histories; view boxes, slide pro-
jectors

.

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( ) T-47-17= to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
*include the kind with whom the performer.is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal rectzictions.

Plastic surgeons; radiologists; resident
-

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Participating in meetings of physicians involved
with plastic surgery to discuss new developments,
cases of interest,and case problems in the field,
by planning and presenting new developments in
radiology, reading and interpretinp, radiographs of
interesting case studies; and partAcipating in dis-
cussions.

.-. ..:-.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(X)

7 8



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 338

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully

f. Performer replaces materials and
equipment or has this done.

Performer may attend conferences at
which plastic surgeons present case
studies and raise problems.

Performer may, be told beforehand by
department head or conference leader
what current or past cases will be
presented for discussion, or per-
former will discuss the type of in-
formation to be covered in order to
c.elect a relevant case.

b. Performsr obtains the radiographic
materials related to the cases se-
lected or selects appropriate case.
May have resident gather materials.
If so, reviews to see that they are
appropriat

c. Performer reviews the radiographs
and the requisition sheets involved,
and any other relevant medical in-
formation such as reports and inter-
pretations already made.

d. Performer may make notes to use as
reference, pointing out fine points
with regard to interpretation of the
radiographs in connection with sym-
ptoms and conettions.

e. At the confcrence,performer presents
the radiographs involved as appro-
priate and presents interpretation
and makes relevant points so as to
instruct the audience in the reason-
ing involved. Participates in the
discussion; answcrs questions. May
suggest reference articles on sub-

jects.
f. Performer replaces radiographic ma-

terials or has these replaced.
g. If current case studies are in-

volved, performer may maintain files

on the case(s).

v

List Elements Fully



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 339

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

I. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
chis is broad enough Lo be repeatable.)

Decision made on ordering and/or deciding on type of
radiographic gastrointestinal or biliary study to
order; recommendations made on tectinique, contrast
media, preparatory patient regimen, ao appropriate;
record entered and placed for scheduling.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form and patient's chart;
relevant radiographic materials; telephone;
view boxes

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No... ( )

es. to c. 3: Name the kind ot recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Physician requesting gastrointestinal and/or biliary
study; appropriate clinician specialist; anesthesi-
ologist; secretary or clerk wl

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Deciding on type of gastrointestinal and/or binary
radiographic examinations to order for any patient
in consultation with referring physician and/or spe-
cialists, by reviewing case history and relevant ma-
terials, discussing, considering contraindications
and need; approving, recommending alternative
studies, and/or refusing approval; dictating reasons
for refusal if requested; if approved, recommending
limer_technique, ordering anesthetic, patient preparation;

recording orders and recommendations; placing for
scheduling and/or typing.

::.11110111111C
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Performer decides on what radio-
graphic examinations of the gas-
trointestinal (CI) tract and/or
the biliary tract to order upon
receipt of a request from an or-
dering physician on an x-ray re-
quisition form, by phone, or in
person. .Request-may.be-for-a-com-
mon examination using contrast
medium such as GI series (using
barium sulfate),oral cholecysto-
graphy (study of gall bladder and
biliary ducts),or for special
procedures such as hypotonic duo-
denography (study of duodenum
with peristalsis suspended) or
intravenous cholangiography
(study of biliary tract),for use
in initial diagnostic examine-
tions,or after an earlier radio-
graphic procedure has uncovered
a suspected pathological condi--
tion or must be redone: Studies
ordered can include any procedure
for radiographic study of the
gastrointestinal or biliary
tracts.

1. Performer reads the x-ray re-
quisition form and the.pa-
tient's history to learn the
nature of the problem and the
reason for the request.

a. If the condition or the na-
ture of the request war-

-rants it,performer may ar-
range to discuss request
with patient's attending
physician or appropriate
specialist. .

b. Performer studies the med-
ical history of the pa-
tient;notes radiologic his-
tory and materials result-
ing from earlier studies

OK-RP;RR:RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet.. X



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 339

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full

and related reports. Notes whether
patient has infedtion, communicable

. condition, whether female patient is
pregnant.

c. If the performer finds that the in-
formation provided is inadequate,
perli.ormer arranges to have other
materials-sent or discusses-with
relevant physician.

2. Performer decides whether there are con-
traindications to the procedure request-
ed such as adverse reactions to prior
studies ol allergies (such as to the
contrast medium used for cholangio-
graphy).

Performer considers any contraindica-
tions in relation to the need for addi-
tional information for diagnostic pur-
poses. Considers the severity of.the
symptoms, the extent of definition on
any current radiographs, and/or the sud-
denness of the appearance of the abnor-
malities in relation to the possible ad-
verse effects on patient. Performer con-
siders alternative studies which could
fill the need for additional informa-
tion. May discuss with another radiolo-
gist or appropriate specialist.

. Performer decides whether to approve re-
quest, order addital or alternative
studies, reorder earlier studies, or re-
commend no radiography, based on the
information obtained_and any discussion.

. If performer recommends against a re-
quest, discusses with ordering physician
and writes reasons for refusal on requi-
sition sheet, or destroys requisition
if agreed to by ordering physician.

If requested by physician, performer
dictates a report on the decision, pre-
senting his or her interpretation of any
current radiographs, assessment of case,
reason for refusal,and any other rele-
vant comments.'

131
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Returns materials on patient,and
places dictated report to be picked u
for typing.

5. If performer and physician agree on al
ternative studies, performer may con-
sider recommendations on technique.
Performer writes outrequisition,speci
fying orders and recommendations ex-
plicitly so that staff can prepare pa-
tient or be scheduled for work. Gives
information to appropriate clerical
personnel for scheduling. Signs requi-
sition sheet if appropriate.

6. If performer decides to approve the
request for the study, performer de-
cides on technique to recomme-ld, de-
pending on nature of study and pa-
tient's condition. Discusses with spe-
cialist or surgeon if appropriate. De-
cisions on technique include such
things as oral, intravenous, or perdu-
taneous introduction of contrast me-
dium; choice of entry site-for injec-
tions, special views or positions.

a. Performer may decide on use of an-
esthetic if appropriate; may dis-
cuss with anesthesiologist.

b. Performer decides on the prepara-
tory procedures or regimen to pre-
scribe for patient (su.:.h as prepar-
atory food intake or cleansing
enema), whether to prescribe stan-
dard preparation for given study or
special regimen.

c. Performer considers the urgency of
the need and, if appropriate, expe-
dites scheduling personally by dis-
cussing with appropriate staff per-
son. May order procedures to pre-
vent infectton or_contamination of
patient or environment.-

d. Performer writes orders, recommen-
dations on technique, decisions on

.anesthetic,and order for patient's
preparation on patient's chart ex-



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 339

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

'List Elements Fully List Elements Fully
, -

plicitly so that physicians, nurses,
technologists and other personnel
can prepare patient or be scheduled
for work.

e. Performer gives information to appro-
priate secretary for scheduling.
Signs requisition sheet if appropri-

-

. . b.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 340

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

.......

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made on whether to go ahead with hypotonic
duodenography;patient reassured;anticholinergic drug
injected;naso-gastric tube inserted;fluoroscopy done
and spot films taken after injection of liquid.bar-
ium through tube;injection of drug to arrest peri-
staltic action,injection of air contrast mc(lium
through tube;radiographs ordered;complete set of ra-
diographs-approved;medical impressions-meeded follow-
up recorded.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in-
formation on a patient scheduled
for hypotonic duodenography (ra-
diography of the duodenum with
contrast medium and with peri-
staltic action arrested).

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
medical information to became
familiar with the case or to
review material seen earlier.
Performer reviews any diag-
nostic information already

,
collected. May examine prior
radiographs on view box.
Notes any recommendations
made on technique or pre-ex-
amination regimen for pa-
tient. Notes any other rele-
vant medical information such
as history of hypertension,
glaucoma or cardiac condi:
tions (which would be contra-
indications).-Notes whether
patient has an infectious or
communicable condition,
whether female patient may be
pregnant.

. Cheeks to see that patient-
has signed consent for proce-
dure. If not, informs appro-

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of

.

things chosen among.)
X-ray requisition form and patient's chart;related
radiographic material;telephone;pen;prepared tray
for procedure with anticholinergic drug;sterile naso-
gastric catheter and guide wire,barium solutionrster-
ile water,probantheline bromide,sterilesyringes and
needles,empty syringe,antiseptic solution,swabs;pro-
tective lead ganments;sterile gown and gloves;scout
film;view boxes;fluoroscope,TV monitor,spot film de-
vice with cassettes or roll film.

3. Is th..!re a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(x) No...( )

4. If "Yes" to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any non-pediatric pt. to have hypotonic duodenogra-
phy;radiologic technologist;referring MJ);radiologist

. Name the task so that the answers to ques- priate co-worker and either
terminates examination or has
it delayed until written con-
senc is obtained.

3. Performer'greets patient in
examination room. Attempts to
reassure patient and explains
what will be done. Answers
questions. Performer examines
patient and notes relevant

--

OK-RP ; RR; RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words,

Conducting hypotonic duodenography of any non-pedi-
atric patient by deciding whether to go ahead based
on patient's condition and scout film;reassuring pt.;
injecting anticholinergic drug;inseiting naso-gastric
tube into duodenum under fluoroscopy;injecting bari .
solution through tube;fluoroscoping and taking spot
films;injecting solution to stop peristaltic action
in duodenum;fluoroscoping and taking spot films;in-
jecting air contrast through tube;fluoroscoping and
taking spot films;ordering radiographe4deciding when_

'examination is completed by viewing radiographs;re-
cording medical impressions and ordering follow-up

care.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet.. 4
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 340

This is page 2 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

symptoms. Checks on any pre-examination
regimen ordered. Checks whether female
patient.may be pregnant.

4. Performer orders scout film and views
when ready. Checks for proper shielding.

a. Perforrer decides whether the teghni-
cal quality of the film is adequate.
If not, indicates needed adjustments
to technologist.

b. Performer decides whether any con-
tents of the duodenum will interfere
with the current examination, such
as food or barium traces from an
earlier study.

5. Performer decides whether to go ahead
with the examination based on evaluation
of patient's condition, contraindica-
tions and/or evidence on scout film.
May have clinician or specialist called;
discusses patient's current condition
and any alternative steps.

6. If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommendations
on patient's chart. Informs appropriate
co-worker of cancellation and has pa-
tient returned to room. If approprirAe,
orders rescheduling of patient o: sche,!

uling for alternative procedure.

7. If performer decides to ?2..oceed, makes
final decisions on the site of entry
for injection of the a.olinerg:.:
drug, based on requisition sheet, chart
and own examination. If appropriate,
writes decisions on requisition sheet
and informs appropriate co-workers so
that patient, materials and technical
factors for fluoroscopy can be prepared
or set.

When informed that patient is ready,
performer checks whether patient has

been properly prepared and shielded.
Performer Indicates any needed adjust
ments. ReasPures patient and does so
as deemed needed throughout procedure
Explains that performer will ask the
patient to cooperate from time to tim
.during_procedure, and does so as ap7..

propriate.

. Perfurmer checks thk.,

needed are present ahO
lhielded. Requests arY n.
lacts. Dons protect1.7e
and sterile gown.

materials
.-t staff is
xring ob-

rments

10. P.7-.-,ormer positions %..e-lv,Id duor.)-

sc,pe nnit over patiett-Imay have ruom
l!ght, dimmed. Activates fluor.:,scopL-.

ha§ this done. Performer rtdjusts
Luis .%-d/or patient until the tntes-
tinal t:act is visible on the TV moni
tor. 'Nay have technical factors ad-
justed.

11. When the technical quality of the TV
image is judged adequate, performer
shuts kluoroscope and proceeds to in-
sert the prepared naso-gastric cathe-
ter (hyPotonic duodenography guided
tube):

a. Performer uses lubricant, and
gently inserts catheter through
nose, and guides it throug'J the
pharynx and esophagus into the
stomach, and. from the stomach,
into the duodonum.

b. Performer guides the insertion by
turning on the fluoroscope monitor
as needed t) check the progress of

the catheter and to guide it in
its -aavements down into the duo-
denum. May adjust unit.

c. If the performer finds t\at tL
catheter is to.) soft to manipulaLe
performer inserts wire into cathe-
ter to stiffe.1 it and continues
procedure. When performer judges

1 8 1

gyminr,W4WWWVIMWM......



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code NI 340

This is page 3_ of 4 for th task.

WWW711111/11VMMIMMMW

List Elements Fully

that catheter is in place in duo-
denum, as viewed on fluoroscope moni-
tor, performer removes the wIre.

12. When the performer judges that the
catheter has been properly placed, per-
former arranges for fluoroscopy with
contrast solution and spot filming:

a. If fluoroscope has spot film attuch-
ment that uses cassettes, performer
has cassette inserted. Chooses full,
half or quarter format and sets as
appropriate. (If roll film attach-
ment, checks that attachment is
loaded with film or has this done.)

b. Performer asks for or selects pre-
pared barium sulfate solution.
Draws up..into syringe in proper
amount. Performer injects contrast
solution into duodenum through the
catheter.

c. Performer observes the flow of the
barium solution into the duodenum
on the TV monitor. Judges the amount,i
needed tO fill the duodenum and
obtain a properly defined image.
Injects additional contrast solu-
tion as deemed necessary.

13. When adequate contrr:st has been ob-
tained, performer moes the fluoro-
scope unit, the patient and/or the
x-ray table so as to identify,examine
and observe the areas of suspected
pathology in motion. May draw back
catheter to provide unobstructed view.

Performer, decides what to record as
spot films while viewing on monitor.
Activates spot film attachment and
x-ray foot pedal as appropriate. If
cassette attachment, may-have tech-
nologist remove cassette as spots are
snapped and insert additional cas-
settes, or does so personally.

List Elements Fully

14. Throughout procedure performer notes
patient's reactions. Decides to pro-
vide emergency care if needed.

15. Performer determines when contrast
study without hypotonic effect .is com7
pleted, and prepares for hypotonic
study (views of duodenum with peris-
taltic action inhibited). May have
nurse prepare and/or administer drug
or does so personally.

a. Asks for or selects pret,ared solu-
tion for hypotonic effect or pre-
pares personally. Combines the an-
ticholinergic drug (such as proban
theline bromide) and sterile water
in desired proportions by drawing
both up into'sterile syringe in ap
propriate amounts.

h, Pctrformer selects site for intra-
muecular injection of the solution
to cause cessation of peristaltic
motion in the duodenum (by chemical
action). Swabs site with an anti-
septic sol-:,tion. Expels air in sy-
ringe. Inserts needle into muscle
tissue and injects solution. Re-
moves needle and sva:Js site.
Performer activates fluoroscope and
checks for the effect of the injec-
tion on the peristaltic motion of
the duodenum by viewing on monitor.

16. When th,_ performer judges that the re-
quirF2d ilypotonic effect has' wn pro-
duced, performer views the L!eas of
the duodenum being studied in the re7
laxed state.

Performer examines the areas o: sus-
pected plthology and ho;:es their ap-
pearance without motion. Performer
takes spot films as deemed needed as
described above. i'Auts fluoroscope.

17. After an appropriate period, performer
prepares for air contrast study:



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 340

This is page 4 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

a..Performer makes sure that catheter
is in duodenum by checking on TV
monitor.

b. Performer uses at empty sterile sy-
ringe and injectl; an appropriate
-amount of air inzo the duodenum
through the catheter.

c. Performer views entry of air into
duodenum on fluoroscope monitor.
As the area under study is filled
with air, performer withdraws the
catheter from the duodenum and
permits it to lie within the
stomach, thus allowing for full
visualization of the duodenum.

18. When the performer judges that enough'
air contrast medium has been intro-
duced, performer again views the areas
under study by using fluoroscopy.

Performer pays attention to the fine-
ness of detail produced in relation to
the diagnostic information needed. Per-
former takes spot films as deemed
needed, as described above.

19. When performer determines that suf-
ficient spot films have been taken,
shuts fluoroscope.

Performer decides whether.to order
overhead radiographs. If so, speci-
fies number of radiographs, positions,
and views required to technologist.
May record.

20. Performer looks at the radiographs and
spot films on view boxes as soon as
they are processed. Determines whether
they are teChnically adequate to dem-
onstrate the areas under study and
provide sufficient information to make
possible a competent medical interpre-
tation. Performer may ask opinion of
clinician or another radiologist.

a. Performer decides whether to order
additional views based on the in-
formation already available, the
patient's condition antt,his or her

radiologic history.
b. If the PerforMer.dedideS-to-Order-

additional views, performer in-
forms technologist, specifying
what is needed. May record.

c. Performer examines additional ra-
diographs as above.

21. When performer has determined that the
examination has been completed, per-
former gently removes the naso-gas-
tec catheter and reassures patient.
Performer indicates to subordinates
that procedure is completed. If appro-
priate, has decontamination and/or
sanitary clean up procedures carried
out. Has patient returned'as appropri-
ate.

22. Performer,records impressions of pro-
cedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up

recommended.
d. May sign chart or requisition

sheet.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 341

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

1. What is the output of this'task? (Be sure
thia is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made on whether to go ahead with small bow-
el enema study; fluoroscopy done and spot fii.as tak-
en after injection of barium solution throu-I naso-
enteric tube; radiographs ordered; complete set of
radiographs approved; medical impressions and follow
up recommendations recorded.

List Elements Fully
Performer recnives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical infor-
mation on a patient scheduled for
a small bowel enema study (radio-
graphic examination of the intes-
tines after naso-enteric tube has
been allowed to travel through
the digestive-tract-to a7point. of:-
suspected blockage).

What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form and patient's chart; related
radiographic material, current films and scout film;
view boxes; telephone; pen; barium solution, naso-
enteric tube (already inserted for one or more days),
sterile syringe; sterile gown and gloves; protective
lead garments; fluoroscope; TV monitor; spot film
device and cassettes or roll film

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
medical information to become
familiar with the case or to
review material seen earlier.
Reviews any diagnostic infor-
mation already collected and
inspects relevant radiographs
(such as from prior barium en-
ema study)on view boxes. In-
spects the-series of radio-
graphs showing the position of
the naso-enteric tube as it
traveled along the gastroin-
testinal tract to its current
location.Performer reads any
notes on the patient's current
condition,preparatory regimen
followed,and any recommenda-
tions on technique or requests
for special views.Notes wheth-
er patient has an infectious
or communicable condition,
whether female patient may be
pregnant..

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )
it es to q . Name the kind o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Any non-pediatric patient to have small bowel eneria
study; radiologic technologist; referring MD; radio-
logist

5. Name the task so that the ansWers to 4Les-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Conducting small bowel enema radiographic study of
any non-pediatric patient by deciding whether to go

ahead based on patient's condition and scout films;
reassuring patient; injecting barium solution
through naso-enteric tube previously inserted;flu-
oroscoping and taking scout films; ordering radio-

graphs; deciding when examination is completed by

viewing radiographs; recording medical impressions
and ordering follow-up care.

. If not already prepared, per-.
former orders scout film and
views on view box when ready:

a. Performer decides whether
any contents of the intes-
tinal tract such as food,
feces or barium traces from
an earlier study will in-
_terfere with the current
examination.

OK-RP;RR;RR
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 341

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

b. Performer decides whether the techni-
cal quality of the film is adequate.
If not, indicates needed-adjustments
to technologist.

c. Performer greets patient in examina-
tion room. Reassures and answers

tient and notes relevant symptoms.
d. May have clinician or specialist

called; discusses patient's current
condition and any alternative steps.

Performer decides whether to go ahead
with the examination based on evaluation
of patient's condition, contraindica-
tions and/or evidence on scout film.

4. If performer decides not to proceed, re-
cords reasons and any recommendations on
patient's chart. Informs appropriate co-
worker of cancellation and has patient
eturned to roam. If appropriate,orders
rescheduling of patient or scheduling
for alternative procedure.

5. If performer decides to, proceed, in-
forms appt4riate co-4,orkers to pre-
pare patient, materials and technical
factors for fluoroscopy and radiography.

. When informed that patient is ready,
performer checks whether patient has
been properly prepared on table,lying
on back and appropriately shielded. Per
former indicates any needed adjustments
Reassures patient and does so as deemed
needed throughout procedure. Explains
that performer will ask the patient to
cooperate from time to time during pro-
cedure, and does so as appropriate.

. PerEormer checks that all materials
needed for procedure are present. Re-
quests any missing objects. Dons pro-
tective lead garments and sterile gown.

Perc.ormer positions overhead fluoro-
scope unit over patient; may have

List Elements Full

lights in room dimmed. Activates flu-
oroscope or has this done by techno-
logist. Performer adjusts fluoroscope
unit or x-ray table until the naso-
enteric tube is visible-and in posi-
tion on TV monitor. Turns off fluoro-
scope.

If fluoroscope has spot film attach-
ment that uses cassettes, performer
has cassette inserted. Chooses full,
half or quarter format and sets as ap-
propriate. (If roll film attachment,
cheeks that attachment is loaded with
film or has ,thi_s done.)

. Performer, prepares or checks the bar-
ium sulfate solution. Draws up into
syringe in proper amount. Performer
injects contrast solution into intes-
tines through the naso-enteric tube.

10. Performer observes the flow of the
contrast solution through the gastro-
intestinal tract by viewing on the
fluoroscope monitor. Judges the amount
needed to provide proper definition
of the intestinal area and observes
the probable area of blockage or ob-
struction. Injects additional con-
trast solution as needed.

When adequate contrast has been ob-
tained, performer moves the fluoic-
scope unit and/or the x-ray table so
as to identify, examine and observe
the area(s) of suspected pathology.
May draw back catheter to provide un-
obstructed view.

Performer decides what to record as
spot films while viewing on monitor.
'Activates spot film attachment and
x-ray foot pedal as appropriate. If
cassette attachment, may have tech-
nologist remove cassette as spots
arc snapped and insert additional
cLssettes, or does so personally.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 341

This is page 3 of for this task.

List Elements Fully2{,
11. Performer observes patient's reaction

to procedure for signs of adverse ef-
fects. May decide to provide emergency
care.

12. When performer determines that fluoro-
scopic-examination -is completed, per-
former shuts fluoroscope. Decides what
radiographs to order and specifies num-
ber, positions and views required to

-ztechnologist. If appropriate, records
on requisition sheet.

13. Performer looks at the radiographs and
spot films on view boxes as soon as
they are processed. Determines whether
they are technically adequate to demon-
strate the area(s) under study and pro-
vide sufficient information to make
possible a competent medical interpre-
tation. Performer may ask opinion of
clinician or another radiologist.

a. Performer decides whether to order
additional views based on the infor-
mation already available, the pa-
tient's condition and his or her ra-
diologic history.

b. If the performer decides to order
additiOnal views, performer informs
technologist, specifying what is
needed. Ma:, record.

c. Performer e....amines edditional radio
graphs as above.

14. When performer has determined that the
examination has been completed, indi-
cates to subordinates that procedure
can be terminated. Performer may gentl
remove the naso-enteric catheter. Re-
assures patient. If appropriate,orders
sanitary clean up procedures.

15. Performer records impressions of prdpe
dure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.

List Elements FullT

c. Any special nursing follow-up
recommended.

d. May sign chart or requisition
sheet.

e. If requested by ordering physi-
cian, performer may report re-

d



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No, 342

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad erugh to be repeatable.) i

Decision made on doing second day study, fluoroscop-
ic study after oral cholecystography or oral cholan-
giography; if decided, patient fluoroscoped and spot
films taken; decision made on doing post-fatty meal,
post-evacuation radiographs and further fluoroscopy;
-decision-made'on elayed-series-of -radiographs;- mod,-
ical impressions and follow-up orders recorded; MD
notified of emergency signs.

:-.

_

Performer receives the oral cho-
lecystograms (study of gall blad-
der) or oral cholangiograms
(study of biliary tract), requi-
sition sheet,and medical informa
tion .on a -patient-after-films.---

have been taken and processed by
a radiologic technologist, after
initial,single oral dose of con-
trast medium or after second day
study.

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famili-
ar with the case. Notes reas-
ons and circumstances for or-
dering the procedure and sus-
pected pathology. Notes pa-
tient's age, sex and size.
Notes any medically relevant
information such as results
of lab tests; notes whether
patient has an infectious or
communicable condition,
whether female patient of
child bearing age is pregnant
or may be pregnant.

. Performer looks at radio-
graphs on view boxes. May al-
so examine earlier scout film
or earlier first day series:

a. Determines whether the ra-
diographs are technically
adequate to demonstrate
the area and condition un-
der study and provide suf-
ficient information to
make possible a competent
medical interpretation.

Performer notes particu-
larly whether the gall

OK-R.P.RRRR

. What is_used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen'among.)

X-ray requisition form and p9tient's chart; oral
cholecystograms or oral cholangiograms; view boxes;
fluoroscope, TV monitor, spot film device with cas-
settes or roll film; pen; telephone; protective
lead garments; immobilization devices; shielding

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . . ( )0 No...( )

'es to q. Name the kind o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,

Any patient to have oral cholecystography; radiolog
ic technologist; referring MD; radiologist; nurse;
accompanying adult

5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Evaluating oral cholecystograms or oral cholangio-
grams; conducting fluoroscopy and/or post-fatty
meal, post7evacuation study of any non-infant pa-
tient involved if so decided by reading and inter-
preting radiographs, deciding whether to order
second day study, do fluoroscopy; if decided, con-
ducting fluoroscopy and taking spot films; deciding
whether to order post-fatty meal, post-evacuation
radiographs; if decided, evaluating radiographs and
or conducting fluoroscopy; deciding whether to orde
delayed films; recording medical impressions and
orders; notifying MD of.emergency signs.

6. Check here i "this
is a master sheet..U.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

rask Code No. 342

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full:.

bladder is visible or overshadowed
and whether there are gall stones.
Performer may ask opinion of clini-
cian or another radi.logist.

b. If performer decides that visualize-
._ . . _

tion of gall bladder is poor or non-
existent, performer orders an addi-
tional dose of oral contrast for a
.second day study. May record on re-
quisition sheet. Arranges to have pa-
tient rescheduled for next day.

c. When there is visualization of gall
bladder, performer decides, based on
the information provided on the ra-
diographs, whether the study is ade-
quate or whether to proceed with
fluoroscopy and spot filming in or-
der to obtain more information. May
record.

3. If the cholecystograms or cholangiogram
provide adequate 'information and no
fluoroscopy is required, performer de-
cides whether to have the patient eat
or be fed a fatty meal and haveyost-
fatty meal, post-evacuarion cholecysto-
grams taken.

a. If no fatty meal is to be ordered,
performer terminates procedure.

b. If performer decides that a fatty
meal is to be givg...n, performer so
orders. Indicates specific diet and
time elapse after meal and evacua-
tion, or orders standard diet and
standard timing for the procedure,
depending on patient's age and insti
tutional arrangements. May record.

4. If the'performer has decided to use
fluoroscopy, performez has patient and
equipment prepared..

a. Greets patient and any accompanying
adult. Reassures and explains what
is to be done. May rehearse with pe-
diatric patient to allay fears. May
ask female of child bearing age
whether she ma be re a

List Elements Fully

b. Checks whether patient has been pro-
perly positioned and shielded. May
decide to immobilize pediatric pa-
tient personally.

c. Dons protective lead garments. Makes
sure that anyone remaining in room
is properly shielded.

d. If fluoroscope has spot film attach-
ment that uses cassettes, performer
has cassettes inserted. Chooses
full, half, or quarter format and
sets up as appropriate. (If roll
film attachment, checks that attach-
ment is loaded with film or has
this done.)

e. Performer positions fluorosocpe
unit over patient; may have lights
in room dimmed. Activates fluoro-
scope. Performer...adjusts unit or
moves position of-table until the
biliary tract is clearly visible on
the TV monitor. May have technolo-
gist assist.

Performer moves the table and/or pa-
tient or has the patient move to ob-
tain all the views required; ob-
serves on the TV monitor.

f. Performer decides the views to re-
cord as spot films while observing
on monitor. Activates spot.film at-
tachment and x-ray foot pedal as ap
propriate. If cassette attachment,
may have technologist remove cas-
sette as spots are snapped and in-
sert additional cassettes, or does
so personally.

g. Performer judges when fluoroscopy
is completed and shuts fluoroscope.

If performer has decided to order post-
fatty meal, post-evacuation cholecysto-
grams'as described in stet' 3, may de-
cide to do post-meal and post-evacua-
tion fluoroscopy as well; if so, noti-
fies radiologic technologist.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

..
List 'Elements Fully

Task Code No. 342

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

6. If fatty meal has been ordered and ad-
ditional fluoroscopy is to be per-
formed, performer is notified when pa-
tient has had meal and evacuated and
appropriate time has elapsed. Performer
proceeds with fluoroscopy and spot
filming as described above.

. Performer views post7fatty meal evacu-
ation radiographs (and spot films if
taken) on view boxes as soon as they
are ready, and evaluates as described
above. Decides whether to order de-
layed series. If so, writes order on
requisition sheet.

. When perfOrmer has determined that the
examination has been completed, informs
technologist that patient can be sent
back home, to floor, or to next proce-
dure. If appropriate has sanitary clean
up procedures carried out.

9. If performer judges that.any emergency
signs are in evidence, or if referring
physician has requested it, performer
notifies physician of preliminary find-
ings by phone. May discuss.

10. Performer zecords any orders given.
May sign chart or requisition sheet.

List Elements Fully

02

.44
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 343

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made on whether to go ahead; entry site se-
lected; patient anesthetized; puncture needle with
teflon sheath inserted into bile duct under fluoros-
copy; drainage tube attached; contrast solution in-
jected; radiographs ordered; fluoroscopy done and
spot films taken; complete set of cholangiograms ap-
proved; drainage tube reinforced or removedl medical
impressions and follow-up orders recorded.

Performer recieves the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in-
formation on a patient scheduled
for percutaneous cholangiography
(transhepatic cholangiography)
(radiography of the biliary
tract after injection of con-
trast medium by means of a punc-
ture procedure);patient will al-
ready have been judged able to
undergo the surgery which might
be indicated by this examination.

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
medical information to become
familiar with the case or to
review material seen earlier.
Performer notes where the
pathology, stone, or mass is
suspected and whether, any spe-
cial requests for radiography
have been made.

. Performer reviews any current
radiographs to become familiar
with evidence on the location
of the pathological condition
or blockage. Examines radio-
graphs on view boxes. Notes
any orders on pre-examination
procedures and checks whether
these have been followed.
Notes any recommendations on
technique such as site of
entry. Notes records on how
patient tolerated any previous
procedures; notes whether pa-
tient has history of allergy
to contrast mediummay be pre
nant (if female),has an infec-
tious or communicable condi-
tion and other relevant medi-
cal information.

Checks to see that patient has
signed consent for procedure.

K-RPOltin

2. What is used in performing this task: (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form,pt.'s radiographic materials;
pen;scout film;view boxes;antiseptic solution; swabs;
sterile towels; sterile syringes and needles; iodine
based aqueous contrast solution; local anesthetic;
tape; scissors; teflon puncture needle; drainage tube
and receptacle;gauze;bandage;fluoroscope; TV monitor;
spot film device with cassettes or roll film; pen;
phone; protective lead garments; sterile gown; gloves

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . . ( 4 ND... )

. Jr es to q. : Name the kifld of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any non-pediatric patient to have percutaneous chol-
angiography; radiologic technologist; referring phy-
sician; surgeon; nursing personnel

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Conducting percutaneous (transhepatic) cholangio-
graphy of any non-pediatric patient by deciding
whether to go ahead; reassuring patient; deciding on
site of entry; injecting anesthetic; inserting tefion
puncture needle into bile duct using fluoroscopy;
checking for correct entry; attaching drainage tube
to sheath in duct; injecting iodine-based aqueous
contrast solution through tube; ordering radiographs;
conducting fluoroscopy and taking spot films; decid-
ing when examination is completed by 1:riewing cholan-
giograms; deciding whether to leave drainage tube in
place and removing pr reinforcing; recording medical
impressions and/pr discussing with surgeon; ordering
follow up care.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet-06
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 343

This is page 2 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully
....

If not, informs appropriate co-worker;
terminates examination or delays until.

the technique is satisfactory,
whether the position of the patient

written consent is obtained, is correct, and whether the view
needed is obscured in any way.

3. Performer greets patient in examination
room. Attempts to reassure patient and

b. If the scout is not satisfactory,
performer indicates the needed

explains what will be done. Answers
questions. Performer examines patient
and notes relevant symptoms and body

changes in technique or in the pa-
tient's position. . .

structure.May palpate abdOminal area to
Performer has the patient prepared for7.

feel size,condition,and location of . insertion of the puncture needle into

liver. Checks whether female patient
one of the biliary ducts or other site

may be pregnant.
.

in the biliary tract, as decided.

a. When informed that patient is
4. Performer decides whether there are ready, performer checks whether pa-

contraindications to going ahead with tient has been properly prepared
the procedure. May have clinician or and site of injection exposed. If
specialist called;discusses patient's not acceptable, performer indicates
current condition and any alternative the needed adjustments.
steps. Performer decides whether to b. Reassures patient and does so as
proceed or not based on evaluation of deemed necessary throughout proce-
patient's condition and contraindica- dure. Explains that performer will
tions. ask the-patient to hold still from

time to time during procedure, and
If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommendations

does so as appropriate.
c. Performer checks that all materials

on patient's chart. Informs appropri- needed for procedure are present
ate co-worker of cancellation and has and that anyone remaining in room
patient returned to room. If appropri-
ate, orders rescheduling of patient
or scheduling for alternative proce-

is shielded.
.

8. Performer prepares patient for anes- '

dure. thetic. Dons protective lead garments
and sterile gown and gloves. Swabs

5. If performer decides to proceed, makes area of injection site with antiseptic
final decisions on technique and site solution. Covers .surrounding areas
of entry based on requisition sheet,
chart and own examination. If appropri-

with sterile towels.

- ate, writes decision on requisition 9. Checks amount of local anesthetic to

sheet and informs appropriate co- be injected as shown by nurse; draws

workers so that patient, materials and - anesthetic into sterile syringe. Ex-

technical factors for fluoroscopY can pels air;inserts needle and injects

be prepared or set. anesthetic. Removes needle and swabs
area with sterile solution. Waits for

6. Performer orders a scout film and ex-
amines on view box when ready:

area to become anesthetized.

.10. Performer fills another syringe with

a. Performer considers whether the
biriary tract is visible; whether

the iodine based, aqueous contrast
solution selected, checking that quan-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 343

This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements'Full

tity is correct; or checks prepared trast medium. Removes syringe;
syringe. Lays on tray. wipes off blood and/or bile.

d. If performer did not obtain bile
11. Performer positions overhead fluoro- spontaneously, performer uses the

scope Unit over patient; may have syringe containing the contrast me
lights in room dimmed. Activates fluor- dium to inject a small test amount
oscope or has this done by technolo- of the contrast medium into the
gist. Performer adju.;ts unit until the duct through the sheath. Checks on
liver is visible on the TV monitor. May the TV monitor to be sure that the
indicate needed adjustment in technical sheath is lying within the duct.
factors to technologist. May reposition Notes whether the contrast medium
patient. outlines the ductal structure to

have been entered. Removes syringe;
12. When_the technical quality of the TV wipes off blood.

image is judged adequate, performer po e. If performer decides that proper
sitions the 18 gauge puncture needle
(equipped with stylet and teflon

entry has not been accomplished,
repeats procedure as appropriate

sheath) over the entry site by viewing until satisfied. May select another
location of needle on the monitor. Whe entry site and repeat until sure of
performer considers the needle to be a proper entry.
correct entry site, performer adjusts .

it to the proper angle for entry. (May 15. When performer judges that the sheath
use sponge stick or towel clip to avoi has been properly inserted in the bil-
placing hands directly in path of radi iary duct, shuts fluoroscope. Perform-
ation beam.) er attaches a drainage tube to the

teflon sheath and allows the bile to
13. Performer asks patient to hold breath drain through it into an appropriate

and attempts to penetrate the biliary receptacle. May tape sheath into posi-
duct, checking on TV monitor.

...
tion to prevent movement.

14. When performer considers that the bili 16. Performer injects the contrast medium
ary duct has been entered (not based in the appropriate dosage based on
on visualization because duct cannot
be seen), performer checks for pres-
ence of bile:

standard amount and/or bile withdrawn.

a. Performer injects through the
drainage tube attached to the tef-

a. Performer withdraws outer part of lon sLeath, using the syringe with
needle leaving teflon shealth in the contrast solution. Notes pass-;.
place. Attaches empty syringe to age of contrast on TV monitor.
teflon sheath. b. Perfomer orders radiographs. May

-- b. Performer aspirates syringe to draw specify number and positions or re-1
out bile from duct.

c. If performer observes blood or no
bile in syringe, performer pulls

fers to standard procedure.

17. Performer may decide to observe the
back teflon sheath one-to-two mm.'s area in motion using fluoroscopy:
and repeats attempt to obtain bile.
Notes amount withdrawn. If perform- a. If f5moroscope has spot film at-
er does not obtain bile, may repeat tachment that uses cassettes, per-
or'decide to test entry using con- former has cassette inserted._..-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 343

This is page 4 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fully

Chooses full, half, or quarter for-.t
mat and sets up as appropriate. (If
roll film attachment, checks that
attachment is loaded with film or
has this done.)

b. Activates iluoroscope. Performer ad-
justs fluoroscope unit or moves po-
sition of table until the area be-
ing observed is clear. Performer
notes where there is blockage, ob-
struction, or signs of pathology.
May examine other areas of the bil-
iary tract.

c. Performer decides what to record as
spot films while viewing on monitor.
Activates spot film attachment and
x-ray foot pedal as appropriate. If
cassette attachment, may have tech-
nologist remove cassette as spots
are snapped and insert additional
cassettes, or does so personally.

18. Performer observes patient for signs
of adverse reection to procedure. May
decide to provide emergency care.

19. Performer looks at radiographs and
spot films, in order, on view boxes as
they are processed:

a. Determines whether the cholangio-
grams.are technically adequate to
demonstrate the area and condition
under study and provide sufficient
information to make possible a com-
petent medical interpretation. If
appropriate, asks for change in
technical factors.

b. If appropriate, performer consults
with surgeon on interpretation of
radiographs and advisability of
surgery.

c. Performer decides whether it would
be desirable to inject,more con-
trast, and/or whether another loca-
tion should be entered and in-
jected, based on the information
already available on the dholangio-

List Elements Fully

grams, the way in which the pa-
tient tolerated the procedure, and
the patient's condition and cumu-
lative exposure. If the performer
decides to reinject in same loca-
tion or another site, repeats rel-
evant steps for procedure in ap-
propriate location chosen until
satisfied, as described above.

d. When performer has determined that
the examination has been com-
pleted, informs technologist.

20. Performer returns to patient and re-
assures. May examine whether sheath
is firmly lodged or not. Performer
decides whether to leave sheath and
drainage tube in place to facilitate
bile drainage, prevent leakage,and
help decompress ductal tract, or
whether to remove. (Leaves if patient
is to enter surgery at once.)

a. If performer decides to remove
sheath, performer reassures pa-
tient. Removes drainage tube and
has patient hold still while per-
former gently removes the eeflon
sheath. Swabs area. Decides on
sterile dressing and orders, or-
applies personally.

b. If performer decides to leave
sheath and drainage tube-in place,
performer may secure with addi-
tional adhesive tape.

21. Performer records impressions of pro-
cedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up re-

commended.
d. May sign chart or requisition

sheet.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 344

This is page 1 of 5 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision on whether to go ahead with IVC;test dose
of contrast medium injected; patient's reaction
evaluated; emergency care administered; full dose of)
contrast solution infused if decided; orders given
on time sequence and views for IVC's; IVC's evalu-
ated; decisions made on orders for gallbladder ser-
ies, tomograms, post-fatty meal, post-evacuation
films; full set of radiographs Approved; medical im-
pressions, recommendations on follow-up careond or-
ders foi delayed series recorded.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in-
formation on a patient scheduled
for intravenous cholangiography
(IVC or IVGB) (radiography of
the biliary tract using contrast
medium that is introduced
through a vein).

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-
iar with the case or to re-
view materials seen earlier
(in consultation). Notes rea-
sons for ordering the proce-
dure and suspected conditions.
Notes patient's age, sex and
size.

a. Performer notes whether pa
tient has undergone prior
lab tests and radiography
such as oral cholecysto-
graphy, or whether examine-
tion is initial study (such
as when patient has no
gallbladder). Performer
views any current radio-
graphs on view box and re-
views results of other
tests. Notes whether pa-
tient has undergone allergy
test for

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
ia choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form and patient's chart; scout
film; view boxes; prepared procedure tray with
materials needed for test dose, glucose, sterile
water and iodine based contrast solution, materials
for IV infusion; materials and equipment on emergen-
cy cart; telephone; pen; watch or clock; immobiliza-
tion devices; shielding

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(N) No...( ) I
Il -Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition(
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
.

Any pt. to have IVC examidation;referring MD;attend-
ing clinicians,radiologists;radiologic technologist;
nurse or clerk; accompanying adult

. Name ihe task so that the answers to ques-
contrast medium

and, if so, reactions.!
.

b. Performer notes ordersion
pre-examination procedures,
comments from referring
physician, whether patient
has an infectious or commun-
icable condition and any
other relevant medical in-
formation. Notes whether fe-
male patient may be preg-
nant.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

ti&1 words.
Conducting intravenous cholangiography and cholecys-
tography (IVC) of any non-infant patient by checking
scout film and interviewing patient; if appropriate,
injecting test dose of iodine based contrast medium,
observing reactions, and deciding whether to proceed;
administering full dosage and/or providing emergency
care; ordering time sequence cholangiograms; order-
ing, as decided, tomograms; cholecystograms, post-
fatty meal, post-evacuation cholecystograms; decid-
ing when examination is complete by viewing radio-
graphs; recording medical impressions, follow-up
care and orders for delayed series.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..(y)
,
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

This is page 2

Task Code No. 344

of 5 for this task.

List Elements Fully

c. Performer checks to see whether pa-
tient has followed pre-examination
regimen. If not, has patient resched-
uled.

d. Checks to see that patient or authot-i
ized adult has signed consent for
procedure. If not, informs appropri-
ate co-worker and either terminates
examination or has it delayed until
written consent is obtained.

Unless scout film is ready on view box,
performer ordersrscout film and examines
on view box when ready:

a. Performer considers whether the scout
film adequately demonstrates the area
under study. If not, indicates
changes needed in technical factors
or patient positioning to technolo-
gist, or records on requisition
sheet.

b. Performer notes whether gas, feces,
or barium traces (from earlier stud-
ies) obstruct view and must be
cleared before procedure can be done.
If so, performer writes what is

, needed on requisition form andihas
patient rescheduled.

Performer greets patient and/or accom-
panying adult in examination room. At-
tempts to reassure and explains what
will be done. Performer may question
adult and/or patient about symptoms in
relation to the condition being studied.
May collect additional medical history
regarding previous operations, radio-
graphy, allergies (especially to iodine
and seafood), respiratory problems or
asthma. Checks whether female patient
is pregnant or thinks she may be.
Answers patient's questions. May demon-
strate and rehe9rse procedure with pedi-
atric patient to gain confidence and
allay fears.

. Performer considers whether there are
contraindications to going ahead with
the procedure. May have clinician
called to discuss patient's current
condition and further steps.

If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommenda-
tions on patient's chart. Informs ap-
propriate co-worker of cancellation
and has patient returned to room. If
appropriate, orders rescheduling of
patient or scheduling for alternative
procedure.

5. If performer decides to proceed, per-
former indicates to appropriate staff
person whether an allergy test will be
performed (if not already done). Per-
former administers test dose of con-
trast solution (to check reaction to
iodine based medium):

a.

b.

c.

Performer has patient prepared;
checks that procedure tray and emer-
gency cart are present and properly
equippedc Explains to patient or
adult what is to occur.
Performer may prepare patient per-
sonally by exposing arm, applying
tourniquet, finding vein, and swab-
bing site with antiseptic solution,
or has this done. May decide to im-
mobilize pediatric patient.
Performer asks for or selects pre-
pared test dose of radiopaque io-
dine-based contrast solution (such
as Cholografin) in hypodermic;
checks for proper amount for pa-
tient's size;expels air in syringe..
Performer inserts needle into vein.
Removes tourniquet and injects test
dose. Removes needle and swabs site.

Performer may inject a test amount
from prepared dose and tape needle
in place.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 344

This is page 3 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully .

d. Performer observes'patient's reac-
tions to test dose for several,min-
utes to decide whether to proceed
with full dosage of contrast solution
for IVC.

. If patient has a severe reaction to the
test dose, such as cardiac arrest, ana-
phylactic shock (exaggerated negative
reaction to the foreign substance),
bronchospasm or laryngospasm (stricture
of bronchial tubes or larynx), hypoten-
sion (drop in blood pressure), cyanosis
(Auish discoloration due to excessive
concentration of reduced hemoglobin in
blood), urticaria (vascular skin reac-
tion), or violent sneezing, performer
proceeds at once with emergency life
support or measures to control the reac
tion:

a. Performer determines the severity of
the condition by listening for heart
beat, respiration; may check blood
pressure; may take EKG reading, usinl,
equipment on_emergency cart.

b. Depending on the siSiptoms, performer
may carry out any or all of the fol-
lowing emergency procedures using
equipment on emergency cart:

i) May administer oxygen or air us
ing oxygen tank and mask or
ambu bag; may clear airway usin
finger or tongue blade.

ii) May decide to establish an air-
way by removing any dentures
and, using a laryngoscope (to
view larynx) inserting an endo-
tracheal tube. May perform tra-
cheostomy by cutting opening in
to trachea and inserting a tube.

iii) May apply closed chest cardiac
massage.

iv) Depending on EKG results may ap
ply defibrillator by selecting
watt seconds, applying, and
raising watt seconds until ef-
fective.

,

7.

v) Depending on EKG results may
administer a prepared intra-
cardial injectton of a heart
stimulant..

vi) May decide on and administer
IV infusion.

vii) When patient has been revived,
performer records reaction to
test dose and what was done on
patient's chart. Notifies ap-
propriate medical staff; or-
ders aftercare as appropriate;
has patient transported to ap-
propriate location.

viii) Terminates procedure by notify
ing appropriate staff.

c. If performer judges that patient
displays a strong (but not emergen-
cy). allergic reaction:

i) Performer may order and admin-
ister a cortico-steroid or an
antihistamine.

ii) Performer decides whether the
reaction is sufficiently con-
trolled to proceed with the
full dosage.

iii) If performer decides to termi-
nate, performer records de-
tails of test on patient,53
chart and requisition form. Ex-
plains to patient or any apprr
priate adult that patient is
allergic to-the contrast solu-
tion (i.e. iodine-based solu-
tion). Terminates procedure by
notifying appropriate staff.

,

If performer decides to proceed with
full dosage of the contrast solution,
performer makes sure thatinaterials
are present for'IV infusion. . .

a, ?erformer checks prepared IV bottle
containing 125cc of:-Cholografin
(20c.f.1), sterile water (100cc) and .



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 344

This is page 4 of 5 for this task.

glucose (5cc), or prepares pereon-
ally in proper pediatric amount.-

b. Sets up IV infusion apparatus'near
patient. Attaches bottle of prepared
contrast solution to sterile IV tub-
ing. Hangs at appropriate height on
pole near patient with clamp in
closed position.

C. Prepares patient for insertion of
IV needle by exposing vein selected,
applying tourniquet, and swabbing
site with antiseptic solution. In-
serts IV needle with sterile loop
attached. Removes tourniqu4t.4Tapes
needle into position. May immObilize
limb.

d. Runs fluid through tubing to check
flow and remove air. Attaches loop
of needle to IV tubing. Adjusts flo
in tube to desired rate and starts
infusion. Checks on patient while
infusion is in process.

e. Performer notes time so that proper
sequence of radiography can be car-
ried out.

f. Performer observes patient for signs
of severe reaction to the full dose
of contrast .olution. If there is a
severe reaction, performer proceeds,
as described above, with emergency
care.

8. Performer decides when the proper time
(20.minutes) has elapsed to start the
examination. Removes IV apparatus or
has it removed.

Performer orders overhead cholangio-
grams. Specifies to technologist the
intervals at which the radiographs wil
be taken and the positions desired, or
refers to standard series. (Periods ar
20, 40, 60 and 90 minutes and then 2,
3 and 4 hours). Has radiographs marked
for times taken. Makes sure anyone re-
maining with pediatric patient is pro-
perly shielded.

List Elements Full

Performer looks at each series of ra-
diographs on view boxes, in order, as
soon as they are processed:

a. Determines wheEherlthe radiographs
are technically adequate to demon-
strate the area and condition unde
study and provide sufficient infor
mation to make possible a competen
medical interpretation.

b. Performer observes whether the
time-density displays abnormal
signs.

10. When performer determines that the
PCommon bile duct has been adequately
defined, and, if the patient has a
gallbladder, performer orders standar
cholocystograms (gallbladder series).

Performer may also arrange for tomo-
graphy as follows:

a. Estimates the probable depth and
level of the area,to be studied
based on the radiographs already
seen. Indicates to technologist
depth, levels and intervening dis-
tances for "cuts" for the first
Aeries.

b. l'erformer views first series of
tomograms on view boxes asr!they
are processed. Judges levels withi
which the common bile duct is best
.localized visually.

c. Performer .then selects.the level,
depth and intervening distances at
which the final "cuts" should be
made with the patient in appropri-
ate positions.

U. Performer views the tomograms and the
cholocystograms when they arc proc-
essed:

a. Performer evaluates radiographs
for technical adequacy. May re.-
order certain views or ask for ad-



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 344

This is page 5 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

ditional views if needed, and re-
views these when processed.

b. Perfotmer evaluates the medical in-
formation on the radiographs and de-
cides whether additional information
from post-fatty meal, post-evacua-
tion cholocystograms would assist in
making a competant medical interpre-
tation (only if patient's gallblad-
der has been visualized and if there
is no evidence of gall stones).

c. if Ferformer decides to order post-
fatty meal evacuant films, indicates
this to appropriate staff. Orders
standard iirocedure or specifies food
and time elapses after food intake
and evacuation. May record.

1 . Performer views post-fatty meal evacua-
tion radiographs on view box4 -as soon
as they are ready and evaluates as de-
scribed above. Decides whether to order
delayed series of common bile duct and/
or gall bladaer. If so, writes order on
requisition sh2et. ,.

13. When performer has determined that the
examination has been completed, informs

back home, to floor, or to next proce-

I

technologist that can be sent

dure. Orders appropriate clean up pro-
cedures.

14. If performer judges that any.emergencyI

.

signs are in evidence, or if referring
physician has requested it, performer
notifies -"Isician of preliminary find
ings by enone. May discuss.

15. Performer records impressions of proce
dure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any_special nursing follow-up recom

mended or delayed series ordered.
d. May sign chart or requisition sheet..

/

,

..

.i

r '
.

-.

. .

,

.

,.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 345

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
,

List Elements Fully
-this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made on whether to go ahead with T-tube
cholangiography; patient reassured; contrast solu-
tion injected; fluoroscopy done; spot films taken;
overhead radiographs ordered; complete set of cho-
langiograms approved; medical impressions and fol-
low-up orders recorded. --

Performer receives the x-ray re
quisition form and medical in-
formation on a pattent schedule.1
for T-tube cholansiography
(post-operative radiography of
T-tube whIch has been inserted
in common bile duct during sur-
gery, usual:1y after removal of
gall bladder, for bile drain-
age).

1. Performer reads the patient'
requisition form and relevant
medical information to becom..
familiar with the case or to
review material seen earlier.

a. Performer reads report,on
surgery and information o
-patient's current condi-
tion. Notes special re-
quests by referring physi
clan. Checks whether any
pre-examination regimen
has been ordered and car-
ried out.

b. Performer notes whether
the patient has any his-
tory of allergic reaction
to contrast medium.

c. Notes history of prior ra-
diologic studies. Examines
current radiographs on
view boxes.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form; patient's radiographic ma-
terials; pen; scout films; view boxes; sterile tray
with syringe and needle, iodine based contrast solu-
tion; fluoroscope unit; spot film device with cas-
settes ot roll film; TV monitor; protective lead
garments; T-tube (inserted in patient); clamp and
plastic bag; emergency cart; sterile gown, gloves

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

. If -Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Any pt. with T-tube previously inserted in common
bile duct;radiologic technologist;referring MD;radio
logist;nursing personnel;accompanying adult;surgeon

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-

2. Performer greets patient and
any accompanying adult in ex-
amination room. Attempts to
reassure. Explains what will
be done. Answers questions.
Performer examines patient
and notes relevant symptoms.
If anyone is to remain in
examination room,makes sure

i he or she is properly shield-
ed.

10K-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Undcrline essen-

tial words,
Conducting T-tube cholangiography of any patient by
deciding whether to go ahead; reassuring patient; in
jecting iodine based contrast soldtion into common
bile duct through T-tube; fluoroscoping and taking
spot films; ordering radiographs; deciding when exam
ination is completed by viewing cholangiograms; re-
cording medical impressions and ordering follow-up
care.

6. Check here if this
,

is a master. sheet..ta)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 345

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

3. Performer orders a scout film and reads present. Requests any missing ob-
on view box when reaciy: jects.

c. Performer dons protective lead gar-
a. Performer considers whether the bil- men.,,--,, positions fluoroscope unit

iary tract is visible, whether the )w:r patient; may have lights in
technique is satisfactory, whether r.:5ii, dimmed. Activates fluoroscope.
the position of the patient is cor- Y:.xflrmer adjusts unit until area
rect, and whether the view needed is of the biliary,tract is visible on
obscured in any way. . ,

b. If the scout is not satisfactory,
performer indicates the changes in

the TV monitor. May indicate needed
adjustment in technical factors to
technologist. May reposition pa-

technique needed, changes in the pa- tient.
tient's position or need to have ob- . d. If fluoroscope has spot film attach
structing gas or feces cleared.

4. Performer decides whether there are con-

ment that uses cassettes, performer
has casSette inserted. Chooses full,
half or quarter format and sets up

traindications to go ahead with the as appropriate. (With roll film de-
procedure. May have cian or sur- vice checks that attachment is load
geon called; ditu patient's current
condition and _ rnative steps.

ed with film or has this done.)

b. Performer prepares to inject ile conr
a. If performer decides not to proceed, trast medium through the T-tube into,

recyrds reasons and any recommenda-. the common bile duct:
tions on patient's chart. Xnforms ap-
propriate co-worker of cancellation a. Performer removes the plastic bag
and has patient returned to room. If, attached to the end of the T-tube
appropriate, orders rescheduling of which protrudes from the patient's
patient or scheduling for alternative abdomen.
procedure. b. Performer checks the prepared io-

b: If performer decides to proceed, in- dine based contrast solution. In-
forms appropriate co-workers so that serts sterile syringe and draws up
patient, materials,and technical fac- solution in proper amount.
tors for fluoroscopy can be prepared c. Performer opens clamp of T-tube and
or set'. inserts needle of syringe. Injects

contrast medium through syringe int.
5. When informed that patient is ready, T-tube. Withdraws needle and clamps

performer checks whether patient has T-tube unless filling will be frac-
been properly prepared. If not accept- tional.

able, performer indicates the needed ad- 7. Performer activates fluoroscope'and ob
justments. Reassures patient and does serves the biliary ducts,on the TV mon
so as deemed necessary throughout pro- itor. Performer notes whether there is
ceduret evidence of remaining blockage or

stones or other signs of pathology.
a. Checks that patient has been proper- Moves the patient into appropriate po-

ly shielded, positioned and immobil- sitions.
. ,

ized. 4

b. Checks that all materials needed for*,_ a. Performer may carry out procedure
procedure and emergency cart are by injecting contrast medium in

--



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued;

Task Code No. 345

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

intervals and observing the area un-
der study. May order overhead radio-
graphs periodically.

b. Throughout the fluoroscopic observa-
tion, as the filling occurs, perform-
er decides what to record as spot
films while viewing on monitor. Acti-
vates spot film attachment and x-ray
foot pedal as appropriate. If cas-
sette attachment, may have technolo-
gist remove cassette as spots are
snapped and insert additional cas-
settes, or does so personally.

c. Notes patient's reaction; may decide
to provide emergency care.

8. When performer decides that enough con-
trast has been administer,ld and fluoros-
copy and spot filming is completed, per-
former clamps T-tube and attaches clear
plastic bag. May order overhead radio-
grIts. If so, specifies what is needed.

P,:r.armer looks at radiographs and spot
films on view boxes as they, are pro-
cessed:

10. Performer records impressions of pro.-.
cedure on patient's chart:

4

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up-rec-

ommended.
d. May sign chart or requisition

sheet.

a. Determines whether the cholangiograms
are technically adequate to demon-
strate the area and condition under
study and provide sufficient informa-
tion to.make possible a competent
medical interpretation. Performer may
ask opinion of clinician or another
radiologist.

b. Performer decides whether to take or
order additional views, inject more
contrast, and/or repeat filming. For
pediatric patients decides to do this
only in extreme circumstances. In all
cases considers information availabl
and patient's condition and radiolog
ic history. Inditates what is needed.
May. record. Repeats relevant steps
as described above.

c. Performer decides when the examina-
tion has been completed and informs
staff. Has appropriate sanitary cleal
up procedures carried out.

204



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 346

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements FtIlly
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Radiographs of gastrointestinal and/or biliary.
tracts read, interpreted; conclusions drawn and re-
commendations made orally or dictated; physician
calnd about emergency s4gns; selected radiographs
earmarked for study or library use; material re-

i
jacketed and report placed for typing.

Performer reads and interprets
completed radiographs of gastro-
intestinal and biliary examina-
tions, or provides opinions to
co-workers, when requested, on
interpretation and conclusions
regarding radiographs involved
in the gastrcintestinal and bil-
iary studies they are doing.

1. If responding to request,
performer goes to where ra-
diographic material is on
view. Listens while co-worker
explains problem on how to
proceed next or problem of
interpretation.

If reading and interpreting
own completed work,performer
obtains the jacketed radio-
graphic work-ups. Includes
the current set of radio- '

graphs, tomograms, tine film
and projector, the relevant
requisition sheets, and ear-
lier films if available. Goes
to reading area.

2. Asks about, reads, or reviews
x-ray requisition forms and
materials on patient's medi-
cal history (reason for re-
quest, decisions made on tech

comments from ordering

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms; current radiographs; view
boxes, earlier radiographic materials; telephone,
dictation equipment; pen; magnifying glass; cine
projector; screen

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(K) No...( )

. If "Yes to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Co-workers; clinicians; ordering physician

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
nique,
physician or consulting physi
cian, notes made during the
procedure and interpretations
made of procedures already
completed).

a. If reading and interpretin: ,
own work, places relevant
radiographs on view- box,in
cluding earlier films.

OK-RP;RR.RR

nntions 1-4 are reflected. Underli essen-

tial words.
Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on
radiographs of gastrointestinal and/or biliary
tracts, or giving opinions to co-workers by review-
ing medical information and requisition sheet(s),
evaluating new and old films; notifying ordering
physician of emetgency signs; explaining opinions
or dictating findings and recommendations; placing

report for typing.

,

6. Check.1 this
is a master sheet.. 4



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 346

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

b. If responding to request, may ask to 5. May decide whether any of the material
see earlier films. is unusual or of special interest and

c. Has cine or videotape projected on
screen or does this personally.

warrants inclusion in museum library,
or should be used for study purposes.
Marks jackets appropriately if so de-

3. Performer reads and interprets the radi-
ographic materials:

cided.

6. Returns own patient's radiographic ma-
a. Decides whether any abnormalities,

changes, or suspicious signs warrant
terial, requisition sheet and tape of
dictation to proper jacket, and places

the immediate attention of the pa-
tient's physician. If so, telephones
physician at once and discusses find-
ings (or recommends that co-worke.r in
charge of case do this).

b. For own work, decides what to report

to be picked up for typing.

is

'

and what recommendations to make. May
ask opinion of co-worker or clini-
cian.

c. In response to request, decides what
to recommend to co-worker. Explains
interpretation and recommendations
verbally, indicating how conclusions
were arrived at, including medical
and technical considerations.

.

4. Performer dictates findings (for own
work) by explaining what appears on the
films. Describes worrisome or suspiciou
signs, obvious abnormalities and/or
changes over time, referring to earlier
films. (Might indicate presence of arti
facts which do not have medical signifi
cance.)

.

Indicates what implications can be dra
from findings and what conclusions and/
or courses of action are warranted, in-
cluding need for additional studies,
tests, or courses of treatment.

.

Dictates report in the style: There is
...on.... It has the characteristics of
.... I believe that this indicates....
This could mean that.... It is necessar
to determine whether.... This can be
done by....
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 347

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure i List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Radiology resident shown and explained procedures
involved with radiography of gastrointestinal and
biliary tracts; resident evaluated for readiness to
do activities under supervision; resident observed
and criticized; resident evaluated for readiness to
do tasks without direct supervision; resident's work
spot checked and critIcized; questions answered; op-
inions on work given as requested; evaluation noted
informally.

Performer provides clinical
training to residents in radiol-
ogy in the area of the gastroin-
testinal and biliary tracts, cov
ering choice of examinations,
medical aspects of procedures,
interpretation of radiographic
material, and possible recommen-
dations and treatments.,

1. Performer provides demonstra-
tion, explanation, informal
evaluation and supervision in:
reading requests for radio-
graphic studies and deciding
on best procedure; what to
look for; available medical .

and technical procedures in-
cluding anesthetics, surgical
entry, use of contrast media,
technical equipment, posi-
tions and angles, contraindi-
catiOns, allergy tests;
emergency care; providing
technical and medical inter-
pretation of radiographic ma-
terials; learning range of
medical concluslons that can
be drawn; alternative,and ad-
ditional tests; and courses
of treatment to consider.

. When performer is assigned a
resiaent, may select times,

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray-requisition forms; materials and equipment
needed for radiographic studies of gastrointestinal
and binary tracts; related radiographs; view boxes;
emergency equipment

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(Y) No...( )

les to q. Name tne Kina o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Radiology resident to be instructed in gastrointes-
tinal and biliary tract radiography; any pt. in-
volved;surgeOns;clinicians;supervisor of residents

5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques- patients, and procedures to
demonstrate, and may explain
to resident while performer
carries out own tasks.

a. Performer explains what
will be taught.

b. Performer may narrate the
steps, may explain what is
being done, or may explain
the basis for decisions
and actions.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Providing clinical training for radiology residents
in radiographic study of the_gastrointestinal and
biligry tracts by demonstrating procedures, explain-
ing what is being done, answering questions; decid-
ing when residents can perform tasks under direct
supervision; observing and correcting; deciding when
tasks can be done without direct supervision; spot
checking and correcting; advising as requested or as
deemed necessary.

( . Check here if this
is a master sheet..(X)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 347

of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

c. Performer may decide to solicit.ques-
tions to find out what the resident
understands, may answer questions,
or may elaborate on the explanation
of what is.being done, concentrating

.on the relevant skills and knowl-
edges.

d. Performer decides when the resident
has observed sufficiently and has a.
clear enough understanding of a pro-
cedure to carry it out under close,
direct supervision and/or to assist.

3. Performer supervises and observes resi-
dent carrying out activities assigned.

a. Performer asks the resident to do
all or part of a procedure and re-
mains at the side of the patient or
carries out own portion and watches
the resident perform the assigned
acsivity.

b. While observing, performer decides
'whether the activity is being done
properly, whether there is a speci-
fic problem, whether there is need
to demonstrate the procedure again
or explain, and does so.

c. Performer may comment on the per-
formance, encourage or correct as
deemed necessary, or do this later.

d. Performer may decide to intervene
and take over the procedure, ex-
plaining to the resident what was
done incorrectly at that point or
later.

e. If decision is to demonstrate again,
performer may redo and have the res
ident observe, or have resident re-
peat the procedure until it is done

'properly.
f. Performer decides whibh procedures

or activities can be done by the re
sident without direct.supervision
(although radiologist remains re-
sponsible). Informs proper supervis
ors, notes for own use, and/or
tells this to resident.

. Performer spot checks resident carry-
ing out activities without direct su-
pervision or responds to requests for
guidance, assistance,or further in-
struction.

Performer,proceeds as in steps 2 or.3
as appropriate, observing, noting
areas needing improvement, determining
nature o2 ass:f..sting, giving.

opinions, answering questions, and
providing further instruction on how
to.deal with unusual circumstances.
Reinforces correct work. Suggests
areas for improvement.

. When patients are present for demon-
strations, performer may explain pres-
ence of resident; when observing, per-
former may explain own presence.

. Performer informally notes the extent
of learning or proficiency of resident
throughout the training:

a. May decide to discuss performance
with resident at any time.

b. Does not keep formal records on
what was taught, or on resident's
progress.

c. May make personal notes for use in
later evaluation meetings.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 348

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure . List Elements FullL
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Outline and content planned and prepared for lecture
to residents or case conference on gastrointestinal
and biliary tract; lecture given; confe4Ance con-
ducted by use of questions anfl answers.

1.....
.

Performer presents lecture(s) or
holds case conferences on gastro-
intestinal and biliary tract ra-
diology for classes of radiology
residents.

la Performer is notified of as-
signment or decides what
should be covered and at what
depth and degree of detail,
considering the residents'
current academic level and
objectives of the residency
program.

. Decides on method of presen-
tation and plans lecture and/
or case conference:

a. Prepares outline.
b. May obtain special in-

structional materialS.or
asks co-worker to obtain
for review. May use Ma-
terials already prepared.

c. May do research in topic
area for use in lecture.

d. May prepare slides from
own source of radiographs
(teaching cases) or may
obtain existing radio-
graphic material and
slides from library. May
ask co-worker to obtain
for review, or personally
chooses radiographs to il-
lustrate problem cases for
a question and answer ses-
sion. Performer/may choose
materials to contrast nor-
mal and pathological
states.

e. Decides on time to allo-
cate for questions and an-
swers for lecture,or may
choose residents to pre-

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note.
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Paper, pen; instructional and reading material in
gastrointestinal tract radiology; radiographic ma-
terials; projector and slides; cine and projector
and/or videotapes and player; screen; view boxes

1

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(,4 No...( )

. I Yes to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Residents in radiology; program director; co-worker;
library and/or clerical personnel

.

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Planning and presenting lectures or case conferences
on gastrointestinal and biliary tract radiology for
radiology residents by deciding on content, method
of presentation; preparing material; presenting lec-
ture, being aware of responses and adjusting preeen-
tation to students' needs; using radiographic mater-
ial in question and answer format to demonstrate as-
pects of topics for instructional purposes.

, .....

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(X)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 348

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

tt

List Elements Full List Elements Full

sent case material for case study
conference. If so,discusses as
needed.

3, At a case conference, places radio-
graphs, spot films or other radiograph-
ic materials on view box or uses slides
and projector. May use cine and projec-
tor and/or videotape and tape player.
May have resident(s) present material.
Has residents give interpretations of
materials.

Throws out questions about materials;
evaluates and responds to answers, or
answers questions and participates in
discussion about cases involved.

:41

nooses 'how to present answers and cOm-
ments so that residents will understand
how answers were arrived at.

. At a lecture, presents material as
deemed appropriate. May note whether'-f"
information is being understood, and'
adjust presentation accordingly.

5. Performer may recommend reading to stu-
dents.

6. May make personal notes on residents
for use in evaluation meeting.

7. Performer may keep material and notes
prepared for future use; has materials
taken from library and equipment re-
turned.

Note: Does not submit outline or materials
for review. Does not formally test.

.;
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 349

This is page 1 of 2 ' for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Outline and content prepared for lecture to medical
students on gastrointestinal and biliary tract radi-
ology; instructional materials collected, researched
or prepared; lecture given.

.

Performer presents lecture(s) on
assigned-aspect(s) of gastroin-
testinal and biliary tract radi-
ologY to classes of medical stu-
dents or others who wish to at-
tend.

1. Performer is notified of as-
signment or decides what
should be covered, and at what
depth and degree of detail,
considering the students' cur-
rent academic level and curri-
culum objectives of medical
school. May request change of
time or topic and discusses
with program director.

. Decides on method of presenta-
tion and plans lecture:

a. Prepares outline.
b. May obtain special instruc-

tional materials or asks
co-worker to obtain and re-
views. May use materials
already prepared.

c. May do research in topic
area for use in lecture.

d. May prepare slides from own
source of radiographs or
may obtain existing slides
or films from library and
log book.

e. Performer may choose meter-
ials to contrast normal and
pathological states.

f. Decides on time to allocate
for questions and answers.

g. May have resident select
materials for review.

3. Presents lecture as deemed ap-
propriate. Attempts to note
whether information is being
understood and adjusts presen-
tation accordingly. Uses in-.

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used.in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice) include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Paper, pen; instructional and reading material in GI
and biliary tract radiology; slides of radiographic
materials; projector

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

"---771rnwer to q. 3: Name the kind so recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de- ,

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Medical students; person in charge of medical stu-
dent program; resident; library and/or.clerical per-
sonnel

...---
. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Planning and presenting lectures on gastrointestinal
and biliar tract radiolo: for medical students by
deciding on content, method of presentation; prepar-
ing mlterial; presenting lecture, being aware of re-
spons:s, and adjusting presentation to students'
needs.

. 6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(x)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 349

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

k

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

structional material, answers ques-
tions, depending on plans. Leads dis-
cussions. May recommend additional
reading.

4. May make note of any outstanding stu-
dents and may report this to person in
charge of medical student program. May
keep materials and notes prepared for
future use.

Note: Does not submit outline or materials
for review. Does not formally test stu-
dents' learning.

,

.

.

,

.

-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 350

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.

Counseling meeting held with radiology resident;
problem presented; advice given; remediation planned
if appropriate; progress followed up; records en-
tered if appropriate.

Performer counsels residents in
radiology on professional and
related personal matters.

1. Performer may receive indica-
tions from other radiologists
that a resident is in diffi-
culty or displays problem
behavior. The problem may
have been referred to in a
staff meeting on.the resi-
dents.' Performer may per-
sonally note that a resident
is having professional and/or
personal difficulties. Per-
former arranges for meetdmg.

The resident may approach the
performer and seek a counsel-
ing meeting and this is ar-
ranged formally or informally,
as appropriate.

.

. Performer may review resi-
dent's file.

. At the counseling session,
the problem is presented by
the performer or by the res-
ident, and/or the performer
questions the resident to
find out what difficulties
are involved.

Performer may indicate what
has odcurred or the indica-
tions that a problem exists,
or ask resident for details
about the issues involved.

Performer considers what the'
issues involved are, whether
work habits And performance
are involved, whether there
are personal, financial and/
or draft related problems,
whether the performer re-

OK-RP:RR:RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Resident's file; personal notes; standard informa-
-

tional materials on profession, draft, standards
of performance

. -

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No... )

=77.1"=" to q. 3: Name the kind o (recipient,
. respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements.or legal restrictions.

Residents in radiology; radiologists; professional
contacts

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words,

Conducting counseling on professional or_personal
problems with residents in radiology, by deciding to
call meeting on problems or agreeing to meet when
contacted by resident; presenting or finding out the
nature of the problem; providing guidance on profes-
sional or personal options; planning remedial work
assignments and following progress; discussing with
other radiologists and resident as needed; recording
as appropriate.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(K)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

.t0h

This is page

Task Code No. 350

2 af 9 tor this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements.Illy

quires information on career options,
other institutions, etc.

4. Performer attempts to understaa'-and
counsel the resident, drawing on own
experience as a radiologist, previous
work with other residents, and personal
knowledge of the resident being coun-
seled. Performer may refer to profes-
sional contacts, information about pro-
fessional contacts, information about
professional requirements, military re-
quirements and the quality,standards of
the hospital for residents performance.

5. Performer may work out a set of per-
formance and/or study goals for the
resident, specific assignment to a ra-
diologist far training purPoses,or oth-
er work related procedures.

a. Performer discusses these witly resi-
dent. Records in resident's file.

b. Performer discusses with any radiol-
ogists involved.

c. Performer may check an resident's
progress periodically bY talking
with the radiologists involved or
by personal observation.

d. Performer may decide to call subse-
quent meetings with resident to con
tinue guidance in resident's devel-
opment.

6. Performer may follow up on personal
problem by contacting appropriate
agencies, institutions or colleagues
as appropriate, or filling out refer-
ence letters.

214
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No, 351

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
thrs is broad enough to be re?eatable.)

Radiographs approved or dieapproved for entry in GI
and biliary tract log book based on teaching value;
entries made including ID information and brief de-
scription.

Performer supervises the entry
of new radiographic materials
into the log book compendium of
gastrointestinal and biliary.,--
tract studies. Performer reviews
and selects materials from own
work and theradiographic meter-
ials submitted for possible in-
clusion by cgworkers.

m
1. Performer reviews own recom-

mended work and radiographic
work recommended by co-
workers. .

-,). ,
a. Places on view box. Reads

requisition sheet, and
notes comments or case.

b. If recommended by co-
worker, may ask co-worker
to discuss the merits of
material for illustrative
and educational use.

2. Performer decides whether the
radiograph(s) are of suffic-
ient quality and teaching
value to be entered into the
log book.

a. If performer decides to
include the case, perform-
er may have resident en-
ter in log book or does so
personally. Enters identi-
fication information and a

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Radiographs of GI and biliary tracts; related requi-
sition sheets, notes; view boxes; log book; pen

. ls there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. ..(x) No...( )

I Yes to q. 3: Name the kind ot recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant conditions
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Radiologists; residents

. Name the task so that the answers to ques- brief description of why
the radiograph has been
selected i.e., why it is
unusual and/or what it
demonstrates.

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Deciding on whether to enter suggested radiographs
of gastrointestinal and biliary tracts into log book
based on quality and leducational value by reviewing, b. Performer arranges to have

all radiographic materials
submitted returned for
filing. Has log book re-
turned to its regular lo-
cation.

OK-RP:RR:RR

deciding on merits,and arranging to have description
entered in log book and/or materials placed for re-

filing.

. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(K)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 352

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Presentation prepared and made on radiology develop-
ments or case studies; presentations of surgeons,
pathologists or radiologists listened to; discus-
sions participated in;_conference opened, conducted,
and closed when a..ro:riae.

Performer attends meetings of
medical staff and co-workers in
surgery and pathology to discuss
areas of mutual concern such as
gastrointestinal and bil:Lry sur-
gery.

1. Performer may prepare,presen-
tations describing new work in
the field of general radiolo-
gy.

a. Performer decides what to
present and in what degree

. of depth and detail.
b. Decides on how.to make pre-

sentation and what,to use.
c. May prepare outline, obtain

'special instructional ma-
terials, do research on
topic for use in presenta-
tion. MaY have resident as-
sist.

d. May prepare slides from own
source of radiographs or
may obtain existing radio-
graphic material, slides or

cine film from library. May
have subordinate assist.

e. At meeting, when performer
is called upon, places ra-
diographs, spot films or
other radiographic mater-
ials on view box; uses cine
or slide projector. De-
scribes work selected, an-
swers questions, and parti-
cipates in discussion. May
recommend further reading.

f. Performer, may, when appro-
priate, demonstrate or sim-
*nate new and/or relevant
techniques, equipment or
procedures.

g. Performer replaces materi-
als and equipment or has
this done.

OK -JRP:RR:RR

,

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items mmst be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Radiographic and medical equipment; radiographic
materials; case histories; view boxes slide pro-
jector; cine projector and screen

.

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

. If "Yes to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition*
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Surgeons; pathologists; radiologists

,--- .-,

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Participating in meetings of radiologists, surgeons
and pathologists to discuss new developments, cases
of interest and case problems in the field of gas-
trointestinal and biliary surgery and radiology by
planning and presenting new developments in the ra-
diologic field, interesting case studies or problems
in current cases and/or by deciding to listen to
presentations about new developments in surgery, in-
teresting case studies or case problems, and parti-
cipating in discussions; leading conference sessions

when appropriate.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..0()
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TASK' DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List. Elements Full

This is page 2

Performer may attend conferences ct
which surgeons and/or pathologists pre-
sent case ttudies and raise the prob-
lems involved, or performer may choose
cases which are of interest from the
library or personal files which are of
educational interest.

a. Performer may be told beforehand by
department head or conference leader
what current or past cases will be
presented for discussion, or per-
former will discuss the type of in-
formation to be covered in order to
select relevant cases.

b. Performer obtain.; the radiographic
materials related to the cases se-
lected or-selects appropriate cases.
May have assistant gather materials
for reviews.

c. Performer reviews the radiographs
and the requisition sheets involved,
and any other relevant medical in-
formation such_as reports and inter
pretations. already made.

d. Performer may make notes to use as
reference;, pointing out fine points
with regard to interpretation of th
radiographs in connection with path
ongical symptoms and conditions.

e. At the conference, performer pre-
sents the radiographs involved as
aPpropriate,and presents interpre-
tation; makes.relevant points so as
to instruct the audience in the
reasoning involved. Participates in
the discussion, answers questions.
May suggest reference articles on
subject.

f. Performer replaces radiographic ma-
terials or has these replaced.

g. If called on to lead conference,
performer opens conference; calls
on co-workers to present cases;
leads or chairs discussions and
question pe,:iod; closes meeting.

Task Code No. 352

2 for this task.

List Elements F.32,22x

h. If current case studies are in-
volved, performer may maintain
files on the case(s) and reactre-
ports including final diagnosis and
treatment prescriptions.

Performer may decide to attend presen-
tation by surgeons, pathologists or
co-workers. May make notes, ask ques-
tions and/or participate in discus-
sion.

. Performer may decide to attend presen-
tation about a particular case that
is of interest. May make notes, ask
questions and/or participate in dis-
cussion.

. Performer may decide to present rele-
vant problems that performer is per-
sonally having trouble with and ask
for comments and suggestions from par-
ticipants.

a. Selects the case material needed
to present the problem.

b. Makes presentation and poses prob-
lems involved.

c. Listens and participates in re-
sulting discussions.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 341

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

4

. What is the output of this task? (He.sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Subject area selected or ascertained in case confer
ence in diagnostic radiology; radiographs and case
history materials selected and prepared for use ia
presentation; discussed; materials returned and/or
placed for use.

1

.

Performer selects and assembles
case history materials in diag-
nostic radiology for use in
scheduled case conferences cf
residents and radiologists as a
result of:

a. Regular assignment,for own
use.

b. Request by radiologist for
radiologist's use.

t

1. Performer ascertains or de-
cides on the general area of
pathology to be covered. Is
told or decides on what as-
pects of pathology are to be

,

highlighted.

2. Performer reviews radiograph-
ic materials entered into
specialty log books kept by
the department,especially
brought to the performer's
attention, in tht. department
library, or set aside for
possible inclusion in library
as a result of review of in-
active radiographs, those re-
lated to autopsies or those
that presented diagnostic
problems:

a. Performer screens the'ra-
diographs for possible se,.
lection by examining on
view boxes and reading. the
accampanying infcrmation,
requisitions, comments,
notes, diagnostic and/ox
autopsy reports or other
related material. If appro
priate,performer arranges
to obtain additional pa-
tient records.

OK-RP;RR;RR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Radiographs in library,listed in log book and/or
accumulated for use; related case history informa-
tion and records; vacn4 boxes; paper;relevant lit-
erature in the radi,logic field

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved an the task? Yes...0() No... )

. li ies to q. : Name the kina o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions:

Radiologist; clerical staff

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Selecting and assembling radiographs and related
case history information for use in case conference
in diagnostic radiology by deciding on or ascertain-
ing subject area and details to be stressed; screen-
ing available sources of radiographs; selecting ap-
propriate examples for use ana assembling related
information and records; discussing choice if appro-
priate; returning materials and placing selected ma-
terials for use.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 391

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully

b. Performer places radiographs on view,
boxes in proper time sequence for
each patient. Performer attempts to
interpret the radiographs, looking
for suspicious signs, abnormalities
and/or changes over time. Compares
own interpretation with those record
ed. Performer may discuss own differ
ences with written reports with the
physician(s) involved or another ra-
diologist.

c. Performer considers the quality of
the radiographs in terms of their
instructional value as representa-
tive of the pathological conditions
and/or aspects of special interest
for the case conference in question.
Performer determines to what extent
radiographs demonstrate the points
to be stressed.

d. Performer obtains relevant litera-
ture on the procedures and/or prob-
lems of interpretation involved and
evaluates the value of the radio-
graphs in the light of the litera-
ture.

. Performer decides what materials to use
in own conference presentation or to
recommend for radiologists' use. May se
lect radiographs to contrast normal and
pathological states or to demonstrate
changes over time.

Performer may discuss with radiologist.
Shares opinions and evaluations.

. Once the radiographs are selected, per-
former selects the related case history

Sopoerials to accompany the radiographs.

If the performer has selected current
radiographs, performer may arrange to
have them copied for use in case con-
ference, and has the originals returned
to the files. Performer arranges to
make copies of related case history ma-
terials and/or reports, or decides to

List Elements Full

do personally. Sets accumulated se-
lected documents aside for later use.

5. Performer arranges to return all ma-
terials which have not been set aside
for use.

4-, "
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 392

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

_

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full

this is broad enough to he repeatable.)

Radioiogy case histories prepared for presentation;
related lecture prepared for presentation; case hiS-
tories and/or lecture presented; problems stated;
discussion participated in and/or led.

Performer presents case history
material to radiologists, resi-
dents and pathologists at sched-
uled case conferences:

a. As regular assignment.

b. To raise Froblem cases.

1. Performer may be told before-
hand by department head or
conference leader what cur-
rent or past Cases and/or
lecture topic will be the sub
jects for discussion, or per-
former will discuss the type
of information to be covered
in order to select relevant
cases.

.

2. Performer arranges to obtain
the radiographic materials
related to the cases selected
or arranges to select appro-
priate cases and their rele-
vant case history materials.

3. If a lecture is to be includ-
ed,performer decides on the
method of presentation and
materials to use:

a. Performer prepares outline
for lecture.

b. May obtain special in-
structional materials. May
use materials already. pre-
pared.

c. May do research in topic
area for use in lecture.

d. May prepare slides from_
own source of radiographs
or may arrange to select
existing radiographic ma-
terial and slides from
library.

OK-RP;R1141IR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Patients' case hlstories, radiographic materials,
diagnostic and/or autopsy reports; projector and
slides; cineradiographs and projector and/or video-
tapes and player; screen; view boxes; black boards,
chalk; paper; pen; instructional materials; chart;
pointer

. ls there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( ) No. . . LI.

.-771T= to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,

Radiologists; pathologists; residents

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
,

Planning and presenting cases and/or related lec-

tures on diagnostic radiology and pathology to path-

ologists, radiologists and residents by selecting or

ascertaining content and arranging to assemble ap-

propri -e case history materials; planning presenta-
tion; making presentation of case histories, related

problems,and/dr related lecture;participating in

discussion.

6. Chec',,zlere if this

is a master sheet..60
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code Nc. 392

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

e. Decides on time to allocate'for ques
tions and answers.

If a case conference is involved per-
former reviews the assembled radiograph
ic and case history information and pre
pares outline to cover the salient in-
formation in appropriate order.

a. Performer reviews the radiographs,
the case history material, the requi
sition sheets and any other relevant
medical information such as patholo-
gy or autopsy reports and interpreta
tions already made.

b. Performer may make notes to use as
reference, to point out fine points
with regard to interpretation of the
radiographs in connection with path-
ological symptoms and-conditions.

5. At a case conference, performer pre-
sents the information on the case(s)
when called on:

a. Performer may list the patients'
name(s) and other information on a
blackboard or chart.

b. If appropriate,performer presents
the relevant case history informa-
tion such as name, age, general med-
ical state, studies and examinations
performed, diagnosis, recommended
course of treatment, results of
tests,and current conditi.on. In-
cludes special notes on related
problems and/or treatments.

c. Performer presents the radiographs
and other records involved as appro-
priate; places radiographs, spot
films or other radiographic materi-
als on view boxes or uses slides and.
projector. May use cine and projec-
tor and/or videotape and tape play-
er. Performer indicates evidence or
suggestions of suspicious signs or
abnormalities. Points to radio-
graphic signs and criteria relevant

to the diagnosis or.cause of death.
Highlights significant changes over
time or any other interesting or
unusual signs.

d. If appropriate, performer indicates
discrepancies between radiographic
material and/or prior interpreta-
tions and pathology or autopsy re-
ports. May present current problems
own interpretations or questions.

e. Performer presents material so as
to indicate the reasoning involved.
Performer responds to questions or
participates in discussion. Refers
to patient records, own experience
with par_ient,or calls on the staff
members involved.

f. If called on to lead conference,
performer opens conference; calls
on co-workers to present cases;
leads or chairs discussions and
question period; closes meeting.

6. At a lecture, performer presents the
material as deemed appropriate. May
note whether information is being un-
derstood, and adjusts presentation ac-
cordingly.

. Performer may recommend reading to the
audience.

. May make personal notes during the
course of the conference and/or dis-
cussion periods.

9. Performer may keep material and notes
prepared for future use; arranges to
have materials taken from library or
files returned amd radiographic mater-
ials replaced.

Note: Does not submit outline or materi-
als for review.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 393

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Radiographs screened for instructional value; select
ed radiographs and accompanying records placed for
use; discarded inactive radiographs placed for re-
cycling.

Performer screens radiographs
for possible inclusion in depart
mental library for instructional
use as a result of:

a. Regular assignemnt.
b. Request.

1. Performer considers radio-
graphic materials for their
instructional aspects when
attending presentations run
by another department, and/or
in reviewing radiographs con-
nected with autopsy reports
and/or in comparing radio-
graphic diagnosis with path-
ology reports, and/or in re-
viewing inactive radiographs.

2. Performer obtains the radio-
graphs to be reviewed and the
related case history meter-
ials such as reports, requi-
sitions, comments and notes
from 1016 and on medical
charts. If the appropriate
medical information is not
available with the radio-
graphs, or if anything is
missing, performer notes
which patients or identifi-
cation numbers are involved
and arranges to obtain the
necessary documents.

3. Performer reviews the radio-
graphs by placing on view
boxes in appropriate order,
inspecting and reading the
related diagnostic and medi-
cal information. Performer
considers the quality of the
radiographs, in terms of

their instructional value:

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

.

Radiographs and related records; view boxes; paper;
pen; relevant radiological literature

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(4 No...( )

---7777-777 to q. 3: Name the kind ot recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Clerical staff

.

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Reviewing and selecting current and/or inactive ra-
diographs for instructional use by viewing and read-
ing related medical recorda; evaluating for instruc-

tional characteristics; selecting appropriate films

and placing for use in instruction; placing dis-
carded inactive radiographs for recycling.'

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..( )
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 393

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elemen4.Egily

a. Good representation of pathological
condition or abnormal development.

b. Good representation of normal devel-
opment for a given age and/or sex to
be used to contrast with pathologi-
cal states.

c. Good representation of pathological
development over time. (If so, se-
lects the sequence.)

d. Illustrations of clear radiographic
criteria for diagnoses.

e-T-Illustrations of ambiguous criteria
for diagnoses.

f. Radiographic sigiiz relevant to re-
ported cauge of death and/or pathol-
ogy report.

g. Radiographs demonstrating interest-
ing or unusual findings in the ac-
companying diagnostic report.

Performer considers own evaluation of
the instructional value of the radio-
graphs and considers any notes or com-
ments already noted by radiologists or
residents.

Performer may obtain relevant litera-
ture on the procedures and/or problems
of interpretation involved. Evaluates
the educational value of the radio-
graphs,in the light of the literature.

. Performer judges which radiographs to
submit for inclusion in library and/or
for own use based on overall assessment

For radiographs selected, performer ar-
ranges to have radiograph(s) and the
copies of relevant reports and case
history material jacketed and placed in
folders for inclusion in film library
or for personal use. Places for pick up
or filing as appropriate.

. If the performer has reviewed current
radiographic material, arranges to have
the material selected copied for in-
structional use. Has originals returned

List Elements Full

to files. Has accompanying records
copied if appropriate, or decides to
do personally.

. If the performer has reviewed inactive
radiographs, performer arranges to
have those not selected for instruc-
tional use recycled by placing in ap-
propriate location for recycling into
reusable film.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 394

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

I Discrepancies noted between radiographic and path-
ology and/or autopsy reports; radiographic and
medical evidence Otraluated for source of discre-
pancy; discrepancy reported; interesting cases
marked for use in instruction,

Performer reports to appropri-
ate radiologists on discrepan-
cies between pathology and/or
autopsy reports (diagnoses) and
prior radiographic diagnostic re-
ports as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.
c. Decision to do based on at-

tendance at case conference.

1. Performer arranges to obtain
or receives the x-ray requi-
sition form, radiographs and
diagnostic reports from ra-
diography for a given number
of (or designated) patients
and obtains or receives the
related biopsy (pathology)
reports and/or autopsy re-

t

ports. 1

. If not already done, perform-
er compares the (prior) ra-
diographic diagnoses with the
(later) biopsy and/or autopsy
report(s):

a. If the reports are in
agreement performer may
note this.

b. If the reports are not in
agreement, peri= ormer ar-

ranges to determine the
cause of the discrepancy.
Notes the areas of dif-
ference.

3. Where the radiographic and
pathology and/or autopsy re-
ports are not in agreement,
performer obtains and reviews
the x-ray requisition sheet,
the relevant patient history

K-RP;RR;RR_

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chcaen among.)

Radiographs, diagnostic reports, medical records
and related pathology and/or autopsy reports; view
boxes; paper; enP

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No. . . (J.

. If -Yes- to q. 3: Name dincind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include ihe kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Clerical staff; radiologists

--77-Rame t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Comparing prior radiographic diagnoses with later
pathology and/or autopsy reports and reporting dis-
crepancies to appropriate radiologists by determin -
ing discrepancies; attempting to ascertain reasons
for differences by review of patient records and
reading of radiographs and diagnostic reports; re-
porting differences and observations to radiolo-
gists as appropriate, .

6. Check here if this
is a master sheat..'
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 394

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements
10115111111171111P

and any notes from the requesting phy-
sician. Performer reviews the requisi-
tion sheet following any consultation
which resulted in a decision on the
type of radiographic and/or other exam-
ination, and any notes on suggested
technique. Performer reads the report
of the radiologist who read and inter-
preted the restating radiographs.

4. Performer views the radiographs on a
view box, and any prior radiographs
available. Performer attempts his or
her own interpretation,keeping the dis-
crepancies in mind.

a. Performer ascertains own areas of
difference with the existing inter-
pretation.

b. Performer notes whether the diag-
nosis was ambiguous, questionable,
or justifiable. Notes whether the
radiographic evidence was ambiguous
or open to several interpretations.
Performer notes whetheradditional
studies were warranted and nbt
ordered,or inappropriate if ordered.
Performer notes whether emergency
signs were not recognized.

c. Performer makes a preliminary con-
clusion on whether the pathology
or autopsy report(s)' diagnoses
differed unavoidably or due to er-
rors of judgment.

d. Performer may obtain information
from conference at which case is
presented.

. If appropriate or if requested, per-
former notes information on cases
where the pathology and/or autopsy re-
port differed indiagnostic conclusion
from the radiographic diagnostic re-
port. May note own interpretation of
the source of difference as described
in step 4.

List Elements Full
..1,10011019iNEt

6. Performer reports orally or in writing
to the department head and/or the'ra-
diologiat involved. May decide to re-
port interesting or unusual findings
to appropriate or interested staff
members.

.7. Performer may consider whether any o
the cases is unusual or of special
interest and warrants inclusion in
museum library or should be used for
study purposes. Marks jackets appro-
priately if so decided. May keep list
of interesting cases for personal use.

8. Performer arranges to return all ra-
diographic and other materials and re-
cords.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 395

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Deeision made on whether to go ahead with air con-
trast study of stomach; patient reassured; air'and
barium mixture administered; stomach observed with
fluoroscopy and spot films taken; radiographs or-
dered; complete set of radiographs approved; medical
impressions, orders, and follow-up care recorded; MD
notified of emergency signs.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in-
formation for a patient sched-
uled for an air contrast study of
the stomach. Performer may have
decided to proceed to air con-
trast study after having done a
barium study of the patient.

1. If not already, done, performer
reads the patient's requisi-
tion form and relevant infor-
mation to become familiar with
the case or to review meteri-
als seen earlier (such as
earlier bariui contrast study
of gastrointestinal tract).

medically relevantNotes any
--

history, requests from refer-
ring physician. Notes whether
patient should have followed
preparatory procedures prior
to the examination, whether
patient has infectious or cow-
municable condition or is
pregnant. Performer views
prior radiographs and spot
films on view boxes. May call
referring physician to discuss
or to obtain additional infor-
mation.

2. If not already done,performer
greets patient in examination
room. Attempts to reassure;ex-
plains what will be done; an-
swers questions. Performer may
question patient about symp-
toms in relation to the condi-
tion being studied. May col-
lect additional medical his-
tory; determines whether fe-
male patient may te pregnant.

OK-RP;RR;Alt

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form and patient's chart; scout
film; view boxes; straw,or carbonated beverage in
container, or gas releasing powder; prepared barium
colloidal suspension; fluoroscope, TV monitor, spot
film devlce with cassettes or roll film; pen; tele-
phone; cancellation forms; protective lead garments

.

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...(

. ies to q. : Name the Kin o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Any non-pediatric patient to have air contrast stom-
ach radiography; radiologic technologist; referring
MD; radiologist -

5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Conducting a radiographic air contrast study of stom
ach of any non-pediatric patient by deciding whether
to go ahead based on patient's condition and scout
film; reassuring patient; supervising oral adminis-
tration of air and of barium mixture; viewing on flu
oroscope monitor and taking spot films as decided;

- .

ordering radiographs; deciding when examination is
completed by viewing radiographs; recording medical
impressions, follow up care and/or delayed films;
notifying MD of emergenca-signs.

6. Check here i this
is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 395

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full List'Elements Fully

Performer questions patient about the
preparatory regimen prescribed to see
if it was followed (e.g. not having
breakfast). If performer finds that the
regimen has not been followed and will
interfere with the study, performer can
cels examination, records reasons and
any recommendations on cancellation
form or has co-worker arrange for can-
cellation; has patient rescheduled if
appropriate.

3 If performer decides to proceed, per-
former orders scout film and views when
ready or views scout film already pre-
pared by technologist.

Performer decides whether the technical
quality of the radiograph adequately
demonstrates the organs to be studied
for purposes of interpretation; if not,
performer indicates the needed techni-
cal adjustments or changes in position
to technologist or records on requisi-
tion form, as appropriate.

If performer decides to proceed, per-
former dons protective lead garments;
makes sure that patient and anyone re-
maining in room is properly shielded.

a. If spot film attachment uses cas-
settes, performer has cassette in-
serted. Chooses full, half or guar-

. ter format and sets as appropriate.
(If roll film attachment, checks
that attachment is loaded with film
or has this done.) Has technical
factors set for fluoroscopy.

b. Performer decides whether to have
patient take in air (so as to dis-
tend the stomach) by use of a straw,.
carbonated beverage or a gas-releas-'
ing powder. Indicates to technolo-
gist what to prepare.

. . Performer has the patient stand erect

before the fluoroscope table..Has the
patient take in air as decided:

a. If straw is to be used, has patient
suck in air from a straw with a
hole in it held so that the hole is
outside the patient's lips.

b. If a beverage is to be used, has
patient drink an appropriate amount
of a carbonated beverage supplied
to patient.

c. If a gas-releasing powder is to be
used, has patient swallow powder
washed down with a sip of barium
sulfate mixture.

d. Performer places fluoroscope unit
in front of patient. Has patient or
technologist hold cup containing
barium sulfate mixture and await
orders from performer.

. When ready for fluoroscopy, performer
may have lights in room dimmed; turns
on fluoroscope or has this done. Ad-
justs unit to view patient on TV moni-
tor.

If patient has just completed a barium
.atudy performer notes whether the bar-
ium coating is sufficient to eliminate
need to drink bariuM mixture.

. Unless patient's stomach is already
coated with barium, performer indi-
cates to technologist (or patient if
patient is holding barium mixture)
when patient is to sip bariummixture,
hold in-mouth, when to swallow, what
positions to assume, when to hold
steady, and when to hold breath.

Performer has patient take erect posi-
tion if upper part of.stomach is to be
studied. If not, performer may assist
patient on table or may have technolo-
gist assist patient to take appropri-
ate supine,prone,or oblique po-
sition(s).

a. Performer observes the flow of the
barium through the patient's eso-
phagus, esophago-gastric junction

41)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continue.:,)

Task Code No. 395

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

and stomach. Notes whether there is
sufficient distension of the top and/
or distal stomach.

b. Performer observes the stomach struc-
tures and movement until the perform-
er has sufficient information on any
pathological condition.

c. While observing on TV monitor, per-
forMer decideS what to record as spot
films. As decided, performer acti-
vates spot film attachment and x-ray
button. If cassette attachment, may
have technologist remove cassette as
spots are snapped and insert addi-
tional cassettes, or performer does
so personally.

8. Performer has patient lie on tilt table
in the remaining positions required. For
each position performer repeats the
fluoroscopy and spot filming as de-
scribed above.

Performer determines when the fluoro-
scopic portion of the examination is
over and turns off the fluoroscope.

a. Performer decides,based on observa-
tions during fluoroscopy and requi-
sition sheet, whether to have radio-
logic technologist take a series of
overhead radiographs. Explains what
is needed to technologist and/or en-
ters on requisition sheet.

b. Performer may record preliminary
medical impressions at once on re-
quisition sheet or delay unZil the
radiographs are processed.

10. Performer looks at the processed spot
films and radiographs on view boxes as
soon as they are ready:

a. Determines whether the radiographs
are technically adequate to demon-
strate the area and condition under
study and provide sufficient infor-
mation to make possible a competent

medical interpretation. Performer
nay ask opinion of clinician or
another radiologist.

b. Performer decides whether to order
additional views, a change in the
technical factors and a repeat of
prior portions of the radiographic
examination. Considers the infor-
mation already available on the
radiographs, the'way in which the
patient responded to the procedure
the patient's conektion, and his
or her cumulative exposure.

1 . If the performer decides to order ad-
,

ditional views or a repeat with
changes in the technical- factors,in-
forms technologist what is needed;
may record. PerfOrmer'examines addi-
tional radiographs as'described above.

When performer has determined that
the current examination has been com-
pleted, informs technologist that he
or she can terminate the procedure
and have the patient sent home, back
to room, or to next procedure. If ap-
propriate has decontamination and/or
sanitary clean up procedures carried
out.

12. If performer judges that,any emergen-
cy signs are in evidence, performer
notifies patient's physician at once.

13. Pcrformer may record impressions of
procedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up rec-

ommended.
d. May sign chart or requisition

sheet.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 396

This
is page 1 of 4 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
m...

List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made on approval of netirologic radio-
graphic procedure for a patient; recommendations
made on method, technique, contrast, equipment,
prior tests, patient preparation, premedication,
anesthesia; record entered of decisions, orders,
orld/or recommendations; record placed for schedul-
-.

ing; scheduling expedited if so decided.

Performer decides on what neuro-
radiographic examination to or-
der for a patient upon receipt
of a request from a referring
physician on an x-ray requisi-
tion form, by phone, or in per-
son. Request may be for one or
more neuroradiologic studies
such as angiography of the brain
cerebrum or spine, pneumoencepha-
lography, ventriculography, mye-
lography, skull films, conven-
tional skull tomography and/or
computerized transverse axial
tomography.

1. Performer reads the x-ray
requisition form and the pa-
tient's history to learn the
nature of the problem, the
presenting symptoms, the sus-
pected pathology, the studies
and/or procedures requested,
and special requirements.
Notes whether request is ur-
gent, whether need is for
diagnosis or information
prior to or subsequent to
surgery or other therapy.

a. Performer notes the pa-
tient's age, sex, weight,
height, the specific pro-
cedure requested., the pur-
pose. Notes name of the re-
ferring physician.

b. Performer studies the rel-
event medical history and
recorded symptoms of the

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among:)

X-eay requisition form and patient's chart; rele-
vant prior radiographic, ultrasonographic, radio-
isotope brain scans, computerized transverse axial
tomographic scans, EEG materials and reports;
telephone; view boxes; pen; dictating equipment

r-
,.

.

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes.. . ( )0 No...( )

. If 'ies" to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Physician requesting neuroradiographic procedure(s);
neurologist; anesthesiologist; secretary or clerk

5. Name tlie task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Deciding on type of neuroradiologic procedure(s) to
order for any patient in consultation with referring
physician and/or neurologist, by reviewing case his- patient, the suspected .

nature and location of the
pathology, 'and relevant
background information.
If any prior radiography,
clinical, and/or EEG tests

OK-RP;RR;RR

tory and relevant materials, distussing, considering
contraindications and need; approving, recommending
alternative studies, postponement, and/or refusing
approval; dictating reasons for refusal if request-
ed; if approved, recommending method, technique, an-
esthetic, patient, preparation; recording orders and
recommendations; placing for scheduling and/or typ-
ing; expediting if appropriate. 6. Check h47711 this

is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 396

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

List E ealliall; List Elements Fully

have been carried out, performer
notes results. If any relevant

a. Considers the least invasive,
most accurate technique as ap-

prior radiographs, radioisotope plied to age and size of patient.
scans, ultrasonograms or computer- b. Considers whether patient can co-
ized transverse axial tomographic operate as required for the tech-
scans are available, performer niques available. Considers wheth-
studies these and their related re- er one or a combination of exami-
ports to become more familiar with nations is warranted.
the nature of the current diagnos- c. Performer considers any contrain-
tic information. dications in relation to the need

c. Performer ndtes evidence of the pre- for additional information. Con-
sence of conditions which may be siders the severity of the symp-
contraindications to the procedure toms, the extent of definition on
requested or which would affect the any current radiographs, and/or
choice of vascular route, contrast the suddenness of the appearance
medium and decisions on prior prep- of the abnormalities in relation
aration of the patient. Notes known to the possible adverse affects
sensitivity to iodine, prior re- cf procedure on patient,and/or
sponse to contrast media,or general the patient's cumulative level o
history of allergy, severe heart radiation exposure.
disease, hyper,:ension, problens d. If the condition or the nature of
with clotting, or other potential the request warrants it, perform-
problems. er may arrange to discuss request

d. Performer notes the patient'; gen- with patient's attending physi-
eral health and probable ability to
withstand the procedure; notes

cian or appropriate specialist,
such as neurologist.

whether there is current emergency e. Performer may consider recommend-
need for the procedure. ing a delay in the procedure

e. Performer notes whether patient (if while the patient's clinical
female) is pregnant, is taking oral status is improved,such as with
contraceptive; notes whether pa- measures to bring blood pressure
tient has a communicable or infec- levels to normal, treatment of
tious condition. infection, nutritional inadequacy'

f. If the performer finds that the in- may consider, with allergic pa-
formation provided is inadequate,
performer arranges to have other

tients, premedication with anti-
histamines or related.drugs; may

materials sent or discusses needed consider additional tests includ-
information with rele'Vant physi- ing sensitivity test to contrast
cian. medium. May order cessation of

anticoagulant therapy.
2. Depending on the equipment available f. Performer decides whether to ap-

at the institution, performer may con- prove request, delay scheduling
sider which radiographic technique is and order prior procedures to
most adapted to purpose of study, na- strengthen patient, order addl..-
ture of pathology, size of area of in- tional or alternative studies, re
terest and location, order earlier studies, or recom-

s



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 3

Task Code No. 396

4 for this task.

List Elements Fully
, .

List Elements Fully .

mend no neuroradiology based on the for the scans. Makes sure to have
information obtained and any dis- this examination precede any con-

cussion. trast study where residual con-

t.
3. If performer recommends against a re-

trast would interfere with ac-
curacy of results.

quest, discusses with referring phy- d. Performer decides whether to or-

sician and writes reasons for refusal der routine study or special vari-

on requisition sheet, or destroys req- ations on normal routine proce-
uisition if agreed to by referring phy dures.

sician. e. Performer may consider the appro-
priate type of anesthesia, wheth-

If requested by physician, performer er general and/or local; may dis-

dictates a report on the decision,
presenting his or her interpretation

cuss with anesthesiologist.
f. Performer may order preliminary

of any current radiographs, assessment procedures or prior preparation

of case, reason for refusal, and any of patient, or may discuss with

uther relevant comments. Returns ma- attending physician and have this

terials on patient, and places dictat- done. Such orders may include any

ed report to be picked up for typing. or all of the following:

4. If performer and physician agree on i) Collection of relevant informa

the requested or alternative studies,
or if performer decides to postpone
approval of the study, performer may

tion such as lab test results,
electrolyte level, ECG, EEG,
vital signs, clotting time and

decide to make recommendations on prothrombin tests, result of

method, technique, depending on nature allergy test to contrast med-

of study and patient's condition. May ium.

discuss with clinician or neurologist ii) Prior requiremmts for food

if appropriate.
.

a. May recommend type of entry, ini-

and/or liquid intake, cleans-
ing enema, and/or cathartic,
and appropriate timing for

tial entry site for injection, the these, based on the patient's

type-of contrast medium (air or
positive contrast), the use of auto

age, the suspected pathology,
and contraindications. May

matic or hand injection, use of bi- , have female patient taken off

plane or single plane seriography. oral contraceptive.

b. If conventional tomography is in- iii) Prior administration of an in-

volved,may recommend type of tube
motion, number, level, interval

travenous infusion, sedation,
or medication to reduce pos-

distance for tomogram "cuts." In- sible allergic reaction.

dicates positions. iv) Specia3 procedures to prevent

c. If computerized transverse axial infection or contamination of

tomography is involved, may suggest the patient or environment.

tissue density enhancement with IV
injection of contrast, number and

v) If procedure is delayed,
measures to improve the pa-

levels of planes of interest, angu- tient's strength and clinical

lation, and thickness of "slice" status prior to the neuroradi-

..
ography procedure.

_

'
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 396

This is page 4 of 4 for this task.

MIMS1==MMIN=
List Elements Full

g. Perfor-lcr may arrange to have pa-
tient contacted to sign a consent
for the procedure. If patient is
a juvenile or is not legally com-
petent, performer may arrange tb
have proper person contacted so
that a consent for the procedure
can be signed.

h. Performer writes orders and recom-
mendations on technique, anesthe-
tic, and preparatory procedures
for patient on patient's chart or
requisition form explicitly so that
physicians, nurses, technologists
and other personnel can be sched-
uled for work.

i) May specify need for ECG moni-
toring equipment, need for at-
tendant for behaviorally dis-
turbed patient.

ii) Gives information to appropriate
secretary for scheduling. Signs
requisition sheet if appropri-
ate.

iii) Performer considers the.urgency
of the need and, if appropriate,
expedites scheduling persorsally
by discussing with appropriate
staff person(s).
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 397

This is page I of 12 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Pt. examined,reassured;decisions made on going ahead
method,technique,site of puncture,contrast medium,in
jection,serial filming;preparatory orders given;site
anesthetized;artery punctured;needle placed or guide
wire and catheter advanced under fluoroscopic con-
trol;injection and filming coordinated;magnifica-
tion,subtractions ordered;cerebral angiograms review
ed,and/or procedure continued until final approval;
instruments removed;site compressed;orders for after
care,medical impressions recorded.

List Elements Full

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form;pt.'s medical chart,prior
films,scans;pen;view boxes;sterile tray with anti-
septic,saline,anticoagulant,swabs,tape,scissors,
gauze,pressure dressings,local anesthetic,syringes,
puncture needles,scalpels,guide wires,catheters;
automatic injector;iodine-based contrast;table;ser-
ial film changer(s) ;fluoroscope,TV monitor;emergency
cart;sterile gown,gloves,drape;shielding;obturator

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

4. If "Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any pt.;authorized adult;attending MD;radiologist;an
esthesiologist;neurologist;radiologic technologist;
nurse;neurosurgeon

Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Conducting cerebral angiography of any pt. by examin
ing,reassuring pt.,obtaining consent;deciding on
method;technique,site,preparation;deciding whether
to go ahead,manual or automatic pressure injection,
rate,speed for serial filming;injecting local anes-
thetic;making puncture and advancing needle or cathe
ter and guide wire under fluoroscopic control;coordi
nating injection of contrast and filming;ordering
magnification,subtractions;evaluating cerebral angio
grams;ordering additional injections as appropriate;
removing instruments;ordering after care;recording
orders,medical impressions.

233

Performer receives the x-ray
requisition form and medical
chart of a patient scheduled for
cerebral angiography (radio-
graphic contrast study of the
vascular system of the brain)
prior to the procedure, such as
on the previous day or evening.

1. Performer reads the patient's
medical history and requisi-
tion form to review the case
or to become familiar with
materials seen earlier, in
consultation in order to-
make decisions about the con-
duct of the radiographic
study and to check on the
request of the referring phy-
sician:

a. Performer notes the'pa-
tient's age, sex, weight,
height., referring physi-
cian. Notes nature and
location of the suspected
pathology or symptomology,
such as suspected intra-
cranial diseases and le-
sions.

b. Performer notes whether
request is for a complete
angiographic bilateral
study or for localized
condition.

c. Performer reviews the
diagnostic information al-
ready obtained, including
any prior radiographs, ra-
dioisotope scans, ultra-
sonograms, computerized
brain scans, results of
clinical tests, lab tests,
ECG, and vital signs.

OK-RP;RR;RR

,. Check here i this

is a master sheet..



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 397

This is page 2 of 12 for this task.

List ElementlwIgaly

d. Performer notes relevant prior his-
tory such as prior incidents of
vascular constriction, removal of
any section of the vascular system,
grafts and their sites, history of
atherosclerosis, heart disease,
stroke, renal, pulmonary, or brain
disease, history of allergies or
indications of allergy to iodine-
based contrast media. If already
done, notes results of allergy test,
clotting time tests; notes stage of
female patient's menstrual cycle,
any possibility of pregnancy, wheth-
er on oral contraceptive. Notes
whether patient has an infectious
or communicable condition.

e. Notes whether prior orders have
been given to improve patient's
clinical condition; if so, notes
progress.

f. Performer notes recommendations on
method of examination (percutaneous
needle or selective catheteriza-
tion), site and route of entry
(right or left femoral, brachial
or carotid arteries), use of sub-
traction, magnification, use of
general or local anesthesia and/or
prior sedation, use of equipment
and materials.

g. Checks to see whether patient or
authorized adult has signed consent
for procedure. If not, may decide
to obtain personally before seda-
tion.

h. Performer may discuss case with re-
ferring clinician, neurologist, or
surgeon to obtain additional infor-
mation. May arrange for attending
physician, anesthesiologist and/or
neurologist to accompany performer
in examination of patient prior to
the procedure.

Performer visits patient and any auth-
orized adult at bedside or in appro-
priate location. May be accompanied

234

List Elements

by clinician, anesthesiologist, or
neurologist.

a. Performer greets patient and/or
authorized adult and explains
that a brief examination will oc-
cur. If any colleagues are with
performi,r, performer introduces
them. Reissures and answers ques-
tions.

b. Performer reads patient's chart.
Notes any new clinical develop-
ments, response to care or medi-
cation. May ask patient or ac-
companying adult about symptoms
and allergies. Examines the pa-
tient for relevant symptoms and
neurological symptoms of alert-
ness, general state of conscious-
ness, degree of paralysis (if any)
and ability to move extremities.
Reassures and answers questions.
If not already done, performer de-
termines whether there is any pos-
sibility of pregnancy in the case
of a female patient.

c. Performer considers whether there
have been changes in the patient's
condition since the decision was
made to do the procedure, and con-
siders whether there are contra-
indications to going ahead with
the procedure. May confer with
clinician or specialist such as
neurologist; discusses patient's
current condition. Decides whether
to proceed, cancel, or delay pro-
cedure based on assessment of pa-
tient's current condition and any
discussion.

d. If performer decides not to have
procedure done, may discuss with
clinician. Records reasoas for
cancellation and any recommenda-
tions such as for alternative pro-
cedure on patient's chart. Informs
staff of cancellation and discus-
ses with patient.

111111M=1...



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 397

This is page 3 of 12 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

e. Performer may decide to delay pro- g. Performer decides on the type of
cedure, have patient.: undergo treat- equipment to use based on insti-
ment to improve clinical condition,
such as -treatment for abnormal blood

tutinnal facilities and nature of
study:

pressure, infectious condition, or
malnutrition. Discusses as appropri- i) If selective catheterization
ate and has orders given for care is ordered, may indicate type
of patient. If patient has been on
anticoagulant therapy, may order

of catheter, whether preshaped,
with side holes, whether ra-

cessation until prothrombin and/or diopaque. For direct needle
clotting times are within normal puncture, orders size and type
levels. May order cessation of oral based on puncture site and pa-
contraceptive. tient's size and condition.

f. lf performer decides to proceed, ex-_
amines relevant arterial pulses to

ii) Decides on contrast solu_ion,
use of manual or automatic in-

determine best vascular method and jection, use of bi-plane or
entry sit: single plane serial changer,

subtraction, degree of magni-
i) Notes strength and expansive na- fication (if any).

ture of the pulsations, presence iii) Performer decides on program
of bruits (murmurs), presence of for seriography, including
grafts, presence of ischemic timing of injection to provide
symptoms. Reviews recommenda- for plain films for subtrac-
tions. tion masks.and proper elapse

ii) Performer selects the method of of time to provide Y.enograms
entry (selective catheterization if appropriate. May record the
or direct needle puncture) and
the vessel to enter depending on

number of-films to be taken,
the per-second intervals, and

the condition of the pulses, lo- the number of series anticipat-
cation of pathology, areas of ed.
interest, clinical and surgical iv) If a bi-plane study is involv-
history, age, nature of symp- ed, orders AP and lateral pro-
toms, condition of vessels, and jections or indicates desired
degree of detail required. Se- angulation. Indicates whether
lects puncture site considering bi-plane films will be taken
condition of area and conven-
ience for the procedure. Avoids
use of catheter and guide wires

simultaneously or sequentially.

h. If performer decides to proceed
or direct puncture where there and a consent for the procedure
is severe atherosclerotic in- has not been obtained, performer
volvement. may explain to the patient or

iii) Performer examines and records guardian in comprehensible lan-
condition of the extremities,
presence and character of pulses

guage what will occur in the pro-
cedure, its purpose, and the dan-

at, and distal to, the artery to gers to the patient involved. Per-
be punctured. former explains the alternatives;

answers questions.

..m.ntummm......
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i) When the performer is sure that
the patient understands the
risks, asks the patient for sig-
nature on consent form and checks
that it is properly signed.

ii) If a guardian is to sign, per-
former explains to the individua
as appropriate.

iii) If a consent is not agreed to,
performer postpones procedure un-
til it is obtained. May discuss
with appropriate physician or
individuals and/or or with pa-
tient. Does not proceed unless
consent is obtained.

i. When a consent is obtained perform-
er makes decisions on preparatory
care of patient:

i) Decides on use of general and/or
local anesthetic. May discuss
with anesthesiologist. If a gen-
eral anesthetic is to be admin-
istered, performer arranges to
have staff ready at the appro-
priate time.

ii) Performer makes final decisions
on prior preparation of the pa-
tient such as sedation, period
for withholding of food, hydra-
tion, use of prior IV drip,
shaving of entry site, prior
administration of antihistamine,
medications to deal with prob-
lems of blood clotting.

iii) Performer records as.appropriate
so that patient can be prepared
and staff assigned. May sign
requisition; places for sched-
uling.

j. Performer records orders for equip-
ment such as types and sizes of
needles, catheters, guide wires,
contrast solution, use of seriog-
raphy, injection equipment:

List Elements Full

k. Reviews with patient the proce-
dures that will occur.

Just prior to the time for which the
procedure is scheduled, the perform-
er reviews all the relevant medical
information and the patient'3 chart.
Reviews relevant prior radiographs
and scans. Notes any new developments

a. Performer greets patient in exami-
nation room. May question about
symptoms; reassures and explains
what will occur.

b. Performer checks that all prior
preparatory procedures have been
carried out.

i) Checks reports on electrolyte
levels, blood clotting time,
vital signs.

ii) Checks that any orders for hy-
dration, starting of.IV infu-
sion, prior administration of
medication or sedation have
been carried out, and at appro-
priate time. If not, arranges
to have these done and/or pro-
cedure delayed.

c. Performer considers whether pa-
tient's current condition pre-
sents any contraindications to
going ahead with the procedure.
May have clinician or neurologist
called; discusses patient's con-
dition and any alternative steps.
Decides whether to proceed or not
based on evaluation of patient's
condition and contraindications.

d. If performer decides not to pro-
ceed, records reasons and any rec-
ommendations on pat>nt's chart.
Informs appropriace 2o-worker of
cancellation and has patient re-
turned to room. If appropriate,
orders rescheduling of patient
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This is page 5 of 12 for this task.
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or scheduling for alternative pro-
cedure.

e. Performer examines puncture site
co review earlier.decision. Makes
sure no swelling or tenderness is
present. Considers alternative punc
ture site if appropriate.

f. If patient is pediatric patient or
if general anesthesia has been sug-
gested for adult, performer may re-
consider whether general anesthe-
sia is still warranted; may decide
to order if patient's behavior and
condition suggest the need. If gen-
eral anesthesia is to be carried
out, performer discusses with anes-
thesiologist when it is to be ad-
ministered and plans to coordinate
with anesthesiologist.

g. May order sedation and/or IV drip
if appropriate and not already ad-
ministered. Has puncture site and
possible alternative sites shaved
and prepared if not already done.

h. Performer may explain or demon-
strate use of equipment to a child
to allay fears and enlist coopera-
tion; answers questions. Explains
that patient will be asked to hold
sfill from time to time. Indicates
what will happen, what pain might
be experienced, and what coopera-
tion will be needed. Stresses need
to maintain positions when ordered.

4. Performer makes final decisions on
technique and surgical procedures:

a. Decides on or checks sizes of nee-
dles, catheters, guide wires. De-
cides on type and amount of con-
trast material, use of manual or
automatic injection, use of bi-
plane or single plane serial chang-
er(s).

b. Orders degree of magnification if
appropriate.

List Elements Fully

c. If a bi-plane study is involved,
orders AP and lateral projections
or indicates desired angulation.
Indicates whether bi-plane films
will be taken simultaneously or
sequentially.

d. Performer reviews orders on pro-
gram for seriography, including
timing of injection to provide for
plain films for subtraction masks
and proper elapse of time to pro-
vide venograms if appropriate. In-
forms technologist of the number
of films to be taken, the per-sec-
ond intervals, and the number of
series anticipated. Has equipment
checked.

e. Has technical factors sot for
fluoroscopy.

f. Performer orders scout film(s) as
appropriate for single or bi-plane
views. Makes sure proper shielding
is being used.

i) Performer places the processed
scout films on view boxes and
examines as soon as they are
ready. Performer considers
whether the areas of interest
are visible;notes areas of pos-
sible complication. Notes wheth
er the technique is satisfac-
tory,and whether the position(
of the patient are correct.

ii) If thp scouts are not satis-
factory, performer indicates
the needed changes in technique
or in the patient's position
to the radiologic technologist.

g. If general anesthesia is to be ad-
ministered, indicates to anesthe-
siologist when procedure is to
start and allows for appropriate
timing.

h. Informs appropriate co-workers of
new decisions so that patient and
materials can be prepared.
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Performer returns to patient in pro-
cedure room when informed that patient
and equipment are ready:

a. Checks whether patient has been
properly shielded, immobilized and
prepared for sterile puncture pro-
cedure. If not acceptable, indi-
cates the needed adjustments. May
decide to immobilize personally.

b. Checks sterile tray prepared for
procedure. Requests any missing ob-
jects.

i) Performer checks that appropri-
ate needle and catheter sizes
are available and catheters pre-
formed if appropriate. Checks
guide wires. May bend catheters
personally.

ii) Performer may prepare or check
percutaneous needle to be used.

iii) Checks that syringes with sa-
line and/or anticoagulant solu-
tion are prepared, that syringes
with contrast medium are ready.

iv) Checks appearance of contrast
medium to be sure there is no
chemical deterioration; checks
amount.

v) May prepare syringe with local
anesthetic or checks.

c. If patient has special equipment
such as IV or indwelling catheter,
performer makes sure that these
are being monitored. May check
that ECG monitoring equipment is
present. Checks that emergency
cart is present.

d. Checks that seriography equipment
is ready for use, that technical
factors are set for seriography
and fluoroscopy, and that equip-
ment for manual or automatic 'pres-
sure injection is checked and ready
for use.
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e. Dons protective lead garments and
sterile gown and gloves when ap-
propriate. Checks staff shielding.

f. If patient is coherent, performer
explains what will be done. An-
swers patient's questions as ap-
propriate. Reassures patient and
does so as deemed needed through-
out procedure.

g. If general anesthesia is to be ad-
ministered, checks with anesthesi-
ologist to be sure that the pa-
tient is ready for procedure to
begin.

6. Performer proceeds to prepare the
puncture site using sterile tech-
nique:

a. Has patient positioned appropri-
ately for the puncture site cho-
sen so as to provide access.

i) For puncture of femoral artery,
positions patient for access
below the inguinal ligament as
high as possible, but allowing
for later compression of the
vessel proximal to the puncture
site.

ii) Performer locates the vessel
for puncture visually and/or
by feeling for arterial pulsa-
tion in the location selected.
May choose more palpable posi-
tion in vessel allowing for
later compression.

b. Prepares the site for injection of,
the local anesthetic and puncture
by swabbing with prepared anti-
septic solution. Covers surround-
ing areas with sterile drapes,
.leaving only small area for injec-
tion and puncture uncovered.

c. Checks amount of local anesthetic
to be injected as shown by nurse
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in syringe, or draws anesthetic
into sterile syringe. Checks no air
is present; inserts needle intra-
dermally and subcutaneously; in-
jectL. Makes sure to infiltrate the
skin and the sheath of the artery
on both sides of the vessel. Re-
moves needle. Waits for area to be-
come anesthetized.

7. If selective "Seldinger" catheteriza-
tion is to be done, performer proceeds
as follows:

a. If patient is conscious, explains
when patient is to hold steady for
puncture.

b. Performer feels for the appropriate
arterial pulse by palpating with
fingers. Makes an incision or nick
through the skin with a sterile
scalpel at the site where the nee-
dle and catheter will enter.

c. Performer inserts puncture needle
tip (appropriately sized hollow
needle with sharp cutting inner
stylus) into incision while pal-
pating and fixing the artery. Per-
former angles needle to enter along
the lateral side of the vessel with
.the tip directed towards the vessel
of interest to be catheterized. May
attempt to enter only the anterior
wall.

d. Performer pulls out the needle's
inner stylus and withdraws the nee-
dle slowly until a characteristic
"pop" is felt and a vigorous jet
of arterial blood is obtained.

i) May advance needle into the
artery in the direction of the
route to be catheterized.

ii) May pull back on needle, rein-
sert, or make other incisions
until artery is successfully
entered.

List Elements Full

e. Performer inserts a curved tip
safety guide wire into the needle
and advances this into the vessel
in the direction of the planned
route for catheterization.

f. Once the guide wire is inserted,
performer withdraws the hollow
needle, compressing the artery to
reduce the bleeding. Cleans blood
off guide wire. Inserts the approt
priate size catheter by threading
catheter over the guide wire and
into the artery.

g. Performer decides whether to ad-
vance the catheter using the guide
wire as a leader or to remove
guide wire. If so decided, removes
guide wire. May advance guide wire
before removing needle and intro-
ducing catheter.

h. Performer may check position of
catheter at this point. If so, po-
sitions the overhead fluoroscope
unit over the patient; may have
lights in room dimmed; activates
the fluoroscope; adjusts technical
factors or has this done. Adjusts
position of guide wire and/or cath
eter to be sure that the catheter
is free to pas' along the lumen of
the vessel.

i. Performer advances the catheter
(with or without guide wire as a
leader) under fluoroscopic control
as appropriate to planned injec-
tion site:

i) In advancing the catheter and/
or guide wire, performer is
careful not to force passage.

ii) If an obstacle is encountered,
performer checks position using
fluoroscopy, syringe and small
amount of contrast solution (as
described below). Injects a
small amount of contrast into
the artery through the catheter
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activates fluoroscope, and views
on the TV monitor. Determines
problem and redirects guide wire
or catheter as appropriate.

iii) If performer judges that entry
through site chosen cannot be
properly accomplished, performer
may decide to enter from an al-
ternative route, from the oppo-
site side artery, or by direct
needle puncture. Performer re-
peats appropriate steps for new
location after properly caring
for initial site.

j. Performer has syringe prepared with
saline and/or an anticoagulant.
Flushes catheter periodically to
avoid clotting and to keep cathe-
ter clear.

8. If direct percutaneous needle punc-
ture is to be done, performer pro-
ceeds as follows:

a. Performer feels for the appropri-
ate arterial pulse by palpating
with fingers. May make an incision
or nick through the skin with a
sterile scalpel at the site where
the needle will enter.

b. If patient is conscious, explains
when patient is to hold steady for
puncture.

c. Perfcrmer inserts a two-part nee-
dle or a teflon needle equipped
with stylet and teflon sheath into
the incision while palpating and
fixing the artery. Performer angles
needle to enter along the lateral
side of the vessel with the tip
directed along the course of the
artery. May attempt to enter only
the atterior arterial wall.

d. Performer pulls out the solid in-
ner part of the hollow needle or
stylet of teflon needle slowly
until a characterisCic "pop" is
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felt and a vigorous jet of arter-
ial blood is obtained. May advance
needle into the artery in the di-
rection of the arterial flow. May
pull back on needle, reinsert, or
make other incisions until artery
is successfully entered.

e. Performer may insert a guide wire
into needle several inches into
the vessel and advance the needle
over this to lodge it firmly in
the lumen of the vessel. Removes
guide wire and wipes off 3lood.
When not in use,-inscrts obturator
in needle. Performer may secure
needle with tape.

f. With teflon needle performer re-
moves stiff inner needle after
checking correct placement (as de-
scribed below in step 9) leaving
teflon sheath in place. May ad-
vance sheath several inches into
lumen of vessel.

g. Performer may attach syringe pre-
pared with saline and/or antico-
agulant to needle (via tubing at-
tached to needle) or to teflon
sheath. Flushes periodically to
avoid clotting.

9. Performer may use overhead filming or
fluoroscopy to check placement of
catheter or needle. Performer has a
syringe prepared with a small amount
of the contrast solution. Checks that
medium is appropriate. Connects sy-
ringe to the needle or catheter.

a. Performer may position overhead
x-ray tube to take view that will
show depth of entry into artery
or positions fluoroscope unit
over patient and activates.

b. Performer has patient hold still.
Injects small amount of contrast
solution into the artery for view-
ing location of needle or catheter.

AmmommettlemoracrimsegacsrantsaarO
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10.

1

c. With overhead, has technologist
take radiograph. Performer views
radiograph on view box when it is
brought or goes to automatic pro-
cessor. Evaluates and decides wheth-
er needle is at correct depth and
"lie" in lumen or needs to be re-
adjusted. Repeats insertion and
radiography until this is accom-
plished.

d. With fluoroscopy, locates site of
entry of catheter and checks posi-
tion of catheter within vessel by
viewing on TV monitor. Performer
judges whether catheter is cor-
rectly inserted in lumen of vessel
rather than in an intramural or
extravascular position by viewing
on TV monitor and watching flow of
test dose. Readjusts or reinserts
catheter, checking on fluoroscope
monitor until this is accomplished,
May use guide wire as leader.

e. If performer judges that injection
through site chosen cannot be
properly accomplished, performer
may decide to enter from the op-
posite artery or alternative route
if appropriate. If so, performer
repeats appropriate steps for new
location after caring for initial
site.

f. If entry or placement cannot be
easily accomplished, performer may
decide to terminate so as to avoid
further trauma to vessels. If so,
performer records as appropriate
and informs staff. May arrange for
rescheduling,

g. Performer reattaches syringe with
saline and/or anticoagulant to nee-
dle or catheter and flushes entry
site periodically.

Performer prepares for immediatein.in-
jection of contrast and filmg:

a. Has patient positioned as appro-
priate for selected projection
or AP and lateral bi-plane study.

b. Indicates whether more than one
injection is anticipated, and se-
quence of programs.

c. Makes sure proper (close) collima-
tion will be observed and appropri

.

ate shielding is in place.
d. Per,former checks that materials

are ready for manual or automatic
pressure injection of the contrast
solution and for serial filming.
Checks that patient is properly
immo bilize, sheled and i d -d pos i

tioned.
e. If pressure injection is to be

done by hand, performer prepares
or checks syringe with the iodine
based, aqueous contrast solution
for correct quantity, depending
on vessels to be opacified. Uses
the minimum amount necessary.

f. If pressure is to be done by auto-
matic injector, performer prepares
to coordinate injection with film-
ing:

i) Checks that the automatic in-
jector is loaded with proper
amount of medium in syringe;
checks that syringe is attached
to injector tubing. Attaches
tubing to catheter. Checks that
there is no air in system.

ii) Performer determines, sets, or
orders the rate and pressure
setting for the entry force of
the automatic injector. Con-
siders the force of entry need-
ed to inject the contrast med-
ium into the vessels, given the
vessels and other conditions
involved.

g. Has patient hold steady, if con-
scious, or awaits indication from
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anesthesiologist that respiration
has been suspended.

h. Tells technologist when to start
the automatic film changer (to make
sure that it is functioning) to
take the series of pre-programmed
radiographs in relation to the in-
jection of the contrast solution.
Once changer(s) start, allows for
filming without injection for sub-
traction masks.

i) If injecting automatically,acti-
vates the automatic injector at
appropriate time.

ii) If injecting by hand,injects in
predetermined amounts spaced
periodically as decided using
syringe attached to catheter or
needle.

iii) Allows time for venograms if ap-
propriate.

i. Performer may decide to view serial
films for the first projection(s)
ordered before continuing with
other views. If injecting and film-
ing continuously, performer repeats
appropriate steps for additional
views and patient positions. May
order subtractions; arranges to
have angiograms processed as appro-
priate.

11. While serial films are,being processed,
performer examines and talks to pa-
tient (if conscious) to evaluate how
the patient has responded to the pro-
cedure and the injection.

a. Detaches injector tubing; reflushes
catheter or needle.

b. If ECG is being monitored, eval-
uates any changes duriug initial
injection as possible contraindi-
cation for' additional injections.

c. May decide to provide emergency
care at, any time throughout proce-

List Elements Fully

dure if patient shows signs of ad-
verse reactions.

12. Performer looks at the first set of
cerebral angiograms on view boxes in
sequence as soon as they are proces-
sed. Places frontal and lateral views
together.

a. Checks for technical quality and
notes whether any irregularities
are due to artifacts or actual
pathological or abnormal condi-
tions, and whether the views are
clear enough for interpretation
or will be after subtraction. Per-
former may ask opinion of another
radiologist.

b. Performer may decide what varia-
tions in the amount of contrast,
speed of the injection, and force
to use for the next projection(s),
depending on the information al-
ready obtained, the patient's re-
sponse, and the quality of the
angiograms.

c. Performer may decide whether it
would be desirable to inject more
contrast and/or whether the other
side of the brain or another ar-
tery should be injected, based on
the information already available
on the films, the way in which the
patient responded to the procedure,
and the patient's condition and
cumulative exposure. May decide to
order magnification technique at
this time. If so, specifies degree
of magnification.

d. Indicates to technologist any
changes required in technical fac-
tors or patient positioning. May
select radiographs from which to
prepare subtraction prints.

e. Performer reviews subtraction films
when ready as described above. May
order second-order subtractions if
image is not deemed sharp' enough.
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Repeats additional revtew as re- d. Performer compresses the vessel
quired. proximal to or at the puncture

f. If the performer decides to re- site with the fingertips and/or
inject in same or another location,
repeats relevant steps for repeat
or addit4.onal views and locations
as appropriate until satisfied. Re-

sterile gauze for an appropriate
amount of time.

i) Does not totally occlude the
peats review of angiograms as de- artery. Checks that there is a

scribed above until satisfied that- pulsation distal to the punc-
the angiograms are technically ade- ture site and no hematoma at
quate to demonstrate the areas and the site.

conditions under study and to pro- ii) May have a staff member con-
vide sufficient information to make tinue the compression for the
pozsible a competent medical in- time needed. Makes changeover
terpretation. so as to maintain pressure by

g. Throughout procedure performer eval withdrawing own hands from
uates how the patient is responding. under those of the relieving

staff member once they are in

i) May decide to provide emergency
care.

place.

'ii) If performer notes any signs of e. Performer applies or orders pres-
arterial spasm, may inject an sure dressing to be kept in place
anticoagulant, and/or apply hot appropriate amount of time.

packs at once to avoid thrombo- f. Performer may order fluids to be

tic occlusion. given intravenously or by mouth.
May order appropriate bed rest

13. Performer decides when the radiograph- for the patient (after recovery
ic examination is completed based on of pharyngolaryngeal reflex.if
information on the angiograms and the general anesthesia has been in-

patient's condition. Informs anesthe- volved).

siologist (if present), technologist g. Arranges to have puncture holes

and other staff that procedure is to examined in follow up check. In-

be terminated, forms patient or attending.staff
to report further oozing of blood

a. Performer returns to the patient. or swelling.

If patient is conscious, reassures h. Performer may order careful ob-

patient and explains what will servation of patient including

happen next. vital signs, urinary output, and

b. Removes any connecting tubes or sy- skin care. May order tests, fill

ringes from catheter, teflon sheath out order forms. May order medi-

or needle.
c. Performer gently and slowly with-

cation. ,

i. Has appropriate sanitary clean u

draws the needle or catheter. procedures carried out.

Manipulates catheter by turning j. If requested, calls neurologist
and pulling gently, taking care not or clinician and reports preliur.

to injure the vessel or enlarge the
wound at the entry point.

inary results and findings.
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14. Performs: records impressions of pro-
cedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up rec-

ommended, tests ordered, records
and observation required, medica-
tion, later studies ordered.

d. May sign chartrequisition sheet
or order forms.
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1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

'Decisions made on whether to go ahead with pneumoen-
cephalography, technique, site of entry; pt. reas-
sured; local anesthetic injected; spinal tap needle
inserted; quantity of spinal tap fluid removed and
sent for examination; air contrast injected into
spinal canal; pneumoencephalograms ordered and as-
sessed; additional views ordered; tomograms ordered;
omplete set of radiographs approved; medical impres-
ions and follow-up recommendations recorded.

Performer receives the x-ray req
uisition form and medical chart
of a patient scheduled for pneu-

r

moencephalography (PEG) (radio-
graphic study of cerebral cortex
and ventricles of the brain

af ter injection of air or gas
into subarachnoid space).

1. Performer reads pLtient's
chart and requisition form to
become familiar with case, or
reviews information already
seen. Reviews any prior scans
and notes any medically rele-
vont information. Notes wheth
er patient is pregnant, has
infectious or communicable
condition. Notes recommenda-
tions made on technique, re-
quests by patient's physician,
and any anesthesia or anesthe
tic ordered. Notes whether
neurologist will be present.
Checks that patient or autho-
rized adult has signed consen.
for procedure. If not, inform
appropriate co-worker and
either terminates examination
or delays it until written
consent is obtained, before
sedation.

2. Greets patient in examination
room. Reassures, answers ques

for

.....--..---,
. What is used in performing_ this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

-ray requisition form and pt.'s medical chart;pen;
scout films, view box; sterile tray containing ster-
le towels, antiseptic and sterile solutions,sterile
loves, swabs, syringe and needles, local anesthetic,
spinal tap needle (regular or pediatric),gauze, ban-
.age, tubing; PEG chair (adult or pediatric); marking
pencil; x-ray machine; emergency cart; manometer;
Allipore filter

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes... X) No... )

les to q. Name tne Kin. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any pt. to have pneumoencephalography;attending MD;
nurse:radiologic technologist;radiologist;anesthesio-
logist;neurologist

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions. Examines patient
neurological symptoms of
alertness,general state of
consciousness,ability to move
extremities,degree of paraly-
sis (if any). Notes relevant
body structure to evaluate
recommendations on technique
and site of entry. Determines
whether female patient may be
pregnant. Discusses case with
neurologist if present.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

onducting pneumoencephalography of any patient by
.eciding whether to go ahead;deciding on technique,
.ased on review of current condition and cursory neu-
ological examination;reassuring pt.;checking techni-

cal quality of scout film;injecting local anesthetic;
inserting spinal tap needle:removing fluid;injecting
.ir contrast medium and adjusting amount by .assessing
radiographs;deciding on additional views,tomography;
.eciding when examination is complete by viewing To-
diographs;recording medical impressions and needed
ursing follow-up. 6. Check here it this

is a master sheet.. X
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3 Performer considers whether there have
been changes in the patient's condition
since the decision was made to do the
procedure; considers whether there are
contraindications to going ahead with
the procedure. May have neurologist
called or discusses. Performer decides
whether to proceed or not based on as-
sessment of patient's current condition.

. If performer decides not to proceed, re-
cords reasons and any recommendations on
patient's chart. Informs.appropriate co-
worker of cancellation;ohas patient re-
turned to room. Discusses with clinician
and asks for rescheduling of patient or
orders alternative procedure.

If performer decides to proceed, makes
final decision on technique and site of
entry. If different from requisition
sheet or standard procedures,writes de-
cision on requisition sheet and informs
appropriate ce-workers so that patient
and materials can be prepared. Discusses
timing with anesthesiologist if appro-
priate.

List Elements Fu 1

5. Performer notes whether preparatory pro-
cedures have been carried out, if order-
ed, such as blood pressure reading, ad-
ministration of sedation, IV infusion,
prior administration of anesthesia If
not already carried out, arranges to
have these done or decides to'da per-
sonally.

. A scout film may be ready for the per-
former to read on a view box, or per-
former will order scout film and, after
it is developed, place on view box. As-
sesses whether the technical quality of
the filmis acceptable, and whether
the7-e are masses visible in the brain.
Ifmot acceptable, performer indicates
the needed adjustments to technologist.

11_

If patient is coherent, performer ex-
plains what will be done. Reassures

4=//0,151111011141111EiNSMIOMME=C
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patient and does so as deemed neces-
sary throughout procedure.

a. Performer checks that patient.has
been properly positioned (strapped)
into special chair for PEG, that
patient has been properly shielded
and that site of injection has been
exposed. May decide to position
patient personally.

b. If general anesthesia is still to
be administered, may indicate to
anesthesiologist that procedure
is to start; allows for appropri-
ate timing.

c. Checks that emergency cart is pre-
sent. Checks sterile tray previ-
ously prepared for procedure.
Checks that anyone to remain in
roam during exposure is shielded.

. Performer chooses and marks off the
appropriate lumbar area for PEG with
a marking pencil. Dons sterile
gloves.

Performer swabs entire lumbar area,
using prepared antiseptic solution.
Wipes off excess.

9. Checks amount of local anesthetic to
be iLlected as shown by nurse; draws
anestnetic into sterile syringe. In-
serts needle and injects anesthetic.
Removes needle; waita-for area to
become aneithetized.

10. Performer inserts a spinal tap needle
into entry site. (With pediatric pa-
tient uses an 38 or 20 gauge pediat-
ric spinal tep needle.) Performer ne-
gotiates the subarachnoid space until
needle is deemed properly located.
Withdraws inner part.of needle and
checks for egress of cerebrospinal
fluid. May reposition needle or rein-
sert until proper entry is accom-
plished. Wipes off blood and fluid,.

/0ICIMIO.
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Task Code No. 398

This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full
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11. If requested by ordering physician,
performer takes reading of spinal fluid
pressure by attaching manometer to
needle. Reads pressure and records on
patient's chart. Removes manometer.

12. Performer attaches a sterile flexible_ ....

tube extension to the protruding end of
the spinal needle. Removes spinal fluid
in appropriate amount into sterile test
tubes by allowing gravity to draw out
.the fluid. Notes amount and condition
of fluid tor recording. Has nurse cover
and label test tubes and send for lab-
oratory examination.

13. Performer prepares syringe with air
contrast medium by placing sterile
gauze or millipore filter on tip of
empty sterile syringe and by pulling
plunger back until proper amount of
air has entered to replace_the spinal
fluid which was removed.

14. Performer inserts syringe with contrast
medium into spinal tap needle and in-
jeCts contrast medium into spinal ca-
nal. Remuws syringe and closes off
spinal tap needle (using adjustable
cap) to pr:!vent fluid seepage. Tells
nurse quantities of fluid taken and
medium injected (for recording).

15. Performer remains alert to patient's
condition; may decide to provide
emergency care, if appropriate.

16. Performer indicates to technologist
when to take radiograph. Looks at ra-
diograph on view when it is brought
or goes to automatic processor.

a. Checks for technical quality and'
notes whether any irregularities
are due to artifacts or actual
pathological or abnormal conditions,
and whether the tumor or mass is
clear enough for interpretation.

L.z.st Elements Full
,rafframscumm...~mam

Informs technologist of any
needld changes in technical factors
or posit:oning of patient.

b. Examines how far the contrast med-
ium Las traveled through the spinal
canal into the subarachnoid space
and ventricles of the brain in re-
lation to clarity of film.

c. Decides whether it would be desir-
able to remove more fluid and in-
ject more contrast medium. If so,
examines patient's condition and
decides whether to remove more
fluid, considering the information
on the films and the patient's
tolerance of the procedure. If so
decided,.performer repeats the ap-
propriate steps until satisfied
that radiographs are adequate.

17. Once the technical factors are ad-
justed, indicates to technologist
which PEG views to take with chair
rotated appropriately.

18. Performer looks at pneumoencephalo-
grams on view boxes as soon as they
'are processed. Determines whether
they are technically adequate to dem-
onstrate the area under study and pro-
vide sufficient information to make
possible a competent medical interpre-
tation. Performer may ask opinion of
neurologist or ancther radiologist.

a. Performer decides whether to order
additional views or a change in
the patient's position or techni-
cal factors based on the informa-
tion already available, the pa-
tient's condition and his or her
radiologic history.

b. Performer may decide to order ste-
reoscopic-Views.

C. If the performer decides to order
additional views, sterosCopy and/or
decides that any radiographs should
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 398

This is page 4 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full7

be redone with a change in the tech-
nical factors, performer informs
technologist, specifying what is
needed. Mey record. May reposition
patient personally.

d. Performer examines additional radio-
graphs as above until satisfied.

19. Performer may decide to order tomo-
graphy based on requisition sheet rec-
ommendation and/or reading of the
pneumoencephalograms. If performer de-
cides on tomography:

List Elements Fully

a. Performer estimates the probable
depth and level of the area to be
studied based on reading of the
pneumoencephalograms. Indicates to
technologist the patient positions
desired, the number,amplitude and
the levels for the first "cuts."

b. Performer views tomograms on view
box as they are processed, until
performer judges that the areaj under
study has been localized visually.

c. Performer selects the position, lev-
el,number, and intervening distance
at which the full set of "cuts"
should be made. Indicates orders to
technologist. May suggest a change
in technical factors.

d. Performer views the tomograms and
judges if tbey are technically ade-
quate to demonstrate the area under
study for medical interpretation
and/or localization. Performer may
decide on a level to be further de-
fined. May decide on more cuts at
shorter intervening distances for
any given level and patient posi-
tion. May ask for a change in tech-
nical factors. Explains what is
needed to technologist.

e. Performer examines additional tomo-
grams as processed until satisfied
with set.

20. When performer decides that sufficient
interpretable views have.been produced,

performer orders a view to compare
with the initial radiograph in the
starting "sitting" position.

21. When the performer decides that the
examination has been completed, in-
forms the anesthesiologist (if one is
present) that the proce6ure is termi-
nated; Informs staff.

22. Performer returns to the patient and
removes needle swabs area. Asks
nurse to dress and bandage,.specify-
ing what to use. If appropriate,has
decontamination ancaor sanitary clean
up procedures.carried out.

23. Performer records impressions of pro-
cedure on patient's chart.

a. Pteliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up rec-

ommended.
d. May sign chart or requisition

sheet.
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TASK DESCRIPTION-SHEET

Task Code No. 399

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

vim..
. What is the out.ut of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decisions made with surgeon on whether to go ahead
with brain ventriculography, on amount of air con-
trast to inject, on whether to do tomograms, to do
positive contrast study, and amount of iodized oil
to inject; complete set of ventriculograms evalu-
ated and approved; medical impressions recorded.

Performer receives the x-ray req
uisition form and medical chart
of a patient scheduled for ven-
triculography of the brain (re-
placing of a small portion of
cerebrospinal fluid by one or
more contrast media, and radiog-
raphy of ventricles).

1. Performer reads patient's
chart and requisition form to
become familiar with case, or
reviews information already i

familiar to performer. Note:. I.

any medically relevant infor-
mation.

Notes recommendations made on
technique, history of former
trephining (drilling) of holes
in cranial vault,and on anes-
thesia. Notes whether patient
is pregnant or has an infec-
tious or communicable condi-
tion.

Checks that patient or author-
ized adult has signed consent
for procedure.'If not,informs
appropriate co-worker and

I

either terminates examination
or delays it until written
consent is obtained before
sedation.

Performer in

2.. What is used in erformin: this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything ot the kinds of
things 'chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form and patient's medical chart;
pen; scout films, view boxes, PEG chair (adult'or
pediatric); emergency cart

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( No...( )

. it es to q. : Name tne kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions "to indicate the reldvant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient to have brain ventriculography; surgeon;
referring clinician; radiologist; radiologic tech-
nologist; anesthesiologist; nursing personnel

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
. greets patient
examination room. Reassures
and answers questions. Ex-
arqines patient for neurologi-
cal symptoms of alertness,gen
ei.al state of consciousness,
abilit5r to move extremities,
degree of paralysis (if any).
Notes relevant body structure
to evaluate recommendations
on technique and site of en-

.

OK-RP;PR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Cooperating with surgeon in conducting brain ventri-
culography of any patient by deciding with surgeon:
whether to go ahead based on review of current con-
dition and cursory neurological examination, amount
of air contrast to inject; ordering and viewing air
contrast ventriculograms; deciding with surgeon
whether to order tomography and/or positive contrast
study based on review of processed radiographs; de-
ciding with surgeon on amount of iodized oil to,in-
ject;ordering and viewing positive contrast ventri-
culograms;deciding with surgeon when examination is
completed;recording medical impressions.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..(X)
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Task Code No. 399

This is page _2 of 4 for this task.

IIMEMOMMIMIMINIOMMEN111

List Elements Full

try. If female, asks patient if she sus
pects she is pregnant.

Performer considers whether there have
been changes in the patient's condition
since the decision was made to do the
procedure, and considers whether there
are contraindications to going ahead
with the procedure. May have clinician
an.1/or surgeon called, and discusses
patient's current condition.

Performer-decides whether to proceed or
not based on asgessment of patient's
current condition and medical history.

. If performer decides not to proceed,re-
cords reasons and any recommendations
on patient's chart. Informs appropriate
co-workers of cancellation; has patient
returned to room. Discusses with clini-
cian and/or surgeon and asks for re-
scheduling of patient or orders alter-
native procedure.

. If performer decides to proceed,makes
final decision on technique and site
of entry. If different from requisition,
sheet, writes decision on requisition
sheet and informs appropriate co-work-
ers so that patient and materials can
be prepared.

. Performer has patient prepared and re-
turns to patient in x-ray room when in-
formed that patient and equipment are
ready. (Patient will have been sedated
and will have received an IV infusion
and appropriate anesthesia;blood pres-
sure will have been taken. Equipment
will have been set for appropriate
technical factors,and the patient will
have been positioned by the technolo-
gist, strapped into a PEG chair).

If patient is still coherent, may ex-
plain procedures and reassure patient.
Makes sure that patient has been appro-
priately shielded as well as anyone who
will remain in room during exposure.

List Elements Full

A scout film may be ready for the per-
former to read on a view box, or per-
former will order scout film and, after
ii is developed, place on view box. As-
sesses whether the technical quality of
the film is acceptable, and whether
there are masses visible in the brain.
If not acceptable, performer indicates
the needed adjustments to technologist.

7. Checks whether patient is in the cor-
rect position for the surgeon.-Waits
while surgeon trephins (drills) small
holes in the cranial vault for inser-
tion of needles and contrast media or
opens scar areas of former ventriculo-
graphy.

8. Waits until surgeon has inserted
needle and injected appropriate amount
of air as contrast medium. Indicates
to technologist when to position x-ray
tube and take radiograph.

Performer views radiograph on view box
with surgeon when it is.brought, or
goes to automatic processor with sur-
geon.

a. Checks for technical quality and
notes whether any irregularities
are due to artifacts or actual path
ological or abnormal conditions,
and whether the tumor or mass is
clear enough for interpretation.

b. Examines how far the air has travel
ed into the ventricles of the brain
in relation to clarity of film and
discusses with surgeon.

c. Decides pith surgeon whether it
would be desirable to have more
fluid removed and more air injected.
If so, examines patient's condition
with surgeon. Decides with surgeon
whether to remove more fluid, con-
sidering the information on the ra-
diograph, the patient's condition,
radiologic history and how patient
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 399

This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

is tolerating the procedure. If so
repeats steps described above as ap-
propriate.

May ask the opinion of clinicians or
radiologists. As decided, has sur-
geon reposition patient, or has
technologist adjust technical fac-
tors.

10. Performer indicates to technologist
which radiographs to take with chair
rotated appropriately.

As additional views are taken, per-
former reviews these with surgeon as
above. Decides with surgeon whether to
order additional views and reviews as
above. Performer orders final view in
the initial "sitting" position.

11. Performer consults with the surgeon re-
garding the desirability of ordering
additional views, tomography and/or a
positive contrast study (using an io-
dized oil) to pinpoint the location of
the abnormality or to provide greater
detail, based on the information al-
ready available on the ventriculograms,
the patient's condition and radio-
graphic history, and the urgency of the
situation.

12. If the decision has been made to order
additional views, the performer indi-
cates to technologist-what is required;
has surgeon reposition patient if
needed.

Performer and surgeon view any further
ventriculograms as described above., and
reconsider the need for tothography
and/or a positive .contrast study.

13. If tomography has been agreed upon,
performer estimates the probable depth
and level of the mass to be studied
based on the ventriculograms.

List Elements Fully

Indicates to technologist the patient
positions desired, the depth, and the
levels of the first "cuts." Has sur-
geon position patient.

a. Performer and surgeon view tomo
grams on view boxes as they are
processed until it is agreed that
the mass under study has been lo-
calized visually.

b. Performer selects the position,
level, depth, and intervening dis-
tances at which the full set of
"cuts" should be made. Indicates
orders to technologist. May sug-
gest a change in technical factors.

c. Performer views the tomograms and
judges if they are technically
adequate to demonstrate the area
under study for medical interpre-
tation and/or localization. Per-
former may decide on a level to be
further defined. May decide on
more cuts at shorter intervening
distances for any given level and
patient position. May ask for a
change in technical factors. Ex-
plains what is needed to technolo-
gist.

d. The performer and the surgeon ex7
amine additional tomograms as pro-
cessed until satisfied with the
set.

e. Performer and surgeon reconsider
the need for a positive contrast
study to provide more detail.

14. If a positive contrast study is
agreed on,performer discusses with
the surgeon the amount of iodized oil
(at room temperature) to be injected.

a. When the surgeon has injected the
iodized oil, the performer indi-
cates to technologist when to take
an overhead radiograph. Has sur-
geon position patient as appropri-
ate.
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List Elements Fully
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List Elements Full

b. Performer and surgeon check the
movement of the iodized oil medium
into the ventricles and decide
whether more contrast medium is
needed by examining the radiograph

A.m...

when it is processed.
c. When sufficient medium has been in-

jected, performer has surgeon posi-
tion the patient and performer indi
cates to technologist what views to

.

take with the chair rotated appro-
priately.

d. Performer and surgeon view the pro-
cessed ventriculograms as described
above.

.

e. When the performer and surgeon de-
cide that sufficient interpretable

.

views have been produced, performer
orders a view to compare with the
iffitial radiograph in the starting

.

"sitting" position.

15. The performer and surgeon decide when
the examination has been completed. If
requested by surgeon, performer as-
sists with removal of oil,contrast by
assisting with lumbar puncture and use
of gravity (positioning) and suction
(syringe) to pool and withdraw con-
trast.

16. When appropriate, may indicate to
anesthesiologist and technical staff
that the procedure is terminated. If
appropriate,has decontaminafion or
sanitary clean up procedures followed.

17. As appropriate, performer records im-
pressions of the procedure on Cie pa-
tient's chart including preliminary
findings and how patient tolerated
procedure. May sign chart or requisi-:
tion sheet.
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Task Code No. 400

This is page 1 of 6 for this task.

1. What is the Output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decisions made on whether to go ahead, on technique
'on entry site; pt. reassured;local anesthetic in-

jected; spinal tap needle inserted;spinal fluid re-
moved; contrast medium injected into spinal canal,
viewed with fluoroscopy; spot films taken; myelo-
grams ordered; complete set of myelograms approved;
contrast medium removed; medical impressions, fol-
low-up recommendations recorded.

Performer receives the x-ray
requisition form and medical
chart of a patient scheduled for
partial or total positive con-
trast myelography (study of spi-
nal canal, spinal cord and verte
brae after instillation of an
iodized oil contrast medium).

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-
iar with the case or to re-
view materials seen earlier.

a. Notes patient's age and
sex; reviews test results
and interpretation of ra-
diographs from relevant
studies done prior to this
examination to become fam-
iliar with diagnostic in-
formation and the nature
of the pathology suepected
(usually diseases of the
spinal cord).

b. Notes any other medically
relevant information such
as history of adverse re-
action to iodized oil con-
trast material,evidence of .
elevated intracranial pres.
sure, acute inflammation
of the central nervous
system, whether female pa-
tient may be pregnant,
whether patient has ar in-
fectious or communicable
condition. May call clini-
cian or neurologist to ob-
tain additional informa-
tion.

c. Nbtes the areas to be vis-
ualized,recommendations
on technique and site of
spinal puncture. Notes

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form;pt.'s chart, prior radio-
graphs;pen,view boxes;sterile tray with drape,vena
tube,antiseptic and sterile solutions,swabs, sy-
ringes,needles,local anesthetic,spinal tap needle,
receptacle,gauze,bandage,tubing,specimen bottle and
labels;iodized oil contrast medium;fluoroscope,tilt
table,spot film device,TV monitor;marking pencil;
protective lead garments;sterile gown,gloves;re-
strainin: devices.shieldin:.emer:enc cart

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

4. Tf "Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient to have positive contrast myelography;
accompany adult;radiologist;clinician;neurologist;
radiologic technologist;nurse;anesthesiologist

w,
. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting positive contrast myelography of any pa-
tient by deciding whether to go ahead,and on tech-
nique,based on review of current condition and ex-
amination;reassuring pt.;injecting local anesthetic;
inserting spinal tap needle with fluoroscopic check;
removing spinal fluid;injecting iodized oil contrast
medium;observing and directing flow using tilt table
and fluoroscopic control;taking spot films;ordering
myelograms;approving complete set of myelograms;re-
moving contrast medium with gravity,suction and/or
additional spinal puncture;recording medical iipres-
sions and needed follow-up care.

.

6..Check here i this

is a master sheet..(X)
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This is page 2 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full
Ailawmaign,

List Elements Fully

whether general anesthesia has been
ordered (for pediatric patient).

d. Checks to see that patient or author-
ized adult has signed consent for
procedure. If not, informs appropri-
ate co-worker and either has examina-
tion delayed until written consent
is obtained or arranges to obtain
personally before sedation.

Performer greets non-infant patient and
any accompanying adult in examination
room. Attempts to reassure; explains
what will be done.

a. May question about patient's symp-
toms in relation to the condition
being studied. May collect addi-
tional medical history such as pre-
vious radiography, allergies.

b. Determines whether female patient of
childbearing age may be pregnant.

c. Performer may examine the patient for
neurological symptoms; may examine
the site for the spinal puncture.

d. Performer may explain or demonstrat
use of equipment to a child to allay
fears and enlist cooperation; answers
questions. Explains that patient will
be asked to hold still from time to
time. Indicates how the padded shoul-
der braces and restraints will be
used to hold patient in head-down
positions from time to time.

e. If appropriate, performer may de-
scribe the procedure and its risks
and obtain consent signature from
patient or authorized adult. (Does
not proceed without signed consent.)

. Performer notes whether there are con-
traindications to going ahead with the
procedure based on medical records and
clinical evidence. May call clinician
or neurologist and discuss patient's
current condition and any alternative
steps.

4. If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommenda-
tions on patient's chart. Informs ap-
propriate co-worker of cancellation
and has patient returned to room. If
appropriate, orders rescheduling of
patient or scheduling for alternative
procedure.

. If performer decides to proceed, or-
ders scout film; reads on view box as
soon as processed. Determines whether
the patient's position and technical
factors'are adequate to provide diag-
nostic information. Indicates to tech-
nologist any needed adjustments in
technique or positioning.

6. With pediatric patient performer may
consider whether general anesthesia
(if suggested) is still warranted;may
decide to order if patient's behavior
and condition suggest the need. If
general anesthesia is to be carried
out, performer discusses with anesthe-
siologist when it is to be performed
and awaits indications from anesthesi-
ologist as to when to proceed.

. Performer makes final decision on en-
try site and technique, based on re-
view of requisition sheet, own exami-
nation of patient and scout film.

a. Selects iodized oil contrast med-
ium and estimates amount required
based on the patient's size. May
have contrast heated to room tem-

-
perature.

b. Orders appropriate size puncture
needle.

c. Informs appropriate co-workers of
decisions so that patient and ma-
terials can be prepared.

d. Has technical factors set for flu-
oroscopy. If the spot film attach-
ment uses cassettes, performer has



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 400

This is page 3 of 6 for this task.

List Eltments Full List Elements Full

8.

9.

cassette inserted. Chooses full,
half or quarter format and sets as
appropriate. (If roll film attach-
ment, checks that attachment is
loaded with film or has this done.)

e. Performer dons protective lead gar-
ments and sterile gown and gloves
when appropriate.

When informed that patient and equip-
ment are ready, performer checks
whether patient has been properly im-
mobilized and prepared for the punc-
ture on tilt table:

a. Checks that all materials needed and
emergency cart are present, that
correct drugs and sizes of items are
present. Checks appearance of con-
trast medium to be sure there is no
chemical deterioration.

b. Checks that patient and others in
the room have been properly shield-,
ed. May decide to immobilize pa-
tient personally.

c. Performer has any needed changes or
adjustments made.

Performer prepares for the spinal punc-
ture:

a. With patient in appropriate posi-
tion, performer chooses and narks
off the intervertebral area se-
lected for the spinal puncture with
a marking pencil.

b. Swabs area with prepared antiseptic
solution. Wipes off excess. Covers .

surrounding areas with sterile
drape.

c. Performer checks amount of local
anesthetic in sterile syringe or
draws up personally in amount re-
quired. Expels air in syringe. In-
serts needle into area intradermal-
ly and subcutaneously. Injects an-
esthetic. Removes needle and waits
for area to become anesthetized.

d. Performer prepares spinal tap nee-
dle by assembling as appropriate.
Fills a sterile syringe with io-
dized oil contrast medium. Checks
quantity. Lays aseembled needle
and syringe on sterile tray.

e. Performer positions fluoroscope
unit over entry site. May have
lights in ropm-dimmed. Activates
fluoroscope and has technical fac-
tors and unit position adjusted
until area of interest is optimall
visible on TV monitor. Shuts flu-
oroscope.

10. The performer positions the spinal
.

tap needle at the exact site of entry
at the appropriate angle. Has patient
hold still while performer inserts
needle. Checks for a characteristic
"give" as the dura is passed.

a. Performer negotiates the subarach-
noid space until the needle is
deemed properly located.

b. Checks needle placement on Ty moni-
tor and adjusts as deemed neces-
sary.

.

c. Withdraws inner part of needle and
checks for egress of spinal fluid.
May repeat procedure until proper
entry is accomplished. Shuts flu-
oroscope. Wipes away blood and
fluid.

11. Perfo-rmer attaches a sterile rubber
tube extension to the protruding end
of the spinal needle.

a. Removes spinal fluid (in amount
proportionate to Cile contrast med-
ium to be introduced) by attaching
a sterile syringe to the rubber
tube extension and allowing gravity
to draw out the fluid.

b. Ejects fluid into sterile contain-
er. Notes amount and condition of
fluid for-recording. Hae nurse
close and label container.

1....;

" u
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Task Code No. 400

This is page 4 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full; List Elements Full

12. Performer adjusts table to horizontal
position and checks needle position.

a. Inserts syringe with contrast med-
ium into spinal tap needle and in-
jects a small trial awount of con-
trast medium into spinai canal.

b. Activates fluoroscope and observes
the contrast medium to make sure
that it is in the liquor (subarach-
noid) space. Shuts fluoroscope. Ad-
justs as needed.
Removes syringe and closes off
spinal tap needle (using adjustable
cap) to prevent seepage.

13. When satisfied that needle position is
appropriate for the instillation, per-
former has the patient positioned for
the instillation and restrained se-
curely so that table can be tilted as
needed.

a. Performer again attaches the syringe
with the contrast medium to the
spinal tap needle.

b. While observing on TV monitor, per-
former injects the contrast into
the subarachnoid space using appro-
priate pressure.

c. Performer observes the filling of
the lumbar, thoracic and/or cervical
subarachnoid spaces, depending on
the areas of interest; moves the
tilt table_as appropriate to direct
the flow while observing on the TV
monitor.

d. Performer makes sure patient's chin
is jutting upward to keep contrast
medium from entering skull.

14. Performer intermittently injects the
contrast medium, watches the progress
of the medium, positions table to ap-
propriate angles of inclination, and .

simultaneously moves the fluoroscope
unit over the areas of the canal to be
studied. Notes areas showing symptoms
of pathology on TV monitor.

a. Performer may have co-worker ad-
just inclination of table or may
have co-worker position fluoro-
scope to various positions as need
ed.

b. Performer decides what to record
with spot films while viewing on
monitor. Activates spot film at-
tachment and x-ray button as appro
priate. If cassette attachment,may
have technologist remove cassette
as spots are snapped and insert
additional cassettes, or performer
does so personally.

c. When satisfied that sufficient con
trast has been instilled, perform-
er closes off puncture needle and
covers with radiolucent protective
bandage.

d. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for symptoms of adverse
reaction to procedure. Performer
may decide to provide emergency
care.

15. Performer decides when fluoroscopy is
completed. Shuts fluoroscope. Tells
technologist when to take radiographs.
Decides on and indicates what portions
of the spinal cord, angles,and number
of views to take.

16. Performer looks at myelograms and spot
films on view box when they are
brought or goes to automatic processnz
to read them:

a. Checks for technical quality and
notes whether any irregularities
are due to artifacts or actual
pathological or abnormal condi-
tions, and whether the views are
clear enough for interpretation.

b. Determines whether the films ade-
quately demonstrate the areas being
examined and provide enough infor-
mation to make possible a competent
medical interpretation. Performer
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Task Code No. 400

This is page 5 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Fully1=111.MM.
may ask opinion of another radio-
logist or neurologist.

c. Decides whether it would be desir-
ablct to redo any portion of the
procedure, including injection of
additional Contrast medium, taking
vieut additional angles.

d. Per er examines patient's condi-
tion and decides whether redoing any
portion of the procedure is compat-
ible with the patient's condition
and radiologic history.

e. If decision is to repeat any por-
tion, proceeds as in appropriate
earlier steps. Informs technologist
of any needed changes in technical
factors or positioning. Orders new
views as appropriate. Performer de-
cides when an adequate set of films
has been produced.

f. If performer decides that an acute
surgical problem has been discover-
ed, performer marks patient's skin
at the appropriate level and noti-
fies referring physician and/or neu-
rosurgeon.

17. Performer prepares for removal of the
contrast medium from the spinal canal
by turning the table to 450, attaching
empty syringe, and activating the flu-
oroscope.

a. Checks that the column of contrast
has pooled at the puncture site.

b. Performer increases inclination of
table and pulls back on the syringe
plunger so that the contrast medium
(heavier than the spinal fluid)
will drain out by gravity and suc-
tion. Performer notes progress by
looking at the image the medium
on the TV monitor.

c. If blockage occurs which prevents
the free passage of the medium out
of the canal, performer may decide
to do any or all of the following,
usually in the following order as
needed:

List Elements Fully

) Performer uses fluoroscope to
determine the location of the
blockage. May ask the advice of
other physicians.

ii) Performer may decide to use suc-
tion method. Attaches an addi-
tional (vena) tube to the sy-
ringe attached to the spinal
tap needle, and uses the sy-
ringe plunger to obtain a great-
er suction effect on the medium
to draw it out of the canal.

iii) Performer may decide, after
viewing an TV monitor and/or
consultation, that the remaining
amount of contrast medium is
not intolerable and is less
dangerous than further rewoval
efforts.

iv) Performer may decide to efNpt
removal via a new puncture
above or below the point of
blockage. Chooses the new space
between two vertebrae and re- .

peats appropriate steps as de-
scribed above to insert needle
at new site. Allows contrast
medium to pass into a receiving
cup via a tube connected to the
syringe attached to needle.

v) May order overhead radiograph
to demonstrate extent of re-
moval.

18. When performer decides that the con-
.

trast medium has been satisfactorily
removed, shuts fluoroscope.

a. Informs staff and anesthesiologist,
if present, that examination is
completed.

b. Performer reassures patient and
explains what will happen.. Gently
removes the spinal taR.needle;
swabs area.

c. Asks nurse to dress and bandage
puncture site, specifying what to
use. Has appropriate,sanitary
clean up procedures carried out.
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TASK DESCRIPTION_SHEET- continued)-

Task Code No. 400

This is page 6 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

19. Performer records impressions of pro-
cedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow.-up rec-

ommended.
.

d. May sign chart or requisition
sheet.

.
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TASK-DESCRIPTION-SHEET--

Task Code No. 401

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

. What is the output lt this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decisions made on whether to go ahead with air con-
trast myelography, on technique,and on site of entry;
pt. reassured; local anesthetic injected; spinal tap
needle inserted; fluid pressure recorded; spinal tap
fluid removed; appropriate amount of air injected
into(spinal canal; myelograms ordered and assessed;
additional views ordered; tomograms ordered; com-
plete set of myelograms approved; medical impressions
and follow-up recommendations recorded.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical
chart of a patient scheduled for
partial or total air contrast
myelography (radiographic and
tomographic study of spinal
canal, spinal cord and vertebrae
after injection of air as con-
trast medium).

1. Performer reads patient's
chart and requisition form ta
become familiar with case, or
reviews information already
familiar to performer. Notes
any medically relevant infor-
mation. Notes any recommenda-
tions made on technique and
site of injection. Notes
whether female patient may be
pregnant, whether patient has
an infectious or communicable
condition.

Performer checks to see that
patient has signed consent
for procedure. If not, in-
forms appropriate co-worker
and either terminates exami-
nation or has it delayed un-
til written consent is ob-
tained betore sedation.

. Performer greets patient in
examination room. Reassures
patlent and answers questions
as appropriate. Examines pa-i
tient for neurological symp-.
toms. Notes relevant body
structures to determine best
technique and site of entry.
Asks female patient whether
she thinks she may be preg-
nant.

OK-RP;RR; RR

1

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition.form and pt.'s medical chart; pen;
scout films, view boxes; sterile tray with sterile
towels, antiseptic and sterile solutions, sterile
gloves, swabs, syringes and needles,local anesthetic,
spinal tap needle (regular or pediatric), gauze, ban-
dage, tubing; specimen bottle and labels; tilt table;
marking pencil; protective lead garments; emergency
cart

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in Cle task? Yes...00 No...( )

47771PM7c777.1: Name the kin ot recipient,
respondent-or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the releVant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient to have air contrast myelography;radio-
logic technologist;radiologist(s) ;nurse;referring MD;
neurologist

). Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Conducting air contrast myelography of any patient
by deciding whether to go ahead; deciding on tech-
nique, based on review of current condition and cur-
sory neurological examination; reassuring pt.; check-
ing technical quality a scout film; injecting local
anesthetic; inserting spinal tap needle, removing
fluid; injecting air as contrast medium; ordering
and assessing myelograms; deciding on additional
views; (ordering and assessing tomograms; deciding
when ex,imination is complete; recording medical im-
pressions and needed nursing follow-up. 6. Check here if this

is a masterj1221.6j0
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TASK_DESCRIPTION_SHEET_(continued)____

Task Code No. 401

This is page 2 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fully

Performer considers whether there have
been changes in the patient's condition
nince the decision was made to do the
procedure, and considers whether there
are contraindications to going ahead
with the procedure. May have clinician
called, and discusses patient's current
condition. Decides whether to proci 4

or not based on assessment of patient's
current condition and/o- medical infor-
mation.

3. If performer decides not to proceed,
may discuss with clinician. Records
reasons for cancellation and any recom-
mendations such as alternative proce-
dure on patient's chart. Informs staff
of cancellation and has patient re-
turned to room.

. If performer decides to proceed, makes
final decision on entry site and techni-
que, based on review of requisition
sheet and own examination of patient. If
site or technique are different from
those recommended on requisition sheet
or standard procedure, performer writ,,s
decisions on requisition sheet and in
forms appropriate co-workers so that pa-
tient and materials can be prepared.

Performer has patient
that patient has been
x-ray and fluoroscope
appropriate technical
nologist.

prepared; checks
sedated, and that
have been sat for
factors by tech-

A scout film may be ready for the per-
former to read on a view box, or per-
former orders scout film and, after it
is processed, places on view box to as-
sess whether the technical quality of
film is acceptable for interpretation.
If not acceptable, performer indicates
the :::eeded adjustments to technologist.

7. If patient is able to comprehend per-
former explains what will be done. '?e-

List Elements Full

assures patient and does so as deemed
to be necessary throughout procedure.

. Performer checks whether patient has
been properly shielded and immobilized
and that the site of the injection ha
been exposed. If not accePtable, per-
former indicates the needed adjust-
ments. Checks sterile tray previously
prepared for procedure. Checks that
emergency cart is present. Requests
any missing objects.Checks that anyone
to remain in room is shielded.
Performer dons protective lead gar-
ments and sterile gown.

9. Performer chooses and marks off the
appropriate lumbar area for puncture
with a marking pencil. Dons sterile
gloves.

Performer swabs entire lumbar area
using prepared antiseptic solution.
Wipes off excess.

10. Asks to have container with local an-
esthetic opened. Inserts needle of
sterile syringe and draws up anesthe-
tic into syringe in the amount re-
quired. Inserts needle and injects
anesthetic. Removes needle and swabs
with sterile solution. Waits for area
to become anesthetized.

1 . Performer prepares syringe with air
contrast medium by placing sterile
gauze on tip of empty sterile syringe
and pulling plunger back until proper
amounC of air has entered to replace

be removed. Laysthe spinal fluid to
syringe cn

12. ?erformer positions overhead fluoro-
scope unit over entry site for punc-
ture. Performer locates the exact site
of entry and inserts spinal tap needle
into site. (With pediatric patient,
uses an 18 or 20 gauge pediat.xic spi-



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 401

This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

nal tap needle.) Performer negotiates
I the subarachnoid space until needle is.

deemed properly loc...ted. Activates
fluoroscope and checks needle placement

spinal cord, angles and number of
views to take.

19. Performer looks at the myelograms on
on TV monitor; adjusts as deemed neces- view boxes when they are brought or
sary. Withdraws inner part of needle goes to automatic processor to read
and checks for egress of fluid. May re-
peat procedure until proper entry is
accomplished. Shuts fluoroscope. Wipes.

them.

a. Checks for technical quality and
away blood and fluid. notes whether any irregularities

are due to artifacts or actual
13. Performer attaches a sterile rubber pathological or abnormal condi-

tube extension to the protruding end tions, and whether the myelograms
of the spinal needle. are clear enough for medical in-

terpretation. Informs technolo-
14. Removes spinal fluid in amount re- gist of any needed changes in

quired by attaching a sterile syringe technical factors or positioning
,r0 the rubber tube extension and al- of patient.
lowing gravity to draw out the fluid. b. Decides whether it would be desir-
Removes syringe and ejects fluid into able to remove more fluid and in-
sterile container. Notes amount and ject more air. If so, examines pa-
condition of fluid for recording. Has tient's condition and decides
nurse close and label container. May whether to remove more fluid, con-
reread and record spinal fluid pres- sidering the information on the
sure as described above,

15. Performer adjusts table so that pa-

films and the patient's tolerance
of the procedure. If so decided,
performer repeats the appropriate

tient's feet are in the up position to steps until satisfied that radio-
keep the air to be injected from en-
tering the skull. Performer judges
when to inject the air.

graphs are adequate.

20. Performer orders tomography based on
reading of the myelograms:

16. Performer inserts syringe with air con-
trast medium into spinal tap needle and a. Performer estimates the probable
injects air into spinal canal. Removes depth and level of the mass to be
syringe and closes off spiral tap nee- studied. Indicates to technologist
dle (using adjustable cap) to prevent the patient positions desired, the
seepage. May have nurse record quantity number, amplitude and the levels
of fluid taken and air injected, of the first "cuts."

b. Performer views tomograms on view
17. Performer remaino alert to patient's boxes as they are processed until

reactions to procedure. May decide to performer judges that the area un-'
provide emergency care. der study has been localized visu-

ally.

18. Performer indicates to technologist
when to take radiographs. Decides on

c..Performer selects the position,
level,number, and intervening dis-

and indicates what portions of the tances at which the full set of

....
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 401

This iS page 4 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fully

"cuts" should be made. Indicates
orders to technologist. May suggest
a change in technical factors.,,

d. Performer views the tomograms and
judges if they are techniqally ade-
wate to demonstrate the area under
study for competent medical inter-
pretation and/or localization. Per-
former may decide on a level to be
further defined. May decide on more
cuts at shorter intervening dis-
tances for any given level and pa-
tient position. May ask for a
change in technical factors. Ex-
plains what is needed to technolo-
gist. May consult clinician or an-
other radiologist.

e. Performer examines additional tomo-
grams as processed until satisfied
with set.

21. When the performer decides that the
examination has been completed, in-
forns technologist that the procedure
is terminated, Returns to patient and
reassures. Removes the tubing and then
gently removes the spinal tap needle;
awabs area. Asks nurse to dress and
bandage, specifying what to use. If
appropriate, has decontamination ur
sanitary clean up procedures followed.

22. Performer ecords impressions of pro-
cedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up rec-

ommended.
d. May sign chart or requisition

sheet.

List Elements tylly



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 402

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

ratient reassured; patient's breasts examined; de-
cision made on views to order; completed mammograms
approved; medical impressions recorded; MD notified
of emergency signs.

List Elements Fully

What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form;pen

. Is there c recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No.. .(),

4. If-"Yes'4 to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involvea, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient to have mmmography;radiologic
technologist; referring MD

. Name tgrtask so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Conducting mammographic examination of any pa-
tient's breasts, by reviewing history, physically
examining; deciding on views to have taken; reassur-
ing patient; ordering radiographs; evaluating radio-
graphs or xeroradiographs for technical quality and
deciding when there is a completed set; recording
medical impressions; notifying MD of emergency
signs.

Performer receives requisition
form for out-patient (and some-
times in-patient) mammography
(x-ray of the breasts), includ-
ing comments on the case from
the requesting phy§ician. These
may be for a periodic examina-
tion or because.of a suspected
malignancy.

1. Performer reads patient's
chart and requisition form to
become familiar with the case
and-the suspected condition
in order to determine what to
be alert for. Notes whether
female patient may be preg-
nant or has infectious or corn-
municable condition.

. Performer enters mammography
room and greets patient. Re-
assures and calms patient as
deemed necessary, and, if
this was not already done,
instructs Patient to undress.
May explain procedure.

3. Performs manual examination
of breasts holding each in
upturned palm and feeling for
lumps, hard spots or other
symptoMs. Repeats with pa-
tient lying down. Visually
inspects; compares breasts.

Performer may question female
patient about history or con-
verse to calm patient. In-
quires whether female thinks
that she may be pregnant. Re-
cords findings on requisition
sheet.

OK-RP;RR;RR

. Check here i this

is a master shnet..00



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 402

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

If patient requests this, performer ex-
plains to patient how to self-examine
breasts; may demonstrate.

. Performer indicates to technologist
when to take standard breast views. May
decide on and order additional views.
May remain and help position patient.

. When processed radiographs (or xerora-
diographs) are.ready; performer views
these in office or near processor.
Looks at radiographs on view box; looks
at xeroradiographs (positives) without
light source.

Performer assesses:

a. Whether technical quality is ade-
quate. If not, indicates to technol-
ogist what to do to correct.

b. Whether the mammograms provide
enough information to make possible
a competent medical interpretation.
If not, performer orders additional
views and specifies what is needed
in technique or positioning. May
help position patient.

c. Reviews new mammograms as described
above.

. Performer decides when the examination
is completed and indicates whether and
when patient can leave. If results
are negative, performer may decide to
relieve patient's anxiety and report
results Immediately. If emergency signs
are evident, may notify patient's phy-
sician at once. If appropriate has san-
itary clean up procedures followed.

7. Performer records impressions of proce-
dure on patient's chart or decides to
dictate report to clinician at once.
May sign requisition sheet.

.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 403

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this tok? (Be sure
.......---,

List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be reoctable.)

Mammographic film material read,int.cerpreted;conclu-
sions drawn and recommendations made orally or dic-
tated;physician called about emergency signs;selected
radiographs earmarked for study or library use;ma-
terial rejacketed;report placed for typing.

Performer reads and interprets
completed sets of mammograms (ra-
diographs and/or xeroradiographs)
or provides opinions to co-
workers, when requested, on the
interpretation and conclusions
regarding the mammography they
are doing.

4 %

/ /

1. If responding to reques ,-ter-
former goes to where rafdio-
graphic material is on view.
Listens while co-worker ex-
plains problem on how to pro-
ceed next or problem of inter-
pretation.

If reading and interpreting
own completed Set, performer
obtains patient's jacketed re-
quisition sheet, current mam-
mograms (radiographs and/or
xeroradiographs) and any
earlier ones available. Goes ,

to reading area.

2. Asks about, reads, or reviews
X-ray requisition form and ma-
terial on patient's medical
history (reason for request,
comments from ordering physi-
cian,and notes made during the
procedure).

If reading and interpreting
own work, places mammograms

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items mt:st be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms; current mammograms;
view box; ruler; magnifying glass; prior radio-
graphs; telephone; dictation equipment

.

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...0C) No... ( )

. I Yes to q. Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions. ,

Ordering physician;'co-worker(s) in
mammography asking opinions

. Name the task so that the answers to ques- and radiographs on view box
and reads xeroradiographs
under direct light. May look
at earlier films. If respond-
ing to request, may ask to see
earlier films. May use ruler.

..

3. Performer comes to , conclu-
sion about the medical mean-
ing of the mammograms.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Reading, interpreting and making recommenda-
tions on mammographic materials, or giving
opinions to co-workers by reviewing medical in-
formation and requisition sheet, evaluating new
an'. old films; notifying ordering physician of
emergency signs: explaining opinions or dictat-
ing findings alw recommendations; and placing
report for typing.

, .111tIfSL
6. Check here if this

,

is a master sheet..(X)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 403

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full

a. Decides whether any abnormalities,
changes, or suspicious signs warrant
the immediate attention of the pa-
tient's physician. If so, tele-
phones physician at once and dis-
cusses findings (or recommends that
co-worker in charge of case do this).

b. For own work, decides what to report
and what recommendations to make.
May ask opinion of co-worker.

c. In response to request, decides what
to recommend to co-worker. Explains
interpretation and recommendations
verbally, indicating how conclusions
were arrived at, including medical
and technical considerations.

. Performer dictates findings (for own
work) by explaining what appears on
the films. Describes worrisome or sus-
picious signs, obvious abnormalities
and/or changes over time, referring to
earlier films. (Might indicate pre-
sence of artifacts which do not have
medical significance).

Indicates what implications can be
drawn from findings and what conclu-
sions and/or courses of action are
warranted, including heed for additi-
onal studies, tests, or courses of
treatment.

Dictates report in the style: There
is...on.... It has the characteristics
of.... I believe that this indicates...

This could mean that.... It is neces-
sary to determine whether.... This can
be done by....

. May decide whether mammograms are un-
usual or of special interest, war-
ranting inclusion into the museum
library or to be used by residents for
study purposes. Marks jackets approp-
riately if so decided.

List Elements Fully

6. Returns own patient's mammograms, re-
quisition sheet and tape of dictation
to proper jacket holder and places to
be picked up for typing.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 404

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

N,2urorad1ographic film material, C.T.T. scans
read, interpreted; medical conclusions 'drawn
a...f! recommendations made orally or dictated;
pt.'s physician called about emergency signs;
selected radiographs or scans earmarked for
study or library use; material rejacketed; re-
port placed for typing.

111'
2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms;current neuroradiograms,
C.T.T. scans as photographs of displays,computer
print-outs;other diagnostic information;view
boxes;C.T.T. viewing unit;TV monitor;prior and
collateral radiographic materials;magnifying
glass;pen;ruler;protractor;anatomical reference
chart;absorption coefficient chart;telephone;
dictation equipment;stereo viewer

List Elements Fully

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes.

es to q. Name the inel recipient,__
respondent or co-worker involvzrl, vil;:h de-

scriptions to indicate the rvtint
include the kind with whom 7'tt perfot.-ner is
not allowed to deal if relevant t owledge

requirements or legal restrtlons..
Co-worker(s) in neuroradiology,v!eurraos,or
neurosurgeons asking opinions;ri,!fe. physicia

Name t e task so that the ankl7ri'S to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflrected. Underline essen-

tial words. .

Reading,interpreting and !,,Iking recommendations on
neurr.adiographic materials,ond/or giying opinions
to clinicians or co-workers by reviewing medical
information and requisition sheet(s) ;evaluating
current and prior radiographs,computerized tram-
verse axial tomographic scans on display tube,

photographs of scansior as computer print-outs;
evaluating in connection with clinical data;noti-
ying referring physician of emergencTsigns;ex-

L.
plaining o.pinions or dictating findings and recom-
mendations;ulacing report for typing.

.143M111.1e10111

f

Performer reads and interprets
completed sets of radiographs
(including computerized trans-
verse axial tomographic scans)
for neuroradiographic procedures
or provides opinions to co-work-
ers, neurologists,or neurosur-
goons, when requested, on inter-
pretation and conclusions regard-'
ing the radiographic materials.

1. Performer prepares to view
the materials:

a. If re ,ponding to request,
performer goes to where
radiographic material is
on view (such as on view
boxes, on TV monitor, or
where viewing unit is lo-
cated for computerized
transverse axial scans
(C.T.T. scans). Listens
while co-worker explains
problem regarding how to
proceed next, or problem
of interpretation. May ask
to see requisition sheet,
clinical data, prior diag-
nostic materials, collat-
eral data.

b. if reading and interpret-
ing own completed work,
performer obtains the jack
eted radiographic mater-
ials, any photographed

displays and/or
C T.T. computc.
requisition and
Itotes. Inclt.des related
diagnostic materials, any
results of clinical tests,
EEG and lab tests, the
relevant requisition
sheets, and other prior

OK-RP;RR;RR



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 404

This is page 2 of 4_ for this task.

,q,sow
List, Elements Full

radiographs or scans if available.
May obtain C.T.T. absorption co-
efficient chart(s)..

c. In viewing radiographs goes to read-
ing and viewing area and sets up ra-
diographic materials on view boxes.
Views serial films in sequence;
places bi-plane views together.
Places prior films in sequence to
make comparisons over time; uses
stereo viewer for stereo films.

d. In viewing C.T.T. scans performer
goes to viewer or reading area, de-
pending on whether performer wishes
to work directly with informatiol
on magnetic tape or disc, or will
interpret from photographs of scans
and/or computer print-outs.

i) Performer may examine photographs
of the cathode ray tube displays.
Notes "window width" used for
scaling.

ii) Performer may examine the print-
c-ri computer output.in a format
shaped roughly as the
relative numerical density
values printed out.

iii) May go to viewer and have
scan :!oformation called frow mag
netic tape or disc if performer
decides there is need to obtain
additlonal inrormation by alter-
ing the scaling.
Adjusts picture brightnEp,,, and
contrast controls to appropriate
range or "window width" for the
area of interest and type at
pathology suspected.
Depending on equipBlent, may se-
lect a color coded key for dis-
play. May use selector to black-
en all picture elemeats at a
given range or to have elements
in a given range "flicker." May
use magnification or other op-
tions.

ii) May have additional photographs
of scans made.

v) Performer orients point of view
to concept of looking directly
down on a cross-section of the
skull,and then reviews as with
radiographs.

e. Identifies relevant structures;
their,s,hape, size and position.

Performer-aiks about, reads, and/or
reviews all the relevant case mater-
ial.

a. Notes reason for request, area of
int.,.:.test, patient's age, sex,

woight, height, clinical symptons.
.b. decisions made during the

vcedure on technique.

i; With conventional or transverse
axial tomograms,notes level,
reference line, related infor-
mation, whether contrast was
infused to provide density en-
hancement of tissue.

ii) With completed work notes pre-
liminary notes recorded during
or just after procedure was,
done.

c. May use ruler and/or protractor
and anatomical reference chart.
For C.T.T. scans refers to stan-
dard chart giving relative coef-

ficients of absortion for various
types of tissues, water, gas and
fat.

3, Performer evaluates the material to
determine whether there is adequate
information to make possible a com-
petent medical interpretation.

a. Notes whether any irregularities
are due to artifacts or actual
pathological or abnormal condi-
tions.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 404

This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

IList El=els Fully

i) For C.T T. scans may note wheth-
er artifacts may be due to pre-
sence high density inserts
in s'o.1.1, such as clips, remains
of prior ctrast,`effects of
computer averaging where there
is abrupt drop from high density
tissue, such as bone, next to
low density material such as
cerebral fluid.

ii) Notes whether results may be
distorted due to patient move-
ment.

List Elements Full

b. Performer interprets C.T.T. scans
by comparing results of scans with
standards on differential densities.

i) n'terprets white areas as tis-
sues of highest density, black
areas as tissues of lowest den-
sity, with greys intermediary.
Interprets color display in-'
terms of code selected for each
given density.

ii) Interprets alterations of normal
ti.3?ce density in terms of the
pathological changes known to
produce such alterations.

iii) Takes account of effects on tis-
sue density of injection of con-
trast material.

iv) Interprets data for the purpose
requested, such as identifica-
tion of lesions arising from
trauma, cerebro-vascular acci-
dents, difference between hemo-
toma, edema, hemorrhage, in-
farction; compares two hemi-
spheres for symmetry.

v) Interprets data in the light of
the clinical evidence.

c. Determines whether the radiographs
adequately demonstrate the vessels
and structures being studied.

d. May evaluate whether the radio-
graphs provide consistent and re-
producible evidence of pathology

or structural details given the
purpose of the examination.

e. Determines whether the radio-
graphs provide sufficient infor-
mation about any pathology, block-
age, the extent and location of
any anomalies, malformation, the
presence of aneurysms, emboli,
thrombi and/or other signs of ab-
normal structure or pathology,or
the location of structures being
examined or evaluated.

4. Performer notes or explains what is
being demonstrated on the radio-
graphs and/or scans in relation to
the purpose of the study.

a. If performer is preparing own re..
port, decides what is relevant.

b. If performer is answering co-work-
ers questions, focuses on the co-
worker's problem in relation to
what is evident on the film(s) or
display.

c. In each case, performer describes
what appears; explains implica--
tions. Points out abnormalities.
(May explain idiosyncratic arti-
facts due to technique.) Perform-
er may consider'and/or refer to
changes over time, referring or
switching to earlier materials.

d. Performer answers any questions
asked as appropriate so as to make
meaning unambiguous.

5. Performer decides what conclusions
can be drawn, what recommendations
to make, and what to report (orally
if answering request,or dictated if
required for report).

a. Decides whether any abnormalities
or changes warrant tne immediate
attention of the patient's physi-
cian. If so, telephones physician
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 404

This is page All! of )4 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

at once and discusses findings, or
makes recommendations to co-worker.

b. Explains interpretation and recom-
mendations. Indicates how conclu-'
sions were arrived at, including
medical and technical considera-
tions.

c. Indicates what implications can be
drawn from findings and what con-
clusions and/or courses of action
are warranted, including need for
additional studies, tests, or
courses of treatment.

. Performer dictates findings (for own
work) by explaining what appears on
the films. Describes worrisome or sus-
picious signs, obvious abnormalities
and/or changes over time, referring
to earlier films. (Might indicate pre-
sence of artifacts which do not have
medical significance.) Dictates report
in the style: There is...on.... It
has the characteristics of.... I be-
lieve that this indicates.... This
could mean that.... It is necessary to
determine whether.... This can be done
by....

. When'performer has completed interpre-
tation, arranges to have materials re-
turned, including jacketed material,
requisition sheets and other case his-
tory materials.

a. If interpreting own materials for
report, may decide whether any of
the material is unusual or of spe-
cial interest and warrants inclu-
sion in museum library, or should
be used for study purposes. Marks
appropriately if so decided.

b. Returns own patient's radiographic
material, requisition sheet and
tape of dictation to proper jacket,
and places to be .picked up for typ-
ing.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task

This is page 1 of 2

No. 405

,is task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Radiology resident shown and explained neuroradio-
logic procedures; resident evaluated for readiness
to do activities under supervision; resident ob-
served and criticized; resident evaluated for readi-
ness to do tasks without direct supervision; resi-
dent's work spot checked; questions answered;
opinions on work given as requeste4; evaluation
noted informally.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms; materials and equipment .

needed for procedures in neuroradiology; related
radiographs; view boxes;ultrasonograms, radioiso-
tope brain scans, computerized transverse axial
tomographic scans; EEG reports

, Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes.., (ç) No... ( )

zes to q. : Name t e kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Radiology resident to be instructed in neurOradio-
logic.procedures;any patient involved;surgeon;super-
visor of resident

'----77717sinhe task so thatrhe answers to ques-
tions 1,4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Providing clinical training for radiology residents
in neuroradiology proceduresq.by demonstrating pro-
cedures explaining what is be7ing done, answering
questions; deciding when residents can, perform tasks
under direct supervision; observing and correcting;
deciding when tasks can be done without direct
supervision; spot checking and correcting; advising
as requested or as deemed necessary.

Performer provides clinical
training to residents in radiol-
ogy in the area of neuroradiolo-
gy, covering choice of neurora-
diologic procedures,including
cerebral angiography, pneumoen-
cephalography, ventriculography,
myelography, angiography of spi-
nal cord, posterior fossa, con-
ventional tomography and/or com-
puterized transverse axial scan
manual examination, medical as-
pects of procedures, interpreta-
tion of radiographic material,
and possible recommendations and
treatmerts.

. Performer provides demonstra-
tion, explanation, informal
evaluation and supervision
in: reading requests for neu-
roradiographic procedures,how
to decide on best procedure,
what to look for, contrain-
dications, medical and tech-
nical procedures available,
choice of anesthetics, surgi-
cal entry, type of contrast
media, technical equipment,
positions and angles, techni-
cal and medical interpreta-
tion of radiographic materi-
als, range of medical conclu-
sions that can be drawn,addi-
tional tests, and courses of
treatment to consider.

When performer is assigned a
resident, may select times,
patients, and procedures to
demonstrate, and may explain
to resident while performer
carries out own tasks in
neuroradiology:

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..0()



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This ts page

Task Code No. 405

2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elementi Fully

a. Performer explains what will be
taught.

b. Performer may narratePthe steps,
may explain what is being done, or
may explain the basis for decisions
and actions.

C. Performer may decide to solicit
questions to find out what the
resident understands, may answer
questions, or may elaborate on the
explanation of what is being done,
concentrating on the relevant skills
and knowledges.

d. Performer decides when the resident
has c)served sufficiently and has a
clear enough understanding of a
procedure to carry it out under
close, direct supervision and/or
to assist.

3. Performer supervises and observes resi-
dent carrying out activities assigned.

a.. Performer asks the resident to do
.... all or part of a procedure and re-

mains at the side of the patient
or carries out own portion and
watches the resident perform the
assigned activity.

b. While observiLg, performer decides
whether the activity is being done
properly, whether there is a spe-
cific problem, whether there is
need to demonstrate the procedure
again or explain, and does so.

c. Performer may comment On the per-
formance, encourage or correct as
deemed necessary, or do this later.

d. Performer may decide to intervene
and take over the procedure, ex-
plaining to the resident.what was
done incorrectly at that point or
later.

e. If decision is to demonstrate
again, performer may redo and have
the res.:dent observe, or have resi-
dent r ..,eat the procedure Until it
is done droperly.

f. Performer decides which proce-
dures or activities can be done
by the resident without direct
supervision (although radiologist
remains responsible). Informs
proper supervisors; notes for own
use, and/or tells this to resi-
dent.

4. Performer spot checks resident carry
ing out activities without direct
supervision or responds to requests
for guidance, assistance or further
instruction.

Performer proceeds as in steps 2 or
3 as appropriate, observing, noting
areas needing improvement, determin-
ing nature of problem, assisting,
giving opinions, answering questions,
and providing further instruction on
how to deal with unusual circum-
stances. Reinforces correct work.
Suggests areas for improvement.

5. When patients are present for demon-
strations, performer may explain
presence of resident; when observ-
ing, performer may explain own pres-
ence.

6. Performer informally notes the ex-
tent of learning or proficiency of
resident throughout the training:

a. May decide to discuss performance
with resident at any time.

b. Does not keep formal records on
what was taught, or on resident's
progress.

c. May make personal notes for use
in later evaluation meetings.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No., 406

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Radiology resident shown and explained mammography
procedures; resident evaluated for readiness to do
activities under supervision; resident observed and
criticized; resident evaluated for readiness to do
tasks without direct supervision; resident's work
spot checked; questions answered; opinions on work
given as requested; evaluation noted informally.

Performer provides clinical
training to residents in radio-
logy in the area of mammographic
examination covering mammography,
examination,interpretation and
possible re!ammendations and
treatments.

1. Performer provides demonstra-
tion, explanation, informal
evaluation and supervision in:
reading requests for mammo-
graphy and deciding what to
look for; the appropriate
techniques including breast
examination, the radiographic
,

eqqipment and techniques
available; positions and an-
gles; technical and medical
interpretation of films;types
of concNsions, alternative
studies and tests; and courses
of treatment to recammend.

. When performer is assigned a
resident, may select times,
patients, and procedures to
demonstrate, and may explain
to resident while performer
carries out own tasks:

a. Performer explains what
will be taught.

b. Performer may narrate the
steps, may explain what is
being done, or may explain
the basis for decisions
,and actions.

c. Performer may decide to
solicit questions to find
out what the resident
understands, may answer
questions, or may elaborate
cm the explanation of what

OK - RP; RR;RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items.must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms; materials and equipment
needed for procedures in mammography; related
radiographs and xeramammograms; view boxes

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . . (x) No... )

'es to q. : Name the in. o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions. .

Radiology resident to be instructed in mammography
procedures; any patient involved;supervisor of
resident

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words,

Providing clinical training for radiology residents
in mammography procedures by demonstrating pro-
cedures, explaining what Is being done, answering
questions; deciding when residents can perform tasks
under direct supervision; observing and correcting;
deciding when tasks can be done without direct
supervision; spot checking and correcting; advising
as requested or as deemed necessary.

6. Check here irthis
is a master sheet.. X



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Ccde No, 406

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full
MEW'

List Elements Fully

is being done, concentrating on the
relevant skills and knowledges.

d. Performer decides when the resident
has observed sufficiently and has a
clear enough understanding of a pro-
cedure to carry it out under close,
direct supervision and/or to assist.

Performer supervises and observes resi-
dent carrying out activities assigned.

a. Performer asks the resident to do
all or part of a procedure and re-
mains at the side of the patient or
carries out own portion and watches
the resident perform the assigned
activity.

b. While observing, performer decides
whether the activity is being done
properly, whether there is a spe-
cific problem, whether there is need
to demonstrate the procedure again
or explain, and does so.

c. Performer may comment on the per-
formance, encourage or correct as'
deemed necessary, or do this later.

d. Performer may decide to intervene
and take over the procedure, ex-
plaining to the resident what was
done incorrectly at rhaL point or
later.

e. If decision is to demonstrate again,

performer may redo and have the
resident observe, or have resident
repeat the procedure until it is
done properly.

f. Performer decides which procedures
or activities can be done by the
resident without direct supervision

, (although radiologist remains re-
sponsible). Informs proper super-
visors; notes for own use, and/or
tells this to resident.

Performer spot chee,s resident carry-
ing.out activities without direct
supervision or tesponds to requests

for guidance, assistance or further
instruction.

Performer proceeds ag in steps 2 or 3
as apPropriate, observing, noting
areas needing improvement,determining
nature of problem, assisting, giving
opinions, answering questions, and
providing further instruction on how
to deal with unusual circumstances.
Reinforces correct work. Suggests
areas for improvement.

5. When patients are present for demon-
strations, performer 'may explain pres-
ence of resident; when observing, per-
former may explain own presence.

6. Performer informally notes the extent
of learning or proficiency of resident
throughout the training:

a. May decide to discuss performance
with resident at any time.

b. Does not keep formal records on
what was taught, or on resident's
progress.

c. May make personal notes for use in
later evaluation meetings.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 407

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Outline and content planned and prepared for
lecture to residents or case conference on
neuroradiology; lecture given; conference eon-
ducted by use of questions and answers.

List Elements Fully

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Paper, pen; instructional and reading material in
neuroradiology; radiographic materials; projector
and slides; cine and projector and/or videotapes
and player; screen; view boxes

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No... )

es to q. . Name t e ina o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Residents in radiology; program director; co-
worker; library and/or clerical personnel

Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Planning and presenting lectures or case confer-
ences on neuroradiology for radiology residents
by deciding on content, method of presentation;
preparing material; presenting lecture, being aware
of responses and adjusting presentation to stu-
dents' needs; using radiographic material in ques-
tion and.answer format to demonstrate aspects of.
topics for instructional purposes.

Perforther presents lecture(s) or
holds case conferences on neuro-
radiology for classes of radio-
logy residents.

1. Performer is notified of as-
signment or decides what
should be covered and at what
depth and degree of detail,
considering the residents'
current .11.-deTic level and
objective a the residency
program.

2. Decides on method of presen-
tation and plans lecture and/
or case conference:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Prepares outline.
May obtain special in-
structional materials.or
asks co-worker to obtain
for review. May use ma-
terials already prepared.
May do research in topic
area for use in lecture.
May prepare slides from
own source of radiographs
(teaching cases) or may
obtain existing radio-
graphic material and
slides from library. May
ask co-worker to obtain
f9r review, or personally
chooses radiographs or
computerized transverse
axial scans to illustrate
problem cases for a ques-
tion and answer session.
Performer may choose ma-
terials to contrast normal
and pathological states.
Decides on time to allo-
cate for questions and an-
swers for lecture, or may

OK-RP;RFA;RR.--------
6. Check here it this

is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

1111111e26C4.

List Elements Fully

Task Code No. 407

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

choose residents tu present case
material for case study conference.
If so, discusses as needed.

3. At a case conference, places radio-
graphs, spot films or other radiograph-
ic materials on view box or uses
slides and projector. May use cihe-and
projector and/or videotape and tape
player. May present computerized trans
verse axial scans in the form of Po-
laroid pictures and/or computer print-
outs. May have resident(s) present ma-
terial. Has residents give interpre-
tations of materials.

lhrows out questions about materials;
evaluates and responds to answers, or
answers questions and participates in
discussion about cases involved.

Chooses how to present answers and com
ments so that residents will under-
stand how answers were arrived at.

4. At a lecture, presents material as
deemed appropriate. May note whether
information is being understood, and
adjust presentation accordingly.

5. Performer may recommend reading to
students.

6. May make personal notes on residents
for use in evaluation meeting.

7. Performer may keep material and notes
prepared for future use; has materials
taken from library and equipment re-
turned.

Note: Does not submit outline or materi-
als for review or formally test as
presently practiced.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code Nn. 408

.This is page 1 of- 2 for this task.

. What is the out.ut of this task. (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Presentation prepared and made on neuroradiology
developments or case studies; presentations of
surgeons, neurologists or radiologists listened
to; discussions participated in.

.

Performer attends meetings of
medical staff and co-workers in
surgery and neurology to discuss
areas of mutual concern.

1. Performer may prepare presen-
tations describing new Work
in the field of general ra-
diology or neuroradiology:

a. Performer decides what to
present and in what degree
of depth and detail.

b. Decides on how to make
presentation and what to
use.

c. May prepare outline, ob-
tain special instructional
materials, do research on
toliic for use in presen-
tation. May have resident'
assist.

d. May prepare slides from
own source of radiographs
or may obtain existing ra-
diographic material and
slides from library. May
have subordinate assist.

e. At meeting, when performer
is called upon, places ra-
diographs, spot films or
other radiographic materi-
als on view boxes, uses
slide projector and/or
displays computerized
transverse axial scans in
the form of Polaroid pic-
tures or computer print-
outs. Describes work se-
lected. Answers questions;
participates in discus-
sion. May recommend furth-
er reading.

f. Performer, may, when ap-
propriate, demonstrate or

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Radiographic and medical equipment; radiographic
materials; case histories; view boxes, slide
projectors

. Is_there a recipient, respondent or co-worke,-
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

4. -IT "Yes" to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Surgeons; neurologists; radiologists

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Participating in meetings of radiologists, sur-
geons and neurologists to discuss new developments,
rage$ of.interest and case problems in the fields
of neurology, surgery and neuroradiology by plann-
ing and presenting new developments in the radio-
logic field, interesting case studie8,or problems
in current casesland/or by deciding to listen to
presentations about new developments in surgery,
interesting case studies or case problems, and
participating in discussions.

6. Check here if this
is a mister sheet.. X)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 408

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

simulate new and/or relevant tech-
niques, equipment or procedures.

g. Perfprmer replaces materials and
equipment or has this done.

2. Performer may attend conference at
which surgeons ant/or neurologists pre-
sent case studies and raise the prob-
lems involved, or performer may choose
a case which is of educational inter-
est from the library or from perform-
er's personal files.

a. Performer may be told beforehand by
department head or conference lead-
er what current or past cases will
be presented for discussion, or per-
former will discuss the type of in-
formation to be covered in order
to select a relevant case.

b. Performer obtains the radiographic
materials related to the cases se-
lected or selects appropriate case.
May have assistant gather materials
and reviews to be sure they are ap-
propriate.

c. Performer teviews the radiographs,
any computerized tiansverse axial
scans and the requisition sheets
involved, and any other relevant
medical information such as reports
and interpretations already made.

d. Performer may make notes to use as
reference, pointing out fine points
with regard to interpretation of
the radiographs or scans in con-
"nection with pathological symptoms
and conditions.

e. At the conference, performer pre-
sents the radiographs and/or scans
involved as appropriate and pre-
sents interpretation; makes rele-
vant points so as to instruct the
audience in the reasoning involved.
Participates in the discussion,
answers questions. May suggest ref-
erence articles on subject.

f. Performer replaces radiographic
materials or has these replaced.

g. If current case studies are in-
volved, performer may maintain
files on the case(s) and read re-
ports including final diagnosis
And_t,reatment_prescriptions.

. Performer may decide to attend pre-
sentation by surgeons, neurologists
or co-workers. May make notes, ask
questions and/or participate in dis-
cussion..

Performer may decide to attend presen
tation about a particular case that
is of interest. May make notes, ask
questions and/or participate in dis-
cussion.

Performer may decide to present rele-
vant problems that performer is per-
sonally having trouble with and ask
for comments and suggestions from par
ticipants.

a. Selects the case material needed
to present the problem.

b. Makes presentation and poses prob-
lems involved.

c. Listens and participates in result
ing discussions.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 409

This is page 1 of 3 - for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made on ordering and/or deciding on type of Performer decides on what radio-
pulmonary, bronchial, tracheal and/or laryngeal ra-
diographic examination to order; recommendations
made on technique, contrast medium, anesthetic, pre-
paratory patient procedures as appropriate; record
entered and placed for scheduling.

graphic examination of the res-
piratory system (involving the
larynx, trachea, bronchi, or
lungs) to order for a patient up-

1

on receipt of a request from a
referring physician on an x-ray
requisition-formi-byphone;-Or-tn
person. Studies ordered can in-
clude any procedure for radio-
graphic study of the respiratory
system including biopsy and tomo--
graphy.

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X.7ry requisition form and patient's chart; relevant
radi graphic materials; telephone; view boxes

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes.., ) No...

es to q. : Name tne in o recipient,
respondent or cr.-worker involved, with de_

criptions to indicate the relevant condition
nclude the kind with whom the performer is
ot allowed to deal if relevant to knOwledge
equirements or legal restrictions. .

Physicia requesting.radiographic respiratory exami-
nation; linician; specialist; anesthesiologist;

secretar or clerk

1. Performer reads the x-ray re-
quisition for& and the.pa-
tient's history to learn the
nature of the problem and.the
reason for the reqUest.

N e the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Deciding on type of respiratory radiographic exami-
nation(s) to order for any patient in consultation
with referring physician and/or specialists, by re-
viewing case history and releiiant materials, discus-
sing, and deciding what procedure(s), if any, to or-
der; recommending appropriate techniques; deciding .

on anesthetic, preparatory patient procedures; re-
cording decisions and recommendations; arranging for
scheduling.

a. If the condition or the na-
ture of the request war-
rants it, performer may ar7
range. to discuss request
in cooperation with pa-
tient's attending physician
or appropriate apecialist.

b. Performer studies the medi-
cal history of the patient
and any radiographic mater-
ials resulting from proce-
dures already carried out,
prior radiographs on file,
or interpretations already_,
prepared by other radiolo-
gists.

c. Performer places radio- ,

graphs on view'boxes for
study. When there are prior
cheat films or bronchograpis
performer assesses radio-
graphs to find whether the
involvement includes the
right or-left bronchus,
whether pathological signs

OK-RP:11R;RR
6. Check.here if this

is a master sheet..61)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 2

Task Code No. 409

of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fy

are diffuse or localized, and the
closeness of lesions to the heart.

d. Performer notes whether patient (if
female) is pregnant and radiographic
history. Notes whether patient has a
communicable or infectious condition.
Notes especially whether patient has
active tuherculosis

e. If the performer finds that the in-
formation provided is inadequate,
performer arranges to have other ma-
terials sent or discusses ne.. : in-
formation with relevant physi.an,

f. Performer decides whether there -
contraindications to the procedu:,.'a
requested such as adverse reactio:-.3
to prior studies, allergy to the con ;
trast medium, or the degree of rolls-
tion exposure involved.

g. Performer considers any contraind.Lca-
tions in relation to the need for ad-
ditional information and in relation
to the severity of the patient's sym-
p-oms, the suddenness of the appear-
ance of symptoms, and the extent of
definition on any current radiographs
Performer considers alternative
studies. May discus., with another ra-
diologist or appropriate specialist.

. Performer decides whether t...) approve re-
quest, order additional or altecctative
studies, reore._- earlie-: studies, or re-
commend no r-Jography, based on the in-
formation ob7.31ned and any discussion.

If performer ).ecommends against request,
discusses with ordering physician and
writes reasons for refusal on requisi-
tion sheet, or destroys requisition.
if agreed to by referring physician.
If requested by physician, performer
dictates a report on the decision, pre-
senting his or her interpretation of any
current radiographs, assessMent of case,
reason for refusal and any other rele-
vant comments.

List Elements Fully

Returns materials on patient; and
places dictated report to be picked up
for typing.

. if performer and physician agree on
alternative studies, performer may
consiaer recommendations on technique.
Perfor writes out requisition, spe-
cifyin o,-,iers and recommendations ex-

plicitly -:., "-at staff can prepare pa-
tient or .aduled for work. Gives
informatiot. ; appropriate clerical
personnel to. h.duling. Signs requi-
sition sheet 12

perfora.t. &,:td,:s to approve the
request iol the study, performer de--

cides on technique to re,:ommend, de-
pending on nature of study and pa-
tient's condition. Discusses with spe-
cialist if appropriate.

a. Performet's decisions on technique
include such things as type of bi-
opsy, entry site(s), doing bilater-
al or unilateral study, type of
equipment, contrast medium.

b. Performer may recommend use of par-
ticular anesthetic; may discuss
with anesthesiologist.

c. Performer may order prior sedation
of patient and other medications,
such as to dry up lung secretionr;

I

may order prior preparation such ASI
postural drainage, no prior food cr
dr,ak for a given number of hours. )

May order special procedures to
prevent infection or contamination
of patient or environment.

d. 2erformer considers the urgency of
the rved and If appropriate, expe-
dites schedulsng personally by dis-
cussing with a?pro;-1-:ate staff per-

son.

e. Performer writes orders, recomme.--
ds:ions on technique, decisions on
anesthetic, and order for patient's
preparation on petient's chart ex-
plicitly so that physicians,nurses,

111.111111,111C1 WINIC41111111/
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continu,

f'sk Code No. 409

This is page 3 of _3 for this task.

List Elements Full

technologists and other personnel
can prepare patient or be scheduled
for work.

6. Performer gives information to appro
priate secretary for scheduling.
Signs requisition sheet if appropri-
ate.

2 8



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 410

This is page 1 of 7 for this task.

. What is the outzut of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decisions made on whether to do bronchoscopy, take
biopsy and/or secretion samples, photographs; pt
reassured, anesthetized; bronchoscope inserted; tis-
sue examined-with bronchoscope; biopsy, secretion
samples, spot films, photographs taken; decision
madc whether to have bronchography performed; medi-
cal impressions, after care and bronchography orders
recorded;-emergency signs-reported to-clinician:

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in-
formation for a patient sched-
uled for bronchoscopy (examine-
tion of the bronchi through a
bronchoscope).

.

. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
medical information, includ-
ing any diagnostic informs-
tion already collected, to
become familiar with the case
or to review material seen
earlier. May examine prior
radiographs on view boxes.

a. Performer notes any recom-
mendations made on tech-
nique, anesthetic, seda-
tion, prior abstinence
from food and drink, use
of postural drainage, re-
quest for biopsy or other
samples, procedures to
deal with infectious or
commtracable condition.

Nott.a any other relevant
medical information such
as allergy to iodine-based
substances, history on
presence of tubGrculosis,
diminished pulmonary func-

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form;pt.'s chart,medical records,
radiographs;view boxes;emergency cart,supplies;flex-
ible bronchoscope,power-pack,camera;nasopharyngeal
airway;labeled test tubes,slides,lab jars with media
or preservative;shielding;lead apron;sterile gown,
gloves;topical anesthetic in atomizer,syringe,con-
tainer;jelly lubricant-anesthetic;emesis basin,pad;
tilt table;forceps,cotton pledgets;fluoroscope,spot
film device.monitor;nylon and/or metal bristle biop-
sy brushes with guide wires;biopsy clamp or forceps;
suction machine;saline solution;syringes;order forms;
pen;phone

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

,

4. If -Yee to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,11

r.espondent or co-worker.involved, with de_

scriptions.to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any non-pediatric patient to have bronchoscopy;re-
ferring clinician;radiologist;technologist; nurse

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- . tioning, asthma, pulmonary
hemorrhage or other condi-
tions which might be con-
traindications to the pro-
cedure. Checks whether pa-
tient (if female) may be
pregnant.

b. Performer notes whether
orders for prior adminis-
tration of sedation, pos-
tural drainage or medica-

OK-RP.RIIRR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
,

Conducting bronchoscopy and related biopsy and secre
tion sampling of any non-pediatric pt. by deciding

whether to go ahead;reassering pt.; anesthetizing pt.
with topical anesthetic;inserting flexible bronchos-
cope using nasopharyngeal airway;giving emergency
care if needed;inspecting lungs,bronchi with broncho
scope;deciding on,obtaining brush,clamp or forcep bi
opsy samples,secretion samples,spot flims,photograph=
using access opening in bronchoscope under fluorosco
py;deciding when examination is campleted,whether to
order bronchography;recording medical impressions,or
ders,follow-u. care;notif in: MD o eq- -. ..=

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet.. '
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 410

This is page 2 of 7 for this task.

List Elemen1LEally

tion to dry up secretions, or any
other special procedures have been
carried out. If not, arranges to
have this done. Performer notes
whether patient has abstained from
food and drink for appropriate per-.
iod; if not, arranges to have pa-
tient rescheduled.

c. Performer checks to see that patient
has signed consent for procedure. If
not, informs appropriate co-worker,
arranges to have this obtained, or
decides to obtain consent personally

2. Performer may order routine preliminary
radiographs of patient.

3. Performer greets patient in examination
room. Attempts to reassure patient. Ex-
plains what will be involved in the pro
cedure and attempts to enlist patient's
cooperation. Answers patient's ques-
tions.

Performer questions patient about cur-
rent symptoms in relation to the condi-
tion being studied. May collect addi-
tional relevant medical history or

check whether female patient may be
pregnant. If appropriate, performer
explains procedure and obtains pa-
tient's written consent. (Does not
proceed unless there is a signed con-
sent.)

4. Performer may view preliminary radio-
graphs on view boxes to assess the lo-
cation of lesions and to note whether
these appear to be diffuse or local-
ized. May compare with earlier radio-

graphs.

5 Performer considers whether there are
contraindications to going ahead with
the procedure based on clinical infor-
mation. May have clinician called and
discusses patient's current condition
and steps to be taken.

1

. If performer thides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommenda-
tions on patient's chart. Informs ap-
1;ropriate co-worker. If appropriate,
orders rescheduling of patient or
scheduling for alternative procedure.

If performer decidea-to proceed, per-
former makes final decisions on tech-
nique, on areas of bronchial tree to
study, based on clinical history and
radiographs.

a. Performer decides whether to insert
bronchoscope directly or to use a
nasopharyngeal airway to facilitat
entry and to serve as a guide-for
introducing the bronchoscope. Makes
final-decision on topical anesthet
ic to use.

b. Performer informs appropriate co-
workers of decisions and has pa- ,

tient, materials-and equipment pre-
pared, including containers and
slides for biopsy samples. Has pa-
tient's dentures (if any) removed.

c. If special bronchoscope equipment
stored personally by the per-

former, performer obtains broncho-
scope power-pack and camera;if not,
has equipment brought to examina-
tion room.

When informed that pattent and equip-
ment are ready, performer, checks
wl-ether patient has been properly pre-
pcAred. Checks that emergency cart and
all materials needed are present,that
correct drugs and sizes of items are
present. Checks that patient and any-;
one to remain in room Flea been proper-
'ly shielded. Has any needed changes
or adjustments made.'

9. Performer plugs in power-pack or has
this done, and attaches to sterile .
fiberoptic bronchoscope; checks that
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 410

This is page 3 of 7 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

light is on. Performer dons lead apron
if fluoroscopy is to be used and
sterile gown and gloves.

10. Performer proceeds to anesthetize pa-
tient using topical anesthetic:

a. Performer has patient seated on
tilt table. May have patient given
emesis basin and a pad.

b. Performer selects appropriate topi-
cal anesthetic in atomizer. In-
structs patient to hold tongue out
of mouth, using pad, and to breathe
slowly.

c. Performer sprays the oropharynx,
lower portion of nasopharynx and
the region of the epiglottis with
anesthetic in atomizer. Checks and
continues until gag reflex is over-
come. Performer cautions patient
not to swallow solution; has pa-
tient expectorate into basin.

d. Performer continues by applying
forceps wrapped with cotton pled-
gets and dipped in anesthefic solu-
tion to each piriform recess and to
epiglottis and glottis.

e. Performer chooses a nostril (the
cme which is more patent) and anes-
thetizes it by using the atomizer.

f. Performer lubricates airway dr
bronchoscope; may use jellied anes-
thetic. Performer inserls into an-
esthetized nostril until end of
airway or bronchoscope is visible
through the patient's open mouth.

g. If performer has difficulty using
airway, may revert to insertion of
bronchoscope directly.

h. Performer instructs patient to in-
hale while performer injects a
small amount of anesthetic solution
with syringe through the airway, or
access opening of bronchoscope to
anesthetize the vocal cords and the
remainder of the larynx.

11.

i. If performer has used airway, in-
serts bronchoscope through the
airway until it is in position.

j. Performer asks patient to inhale
slowly and deeply while performer
pushes the bronchoscope into the `

trachea. Performer checks yhether_
trachea has been entered by look-
ing into the lens at the proximal
end of the bronchoscobe. Turns
focus knob as appropL. Lte. Per-
former may position fluoroscope
unit over patient and activate,
checking position on TV monitor.

k. Performer proceeds to anesthetize
the entire tracheobronchia: tree
to prevent coughing, regardless of
which side is to be examined. Per-
former measures appropriate amount
of anesthetic solution in syringe
and injects through the access
opening in bronchoscope.

1. Performer instructs Patient to
cough in order to spray the anes-
thetic throughout the bronchi.
Performer may have patient lie on
table and tilts table into appro-
priate positions while more anes-
thetic is injected and patient is
instructed to inhale. May have pa-
tient assume other positions; re-
peats above steps until coughing
reflex is abolished.

.Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for possible severe reac-
tions such as vascular collapse, lar-
yngospasm or brondhospasm.

a. Performer determines the nature
and severity of the condition..Re-
moves bronchoscope and any other
instruments. Decides on whether to
provide emergency care.

b. Depending on the symptoms, per-
former may carry out any or all of
the following emergency procedures
using equipment on emergency cart:

284
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 410

This is page 4 of 7 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

i) May administer oxygen or air
using oxygen tank and mask or
ambu bag.

ii) May clear natural airway using
finger or tongue blade. May de-
cide to establish an airway by
Using a laryngoscope (to view
larynx) and inserting an endotra
cheal tube.

iii) May decide on and administer IV
infusion (such as barbituates).

iv) Performer may order and adminis-
ter adrenalin, parenteral hydro- 14.

cortisone,a vasopressor in solu-
tion or other appropriate drugs.

c. Performer decides whether the reac-
tion is sufficiently controlled to
proceei with the procedure. May con-
sult with clinician.

d. When patient has been revived, per-
former records reaction and what was
done on patient's chart.

e. If performer decides to terminate,
notifies appropriate medical staff;
orders aftercare as appropriate;has
patient transported to appropriate
location. Terminates procedure by
notifying appropriate staff.

f. If patient has mild reaction such as
coughing or spitting up, performer
injects additional anesthetic as de-
scribed above or has this done. Per-
former reassures patient and helps
patient tO relax and breathe easily.

13. Performer uses bronchoscope to exam-
ine the tissues ofthe bronchial tree
and lung by lOoking into the lens at
the proximal end of the bronchoscope.
Performer turns focus knob as desired
and moves the bronchoscope tube as
appropriate-to examine areas. Per--
former inspects tissues for signs of
pathology and blockage. Reassures pa-
tient; notes patient's condition con-
tinually.

12. Performer proceeds with bronchoscopic
examination by moving bronchostope int
appropriate bronchus. Perforuer uses
fluoroscopy to check that correct bron-
chus has been entered. Performer en-
courages patient to suppress coughing
throughout examination.

A r,;

As patient is being examined with
bronchoscope, performer decides,
based on clinical information and
what is being seen, whether samples
are to be taken.

Performer may decide to perform brush
biopsy, tissue biopsy, or to take
samples of secretion for bacterial,
fungal, cytological and/or.histologi-
cal evaluation. Performer may also
decide to take photographs of tis-
sues to be used for educational pur-
,poses.

Performer may make such decisions at
any point throughout the bronchoscop-
ic examination. Explains to patient
what will be done.

If.performer decides to take samples,
prepares for spot filming. If fluoro-
scope has Spot film attachment that
uses cassettes, performer has cas-
sette inserted. Chooses full, half or
quarter format and sets as appropri-
ate. (If roll film attachment;checks
that attachment is loaded with film
or has this done.)

15. If performer decides to perform a
brush biopsy, performer has appropri-
ate number of br--' (nylon and/or
mEtal bristle balshe2) prepared on
guide wires. Hav siides and test



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 410

This is page 5 of 7 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

tube:, labeled and prepared with appro-
priate media or preservative to receive
samples.

a. Performer activates fluoroscope or
has this done; watches on TV monitor
to help.guide.the bronchoscope-to--
the appropriate segmental or subseg-
mental-bronchus.

b. Performer inserts brush on guide
wire through access opening of bron-
choscope.

c. When brush is in position performer
may take spot film to show loca-
tion of sample for use of clinician
or has done. Activates spot
film attachment and x-ray foot pedal
as appropriate. If cassette attach-
ment, may have technologist remove
cassette as spot is snapped and in-
sert additional cassette, or does so
personally.

d. With brush in position performer
plunges it vigorously several times
into the-area of abnormality and re-
moves the brush by pulling out
gently.

e. Sets the first brushes aside for
bacteriologic or fungal studies in
appropriate media; as desired, uses
additional brushes and has slides
prepared. Performer has slides fixed
immediately. Teases off tissue on
the brushes and has prepared and
identified for laboratory inspection

f. Has spot films processed immediately
g. Performer evaluates whether sample

was taken in appropriate area by ex-
amining sample and spot films after
they are processed. If performer de-
cides,as a result of viewing-samples
or spot films,that the samples are
inadequate, perfotmer repeats proce-
dure until satisfied.

h. Repeats procedure for eachlocation
chosen for brush biopsy samples.

16. If performer decides to perform a tis-
sue biopsy using clamp or forceps, per-
former has laboratory jars labeled and

prepared with appropriate media or
preservative to receive sample(s):

a. Performer uses.fluoroscopy to pa-
sition bronchoscope as close as
possible to the lesion under study

--and-to-advance-the-forceps-or-
clamp through the access opening
of the bronchoscope. Performer
positions patient appropriately.

b. With jaws of forceps or clamp in

open position, and depending on
the,nature and location of the
lesion, performer may force the
jaws against the obstruction and
close them while maintaining pres-
sure, or performer may have pa-
tient inhale while performer ex-
erts counter pressure. -Closes.the
jaws to bite off a piece of-tis-
sue. Performer takes spot films as
appropriate as described above.

c. Performer draws out instrument,:
releases prongs or opens forceps
to drop the tissue sample into
laboratory jar prepared by co-
worker. Has each sample identifie

d. Repeats as required until satis-
fied with sample.

17. Performer may-decide to take a sample
of secretions or may collect "wash-
ings" from irrigation of area after
tissue biopsy:

a. Pnrformer may irrigate area where
biopsy sample was taken or may ir-
rigate to provide sufficient
liquid for sample by injecting sa-
line or other appropriate solution
through access opening.

b. Performer has suction machine pre-
pared to draw up secretions or
washings. Attaches tubing of suc-
tion machine to access opening of
bronchoscope. Has suction machine
activated and indicates when to
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TASK 'DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 410

This la rage 6 of 7 for this task.

List Elements Fully
AmaL

stop, noting collection of specimen
in glass container.

c. Performer disconnects suction tube;
and has sample prepared and identi-
fied for laboratory.

. If performer decides to make photo-
graphs of the condition being observed
for educational purposes, performer at-
taches tUbing of special btonchoscopy
camera to access opening:

a. Performer looks through camera
lens, moves to and focuses on area
selected for photography.

b. When area is properly under view,
performer presses camera button to
take photograph.

c. Performer has record made of number
of pictures taken and locations for
later identification of photos.

19. Performer decides when the examination
is completed based on observation of
tissues and after all needed samples
have been taken; considers own observa-
tion of tissue and the patient's abil-
ity to tolerate procedure.

20.,Performer considers whether it would be
4gdvisable to have bronchography done
Ap(radiogrephy of bronchi and lungs with

fte of contrast medium). Considers
avallable information, the patient's
current condition and radiographic his-
tory, and the urgency of the situation.
May consult with cliniciat, or radiolo-
gist. May decide to order chest radio-
graphs.

If performer decides to order broncho-
graphy, decides,whether this should be
done at once (to take advantage of the
current anesthetization of the patient
and the relative eese of intubation.for
bronchography), or should be delayed to
give patient a chance to recover from
the trama to the tracheobronchial tree
and have possible side effects such as

List Elements Fully

21.

swelling and increased secretions sub
side.

If performer decides to have broncho-
graphy performed at once, arranges to
have materials prepared and appropri-
ate co-workers notified, or decides
to continue personally with the pa-
tient.

22. If performer decides to terminate the
examination without going immediately
to bronchography performer does the
following:

a. Performer reassures patient and
gently removes the bronchoscope.
If airway was used performer gent]y
removes the nasopharyngeal airway.

b. Performer encourages patient to
cough and/or spit up into basin.

c. Performer instructs patient not to
eat or drink for an appropriate
number of hours because the anes-
thetized pharynx and larynx could
allow material to be aspirated into
the tracheobronchial tree. Perform-
er explains what residual or side
effects may be experienced and re-
assures patient. If patient is out-
patient has orders written out and
given to patient.

d. Ensures that proper clean-up 2ro-
cedures are carried out,

e. Has patient returned to room or has
out-patient taken to recovery area
for appropriate amount of time. En-
sures that any out-patient will be
escorted or attended to until able
to return home.

23. Performer checks that all samples are
properly labeled with identification
information and appropriate clinical
information. Signs requisition sheet
for labordtory work if ;appropriate.
_

2 . Performer has bronchoscope equipment
disassembled and placed for sterili-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 410

This is page 7 of 7 for this task.

List Elements Full

zation and storage as appropriate; may
return power-pack and camera person-
ally.

25. If performer has decided to have bron-
chograms or'radiographs made at a later
time, fille_out_ requisition sheet, with_
appropriate Information and signs.

26. If performer has judged that any emer-
gency signs were in evidence, or if
clinician has requested it, performer
notifies physician of preliminary find-
ings by phone. May discuss.

27. Performer records impressions of proce-
dure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated the procedure.
c. Special nursing follow-up care re-

quired such as sedation. Orders no
food or drink for appropriate time.
May fill out drug order form and
sign.

d. Any tests or radiography crdered.
e. May sign chart or requiAcion shee,.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 411

This is page 1 of 6 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made on whether to do bronchography; pt. re
assured, anesthetized; contrast medium instilled in
6tonchus under fluoroscopy; spot films taken, condi-
tion observed on TV monitor; bronchograms ordered;
decisions made on additional bronchography, delayed
films; complete set of radiographs approved; orders
on follow-up care, radiography, medical impressions
recorded; MD notified of emergency signs.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in-
formation for a patient sched-
uled for bronchography (radio-
graphic examination of the lung
and bronchi after instillation
of iodized oil contrast medium
in bronchus). Requisition may
result from prior bronchoscopic
examination, prior bronchography
of side opposite from one to be
currently examined.Performer may
have.received request or have
decided to perform bronchography
on patient who has just been ex-
amined with bronchoscope, with
bronchoscope still in place.

1.If not already done, performer
reads the patient's requisi-
tioh form and relevant medical
information, including any di-
agnostic information already
collected, to become familiar
with the case or to review ma-
terial seen earlier. Examines
prior radiographs on view
boxes.

a. Performer notes any recom-
mendations made on site of
pathology, technique, anes-
thetic, contrast medium,
sedation, prior abstinence

2. What is t.sed in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form;pt.'s chart,medical records,
radiographs;view boxes; emergency gart and supplies;
transnasotracheal(Coud)catheter;shielding,lead ap-
ron;sterile gown and gloves;topical anesthetic solu-
tion in atomizer,syringe and container;jelly lubri-
cant-anesthetic;emesis basin;pad;tilt table;forceps;
cotton pledgets; fluoroscope unit, TV monitor, spot
film device with cassettes or roll film; contrast me-
dium(iodized oil or barium sulfate solution);syr-
inges;guide wire;bronchoscope;order forms;pen;phone

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( ) No...( )

. 'es to q. : Name t e ina o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved:with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Any non-pediatric pt.td have bronchography;referring
MD;clinician;radiologist;technologist;nurse;clerk

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques- from food and drink, use of
postural drainage. Notes
any,other relevant medical
information such as allergy

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

'tial words.
Conducting bronchography of any non-pediatric patien.
by deciding whether to go ahead;reassuring pt.;anes-
thetizing pt.with topical anesthetic;inserting trans
nasotracheal catheter and instilling iodized oil con
trast medium into bronchus under fluoroscopy;viewing
on TV monitor and taking spot films;deciding whether
to study other bronchus;ordering bronchograms;decid-
ing when examination is completed by viewing broncho
grams;deciding whether to order delayed films and/or
bronchography of other side;recording medical impres
sions,orders and follow-up care;notifying MD of
emergency signs.

to iodine-based substances,
history of presence of tu-
berculosis, diminished pul-
monary functioning, asthma,
pulmonary hemorrhage or
other conditions which
might be contraindications
to the procedure. Checks

OK-RP;RR;RR
6. Check here if this

is a master. sheet . . ( V

-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 411

This is page 2 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

whether patient (if female) may be
pregnant,whether patient has an infec-
tious or communicable condition.

b. Performer notes whether orders for
prior administration%of sedation,
medication or postural drainage and
sanitary procedures have been carried
out. If not, arranges to have these
done. Performer notes whether patient
has abstained from food and drink for
appropriate pentod; if not, arranges
to have patient rescheduled.

c. Performer checks to see that patient
has signed consent for procedure. If
not, informs appropriate co-worker,
arranges to have this obtained, or de-
cides to obtain consent personally.

. If not already done,performer orders
scout films of patient. Specifies pa-
tient position(an or off table)to cor-
respond to position to be used for
bronchograms.

. 13erformer greets patient in examination
room. Attempt's to reassure patient. Ex-
plains what will be involved in the pro-
cedure and attempts to enlist patient's
cooperation. Answers patient's questions.
If patient has just undergone bronchos-
copy, performer notes patient's response
to sedation and to the'procedure. Per-
former questions patient about current
symptoms in relation to the condition
being studied. May collect additional
relevant medical history or inquire of
female patientyhether she suspects she
is pregnant. If appropriate, performer
explains procedure and obtains patient's
written consent. (Does not proceed un-
less there is a signed consent.)

4. Performer views preliminary radiographs
on view boxes to assess the location of
lesions and to note whether these appear
to be diffuse or concentrated. May com-
pare with earlier radiographs and/or
prior bronchograms.

Performer evaluates whether technical
factors and patient position are ap-
propriate to provide satisfactory ra-
diographs. If not, indicates to tech-
nologist what adjustments are needed.

5. Performer considers whether there are.
contraindications to going ahead with
the procedure based on clinical in-
formation. May have clinician called
and discusses patient's current condi-
tion and steps to be taken.

6. If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommenda-
tions on patient's chart. Informs ap-
propriate co-worker. If appropriate,
orders rescheduling of patient or
scheduling for alternative procedure.

7. If performer decides to proceed, per-
former makes final decisions on tech-
nique, on areas of bronchial tree to
study, whether to do bilatera3 or uni-
lateral study, based on clinical his-
tory and radiographs.

a. Decides on contrast medium based on
patient's allergies. (Uses barium
sulfate solution rather than io-
dized oil if patient has allergy0-

b. Ifiodized oil is to be used per-
former has co-worker heat the con-
trast medium to appropriate temper-
ature.

c. Makes final decision on topical an-
esthetic.

d. Performer inforns appropriate co-
workers of decisions and, has pa-
tient, materials and equipment-pre-
pared, including having technical
factors.set for fluoroscopy. Has
patient's dentures (if any)removed.

8. When informed that patient and equip-.
ment are ready, performer checks
whether patient has been properly pre-
pared. (If bronchoscope is in place,
performer omits step 9.).

u
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 411

This is page 3 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Fully

a. Checks that all materials needed and
emergency cart are present,that cor-
rect drugs'and sizes of items are
present.

b. Checks that patient and anyone re-
maining in room has been properly
shielded.

c. Has any needed changes or adjustments
made.

d. Performer dons lead apron and sterile
gown and gloves.

e. If fluoroscope has spot film attach-
ment that uses cassettes, performer
has cassette inserted. Chooses full,
half or quarter format and sets as
appropriate.(If roll film attachment,
checks that attachment is loaded with
film or has this done.)

9. Performer proceeds to anesthetize pa-
tient using topical anesthetic:

a. Performer has patient seated on tilt
table. May have patient given emesis
basin and a pad.

b. Performer selects appropriate topicall
anesthetic in atomizer. Instructs pa-F
tient to hold tongue out of mouth,
using pad, and to breathe slowly.

c. Performer sprays the oropharynx, low-
er portion of nasopharynx and the re-
gion of the epiglottis with anesthe-
tic in atomizer. Checks and continueE
until gag reflex is overcome. Per-
former cautions patient not to swal-
low solution;has patient expectorate
into basin.

d. Performer continues by applying for-
ceps wrapped with cotton pledgets
and dipped in anesthet-Ic solution to
each piriform recess and to epiglot-
tis and glottis.

e. Performer chooses a nostril_(the one
which is more patent) a4dlanestbe-
tizes it by using the atomizer.

f. Performer lubricates Coud6 catheter;
may use jellied anesthetic. Perform-
er inserts into anestletized nostril
until end of :.cheter is visible
through the patient's open mouth.

List Elements Fully

Performer instructs patient to in-
hale while performer injects a
small amount of anesthetic solu-
tion with syringe through the
catheter to anesthetize the vocal
cords and the remainder of the
larynx.
Performer may facilitate passage
of catheter into trachea by having
patient flex trunk forward with
chin raised and tongue held out of
mouth to straighten and open the
airway (Haight maneuver). Perform-
er asks patient to inhale slowly
and deeply while performer pushes
the tube into the trachea. Per-
former checks whether a cough is
incited as proof that trachea has
been entered. May have patient
phonate the sound ee. (If unable,
the tube is properly in place.)
Performer may position fluot- cope
unit over patient and activate,
checking position of tube on TV
monitor. May jape catheter in
place on patient's cheek.
Performer proceeds to anesthetize
the entire tracheobronchial tree to
prevent coughing, regardless of
which side is to be examined. Per-
former measures appropriate amount
of anesthetic solution in syringe
and injects through the catheter.
Performer instructs patient to
cough in order te Jpray the anes-
thetic throughout the bronchi. Pei-
former may have patient lie on
table; tilts table into appropriate
positions while injecting more an-
eathetic and while performer in-
structs patient to inhale. May have
patient assume other positions; re-
peats above steps until coughing
reflex is abolished. Encourages
patient to suppress coughing

.throughout examination.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 411

This is page 4 of 6 for thi .sk.

Iist Elements Fully

10. If patient has just had a broncho-
scopic examination and bronchoscope is
still in place, performer reassures
patient and proceeds with catheteri-
zation of patient:

a. Inserts guide wire into access
opening of bronchoscope, using flu-
oroscopy to check progress of guide
wire to distal end of bronchoscope.

b. With guide wire in position, per-
former gently removes the broncho-
scope, leaving the guide wire in
place. Arranges to have broncho-
scope sterilized and stored.

c. Performer inserts the transnaso-
tracheal catheter over the guide
wire and into position.

d. Performer removes the guide wire.

11. Performer decides when to proceed
with instillation of the contrast
medium. Reassures patient and ex-
plains what will happen. Asks patient
to suppress coughing.

a. Performer checks.that iodized oil
contrast medium is at proper tem-
perature. Has sterile syringe fill-
ed with proper amount or prepares
personally.

b. Performer has patient lie on ra-
diographic table and positions
fluoroscopic unit over area under
study. May have room lights dimmed.

c. Performer checks on TV monitor
that catheter is placed so that
the side with the suspected lesion
is filled first. Has patient turned
appropriately towards the side of
the chest to be filled.

d. Performer uses syringe with con-
trast medium and injects an appro-
priate amount through the catheter.
Warns patient not to cough. Has
patient inhale deeply to dilate
bronchi.

e. Performer activates fluoioscope or
has this done. Observes the extent

4711.

12.

List Llements Fully

to which the segmental bronchi are
filled. Observes the structure'of
the organs as'they are filled. May
have technical factors adjusted.

f. Performer utilizes the tilt table
controls or has patient rotate so
that the contrast medium flows to
the unfilled bronchi. May have pa-
tient inhale deeply. Performer may
inject additional contrast until
proper, delineation appears on moni
tor.

g. When all the branches on the side
under study are filled, performer
decides on what spot films to take
and the patient positions to util-
ize for the spot films, Notes sign
of pathology and any structions.

Activates spot film attachment and
x-ray foot pedal as appropriate. I
cassette attachment,may have tech-.
nologist remove cassette as spots'
are snapped and insert additional
cassettes, or does so.personally.

Throughout procedure performer
alert for possible severe reactions
such as vascular collapse, laryngo-
spasm, bronchoSpasm or adverse reac-
tion to contrast medium:

a. Performer determines the nature
and severity of the condition. Re-
moves all instruments from patient.
Orders emergency cart..

6
b. Depending on the symptoms,perform-

er may carry out'any Or all of the
following emergency procedures
using equipment on emergency cart:.

i) May administer oxygen or air
using oxygen tank and mask or
ambu bag.

ii) May clear airway using finger
or tongue blade. May decide to
establish an airway.by. using a
laryngoscope (to.view larynx)
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TASK DESCRLPTiON SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 411

This is page 5 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Fully

and inserting an endotracheal
tube.

iii) May decide on and administer
IV infusion (such as barbitu-
ates).

iv) Performer may order and admin-
ister adrenalin, parenteral
hydrocortisone, antihistamine,
a vasopressor in solution or
other appropriate drugs.

c. Performer decides whether the reac-
tion is sufficiently controlled to
proceed with the procedure. May
consult with clinician.

d. When patient has been revived, per-
former records reaction and what
was done on patient's chart.

e. If performer decides to terminate,
notifies appropriate medical staff;
orders aftercare as appropriate;
has patient transported to appro-
priate.location. Terminates proce-
dure by notifying appropriate
staff.

f. If patient has mild reaction such
as coughing or spitting up, per-
former injects additional anesthe-
tic as described above or has this
done.

g. Performer reassures patient and
helps patient to relax and breathe
easily.

13. Performer decides when the given side
has been sufficiently observed under
fluoroscopy and sufficient spot films
have been taken. Shuts fluoroscope.--

14. Performer orders standard radiograph-
ic series with patient in erect posi-
tion or specifies views with patient
on table (to correspond with scout
films).

15. Performer looks at the processed spot
films and bronchograms on view boxes
as soon as they are ready:

List Elements Fully

a. Determines whether the radiographs
are technically adequate to demon-
strate the area and condition un-
der study and provide sufficient
information to make possible a
competent medical interpretation.
Performer may ask opinion of clin-
ician or another radiologist.

b. Performer decides whether to order
additional views, a change in the
technical factors or whether to
instill additional contrast medi ii

Considers the information already
available on the radiographs, the
way in which the patient responded
to the procedure, the patient's
condition, and his or her cumula-
tive exposure.

c. If the performer decides to in-
still additional contrast medium,
repeats appropriate steps as de-
scribed above. Indicates to tech-
nologist any orders on additional
brOnchograms such as change in
technical factors or patient posi-
tioning.

d. Repeats review of resulting bron-
chograms as described above.

16. Performer decides whether the other
bronchus should be studied. If so,
performer decides whether the other
side should-be studied at once or ex-
amined at a later time. Performer con
siders the purpose of the study; the
patient's condition and what has al-
ready been seen:

a. If performer decides to proceed
with bronchography of the other
side, performer returns to the pa-
tient and explains. Activates
fluoroscope.

b. Performer pulls back on.the oath»
eter until it is in the trachea
and then enters the other bronchus
as described above.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 411

This is page 6 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements 1117

c. Performer repeats all the appropri- f. Has patient returned to room or
ate steps for evaluation of the has out-patient taken to recovery
other side a,.. described above. When area for appropriate amount of
performer decides that the fluoros- time or after delayed films are
copic poLtfon ol the examination is taken. Ensures that any out-pa-
at an and, shuts fluoroscope, or- tient will be'escorted or attended
ders overhead radiographs and eval-
uates as described above.

to until able to return home.

19. If performer has decided to have
17. Performer decides whether to order de- bronchography done of the other side

layed films (especially if there is at a later time,performer fills out
presence of chronic inflamation of the requisition sheet with appropriate
bronchial tree). If so decided, per-
former orders delayed films to be

information and signs.

taken after a proper elapse of time,
and fills out appropriate requisition

20. If performer has judged that any
emergency signs were in evidence, or

and/or informs technologist, if clinician has requested it, per-
former notifies physician of prelim-

18. When the performer decides that the
examination is completed, indicates

inary findings by phone. May discuss.

thIs to technologist and returns to 21. Performer records impressions of pro-
the patient. cedure on patient's chart:

a. Perfermer reassures patient and a. Preliminary findings.
gently removes the catheter. b. How patient tolerated the proce-

b. Performet encourages the patient to dure.

cough and/or to spit up into a c. Special nursing follow-up care re-
basin. quired such as sedation. Orders no

c. Performer instructs patient not to food or drink for appropriate
eat or drink for an appropriate time. May fill out drug order form
number of hours because the anes- and sign.
thetized pharymx and larynx could d. Any delayed films or additional
allow material to be aspirated into radiography ordered.
the tracheobronchial tree. Perform- e. May sign chart or requisition
er explains what residual or side
effects may be experienced and re-
assures patient. If patient is out-
patient, has orders written out and
given to patient. Explains to pa-
tient if delayed films are to be
made.

d. If appropriate has decontamination
and/or sanitary clean up procedures
carried out.

e. Has patient taken to appropriate
waiting aria if delayed films are
to be taken.

sheet.

.

*

.

,
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 412

This is page 1 of 5 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
-....w

List Elements Funy
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made on whether to do laryngography;patient
reassured, instructed in maneuvers to make, anesthe-
tized; contrast medium instilled in larynx under flu-
oroscopy; scout, diagnostic spot and cine films
taken; condition observed on TV monitor; complete
set of spot films approved; orders on follow-up care,
medical impressions recorded; MD notified of emer-
gency signs.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in-
formation for a patient sched-
uled for laryngography (radio-
graphic examination of the larynx
after instillation of iodized oil
contrast medium).

. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
medical information, includ-
ing any diagnostic informa-
tion already collected, to be
come familiar with the case
or to review material seen
earlier. Examines relevant
prior radiographs on view
boxes,including tomograms.

a. Performer notes any recom-
mendations made on site of
pathology, technique, anes-
thetic, cOntrast medium.
sedation, prior abstinence
from food and drink. Notes
any other relevant medical
information such as allergy
to iodine-based substances,
history or presence of
dental problems, asthma, or
other conditions which
m4ght be contraindications
to the procedure. Checks
whether patient (if female)
may be pregnant;checks
whether patient has a cam-
municable or infectious
condition.

b. Performer notes whether

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form;pt.'s chart,medical records,
radiographs;view boxes;emergency cart and supplies;
shielding,lead apron;sterile gown and gloves;topical
anesthetic solution in atomizer;syringe and contain-
er;jelly lubricant anesthetic;emesis basin;pad;tilt
table;forceps and cotton pledgets;fluoroscope unit,
TV monitor,spot film davice;cineradiography camera-
and film;contrast medium(iodized oil or barium sul-
fate solution);syringes;curved cannula attachment
for syringe;order forms;pen;telephone;headlight

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

. If -Yee to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any non-pediatric patient to have laryngography;re-
ferring MD;clinician;radiologist;technologist;nurse;
clerk

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
onducting laryngography of any non-pediatric patient

by deciding whether to go ahead;reassuring pt.;in-
:Tstructing pt.'in maneuvers to be iede in examination;

taking scout spot films;anesthetizing pt. with topi-
cal anesthetic;instilling iodized-oil contrastamedium
into larynx under fluoroscrTy;having patient make
test sounds,observing;taking spot films and cine
hile Watching on fluoroscopt, monitor;deciding when
xaminaylion is ccmpleted by viewing spot films; re-

cording.inedical impressions aad follow-up care;noti-
fying MD of emergency signs.

orders for prior adminis-
tration of med ication or
Sedation or sanitary pro-
cedures have been carried
out. If not, arranges to
have these done. Performer
notes whether patient has

c.-.111

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 412

2 of 5 f....r.this task.

List Elements Fully

abstained from food and drink for ap-
propriate period; if not, arranges to
have proper elapse of time take
place (may reschedule).

c. Performer checks to see that patient
has signed consent for procedure. If
not, informs appropriate co-worker,
arranges to have this obtained, or
decides to obtain consent personally.

1111'
b. If iodized oil is to be used, has

co-worker heat the contrast medium
to appropriate temperature.

c. Makes final decision on topical an-
esthetic.

d. Performer informs appropriate co-
workers of decisions and has pa-
tient,materials,and equipment pre-
pared,- including having technical
factors set for fluoroscopy. Has
patient's dentures (if any) remov-
ed. May order cine equipment. If
so, indicates settings desired for
frame rate.

List Elements Fully

Performer greets patient in examination
room. Attempts to reassure patient. Ex-
plains what will be involved in the pro-
cedure and attempts to enlist patient's
cooperation. Answers patient's ques-
tions. Performer questions,patient
about current symptoms in relation to
the condition being studied. May col-
lect additional relevant medical his-
tory or inquire of female patient
whether she suspects she is pregnant.
If appropriate, performer explains pro-
cedure and obtains patient's written
consent. (Does not proceed unless there
is a signed consent.)

. Performer considers whether there are
contraindications to going ahead with
the procedure based on clinical infor-
mation. May have clinician called and
discusses patient's current condition
and steps to be taken.

. If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommenda-
tions on patient's chart. Informs ap-
propriate co-worker. If appropriate,
orders rescheduling of patient or
scheduling for alternative procedure.

. If performer decides to proceed, per-
former makes final decisions on tech-
nique:

a. Decides on contrast medium based on
patient's allergies. (Uses barium
sulfate solution rather than iodized
oil if patient.has allergy.)

296 .

NIP

When informed that patient and equip-
ment are ready, performer checks that
patient has been properly prepared.

a. Checks that all materials needed
and emergency cart are present,
that correct drugs and sizes of
items are present. Checks that pa-
tient and anyone remaining in room
has been properly shielded.

b. Has any needed changes or adjust-
ments made.

'c.'Performer dons lead apron and ster
ile glwn and gloves.

d. If fluoroscope has spot film at-
tachment that uses cassettes,per-
former has tassette inserted.
Chooses full,half or quarter for-

, mat and sets as appropriate. (If
roll film attachment,checks that
attachment is loaded with film or
has this done.

7. Performer.e;Plains to patient that
procedure includes a series of six
standard maneuvers that thepatient
must make. Practices with patient un-
til the patient properly produces the
sounds required when requested: (a)
quiet respiration; (b) forced expira-
tion; (s) a phonated "e;" (3) Valsal-
va maneuver (eXhalation against clos-
ed glottis); (0 the Muller maneuver
(inspiration with closed glottis).



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 412

This is page 3 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Fully

Performer first demonstrates,then has
patient imitate until satisfactory;then
has patient sound on request.

8. Performer prepares for preliminary
spot films by seating patient nn radio-
graphic table and positioning fiunro-
scope unit as appropriate. Activates
fluoroscope and positions patient and
unit to view larynx on TV monitor. Per-
former takes appropriate spot films by
activating spot film attachment and
foot pedal when desired view is ob-
tained on monitor. If cassette attach-
ment, may have technologist remove
cassette as spots are snapped and in-
sert additional cassettes, or does so
personally. Has spot films processed
immediately.

9. Performer views preliminary spot films
on view boxes to assess the location
of pathology and to note whether these
appear to be diffuse or concentrated.
May compare with earlier radiographs.

Performer evaluates whether technical
factors and patient position are ap-
propriate to provide adequate informa-
tion. If not, indicates to technolo-
gist what adjustments are needed.

10. Performer proceeds to anesthetize pa-
tient using topical anesthetic:

a. Performer has patient seated on
tilt table. May have patient given
emesis basin and a pad.

b. Performer selects appropriate topi-
cal anesthetic in atomizer. In- .

structs patient to hold tongue out
of mouth, using pad, and to breathe

slowly.
c. Performer sprays the oropharynx,

lower portion of nasopharynx and
the region of the epiglottis with
anesthetic in atomizer. Checks and
continues until gag reflex is over-

11.

List ElementsIally

come. Performer cautions patient
not to swallow solution; has pa-
tient expectorate into basin.

d. Performer continues by applying
forceps wrapped with cotton
pledgets and dipped in anesthetic
solution to each piriform recess .

and to epiglottis and glottis.
e. To anesthetize the vocal cords and

remainder of the larynx,performer
uses sterile syringe containing
anesthetic solution. Attaches
curved cannula. Injects (drips)
anesthetic directly into thc larynx
through the mouth. May use head-
light.

f. Performer checks for complete anes-
thetization by having patient swal-
low. Asks patient if this was felt.
If so, continues with additional
anesthetic solution until the swal-
low is not felt.

Performer decides when to proceed with
instillation of the contrast Medium.
Reassures patient and explains what
will happen.

a. Performer checks that iodized oil
contrast medium is at proper tem-
perature. Has sterile syringe
filled with proper amount or pre-
pares personally. Attaches sterile
curved cannula or has this done.

b. Performer injects (drips) contrast
medium directly into larynx through
'the mouth. Views larynx on monitor
under fluoroscopy until satisfied
that larynx is properly.coated
with contrast tedium. Reassures
patient. .

12. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for possible severe re-
actions such as vascular collapse,
laryngospasm or adverse reaction to
contrast medium:
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 412

This is page 4 of 5 for this task.

LIst Elements Fully
.u.Arse1111111C11,0%.

a. Performer determines the nature and
severity of the condition. Orders
emergency cart.

b. Depending on the symptoms, perform-
er may carry out any or all of the
following emergency procedures
using equipment on emergency cart:

i) May administer oxygen or air
using oxygen tank and mask or
ambu bag.

ii) May clear airway using fingez or
tongue blade. May decide to
establish an airway using a
laryngoscope (to view larynx) and
inserting an endotracheal tube.

iii) May decide on and administer IV
infusion (such as barbituates).

iv) Performer may order and adminis-
ter adrenalin, parenteral hy-
drocortisone,antihistamine, a
vasopressor in solution or other
appropriate drugs.

c. Performer decides whether the reac-
tion is sufficiently controlled to
proceed with the procedure. May con
sult with clinician.

d. When patient has been revived,per-
former records reaction and what
was done on patient's chart.

e. If performer decides to terminate,
notifies appropriate medical staff:
orders aftErcare as appropriate;
has patient transported to appropri
ate location. Terminates procedure.
by notifying appropriate staff.

f. If patient has mild reaction, per-
former reassures patient,and helps
patient to relax and breathe easily.

13. When the performer decides that the
larynx is sufficiently coated with the
contrast medium, performer activates
fluoroscope and undertakes spot film-
ing of the larynx. May also activate
cine camera:

I,scElements Full

a. Instructs patient to make the
maneuvers as practiced earlier.

b. Performer positions fluoroscopic
unit: to desired view by checking
on TV monitor. Observes dynamic
action and notes pathological
signs.

c. When proper sound is being made,
performer activates spot film at-
tachment and foot pedal co record
view desired...

d. Performer takes.appropriate number
of spot films to cover the number
of maneuvers and proper views(such
as frontal and lateral). Has tech-
nologist replace cassettes for spot
films as required, or does so per-
sonally.

e. When performer decides that appro-
priate number of spot and dine
films have been taken,shuts fluoro-
scope and cine camera and has films
Trocessed

14. 1'erformer:71ooks at ttie

films on view boxes as
are ready. May project

processed spot
soon as they
cine on screen:

a. Determines whether the laryngograms
are technically adequate to demon-
strate,the area.and condition un-
der study and provide sufficient,:
information to make possible a com-
petent medical interpretation. Per-
former may ask opinion of clini-
cian or anotner radiologist.

b. Performer decides whether to take
additianal views, change the tech-
nical0factors or whether to instill
additional contrast medium...Con-
siders the information already
available on the spot films, the
A.Jay in which the patient responded
to the procedure, the patient's
condition, and his or her cumula-
tive exposure.

c. If the performer decides to instill
additional contrast medium, repeats
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 412

This is page 5 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

appropriate steps as described c. Special nursing follow-up care re-
above. Indicates to technologist quired such as sedation. Orders no
any change in ',7hnical factors food or drink for appropriate time.
needed. Rel:?;cts phonation and film- May fill out drug order form and
-ing as-dcaLxibad above. sign. .

. Repeatsvevew of resulting laryrgo-1 d. May sign chart or requisition
grams aE described above. Informs
technologist when radiographic study
is completed.

sheet.

15:Performer decides when the examine-
tion is completed and returns to pa-
tient:

.

a. Performer reassures patient.
b. Encourages the patient to cough and/

,
or to spit up into a basin.

c. Performer instructs patient not to
eat or drink for an appropriate num-
ber of hours because the anesthe-
tized pharynx arid larynx could al-
low material to be aspirated into
the tracheobronchial tree. Performer
explains what residual or side ef-

.

.

fects may be experienced and reas-
sures patient. If patient is out-pa-
tient, has orders written out and
given to patient. If appropriate,
has decontaminatiori and/or sanitary
clean up procedures carried out.

d. Has patient returned to room or-en-
sures that any out-patient will be,
escorted or attended to until able
tu return home.

I

r
.-...

.

16. If performer haa judged that any emer-
gency signs were in evidence, or if
clinician has requested it, performer
notifies physician of preliminary
findings by phone. May discuss.

17. Performer records impressions of pro-
cedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated the proce-

dure.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 413

This is page 1 of 5 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decisions made on whether to go ahead with lung nee-
dle biopsy, on type (aspiration or tissue) and on
isite;patient anesthetized, reassured; biopsy needle
'inserted and sample taken;samples prepared for lab;
radiograph ordered and assessed for complications;
biopsy site cleansed and dressed; medical impres-
sions and orders for delayed films and after care
recorded; emergency signs reported to MD.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical infor
nation for a patient scheduled
for lung needle iopsy (use of a
needle to aspirate cells and
secretions or cut a tissue sampl,.
from lesions in the lung under
fluoroscopic guidance).

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
medical information including
any diagnostic information al
ready collected to become fa-
miliar with the case or to re
view material seen earlier.
Examines prior chest radio-
graphs and/or tomograms on
view boxes. May view prior
serial radiographs of pa-
tient's lung.

a. Performer notes any recom-
mendations made on techni-
que, anesthetic, sedation,
suggested site and type of
sample to ba taken.

Notes any other relevant
medical information such
as closeness of lesions to
the heart, history of poor
lung function,or other con
ditions which might be con

. What is used in performing this task? (Note.

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include evetything or the kinds of
things chosen amon.)g

X-ray requisition form;pt.'s chart,medical records,
radiographs;emergency cart and supplies; labeled
slides and lab jars wi preservative;fixative;shield
ing;protective lead garments;sterile gown,towels,
gloves;local anesthetic;antiseptic solution;swabs;
biopsy needle and syringes or biopsy cutting needle;
tweezers;sponge stick or towel clip;tilt table;flu-
oroscope unit,TV monitor,spot film attachment;order
turns:nen:telephone

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(I) No...( )

4. If "Yes" to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Any non-pediatric patient to have lung needle biopsy;
referring clinician;radiologist;radiologic technol-
ogist;rurse;clerk

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- traindications to the pro-
cedure. Checks whether pa-
tient (if female) may be
pregnant;checks whether pa-
tient has an infectious or
communicable condition.

b. Performer notes whether an
orders for prior adminis-
tration of medication, se-
dation .or other procedures

011.RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Conducting aspiration or tissue needle biopsy of the
lung of any non-pediatric patient by deciding whether
to go ahead;reassuring patient;selecting site;decid-
ing on technique;injecting local anesthetic;inserting
biopsy needle under fluoroicopy;aspirating or cutting
tissue sample as decided;having sample(s) prepared
for lab;ordering and viewing radiographs and samples;
providing for care for bleeding or pneumothorax if
needed;recording medical impressions,delayed films,
follow-up care;notifying MD of emergency signs.

6. Check here it this
is a master sheet..(X)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 413

This is page 2 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

have been carried out. If not, ar- boxes to assess the location of
ranges to have them done. lesions; notes whether these ap-

c. Performer checks to see that patient pear to be diffuse or localized;
has signed consent for procedure. If considers choice of site.
not, informs appropriate co-worker,
arranges to have Lhiz obtained, or

b. Performer evaluates whether techni-
cal factors and patient position

decides to obtain consent personally. are appropriate. If not, indicates
d. If not already done, performer orders to technologist what adjustments

scout films of patient. are needed.
c. Performer chooses whether to aspir-

. Performer greets patient in examination ate cell material through a syringe
room. Attempts to reassure patient. Ex- attached to a needle (primarily for
plains what will be involved in the pro localized lesions) or to take a
cedure and attempts to enlist patient's tissue specimen using a cutting
cooperation. Answers patient's ques-
tions. Performer questions patient abou.

needle which has an outer cannula,
a device to close and cut off a

current symptoms in relation to the con . tissue specimen and is equipped to
dition being studied. May collect ad- retain the tissue when the needle
ditional relevant medical history or in and cannula are withdrawn (primaril
quire of female patient whether she for diffuse lesions). Performer
suspects she is pregnant. If appropri- decides on needle size and type.
ate, performer explains procedure and d. Performer chooses the preliminary
obtains patient's written consent. site based on the type of lesion;
(Does not proceed unless there is a for diffuse pathology selects area
signed consent.) free of major blood vessels, bron-

chi and away from heart.
. Performer considers whether there are e. Performer decides on or notes
contraindications to going ahead with whether specimen is to be prepared
the procedure based on clinical infor- for cytology and/or histology lab
mation. May have referring clinician examination. Decides on local anes-
called and discusses patient's cyrrent thetic.
condition and steps to be taken. f. Performer informs appropriate co-

workers of decisions and has pe-
lf performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommendations

tient, materials and equipment Pre-
pared, including containers and

on patient's chart. Informs appropriate slides for biopsy sample(s) and

co-worker. If appropriate, orders re-
scheduling of patient or scheduling for
alternative procedure.

technical factors for fluoroscopy.

5. When informed that patient and equip-
ment are ready, performer checks

. If performer decides to proceed, per- whether patient has been properly pre-
former makes preliminary decision on
site for biopsy,and decides on techni-
que:

pared: ,

a. Checks that all materials needed
are present, that correct drugs and

a. Performer views preliminary (scout) sizes of items and emergency cart
radiographs and prior films on view are present.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 413

This is page 3 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full List 6.74777777737mmm771

b. Checks that patient has been properly
positioned and shielded.

c. Has any'needed changes or adjust-
ments made.Checks staff shielding.

d. Performer dons lead apron and ster-
ile gown and gloves.

e. If not already done, performer has
needles and syringes needed in'pro-
cedure prepared; may absemble the
needle for the biopsy personally.
Has slides and containers labeled
and prepared to receive samples.

f. If performer plans to do spot film-
ing, has cassette inserted. Chooses
full, half or quarter format and
sets as appropriate. (If roll film at-
tachment, checks that attachment is
loaded with film or has this done.)

. Performer may use fluoroscopy to make
final decision on site:

a. Positions fluoroscope unit over pa-
tient; may have lights in room dim-
med. Activatea fluoroscope. Adjusts
unit, table, or patient's position
until the lesion or mass to be en-
tered is visible on the TV monitor.
May indicate needed adjustment in
technical factors to technologist.

b. Performer searches for a point on
the thorax where the lesion is near-
est to the thoracic wall, not con-
cealed by the.scapula or ribs, or
overlain-by the heart or large ves-
sels. Performer may mark the point
of entry. Shuts fluoroscope.

. Performer proceeds to anesthetize pa-
tient's chest wall down to the parie-
tal pleura with a local anesthetic at
the puncture site:

a. Reassures patient and does so as
deemed needed throughout procedure.
Explains that performer will ask the
patient to hold breath from time to
time during procedure.

b. Cleanses site for injection of anes-
thetic by swabbing with prepared
antiseptic solution. Covers sur-
rounding areas with sterile towels,
leaving only small area for injec-
tion and puncture uncovered.

c. Checks amount of local anesthetic
to be injected as shown by nurse;
draws anesthetic into sterile sy-
ringe. Expels air; inserts needle,
and injects anesthetic in site se-
lected.

d. Removes needle; waits for area to
become anesthetized.

. Performer proceeds to position needle
for biopsy under fluoroscopic guidance:

a. Performer positions fluoroscope unit
over site as described above. Acti-
vates fluoroscope.

b. When the technical quality of the
TV image is judged adequate, per-
former uses a sponge stick or towel
clip to clasp the selected biopsy
needle and permit viewing of needle
on monitor without exposing per-
former's hands to direct radiation.

c. Performer positions the needle for
entry by viewing on TV monitor:

i) With a localized lesion performer
places needle at selected site
over the lesion or lateral to it
so that it will enter the se-
lected portion of the mass. Per-
former inserts needle into site,
negotiating the intervening space
and feeling for a gritty,palpable
sensation which indicates that
tumor tissue has been penetrated.
If performer does not feel pal-
pable sensation, performer may
redo needle placement, checking
on TV monitor; withdraws and re-
inserts as deemed necessary until
gritty sensation is felt.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 413

This is page 4 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full

ii) With a diffuse lesion performer
places needle at selected site and
inserts needle,' avoiding large
vessels or bronchi. Checks loca-
tion of needle on TVmonitor.

rj. When the lesion has been entered,
performer advances needle into the
lesion as judged appropriate; may
correct the direction of the needle. 10.

e. When needle is in position performer
may take spot film to show location
of sample for use of clinician. Acti
vates spot film attachment and x-ray
foot pedal as appropriate.

f. When the desired portion of die
lesion has been reached, performer
shuts fluoroscope.

. If needle aspiration biopsy is being
performed, performer obtains cell sam-
ples as follows:

a. May rotate needle clockwise and

counterclockwise to loosen small
tissue fragments near the opening o
the needle.

b. Performer has patient hold breath
while performer removes the stylet
(may attach a tube extension) and
applies a sterile empty syringe to
the needle or extension. Indicates
that patient can breathe again.

c. Performer attempts to draw sample
with suction by pulling back on Sy-
ringe. Checks that blood and bits
of tumor have been aspirated into
syringe.

d. If no bloody tissue is obtained or
not enough is obtained perfLrmer may
decide to repeat procedure as appro-
priate until satisfied with the sam-
ple and quantity taken.

e. Performer gently withdraws the sy-
ringe and needle while fixating the
plunger of the syringe.

f. Performer blows out the aspirated
material on a prepared slide. Per-

11.

List Elements Full

former may pick out attendant tis-
sue fragments with sterile needle
or_tweezers and have these fixed.
Performer has the rest of the ma-
terial smeared on slides and fixed
quickly for cytological analysis.
Makes sure location of lesion is
recorded.

If tissue biopsy is being performed,
performer obtains tissue samples as
follows:

a. Performer has patient hold still
while the perfprmer pushes down on
the mechanism which activates the
cutting action of the needle, ob-
taining a sample of tissue (which
is retained in the instrument unti
withdrawn).

b. Performer gently withdraws the nee
dle and cannula.

c. When the needle has been withdrawn
performer drops the tissue sample
into the laboratory.jar prepared b
co-worker. Performer has record
made of location from which sample
is taken and has sample prepared
for histologic laboratory examina-
tion.

Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for possible severe re-
actions to the procedure due to
severe bleeding, respiratory distress
or major pneumothoracic collapse.

Performer determines the nature and
severity of the condition. Orders
emergency cart. If appropriate ar-
ranges for emergency care for severe
bleeding, suction for major pneumo-
thorax. May administer oxygen or air
using oxygen tank and mask or ambu
bag.

12. Performer decides when the biopsy pro
cedure is completed based on fluoro-
scopy and observation of the samples.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 413

This is page 5 of 5 lor this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

Performer reassures patient. Swabs
site(s) of injection(s) with antisep-
tic solution and orders sterile dress-
ing or applies personally.

13. Performer orders overhead radiographs
to check for complications. Indicates
what is needed to radiologictechnolo-
gist. May fill out requisition form
and sign.

a. Performer looks at the processed
chest radiographs on view boxes as
soon as they are ready and compares
with scout films.

b. Performer determines whether the
radiographs are technically ade-
quate to demonstrate the area and
condition under study arid provide
sufficient.information to make pos-
sible a competent medical interpre-
tation. Checks for the evidence
left by needle (tracks). Performer
may ask opinion of clinician or an-
other radiologist.

c. Performer checks whether there is
evidence of air in the pleural cav-
ity (pneumothorax) and the amount
(size). Checks whether thei..e is
evidence of bleeding.

d. Performer may decide to have addi-
tional views taken. Indicates what
is needed to technologist and re-
views additional radiographs as
above. Indicates when the radio-
graphic examination is completed.

14. Performer orders delayed films as ap-
Ipropriate.

15. Performer arranges for after care for
the patient depending on assessment of
patient's condition:

a. If there is evidence of bleeding or
pneumothorax, performer arranges
for observation and use of delayed
films to check whether these clear

up spontaneously or, if severe,
performer arranges for treatment.

b. If.there is any suspicion of an
infectious or communicable condi-
tion performer makes sure that all
instruments are appropriately

. handled and sanitized.
c. Performer checks that all samples

are properly labeled with identi-
fication information and appropri-
ate clinical information. signs
requisition sheet for laboratory
work if appropriate.

d. Has patient returned to room if
appropriate.

16. If performer has judged that any
emergency signs were in evidence, or
if clinician has requested it,. per-
former notifies physician of prelim-
inary findings by phone. May discuss.

17. Performer records impressions of pro-
cedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated the proce-

dure; any evidence of bleeding
and/or pneumothorax.

c. Special follow-up care required
including sedation. May fill out
drug order form and sign.

d. Any emergency care prescribed.
e. Delayed films ordered.
f. May sign chart or requisition

sheet.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 414

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Punt
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Radiographic respiratory material read, interpreted-
,

conclusions drawn and recommendations made orally
or dictated; physician called about emergency signs-

'

selected radiographs earmarked for study or library
use; material rejacketed, report placed for typing.

Performer reads and interprets
completed radiographs of lungs,
tradhea, bronchi and/or,larynx,
or provides opinions to co-
workers or respiratory clini-:
cians when requested on inter-
pretation and conclusions re-
garding radiographic materials
dealing with the procedures
they are doing involving the
respiratory system.,

.

1. If responding to request,
performer goes to where
radiographic material is on
view. Listens while co-worker
explains problem on how to
proceed next or problem of
interpretation.

If reading and.interpreting
own completed work, performer
obtains the jacketed radio-
graphic work-ups. Includes
the current set of radio-
graphs,cine film,tamograms,

stheir requisition heets,and
prior films if available.
Goes to reading area.

. Asks.about, reads, or re-

views x-ray requisition
forms and materials on pa-
tient's medical history '

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything scs,: the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms; current radiographs,
view boxes, prior radiographic materials;cine pro-
Ijector and screen; telephone, dnictation equipment;
pen; magnifying glass

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes.( g No...

. es to q. : Name t e kind of recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant.to knowledge
requirements 61. legal restrictions.

Co-workers; clinician; referring physician

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- (reason for request, decis-
ions made on technique, com-
ments from referring physi-
cian, or consulting physi-
cian's notes made during the
procedure, and interpreta-
tions made of procedures al-
ready completed).

If reading and interpreting
own work, places relevant ra-,

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Reading, interpreting and making recommendations
on radiographic materials involving bronchi, lungs,
trachea and/or larynx, or giving opinions to co-
workers by reviewing medical information and re-
quisition sheet(s); evaluating new and old films;
notifying ordering physician of emergency signs;
explaining opinions or dictating findings and
recommendations; placing report for typing.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 414
N,

This' isVage 2 of 2 for this task.
N6

List Elements Full List Elements Full

diographs on view box, includingiki41(
films. Projects cine film on. screen. If
responding to request, may ask to see
earlier films.

Perforier reads and interprets the ra-
diographic materials:

a. Decides whether any abnormalities,
changes, or suspicious signs warrant
the immediate attention of the pa-
tient's physician. If so,telephones
physician at once and discusses
findings (or recommends that co-
worker in charge of case do this).

b. For own work, decides what to report
and what recommendations to make.

c. In response to request,decides what
to recommend to co-worker. Explains
interpretation and recommendations
verbally, indicating how conclusions
were arrived at, including medical
and technical considerations.

. Performer dictates findings (for own
work) by.explaining what appears on the
films. Describes worrisome or suspici-
ous signs, obvious abnormalities and/or
changes over time, referring to earlier
films. (Might indicate presence of ar-
tifacts which do not have medical sig-
nificance).

Indicates what implications can be
drawn from findings and what conclu-
sions and/or courses of action are war-
ranted, including need for additional
studies, tests, or courses of treat-
ment.

Dictates report in the.style: There is
...on.... It has the characteristics
of.... I believe that this indicates..
This could mean that.... It is neces-
sary to determine whether.... This can
be done by....

5. May decide whether any of the material
is unusual or of special interest and

warrants inclusion in museum library,
or should be used for study purposes.
Marks jackets appropriately if so de-
cided.

. Returns own patient's radiographic ma-
terial, requisition sheet and tape of
dictation to proper jacket, and places
to be picked up for typing.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 415

This is page 1 of 2 for'this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Outline and content planned and prepared for
lecture to residents or case conference on bronchi
lungs, trachea or larynx; lecture given; con-
ference conducted by use of questions and
answers.

Performer presents lecture(s) or
holds case conferences on the
radiology of the lungs, trachea,
bronchi and larynx for classes
of radiology residents.

1. Performer is notified of as-
signment or decides what
should be covered and at what
depth and degree of detail,
considering the residents'
current academic level and
objectives of the residency
program.

2. Decides on method of presen-
tation and plans lecture and/
or case conference:

a. Prepares outline.
b. May obtain special in-

structional materials or
asks co-worker to obtain
for review. May use ma-
terials already prepared.

c. May do research in topic
area for use in lecture.

d. May prepare slides from
own source of radiographs
(teaching cases) or may
obtain e xisting radio-
graphic material and
slides from library. May
Ask co-worker to obtain
for review, or personally
choose radiographs to il-
lustrate problem cases for
a question and answer ses-
sion. Performer may choose
materials to contrast nor-
mal and pathological
states.

e. Decides on time to allo-
cate for questions and an-
swers for lecture, or may

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of I

things chosen among.)

Paper, pen; instructional and reading material
on respiratory radiology; radiographic materials;
projector and slides; cine and projector and/or
videotapes and player; screen; view boxes

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

4 If -Yes" to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Residents in radiology; program director; co-worker;
library and/or clerical personnel

"----5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Planning and presenting lectures or case conferences
on pulmonary, trachea] bronchial and laryngeal radi-
ology for radiology residents by deciding on content,
method of presentation; preparing material;present-
ing lecture, being aware of responses and adjusting
presentation to students' needs; using radiographic
material in question and answer format to demon-
strate aspects of topics for instructional purposes.

6. Check h-zrrrgar-
is a master shett)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 415

This is page 2.of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

choose residents to present case
material for case study conference.
If so, discusses as needed.

. At a case conference, places radio-
graphs, spot films or other radio-
graphic materials on view boxes or uses
slides and projector. May use cine and
projector and/or videotape and tape
player. May have resident(s) present
material. Has residents give interpre-
tations of materials.

Throws out questions about materials;
evaluates and responds to answers, or
answers questions and participates in
discussion about cases involved.

Chooses how to present answers and com-
ments so that residents will understand
how answers were arrived at.

At a lecture, presents material as
deemed appropriate. May note whether
information is being understood, and
adjust presentation accordingly.

5. Performer may recommend reading to
students.

6. May make personal notes on residents
for use in evaluation meeting.

7. Performer may keep material-and notes
prepared for future user"has materials
taken from library and equipment re-
turned.

Note: Does not submit outline or ma-
terials for review. Does not
formally test.

.1,



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET.

Task Code No. 416

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to-be repeatable.)

Radiology resident shown and explained respiratory
radiography procedures; resident evaluated for
readiness to do activities under supervision; resi-
dent .0served and criticized; resident evaluated
for reldiness to do tasks without direct supervi-
sion; resident's work spot checked and criticized;
questions answered; opinions on Work given as re-
quested; evaluation noted informally,

Performer provides clinical
training to residents in radiol-
ogy in the area of pulmonary,
bronchial,tracheal and laryngeal
radiography covering choice of
examinations such as contrast
studies, tomography,broncoscopy,
biopsy, medical aspects of pro-
cedures, interpretation of ra-
diographic material, and pos-
sible recommendations and treat-
ments.

1. Performer provides demonstra-
tion, explanation, informal
evaluation and supervision
in: reading requests for.ra-
diographic procedures and de-
ciding on best procedure;what
to look for;available medical
and technical procedures in-
cluding types of examinations
anesthetics, surgical entry,
use of contrast media,techni-
cal equipment,positions and
angles, contraindications;
providing technical and medi-
cal'interpretation of radio-
graphic Materials; learning
range of medical conclusions
that can be drawn,additional
tests, and courses of treat-
ment to consider.

2. What is used in performing_this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms; materials and equipment
needed for procedures in respiratory radiography;
related radiographs; emergency equipment; view
boxes

.

,

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes... ) No. . . LL,

es to_al__L Name t e kinc of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

reqtarements or legal restrictions,
Radiology resident to be instructed in pulmonary,tra-
cheal,bronchial and laryngeal radiographic proce-
dures;any patient involved;clinicians;supervisor of
resident

5.74747The task so that the answers to ques- 2. When performer is assigned a
resident, may select times,
patients, and procedures to
demonstrate, and may explain
to resident while performer
carries out own tasks:

a. Performer explains what
will be taught.

b. Performer may narrate the
steps, may explain what is

OK-RP.RR.RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Providing clinical training for radiology residents
in radiographic procedures of lungs,bronchi,trachea
and/or larynx by demonstrating procedures, explain-
what is being done, answering questions; deciding
when residents can perform tasks under direct supar-
vision; observing and correcting; deciding when tasks
can be done without direct supervision; spot-check-

ing and correcting; advising as requested or as
deemed nedessary.

6. Check here i this

is a matS11.2.112260....m..mil
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

lask Code No. 416

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full

being done, or may explain the basis
for decisions and actions.

c. Performer may decide to solicit ques
tions to find out what the resident
understands, may answer questions,
or may elaborate on the explanation
of what is beLng done, concentrating
on the relevant skills and knowl-
edges.

d. Performer decides when the resident
has observed sufficiently and has a
clear enough understanding of a pro-
cedure to carry it out'under close,
direct supervision and/or to assist.

3. Performer supervises and observes resi-
dent carrying out activities assigned.

a. Performer asks the resident to do
all or part of a procedure and re-
mains at the.side of the patient or
carries out own portion and watches
the resident perform the assigned
activity.

b. While observing, performer decides
whether the activity is being done
properly, whether there is a speci-
fic problem, whether there is need
to demonstrate the procedure again
or explain, and does so.

c. Performer may comment on the per-
formance, encourage or correct as
deemed necessary, or do this later.

d. Performer may decide to intervene
and take over the procedure,explain-
,ing to the resident what was done
incorrectly at that point or later.

e. If decision is to demonstrate again,
performer may redo and have the res-
ident observe, or have resident re-
peat the procedure until it is done
properly.

i. Performer decides which procedures
or activities can be done by the
resident without direct supervision
(although radiologist remains re-
sponsible). Informs proper super-

3 1 0

List Elements Full

visors, notes for own use, and/or
tells this to resident.

. Performer spot checks resident carry-
ing out activities.without direct
supervision or responds to requests
for gthidance, assistance or further
instruction.

Performer proceeds as in steps 2 or 3
as appropriate, observing, noting
areas needing improvement, determining
nature of problem, assisting, giving
opinions, answering questions, and
providing turther instruction on how
to deal with unusual circumstances.
Reinforces correct work. Suggests
areas for improvement.

. When patients are present for demon-
strations, performer may explain pres-
ence of resident; when observing, per-
former may explain own presence.

. Performer informally notes the extent
of learning or proficiency of.resi-
dent throughout the training:

a,_May decide to discuss performance
with resident at any time.

b. Does not keep formai records on
what was taught, or on resident's
progress.

c. May make personal notes for use
in later evaluation meetings.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 417

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

th1. What is e output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
.......

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Outline anã content prepared for lecture to medi c:ml.

I students on radiography of lungs, trachea, br onc hi,
or larynx; instructional materials collected, re-
searched or prepared; lecture given,

Performer presents lecture(s) on
assigned aspect(s) of radio-
graphy of lungs, trachea, bron-
chi and larynx to classes of
medical students.

1. Performer is notified of as-
signment ,r decides what
should 1..._ -mvered and at what

depth arid degree of detail,
considering the students'
current academic level and
curriculum objectives of med-
ical school. May request
change of time or topic and
discusses with program direc-
tor.

2. Decides on method of presen-
tation and plans lecture:

a. Prepares outline.
b. May obtain special in-

structional materials or
asks co-worker to obtain
and reviews. May use ma-
terials already prepared.

c. May do research in topic
area for use in lecture.

d. May prepare slides from
own source of radiographs
or may obtain existing
slides or films from li-
brary and log book.

e. Performer may choose ma-
terials to contrast normal
and pathological states.

f. Decides on time to allo-
cate for questions and
answers.

g. May have resident select
materials for review.

-

3. Presents lecture as deemed
appropriate. Attempts to
note whether information is

OK-1110;RR;RR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Paper, pen; instructional and reading material in
respiratory radiography; slides of radiographic mE-
terials; projector

.

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

"--4.-TrIrg6 to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Medical students; person in charge of medical stu-
dent program; resident; library and/or clerical
personnel

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Planning and presenting lectures on pulmonary,
bronchial, tracheal and laryngeal radiography for
medical students by deciding on content, method of
presentation; preparing material; presenting lec-
ture, being aware of responses, and adjusting pre-
sentation to students' needs.

/

.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(y)

.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 417

This is page 2 of .2 far this tasic.

10.1

.......m...........,
List E ements Full List Elements Full

being understood and adjusts presenta-
tion accordingly. Uses instructional
material, answers questions, depending
on plans. Leads discussions. May recom-
mend additional reading.

4. May make nate of any outstanding stu-
dentS and may report this to person in
charge of medical student prdgram. May
kee(materials and notes prepared for
future use.

Note: Does not submit outline or ma-
terials for review. Does not formally
test students learning.

,

.

.
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TASK.DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 418

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made on ordering and/or deciding on type of

obstetrical radiographic procedure; recommendations
made on technique, preparatory patient procedures
and care as appropriate; record entered and placed
for scheduling. ..._

.

Performer decides on approving
an examination or procedure re-
quiring obstetrical radiography
upon receipt of a request from a
referring obstetrician on an
x-ray requisition form, by phone
or in person. Request may be for
pelvimetry, for a study of the
fetus, or for localization of
the placenta, and may be re-
quested in connection with the
need to provide an intrauterine
transfusion(IUT).The request may
be for an initial study or :or a
repeat, such as after a prior
intrauterine transfusion. Re-
quest may be for a study which
does not require a ppecial pro-
cedure but does requtrl prlor
approval.

1. Performer reads the x-ray re-
quisition form and the pa-
tient's history to learn the
nature of the problem and the
reason for the request.

.

a. Performer studies the med-
ical history of the pa-
tient, materials re -
sulting from earlier
stucAes,and related re-
ports. Notes wbnther pa-
tient has infecUous or
communicable condition;
notes the length of the
patient's pregnancy.
Notes any history of al-
lergy to iodine based sub-
stances.

b. Depending on the nature of
.the request, performer may
study laboratory reports,
scintillation scans, ul-
trasonograms, prior radio-

OK-RPOIRIRR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form and patient's chart; relevant

radiographs, scintillation scans, ultrasonograms;
telephone; view boxes; pen

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(x) No. . . cl...,

4. If "Yes" tom7171: Name tre7771-71 recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de.

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Obstetrician requeting obstetrical radiography; co-
worker; secretary or clerk

Name the task so that the answers to ques7
tiona 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Deciding on type of obstetrical radiographic proce-
dures to ordet for_pregnant patient in consultation
with referring obstetrician by reviewing case his-

tory and relevant materials, discussing lab reports,

indications; considering contraindications and need;

approving, recommending alternative studies, and/or

refusing approval; if approved, recommending tech-
nique, sedation, patient preparation; recording or-

ders and recommendations.; placing for scheduling

and/or typing. ...---...
6. Check here if this .

is a master sheet..60
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET. (continued)

This is page 2

Task Code No. 418

of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full ,

graphs, prior obstetrical history
and other related information to
consider the request in terms of the
need for the study, contraindica=

,

tions, and alternative studies.
Places radiographs on view.boxes.
Performer considers the cumulative
radiation exposure of the mother and
the fetus.

c. If the performer finds that the in-
formation provided is inadequate,
performer arranges to have other ma-
terials sent or discusses with ob-
stetrician.

d. If appropriate, performer arranges
to discuss the implications of the
existing medical information with
the patient's attending obstetri-
cian. Discusses contraindications
and alternative procedures which
would involve less or no radiation
exposure. May discuss with another
radiologist.

Performer decides whether to approve
request, order additional or alterna-
tive studies, or recommend against the
study, based on the information ob-
tained and any discussion.

a. If performer recommends against the
request, discusses with referring
physician if not already done and
writes reasons for refusal on requi-
sition sheet, or destroys requisi-
tion sheet if agreed to by"referring
physician.

b. If performer and physician agree.on
alternative study, or if performer
decides to approve the request for
the study, performer may decide to
make recommendations on technique,
depending on nature of study and pa
tient's coftdition. May discuss with
obstetrician.

c. Recommendations on technique include
such things as preparation of pa-
tient prior to procedure, use of

sedation. For intrauterine studies,
performer may recoMmend type of
study to order to locate placenta
(such as scintillation scan or
ultrasound), type Of contrast ma-
terial obstetrician should instill
into the maternal amniotic fluid
and amount, duration of time to

allow between instillacion and the
radiographic procedure, type of ma
terials to use such as transfuAon
needle with or without catheter.
Performer may discuss with obste-
trician.

For pelvimetry, performer may re-
commend_the timing of the pelvi-
metry procedure.

3. Performer writes orders as appropriat
for agreed-upon procedures; writes
recommendations on technique and for
patient's preparation on patient's
chart explicitly so that technologist
and Other personnel can prepare pa-
tient or be scheduled for work. For
radiography not requiring special pro
cedure performer may specify position
and/or radiographic technique. Per-
former gives information to appropri-
ate staff person for scheduling. Sign
requisition sheet if appropriate.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No.' 419

This is page 1 of 3 for this task,

1. What is the out ut of this task? (Be sure
0.12011.441..

List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Centimeter rulers prepared from lateral and antero-
posterior pelvimetric radiographs; required diame-
ters measured and recorded; calculations made and
recorded; condition, structure, position and normal-
ity of maternal pelvic and fetal structures and com-
patibility noted, assessed,and findings (including
feasibility of normal vaginal delivery) noted, dis-
cussed, recorded, dictatPd; report placed for filing
or typing.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form for pelvimetry,
two procesed radiographs of the
maternal p:tivis shortly before
delivery or at onset of delivery
(anteroposterior and lateral)
for pelvimetry calculations as a
regular assignment or in rela-.
tion to a request for interpre-
tation.

.1. Performer reads x-ray requisi
tion form and any relevant
medical case history informa-
tion to become familiar with
the case. Notes whether the
patient has already gone
into labor or whetherradio-
graphs represent a pre-labor
study. Discusses with obste-
trician requesting the study
if appropriate;requests addi-
tional information if war-
ranted.

a. Performer views radiographs
on view boxes to check that
the fetal head is in the
midline of the projection

- for accuracy of the meas-
urements and calculations.
If fetal head is not at
midline,performer considers
how important it is to ob-

What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Patient's x-ray requisition form, medical records;
processed Colcher-Sussman pelvimetric radiographs;
view boxes; prepared subpubic angle chart; x-ray
pelvimetry chart; pen, ruler; paper; telephone; dic-
tation equipment; magnifying glass

%

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(K) No...( )

ralirwline the kind of recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

ecriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Attending radiologist; clerical staff member;

obstetrician

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tain precise measurements
in relation to dangers of

,

additional exposure to ra-
diation. Has radiography
repeated only if judged
essential.

b. Performer observes the
structures of the female
pelvis and the fetus on the
radiographs and notes the
image of the Colcher-

- Sussman ruler on the radio-

OK-RPRRRit

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Calculating and interpreLiaLradiographic pelvimetry
using Colcher-Sussman technique by constructing cen-
timeter scales from radiographs; measuring maternal
pelvic and fetal-head diameters on radiographs; cal-
culating totals and averages; noting and assessing
compatability of dimensions, appearance, condition
and positioa of pelvic and fetal structures; record-
ing findings; assessing feasibility of normal vagi-
nal or fOrceps delivery; noting presence of maternal
or fetal abnormalities; discussing with obstetrician;
recording findings and dictating report if appropri-
ate; placin: for filin and/or 't .in .

6. Check here i this

is a master shmet..(X1
.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 419

This is page 2 of 3_ for this task.

graphs (placed and radiographed sd
that the ruler will have the same
distortion as the diameters of in-
terest on each projection, so that
the ruler markings on each film can
be used as a centimeter scale for
that film).

c. May discuss with referring physician
what problems are of immediate rele-
vance to the pelvimetry.

2. Performer assembles the appropriate
charts and papers used for the Colcher-
Sussman method of pelvimetry or has
this done. .

3. Performer transfers the centimeter mark
ings from each radiograph to a sheet of
paper labeled as anteroposterior or lat
eral projection or bn appropriately la-
beled edge of the preprinted x-ray pel-
vimetry chart. Performer does this by
laying the edge of the paper against
the radiographed scale, and marking the
paper's edge with the scale's tick
marks and values as they appear.

4. For each view the performer uses the ap
propriate scale just created to measus:e
predetermined intersecting diameters at
the level of the actual inlet, the mid-
pelvis and at the level of the outlet.
Performer measure's the predefined diam-
eter of the true conjugate using the
lateral view. Records on chart.

For each view the performer measures
the fetal head diameters (shortest and
longest). Records on chart.

.5. Performer fills in on.the pelvimetry
chart the identification information
called for and then calculates and re-
cords the following measurements:

a. The surd-of the anteroposterior and
transverse diameters for each of the
three levels.

b.

c.

The average diameter of the fetal
head based on the shortest and
longest_measurements for each view.
Performer determines the subpubic
angle by measuring the height of
the subpubic arch on the lateral
view and the base line of the sub-
pubic arch on the AP projectiom
and noting the angle entered on a
prepared subpubic angle chart_where
the two measurements meet in the
row and column arrangement.

Performer compares.the pubic diameters
to the normal range (preprinted on the
pelvimetry chart) and compares the
subpubic angle with the given average
normal angle.

Performer compares the pubic dimen-
sions with the dimensions of the fetal
Head.

. Based on the available information on
the radiographs and other materials,
performer notes and records the posi-
tion of the fetal head and spine, its
moulding, and the location of the ver-
tex (or crown). Performer also records
the separation of the maternal sym-
physis, position of the coccyx, and
the lumbosacral articulation. Notes
the shape of the inlet and/or the type
of pelvis involved; records.

. Performer now considers whether there
is an absolute disproportion.between
the fetal head and maternal pelvic
dimensions, the amount of the dispro-
portion, and the type. Considers the
morphology of the pelvis in relation
to the disproportion,also considering
such things as the age of the mother,
prior births and pregnancies.

9. Performer records any relevant obser-
vations concerning the position and
presentation of the fetus, the stage



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 419

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

of the pelvis if dilation has begun,
presence of unexpected multiple fe-
tuses, fetal abnormalities, defects, or
soft tissue masses of the maternal pel-
vis.

10. Performer considers whether there is
the likelihood of a serious arrest of
normal delivery, warranting cesarean
section, whether it is a borderline
case which could be dealt with by the
use of forceps in normal.deflvery from
below, or whether no serious arrest of
delivery is anticipated...Performer may
note other conditions observable on the
radiographs which could-account for the
symptoms leading to the'request for
pelvimetry.

11. Depending on the stage of wegnancy
(pre, early or late labor)....and the
nature of the request, performer may
record findings and judgment oni the
feasibility of normal deliVerY-on
pelvimetry chart, may discuss with at-
tending obstetrician, and/or may dic-
tate report for later typing:

a. In response to request, performer
explains interpretations and con-.
elusions verbally, indicating how
conclusions were arrived at

0
includ-

A

ing medical and technical considera-
tions.

b. In dictating or witing findings,in-
dicates what implications can be
drawn from findings and what con-
clusions and/or courses of action
are warranted, including the pos-
sible need.for additional studies,
tests, or courses of action.

c. Performer signs pelvimetry chart
and requisition sheet.

12. Performer may decide that the material
is unusual or of special interest and
warrants inclusion in museum library,

or should bri used for study purposes.
Marks radiograph jackets appropriately
if so decided.

13. Returns pelvimetric and radiographic
material, requisition sheet, and any
tape of dictation to proper jacket,and
places to be picked up for typing. Has
pelvimetric charts returned.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 420

This is page 1 of 5 for this task.

. What is the.output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made with obstetrician on whether to pro-
ceed; radiograph with grid ordered; injection site
for IUT selected; patient anesthetized; intrauter-
ine transfusion needle inserted; position of needle
checked with test injection of contrast medium;
catheter inserted; final approval given on needle
placement in fetal peritoneal cavity for IUT9or
postponement and follow up care recommended.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in-
formation on a female patient
scheduled for intrauterine fetal
radiography such as in connec-
tion with intrauterine transfus-
ion (IUT). Patient will already
have been judged able to undergo
procedure and will have had an
aqueous iodine based contrast ,

medium injected into the amniot-
ic fluid where it will have been
ingested and concentrated within
the fetal gastrointestinal
"tra-Ct:- Requisition may be for

first of a series or any of a
series of intrauterine transfus-
ions.

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
obstetrical and medical his-
tory to review material seen
earlier or to become familiar
with the case.

a. Performer notes the pa-
tient's age, size and
length of pregnancy. Re-
views relevant radiographs
on view boxes; examines
any ultrasonograms or
scintillation scans of the
mother's abdomen showing

. What is used in .erforming this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or tha kinds of
things chosen among.)

Patient's x-ray requisition form, medical records,
radiographs, ultrasonograms, scintillation scans;
pen; view boxes; sterilc tray with sedative, anti-
septic solution, swabs, sterile drape, syringes,
needles, transfusion needle, catheter, local anes-
thetic, iodine based aqueous contrast solution,
scalpel;metal grid;marking pen;tape; sterile gown,
gloves; emergency cart

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

. If -Yes" to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant.condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Pregnant patient and fetus; obstetrician;
radiologic tehcnologist; nurse

S. Name the task so that tha answers to ques- the location and area of
the placenta.

b. Performer notes any rele-
vant information on the
patient's current condi-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting intrauterine fetal radiography for intra-
uterine transfusion in consultation with obstetrician
by discussing and mutually deciding whether to go
ahead;reassuring pt.;localizing fetus using grid for
radiography after prior injection of contrast medium
by obstetrician;deciding entry site;collaborating in-
use of local anesthetic,placement of transfusion
needle;checking needle placement with test injection
of contrast solution and radiography;approving final
placement;assisting with introduction of catheter;
giving final approval of placement for transfusion or
recommending postponement, follow up care.

tion, results of spectro-
photometric analysis, past
history with erythroblast-
osis fetalis (hemolytic
anemia of the fetus due to
RH incompatibility and

-OKRP;RR;RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet. . 00
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 420

This is page 2 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

sensitization of patient), any indi-
cations that the fetus is hydropic
or has any abnormalities which would
hinder proper placement of the trans-
fusion needle.

c. If the transfusion is one of a ser-
ies, performer reviews prior radio-
graphs of the fetus and reports of
the prior procedures. Notes especi-
ally how mother and fetus tolerated
the procedure, the extent to which
prior attempts to enter the fetal
peritoneal cavity was accompanied by
unsuccessful penetrations in oLher
areas of the fetus.

d. Performer notes information on prior
instillation of the contrast medium,
notes recommendations on technique
such as use of transfusion needle
with or without a catheter. Notes the
,cumulative radiation exposure to both
'the mother and the fetus.

e. Performer meets with the patient's
attending obstetrician to discuss the
procedure. Discusses the patient's
current condition, the response to
the instillation of the contrast. May
go over the steps to be covered in
the procedure with the obstetrician.

f. Performer checks to see that patient
has signed consent for procedure. If
not, informs appropriate co-worker
and either has examination delayed
until written consent is obtained or
has obstetrician obtain at once.

2. Performer greets patient in examination
room. May attempt to reassure patient
and explain what will be done. Answers
questions. Performer may examine pa-
tient; palpates abdomen to locate posi-
tion of fetal head.

3. Unless there are obvious contraindica-
tions to going ahead, performer has pa-
tient and materials prepared. Has seda-
tion administered if appropriate or de-
cides to administer personally.

4. When informed that patient is ready,
performer prepares for selection of
the site for insertion of the transfus-
ion needle:

a. Has technolOgist expose the
mother's abdomen while she lies on
x-ray table. Has a stainless steel
grid placed over the abdomen and
uterus. Has this iixed behind the
patient with tape.

. b. Performer orders anteroposterior
preliminary radiographs to record
the fetal structures in relation to
the grid markings.

5. Performer views the radiographs on
view box as soon as processed. May als
inspect existing views of the placenta.

a. Performer notes the degree of inges
tion by the fetus.of the contrast
medium. Notes the fetal skeletal
structures, whether the fetus is in
a direct anteroposterior lie. If
not, notes the location of the
fetal spine (whether anterior or
posterior).

b. Performer assesses the likelihood
and nature of any difficulty in en-
tering the fetal peritoneal cavity
due to the size or position of the
fetus, a poorly opacified gut or a
fetal abdomen concealed by the ma-
ternal skeletal structure.

c. Perofrmer notes whether there are
contraindications to continuing wit
the procedure such as any of the
following:

i) If the transfusion needle must
enter the placenta to reach th
fetal abdomen.

ii) If the fetus is lying with its
back anterior.

iii) If there is inadequate opacifi-
cation bY ef& contrast medium.
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TASK DDSCRIPTION SHEET (continaed)

Task Code No. 420

This is page 3 of 5 for thiS-task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

d. If the fetus is in a direct antero-
posterior lie and the performer is
unable to determine whether the
spine is anterior or posterior, per-
former may order a lateral film and
review as described above after it
is processed.

e. Performer may reorder and indicate
needed change in technical factors to
technologist.If so reviews as above.

. The performer and obstetrician decide
whether there are contraindications to

I going ahead with the procedure based on
evaluation of patient's condition and
contraindications shown by preliminary
films.

a. Performer and obstetrician may decide
to wait until the fetal position is
improved spontaneously or by obste-
trician.

b. If performer and obstetrician decide
not to proceed, may record reasons
and any recommendations on patient's
chart. Informs appropriate staff of
cancellation. If appropriate, orders
rescheduling of patient.

,

. If the performer is to proceed, makes
final decision on entry site:

a. Performer notes the location of the
fetal bowel, outline of the anterior
abdominal wall and/or the outline of
the thigh in relation to the grid
squares on the preliminary,films.

b. If the radiographs are clear and the
performer can determine the desired

most desirable grid square for use
entry point, performer selects the

as entry site for needle,
c. If the baby is small and/or the fe-

tal spine or gut is obscured by the
maternal skeleton, performer may use
other guides to choose entry site
such as those parts of the fetal
skeleton that are visible,

d. Returns to patient and locates the
pAticular grid square chosen as
the entry site. Marks out the ap-
propriate grid location and entry
site on the patient's abdomen; may
use sterile marking pen. May dis-
cuss with obstetrician and have
this done. .

e. Performer and obstetrician decide
.

who will actually insert the nee-
s' dle.

. Performer returns to patient in x-ray
room when informed that patient and
equipment are ready:

a. Checks whether patient has been
properly positioned and prepared
for sterile puncture procedure. If
not acceptable, indicates the need-
ed adjustments. May decide to posi-
tion personally.

b. Checks sterile tray prepared for
procedure. Checks that the trans-
fusion needle (and catheter if ap-
propriate) is ready as ordered.
Checks that emergency cart is pres-
ent. Checks proper shielding of
anyone to remain in room.

c. Checks that syringe with iodine
based contrast medium is ready.
Checks appearance of contrast medi-
um to be sure there is no chemical
deterioration.

d. Dons leded garments and sterile,

own and gloves when appropriate.g
e. Performer explains to patient what

will be done. Answers patient's
uestions as appropriate. Reassuresq

patient and does so as deemed need-
ed throughout procedure. Explains
that performer will ask patient
to hold still from time to time
during procedure, and does so as

appropriate.

. Performer or obstetrician anesthetizes
the injection ite:

.., .
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Fully

Task Code No. 420

This is page 4 of 5 for this task.

a. Swabs site of entry with prepared
antiseptic solution. Covers sur-
rounding areas with sterile drapes,
leaving only small area for injec-
tion and puncture'uncovered.

b. Checks amount of local anesthetic
to be injected as shown by nurse in
syringe or draws anesthetic into
sterile syringe. Expels air and in-
serts needle intradermally and sub-
cutaneously; injects. Removes
needle; swabs site with sterile
solution. Waits for area to become
anesthetized.

10. Performer proceeds to place transfusion
needle so that it enters the fetal
peritoneal cavity with the minimum ra-
diation exposure necessary to ensure
accuracy:

a. Refers.to radiographs to orient self
and obstetrician. Performer may nick
the skin with a scalpel at the entry
point selected and marked.

b. When ready,performer guides obste-
trician or personally positions the
transfusion needle at the entry
site as indicated by nick.

c. With needle in position directly
over the fetal abdomen, performer
(or obstetrician guided by perform-
er) inserts the needle directly
down through the maternal abdominal
wall and uterus, into the amneotic
cavity, and then into the lower
half of the fetal abdomen (peri-
toneal cavity).

d. Performer notes (or has obstetri-
cian note) the sudden loss of re-
sistence signifying that the fetal
peritoneal cavity has been entered.

e. Performer directs obstetrician or
personally checks for correct en-
try by withdrawing the inner stylet
from the needle and checking that
there is no egress of fluid, or, if
fhe fetus is hydropic, that ascitic

11.

List Elements Full

fluid emerges characteristically
as under pressure.

f. If there is an oozing of liquid,
performer and/or obst....trician may

readjust needle or repeat insertio
until a proper response is obtained
from the needle.

Performer proceeds to check the needl
placement with radiography:

a. Checks syringe containing contrast
solution as selected. Performer de-
cides on minimum amount to inject
and attaches to transfusion needle
or has this done by obstetrician.

b. Positions overhead x-ray tube to
take view that will show location
of needle.

c. Performer has patient hold still.
Performer or obstetrician rapidly
injects the contrast solution
through the transfusion needle.

d. Has technologist take radiograph.
Views radiograph on view box when
it is brought or goes to automatic
developer:
i) Performer and obstetrician note

the appearance of the contrast
medium and check for the char-
acteristic appearance of the
fetal abdominal structures.

ii) If the performer notes a non-
diffusing blob of contrast at
the tip of the needle, performer
determines that the needle is in
a solid part. Performer advances
or pulls back the needle gently
as appropriate and rechecks us-
ing a small amount of contrast

... and radiographic check until
satisfied.

iii) Performer judges whether the
needle is in the amniotic cav-
ity or in the fetal peritoneal
cavity in the presence of mas-
sive ascites (accumulation of
fluid in the peritoneal cavity)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 420

This is page 5 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

based on the extent of the dif-
fusion of the contrast from the
needle.

e. If the performer and the obstetri-
cian decide that the fetal small
intestine has been perforated, may
order antibiotics.

f. If the performer and the obstetri-
cian decide that the contrast his
been injected pericardially, the
performer or obstetrician attaches
an empty syringe to the transfusion
needle. Aspirates as much of the med
two as possible.

,

12. When the performer and obstetrilaian are
satisfied thatthe needle tip liesfree
in the fetal peritoneal cavity,4per.,
former may assist obstetrician in in-
troducing a catheter directly i4to the
fetal peritoneal cavity: ,

a. Performer may thread a small-lumen
flexible radiopaque catheter through
the transfusion needle.

b. Performer may assist obstetrician to
thread a flexible catheter over the
needle and into the cavity. If so,
may have radiograph taken to check
position; when satisfied, indicates
that needle can then be withdrawn.

13. Performer indicates to obstetrician
when any ascitic fluid can be aspi-
rated and when appropriate amount' of
washed 0-Rh positive erythrocytes can
be instilled into the peritoneal cav-
ity (to be absorbed into the fetal cir-
culation). May discuss any related
problems with obstetrician and/or
answer questions.

14. If appLopriate, performer may record
aspects of the procedure and/or sign
requisition sheet.

1

.

.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 421

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made on ordering and/or deciding on type of
gynecological radiographic procedure; recommenda-
tions made on technique, preparatory patient pro-
cedures and care as appropriate; record entered and
placed for scheduling.

.

Performer decides whether to ap-
prove an examination procedure
requiring gynecological radio-
graphy with the instillation of
contrast media upon receipt of a
request from a referring physi-
cian on an x-ray requisition
form, by phone, or in person. Re-
quest may be for visualization
of any or all of the female re-
productive organs with the use
of air and/or positive contrast
edia (pneumoperitoneum with or

without hysterosalpingography,
hysterography, etc.).The request
..y be for an initial examine-
tion, an additional study or for
a repeat of a study previously
carried out.

. Performer reads the x-ray re-
quisition form and the pa-
tient's history to learn the
nature of the problem and the
reason for the request.

a. Performer studies the medi-
cal history of the patient,
materials resulting from
earlier studies, and re-
lated reports. Notes
vhether patient has infec-
tious or communicable con-
dition; notes the patient's
age and any history of preg-
nancies and/or fertility
problems. Notes any history
of allergy to iodine based

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form and patient's chart; relevant
radiographs, ultrasonograms; telephone; view boxes;
pen

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes... ) No... )

'es to q. Name the in. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involveci, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Physician requesting gynecological radiography; co-
worker; secretary or clerk

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Deciding on type of gynecological radiographic proce-
dures to order for non-pediatric female patient in substances, how patient

tolerated earlier proce-
dures (if any). Performer
notes any evidence of preg-
nancy, uterine bleeding, in-
flammatory disease, pelvic
tumors large enough to fill

OK-RP;RR;RR

consultation with referring physician by reviewing
case history and relevant materials, discussing lab
reports, indications; considering contraindications
and need; approving, recommending alternative
studies, and/or refusing approval; if approved, rec-
ommending technique, medication, patient preparation;
recording orders and recommendations; placing for
scheduling and/or typing.

-

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet"(



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 421

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

the true pelvis, cardio-vascular or
severe pulmonary disease, or other
related contraindications,

b. Depending on the nature of the re-
quest, performer may study laboratory
reports, ultrasonograms,prior radio-
graphs. Places radiographs on view
boxes.

c. If the performer finds that the in-
formation provided is inadequate,
performer arranges to have other ma-
terials sent or discusses with pa-
tient's physician.

d. Performer considers the request in
teims of the need for the study,
contraindications, and alternative
studies; considers the cumulative
radiation exposure of patient. Con-
siders the severity of the symptoms,
the extent of definition on any cur-
rent radiographs, and/or the sudden-
ness of the appearance of the abnor-
malities in relation to the contra-
indications and possible adverse ef-
fects on patient. Performer con-
siders alternative studies which
could fill the need for additional
information with less pain, risk or
radiation exposure (such as ultra-

sound, culdoscopy, serum study, leper
oscopy). May discuss with another ra-
diologist or appropriate specialist.

If appropriate, performer arranges
to dscuss the implications of the
existing medical information with
the patient's attending physician
or gynecologist.

. Performer decides whether to approve re-
quest, order a repeat of a prior study,
additional or alternative studies, or
recommend against rp:liozraphy based on
the information obtained and any dis-
cussion.

a. If performer recommends aga±nst the
request, discusses with referring
physician (if not already done) and

writes reasons for refusal on requi-
sition sheet, or destroys requisi-
tion sheet if agreed to by referring
physician.

b. Performer may suggest that labora-
tory tests be made prior to approval
of study.

c. If performer and physician agree on
alternative study, or if performer
decides to approve the request for
the study, performer may decide to
make recommendations on technique,
depending on nature of study and pa-
tient's condition. May discuss with,
gynecologist.

d. Recommendations on technique include
such things as prior preparation of
patient before procedure, including
timing of procedure in relation to
menstrual cycle, prior abstinance
from food intake, use of cleansing
enema. (Performer may have patient
given an instruction sheet.) Fer-
former may recommend prior adminis-
tration of tranquilizer and/or
analgesic, and/or muscle relaxant
and when to administer prior to the
procedure. Performer may recommend
the type of contrast medium or the
route of entry for pelvic pneumo-
graphy.

3. erformer writes orders as appropriate
for agreed-upon procedures; writes
recommendations on technique and for
patient's preparation on patient's
chart explicitly so that technologists
and other personnel can prepare pa-
tient or be scheduled for work. Per-
former gives information to appropri-
ate secretary forscheduling. Signs
requisition sheet if appropriate.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 422

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements FulL.
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Obstetrical and/or gynecological radiographic mater-
ials read, interpreted; conclusions drawn and recom-
mendations made orally pr dictated; attending physi-
cian called about emergency signs; selected radio-
graphs earmarked for study or library use; material
rejacketed, report placed for typing.

Performer reads and interprets
completed radiographic obstetri-
cal and/or gynecological examina-
tions,.or provides opinions to
co-workers, obstetricians and/or
gynecologists when requested, on
interpretation and conclusions
regarding radiographs involved
with obstetrical or gynecological
procedures.

1. If respinding to request, per-
former goes to where radio-
graphic material is on view.
Listens while co-worker ex-
plains problem on how to pro-
ceed next or problem of inter-
pretation.

If reading and interpreting
completed work, performer ob-
tains the ja.cketed radio-
graphic work-ups. Includes the
current set of radiographs,
ultrasonograms, scintilation
scans, and pelvimetry studies
(if appropriate), the relevant
requisition sheets, and prior
studies if available. Goes to
reading area.

. Asks about, reads, or reviews
x-ray requisition forms and
materials on patient's medical
and obstetrical history (rea-
son for request, decisions
made on technique, comments
from referring physician or
consulting physicians, notes
made during the procedure and
interpretations made of proce-
dures already completed).,

If reading and interpreting a
completed study, places rele-

OK-RP;RR;RR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms; current radiographs, ultra-
sonograms, scintillation scans; view boxes; prior
and collateral radiographic materials such as pelvi-
metry calculations; telephone, dictation equipment;
pen; magnifying glass

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

. es to q. : Name the in. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to Indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

o-workers; clinicians; referring physician

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on
obstetrical and/or gynecological radiographic
studies and related material or giving opinions to
clinicians or co-workers by reviewing relevant medi-
cal information and requisition sheee(s), evaluating
current and prior films and collateral materials;
notifying referring physician of emergency signs;
explaining opinions or aictating findings and recom-
mendations; placing report for typing.

. 6. Check here if this
is a master sheef.)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 422

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements List Elements Full

vant radiographs on view boxes, in-
cluding earlier films. If respond-
ing to request, may ask to see earlier
relevant filds such as for prior
similar studies, related collateral
studies, or similar studies over
time.

Performer considers possibilities of un-
suspected pregnancy in studying gyneco-
logical material, and takes into account
gynecological as well as obstetrical
considerations when dealing with obstet-
rical material.

Performer reads and interprets the radi-
ographic and related materials:

a. Decides whether any abnormalities,
changes, or suspicious signs warrant
the immediate attention of the pa-
tient's clinician. If so, telephones
at once and discusses findings (or
recommends that co-worker in charge
of case do this).

b. For own work, decides what to report
and what recommendations to make
based on the type of information re-
quested and the information revealed
by the radiograPhs and related mater-
ials.

c. In response to request, decides what
to recommend to co-worker. Explains
interpretation and recommendations
verbally, indicating how conclusions
were arrived at, including medical
and technical considerations.

4. Performer dictates findings (for own
work) by explaining what appears on the
films. Describes worrisome or suspicious
signs, abnormalities in female patient
and/or fetus, and/or changes or lack of
growth in fetus over time; refers to
earlier films as appropriate. (Might in-
dicate presence of artifacts which do
not have medical significance).

4

Indicates what implications can be
drawn from findings and what conclu-
sions and/or courses of action are
warranted or contraindicated, includ-
ing need for additional studies,
tests, or courses of treatment. If ap-
propriate, estimates and 'reports the
maturity of the fetus based on esti-
mate of its size and stage of develop-
ment.

Dictates vport in the style: There is
...on.... It has the characteristics
of.... I believe:that this indicates
.... This could mean that.... It is
necessary to determine whether....
This can be done by....

. May decide whether any of the material
is unusual or of special interest and
warrants inclusion in museum library,
or should be used for study purposes.
Marksjackets appropriately .11 so de-
cided.

6. Returns own patient's radiographic ma-
terial,-requisition sheet and tape of
dictation to proper jacket, and places
to be picked up for typing.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 423

This is Page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this tankl (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Presentation prepared and made on developments or
case studies in obstetrical or gynecological radi-
ology;presentations of obstetricians or gynecolo-
gists listened to; discUssions participated in;
conference opened, conducted, and closed, when
appropriate.

Performer attends meetings of
medical staff and co-workers in
obstetrics and gynecology to dis
cuss areas of mutual concern.

1. Performer may prepare presen-
tations describing new work
in the fields of obstetrical
and gynecological radiology:

a. Performer decides what to
present and in what degree
of depth and detail.

b. Decides on how to make pre
sentation and what to use.

c. May prepare outline,obtain
special instructional ma-
terials, do research on
topic for use in presenta-
tion. May have resident as
sist.

d. May prepare slides from o
source of radiographs,
ultrasonograms or may ob-
tain existing radiographic
material and slides from
library. May have resident
assist.

e. At meeting, when performer
is called upon, places ra-
diographs, spot films or
c';'.er ultrasonograms on

vlew box,clips to board, or
uses slide projector. De-

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Radiographic and medical equipment; radiographic

jectors; ultrasonograms

1

materials; case histories; view boxes, slide pro-

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No... .)

es to q. : Name the Kind o rec pient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Obstetricians;gynecologists; radiologists

. Name the task so that the answers to ques- scribes work selected, an-
swers questions, and parti-
cipates in discussion. May
recommend further reading.

f. Performer, may, when appro-
priate, demonstrate or sim-
ulate new and/or relevant
techniques, equipment or
procedures.

g. After presentation,perform-
er replaces materials and
equipment or has this done.

OK-RPOIR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline.essen-
tial words.

Participating in meetings of radiologists,obstetri-
cians, and gynecologists to discuss new developments,
cases of interest and case problems of mutual inter-
est by planning and presenting new developments in
the radiologic field, interesting case studies or
problems in current cases and/or by deciding to lis-
ten to presentations about n ew developments, irter-.
esting case studies or case problems, and participat-
ing in discussions; leading conference sessions when
appropriate.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet.. e 4
......a.amoks
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 423

This is page 2_ of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

Performer may attend conferences at
which obstetricians and/or gynecologists
present case studies and raise the prob-
lems involved, or performer may choose
cases which are of interest from the
library or personal files which are of
educational interest.

a. Performer may be told beforehand by
department head or conference leader
what current or past cases will be
presented for discussion, or per-
former will discuss the type of in-
formation to be covered in order to
select relevant cases.

b. Performer obtains the radiographic
materials related to the cases se-
lected or selects appropriate cases.
May have assistant gather materials
and reviews to be sure they are ap-
propriate.

c. Performer reviews the radiographs
and the requisition sheets involved,
and any other'relevant medical in-
formation such as reports and inter-
pretations already made.

d. Performer may make notes to use as
reference, pointing out fine points
with regard to interpretation of the
radiographs in connection with path-
ological symptoms and conditions.

e. At the conference, performer pre-
sents the radiographs involved as
appropriate, and presents interpre-
tation; makes relevant points so as
to instruct the audience in the rea-
soning involved. Participates in the
discussion,as appropriate;answers
questions. May suggest reference
articles on subject.

f. Performer replaces radiographic ma-
terials or has these replaced when
done.
If called an to lead conference,per-
formEr opens conference; calls an
co-workers to present cases; leads
or chairs discussions and question
period; closes meeting.N

g.

h. If current case studies are in-
volved, performer may maintain.files
on the case(s) and read reports in-
cluding final diagnosis and treat-
ment prescriptions.

Performer may decide to attend presen-
tation by co-workers, obstetricians,
and/or gynecologists. May make notes,
ask questions and/or participate in
discussion.

. Performer may decide to attend presen-
tation about a particular case that
is of interest. May make notes, ask
questions and/or participate in dis-
cussion.

. Performer may decide to present rele-
vant problems that performer is per-
sonally having trouble with and ask
for comments and suggestions frcla par-
ticipants. -

a. Selects the case material needed
to present the problem.

b. Makes presentation and poses prob-
lems involved.

c. Listens and participates in re-
sulting discussions.

3.8



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 424

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure I List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

' Radiology resident shown and explained obstetrical
and gynecological radiography procedures; resident
evaluated for readiness to do activities under sup-
ervision; resident observed and criticized; residen
evaluated for readiness to do tasks without direct
supervision; resident's work spot checked and criti
cized; questions answered; opinions on work given
as requested; evaluation noted informally,

Performer l'Iwides clinical
training to residents in radiol-
ogy in the area of obstetrical
and gynecological radiography,
covering choice of examinations
such as pelvimetry, fetal
studies, hysterosalpingography,
medical aspects of procedures,
interpretation of radiographic
material, alternative studies,
and possible recommendations and
treatments.

1. Performer provides demonstra-
tion, explanation, informal
evaluation and supervision
in: reading requests for ra-
diographic procedures and de-
ciding on best or altermacive
procedures; what to look for;
available medical and techni-
cal procedures including
types of examinations, anes-
thetics, surgical entry, use
of contrast media, technical
equipment, positions and
angles, indications and con-
traindications; providing
technical and medical inter-
pretation of radiographic ma-
terials; learning range of
medical conclusions that can
be drawn, additional tests,
and courses of treatment to

. What is used inserforming this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

I-
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms; materials and equipment
needed for procedures in obstetrical and gynecolo-
gical radiography; related radiographs and ultra-
sonograms; emergency equipment; view boxes

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(0 No... )

'es to q. . Name t e in. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Radiology resident to be instructed in obstetrical
and gynecological radiographic procedures; female
pt. involved; clinicians; supervisor of resident

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques- consider.

2. When performer is assigned a
resident, may select times,
patients, and procedutes to
demonstrate, and may explain
to resident while performer
carries out own tasks:

a. Parformer explains what
will be taught.

OX-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Providin: clinical training_forradiology residents
in obstetrical and gynecological radiographic proce.--
dures by demonstrating procedures, explaining what
is being done, answering questions; deciding when
residents can perform tasks under direct supervision
observing and correcting; deciding when tasks can be
done without direct supervision; spot checking and
correcting; advising as requested or as deemed
necessary.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 424

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

.

1

3. Performer supervises and observes resi-
dent carrying out activities assigned.

List Elements Full

b. Performer may nariate the steps, may
explain what is being ne, or may
explain the basis for decisions and
actions.

c. Performer may decide to solicit ques-
tions to find out what the -,:esident
understands, may answer quesnons, or
may elaborate on the explanation of
what is being done, 6hcent:rating on
the relevant skills and knowledges.

d. Performer decides when the resident
has observed sufficiently and'has a
clear enough understanding of a pro-
cedure to carry it out under close,
direct supervision and/or to assist.

List Elements Full

a. Performer asks the resident to do all
or part of a procedure and remains at
the side of the patient or carries
out own portion and watches the resi-
dent perform the assigned activity.

b. While observing, performer decides
whether the activity is being done
properly, whether there is a specific
problem, whether there is need 1.c
demonstrate the procedure again or
explain, and does so.

c. Performer may comment on the_ perform-
ance, encourage or correct as deemed
necessary, or do this later.

d. Performer may decide to intervene and
take over the procedure, explaining
to the resident what was done incor-
rectly at that point or later.

e. If decision is to demonstrate again,
performer may redo and have the resi-
dent observe, or have resident repeat
the procedure until it is done pro-
perly.

f. Performer decides which procedures or
activities can be done Mr the resi-
dent without direct supervision (al-
though radiologist remains respons-
ible). Informs proper supervisors,
notes for own use, and/or tells this
to resident.

. Performer spot checks resident carry-
ing out activities without direct
supervision or lesponds to requests
for guidance, assistance,or further
instruction.

Performer proceeds as in steps 2 or 3
as appropriate, observing, noting
areas needing improvement, determining
nature of problem, assisting, giving
opinions, answering questions, and
providing further instruction on how
to deal with unusual circumstances.
Reinforces correct work. Suggests
areas for improvement.

_

. When patients are present fordemon-
strations, performer may explain pres-
ence of resident; when ,observing, per-
former may explain own Presence.

. .Performer informally notes the extent
of learning or proficiency of resident
throughout the training;

a. May decide to discuss performance
with resident at any time.

b. Does not keep formal records on
what was taught, or on resident's
progress.

c. May make personal notes for use in
later evaluation meetings.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 425

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Outline and content planned and prepared for lecture
to residents or case conference on obstetrical and
gynecological radiology; lecture given; conference
conducted by use of questions and.answers.

Performer presents lecturo(s) or
holds case conferences on obstet-
rical.and gynecological radiology,
for classes of radiology resi-
dents.

1. Performer is notified of as-
signment or decides what
should be covered and at what
depth and degree of detail,
considering the residents'
current academic level and ob-
jectives of the residency pro-
gram.

2. Decides on method of presenta-
tion and plans lecture and/or
case conference:

a. Prepares outline.
b. May obtain special instruc

tional materials or asks
co-worker to obtain for re
view. May use materials al
ready prepared.

c. May do research in topic
area for use in lecture.

d. May prepare slides from o
source of radiographs
(teaching cases) or may ob
tain existing radiographic
and ultrasound material and
slides from library. May
ask co-worker to obtain for
review, or personally
chooses radiographs and
ultrasonograms to illus-
trate problem cases for a
question and answer ses-
sion. Performer may choose
materials to contrast nor-
mal and pathological
states.

e. Decides on time to allocat-
for questions and answers

OK-RP;RR;RR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Paper, pen; instructional and :eading material in
obstetrical and gynecological radiology; radiograph-
ic materials; projector and Slides; ultrasonograms;
screen; view boxes .

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(.) No...

es to q. Name the in. o recipient,
respondent.or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Residents in radiology; program director; co-worker;

library and/or clerical personnel

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Planning and presenting lectures or case conferences

on obstetrical and gynecologicL1 radiology for radi-

ology residents by deciding on content, method of

presentation; preparing material; predenting lec-
ture, being aware of responses and adjusting presen
tation to students' needs; using radiographic mater-
ial in question and answer format to demonstrate as-

pects of topics for instructional purposes.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..

3 3 1
...



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 425

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

for lecture, or may choose residents
to present case material for case
study conference. If so, discusses as
needed.

. At a case conference, places radio-
graphs, spot films or ultrasonograms on
view box or uses'slides and projector.
May have resident(s) present material.
Has residents give interpretations of
materials.

Throws out questions about materials;
evaluates and responds to answers, or
answers questions and participates in
discussion about cases involved.

Chooses how to present answers and com-
ments so that residents will understand
how answers were arrived at.

4. At a lecture, presents material as
deemed appropriate. May note whether in-
formation is being understood, and ad-
just presentation accordingly.

5. Performer may recommend reading to stu-
dents.

-6. May make personal notes on residents for
use in evaluation meeting.

. Performer may keep material and notes
prepared for future use; has materials
taken from library and equipment re-
turned.

Note: Does not submit outline or materials
for review. Does not formally test.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 426

This is page 1 of 6 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decisions made on whether to go ahead,on technique;
contrast IV injected;site localized on monitor;anes-
thetic applied;teflon needle inserted into kidney
with fluoroscopic control;urine aspirated and sent
to labs;drainage tube attached;contrast solution in-
jected;fluoroscopy done,spot films taken;radiographs
ordered;complete set of pyelograms approved;contrast
aspirated;drainage tube reinforced,sutured or re-
movedonedical impressions and follow-up orders re-
corded,discussed with surgeon.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
uisition form and medical infora

-
mation on a patient scheduled
for percutaneous antegrade pye-
lography (radiography of upper
urinary tract after direct in-
jection of contrast solution
into a kidney that has been dem-
onstrated to be distended with
urine). Patient will already'
have undergone prior IVP, and/or
renal angiography, and/or ultra-
sound examination.

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
medical information to become
familiar with the case or to
review material seen earlier.

a. Performer notes patient's
age, sex, and size. Re-
views any diagnostic infor
mation already collected
including lab reports.

b. Performer examines prior
urographic studies on view
boxes and any ultrasono-
grams. Performer notes the
side of taterest, the na-
ture and location of the
suspected blockage, the ex
tent of the visualization
of the organs. Reviews con
firmation of existing hy-

. What is used in performing_this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. "If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of'
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form,pt.'s chart,radiographic ma-
terials,ultrasonograms;view boxes;pen;sterile tray
with local alesthetic, iodine based contrast solu-
tion,syringes,needles,towels,suture materials,anti-
septic solution,swabs,tourniquet,dressings,teflon
puncture needle,drainage tubing,bag;sponge stick or
towel clip;protective lead garments;sterile gown,
gloves;fluoroscope,table,spot film device,TV mon-
itor;specimen containers;labelsemer:enc cart

3. Is there a recipient, respondeut or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

'es to q. Name t e ina o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Non-pediatric patient to have percutaneous ante-
grade pyelography;radiologic technologist;referring
physician;surgeon;nurse

5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques- dronephrosis (distension
of pelvis and calyces of
kidney) and consi.ders lo-
cation of kidney and punc-
ture site.

c. Tf performer decides that
further information is
needed, may contact refer-
ring physician or surgeon
and discuss.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting percutaneous antegrade pyelography of any
non-pediatric pt. by deciding whether to go ahead;
reassuring pt.;deciding on site of entry;localizing
site with contrast IV and fluoroscopy;inserting tef-
lon puncture needle in kidney with fluoroscopic con-
trol;aspirating urine;attaching drainage tube;injec-
ting iodine based contrast solution;conducting flu-
oroscopy;taking spot films;ordering radiographs;de-
ciding when examination is completed by viewing pye-
lograms;aspirating contrast;leaving drainage tube in
place,suturing, or removing;discussing with surgeon;
sending specimen to labs;cecording medical impres-
sions,orders for follow-u. care.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 426

This is page 2 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

d. Performer notes any special requests
for radiographic views, recommenda-
tions on technique, on entry site.
Checks whether any pre-examination
procedures have been ordered, such
as administration of antibiotics;
and, if so, whether these have been
carried out. If not,arranges to have
these done.

e. Notes records of how patient toler-
ated any previous procedures;whether
patient has history of allergy,
especially to contrast medium. Notes
whether female may be pregnant and/
or timing in relation to menstrual
cycle. Notes whether patient has an
infectious or communicable condi-
tion, and any other relevant medical
information.

f. Checks to see that patient has sign-
ed consent for procedure. If not,
informs appropriate co-worker; ar-
ranges to have this done or delays
until written consent is obtained.

. Performer greets patient in examina-
tion room. Attempts to reassure pa-
tient; explains what will be done.
Answers questions. Questions female
to be sure that there is no danger of
possible pregnancy. Examines patient
and notes relevant syraptoms. May have
patient lie prone on table; palpates
lumbar area to feel size, condition
and location of kidney. If appropriate,
explains'procedure, risks, etc.,and ob-
tains patient's consent for the proce-
dure. (Does not continue without con-
sent.)

. Performer considers whether patient's
current condition presents any contra-
indications to going ahead with the
procedure. May have clinician or spe-
cialist called; discusses patient's
condition and any alternative steps;
decides whether to proceed or not
based on evaluation of patient's con-
dition and contraindications.

. If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommenda-
tions on patient's chart. Informs ap-
propriate co-worker of cancellation
and has patient returned to room. If
appropriate, orders rescheduling of
patient or scheduling for alternative
procedure.

. If performer decides to proceed, de-
cides on technique and probable site
of entry based on requisition sheet,
prior urographic materials and own
examination. If appropriate, writes
decisions on requisition'sheet and
informs appropriate co-workers so
that patient, materials and technical
factors for fluoroscopy can be pre-
pared or set. Indicates sizes for
needles, amount of contrast material,
as decided.

6. If performer decides that further
visualization is needed to localize
entry site, performer may arrange to
have an intravenous injection of con-
trast solution administered, or de-
cides to do personally. If so, pro-
ceeds as follows:

a. Performer has patient prepared for
intravenous injection of contrast
solution. Exposes arm; applies
tourniquet; finds vein and swabs
entry site with antiseptic solu-'
tion.

b. Performer asks for or selects pre-
pared dose of radiopaque solution
in hypodermic; checks that there
is no deteriortation and for prop-
er amount; expels air in syringe.
Performer inserts needle into
vein, removes tourniquet, and in-
jects contrast solution. Removes
needle and swabs site. Waits ap-
propriate amount of time for con-
trast solution to reach the kid-
ney.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 426

This is page 3 of 6 for this task.

Performer orders scout film (with or
without prior IV injection of contrast)
and examines on view box when ready:

a. Performer considers whether the dis-
tended pelvis and calyces of kidney
are visible, whether the technique
is satisfactory, whether the posi-
tion of the patient is correct, and
whether the view needed is obscured
in any way.

b. If the scout is not satisfactory,
performer indicates the needed
changes in exposure technique or in
the patient's position to technolo-
gist.

c. If fluoroscope has spot film attach-
ment that uses cassettes, performer
has cassette inserted. Chooses full,
half, or quarter format and sets up
as appropriate. (If roll film attach
ment, checks that attachment is
loaded with film or has this done.)

d. Performer makes final decision on
site of puncture and has patient
prepared in prone position on tilt
table for the kidney puncture with
the puncture site exposed:

e. Decides on amount of contrast based
on the patient's size, age, condi-
tion, the observed degree of disten-
sion of the kidney and location of
the obstruction.

. Prepares for pro:edure:

a. If not already done, performer has
needles and syringes needed in pro-
cedure prepared; may assemble the
needle for kidney puncture.

b. Dons protective lead garments and
sterile gown and gloves.

c. Checks prepared syringe of iodine
based, aqueous contrast solution
selected for injection, checking
that quantity is correct and appctar-
ance shows no deterioration.

d. Checks that anyone to remain in roo
during exposure is properly shielde

9. When informed that patient and mater-
ials are ready, performer checks
whether patient has been properly pre-
pared and shielded. Performer indi-
cates any needed adjustments.

a. Reassures patient and does so as
deemed needed throughout procedure.
Explains that performer will ask
the patient to hold breath from
time to time during'procedure, and
does so as appropriate.

b. Performer checks that all mater-
ials needed for procedure and emer-
gency cart are present. Requests
any missing objects.

c. Cleanses site of puncture by swab-
bing with prepared antiseptic solu-
tion. Covers surrounding areas
with sterile towels, leaving only
small area for puncture uncovered.

d. Performer prepares syringe with
local anesthetic. Inserts needle
subcutaneously and intradermally,
and injects anesthetic. Waits for
anesthetic to take effect.

10. Performer uses fluoroscopy to locate
the exact site for the puncture:

a. Performer positions overhead flu-
oroscope unit over patient; may
have lights in room dimmed. Acti-
vates fluoroscope or has this done
by technologist. Performer adjusts
unit until the kidneys are visible
on the TV monitor. May indicate
needed adjustment in technical fac
tors to technologist. May reposi-
tion patient.

b. Performer selects the exact point
of entry so that the puncture nee-
dll will enter a calyx of the renal
pelvis if possible. May cut a tiny
nick in skin at site with sterile
scalpel.

c. Performer positions appropriate
size puncture needle (equipped
with stylet and teflon sheath)
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Task Coda No. 426

This is page _4 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full

over the entry site (or nick). May
view location of needle on the TV
monitor. Adjusts needle to the
proper angle for entry. (May use
sponge stick or towel clip to avoid
placing hands directly in path of
radiation beam.)

11. Performer asks patient to hold breath
and attempts to penetrate the kidney
so as to enter a calyx of the renal
pelvis. Directs needle into kidney and
feels for the characteristic give which
indicates that the kidney has been pen-
etrated. Notes whether hub of needle
moves synchronously with respiration.

a. Performer checks for proper entry
by attempting to obtain urine:

i) Performer attaches empty syringe
to teflon sheathed needle.

ii) Performer aspirates syringe to
draw a free flow of urine from
the kidney.

iii) If performer observes blood or
no urine in syringe, performer
pulls back needle or inserts
further and repeats attempt to
obtain urine.

kv) If performer decides that proper
entry has not been accomplished,
repeats procedure as appropriate
until satisfied. May select
another entry site and repeat
until sure of proper entry.

b. Once performer has decided that
proper entry has been accomplished,
performer continues to aspirate
urine in amount to approximate the
amount of contrast solution to be
injected. Removes syringe and
ejects urine into appropriate ster-
ile containers. Has containers
capped, properly labeled, and sent
to bacteriology and cytology labs
for testing. May record amount and

List Elements Full

condition of urine withdrawn on
patient's chart.

c. Performer withdraws needle, leavin
teflon sheath in place. Performer
attaches a tube to the teflon
sheath for introduction of contras
and for later drainage into an ap-
propriate receptacle. May tape
sheath into position to prevent
movement or may suture by looping
one or two stitches around needle.

12. Performer injects the contrast medium
in the appropriate dosage based on
patient's condition and/or amount of
urine withdrawn.

a. Performer injects through the
drainage tube attached to the tef-
lon sheath, using the syringe with
the contrast solution. Notes pas-
sage of contrast on TV monitor. Ma
observe presence and activity of
peristalsis in the ureter and rena
pelvis.

b. Performer notes the adequacy of
the filling;may reposition patient
as appropriate. Studies any block-
age, obstruction or other signs of
pathology and other areas of in-
terest.

c. Performer decides what to record
as spot films while viewing on TV
monitor. Activates spot film at-
tachment and x-ray foot pedal as
appropriate. If cassette attach-
ment, may have technologist remove
cassette as spots are snapped and
insert additional cassettes, or
does so personally.

d. Performer injects additional con-
trast as needed. May have patient
stand or sit up, or change posi-
tion to accomplish filling. May
hold and/or assist patient. May
ask technician for assistance.

e. Throughout procedure,performer ob-
serves patient for signs of ad-



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 426

This is page 5 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Fullx.. List Elements Full

verse reaction to procedure. May appropriate and attaches empty sy-
decide to provide emergency care. ringe to tube.

b. Performer adjusts inclination of
13. Performer may order overhead radio- table and pulls back on the sy-

graphs. If so, removes syringe, closes ringe plunger so that the contrast
off tube, and specifies views, area medium will drain out by gravity .
of interest, and patient positions and aspiration. Performer may note

desired. progress by looking at the-image
of the medium on the TV monitor.

14. Performer looks at radiographs and spot
films, in order, on view boxes as they 16. Depending on clinician's or surgeon's
are processed: request, performer may leave teflon

sheath and tubing in place for drain-
a. Determines whether the pyelograms age, or removes:

are technically adequate to demon-
strate the area and condition under
study and provide sufficient infor-

a. If performer is to remove sheath,
performer reassures patient. Re-

mation to make possible a competent moves drainage tube and has pa-
medical interpretation. Indicates as tient hold still while performer

soon as possible any needed change gently removes the teflon sheath.
in technical factors pr,positioning. Swabs area. Decides on sterile

b. Performer decides whether it would dressing and orders, or applies
be desirable to inject more con- personally.

trast, and/or whether another loca- b. If performer is to leave sheath

tion should be entered and inject- and drainage tube in place, per-

ed, based on the information al- former ma- secure with additional3

ready available on the pyelograms,
the way in which the patient toler-

adhesive tape or may suture as
follows:

ated the procedure, and the pa-
tient's condition and cumulative i) May indicate to co-worker the

exposure. suture material and needle size

c. If the performer decides to rein- needed.

ject in same location or another ii) Performer threads suture needle

site, repeats relevant steps for of size chosen with suture ma-

procedure in appropriate location terial selected. Loops several

chosen until satisfied, as describ- stitches at.ound needle.

ed above. ,
iii) Performer decides on dressing

d. When performer has determined that and bandage to apply. May ap-

the radiographic examination has ply personally or assign to

been completed, informs technolo- subordinate, specifying what to

gist. use.
iv) Attaches collection bag to end

15. Performer returns to patient and reas- of tube to catch any draining

sures. urine.

a. Performer attempts to remove as 17. When performer has determines that

much contrast material as possible. the oxaminetion has been completed,

Adjusts patient on tilt table as
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This is page 6 of 6 for this task.

1

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully
.1..... w.....

informs staff. Has appropriate clean u
procedures carried out.

18. If appropriate, performer notifies sur-
geon of interpretation of radiographs
and discusses advisability of surgery.
May arrange to have patient taken to
119surgery

. Performer records impressions of pro-
cedure on patient's chart:

!

,

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up rec-

ommended, prescription for antibi-
otics to avoid infection. (May fill
out drug order form.)

d. Record of urine specimen sent to
labs.

e. May sign-chart or requisition sheet.

. ..w



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Coee No. 427

This is page 1 of 6 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decisions made on whether to go ahead, on technique;
pat'ent reassured; local anesthetic injected; nee-
dles and catheters inserted bilaterally into inter-
nal jugular veins with fluoroscopic and contrast
check; iodine based contrast solution injected and
seriography ordered for appropriate projections;com-
plete set of radiographs approved;subtractions or-
dered; medical impressions and follow-up recommen-
dations recorded; MD or surgeon informed or'results.

..........-

Performer receives the-x-ray rei
quisition form and medical char
of a patient scheduled for jug-
ular fossa, cavernous sinus and
or orbital venography by way of
retrograde injection of contras
into the internal juguLzr veins.

1. Performer reads the patient's.
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-
iar with the case or to re-
view materials seen earlier.

a. Notes patient's age and
sex;reviews test results
and interpretation of
plain radiographs (such
as orbital views) or cav-
ernous venus and/or orbit-
al venograms done prey-
iously through injection
of the frontal vein. Stud-
ies prior radiographs on
view boxes to become fam-
iliar with the available
diagnostic information and
the nature and location of
the suspected pathology,
such as occlusion or com- 1

pression in the venous r.7.vsl

tem at the base of the
skull or internal jugular
veins, tumors of the area,
such as of the pituitary.
Notes whether information
requested is for preoper-
ative study of transsig-
moid approaches to the
temporal bone and cerebel-
loporine angle.

b. Note ,. recommendations on
technique and whether bi-
latere J. or unilateral in-

OK-R2;RR;RR

2. What is used in erforming this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
ia choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among..)

X-ray requisition form,pt.'s medical chart,prior ra-
diographs;pen;view boxes;sterile tray with antisep-
tic solution,vena tube,syringes,scalpels,forceps,
scissors,needles,swabs,dressings,bandage,local anes-
thetic,Seldinger needles,plastic tubing,guide wires,
catheters,saline solution;marking pen;tape;serial
film changer;aqueous iodine based contrast solution;
tilt table;fluoroscope,TV monitor;lead garments;con-

sent form;emergency cart;sterile gown,gloves;shield-
ing;phone:sterile drape

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )7771= to q. Cr Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Any pt. to have retrograde jugular venography;accom-
panying adult;referring MD;radiologist;anesthesio-
logist;radiologic technologist;nurse;surgeon

. Name t e task so that the answers to oues-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline eisen-

tial words.
Conducting retrograde venography of the internal jug-
ular veins,posterior fossa dural sinus system and/or

orbit of any pt. by examining,reassuring pt.;deciding
whether to 13o ahead;deciding on technique;injecting
local anesthetic;applying compression;inserting nee-
dle and catheter bilaterally in internal jugular
veins using Seldinger technique;checking for locati
and obstruction with fluoroscopic control;injecting
iodine based contrast solution and ordering seri-
ography for appropriate projections;ordering subtrac
tions;approving final set of radiographs;ordering
after care;recording,re ortin medical

6. Check here Trthis
is a master sheet..

3,39



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 427

This is page 2 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Fully

jection'is required, whether visual-
ization is to be up to the jugular
bulb or into the inferior petrosal
sinus. Notes whether prior sedation
and/or general anesthesia has been
ordered or suggested. Notes whether
use of subtraction is suggested.

c. Notes any other medically relevant
information such as history of ad-
verse reaction to iodine based con-
trast material, whether female pa-
tient is pregnant, whether patient
has an infectious or communicable
condition. May call clinician to ob-
tain additional information.

d. Checks to see that patient or auth-
orized adult has signed consent for
procedure. If not, informs appro-
priate co-worker and either has ex-
amination delayed until written con-
sent is obtained or arranges to ob-

tain personally before sedation.

2. Performer greets non-infant patient and
any accompanying adult in examination
room. Attempts to reassure; explains
what will be done.

a. May question about patient's symp-
toms in relation to the condition
being studied. May collect addi-
tional medical history and ask about
previous radiography, allergies.

b. Determines whether female patient of
childbearing age may be pregnant.

c. Performer examines the patient for
relevant neurolcgical symptoms. Ex-
amines and palpates neck bilaterally
to locate appropriate site(s) for
percutaneous puncture(s).

d. Performer may explain or demonstrate
use of equipment to a child to allay
fears and enlist cooperation;answers
questions. Explains that patient
will be asked to hold still from tim
to time. Indicates what will happen,
what pain might be experienced,and

List Elements Fullx.. .1

what cooperation will be needed.
Stresses need to maintain prsitirds
when ordered.

e. If approprt:ate, performer may de-
scribe the procedure and its risks
and obtain consent signature from
patient or authorized adult. (Does
not 'proceed without signed consent.)

. Performer notes whether there are con-
traindications to going ahead with the
procedure. May have clinician or spe-
cialist called; discusses patient's
current condition and any alternative
steps.

a. Performer decides whether to pro-
ceed or not based on examination,
evaluation of patient's condition,
allergy.

b. If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommenda-
tions on patient's chart. Informs
appropriate co-worker of cancel-
lation. If appropriate, orders re-
scheduling of patient or scheduling
for alternative procedure.

c. With pediatric patient performer
may consider whether general anes-
thesia (if suggested) is still war-
ranted; may decide to order if pa-
tient's behavior and condition sug-
gest the need. If general anesthe-
sia is to be carried out, performer
discusses with anesthesiologist when
it is to be administered and avails
indications from anesthesiologist
as to when to proceed.

. If performer decides to proceed, makes
final decision on technique, based on
requisition sheet and own examination
of patient:

a. Decides on appropriate equipment
such as sizes of needles, catheters,
guide wires, type and amount of con-



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 427

This is page 3 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full

trast solution, use of seriography,
subtraction, injection equipment.

b. If ;,eneral anesthesia is to be ad-
ministered, indicates to anesthesi-
ologist that procedure is to start
and allows for appropriate timing.

c. May have patient sedated.
d. Has technics.] factors set for fluoro-

scopy. Indicates requirements for
seriography. If a bi-plane study is
involved, orders projections and an-
gulation. Selects timing and simul-
taneous or sequential filming. Has
equipment checked.

e. Informs appropriate co-workers of de-
cisions so that patient and mater-
ials can be prepared.

Performer orders scout fiLm(s) as ap-
propriate for single or bi-plane views:

a. When processed, performer places
scout films on view boxes and ex-
amines as soon as they are processed.
Performer considers whether the
areas of interest are visible,
whether the technique is satisfac-
tory, and whether the position(s)
of the patient are correct.

b. If the scouts are not satisfactory,
performer indicates the needed
chantes in technique or in the pa-
tient s position to the radiologic
technologist.

c. Performer may examine the scout
films to note any areas of possible
complications.

. Performer returns to patient in x-ray
room when informed that patient and
equipment are ready:

a. Checks whether patient has been
properly shielded, immobilized and
properly prepared for sterile punc-
ture(s) (in the neck). II not ac-
ceptable, indicates the needed ad-
justMents. May decide to immobilize
personally.

List Elements Fully

b. Checks sterile tray prepared for
procedure. Checks that emergency
cart is.present. Requests any miss-
ing object's.

c. If-general anesthetic is:to be ad-
ministered, checks with anesthesi-
ologist to be sure that the patient
is ready for procedure to begin.

d. Performer checks that appropriate
needles and catheter sizes are pre-
sent, that catheters are preformed
as appropriate. Checks guide wires.

e. Checks that syringes with saline
solution are prepared, that sy-
ringes with contrast medium are
ready, that seriographic equipment
is functioning. Checks appearance
of contrast medium to be sure there
is no chemical deterioration.

f. Dons protective lead garments and
sterile gown and gloves when appro-
priate.Checks staff shielding.

g. Performer may prepare or check per-
cutaneous needles to be used with
Seldinger technique. May prepare
syringes with local anesthetic and/
or contrast if appropriate.

h. If patient is coherent, performer
explains what will be done. Answers
patient's questions as appropriate.
Reassures patient and does so as
deemed needed throughout procedure.

. Performer prepares the site(s) for in-
jection of the local anesthetic and in-
sertion of the needle(s):

341

a. Has patient placed in the Trendel-
enburg position with head somewhat
down so that veins in neck will be
distended.

b. Performer prepares the sites for
. bilateral entry of needles (lateraL

to common carotid artery in mid-
portion of neck under anterior bor-
der of sternomastoid muscle). Swabs
entry sites with prepared antisep-
tic solution. Has surrounding areas
covered by sterile dra e.
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Task Code No. 427

This is page 4 oi 6 for this task.
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c. Performer marks the anterior border
of the stermomastoid muscle as a
guide.

d. Performer may distend the veins to
be punctured by applying a sling of
sterile plastic tubing looped about
the neck and pulled to occlude che
vein below the puncture site,

e. Checks amount of local anesthetic to
be injected as shown by nurse in sy-
ringes or draws anesthetic into ster
ile syringes. Expels air and inserts
each needle in turn so that the
skin, subcutaneous tissue and soft
tissue around the corotid sheath are
infiltrated by injection of anesthe-
tic. Removes needle; waits for areas
to become anesthetized.

. When the entry areas have become anes-
thetized performer makes sure that the
entry sites are distended and prepares
for puncture:

a. Performer uses scalpel to make a
small incision at the medial border
of the sternocleidomastoid muscle
3 to 4 cm. above the clavicle (to
facilitate entry of needle and
catheter).

b. For each entry performer has patient
hold still. Performer attempts to
penetrate the vein at the incision
created while palpating and fixing
vein. Performer inserts needle in
cephalad direction from medial to
lateral.

c. Performer pulls out the needle's in-
ner stylus;attaches vena tube to
needle;suctions back and chee:s nee-
dle entry by noting whether venal
blood appears. May pull back on Ilee-
dle and reinsert or make other in-
sertions until the needle tip is
judged within the lumen of the vein.
Removes vena tube. May attach sy-
ringe with saline to needle and
flush entry site periodically.

. For each site performer inserts a
safety guide wire into the needle and
advances this cephalad into the ves-
sel until the bony roof of the jug-
ular fossa is felt as an abrupt tap-
ping sensation (somewhat softer with
tumor present).

a. Once the guide wire is inserted
performer withdraws the hollow
needle, compressing the vein to
reduce the bleeding. Inserts the
appropriate size catheter into
the incision and over the guide
wire.

b. Performer advances each catheter
in turn using the guide wire as
a leader until the catheter is at
the desired level at the jugular
bulb or the orifice of the infer-
ior petrosal sinus.

c. Performer may warn patient of pos-
sible pain in the ear as the jug-
ular foramen is approached. Com-
forts and reassures patient.

d. When the performer is ready to
check the catheter position,pulls
out the guide wire. Wipes off
blood.

e. Reflushes with saline.

10. Performer:prepares to check the place
meut of the catheters using fluoro-
scopic control:

a. Performer positions the overhead
fluoroscope unit over the patient;.
may have lights in room dimmed.;
activat.2s the fluoroscope; adjusts
technical factors or has this
done.

b. Performerconnects syringes pre-
pared.with contrast solution to
each catheter in turn. Injects a
small amount of the solution into
the vein. Removes syringe. May
have manual pressure applied to
jugular veins.
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(continued)-

Task Code No. 427

This is page 5 of 6 for this task.

c. Performer observes the location of
each catheter and the flow of the
test dose of contrast through the
areas of interest.
i) If catheter tip(s). require re-

positioning does so until posi-
tion is judged satisfactory.

ii) Performer notes any signs of oc-
clusion,obstruction in the cav-
ernous sinus or jugular fosse.
Based on observation decides on
appropriate force of injection
and on amount of contrast that
will be required (30 to 40 mm.
and high pressure to fill the in-
ternal jugular vein, posterior
fossa dural sinuses and communi-
cating venous circulation; much'
less contrast and minimal force
if obstruction is encountered so
as to avoid possible rupture).

d. Once catheter positions are satis-
factory performer has them taped
into position. May reflush with
saline.

11. Performer prepares to fill the internal
jugular veins, jugular bulb, inferior
petrosal sinus, cavernous sinus and
orbital veins in sequence depending on
the areas of interest. Arranges for
compression, injection and mid-injec-
tion serial radiography for each pro-
jection to be filmed bilaterally:

a. If appropriate, performer decides on
and rehearses the patient or staff
member who will apply manual com-
pression as required (to prevent
antegrade flow during filling and
filming of anteroposterior and lat-
eral projections).

b. Orders the amount of contrast for
each hand injection.

c. Selects the rate of films per sec-
ond and the number of films for
each seriographic set of films and
informs radiologic technologist.
Indicates the proper timing.

12.

List Elements Fully

d. If not already done, arranges to
have plain films taken "be-,fore each

injection so that subt:. Lion masks

may be prepared.

For anteroposterior and lateral pro.-
jections (and basal if appropriate)
performer carries out thf, following
steps as appropriate fr.): :he projec-

tion:

a. Performer has overhead x-ray tubes
positioned for serial filming;con-
firms with the technologist the
rate of filming and length of time
selected. Has patient hold steady.

b. Has compression applied as re-
hearsed. Has patient positioned
appropriately for each projection.

c. Tells technologist when to acti-
vate the rapid film changer(s) to
automatically take the series of
radiographs at the pre-programmed
rate in relation to the injection
of the contrast solution.

d. Performer injects the contrast so-
lution bilaterally by hand, apply-
ing the pressure and amount as de-
cided. For lateral projection per-
former selects side for contrast
injection, end injects saline in
the other side. Notes any signs of
resistence to avoid rupturing the

vessels.
e. Repeats appropriate steps for ad-

ditional projections as decided.
f. May order subtractions. Arranges

to see radiographs as soon as they

are processed.

13. While serial films are being proces-
sed, performer examines-and talks to
patient (if conscious) to eyaluate
how the patient has resPbilded-to the
procedure and the injectiOns. Re-
flushes catheters. May decide to pro-
vide emergency care at any time
rhroughout procedure if patient shows
signs of adverse reactions. J
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14. Performer looks at the serial radio-.
graphs on view boxes in sequence as
soon as they are processed:

a. Checks for technical quality and
notes whether any irregularities
are due to artifacts or actual
pathological or abnormal condi-
tions, and whether the views are
clear enough for interpretations
(after subtracti_on). Perforrer may
ask opinion of another radiologist.

b. Performer decides whether it would
be desirable to inject more con-
trast based on the information al-
ready available on the films, the
way in which the patient responded
to the procedure, and the patient's
condition and cumulative exposure.

c. If the performer decides to re-in-
ject contrast for repeat or addi-
tional filming, repeats relevant
steps for procedure as appropriate
until satisfied. Repeats review of
radiographs as described above until 16.
satisfied.

d. Notes whether bilateral filling was
uniformly obtained, presence of pa-
tent cross channels (for safe trans-
sigmoid operation).

e. Indicates to technologist any re-
quired changes in technique. May
select radiographs from which to
prepare subtractions.

15. Performer decides when the radiographic
examination is completed. Informs anes-
thesiologist (if present) and technolo-
gist that procedure is to be termi-
nated.

a. Performer returns to the patient.
If patient is conscious, performer
reassures.

b. Removes any tourniquets; removes
any connecting tubes or syringes
from catheter(s).
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c. Performer gently and slowly with-
draws the catheter(s),maninulating
by turning and pulling, taking care
not to injure the vessel or enlarge
the wound at the entry pco.nt.

d. Performer compresses each vessel
at the puncture site with the fin-
gertips or sterile gauze for an ap-
propriate amount of time to stop
the bleeding and avoid hematema.
Performer then has pressure dress-
ings applied.

e. Has appropriate sanitary clean up
procedures carried out.

f. If requested, calls surgeon or
clinician and reports preliminary
results and findings.

g. Reviews subtraction films when
ready as described above. May
order second-order subtractions if
image is not deemed sharp enough;
repeats additional review as re-
quired.

Performer records impressions of pro-
cedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any follow-up care recommended or

ordered.
d. May sign chart or requisition

sheet.



-TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 428

This is page 1 of 6 for this task.

What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decisions made on whether to go ahead,on technique,
on site'of injection;patient reassured;local anesthe-
tic injected;needle inserted into frontal vein;test
dose of contrast administered;compression selected
nd applied;iodine based contrast solution injected
nd seriography ordered for appropriate projections;
subtractions ordered;complete set of radiographs ap-
roved;medical impressions and follow-up recommends-
ions recorded.

List Elements Full

..What is used in perform-instas task? (Note

if onkx certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form,pt.'s medical chart,prior ra-
'dingraphs;pen;view boxes;sterile tray with antisep-
tic solution,vena tuhe,syringes,forceps,scissors,nee-
dYes,swabs,dressing,bandage,local anesthetic,scalp
vein needles and attached tubing,saline solution;head
bands;serial film chaager;aqueous iodine based con-
trast solution;tilt table;fluoroscope,TV monitor;lead
garments;consent form;emergency cart;sterile gown,
glovesshieldin hone

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . . ( 10) No...( )

. If -Yes to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
Include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirementa or legal restrictions.

Any patient to have orbital venography;accompanying
adult;referring MD;radiologist;anestheslologist;
radiologic technologist; nurse

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-

tions 174 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting orbital and/or cavernous sinus venography
of any patient by frontal vein route by examining)re-
assuring patient;deciding whether to go ahead;decid-

ing on technique;injecting local anesthetic;applying
compression;inserting needle in frontal vein;inject-
ing test dose and selecting compression under fluoro-

scopic control;having compression applied and inject-

ing iodine based contrast solution with simultaneous

seriography for appropriate projections;ordering sub-

tractions; approving final set cr radiographs;order-

ing after care; recording medical impressions.

14,4

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical chart
of a patient scheduled for or-
bital and/or cavernous sinus
venography (study of the veins
about the base of the skull,
orbit, and the cavernous and in-,
ferior petrosal sinuses after
injection of contrast into the
frontal vein).

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-
iar with the case or to re-
view materials seen earlier.

a. Notes patient's age and
sex; reviews test results
and interpretation of
plain radiographs, such
as orbital views taken
prior to this examination,
to become familiar with
diagnostic information
and the nature of the sus-
pected pathology (usually
lesions in the orbital
apex, superior orbital
fissure, cavernous sinus,

pituitary enlargement, or
related pathologies of th
orbital venus system and
sinuses. Notes history of
symptoms. Notes whether
one or both orbits are to
be studied. Views radio-
graphs on view boxes.

b. Notes any other medically
relevant information such
as history of adverse re-
action to iodine based
contrast material, whether
female patient is preg-
nant, whether patient has
an infectious or communi-

OK-RP;RR;RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..
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List Element! Full List Elements Full

cable condition. May call clinician
to obtain additional information.

c. Notes the regions to be visualized,
recommendations on technique and
use of subtraction, whether general
anesthesia has been suggested.

d. Checks to see that patient or author
ized adult has signed consent for
procedure. If not, informs appropri-
ate co-worker and either has examine
tio.! delayed until written consent
is ob'cainld or arranges to obtain
personally before sedation.

2. Performer greets non-infant patient and
any accompanying adult in examination
room. Attempts to reassure; explains
what will be done.

a. May question about patient's symp-
toms in relation to the condition
being studied. May collect additiona
medical history and ask about previ-
ous radiography, allergies.

b. Determines whether female patient of
childbearing age may be pregnant.

c. Performer examines the patient for
neurological symptom; palpates fore
head area to assess ease of frontal
vein entry and appropriate site.

d. Performer may explain or demonstrate
use of equipment to a child to allay
fears and enlist cooperation; an-
swers questions. Explains that pa-
tient will be asked to hold still
from time to time. Indicates how
prescurc will be applied or how pa-
tient's help will be enlisted to ap-
ply pressure from time to time.
Stresses need to maintain positions.

e. If appropriate, performer may de-
scribe the procedure and its risks
and obtain consent signature from
patient or authorized adult. (Does
not proceed without signed consent.)

Performer notes whether there are con-
traindications to going ahead with the
procedure. May have clinician or spe-
cialist called; discusses patient's
current condition and any alternative
steps.

a. Performer decides whether to pro-
ceed or not based on examination,
evaluation of patient's condition,
allergy.

b. If performer decides not to pro-
ceed, records reasons and any rec-
ommendations on patient's chart.
Informs appropriate co-worker of
cancellation. If appropriate, or-
ders rescheduling of patient or
scheduling for alternative proce-
dure.

c. With pediatric patient performer
may consider whether general anes-
thesia (if suggested) is still war-
ranted; may decide to order if pa-
tient's behavior and condition sug-
gest the need. If general anesthes-
ia is to be carried out, performer
discusses with anesthesiologist
when it is to be administered and
awaits indications from anesthesi-
ologist as to when to proceed.

4. If performer decides to proceedmakes
final decision on technique, based on
requisition sheet'and own examination
of patient:

a. Decides on appropriate equipment
such as sizes of needles, contrast
solution, use of seriography, sub-
traction, injection equipment.

b. If general anesthesia is to be ad-
ministererl, indicates to anesthesi-
ologist that procedure is to start
and allows for appropriate timing.

c. May have pediatric patient sedated.
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d. Has technical factors set for fluoro-
scopy. Indicates requirements for
seriography. If a bi-plane study is
involved, orders projections and an-
gulation. Selects timing and simul-
taneous or sequential filming. Has
equipment checked.

e. Informs appropriate co-workers of
decisions so that patient and meter-

- ials can be prepared.

. Performer orders scout film(s) as ap-
propriate for single or bi-plane views:

a. When processed performer places scout
films on view boxes and examines as
soon as they are processed. Performer
considers whether the areas of inter
est are visible., whether the techni-
que is satisfactory, and whether the
position(s) of the patient are cor-
rect.

b. If the scouts are not satisfactory,
performer indicates the needed
changes in technique or in the pa-
tient's position to the radiologic
technologist.

c. Performer may examine the scout
films to estimate the size of the
blood vessel(s) involved and to note
any areas of possible complications.
Makes final decision about entry
site.

6. Performer returns to patient in x-ray
room when informed that patient and
equipment are ready:

a. Checks whether patient has been prop
erly shielded and immobilized;checks
that the site Of the injection has
been properly prepared. If not ac-
ceptable, indicates the needed ad-
justments. May decide to immobilize
personally,

b. Checks sterile tray prepared for pro--
cedure. Checks that emergency,caM,.
is present. Requests any missing ob-
jects. Checks that anyone to remain
in room during exposure lc nh1p1desd

List Elements Fully

c. If general anesthesia is to be ad-
ministered, checks with anesthesi-
ologist to be sure that the patient
is ready for procedure to begin.

d. Performer checks that appropriate
size needles are present.

e. Checks that a syringe with saline
solution is prepared, that syringe
with contrast medium is ready,that
seriographic equipment is function-
ing. Checks appearance of contrast
medium to be sure there is no chem-
ical deterioration.

f. Dons protective lead garments and
sterile gown and gloves when appro-
priate.

g. Performer may prepare or check per-
cutaneous needle to be used. May
prepare syringes with local anes-
thetic and/or contrast if appropri-
ate.

h. If patient is coherent, performer
explains what will be done. Answers
patient's questions as appropriate.
Reassures patient and does so as
deemed needed throughout procedure.

. Performer prepares the site for injec-
tion of the local anesthetic and in-
sertion of the needle:

a. Has patient placed in the Trendel-
enburg position (head down) so that
Veins in head will be distended.

b. If patient is able to cooperate,
.performer instructs patient in how
to compress the external and in-
ternal jugular veins, using both
hands. Performer may have this done
by technologist or nurse. May de-
cide to apply a collar to the neck
to compress the jugular veins and
distend the midline 7orhead vein.

c. Performer chooses th e. exact site
for entry of needle. Swabs site of
entry with prepared antiseptic
solution.
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8.

.

..,

d. Checks amount of local anesthetic to
be injected as shown by nurse in sy-
ringe or draws anesthetic into ster-
ile syringe. Expels air and inserts
needle. Injects anesthetic intraderm-
ally and subcutaneously. Removes nee-
dle; waits for area to become anes-
thetized.

When the entry area has become anesthe-
tized performer makes sure that the en-
try site of the frontal vein is opti-
mally distended and prepares for punc-
ture:

a. Chooses scalp vein needle as selected
with polvetheline tubing attached.
Has patient hold still. Performer at-
tempts to penetrate the vein;inserts
the needle in the direction of the
orbit while palpating and fixing the
vein,

b. Performer attaches vena tube to nee-
dle; suctions back and checks nee-
dle entry by noting whether venous
blood_appears. May pull back on nee-
dle and reinsert or make other in-
sertions until vein is successfully
penetrated. Removes vena tube. May
attach syringe with saline to tubing
of needle and flush entry site peri-
odically.

Once needle entry is judged appropri-
ate performer allows patient or staff
person to release pressure on neck,or
has collar removed,

. Has'tubing attached to needle cut
neat proximal end of needle.

b. Performer connects syringe prepared
with contrast solution to the tubing
of the needle.

c. May have lights in room dimmed;posi-
tions fluoroscope unit over patient.
Has patient hold still.

d. Has patient or staff member compress
the anterior facial veins with the

10.

fingers: Injects a small test dose
of the contrast solution into the
vein and activates fluoroscope. Ob
serves the flow of the contrast on
the TV monitor.

e. Performer judgea what compression
points are required to fill the op
thalmic vein and to outline the
cavernous sinuses on both sides,
depending on the areas of interest.
Has patient or staff person com-
press the facial veins with the
fingers to occlude the flow of

.

blood down the facial veins. May
also apply compression of collet-
eral veins, anterior facial veins
over the maxillary regions, or
veins on the supra-orbital ridge.

f. May prevent the reflux of contrast
over the scalp by placing a band
around the hairline; Makes note of
what compression to use for spe-
cific projections to be made durinl
actual filming.

g. Performer adjusts needle position'
if required while viewing on TV
monitor. While noting the flow of
the test dose performer decides on
the appropriate amounts of contras
to inject and the speed and force
to use for the injection.

h. May flush with 'saline.

Performer prepares to fill the super-
ior opthalmic vein, the cavernous
sinus, the inferior petrosal sinus
and the jugular'bulb in sequence. Ar-
ranges for simultaneous compression,
injection, and serial radiography for
each projection to be filmed: .

a. Rehearses the patient or staff mem
ber who will apply the compression
as required for anteroposterior,
basal, and lateral projections.

b. Selects the amount of contrast and
force for each hand injection.
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c. Selects the rate of films per sec-
ond and the number of films for each
seriographic set of films and in-
forms radiologic technologist.

d. If not already done, may arrange to
have plain films taken before each
injection for subtraction masks.

11. For anteroposterior, basal, and lat-
eral projections performer carries out
the following Steps as appropriate for
the projection:

a. Performer prepares or checks sy-
ringe with the iodine based, aque-
ous contrast solution for correct
quantity.

b. Has patient or staff member apply
compression as previously determin-
ed. Checks for adequate occlusion.
i) For the anteroposterior projec-

tion has the patient's jaw
slightly elevated.

ii) For *the basal projection has the
patient's lower jaw projected
below the level of the cavernous
sinuses.

iii) For the lateral projection per-
former decide:: whether one or
both orbits are to L.:1 filled.
Has patient or staff member com-
press veins in the upper medial
quadrant of the orbit on the
side not being studied while
compressing the anterior facial
vein on the side of interest.

c. Performer has overhead x-ray tube(s)
positioned for serial filming; con-
firms with the technologist the rate
of filming and length of time se-
lected.

d. Has patient hold steady;tells tech-
nologist when to activate the rapid
film changer(s) to automatically
take the series of radiographs at
the pre-programmed rate in relation
to the simultaneous injection of the
contrast solution. Injects the con-

e.

f.

List.Elements

trast solution by hand, applying
the pressure and amount as decided.
Repeats appropriate steps for ad-
ditional projections.
May order subtractions. Arranges
to see radiographs as soon as they
are processed.

12. While serial films are being proces-
sed, performer examines and talks to
patient (if conscious) to evaluate
how the patient has responded to the
procedure and the injections. Re-
flushes with saline.May decide to pro

vide emergency care at any time
throughout procedure if patient shows
signs of adverse reaction.

13 Performer looks at the ser:Ial radio-
graphs on view boxes in sequence as
soon as they ar&processed:

a. Checks for technical quality and
notes whether any Irregularities
are due to artifacts or actual
pathological or abnormal condi-
tions, and whether the views are
clear enough for interpretations
(after subtraction). Performer may
ask opinion of another radiologist.

b. Performer decides whether it would
be desirable to.imject more con-
trast and/or whether another vein
should be injected, based on the
information already available on
.the films, the way in which the pa
tient responded to the procedure,
and the patient's condition and
cumulative exposure.

c. If the performer decides to re-in-
ject in same or another location,
repeats relevant steps for proce-
dure in appropriate location until
satisfied. Repeats review of ra-
diographs as described above until
satisfied.

d. If proper filling is not obtained
performer may decide to order
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another entry rodte such as retro-
grade internal jugular venography.
If so, may arrange for scheduling
at a later date.

e. Performer indicates to technologist
any required changes in technique.
May select radiographs from which
to prepare subtractions.

14. Performer decides when the examination
has been completed:

a. Informs the anesthesiologist (if
one is present) that the procedure
is terminated.

b. Returns to patient and gently re-
moves the needle.. Applies pressure
to puncture wound to stop the bleed-
ing. Orders dressing.

c. If appropriate, has iecontamination
and/or sanitary clean up procedures
carried out.

d. May order cold '-oapresses applied
to eye.

e. Informs if f that examination is
terminat .

f. Performer reviews subtraction films
when ready as described above. Ma^i
order second-order subtractions if
image is not deemed clear enough;
repeats review as appropriate.

Perfurmer records impressions of pro-
cedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any follovr-up care recommended or

ordered, new study ordered or sug-
gested.

d. May sign chart or requisition
sheet.

List Elements Fully
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This is page 1 of 9 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Pt.examined;consent obtained;decisions made on going
ahead,on technique;preparatory orders given;pt.reas-
sured;site anesthetized;femoral artery punctured;
guide wire and catheter advanced under fluoroscopy;
orders given on pressure injection,serial filming;
spinal angiograms ordered,approved;epergency reac-
tion attended to;after care,d uselayed fil and/or
tests ordered;medical Impressions recorded.

Performer receives the x-ray re
quisition form and medical char.
of a patient to be seen prior
to performance of selective
spinal cord angiography (radio-
graphic contrast study of the
blood vessels supplying the
spinal cord,by selective intro -
duction of contrast medium into
the arteries from which the
radicular contributors to the
cord originate).

1. Prior to procedure (previous
day or evening) performer
reads the patient's medical
history and requisition form
to become familiar with the
case and in order to make de-
cisions about the conduct of
the radiographic study:

a. Performer notes the pa-
tient's age, sex,and size
and the nature and loca-
tion of the suspected
pathology or symptomology,
such as progressive deter-
ioration of spinal cord
function, prior surgery or
embolization, arterioven-
ous malformations of spin-
al cord,lesions of spinal
cord or vertebra.

2. What is used irperforming this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition fbrm, pt.'s medical chart, radio-
graphic records;pen;view boxes;sterile tray with an-
tiseptic solution, drape, syringes, forceps, scalpel,
scissors,needles,swabs,tape,pressure dressings,band-
age,1ocal anesthetic,puncture needles,guide wires,
catheters, saline solution, anticoagulant; automatic
injector; film changer;aqueous iodine based contrast
solution; tilt table; fluoroscope,TV monitor; protec-
tive lead garments;consent form;emergency cart;ster-
ile gown,gloves;shielding

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( ) No...( )

4. If -Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any pt.to have selective spinal cord angiography;
authorized adult;attending MD; radiologist;anesthesi-
ologist;surgeon;neurologist;radiologic technologist;
nursing personnel

5. Name tIle task so thaf: the answers to ques- b. Performer notes whether
request is for completion
of a spinal cord study
after one half of the ves-
sels of the spinal cord
have already been visual-
ized, whether prior myelo-
graphy and/or radioisotope
angiography has been done.
Performer reviews prior
radiographs and radioiso-
tope scans to become fam-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting selective spinal cord angiography of any
pt. by examining, reassuring pt.;deciding whether to
go ahead;deciding on technique and prior preparation;
injecting local anesthetic and puncturing femoral ar-
tery using Seldinger technique; checking catheter
placement under fluoroscopic control; injecting aque-
ous iodine based contrast under pressure and taking
serial films;evaluating arteriograms and deciding on
additional selective opacification;repeating steps as
appropriate; providing emergency care;approving fina1l0K-RP:RR:RR
set of angiograms; removing catheter; ordering after
care, delayed films; recording medical impressions.

6. Check here if this .

is a master sheet..a)
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iliar with the diagnostic evidence
already accumulated and to help pin-
point the vessels to be opacified.

c. Performer notes collateral clinical
information such as blood work-ups,
EKG,FEG, vital signs, renal function
studies, chest radiographs, history
of vascular constriction (ischemic
episodes). Notes whether patient has
other relevant or associated condi-
tions or diseases which must be con-
sidered, or urinary tract infection,
bedsores,or malnutrition needing cor
rection prior to angiogr'aphy. Notes
whether female patient of childbear-
ing ege is pregnant. L

d. Performer notes whether patient has
had an allergy test to the contrast
medium and its results. Notes re-
sults of clotting time tests if
available.

e. Performer may discuss case with re-
.

ferring clinician,neurologist,or sur
geon to obtain additional informa-
tion.

f. If appropriate, performer orders ad-
ditional tests,treatment for collat-
eral conditions and/or a test for al
lergy to iodine based contrast ma-
terial;reschedules own visit to pa-
tient if appropriate. Reviews re-
sults of tests before proceeding.

g. When ready to proceed with examine-
tion,performer may note recommenda-
tions on technique. Notes whether
there is a consent for the procedure
or must be obtained by the performer

. Performer visits patient and any author
ized adult at bedside or in appropriate
location. May arrange to be accompanied
by clinician or appropriate specialist.

a. Performer greets patient and/or au-
thorized adult and explains that a
brief examination will occur. If any
colleagues are with performer, per-
former introduces them.

List Elements Full
VOL.

b. Performer reads patient's chart.
Notes any new developments. Deter-
mines whether female patient of
child bearing age may be pregnant.
Reassures and answers questions.
May ask patient or accompanying
adult about symptoms and allergies.

c. Performer examines patient for neu-
rological symptoms of alertness,
general state ot consciousness,
degree of paralysis (if any) ,and
ability to move extremities. Feels
femoral pulses and notes relevant
body structures to determine best
technique, site of entry,and sizes
of catheters, needles.

d. Performer considers whether there
have been changes in the patient's
condition since the decision was
made to do the procedure, and con-
siders whether there are contraindi
cations to going ahead with ths pro
cedure. May confer with specialist,
clinician, or surgeon; discusses pa
tient's current condition. Decides
whether to proceed or not based on
assessment of patient's current con
dition and any discussion.

e. If performer decides not to have
procedure done, may discuss with
clinician. Records reasons for can-
cellation and any recommendations
such as alternative procedure on
patient's chart. Informs staff of
cancell.,tion and discusses with pa-
tient.

. If performer decides to proceed,and a
consent for the procedure is nee4ed,
explains to patient or.guardian in
comprehensible language what will oc-
cur in the procedure, its purposes,:

and the dangers to the patient in-
volved. Performer explains the alterna
tives; answers questions.

a. When the Performer is sure that the
patimt understands the risks, asks

inimmWiNt,
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List Elements Full List Elements Fully

the patient for signature on consent mation and the patient's chart. Re-
form and checks that it is properly views relevant prior radiographs.
signed before patient is sedated. Notes any new developments:

b. If a guardian is to sign, performer
explains to that individual as appro- a. Performer greets patient in exami-
priate. nation room. May question about

c. If a consent is not agreed to, per- symptoms; reassures and explains
former postpones procedure until it
is obtained. Discusses with appropri-
ate physician or individuals and/or
with patient. Does not proceed un-

what will occur. Examines patient,
especially for choice of entry site,
at one of the femoral arteries. ,

b. Performer checks that all prior
less consent is obtained,

. When a consent is obtained performer
makes preliminary decisions on tech-
nique: .,

preparatory procedures have been
carried out. If not, arranges to
have these done and/or decides to
reschedule.

c. Performer decides whether there are
a. Decides on use of general and/or io- contraindicatrtns to going ahead

cal anesthetic. May discuss with with the procedure. May have clini-
anesthesiologist. cian or specialist called; dis-

b. Decides on segments of the cord to cusses patient's current condition
be studied and the vessels to be and any alternative steps. Perform-
opacified. er decides whether to proceed or

c. Decides whether the procedure should not, based on evaluation of pa-
be scheduled for more than one ses- tient's condition and contraindica-
sion (unless the one currently to be tions.
scheduled is a continuation). d. If performer decidea not to proceed

d. Performer decides on appropriate reCords reasons and any recommenda-
equipment such as types and sizes of tions on patient's chart. Informs
needles, catheLors, guide wires, con- appropriate co-workers of cancella-
trast solution, use of seriography,
injection equipment.

tion and has patient returned to
room. If appropriate, orders re-

e. Performer makes final decisions on scheduling of patient or scheduling
prior preparation of the patient
such as sedation, period for with-
holding of food and/or drink,
cleansing enema, shaving of entry

for alternative procedure.

6. If performer decides to proceed,
checks on the following:

site,use of antihistamine, use of a
medication to deal with problems of a. If general anesthesia is to be ad-
blood clotting, IV drip, catheteri- ministered, performer arranges to
zation of patient's bladder. have this done at the appropriate

.c. Performer records as appropriate so
that patient can be prepared and

time; discusses with anesthesiolo-
gist.

staff assigned. May sign requisition; b. Makes sure that patient and anyone
places for scheduling. to 1.emain in room is shielded.

c. If patient has had prior myelo-
. Just prior to the time for which the graphy, performer may have residual
procedure is scheduled, the performer contrast media eliminated by having
reviews all the relevant medical infor- table tilted.
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d. Indicates requirements for serio-
graphy. If a bi-plane study is in-
volved, orders Lrojections and angu-
lation. Selects timing and simultan-
eous or sequential filming. Has
equipment checked.

7. Performer orders scout films as appro-
priate for single or bi-plane views. Ex-
amines as soon as they are processed:

a. Performer considers whether the area
to be studied is visible, whether the
technique is satisfactory, whether
the position(s) of the patient are
correct, and whether the view(s)
needed are obscured.

b. If the scouts are not satisfactory,
performer indicates the needed
changes in technique or in the pa-
tient's position to the radiologic
technologist.

c. Performer may examine the scout
films to note any areas of possible
complication.

d. Makes final decisions about the spi-
nal cord segments to be visualized.

8. Performer makes final decisions on en-
try site and technique, based on review
of requisition sheet, scouts and own
examinatioi, ,of patient.

a. Performer chooses right or left fem-
oral artery.

b. Decides on type of aqueous iodine
based contrast solution and has sy-
ringe prepared.

c. Specifies sizes and types of (7uide
wires and catheters and local anes-
thetic to be prepared.

d. Performer reviews progrzm for ser-
iography. Indicates to technologist
the number of films to be taken, the
per-second intervals, and the number
of series anticipated,single or bi-
plane. Has technical factors set for
seriography and fluoroscopy. If sub-
traction will be ordered,indicates
what views should be filmed prior to
injection of contrast.

e. Performer orders equipment for man
ual or pump pressure injection.

9. Performer returns to patient in x-ray
room when informed that patient and
equipment are ready:

a. Checks whether pmtient has been
properly shielded cnd immobilized;
checks that the site of the injec-
tion has been properly prepared.
If not acceptable, indicates the
needed adjustments.

b. If patient has special equipment
such as IV or indwelling catheter,
performer makes sure that these
are being monitored.

c. Checks sterile tray prepared for
procedure. Requests any missing ob
jects. Dons protective lead gar-
ments and sterile gown and gloves
when appropriate. Checks that emer
gency cart is present.

d. If general anesthetic is to be ad-
ministered, checks with anesthesi-
ologist to be sure that the pa-
tient is ready for procedure to
begin.

e. Performer checks that appropriate
catheter sizes are available and
preformed if appropriate. Checks
guide wires. May bend guide wires
personally.

f. Performer may prepare or check per
cutaneous needle to be used with
Seldinger technique.

g. Checks that pump pressure injector
or syringe with contrast medium,
and seriographic equipment are
functioning. May prepare syringe
with local anesthetic if appropri-
ate.

10. Performer prepares the.site for in-
jection of the local anesthetic and
insertion of the catheter:
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a. Performer chooses femoral entry site
which will allow for later compres-
sion of the vessal proximal to the
puncture site.

b. Swabs site of entry with prepared
antiseptic solution. Covers surround-
ing areas with sterile towels,leaving
only small area for injection and
puncture uncovered.

c. Checks amount of local anesthetic
to be injected as shown by nurse in
syringe or draws anesthetic into .

sterile syringe. Expels air and in-
serts needle. Injects anesthetic in-
tradermally and subcutaneously. Re-
moves needle; swabs site with ster-
ile solution. Waits for area to be-
come anesthetized. .

d. If patient is conscious, explains
when patient is to hold steady for
puncture.

e. Performer feels for the femoral ar-
terial pulse by palpating with fin-
gers. Makes an incision or nick
through the skin with a sterile
scalpel at the site where the cath-
eter will enter.

f. Performer inserts puncture needle
tip'(of appropriately sized hollow
needle with'sharp cutting inner
stylus) into puncture hole while
palpating and fixing the artery.
Performer angles needle to enter
along the lateral side of the ves-
sel with the tip directed towards
the vessel of interest to be cathe-
terized.

g. Performer pulls out the needle's
411

inner stylus and checks that the
vessel has been entered without
puncturing the opposite wall. Notes
whether there is a vigorous jet of
arterial blood. May pull back on
needle, reinsert, or make other in-
cisions until artery is success-
fully entered.

h. Performer inserts a guide wire into
the needle and advances this into

i.

j.

k.

the vessel. May preshape wire if
not already done.
Once tlie guide wire is inserted,
performer withdraws the hollow
needle, compressing the artery to
reduce the bleeding. Inserts the
appropriate size catheter into the
incision and over the guide wire.
Removes guide wire.
Performer positions the overhead
fluoroscope unit over the patient;
may have lights in room dimmed;
activates the fluoroscope; adjusts
technical factors or has this done.
Performer advances the catheter,
viewing on the TV monitor until the
catheter is at the desired level
(depending on the vessels selected
for study).

Performer prepares for multiple injec-
tions in the cervical region, the in-
tercostal, lumbar or vertebral arte-
ries as determined:

a. For the cervical region,performer
passes catheter into the left or
right subclavian artery, advancing
the catheter under fluoroscopic
control.

b. For selective catheterization of
the intercostal artery,performer
advances the catheter under flu-
oroscopic control. Feels for the
projection of the intercostal
ostium while manipulating the cath-
eter tip into the ostium.

c. For catheterization of the lumbar
arteries, performer advances the
catheter to the lumbar ostium as de
scribed above.

12. Performer tests for the appropriate
placement of the catheter:

a. Performer has a syringe prepared
with a small amount of the contrast
solution. Checks that medium is ap-
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propriate. Connects syringe to the
catheter, and injects a small amount
of the solution into the artery for
viewing location of catheter tip.

b. Activates fluoroscope and views con-
trast medium as it flaws out of
cathe r tip. Performer notes the
strucLures detailed by the contrast.
Performer judges whether catheter is

. correctly inserted in vessel. Read-
justs or reinserts, checking on flu-
oroscope monitor until this is ac-
complished.

c. if performer judges that entry
through site chosen cannot be prop-
erly accomplished, performer may de-
cide to enter from the opposite ar-
tery if appropriate. If so, perform7-
er repeats appropriate steps for new
location.

d. If entry cannot be easily accom-
plished, performer may decide to
terminate so as to avoid further
trauma to vessels. If so, performer
records as appropriate and informs
staff.

13. Performer flushes periodically with
saline solution; may decide to inject
a vasodilavIr; may decide to flush
with an anticoagulant:

a. Performer has syringe(s) prepared
as described and checks contents.

b. Attaches syrihge(s) to catheter and
flushes periodically as decided.

14. Once the perfornwr decides that the
catheter tip has been correctly placed,
performer checks that materinls are
ready for pressurft injection of the
contrast solution, and for serial film-
ing. Checks that patient is properly
immobilized.

a. If 7ressure injection is to be done
by hcald, performer prepares or

List Elements Fullx.

checks syringe with the iodine
based, aqueous contrast solution
for correct quantity, depending on
vessels to be opacified. Uses the
minimum amount necessary.

b. If pressure injection is to be done
by automatic injector, performer
prepares to coordinate injections
with filming:
i) Checks that the automatic in-

jection (used for introduction
of the contrast solution under
pressure) is loaded with proper
minimum amount of medium in sy-
ringe; checks that syringe is
attached to injector tubing. At-
taches tubing to catheter.
Checks that there is no air in
system.

ii) Performer checks on or orders
the rate and pressure setting
for the entry force for the
automatic injector. Considers
the force of entry needed to
inject the contrast medium into
the vessel given the technique,
vessel,and other conditions in-
volved.

c. Performer has overhead x-ray tube(s)
positioned for serial filming;check
with the technologist the rate of
speed and length of time selected.
Indicates when to activate the rapi
film changer to automatically take
the series of radiograPhs at the
pre-programmed rate in relation to
the series of injections of the con
trast solution and any need for sub
traction masks.

d. Checks patient's position. If in-
jecting autonatically, performer
enters control room. Has patient
hold steady if conscious.

e. If performer injects the contrast
solution by Land, does so in pre-
determined amounts spaced periodic-
ally as decided; tells technologist

=111
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when to activate the automatic film
changer. appropriate; has patient transport

f. With automatic injection, performer ed to appropriate location.
tells technologist when to start the f. Records patient's reactions and
automatic film changer(s) (to make what was done on patient's chart.
sure of proper functioning) to take If appropriate, makes sure pa-
the series of pre-programmed radio- tient is informed of the type of
graphs. Once changer has started,per- drug that caused the reaction or
former activates the automatic injec- explains to patient that he or
tor allowing for pre-injection views she is allergic to the contrast
for subtraction masks. solution (i.e. iodine-based solu-

g. Repeats appropriate steps for addi-
tional views and patient positions.

tion).

17. Performer looks at the first series

15. While serial films are being processed,
performer examines and talks to patient

of arteriograms on view boxes in se-
quence as soon as they are processed:

(if conscious) to evaluate how the pa-
tient has responded to the procedures a. Determines whether the spinal h1.-

and the injection. Detaches injector teriograms adequately demonstrate

tubing; reflushes incision. Performer the vessels and structures being

may withdraw the catheter from the os- studied, the number and location

tium or subclavian artery and allow it of the feeders, the extent and

to lie relaxed in the aorta. location of any arteriovenus mal-
formation, the presence of aneu-

16. Throughout procedure performer evalu- rysms, and other signs of abnormal

ates how the patient is responding. structure or pathology. May ask

May decide to provide emergency care. opinion of another radiologist.
b. Performer decides whether to in-

a. For paraplegia may perform a spinal still additional contrast or order

puncture and withdraw cerebrospinal a change in technical factors. If

fluid in small increments to replace so, repeats appropriate steps

the fluid with normal saline. Has after indicating what is needed to

patient's head held high to facili- technologist and evaluating pa-

tate drainage and removal until the tient's condition. Discusses with

normal iodine level in the cerebro- anesthesiologist if one is pre-

spinal fluid is restored. sent. Reviews additional films as

b. May administer Valium in solution above.

through the injection catheter. c. If additional arteries are to be

c. May administer IV infusion; may opacified, such as the other in-

order and administer a cortico- tercostal or lumbar arteries, or

steroid, an antihistamine or atro- if the other side is to be opaci-

pine. fied, such as the opposite sub-

d. Performer decides whether the reac- clavian artery, performer decides

tion is sufficiently controlled to what will be done at once and

proceed. whether the other side or addi-

e. If performer decides to terminate tional arteries are to be examined

procedure, notifies appropriate at a second session after several

medical staff; orders aftercare as days. Performer considers the pa-
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tient's condition, the amount of
contrast already injected and the
urgency of the situation.

18. If the performer is-to catheterize a
series of arteries, performer reintro-
duces the guide wire into the cathe-
ter:

a. Under fluoroscopic control, the per-
former sequentially withdraws and
reinserts the catheter as appropri-
ate to reach the arteries of inter-
est under fluoroscopic control:
i) For ileo-lumbar and lateral sac-

ral arteries, withdraws catheter
into the internal iliac artery,
crosses the bifurcation of the
aorta, and passes the catheter
down the common iliac artery.

ii) For the right subclavian artery,
(after catheter is withdrawn
into aorta) introduces catheter
led by guide wire through the
inominate artery into the right
subclavian artery.

iii) Repeats as appropriate for the
cervical, intercostal or lumbar
feeding arteries as decided.

b. For each branch being opacified,
performer sequeneially places cath-
eter, injects contrast, takes ser-
ial films, flushes to prevent clot
formation, and withdraws catheter
from the ostium as described above.

c. If the performer requires views of
the anterior and posterior spinal
veins and radicular veins, perform-
er orders serial films at appropri-
ate time as contrast follows its
normal circulatory route.

d. Performer may order delayed filns
of the urinary tract allowing for
normal excretion timing.

e. For all filming performer indicates
to technologist what is required.
Reviews processed films as de-

List Elements Full

scribed above and checks patient's
condition before proceeding each
time.

19. Performer decides when the radio-
graphic examination is completed
based on information on the angio-
grams and the patient's condition.
Informs anesthesiologist (if present
and technologist that procedure is
completed.

20. Performer returns to the patient. If
patient is conscious, performer reas-
sures and explains what will happen
next.

a. Removes any tourniquets; removes
any connecting tubes or syringes
from catheter. Makes sure not to
disturb any IV infuslon indwell

ing catheter.
b. Performer gently and slowly vlith-

draws the catheter, manipulating
by turning and pulling, taking car
not to injure the vessel or en-
large the wound at the entry point.

c. Performer compresses the vessel
proximal to the puncture site with
the fingertips or sterile gauze'
for an appropriate amount of time
to stop the bleeding and avoid
hematoma, Performer then has a
pressure dressing applied and
orders bed rest for the patient
after recovery of pharyngolaryn-
geal reflex.

d. Performer may order medication, an
IV infusion, and careful observa-
tion of patient including vital
signs, urinary output, and skin
care. May order tests.-

e. W.Ls appropriate sanitary clean up
procedures carried out. May fill
out order forms for medications,
tests, delayed films, or comple-
tion of study at a later time.
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List Elements Fully

21. Performer records impressions of pro-
cedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up rec-

ommended, tests ordered, records
and observation required, medica-
tion, delayed films, later studies
ordered.

d. May sign chart, requisition sheet
or order forms.

List Elements Fully
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Task Code No. 430

This is page 1 of 6 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decisions made on whether to go ahead, on technique,
on entry site; pt.reassured;local anesthetic inject _
ed;spinal tap needle inserted;spinal fluid removed;
contrast medium injected into spinal canal,directed
to areas of interest under fluoroscopic control;spot
films taken;coiplete set of posterior fossa myelo-
grams approved;contrast medium'removed;medical im-
pressions,follow-up recommendations recorded;poster-
ior fossa lesions or tumors reported.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical chart
of a patient scheduled for pos-
terior fossa positive contrast
myelography (study of the struc-
tures around the foramen magnum
and in the posterior fossa, such
as the cerebellopontine angle
cisterns, after instillation of
an iodized oil contrast medium).

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-
iar with the case or to re-
view materials seen earlier.

a. Notes patient's age and
sex; reviews test results
and interpretation of plai
radiographs, cerebral angi-
ograms (taken prior to this
examination)to become fa-
miliar with diagnostic in-
formation and the nature of
the pathology suspected
(usually lesions of the
craniospinal junction, cer-
ebellopontine angle cis-
terns and acoustic neuri-
noma or neurilemoma). Notes
history of symptoms. Views
radiographs on view boxes.

b. Notes any other medically

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form,pt:s chart,prior radiographs;
pen;view boxes;sterile tray with drape,vena tube,an-
tiseptic,sterile solutions,swabs,syringes,needles,
local anesthetic,spinal tap needle,gauze,bandage,
tubing,specimen bottle,labels,iodized oil contrast;
fluoroscope,tilt table,spot film device,monitor;ster-
ile gown,gloves;marking pencil;lead garments;recept-
acle;emergency cart;restraining devices;shielding

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes..,(X) No...( )

4. If "Yes to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
rew,ondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scrIptions to indicate the relevant condition
.

include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions. .

Any pt.to have posterior fossa myelography; accompa-
nying adult; radiologist; clinician; neurosurgeon;
radiologic technologist; nurse; anesthesiologist

. Name the task so that the answers to ques- relevant information such
as history of adverse reac-
tion to iodized oil con-
trast material, whether fe-
male patient is pregnant,
whether patient has an in-
fectious or communicable
condition. May call clini-
clan to obtain additional
information.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Conducting positive contrast posterior fossa myelo-
graphy of any pt. by deciding whether to go ahead,
and on technique based on review of condition and ex-
amination;reassuring;injecting local anesthetic; in-
serting spinal tap needle under fluoroscopic control;
removing spinal fluid;injecting iodized oil contrast;
directing flow to craniospinal,posterior fossa areas
of interest by using tilt table and fluoroscopic con-
trol;taking spot films; viewing and approving myelo-
grams;removing contrast medium;recording medical im-
pressions and needed nursing follow-up;notifying sur
geon of obstructing lesions or tumors. -

'r6. Checkphere if this
is a master sheet..g),

......m................,

3 0
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of 6 for this task.
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c. Notes tha r,tgions to be visualized,
recommendations on technique and
site of spinal puncture. Notes
whether general anesthesia has been
ordered (for pediatric patient).

d. Checks to see that patient or auth-
orized adult has signed consent for
procedure. If not, informs appro-
priate co-worker and either has ex-
amination delayed until written
consent is obtained or arranges to
obtain personally before sedation.

Performer greets non-infant patient
and any accompanying adult in examina-
tion room. Attempts to reassure; ex-
plains what will be done.

a. May question about patient's symp-
toms in relation to the condition
being studied. May collect addi-
tional medical history such as pre-
vious radiography, allergies.

b. Determines whether female patient
of childbearing age may be pregnant.

c. Performer examines the patient for
neurological symptoms and to assess
appropriate site for spinal punc-
ture.

d. Performer may explain or demon-
strate use of equipment to a child
to allay fears and enlist coopera-
tion; answers questions. Explains
that patient will be asked to hold
still from time to time. Indicates
how the padded shoulder braces and
restraints will be used to hold pa-
tient in head-down positions from
time to time. Demonstrates how the
head will be manipulated and
stresses need to maintain positions

e. If appropriate, performer may de-
scribe the procedure and its risks
and obtain consent signature from
patient or authorized adult. (Does
not proceed without signed con-
sent.)

. Performer notes whether there are con-
traindications to going ahead with the
procedure such as elevated intracrani-
al pressure, acute inflamation of the
central nervous system, based on medi-
cal records and clinical evidence. May
call clinician or neurologist and dis-
cuss patient's current condition and
any alternative steps.

. If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommenda-
tions on patient's chart. Informs ap-
propriate co-worker of cancellation
and has patient returned to room. If
appropriate, orders rescheduling of
patient or scheduling for alternative
procedure.

. If performer decides to proceed, may
order scout film; reads on view box as
soon as processed. Determines whether
the patient's position and technical
factors are adequate to provide diag-
nostic information. Indicates to tech-
nologist any needed adjustments in
technique or positioning.

6. With pediatric patient performer may
consider whether general. anesthesia
(if suggested) is still warranted; may
decide to order if patient's behavior
and condition suggest the need. If
general anesthesia is to be carried
out, performer discusses with anesthe-
siologist when it is to be performed
and awaits indications from anesthesi-
ologist as to when to proceed.

. Performer makes final decision on
entry site and technique, based on re-
view of requisition sheet, own exami-
nation of patient and scout film.

a. Selects iodized oil contrast medium
and estimates amount required based
on the patient's size. May have
contrast heated to room temperature

.6
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Task Code No. 430

This is page 3 of 6 for this task.

b. Orders appropriate size puncture
needle.

c. Informs appropriate co-workers of de
cisions so that patient and material
can be prepared.

d. Has technical factors set for fluor-
oscopy. If-the spot film attachment
uses cassettes, performer has cas-
sette inserted. Chooses full, half
or quarter format and sets as appro-
priate. (If roll film attachment,
checks that attachment is loaded
with film or has this done.)

e. Performer dons protective lead gar-
ments and sterile gown and gloves
when appropriate.

When informed that patient and equip-
ment are ready, performer checks whethe
patient has been properly immobilized
and prepared for the puncture on tilt
table:

a. Checks that all materials needed and
emergency cart are present, that
correct drugs and sizes of items are
present. Checks appearance of con-
trast medium to be sure there is no
chemical deterioration.

b. Checks that patient and others in
the rooM have been properly shielded.
May decide to immobilize patient
personally.

c. Performer has any needed changes or
adjustments made.

9. Performer prepares for the spinal punc-
ture:

a. With patient in appropriate position
performer chooses and marks off the
appropriate spinal area selected for
the puncture with a marking pencil.

b. Swabs area with prepared antiseptic
solution. Wipes off excess. Covers 11.
surrounding areas with sterile
drape.

. List Elements Full

c. Performer checks amount of local
anesthetic in sterile syringe or
draws up personally in amount re-
quired. Expels air in syringe. In-
serts needle into area intradermal-
ly and subcutaneously. Injects an-
esthetic. Removes needle and waits
for area to become anesthetized.

d. Performer prepares spinal tap
needle by assembling-as appropri-
ate. Fills a sterile syringe with
iodized oil contrast medium.
Checks quantity. Lays assembled
needle and syringe on sterile
tray.

e. Performer positions fluoroscope
unit over entry site. May have
lights in room dimmed. Activates
fluoroscope and has technical fac-
tors and unit position adjusted
until area of interest is optimal-
ly visible on TV monitor. Shuts
fluoroscope.

10. The performer positions the spinal
tap needle at the exact site of entry
at the appropriate angle. Has patient
hold still while performer inserts
needle. Checks for a characteristic
"give" as the dura is passed.

a. Performer negotiates the subarach-
noid space until the needle is
deemed properly located.

b. Checks needle placement on TV mon-
itor and adjusts as deemed neces-
sary.

c. Withdraws inner part of needle and
checks for egress of spinal fluid.
May repeat procedure until proper
entry is accomplished. Shuts
fluoroscope. Wipes avly blood and
fluid.

Performer attachees.a_sterile rubber
tube extension to the.ptottuding cnd
of the spinal needle. Removes spinal
fluid in amount proportionate to the '
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contrast to be injected by attaching a
sterile syringe to the rubber tube ex-
tension. Allows gravity to draw out the
fluid. May eject fluid into sterile
container, note amount and condition of
fluid,and have nurse close and label
container.

12. Performer adjusts table to horiznntal
position. Inserts syringe with contrast
medium into spina] tap needle and in-
jects a small trial amount of contrast
medium into spinal canal. Activates
fluoroscope and observes the contrast
medium within the spinal canal to make
sure the medium can be controlled and
will enter the areas of interest.

13. When satisfied that needle position is
appropriate, performer removes syringe
arid closes off spinal tap needle (us-
ing adjustable cap) to prevent seepage.
Has patient securely positioned and
restrained for instillation of tlie con-
trast medium into t3le subarachnoid
space in the spincl:

14. With patient in 11;:c.,r.c position,perform-

er again attach-syria with contrast
medium to thc tn':.) needle.

a. While obserylng o.; T*0' monitor, per-

former ink;zs the ,.t.ztrast into
the subarac'inolq using appro-
priate pres,w-R,

b. Performer otid:)%uL; the filling of
the space anc judges when enouglt
contrast has :wen instilled to pro-
viJe a full coiemn of medium to ,Jz-
ten: from the posterior fossa oown
to the lpper cervical region. Manip-
ulates tilt table and gravity to
arhieve this after instillation.

c. When performer has injectP,: fluf-
ficient contrast, closes afe punc-
ture needle and covers with radio-
lucent protective bandage.*

List Elements Full

15. Performer then moves tilt table under
fluoroscopic control so that the con-
trast material is guided into the
posterior fossa.

a. Performer turns the patient's head
as appropriate and fixes the head
so that it is hyperextended. Makes
sure that patient will not or can-
not turn head except as done by
performer.

b. May have patient placed faced down
and firmly secured, or does so
personally. Reassures patient.

c. Performer is careful to prevent
the column of oil from entering
the tentorial notch and middle
fossa. Keeps head hyperextended.

d. Performer adjusts tilt table al-
ternately from head-down inclina-
tions to the horizontal until the
contrast has entered the areas of
interest such as one of the cere-
bellopontine anglr-s, Turns pa-
tient's head as, appropriate for
examination of the first side.

16. As the areas of interest are filled
and visualized, performer decides
what to record with spot films while
viewing on monitor:

a. Takes anteroposterior and lateral
films each time the position of
the head and the medium is altered.
Makes sure to check for filling of
the internal auditory canal or
notes whether it cannot be filled.

b. Activates spot film attachment and
x-ray i7-.atioll as appropriate. If

cassette attachment, may have
technologist remove cassette as
spots are snapped and insert addi-
tional cassettes, or performer
does so personally.
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c. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for symptoms of adverse
reactir,n to procedure. Performer may
decidy to provide emergency,care.

17. Performer reverses and repeats proce-
dures as appropriate to filL visual-
ize, atd spot film the structures on
the other side of the head:

a. Pprfi,rmer returns the contrast ma-
teriaL to the cervical spinal canal,
anu then repeatc C.t filling proce-
:tun for the otLer side; takes spot
fllp as appropriate.

b. Performer may 1complish the refil-
Aug 1.)y havlug patient's .head
raise, havilo patient inhale at
p;ver, before reversing

c. Performer wiy decide to fill the
fourth -;Lvtricle. If so, has pa-
tient's position adjusted appropri-
ately accomplish this, but makes
urc that head is held at all times
to -vc:vent it from assuming a de-
pudent position. After patient is
p-isitioned with head flexed, per-
Eormer tilts the table head down-
ward, observes the filling of the
fourth ventricle (if it can be
filled), and takes appropriate spot
films if there is visualization.

13. Performer decides when adequate spot
filming is completed. Has spot films
processed at once. May have table tilt-
ed head upward to 450 to prepare for
removal of the medium.

19. Performer looks at the myelograms on
view boxes when they are brought or
goes to automatic processor to read
them:

a. Checks for technical quality and
notes whether any irregularities
are due to artifacts or 'ctual
pathological or abnormal mdi-

tions, and whether the views are
clear enough for interpretation.

b. Determines whether the films ade-
quately demonstrate the areas be-
ing examined and provide enough
information to make possible com-
petent medical interpretations.
Performer may ask opinion of an-
other radiologist or surgeon.

c. Decides whether it would be desir-
able to redo any portion of the
procedure, including injection of
additional contrast medium or tak-
ing views at additional aligles. If
so, examines patient's condition
and decides whether .:edoing any
pc:don of the procedure is com-
patible with the patient's condi-
tion and radiologic history.

d. If decision is to repeat any por-
tion, proceeds as in appropriate
earlier steps until performer de-
cides that an adequate set of
films has been produced.

e. If performer observes an obstruct- _

ing lesion or tumor in the poster-
ior fossa, may mark patient's skin
at the appropriate level, notify
surgeon at once* and discuss before
deciding to remove the contrast
material.

20. Performer prepares for removal of the
coneigtt medium fromthe spinal canal
by turning the table to 450 .

a. Removes protective bandage. At-
taches empty syringe to spinal
needle and activates the fluoro-
scope. Checks that the column of
contrast has pooled,at the punc-
ture site.

b. Performer increases inclination of
table and pulls back on the sy-
ringe plunger so that the contrast
medium (heavier than the spinal
fluid) will drain out by gravity
and su.:ion. Performer notes prog-
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ress by looking at the image of the
medium on the TV monitor.

c. If blockage occurs which prevents
the free passage of the medium out
of the canal, performer may decide
to do any or all of the following,
usually in the following order as
needed:

i) Performer uses fluoroscope to
determine the location of the
blockage. May ask the advice
of other physicians.

ii) Performer may decide to use
suction method: Attaches an ad-
ditional (vena) tube to the sy-
ringe attached to the spinal
tap needle, and uses the sy-
ringe plunger to obtain a
greater suction effect on the
medium to draw it out of the
canal.

iii) Performer may decide, after
viewing on TV monitor and/or
consultation, that the remain-
ing amount of contrast medium
is not intolerable and is less
dangerous than further removal
efforts.

iv) Performer may decide to ef-
fect removal via a new punc-
ture above or below the point
of blockage. Chooses the new
space between two vertebrae
and repeats appropriate steps
as described above to insert
needle at new site. Allows
contrast medium to pass into a
receiving cup via a tube con-
nected to the syringe at-
tached to needle.

v) May order overhead radiograph
to demonstrate extent of re-
moval.

21. When performer decides that the con-
trast medium has been satisfactorily
removed, shuts fluoroscope. Informs
staff and anesthesiologist (if pres-
ent) that examination is completed.

a. Performer reassures patient.
Gently removes the spinal tap
needle; swabs area.

b. Asks nurse to dress and bandage
puncture site, specifying what to
use. Has appropriate, sanitary
clean up procedures carried out.

22. Performer records impressions of pro-
cedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up rec-

ammended.
d. May sign chart or requisition

sheet.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 431

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decisions made on whether to go ahead with disco-
graphy aud on technique, entry site; patient reas-
sured; local anesthetic injected; spinal tap needle
inserted; contrast medium injected through first
needle with second needle; placement and filling
checked with fluoroscopy; discograms ordered; com-
plete set of discograms approved; medical impres-
sions, needed follow-up care recorded.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical chart
of a patient scheduled for disco
graphy (study of intervertebral
disc after instillation of a con-
trast medium into the disc).

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-
iar. with :he case or to re-
view materials seen earlier.

a. Notes patient's age and
sex; reviews interpretatio
of plain radiographs or my
elograms taken prior to
this examination to become
familiar with location and
nature of the pathology
suspected (usually herni-
ated intervertebral disc).
Notes whether there are
acute injuries to the
spine, whether patient is
in traction. Views radio-
graphs on view boxes.

b. Notes any other medically
relevant information stih
as history of adverse reac
tion to aqueous iodine-
based contrast material,
whether female patient is
pregnant, whether patient

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form,pt.'s chart,prior radiographs'
view boxes;sterile tray with antiseptic solution,
swabs,local alesthetic,dressings,iodine based con-
trast solutioll,drape,puncture needles,gauze,syringes
emergency cart and materials;protective lead gar-
ments;sterile gown,gloves;immobilization devices;
shielding;fluoroscope and TV monitor:tilt table,mark
ing pencil;telephone;pen;traction devices

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...

es to q. : Name t e in. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient to have discography;accompanying adult;
radiologist;clinician;orthopedist;radiologic tech-
nologist; nurse; anesthesiologist

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques- has an infectious or com-
municable condition. May
call clinician to obtain
additional information.

c. Notes any recommendations
made on technique and site
of disc puncture. Notes
whether general anesthesia
has been ordered (for pedi
atric patient).

OK-RP;RR;RR

tiona 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting discography of any patient by deciding
whether to go ahead, on technique and entry site
based on review of current condition,examination and
scout films;reassuring pt.;injecting local anesthet-
ic;inserting spinal tap needle under fluoroscopic
control;injecting aqueous iodine based contrast into
disc by syringe and a second needle,through puncture
needle,under fluoroscopic control;ordering disco-
graphy;deciding when examination is completed by
viewing discograms;recording medical impressions and

needed nursing follow-up. 6. 'Check here i this

is a master sheet..(X)



TASK DESCRIPTION SnET (continued)

List Elements Full

This

Task Code No. 431

of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fully

d. Checks to see that patient or author-
ized adult has signed consent for
procedure. If not, informs appropri-
ate co-worker and either has examine
tion delayed until written consent
is obtained or arranges to obtain
personally before sedation.

Performer greets patient and
panying adult in examination
tempts to reassure; explains
be done.

any accom-
room..At-
what will

a. May question about patient's symp-
toms in relation to the condition
being studied. May collect addi-
tional medical history such as pre-
vious radiography, allergies.

b. Determines whether female patient o
childbearing age may be pregnant.

c. Performer examines the patient. May
palpate spinal area to feel location
of fracture, dislocation,or mass.
May check that traction is being
properly maintained if appropriate.

d. Performer may ekplain or demonstrate
use of equipment to a child to allay
fears and enlist cooperation;
answers questions. Explains that pa-
tient will be asked to hold still
from time to time.

e. If appropriate, performer may de-
scribe the procedure and its risks
and obtain consent signature from
patient or authorized adult. (Does
not proceed without signed consent.)

. Performer notes whether there are con-
traindications to going ahead with the
procedure based on assessment of pa-
tient's current condition. May have
clinician or orthopedist called; dis-
cusses patient's current condition and
any altevaative steps.

If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommenda-
tions on patient's chart. Informs ap-

propriate co-worker of cancellation
and has patient returned to room. If
appropriate, orders rescheduling of -

patient or scheduling for alternative
procedure.

. If performer decides to
order scout film; reads
soon as processed:

proceed, may
on view box as

a. Determines whether the patient's
position and technical factors are
adequate to provide diagnostic in-
formation. Indicates to technolo-
gist any needed adjustments in
technique or positioning.

b. Evaluates inforthation on scout film
to determine the entry point for
the puncture and the interspaces to'
be opacified.

6. With pediatric patient performer may
consider whether general anesthesia
(if suggested) is still warranted; may
decide to order if patient's behavior
and condition suggest the need. If
general anesthesia is to be carried
out, performer discusses with anesthe-
siologist when it is to.be performed
and awaits indications from anesthesi-
ologist as to when to proceed.

. If performer decides to. proceed, per-
former makes final dec,ision on entry
site and technique, based on review of
requisition sheet and own examination
of patient and scout film. Selects
contrast medium and estimates amount
required based on the size of the area
and the nature of the pathology sus-
pected. Orders puncture needle sizes
as appropriate. Informs appropriate
co-workers of decisions so patient
and materials can be prepared. Has
technical factors set for fluoroscopy.

8. Waen informed that patient and equip-
ment are ready, performer checks



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 431

This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fullx..... List Elements Full

whether patient has been properly im-
mobilized and prepared for the disc
puncture:

a. Checks that all materials needed and
emergency cart are present, that cor
rect drugs and sizes of items are
present.

b. Checks that patient and others in
the room have been properly shielded.
May decide to immobilize patient.

c. Performer has any needed changes or
adjustments made.

d. Performer dons protective lead gar-
ments and sterile gown and gloves
when appropriate.

Performer prepares for the disc punc-
ture:

a. With patient in appropriate position,
performer chooses and marks off the
area selected for the disc puncture
with a marking pencil.

b. Swabs area with prepared antiseptic
solution. Wipes off exceca. Covers
surrounding areas with sterile drape.

c. Performer checks amount of local an-
esthetic in sterile syringe or draws
up personally in amount required.
Expels air in syringe. Inserts nee-
dle into area intradermally and sub-
cutaneously. Injects anesthetic. Re-
moves needle and weirs for area to

become anesthetized.
d. Performer prepares spinal tap needle

by assembling as appropriate. Fills
a sterile syringe with aqueous io-
dine-based contrast solution. Checks
quantity and prepares a second in-
jection needle. Lays assembled
needles and syringe on sterile tray.

e. Performer positions fluoroscope unit
over entry site. May have lights in
room dimmed. Activates fluoroscope
and has technical factors and unit
position adjusted until area of in-
terest is optimally visible on TV
monitor. Shuts fluorosco e.

10. 7", performer positions the spinal
Lap needle at the exact site of entry
over the disc to be entered at he
appropriate angle. Has patient hold
still while performer inserts needle.
Checks for a characteristic "give"
as the dura is passed.

11.

a. Performer negotiates the subarach-
noid space until the needle is
deemed properly located.

b. Checks needle placement on TV mon-
itor and adjusts as deemed neces-
sary.

c. Withdraws inner part of needle and
checks for egress of spinal fluid.
May repeat procedure until proper
entry is accomplished. Shuts
fluoroscope. Wipes.away blood and
fluid.

Performer uses second needle to in-
still the contrast solution under
fluoroscopic control:

a. Performer passes the second needle
through the hollow needle(already
inserted into the spinal canal)and
into the center of the disc.

b. Checks the needle position on the
TV monitor. Adjusts as needed.

c. When satisfied that the second
needle is in position, performer
attaches the syringe with the con-
trast material.

d. While-observing on TV monitor,
performer injeCts contrast into
the disc using appropriate pres-
sure.

e. Performer observes the filling of
the disc;. notes whether the medium
breaks out of the confines of,the
interspace; observes the appear-
ance of blockages or protrusions.

f. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for symptoms of ad-
verse rection to procedure. Per-
former mny decide to provide emer-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 431

This is page 4 of 4 for this task.

......

List Elements Full List Elements Full

gency care. May terminate instilla- e. May decide to order delayed films.
tion if pain is severe. If so, records as appropriate.

12. The performer decides when the instil- 14. When the performer decides that the
lation of the contrast is completed. examination has been completed, in-
Shuts fluoroscope. Tells technologist forms staff and anesthesiologist, if
what radiographs to take. Decides on present.
and indicates what views are to be , .

taken such as lateral, anteroposterior,
oblique. Removes inner needle and

a. Performer returns to the patient
and reassures. Removes protective

closes off puncture needle. May apply bandage. Gently removes the spinal
protective bandage. tap needle; swabs area.

b. Asks nurse to dress and bandage
13. Performer looks at discograms on view puncture site, specifying what to

boxes as soon as they are processed:

a. Performer checks for' technical qual

use. Has appropriate, sanitary
clean up procedures carried out.

ity and notes whether any irregular 15. Performer records impressions of pro-
ities are due to artifacts or actua cedure on patient's chart:
pathological or abnormal conditions,
and whether the views are clear

,.

a. Preliminary findings.
enough for interpretation. b. How patient tolerated procedure.

b. Determines whether the films ade- - c. Any special nursing follow-up rec-
quately demonstrate the area being ommended, delayed films ordered.
examined and provide enough informa d. May sign chart or requisition
tion to make possible a competent sheet.
medical interpretation. Performer
may ask opinion of clinician or an-
other radiologist.

c. Decides whether it would be desir-
able to redo any portion of the pro
cedure, including injection of addi
tional contrast medium, views at ad
ditional angles, or changes of tech
nical factors. If so, examines pa-
tient's condition and decides
whether redoing the portion of the
procedure is compatible with the pa
tient's condition and radiologic
history. Informs technologist of an
needed changes in technical factms
or positioning for repeat radio-
graphy, and orders for additional
views.

d. If decision is to repeat any por-
tion, repeats appropriate steps un-
til performer decides that an ade-
quate set of films has been pro-
duced.

_
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'TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 432

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Bc sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision on whether to go ahed with skull to-
mography; "cuts" for tomograms specified (the
depth, level and intervening distances); com-
plete set of skull tamograms ordered and ap-
proved; medical impressions and recommendations
recorded.

a

List Elements Full

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form and patient's chart;
skull tomogram scout films; view boxes;
emergency cart; telephone; pen; shielding;
immobilization devices

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(x) No...( )

. If -Yes to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient to have skull tomography;
radiologist; clinician; neurologist; radiologic
technologist;nurse;clerk;anesthesiologist

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Directing skull tomography of any patifmt by de-
ciding whether to proceed; reassuring; reviewing
preliminary films; selecting positions, levels,
number and distances of tomogram "cuts"; re-
viewing tomograms and coatthuing as approDri-
ate; deciding when examination is completed;
recording medical impressions and needed
nursing follow-up.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in7.-
formation on a patient scheduled
for skull tomography (radio-
graphs of selected layers of the
skull).

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-
iar with the case or to re-
view materials seen earlier.

a. Notes patient's age and
sex; reviews Laterpreta-
tion of radiographs taken
.rior to this examination
o become familiar with
,ocation and nature of the
pathology suspected.

b. Notes recommendations on
number and depth of cuts
for tomograms, comments by
neurologist, description
of how patient tolerated
previous procedures, and
any other medically rele-
vant information. Perform-
er examines patient's ra-
diographs on view boxes.

c. With pediatric patient
notes whether geaeral anes
thesia has been suggested.

d. Notes collateral condi-
tions such as presence of
infection or communicable
diseaue.

e. Determines whether female
patient of childbearing
age may be pregnant.

. Performer notes whether there
are contraindications to goin
ahead with skull tomo-
graphy. May have clinician or

OK-RP;RR;RR

3i0

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..( ) Gnaw.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 432

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

neurologist called; discusses patient's
current condition and any alternative
steps. Decides whether to proceed or
not based on assessment of patient's
current condition and contraindications.

a. If performer decides not to proceed,
_records-reasons-and-any recommenda--
tions on patient's chart. Informs ap-
propriate co-worker of cancellation
and has patient returned to room. If
appropriate, orders rescheduling of
patient or scheduling for alterna-
tive procedure.

b. If performdr decides to go ahead,
performer orders scout films. Esti-
mates the probable depth and level
of the mass to be studied based on
recommendations on requisition sheet
and otm examination. Indicates po-
sitions, levels, amplitude and num-
ber to technologist.

. Performer views the scout tomograms on
view boxes as they are,processed. Per-
former judges whether the pathology has
been localized visually. Performer then
selects the level, number and interVen-

'' ing distances at which the "cuts" should1
be made with the patient in appropriate
positions.

. With pediatric patient performer may
consider whether general anesthesia (if
suggested) is still warranted; may de-
cide to order if patient's behavior and
condition suggest the need. If general
anesthesia is to be carried out, per-
former discusses with anesthesiologist
when it is to be performed and awaits
indications from anesthes'Aogist as to
when to proceed.

. Performer indicates to radiologic tech-
nologist when to take tomograms, and
checks final orders for the first
set of skull tomograms.

6. Performer looks at set of tomograms on
view boxes as soon as they are pro-
cessed. Determines whether the tomo-
grams are technically adequate to dem-
onstrate the area and condition under
study and provide adequate information
on the nature and position of the
-pathology: Performe-f-May-Ask-opinion--
of another radiologist.

a- Performer may decide,that a level
-ailds to be further defined. May
dl-ide on more cuts at shorter in-
...riening distances for any given
ievel and patient position. May de-
cide to ask for a change in the
technical factors to provide a more
interpretable image.

b. Performer decides what to order
based on information already avail-
able, the way in which the patient
responded to the procedure, and pa-
tient's age and radiographic his-
tory.

c. If the performer decides to order
additional tomograms and/or a
change in the technical factors, in
forms technologist, specifying what
is needed; may record.

. Performer examines additional tomogram
as described above. When performer has
determined that the examination has
been completed, informs technologist
(and anesthesiologist if present) that
procedure may be terminated.

. Records impressions of procedure on pa
tient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. Any special nursing follow-up recom

mended.
c. Mu sign chart or requisition sheet.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 433

This is page 1 of 5 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Patient examined and reassured;scout films ordered
and assessed;decisions made on whether to go ahead
and on technique;salivary gland duct dilated and
hollow cannula inserted; contrast medium instilled;
overhead films ordered and assessed;decision mad,
on whether to instill in other ducts;complete se: of
sialograms approved;orders given for delayed.filmsj.
lemon slices given for removal of contrast;medical
impressions,orders for follow up care recorded;MD
.notified of emergency signs.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in-
formation for a patient schedule
for sialography (radiographic
contrast study of the salivary
glands, ducts and alveoli).

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-
iar with the case. Nbtes pa-
tient's age, sex, and any
diagnostic information alread
collected.

a. Notes whether a bilateral
study is indicated or, if
unilateral, which side.
Notes which glands are in-
volved (parotid or snbman-
dibular).

b. Performer notes the his-
-tory.of_the subpected con.
dition,indications of sus-
pected obstruction,steno-
sis,enlargement,or inflame-
tion. Studies prior plain
films-or films of prior
study on view boxes.

c. Performer notes any other
relevant medical infor5a-
tion such.as allergy to
iodine based substances
and conditions,which might

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form;pt's chart,medical records;
prior radiographs; view boxes;emergency cart aad
supplies;sterile gloves,gown;sterile tray with blunt
hollow cannulas and tubing,lacrimal probes and grad-g
ed dilaLors,syringcs,tongue depressors.swabs;iodizedl
oil contrast medium;shielding;headlight or lamp;
lemon slices;clamp or hemostat;basin;examination
atool or table;order forms;pen;'phone
,

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

. If Yes", to q. ST Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to itdtcate the relevant condition
include the kiuti !;"Sth whom the performer is

not allowed to ,-.ieal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,
Patient to have sialography;accompanying adult;re-
ferring clinician;radiologic technologist

. Name the task so that the answers to ques- be contraindications'to
the .procedure. Checks .

whether patient may have an_
infectious or communicable
condition,whether a female
of child-bearing age.is
pregnant.

d. Performer checks to see
that patient or an with-
Orized adult has signed a
consent for the procedure.
-

;RR;RR0K-1.P

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting_sialography of any patient by deciding
whether to go ahead;examining and reassuring pt.;
viewing preliminary films,deciding on technique;di-
laineappropriate salivary ducts;inc,2rting hollow
cannula and instilling iodized oil contrast medium;
ordering overhead films;viewing sialograms and de-
ciding whether to examine other glands;approving com
plete set of sialograms;eving lemon slIces to re-
Move contrast;ordering delayed films;recordingmedi-
cal impressions and needed follow Up; notifying MD
of emergency signs. 6. Check here if this

'is a master sheet..(X)----
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 2

Task Code No. 433

of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

If not, arranges to have this done;
has examination delayed until consent
is obtained, or decides to obtain
personally.

e. Performer may call referring physi-
cian to discuss case or obtain ad-
ditional information.

Performer greets patient and any accom-
panying adult in examination room.

a. Performer reassures patient and/or
adult with patient. Explains what
will be done. Indicates what pain
may occur. Answers questions. With
child, m4y instruct and rehearse pa-
tient in the procedures to be fol-
lowed so as to obtain patient's co-
operation. Asks patient wearing -len-
tures to remove them.

b. Performer questions accompanying
adult and/cr patient about patient's
current symptoms in relation to the
condition being studied. May collect
additional relevant medical history.
Determines whether female patient of
child bearing age may be pregnant.

c. Performer may don sterile gloves and
manually examine patient's mouth,
palpating to feel the location and
extent of any mass or distension in-
volved; notes condition and any symp-
toms of conditions which contraindi-
cate the procedure.

d. If appropriate, performer obtains
written consent for procedure from
patient or authorized adult. Explain
the procedure and the risks involved.
(Does not proceed unless there is a
signed consent.)

Performer orders preliminary films ap-
propriate for the side(s) to be studied
and glands involved. May order intra-
oral occlusal radiography if intragland
calcification or duct calculi are sus-
pebted. Indicates need for appropriate
shielding for patient and anyone remain-
ing in room during exposure.

a.

b.

Performer views scout films on view
box. Evaluates whether the techni-
cal factors and patient positions
are appropriate to produce satis-
factory radiographs. If not, indi-
cates to technologist what adjust-
ments are needed.
Performer-also-notes-the-appearance-
of gland enIargement,-local bone
destruction, and the demonstration .

of intragland calcification or duct
calculi. Estimates the amount of
contrast medium that may be requir-
ed based on the appearance of the
glands and the patient's size.

4. Performer considers whether there are
contraindications to going ahead with
the procedure based on clinical infor-
mation and evidence of sdout films.
May discuss patient's-current condi=
tion'and steps to be taken with refer-,

ring physician.

. If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommenda-
tions on patient's chart. Informs ap-
propriate co-worker. If appropriate,
orders rescheduling of patient or
scheduling for alternative procedure.

. If performer decides to proceed:

a..;_Performer indicates what equipment
will be used and the appropriate
selections of cannulas, probes and
dilators. Orders syringe and iodized
oil contrast medium.

b. Performer has patient prepared and
positioned for instillation of the
medium. Has overhead x-ray equip-
ment readied for use immediately
after the contrast instilled.
Dons sterile gown and gloves when
appropriate.

. When informed that pat:A..1a and equip-
ment are ready, performer checks-that



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 433

This is page 3 of 5 for this.task.

List Elements Fully -.List Elements Fully

patient and materials have been prop-
erly prepared:

a. Checks that all materials needed are
present, that emergency cart is pre-
sent.

b. Checks that patient has been prop-
erly shielded and positioned on
x-ray table or stool.

c. Has any missing items brought or
needed adjustments made.

d. Performer prepares syringe with
iodized oil contrast solution by
expelling air and drawing up appro-
priate amount. Lays syringe on tray.

8. Performer prepares to locate the first
ductal opening to be visualized:

a. Explains to patient how to cooper-
ate by relaxing jaw, positioning
tongue, and moving head as requested.

b. Performer takes a position te pro-
vide best access and adjusts head-
light or lamp.

c. Performer may use a lacrimal probe
to locate a parotid duct (Stensen's'
duct) in the vestibule of the mouth
on the inner surface of the cheek,
or a submandibular duct (Wharton's
duct) on the floor of the oral cav-
ity on one side of the lingual
frenulum.

Performer may use tongue depressors,
may evert patient's cheek, may in-
struct patient to raise tongue toward

'roof of mouth.

d. If performer has difficulty finding
the ductal orifice, may have a few
drops of lemon juice placed in pa-
tient's mouth to cause salivation
so that opening can be seen, or per-
former may press lightly on gland to

-cause saliva to flow.

9. When performer finds the ductal open-
ing, performer proceeds to dilate the
orifice to accommodate a blunt-ended
hollow sialography needle (or can-
nula).

a. Performer uses a graded series of
dilators (such as for lacrimal
ducts) by gently introducing di-
lators of increasing diameter un-
til the opening is adequate for in-
sertion of the needle.

b. When a dilator of appropriate size
has been inserted in the ductal
opening, performer prepares the
blunt-ended hollow needle (or can-
nula) with tubing attached by con-
necting to the prepared syringe
with the contrast medium. Perform-
er removes air bubbles.

c. Performer has technologist hold sy
ringe end while performer gently
reloves the dilator and inserts the
cannula into the duct opening. Per
former inserts a distance of 0.5
to 2cm. until the cannula is grip-
ped firmly by the periductal soft
tissues.

d. Performer has the patient close
his or her lips to stabilize the
cannula and.tube.

e. Performer positions patient for
first radiographic exposure and
uses this position for instillatio
of the contrast medium so that lit
tle additional positioning will be
needed for radiography.

10. Performer explains to patient that th
instillation of the contrast medium
may be painful and will involve a
feeling of distension. Asks patient
to cooperate as appropriate and to
bear with,..the pain if possible.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 433

This is page 4 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

Performer slowly injects the con-
trast medium under moderate pres-
sure while noting the appearance of
the gland. Unless the gland was al-
ready distended, performer judges
when a*)propriate contrast has been
injected by observing the swelling.
Performer' niay -stop injection-when

patient feels discomfort.
b. Throughout procedure performer re-

mains alert to the patient's condi-
tion and notes any signs of adverse
reaction to the procedure or con-
trast medium. May decide to provide
emergency care.

c. When the performer judges that the
glana has been filled, performer
attaches (clips with hemostat) the
syringe to the patient's gown so
that an outward flow of the contrast
medium is prevented by the cannula
remaining in position. Has patient
close lips firmly over needle or
tube.

d. Performer orders appropriate over-
head sialogra.as for the condition
being studied and has these proces-
sed at once.

11. Performer views the first set of sia-
lograms on view boxes as soon as they
are processed:

a. Performer determines whether the
sialograms are technically adequate
to demonstrate the area and condi-
tion under study and provide suf-
ficient information to nake possible
a competent medical interpretation.
Performer may ask opinion of another
radiologist.

b. Performer observes the structures of
the glands, ducts, and any calcifi-
cation. Evaluates the completeness
of the filling. Performer notes
whether there is a diffuse increase
in density uniformly over the gland
or signs of patchy filling.

c. Performer decides whether to order
additional views, a change in the
technical factors, or whether to
instill additional contrast med-
ium. Considers the information al-
ready available on the radiographs,
the way in whiCh the patient re-
-sponded to the procedureT-the-pa=-
tient's condition, and his or her
cumulative exposure.

d, If the performer decides to instill
additional contrast medium, repeats
appropriate steps as described
above. Orders radiographs and/or
indicates to technologist any or-
ders on additional views such as
a change in technical factors or
patient positioning..

e. Repeats review of resulting sialo-
grams as described above.

f. Performer considers whether the
other side or additional gland
should be .studied..,If ap,,decides
whether the other side or gland
should be studied at once or ex-
amined at a later time. Considers
the purpose of the study, the pa-
tient's condition and what has al-
ready been seen.

12. If performer will instill the contrast
material into another duct at once,
performer returns to the patient;
gently removes the cannula and syringe
from the patient; explains what is to
happen next. Repeats the appropriate
steps for the other side (or gland),
including evaluation of overhead ra-
diographs.

13. When the performer decides that the
examination is completed, indicates
this to technologist and orders post-
evacuation films to be taken after an
elapse of several minutes. May fill
out requisition form. Performer then
terminates procedure:



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 433

This is page 5 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Fully

a. Performer returns to patient and re-
assures. Gently removes the cannula
from duct; detaches the syringe
aud removes.

b. Performer has patient given lemon
slices to suck on to induce saliva-
tion as a mevms.of-evacuating the.
contrast med:.,.1 from the glands and
ducts. Reassur7., rat.ient; has con-
trast spit out :at :.asin.

c. Performer indica 'At delayed
films will be Frleicates what
side effects may ly=.

such as residual g1T,nd cd;i:nzi and

pain at mealtimt; pr,:c:i.5e mild
onalgesic or in,L-aLe that th will
b available tu relieve persisbitnt
pail,- May fill out order fom and
sign.

d, 1 rformer has decided to order
slalography 'of the other side for a
later time, parformer_fills out re-.:
quisition sheet with appropriate in-
formation and signs.

e. 2erformer orders appropriate sani-
Lary clean up procedures.

f. Arranges to have in-patient returned
to room after delayed films, or out-
patient taken to recovery area. En-
sures that any out-patient will be
esorted or attended to until able.
to return home.

14. If performer jvdges that any emergency
signs are in evi.dence, or if clini=,-
cian has requesi:ed it, performer r.oti-
fies referring physician of preliminar
findings by phone. May discuss.

List Elements Full't

d. Delayed films and any additional
radiography ordered.

e. May sign chart or requisition
sheet.

15. Pe::former records .nipress:t.c.:ta of proce-

dure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient c.,lerated the procedure..
c. Any follow-u!:: care required sucl, as

no food or dzink for appropriatt .
time and :my medicaiion.

7111WAWAftiMall,

3 76



DESCRII'TION SHEET

This is page 1

Task Code No. 434

of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Sialograms ad related intraoral radiographic
material read, interpreted; conclusions drawn
and recommendations made orally or dictated;
clinician called about emergency signs; se-
lccted radiographs earmarked for study or li-
brary use; material rejacketed; report placed
fur typing.

List Elements Full

. What is used in erforming_this task? (Note

if Rail. certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms; current sialograms and
diagncstic information; view boxes; prior radio-
graphic materials; telephone; dictation equip-
ment; .3en; magrifying glass

3. Is there a recipient, respondent cr-co-woiker
invoived'in the task? Yes...CK) No...1

1.1"..1171179477..7 to 1. : Name the kind o recipient,

.:espovent or co-worker involved,.with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
.include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevimt to knowledge
requ47tmenta or legal resti:lctions.

Co-worker; ordering clinician

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tiGns 7-4 tre redlected. Underline easen-

tial words.

Reading, interpreting and maki:lia re,-Iummendations
on sialography and related materials or giving
opinions to c.)-workers by reviewing medical in-
formation and requistion sheet(s); Fcqluating
new and old Eilma; notifying ordering clinician
of emergency signs; expLa_llitg opinions or dic-
tating findings and recommendations; placing re-
port for typing.

Performer reads and interprets
completed sialograms (radio-
graphs of the salivary glands,
ducts and alveoli) or provides
opinions to co-workers or clini-
cians when requested on interpre-
taticn and conclusions regarding
tediOgraphiC-Materials*dealing---
with the relevant procedures.

1. If responding to request, per-
former goes to where radio-
graphic material is on.view
on view boxes. Listens while
co-worker explains problem re-
garding how to proceed next,
or problem of interpretation.

If reading and interpreting
completed work, performer ob-
tains the jacketed radio-
graphic work-ups. Includee_the
current. set of sialograms,pre-
liminary films, intraoral oc-
alusal films related diagnos-
tic materials, the relevant
requisition sheets, and other
prior studies if available.
Goes to reading.area and sets
up radiographic materials on
view boxes.

2. Asks about, reads, or reviews
x-ray requisition forms and
materials on patient's medical
history, age, sex and size.
Notes the reason for the
study, the presenting symp-
toms, the suspected pathdogy,
any related conditions, the
details of the study ordered,
decisions on technique, any
notes made during the proce-
dure, and the preliminary med-
ical impressions-recorded di-

OK-RP;RR;RR
6. Check here it this

is a master sheet..00



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 434

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

rectly after the procedure (if viewing
completed results). Reviews any rele-
vant prior reports or asks to see these
and prior radiographs.

. Performer attempts to read and interpret
the radiographs, noting_the appearance
Of the organs being studied, indications
of pathological conditions, signs of ob-
struction, constriction,or stenosis in
the vessels or organs, signs of anatomic
changes, intragland calcification, duct
calculi, gland enlargement, local bone
destruction,or inadequate salivary gland
function.

Performer notes presence or absence of
sialo-acirar reflux (hazy or cloudy
opacity over the gland), whether it is
absent persistently although adequate
contrast was introduced; notes space-
occupying lesions.

. Performer decides what to report and/or
explain:

a. Performer decides whether any abnor-
malities, changes, or suspicious
signs warrant the immediate attention
of the patient's clinician.. If so,
telephones at once and discussect
findings (or recommends that co-
worker in charge of case do this).

b. For owtwork, performer decides what
to report and what recommendations
to make based on the type of infor-
mation requested and the information
revealed by the sialograms and re-
lated materials.

c. In response to request, decides what
to recommend to co-worker. Explains
'interpretations and recomendations
verbally, indicating how conclusions
were arrived at, including medical
and technical considerations.

d. Performer dictates findings (for'own
worA) by explaining what appears on

the films. Describes worrisome or
suspicious signs, abnormalities
and/or changes or lack of growth
over time; refers to earlier films
as apprcTriate..(Might indicate
presence of artifacts which do not
have medical signifance), Indicates
what implications can be drawn from
findings and what conclusions and/
or courses of action are warranted
or contraindicated, including need
for additional studies, tests, or
courses of treatment.

e. ....ictates report in the style:There

is...on.... It has the character-
istics of.... I believe that this
indicates.... This could mean that
.... It is necessary to determine
whether.... This can be done by....

5. Performer may decide whether any of
the material is unusual or of special
interest and warrants inclusion in
museum library or .should be used-for
study purposes. Marks jackets appro-
priately if so decided.

6. Returns own patienC.s radiographic ma-
terial, requisition sheet and cape of
dictation to proper jacket, and places
to be picked up for typing.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 435

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What inthloutput of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough tn be-repeatable.)

Radiology resident shown am, explained procedures
involve: with radiography of ears, nose and throat
and sf.:lography; resident evaluated for readiness
to do activit1,2s under supervision; resident ob-
sertvcd and criticized; resident evaluated for readi
nes's to do tasks without direct supervision; resi-
dent's work spot checked and criticized; questions
answered; opinions on work given as requested;
evaluation noted informally.

Performer provides clinical
training to residents in radio-
logy in the area of ear, nose
and throat radiography and sia-
lography, covering choice of
examinations, medical aspects of
procedures, interpretation of ra-k
diographic material, and possible/
recommendations, treatments and
alternatives.

1. Performer provides demonstra-
tion, explanation, informal
evaluation and supervision
in: reading requests for ra-
dlqgraphic studies and decid-
ing on best procedure, what
to look for, available medi-
cal and technical procedures
including choice of contrast
media, means of entry, techni
cal equipment, positions and
angles, immobilization, indi-
cations, contraindications,
prior preparation,. sedation,
use of anesthetics,emergency
care,technical and medical
interpretation of radiograph-
ic materials, the range of
medical conclusions that can
be drawn, alternative and ad-
ditional procedures and tests.

. When performer is assigned a
resident, may select times,
patients, and procedures to
demonstrate; may explain to
resident while performer car-
ries out own tasks, such as
reading, interpreting films,
or contrast procedures.

a. Performer explains what
will be taught.

.

OK-RP;RR;RR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms; materials and equipment
needed for radiography of ears, nose and throat
and sialography; related radiographs; view boxes;
emergency equipment

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...0C) No...( )

. It -Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker.involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Radiology resident to be instructed in ear, nose and
throat radiography and sialography;any pt. involved;
c/inicians;supervisor of residents

"----37gline toe task so'that the answers to ques-
tions 1-e are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Providing clinical training for radiology residents
in ear, nose and threat radiography and sialography
by demonscrating procedures, explaining what is
being done, answering questions; deciding when resi-
dents can perform tasks under direct supervision;ob-
serving and correcting; deciding when tasks can be
done without direct supervision; spot checking and
correcting;, advising as requested or as deemed nec-
essary.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(X)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 435

'This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

b.Terformer may narrate the steps,may
explain what is being done or shown
on films, or may explain the basis
for decisions and.actions.

c. Performer may decide to solicit ques-
tions to find out what the resident
understands; may answer questions.
May elaborate on the explanation of
what is being done or seen, concen-
trating on the,relevant skills and
knowledges.

d. Performer decides when the resident
has observed sufficiently and has a
clear enough understanding of a pro-
cedure or is ready to carry it out
under close, direct supervision and/
or to assist.

Performer supervises and observes resi-
dent carrying out activities assigned:

a. Performer asks the resident to do
all or part of a procedure or inter-
pretation and remains at the side of
the patient or carries out own por-
tion and watches the resident per-
form the assigned activity.

b. While observing, performer decides
whether the activity is being done
properly, whether there is a speci-
fic problem, whether there is need
to demonstrate the activity again or
explain, and does so.

c. Performer may comment on the perfor-
mance, encourage, or correct as
deemed necessary, or do this later.

d. Performer may decide to intervene
and take over the procedure, explain-
ing to the resident what was done in-
correctly at that point or later.

e. If decision is to demonstrate again,
performer may redo and have the resi-
dent observe, or have resident re-
peat until activity is done properly.

f. Performer decides which procedures
or activities can be done by the
resident without direct supervision
(although radiologist remains re-

4.

sponsible). Informs proper supervi-
sors, notes for own use, and/or
tells this to resident.

Performer spot checks resident carry-
ing out activities without direct
supervision.or responds.mrequests f
guidance, assistance, or further in-
struction.

Perfom proceeds as in steps 2 or 3
as appropriate, observing, noting
areas needing improvement, determining
nature of problem, assisting, giving
opinions, answering questions, and
providing further instruction on how
to deal with unusual circumstances. Re
inforces correct work. Suggests areas
for improvement.

When patients are present for demon-
strations, performer may explain.pres-
ence of.resident; when observing, per-
former may explain own presence.

. Performer informally notes the extent
of learning or proficiency of resident
throughout the training:

a. May decide to discuss performance
with resident at any time. .

b. Does not keep formal records On what
was taught, or on resident's prog-,
ress.

c. May make personal notes for use in
later evaluation meetings.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 436

This is page 1 of 6 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Pt. examined,reassured;decisions made on whether to
go ahead on technique;anesthetic injected;puncture
of joint accomplished;knee fluid aspirated;contrast
solution injected under fluoroscopic controls;spot
films made while joint is stressed,distended and ro-
tated;overhead films ordered;complete.set of arthro-
grams approved;medical-impressions-and Iollowi-dp or-
ders recorded;MD notified of emergency signs.

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition,chart,medical records,prior
arthrograms;view boxes;emergency cart and supplies;
sterile gloves,gown;sterile tray with swabs,drape,
forceps,antiseptic solution,dressings,local anesthe-
tic,needles,syringes,iodine based contrast solution,
specimen container,vena tube,connector tube;protec-
tive lead garments;shielding;order forms;restraining
device;Fluoroscope with TV monitor,table,spot film
device:extension cone;pen;telephone

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

4. If -Yes" to q. 3: Name the kind ot recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

5criptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrict-ons.

Patient to have arthrography;accompanying adult;re-
ferring clinician or orthopedist;radiologist;radio-
logic technologist;nurse

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting positive contrast arthrography (especial-
ly uf knee) of any patient by examining and deciding
whether to go ahead;reassuring pt.;deciding on tech-
nique;infiltrating local anesthetic subcutaneously;
making needle puncture into joint space;checking nee-
dle placement by noting resistence to injection of
anesthetic;aspirating joint fluid;instilling water
soluble contrast solution under fluoroscopic control;
taking spot films of joint und,- tension and
stress;ordering overheads as dycL'ed;approving com-
plete set of arthrograms;record4 medical impres-
sions and follow-up care;notifyl,,,g MD of emergency

signs.

List Elements Full
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Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in-
formation for a patient sched-
uled for positive contrast arth-
rography (radiographic study of
the joints,especially knee,after
injection of conttaSt'medium-tv=7
to the joint).

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-,
iar with the case. Notes rea-
sons for ordering the proce-
dure and suspected condi-
tion. Notes patient's age,
sex, and any diagnostic infor
mation already collected:

a. Performer notes the histo-
ry of the suspected condi-
tion.and/or injury, the ex
tent of the resulting dig-
ability, and the treatment
administered including sur
gery. Notes especially
whether there is acute in-
jury such as fracture or
recurring dislocation.

b. Performer studies on view
boxes available prior
plain films of the joint
or films of prior contrast
study of the joint.

c. Performer notes presence
of any contraindications
to procedure such as local
skin infection. Notes re-

_

cord of how patient tol-
erated any previous pro-
cedures; notes whether pa-
tient has history of al-
lergy to iodine based sub-
stances ol has undergone
test for contrast medium.

OKRP;IIR;RR-

6. Check here inhis
is a master sheet..(a)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 436

This is page 2 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements F-11u

May decide to have test done at once.
Checks whether patient may have an
infectious or communicable condition,
whether a female of child-bearing
age is pregnant.

d. Performer checks to see that patient
or an authorized adult has signed a
consent for the procedure. If-not,--
arranges to have this done; has,exam-
ination delayed until consent is ob-
tained, or decides to obtain per-
sonally.

e. Performer notes any recommendations
on technique or indications on the
nature of the pathology. May call
referring phyoician or orthopedist
to discuss case or obtain additional
information.

Performer greets the patient and any ac-
companying adult in examination room:

a. Performer reassures patient and/or
adult with patient. Explains what
will be done. Indicates what pain
may occur, Answers questions. With
child, may instruct and demonstrate
the procedures to be followed 'so as
to obtain patient's cooperation.

b. Performer questions accompanying
adult and/or patient about patient's
current symptoms in relation to the
condition being studied. May collect
additional relevant medical history.
Determines whether female patient of
child bearing age may be pregnant.

c. Performer examines patient's joint on
examination table. Notes the areas of
tenderness, evtdence of joint ef-
fusions, fracture. Notes swelling,
the range of motion or extent of
locking in the joint and indications
of a mass. Notes any symptoms of con-
ditions which contraindicate the pro-
cedure such as local skin infection.
May evaluate results of allergy test.
If appropriate, performer obtains
written consent for procedure from

382

patient or authorized adult. Ex-
plains the procedure and the risks
involved. (Does not proceed unless
there is a signed consent.)

3. Performer orders preliminary films
(scouts) of anteroposterior, lateral,

uhleSS
these have recently been taken. Ex-
amines on view boxes when processed:

a. Performer considers whether the
scout film adequately demonstrates
the area under study. If not, indi-
cates changes needed in technical
factors or patient positioning to
technologist, or records on requi-
sition sheet.

b. Performer notes the condition of
the joint on the preliminary films
for evidences of fracture. Notes
location of the bony planes in
preparation for procedure.

4. Performer considers whether there are
contraindications to going ahead with
the procedure. May have clinician or
orthopedist called to discuss pa-
tient's current condition and further
steps.

If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommenda-
tions on patient's chart. Informs ap-
propriate co-worker(s) of cancellation
and has patient returned to home or
hospital room. If appropriate, orders
resCheduling of patient or scheduling
for alternative procedure.

. If performer decides to proceed,de-
cides on technique and what equipment
will be used:

a. Decides on contrast medium (iodine
based, water soluble solution un-
less there is allergy) and amount.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 436

This is page 3 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Fully

b. Orders appropriate size needles and
syringes.

c. Decides whether to enter with medial
or lateral approach. May order a re-
straining device for,applying stress.

d. Informs appropriate Staff of deci-
sions and has materials and equipment
prepared, indiddlifghriNlni tecfinical
factors set for fluoroscopy and spot
filming (using small focal spot).

e. Has patient prepared for sterile in-
jection of local anesthetic and con-
trast. Has area of the knee shaved
(if needed) and prepared for surgery.

f. If appropriate, has container labeled
and prepared to receive sample of
fluid from joint.

6. When informed that patient and equip-
ment are ready, performer checks that
patient and materials have been prop-
erly prepared:

a. Checks that all materials needed are
present, that emergency cart is pre-
sent. Has any missing items brought
or needed adjustments made.

b. Checks that patient has been properly
prepared, shielded, and positioned on
x-ray table in appropriate position
for injection. Indicates needed ad-
justments. May have young patient im-
mobilized or decides to do so per-
sonally.

c. Reassures patient and does so as
deemed necessary throughout proce-
dure. Explains that performer will
ask the patient to hold still from
time to time during procedure, and
does so as appropriate.

d. If performer plans to do spot film-
ing, has cassette inserted in spot
film device. Chooses full, half or
quarter format and sets as appropri-
ate. (If roll film attachment,checks
that attachment is loaded with film
or has this done.)

List Elements Full

e. Dons protective lead garments and
sterile gown and gloves when ap-
propriate. Checks staff shielding.

. Performer prepares syringes with
local ancslletic and contrast medium

_ as_seleeor.checks_syringes pre--
par-3 as shown by nurse.

a. Prepares syringes by zfiecking so-
lution, expelling air, drawing up
appropriate amount, expelling bub-
bles.

b. Inspects contents:of.syringes for
particles. If found,-=--discards and

repeats preparation to avoid injec
tion of foreign substance into
joint.

c. Attaches connector tube to syringe
with contrast solution. Lays sy-
ringes on tray.

_

. Performer prepares patient for anes-
thetic. Swabs area of injection site
with antiseptic solution. Covers sur-
rounding areas with sterile drape.

Performer selects needle and syringe
for injection of local anesthetic.
Inserts needle into skin and subcu-
taneous tissue. Injects an appropri-
ate amount of anesthetic so that skin
and subcutaneous tissues are infil-
trated with anesthetic where the
joint is to be punctured. Removes
needle; swabs site and waits for .
anesthetic to take effect.

10. Performer prepares to insert needle
for puncture of the joint. Asks pa-
tient to bold still.

a. With a medial approach, performer
finds the recess at the mid-part
of the patella; inserts needle and
displaces patella medially toward
the needle as it is advanced.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 436

This is page 4 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Fullz., List Elements Full

b. With a lateral approach, performer
palpates patella and locates the
superior and inferior margins. In-
serts needle on lateral side behind
patellar margin.

c. May clear needle of any skin tissue
before_continuing_by imjecting_some-
anesthetic as soon as skin is punc-
tured, before continuing with punc-

.

ture.
d. As the performer inserts the needle

behind the patella,dirEcts it trans-
versly across the joint toward the
center of the patellar cartilage.
Notes whether there is the feeling
of resistence indicating that the
needle has passed through the joint
capsule.

e. Performer checks for proper needle
entry into joint space by attempting
to inject a small amount of anesthe-
tic:

i) If there is a free flow without
pressure or resistence, perform-
er judges that entry is appropri-
ate. Removes syringe. .

ii) If there is resistence to the in-
jection, performer judges that
needle placement is improper.
May remove syringe and r,insert
needle, or checks for fluid.

f. Performer checks for presence of
fluid in the joint space and/or for
excess fluid as reason for resis-
tance to injection of anesthetic:

i) Attaches vena tube to needle;
using empty syringe, performer
suctions back and checks for-.
emergence of fluid.

ii) If no fluid is expressed and re-
sistance had been encountered,
performer advances needle, with-
draws, or reinserts needle until

11.

performer judges proper needle
placement is achieved.

iii) If fluid is expressed, perform-
er continues to aspirate as
much fluid as possible.

iv) When fluid is aspirated, per-
-----former-removes-syringe-and=---

ejects fluid into sterile con-
tainer. May have container cap-
ped, properly labeled, and sent
to lab for testing. May record-
amount and condition of any
fluid withdrawn on patient's
chart.

g. Performer makes final decision on
the amount of contrast material to
inject:

i) Performer may decidethat there
is excess synovial fluid which
will dilute the contrast matei-
ial. If so, deades on a larger
quantity of contrast medium.

ii) If there has been no resistence
to the trial injection of anes-
thetic, and little or no fluid,
performer Selects the minimum
amodAt of contrast to inject,
considering the patient's size.

iii) If there is acute injury or
pain, performer may decide to
inject anesthetic along with
the contrast solution. If so,
may have 'Syringe prepared with
combined solutions in appropri-
ate aMounts.

Performer injects the contrast ma-
terial:

a. Performer position& patient to ob-
serve injection of contrast solu-
tion on TV monitor.

b. Performer positions overhead flu-
oroscope unit over patient; may
have lights in room dimmed. Acti-



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 436

This is page 5 of 6 for this task:

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully
v

vates fluoroscope or has this done a. Performer may slide extension
by technologist. Performer adjusts cone into place under image inten-
unit until the joint with needle is sifier to limit size of spot films.
visible oh the TV monitor. May indi- b. Performer may have a joint re-
cate needed adjustment in technical straining device placed on examina-

factors to technologist. May reposi- tion table to permit stressing of
tion needle or patient.jurns off the joint during filming.

fluoroscope. c. Performer positions patient on
c. Perfor,..er attaches syringe Contain- table for viewing the medial men-

ing contrast solution to the vena iscus on the TV monitor.
tube (attached to puncture needle). d. Performer uses lead gloves and

d. Performer injects contrast solution apron. Activates fluoroscope; ad-

into joint. Activates fluoroscope justs until area of study is in

and observes filling of joint with view on monitor.
contrast. Makes sure that contrast e. Performer may apply valgus stress

flows freely through joint. When (bending outward) to the joint;

filling is judged adequate, perform- views the joint and attempts to

er shuts fluoroscope and removes sy- separate the meniscus from the con-

- ringe. dyles and tibial plateau. May ap-

e. When filling is completed,performer ply traction. Rotates, stresses
withdraws the needle. Swabs area; and applies traction from the

may apply radiolucent dressing. ankle.

f. Throughout procedure performer re- f. While viewing on monitor, perform-

mains alert to the patient's condi- er makes spot films of joint; ro-

tion and notes any signs of adverse tates joint and makes additional

reaction to the procedure or con- spot films for appropriate views'

trast medium. Decide to pralde of each third of the meniscus.

emergency care if needed. g. Performer activates spot film at-
tachment and x-ray exposure foot

12. Performer distributes contrast medium control when ready for each spot.

in joint by active or passive exercise If cassette attachment, may have
... .

unles3 there is known or suspected technologist remove cassette as

fracture:
.

spots are snapped and insert ad-
ditional cassettes, or does so

a. Has patient actively flex and ex- personally.

tend joint if possible. May check h. Performer positions patient for

for and explain gurgling sensation viewing the lateral meniscus. May

or sound made as the contrast flows apply varus stress (bending in-

in and out of recesses in joint. ward). Performer takes spot films

May have patient walk a bit. while rotating joint similarly to

b. Performer flexes and extends the pa- filming of medial meniscus.

tient's joint. May manipulate lower i. Performer may remove the restraint

portion of leg. and position patient and fluoro-
. scope unit for filming the cruciate

13. Performer proceeds with fluoroscopy and ligaments. Takes spot films as ap-

spot filming using small focal spot and
low kV technique:

propriate.

; ; `:--.

I
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 436

This is page 6 of 6 for this task.

j. Performer may adjust fluoroscope
Unit and patient position to ob-
serve lateral and medial patellar
cartilage. Takes spot films as ap-
propriate.

14. When performer has judged that the flu-
oroscopic examination is completed,
may decide to order additional overhead
films such as for suspected fracture or
recurring dislocation. If so, indicates
to radiologic technologist what views
positions and techniques are required
May order standard AP and lateral
filMs. Has spot films and arthrograms
processed at once.

15. Performer look!: at the processed spot
films and arthrograms on view boxes:

a. Performer determines whether the
radiographs are technically ade-
quate to demonstrate the area and
condition under study and provide
sufficient detail to make possible
a competent medical interpretation.
If overheads are not adequate, in-
dicates to technologist what is re-
quired, and reviews when ready:

b. Performer evaluates the relevant
structures of.the joint; looks for
signs of tears, fractures,erosions,

. lesions, changes of chondromalacia
or signs of synovitis. For-children,
checks for discoid meniscus and
tears. May ask opinion of orthope-
dist or another radiologist.

c. 11 performer determines that the ra-
diographs are inadequate,may decide
to repeat injection after a proper
elapse of time or.at a later date.
If so, may fill out requisition
sheet and sign.

d. If performer decides to reinject
after an elapse of time, repeats ap-
propriate steps and evaluates films
as described above. /4.

List Elements Full

16. Performer arranges for after care for
the patient depending on assessment
of patient's condition:

a. Returns to patient. Indicates to
patient and/or accompanying adult
what side effects may be experienc-
ed, such as continuation of gurgl-
ing sensation for a day or more.

'Advises,against exercise as appro-
priate. May prescribe mild anal-
gesic or-indicate that this will
be available to relieve persistent
pain. May fill out order form and
sign.

b. May have dressing applied to punc-
ture site or applies personally.

c. Ensures that proper clean-up pro-
cedures are carried out.

d. Has patient returned to room or en-
sures that any out-patient will be
escorted or attended to until able
to'return home.

e. Performer checks that flvid r;ample
ig properly labeled with identifi-
cation information and appropriate
clinical information.. Signs requi-
sition sheet for laboratory work:
if appropriate:

17. If performer has judged that any emer-
gency signs were in evidence, or if
orthopedist has requested it, per-
former notifies physician of prelimi-
nary findings by phone. May discuss.

18. Performer records impressions of pro-
cedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated the proce-

dure.
c. Special follaw-up.care required

such as analgesic, prohibition on
exercise.

d. Any additional radiography ordered._
e. May sign chart or requItition sheet

sheet.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 437

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

alb

. What is the output of this task? (Be. sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Radiographic and related diagnostic materials on
bones and joints read, interpreted; medical conclu-
gions drawn'and recommendations made orally or'dic-
tated; patient's physician called about emergency
signs; selected radiographs earmarked for study or
library use; material rejacketed; report placed
for typing.

Performer reads and interprets
completed radiographs of bone
and/or joint examinations (ortho
pedic radiography and arthro-
graphy) or provides opinions to
co-workers or orthopedic sur-
geons when requested on inter-
pretation and conclusions;orlin
connection with accident cases,
receives preliminary radiograph
from technologist. .

. If responding to request, per
former goes to where radio-
graphic material is on view
(on view boxes). Listens
while co-worker explains
problem regarding how to pro-
ceed next, or problem of in-
terpretation.

If reading and interpreting
completed work,,performer ob-
tains the jacketed radio-
graphic work-ups. Includes
the current set of radio-
graphs, related diagnostic
materials, the relevant re-
quisition sheets, and other
prior studies if available.
Goes to reading area and sets
up radiographic materials on
view boxes.

. Asks about, reads,or reviews

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms; current radiographs of
bones and/or arthrograms; other diagnostic informa-
tion; view boxes; prior and collateral radiographic
materials; telephone; dictation equipment; pen; mag-
nifying glass; ruler; projector; anatomical refer-
ence chart

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

. If -Yes to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-workers; orthopedic Surgeons; referring physi-
cian; radiologic technologist

1 ,

. Name the task so that the answers to ques- x-ray requisition forms and
materials on patient's medi-
cal history, age, sex, and
size. Notes the reason for
the study, the presenting
symptoms, the suspected path-
ology, any related conditions
the details of the study or-
-dered, decisions on technique

.1
any notes made during the pro
cedure, and the preliminary

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Reading,_interpreting and making recommendations on
orthopedic radiographs and/or arthrograms and re-
lated studies of bones and joints or giving opinions
to clinicians or co--workers by reviewing relevant
medical information and requisition sheet(s); eval-
uating current and prior films and collateral diag-
nostic materials; notifying referring physician of
emergency signs; explaining opinions or dictating
findings and recommendations; placing report for
typing.

.....,,..

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(X)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 2

Task Code No. 437

of 2 for t task.

List Elements Fully Lis, Elements Fully

medical impressions recorded directly
after the procedure -(if viewing com-
pleted results). Reviews any relevant
prior reports including lab. reports.

. Performer attempts to read and inter-
pret the radiographs, noting the ap-
pearance of the bones and joints
studied, indications or signs of frac-.
tures, tears, congenital malformations,
.lesions, or other pathological oondi-
tions:

a. Performer considers the sex,age, and
size of the patient in examining for
signs of structural or developmental
deformities or anomalies.

b. Performer may consult standard ref-
erences indicating developmental
stages such as anatomical reference
charts; may use ruler, protractor,
magnifying glass.

c. If* reading the first radiograph in
connection with an accident,perform-
er considers the evidence indicating
the location and type of fractures
involved and problems'of bone frag-
ments., Considers what additional
views are required and what patient
positions are possible, given the
evidence visible on the location of
possible fractures.

4. Performer decides what to report and/or
explain:

a. Performer decides whether any abnor7
malities, changes, or suspicious
signs warrant the immediate atten-
tion of the patient's physician or
orthopedist. If so, telephones at

. once and discusses findings (or rec-
ommends that co-worker in charge of
case do this).

b. For own work performer decides what
to report and what recommendations
to make based on the type of infor-
mation requested and the information
revealed by the radiographs and re-
lated materials.

c. In response to request, decides
what to recommend to co-worker. Ex-
plains interpretation and recommen-
dations verbally, indicating how
conclusions were arrived at, in-
cluding medical, surgical and tech-
nical considerations.

d. Performer dictates findings (for
own work) by explaining what ap-
pears on the films. Describes wor-
risome or suspicious signs, abnor-
malities, and/or changes in patient
over time; refers to earlier films
as appropriate. (Might indicate
presence of artifacts which do not
have medical significance.) Indi-
cates what implications can be
drawn from findings and what con-
clusions and/or courses of action
are warranted or contraindicated,
including need for additional
studies, repeat of examination, ad-
ditional views, tests, or courses
of treatment warranted.

e. Dictates report in the style:There
is...on.... It has the character-
istics:of;... I believe that this
indicates.... This could mean that
.... It is necessary to determine
whether.... This can be done by....

. In accident case, may write out requi-
sition indicating positions.and views
'required, area of interest to include.
May note what positions are contrain-
dicated.

. Performer may decide whether any of
the material is unusual or of special
interest and warrants inclusion in
museum library or should be used for

study purposes. Marks jackets appro-
priatelyIif so decided.

. Returns own patient's radiographic ma-
terial, requisition sheet, and tape of
dictation to proper jacket, and places
to be picked up for typing. Gives re-
quisition to staff person if appro-
priate.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 438

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Radiology resident shown and explained procedures
involvedlwit\h radiography of bones and joints;
resident'evaluated for readiness to do activities

..1

under supervision;resident observed and criticized;
resident evaluated for readiness to do tasks with-
out direct supervision;resident's work spot checked
and criticized; questions answered; opinions on
work given as requested; evaluation noted in-
formally,

Performer provides clinical
training to residents in radio-
logy in the area of orthopedic
radiology (bones) and arthro-
graphy (joints), covering choice
of examinations, special hand-
ling, relevant developmental
knowledge, medical aspects of
procedures, interpretation of
radiographic material, and pos-

sible recommendations, treat-
ments and alternatives.

-

1. Performer provides demonstra-
tion, explanation, informal
evaluation and supervision
in: reading requests for ra-
diographic studies of bones
and joints and deciding on
best procedure; what to look
for; available medical and
technical procedures includ-
ing surgical entry,choice of
contrast media, technical
equipment, positions and
angles, special handling and
immobilization, indications,
contraindications; prior prep-
aration, sedation, use of an-
esthetics;emergency care;tech-
nical and medical interpreta-
tion of radiographic meter-
ials; the range of develop,
mental and medical conclu-

.. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)

X-rak requisition forms; materials and equipment
needed for radiog-laphy of bones and joints; re-
laied radiographs; view boxes; emergency equip-,J
ment

.

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

es to cL .__..
Name t e kind of recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the Performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Radiology resident to be instructed in arthrography
L-..nd orthopedic radiography;any pt. involved;orthope-
dic surgeons;clinicians;supervisor of residents

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- sions that can be drawn;alter-
native and additional proce-
dures and tests; and relation-
ships to surgical procedures.

2. When performer is assigned a
resident, may select times,
patients, and procedures to
demonstrate; nay explain to

dent while performerresi%

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Providing clinical training for radiology residents
in orthopedic radiology and arthrography by demon-
strating procedures, explaining what is being done,
answering questions; deciding when residents can
perform tasks under direct supervision; observing
and correcting; deciding when tasks can be done
without direct supervision; spot checking and cor-
recting; advising as requested or as deemed nece,s-
sary.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..W



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 438

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

carries out awn tasks, such as reading,
interpreting films,or contrast proce-
dures.

a. Performer axpiains what will be
taught.

,- b. Performer may narrate the steps,may
explain what is being done or shown
on films, or may explain the basis
for decisions and actions.

c. Performer may decide to solicit ques
tions to find out what the resident
understands; may answer questions.
May.elaborate on,the explanation of
what is being done or seen, concen-
trating on the relevant skills and
knowledges.

d. Performer decides when the resident
has observed sufficiently and has a
clear enough understanding of a pro-
cedure or is ready to carry it out
under close, direct supervision and/
or to assist.

. Performer supervises and observes resi-
dent carrying out activities assigned:

a. Performer asks the resident to do
all or part of a procedure or inter-
pretation and remains at the side of
the patient or carries out own por-
tion and watches the resident per-
form the assigned activity.

b. While observing, performer decides
whether the activity is being done
properly, whether there is a speci-
fic problem, whether there is need
to demonstrate the activity again
or explain, and does so.

c. Performer may comment on the per-
formance, encourage, or correct as
deemed necessary, or do this later.

d. Performer may decide to intervene
and take over the procedure, ex-
plaining to the resident what was
done incorrectly at that point or
later.

e. If decision is to demonstrate again,
performer may redo and have the res-

ident observe, Or have resident re-
peat until activity is done prop-
erly.

f. Performer decides which procedures
or activities can be done by the
resident without direct supervision
(although radiologist remains re-
sponsible). Informs proper supervi-
sors, notes for own use, and/or
tells this to resident.

. Performer spot checks resident carry-
ing out activities without direct
supervision or responds to requests
for guidance, assistance, or further
instruction.

Performer procueds as in steps'2 or 3
as appropriate, observing, noting
areas needing improvement, determining
nature of problem,.assisting, giving
opinions, answering questions, and
providing further instruction on how
to deal with unusual,circumstances.
Reinforces correct work. Suggests
areas for improvement.

5. When.patients are present for demon-
strations, performer may explain pres-
ence of resident; when observing, per-
former may explain awn presence.

. Performer informally notes the extent
of learning or proficiency of resident
throughout the training:

a. May decide to discuss performance
with resident at any time.

b. May makepersonal notes on
what was taught, or on resident's
progress.

c. May make personal notes for use in
later evaluation meetings.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

_Task Code No. 440

Thil; is page 1 of 5 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decisions on whether to go ahead with computerized
transverse axial skull tomography (C.T.T.), the an-
gles,levels,thickness of slices;scans viewed as
brightness display on cathode ray tube and/or photo-
graphs of scans and/or numerical computer output,in-
terpreted;decision made on repeat,use of IV contrast
injection or infusion;IV administered;complete set
of transverse axial scans approved;medical impres-
sions and recommendations recorded.

List Elements Fully

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form,patient's chart,prior radio-
graphs,scans;view boxes;prepared sterile tray with
materials needed for IV infusion or injection of io-
dine-based contrast solution;tourniquet;materials
and equipment on emergency cart;telephone;pen;equip-
ment for computerized transverse axial tomographic
scanning,control console,viewing unit;absorption co-
efficient chart(s);forms

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved-in the task? Yes...( ) No... ( )

es to,q. : Name t e kina of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any neurologic pt.;attending adult,nurse or staff
member;radiologist;referring clinician;neurologist;
anesthesiologist;radiologic technologist

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words. -

Directing computerized transverse axial tomography

of the skull and brain of any pt. by deciding wheth-

er to proceed;reassuring pt.;selecting levels,angles,
thickness of slices for scans;viewing cathode ray
tube,and/or photographs of scan displays,and/or nu-
merical print-out of absorption coefficients;inter-
preting;deciding whethe,. to repeat,inject or infuse

contrast intravenously;continuimg as decided with

IV;deciding when examinatl.on is completed by viewing

transverse ale.al scans;recording medical impressions

and needed nursing follow-up.

Performer receives the x-ray req-
uisition form and medical infor-
mation on a patient scheduled
for computerized transverse ax-
ial tomography of the brain and
skull (cross section radiograph-
ic scans at various levels of
the skull, based on differential
radioabsorpflon of various types
of normal and abnormal tissue
and other substances; abbreviat-
ed as C.T., C.A.T., C.T.T., or
E.M.I. or A.C.T.A. scans, depend-
ing on equipment).

1. Performer reads the patient's
revisition form and relevant
.information to become famil-
iar with the case or to re-

.

vjewvaterials seen earlier.

, a. Notes patient's'age, sex,
weight, height, name of
referring.physician.

b. Notes *pre and location,
of suspected pathology,
size of area of irgthology
if estimated, and purpose
of study, such as screen-
ing for diagnostic informs-
tion,pre- or post-therapeu-
tic evaluation,use in con-
nection with other diagnos-
tic procedures. Notes
whether procedure is to be
treated as emergency.

c. Performer reviews patient's
clinical histor# and chart.
Examines any prior diagnos-
tic information such as ra-
diographs, ultrasonograms,
radioisotope scans,EEG's,
prior C.T.T. scans.

d. Notes recommendations on
levels of interest,angula-
tion,thickness of "slice"
for the scans,use of den-

OK-RP:RR:RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 440

This is page 2 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full
_

sity enhancement with contrast tional medical history and ask
solution; notes whether routine about previous radiography, al-
"base line" study is ordered. lergies.

e. Notes whether patient has history b. Performer may explain or demon-
of allergies, adverse reaction to strate use of equipment to a child
iodine-based contrast, has any to allay fears and enlist coopera-
other collateral conditions such as tion; answers questions. Explains
communicable or infectious condi- that patient will be asked to hold
tion. still for a considerable period of

f. Notes whether pediatric or dis- time. Indicates what will happen.
turbed patient is to be accompanied Stresses need to maintain posi-
by attendant, is to have sedation tion when ordered.
and/or analgesic administered prior c. If contrast may be injected and
to examination, whether this has
been carried out. Notes whether

consent has not been obtained,
performer may describe the proce-

general anesthesia may be needed .dure and its risks and obtain ccl-
and whether anesthesiologist is on sent signature from patient or
hand. authorized adult.

g. If contrast may be injected, checks d. Performer notes whether there are
to see that patient or authorized current contraindications to going
adult has signed consent for proce-
dure. If not, informs appropriate

ahead with the procedure.

co-worker and either has examina- i) May have clinician or neurolo-
tion delayed until written consent gist called; discUsses.
is obtained or arranges to obtain ii) If performer decides not to
personally. . proceed, records reasons and

h. Performer may check that no con- any recommendations on pa-
trast study has been done in the tient's chart. Informs appro-
recent past which would leave a A. priate co-worker of cancella-
residue of contrast such as gas in tion. If'appropriate, orders
the ventricles and subafachnoid rescheduling of patient or
spaces and interfere with accuracy scheduling for alternative pro-

Of readings. cedure.

i. May check that there is no danger
of artifacts such as from clips in

iii) May decide not to use contrast.

skull, hearing aids. If clips have e. With pediatric or disturbed pa-
been introduced in cranium, per- tient performer may consider
former may plan the angle of the whether general anesthesia (if
scan to avoid them. suggested) is still warranted;

may decide to order if patient's
Performer greets non-infant patient behavior and condition suggest,2.

and any accompanying attendant in,ex-
amination room. Attempts to reassure;

the need.

explains what will be done. i) If general anesthesia is to be
carried out, performer discus-

a. May question about patient's symp- ses with anesthesiologist when
toms in relation to the condition it is to be administered and
being studied. May collect addi- has technologist await indica-



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET .(continued).

Task Code No. 440

This is page 3 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

-

3.

.

tions from anesthLsiologist as
to when to proceed.

ii) May order sedation and/or anal-
gesic if appropriate and not al-
ready administered.

f. Performer may give final orders on
non-contrast phase of examination:

i) Performer indicates whether basic
three-scan study is to be done,
or specifies number of scans,
each providing information on
two contiguous slices of tissue
in a transverse axial plane on
either side of a selected level.

ii Indicates the levels in cm's
above or below a reference line
such as the orbitomeatal line,
superior orbitomeatal line.

iii) Indicates desired angulation of
the slices in relation to the
reference line,such as 15° or 25
Has patient's head flexed as ap-
propriate in relation to machine
set-up to achieve angulation.

iv) Indicates the thickness of the
slice based On options provided
by equipment, patient's age and
the amount of detail required.

,

Performer views the resulfs 'of the
C.T.T. scans in one or more'Of the
following ways:

a. Performer may view the cathode-ray
tube or TV tube display of the pro-
cessed information after each scan
or by operating viewer controls to
retrieve the information from g

netic tape or disc.
ma-

i) Performer adjusts picture bright-
ness and contrast controls to
appropriate range, or "window
width" appropriate for the type
of tissues and pathologies of
dnterest.

,

ii) With some equipment performer
may select a color coded key
for the display, with each
color representing a given den-
sity range. Selects combinr.-
tions of colors for the con-
trasting or continuous density
spectrum as appropriate to viel
ing unit control panel.

iii) Depending on equipment, perform-,
er may use selector to blacken
all picture elements at a given
range, or to have elements in
a given range "flicker."

b. Performer may have Polaroid or
other photographs made of the vi-
sual display, and examines when
processed. If so, may select the
"window width" for scaling unless
this has been predetermined for a
given area of interest. Selects
other options as described in a,

. above.
c. Performer may.review the printed

output in a format shaped roughly
as the slice, with relative nu-
merical density values printed
out.

4. Performer reads and interprets the
results by referring to a reference
chart in brightness or numerical grad
ations in which the standard relative
absorption coefficients for water,
gas, and relevant normal and abnormal
tissues are listed. Compares with the
results of the scans. .

a. Performer interprets white areas
as tissues of highest density,
black areas as tissues of lowest
density, and grey areas as tissues

of intermediate densities.
b. Interprets alterations of normal

tissue density in terms of the
pathological changes known to pro-
duce such alterations.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 440

This is page 4 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Fully
-4741. Isorirow

c. Performer may he alert for the ef-
fects of computer averaging where
there is abrupt drop from high den-
sity tissue,such as bone,next to
low density material,such as cere-
bral fluid,or patient motion.

d. Performer attempts to make an ini-
tial interpretation of the data for
the purposes requested, such as
identification of lesions arising
from traumas,cerebro-vascular ac-
cidents, distinction between hemo-
tome and edema, hemorrhage and in-
farction, or other indication of
normal or abnormal scans. Compares
the two hemispheres of the brain
with each other for reference.

. Performer determines whether the C.T.T
scans are technically adequate to dem-
onstrate the area under study and pro-
vide adequate information on the na-
ture and position of the pathology.
Performer may ask opinion of another
radiologist or neurologist.

a. If performer is unsure about the
adequacy of the information, may
decide to repeat-the scans at one
ormore levels after intravenous
infusion or injection of an iodine
based contrast medium (to enhance
tissue density and improve the dif-
ferential contrast in the absorp-
tion values between normal and ab-
normal tissue).

b. If performer considers that there
is an artifact due to residual con-
trast, patient movement,or objects
such as clips, may order repeat of
one or more.scans after appropriate
elapse of time and/or with posit-
ioning to overcome the problem,
and/or use of a motion control set-
ting on the machine.

c. Performer may order d repeat of the
examination with modification such

LLst Elements Fully

as addf.tional level(s), change in
thickness of slice, angulation.

d. If performer decides to order ad-
aitional scans and/or proceed with
injection or infusion of contrast,
performer informs technologist;
indicates what is needed; may
record.

6. If performer decides to nject or in-
fuse contrast and repeat the C.T.T.
scans, proceeds as follows:

a. Performer decides whether to in-
ject contrast or use continuous
infusion over a given period of
time. Orders type and amount of
contrast based on pa-Aent's age,
size,and area of interest.

b. Makes sure that materials are pre-
sent for IV infusion or injection
as decided. Performer has patient
prepared and checks that procedure
trav and emergency cart are pre-
sent and properly equipped.

c.'If performer is to proceed with IV
infusion of the contrast solution,
checks prepared IV bottle contain-
ing appropriate dosge of radio-
paque solution. Makes sure dosage

. is appropriate and that there.is
no evidence of chemical deteriora-
tion.

i) Sets up IV infusion apparatus
near patient. Attaches bottle
of prepared contrast solution
to sterile IV tubing. Hangs at
appropriate height on pole near
patient with clamp in closed
position.

ii) Prepares patient for insertion
of IV needle bx.exposing vein
selected, appJying tourniquet,
and swabbing site with anti-

1

septic solution. Inserts IV nee
dle with sterile loop attached.
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TASK DESCRIPTION'SHEET (continued)

This is page 5 o

Task Code No. 440

5 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

Removes tourniquet. Tapes needle
into position. May immobilize
limb.

iii) Runs fl, through tubing to
chPck. 'lcsw and remove air. Atl.

c-iop of needle to IV tub-
jr Adjusts flow in tube to de-
sred rate and starts infusion.

iv) Checks on patient while infusion
.is in process.

d. If performer is to proceed with IV
injection of the contrast solution,
performer may prepare patient per-
sonally by exposing arm, applying
tourniquet, finding vein, and swab-
bing site with antiseptic sOlution,
or has this done.

i) Performer selects or checks pre-
pared dose of radiopaque solu-
tion in syringe. Expels air;
checks amount as above, and
makes sure there is no chemical
deterioration.

ii) Inserts needle into vein, check-
ing location by aspirating
slightly to note venous return.
Removes tuurniquet and injects
contrast. May inject small amount
of contrast, observe reaction,
and inject full amount if no re-
action. Removes needle and swabs
site.

e. Performer observes patient for
signs of adverse reaction to the
infusion of contrast solution.
If there is a reaction, performer
decides to proceed with emergency
care. Removes patient from contrast
flow at once.

f. If there are no serious adverse re-
actions, performer tells radiologic
technologist when to go ahead with
C.T.T. scans as described above.
May indicate proper elapse of time;
Repeats specifications as appropri-
ate.

g. Performer remains on call in case
of delayed reaction during radio-
graphic examination. If there is
a delayed serious reaction, per-
former proceeds with emergency
care.

7. For additional C.T.T. scans perform-
er proceeds as described above. Re-
peats review of C.T.T. scans as de-
scribed above until satisfied that
they are technically adequate to
demonstrate the areas and conditions

. under study and to provide suffic-
ient information to make possible a
competent medical interpretation.
Takes account of effects'of contrast
agent in interpreting densities.

8. Performer decides when the trans-
verse axial tomographic examination
is completed.,Informs anesthesiolo-
gist (if present), technologist and
other staff that procedure is to be
terminated.

a. Performer may 7eturn to the pa-
tient. If patient is conscious,
performer reassures and explains
what will happen next.

b. Removes IV apparatus (if used for
contrast) or has this done. Ef ap-
propriate, has appropriate sani-
tary clean up procedures carried
out.

c. If requested, calls neurologist
or clinician and reports prelimi-
nary findings and results. May hav
C.T.T. photographs delivered to
clinician.

d. Records impressions of procedure
on patient's chart:

i) Preliminary findings.
ii) How patient tolerated proce-

dure.

iii) Any special nursing follow-up
recommended.

iv) May sign chart or requisition
sheet.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 441

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full -
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made on ordering and/or deciding on type
of radiographic procedure to order for pediatric
pt. or referral made; orders given on views to
take; prior preparation or procedures ordered; rec-
ommendations made on technique, contrast material;
record entered of decisions,orders,and/or recommenda
tions; record placed for scheduling; scheduling ex-

_

pedited if so decided.

Ferformer decides on what radio-
graphic examination to order for
a pediatric patient upon receipt
of a request from a referring
physician on an x-ray requisi-
tionlorm, by phone, or in per-
son. The examination(s) request-
ed may cover any specialized w.
procedure in pediatric practice
or a procedure applicable to
adults and children alike.

1. Performer reads the x-ray re-
quisition form and the pa-
tient's history to learn the
nature of the problem,the pre

esenting symptoms, th sus-
pected pathology, the studies
and/or procedures requested,
and special requirements.
Notes whethel: request is ur-
gent with a need for an im-
mediate diagnosis.

a. Performer notes the pa-
tient's age, sex, and

..,

size, whether patient is
a premature birth. Votes
any related medical his-
tory concerning the deliv-
ery and the mothei's con-
dition.

b. Performer studies the rel-
event medical history and ,

,

recorded symptoms of the
patient, the suspected lo-
cation of the pathology,
and relevant background

. information. If any prior
tests have been carried
out, performer notes re-
sults. If any relevant
prior radiographs, radio-
isotope scans or ultrason-
ograms are available, per-

OK-RP.RR.R.a

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include ev-Tything or the kinds of
things chosev4 among.)

X-ray requisition form, patient's chart; relevant
radiographic and other diagnostic materials; tele-
phone; view boxes; r-- , dictating equipment; bone-
age tabulations

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes.._tIzI211)

. If Yes to q. 3: Name the laa-7-TTEITTent
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Physician requesting radiography for pediatric pa-
tient; pediatrician; surgeOn; radiologist; clerk

,

5. Name tlle task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words:

Deciding on type of pediatric radiographic examina-
tion(s) to order for pediatric patient in consulta-
tion with referring physician and/or pediatric spe-
cialist, by reviewing case history and relevant ma-
terials, discussing, considering indications, contra
indications, alternatives and deciding what proce-
dure(s), if any, to order; or referring clinician to
other specialist;deciding whether to order adult or
pediatric procedure;specifying views,prior proce-
dures,medication,preparation;requesting additional
tests or information;recommending technique,contrast

medium;recording decisions and recommendations;ar-
ranging for sCleduling.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet-,

. .



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 2

Task Code No. 441

of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

formerstudies these and their re-
lated reports to become more famil-
iar with the nature of the current
diagnostic information.

c. Performer notes evidence of the pre-
sence of conditions which are contra-
indications Lo che procedure request-
ed or which would affect the choice
of a contrast medium and decisions
on prior preparation of the patient.

d. Performer notes patient's radio-
graphic history, any evidence of ad-
verse reaction to contrast media,
how patient tolerated prior studies.
Performer notes whether patient has
a communicable or infectious condi-
tion.

e. If the performer finds that the in-
formation provided is inadequate,
performer arranges to have other
materials sent or discusses needed
information with referring physician
or pediatrician.

f. Performer may decide to refer clini-
cian to a radiologist in a specific
specialty area.

Performer decides whether there are con-
traindications to the procedure re-
quested.

a. Performer considers any contraindi-
cations in relation to the need for
additional information. Considers
the,severity of the symptoms, the
extent of definition on any current
radiographs, and/or the suddenness
of the appearance of the abnormali-
ties in relation to the possible ad-
verse affects of procedure on pa-
tient.

b. Performer considers alternative
studies which could fill the need
for additional information with less
risk to the patient or with better
results. Considers whether any al-
ternative studies are preferable.

c. May discuss with another radiolo-
gist or appropriate pediatrician
or surgeon.

d. Performer decides whether to ap-
prove request, order additional or
alternative studies, reorder ear-
lier studies, or recommend no ra-
diography, based on the informa-
tion obtained and any discussion.

3. If performer recommends against a re-
quest, 'discusses with referring physi
cian.and writes reasons for refusal o
requisition sheet; may destroy requi-
sition if agreed to by referring phy-
sician.

If requested by physician, performer
dictates a report on the decision,
presenting his or her interpretation
of any current radiographs,assessment
of case, reason for refusal, and any
other relevant comments. Returns ma-
terials on patient, and places dictat
ed report to be picked up for typing.

If performer decides to approve the
request for the study, or if perform-
er and physician agree on alternative
studies, performer may recommend spe-
cific techniques such as the follow-
ing:

a. Performer may decide whether the
patient's age and size warrant an
adult procedure or a specialized
pediatric procedure; may decide
whether a preliminary set of plain
films should be made or a contrast
study should be ordered. Depending
on decision, performer may trans-
fer requisition sheet to regular
x-ray department.

b. Performer may specify which side
is to be studied and the views re-
quired. Records on requisition
sheet.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 3

Task Code No. 441

of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full

c. For a bone-age study performer de-
cides whether to order view for a
routine screening (PA of a hand and
wrist) or to select appropriate
views of ossification center(s) used
for maturity indicators appropriate
to patient's age. If the latter,
performer may consult a tabulation
listing the major ossification cen-
ters by age-of-appearance of indi-
cators.

d. Performer may order preliminary pro-
cedures or prior preparation of pa-
tient or may discuss with attending
pediatrician and have this done.
Such orders may include any or all
of the follow:ing:

i) Collection of relevanc informa-
tion such as lab test results,
electrolyte level, gerietic sex,
result of allergy test to con-
trast medium, mother's medical
records.

ii) Prior abstinence from food and/or
drink, cleansing enema, and/or
cathartic, and appropriate timing
for these, based on the patient's
age, the suspected pathology, and
contraindications.

iii) Prior administration of an intra-
venous infusion, sedation, or
medication to reduce possible
allergic reaction.

iv) Prior endoscopy or intubation
such as in preparation for small
bowel enema study.

v) Special procedures to prevent in-
fection or contamination of the
patient or environment.

e. Performer may arrange to have tl?.e
patient's pediatrician and/or,a-sur-
geon, anesthesiologist or attending
clinician present for the procedure.

f. Performer records orders as appro-
priate.

List Elements Fully

. If performer decides to order a con-
trast study, performer may make recom-
mendations on the procedUre and tech-
nique; may discuss with referring phy-
sician. Such recommendations may in-
clude any or.all of the following:

a. In cases where studies may have
several contingent options, such as
inferior vena cavagram with excre-
tory urography, or excretory uro-
graphy following peritoneography,
performer decides whether to,recom-

'' mend thevoptional procedure.
b. Performer may suggest the contrast

medium and/or route of introduction
based on the patient's age, condi-
tion, size, suspected pathology,
and contraindications.

c. Performer may make sure that an
authorized adult is seen in order i

to 'provide a written egonsent for
the procedure.

d. Performer records and/or arranges
aa.appropriate.

. Performer considers the urgency of the
need and, if appropriate, expedites
scheduling personally by discussing
with appropriate staff.

Performer writes out orders and recom-
mendations as appropriate so that phy-
sicians, nurses, technologists and
other personnel can prepare patient or
be scheduled for work.

. Performer gives information to appro-
priate secretary for scheduling. Signs
requisition sheet if appropriate.

3J8



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 442

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Accompanying adult reassured;pediatric pt.'s choanas
tested for patency with probe;decisions made on
whether to do choanal radiography and on technique;
anesthesiologist informed;nasopharyngeal tube insert
ed;contrast medium instilled;spot films taken;over-
head radiographs ordered;diagnosis of unilateral or
bilateral choanal atresia confirmed or disproved;re-
ferring physician informed of emergency condition;
medical impreasions,recommendations recorded.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in-
formation for a pediatric pa-
tient scheduled for choanal ra-
diography (a study of the paired
openings between the nasal cav-
ity and the nasopharynx) where
unilateral or bilateral atresia
(absence of opening or occlu-
sion) is suspected.

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
medical information (includ-
ing mother's if patient is a
neonate) to become familiar
with the case or to review ma-
terial seen earlier.

a. Performer notes patient's
age;reviews any diagnostic
information already col-
lected. Notes especially
whether patient is a neo-
nate with immediate diag-
nosis and treatment of bi-
lateral choanal atresia
necessary to prevent death
from asphyxia. Notes, if
unilateral atresia is sus-
pected, which nostril is
involved.

b. Notes whether any condi-
tion may be present which

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form;medical records and charts of
pt. (and mother of pt. if neonate);emergency cart;
shielding,protective lead garments;sterile gown,
mask,gloves;immobilization devices;nasal deconges-
tant,dropper;sterile catheter or probe;radiopaque
contrast medium;x-ray table;fluoroscope unit,TV mon-
itor,spot film device;sterile syringes;sterile naso-
pharyngeal tubes;saline solution;centimeter scale;
airwav;oen;teleohone

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...CK) No... )

'es to q. : Name t e in. o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Infant or neonate with suspected choanal atrenia;ra-
diologic technologist;referring MD;accompanying
adult;radiologist;nurse;anesthesiologist

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- may be occluding one nos-

tril (such as rhinitis),
thus creating functional
bilateral atresia.

c. With neonate, performer
notes whether the mother iE
taking any medication (such
as reserpine), which may
create inflamed, fluid
filled nasal mucosa.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting choanal radiography of pediatric patient
by conducting clinical test for choanal atresia by
attempting to insert catneter into nasopharynx;decid-
ing whether to go ahead;reassuring accompanying
adult;having anesthesiologist present;deciding on
technique;instilling contrast medium through naso-
pharyngeal tube to point of obstruction;monitoring
with fluoroscopy and taking spot films,and/or order-
ing overheads;determining whether choanal atresia
diagnosis is confirmed;informing referring MD of need
for immediate surgery;recording medical impressions
and needed followup care.

6. Check here it this
is a master sheet..(X)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 442

This is page 2 of 4 for this task.

1
List Elements Full List Elements Full

d. Performer notes whether patient has a. If performer decides not to proceed

an oropharyngeal airway in place to records reasons and any recommenda-

prevent respiratory distress; notes tions on patient's chart. Informs

whether there is a request from the appropriate co-worker.

referring physician for measurement
of the occluding septum.

b. If performer decides to proceed,
performer makes final decisions on
technique.

2. Performer greets any non-infant patient c. Performer orders a preliminary

and any adult accompanying the patient scout film. Examines on view box as

in the examination room. Attempts to
reassure. Explains what will be involv-

soon as it is processed. Indicates
to technologist any needed changes

ed in the procedure. Answers questions, in technique and evaluates the

Performer questions accompanying adult skull structures evident on the

about patient's current symptoms in re- film. Notes whether any obstruc-

lation to the condition being studied. tions are visible.

May collect additional relevant uedical d. Performer decides on contrast med-

history. ium to use.
e. Performer informs appropriate co-

If anyone is to remain in examination
workers of decisions and has pa-

room, performer makes sure that he or tient, materials,and equipment pre-

she is properly shielded. Performer pared, including having technical

makes sure that all individuals to be factors set for fluoroscopy.

in contact with a neonate patient are f.. Arranges to have anesthesiologist

following proper sanitary procedures. stand by during procedure.

Dons lead protective garments and ster-
ile gown, mask, and gloves.

5. When informed that patient and equip-
mbnt are ready, performer checks

3. Performer may decide to examine pa- whether patient has been properly pre-

tient:
pared. .

a. Has patient placed appropriately on a. Checks that all materials needed

examination table.
are present, that emergency cart

b. Performer may instill a pediatric is present.

strength nasal decongestant into
b. Checks that patient has been prop-

each nostril using a dropper.
erly shielded, immobilized, and po-

c. Performer may then test for choanal sitioned on x-ray table.

atresia clinically by using a ster- c. Has any needed changes or adjust-

ile firm catheter or probe. Perform- ments made.

er inserts into each nostril and
d. If fluoroscopy is to be used, and

notes whether it is possible to en-
if fluoroscope has spot film attach

ter the nasopharynx% .

ment that uses cassettes, performer
has cassette inserted. Chooses

4. Performer considers whether it is'still
full, half or quarter format and

necessary to go ahead with the proce-
sets as appropriate. (If roll film

dure or whether any obstruction is due .

attachment, checks that this is

to inflamed mucosa. May have clinician
loaded with film or has this done.)

called and discusses patient's current
e. If patient has an oropharyngeal air

i
condition.

way in place, makes sure that this
,
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 442

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

List Elements wag

has not been disturbed and that pa-
tient is not in respiratory distress.
Performer remains alert to patient's
respiration throughout the proce-
dure.

f. Performer has syringe prepared with
the selected contrast medium.

. Performer inserts a:sterile nasopharnyn
-geal tube into one nostril (the one of
interest if unilateral occlusion is in-
volved). Inserts tube in nasal vesti-
bule up to the point that'the obstruc-
tion is felt. May tape in place.

. Performer positions fluoroscope unit
over patient for viewing on TV monitor.
May have lights in room dimmed.

8. Performer attaches syringe with con-
trast medium to protruding end of tube
and injects an appropriate amount of
the contrast solution.

a. Performer activates fluoroscope and
watches the progress of the solution
on the TV monitor, noting whether
there is any entry of the contrast
medium into the nasopharynx.

b. Performer may take appropriate spot
films by activating spot film at-
tachment and foot pedal when desired
view is obtained on. monitor. If cas-
sette attachment, may have technolo-
gist remove cassette as spots are
snapped and insert additional cas-
settes, or does so personally. Has
spot films processed immediately.
Shuts fluoroscope when observation-
is completed.

c. Performer may order overhead films
when instillation is completed. If
so, indicates what is-needed t9 .

technologist when ready.

. Throughout procedure performer remains
alert for possible respiratory distress
caused by occlusion of both nostrils or

List Elements Fully

passage of the contrast. medium into
the nasopharynx. Has anesthesio-
logist take charge of any emergency
procedures needed.

10. Performer looks at the processed spot
films and any radiographs on view
boxes as soon as they are ready:

11.

a. Determines whether the radiographs
are technically adequate to demon-
strate the area and condition
under study and provide sufficient
information to make possible a
competent medical interpretation.

b. Performer decides to take addi-
tional views, change the technical
factors, or attempt to instill ad-
ditional contrast medium only in
extreme circumstances.
If so, performer indicates what is
needed to technologist. Repeats
appropriate steps as described
above.

If bilateral choanal atresia is sus-
pected, performer continues with,
study:

a. Performer flushes the opaque med-
ium from the choana already stud-
ied by using syringe filled with
saline solution and flushing
through nasopharyngeal tube.

b. Performer gently removes the naso-
pharyngeal tube.

c. Performer then inserts a tube into
the other nasal cavity. Repeats ap
propriate steps as for the first
.choana, including radiography.

12. Performer indicates to radiologic
technologist when the radiographic
examination has been terminated. Or-
ders appropriate sanitary clean up
procedures as appropriate.
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T'ASk DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 442

This is page 4 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

,

-

,

.

13. When the full set of radiographs have
been processed, performer inspects
them to determine whether the contrast
medium has entered the nasopharynx or
whether there is atresia; determines
whether the atresia is bilateral or
.unilateral, whether complete or incom-
plete, and whether the obstruction is
bony or membranous. Performer may ask
opinion of clinician or another radio-
logist.

a. If bilateral atresia is confirmed
for a neonate, performer calls the
patient's attending pediatrician at
once, and discusses immediate steps
such as continued use of an oro-
pharyngeal airway, feeding through
a tube passed into the stomach
(gavage) and immediate surgery.

b. If requested, performer may measure
the thickness of the occluding
septum by measuring the distance
separating the opaque medium in the
posterior nasal cavity from the air
column in the nasopharynx as indi-
cated on the radiographs.

1 . Performer records impressions of pro-
cedure on patient's chart:

a. Findings and determination.
b. How patient tolerated the proce-

dure.
c. Special follow-up care recommended.
d. May sign chart or requisition

sheet. ,
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 443

This is page 1 of 5 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision jointly made on whether to do broncho-
graphy and area to study;technique decided on; ,con-
trast medium instilied in bronchus through endotra-
cheal tube under fluoroscopy; spot films taken;
condition observed on TV monitor; bronchograms or-
dered;decisions jointly made on additional broncho-
graphy,delayed films;complete set of radiographs
approved;orders on delayed films and medical im-
pressions recorded.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical infor-
nation on a pediatric patient
scheduled for bronchography (re-
diographic examination of the
lung and bronchi after instilla-
tion of contrast medium in bron-
chus). Patient will already have
received prior postural drainage
and/or medication.

1. r- err n ormer reviews the pa-

tient's requisition form and
relevant medical information,
including patient's age and
sex and any diagnostic infor-
mation already collected. Ex-
amines prior radiographs on
view boxes.

-

a. Performer notes any recom-
mendations and notations
made on site of pathology,
technique; or contrast med-
ium. Notes any other rele-
vent medical information
such as allergy to contrast
media and conditions which
might be contraindications
to the procedure. Checks
whether patient may have
an infectious or communi-
cable condition.

b. Performer checks to see
that authorized adult

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form;pt.'s chart,medical records;
radiographs;view boxes;emergency cart and supplies;
endotracheal tube (inserted); injection catheter;sy-
ringes;shielding;lead apron;sterile gown;gloves,
mask;tilt table;fluoroscope unit, TV monitor, spot
film device with cassettes or roll film, contrast
medium (iodized oil or barium sulfate solution);pen

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...QC) No...( )

es to q. : Name the kin. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knOwledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Pediatric pt. to undergo bronchography;attending
pediatrician;anesthesiologist;surgeon;radiologic
technologist;accompanying adult;nurse;clerk

.....
5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-

an
has signed consent for pro
cedure. If not, informs,ap-
propriate co-worker and ar-

,

ranges to have obtained.

. Performer joins the team of
pediatrician(s), anesthesio-
logist,surgeon or other co-
worker, radiologic technolo-
gist, and nursing staff as

OK-RPRR.RR

tions 1-4 arc reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Conducting bronchography of pediatric patient in
consultation with_pediatrician(s) and anesthesiolo-
gist by jointly considering whether to go ahead;de-
ciding on technique;instilling contrast medium into
bronchus with injecting catheter through previously
inserted endotracheal tube under fluoroscopic con-
trol;taking spot films and/or ordering bronchograms;
viewing and jointly deciding whether to study other
bronchus;removing contrast medium with gravity and
aspiration;cooperating in giving emergency care;
ordering delayed films;recording as appropriate.

.........

76.tat;77-771717
is a master ritauL61.9
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 443

This is page 2 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

determined by institutional arrange-
ments:

inserted (as far as the carina),
and that general anesthesia can be
administered.

a. If a relative of the patient is pre- c. Performer makes final decisions on
sent, performer may greet the indi- the.contrast medium to use, areas
vidual and explain what will occur. of the bronchial tree to study,and

- b. Performer makes sure that anyone whether to do bilateral or uni-
to remain in room during examination lateral study, based on clinical
is properly shielded with protective history and radiographs. Discusses
lead garments. with attending physicians.

c. Performer checks that the patient is d. Decides on contrast medium based on
properly shielded and orders a scout patient's allergies. (Uses barium

-- film of the patient. Performer dis-
cusses patient's condition with the

sulfate solution or suspeasion
ra.ther than iodized oil if patient

attending MD and anesthesiologist. may have allergy.)
May collect additional relevant medi e. If iodized oil is to be used, per-
cal history. former may have co-worker heat the

contrast medium to appropriate tem-
3. Performer views scout film on view box: perature.

f. Has materials and equipment pre-
a. Evaluates whether the technical fac- pared and technical factors set for

tors and patient position are ap-
propriate to produce satisfactory ra
diographs. If not, indicates to tech

fluoroscopy.

5. When informed that patient and equip-
nologist what adjustments are needed. ment are ready, performer checks

b. Performer also notes the appearance whether patient has been properly im-
of lung tissue to determine which
half of the bronchial tree appears t.
be more diseased. May compare with

mobilized, positioned and shielded.

a. Performer checks with anesthesiolo-
earlier radiographs and/or prior gist to be sure that patient is
bronchograms. ready for instillation (that the

anesthesia is at a depth sufficient
4. Performer and attending physicians for the child not to "buck" or

jointly consider whether there are con- cough when the medium is introduc-
traindications'to going ahead with the ed, and that the anesthesiologist
procedure based on the clinical infor- need supply little or no assistance
mation and the scout film. by bag-squeezing).

b. Performer makes sure that the pa-
a. If the decision is not to proceed,

may record reasons and any recommen-
tient's cardiac rate will be prop-
erly monitored and that the pa-

. dations on radiography on patient's
chart. If appropriate, orders re-

tient's color and respiration will
be checked.

scheduling of patient or scheduling c. Performer checks that all materials
for alternative procedure. needed are.present, that correct

b. If the decision is to proceed, per- drugs and sizes of items are pre-
former indicates to anesthesiologist sent. Checks that emergency cart is
that the endotracheal tube can be present. Has any needed changes or

adjustments made.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 443

This is page 3 of .5 for this

d. Performer dons lead apron and ster-
ile gown, gloves, and mask, when ap-
propriate.

e. Performer has cassette inserted in
spot film attachment. Chooses full,
half or quarter format and sets as
appropriate. (If roll film attach-
ment, checks that attachment is
loaded with film or has this done.)

. When performer decides to proceed with
instillation of contrast medium, per-
former prepares a syringe with the con-
trast solution decided upon or has this
done. If iodized oil, makes sure that
it is at desired temperature.

. Performer positions the fluoroscope unit
over the patient so as.to best observe
the location of the endotracheal tube.
Activates fluoroscope and assesses the
location of the endotracheal tube with
respect to the carina (projection of,
the lowest tracheal cartilage). If not
in appropriate position above the ca-
rina, performer discusses and has tube
adjusted by anesthesiologist.

Performer attaches syringe to sterile
injection catheter and inserts distal
end of catheter into the sidearm of
tubing connecting the endotracheal tube
with the anesthetizing equipment.

a. Inserts catheter so that medium will
be delivered just below the endotra-
cheal tube,while checking on monitor.
Shuts fluoroscope when the catheter
position is judged to be appropriate.

' b. Performer has patient placed by co-
workers so that the more diseased
side of the bronchial tree will be
filled first. Has patient turned ap-
propriately towards the side of the
chest to be filled.

c. Performer uses syringe with,contrast
medium and injects an appropriate
amount through the catheter.

task.

List Elements Full

d. Performer activates fluoroscope.
Observes the process of filling of
the segmental bronchi. Performer
utilizes the tilt table controls
or has patient rotated so that the
contrast medium flows to the un-
filled bronchi. Observes the struc-
ture of the organs as they are fil-
led. May have technical factors ad-
justed. Performer may inject ad-
ditional contrast until proper de-
lineafion appears on monitor.

e. Performer decides on what spot
films to take during the filling
process and after. Notes signs of
pathology and any obstructions. Ac-
tivates spot film attaChment and
x-ray foot pedal as appropriate.
If cassette attachment, may have
technologist remove cassette as
spots are snapped and insert ad-
ditional cassettes, or does so per-
sonally.

f. Decides when the given side has
been sufficiently filled. Decides
when fluoroscopy is completed and
sufficient spot films have been
taken.

9. Throughout procedure performer checks
on the patient's condition as indicat-
ed by appearance,cardiac monitoring
and monitoring by anesthesiologist. Is
alert for possible severe reations
such as respiratory distress, cardiac
arrest, or adverse reaction to con-
trast medium:

i a. Performer assists attending physi-
I cians to determine the nature and

severity of the condition. Helps
remove all instruments from pa-
tient.

b. Depending on the symptoms,perform-
er may assist in carrying out any
or all of the following emergency
procedures using equipment on emer-
gency cart:
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 443

This is page 4 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

i) May administer oxygen or air us-
ing oxygen tank and mask or ambb
bag.

ii) May clear airway. May assist in
2stablishing an airway.

iii) May assist in deciding on and ad-
ministee.ng IV infusion (such as
barbiturates).

iv) Performer may suggest and.assist
in administering adrenalin, Par-
enteral hydrocortisone, antihis-
tamine, a vasopressor in solution
or other appropriate.drugs.

c. Performer cooperates in deciding
whether the reaction is sufficiently
controlled to continue with the pro-

., cedure.
d. When patient has been revived, per-

former may record reaction and what
was done on patient's chart.

e. If the decision is to terminate, in-
dicates this to appropria:e staff.

Performer
series or
ate after

Performer
films and

orders standard radiographic
specifies views as appropri-
filling.

looks at the processed spot
bronchograms on view boxes

as soon as they are ready:

a. Determines whether the radiographs
are technically adequate to demon-
strate the area and condition un-
der study and provide sufficient
information to make possible a com-
petent medical interpretation. Per-
former confers with attending physi-
ians.

b./Performer decides whether to order
additional views, a change in the
technical factors, or whether to
instill additional contrast medium
Considers the information already
available on the radiographs, the
waY in which the patient responded

to the procedure, the patient's
condition, and his or_her cumula-
tive exposure.

c. If the performer decides to instill
additional contrast medium, repeats
appropriate steps as described
above. Indicates to technologist
any orders on additional broncho-
grams such as change in technical
factors-. Indicates to co-workers
any needed patient positioning.

d. Repeats review of resulting bron-
chograms as described above.

e. Performer discusses with physici-
ans whether the other bronchus
should be studied. If so, cooper-
ates in deciding whether the other
side should be studied at once or
examined at a later time. Considers
the purpose of the study, the pa-
tient's condition and what has al-
ready been seen.

12. Performer returns to the pAtient to
remove the medium instilled in the
first side. Uses gravity and aspira-
tion:

a. Performer attaches empty syringe to
injection catheter.

b. Performer adjusts the inclination
of the table and pulls back on the
syringe plunger so that the con-
trast medium drains out by gravity
and aspiration. Performer may note
progress by looking at the image of
the medium on the TV monitor. Per-
former determines when the medium
has been appropriately removed.

13. If the decision has been made to pro-
ceed immediately with bronchography of
the other side, performer then pro-
ceeds with instillation of the medium
in the other side:



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code NA; 43

This is page 5 of 5 ''for this lask.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

a. Checks patient's condition. May
check position of endotracheal tube
and injection catheter on TV moni-
tor and adjust as necessary. Has
patient positioned for filling the
other bronchus as described above.

b. Performer repeats all the appropri-
ate counterpart steps to fill the
other side.

c. Performer carries out spot filming
and orders for overhead radiographs
as appropriate.

d. Performer evaluates the second set
of radiographs as described above,
conferring with attending physi-
cians in evaluating the adequacy of
the films and their interpretation.

14. When the radiographic examination is
completed, performer informs technolo-
gist and removes the contrast material
from the second side as described
above.

15. Performer may order delayed film(s) to
be taken after a proper elapse of time
If so, may fill out appropriate requi-
sition and/or has this done.

16. Performer may confer with pediatrician
and/or anesthesiologist about recovery
procedures and other aspects.of the
case. When performer is satisfied that
his or her part of the irocedure is
terminated, performer leaves the pa-
tient in the care of the pediatrician
and anesthesiologist.

17. Performer may record impressions of
procedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated the procedur-
c. Any delayed films or additional ra-

diography ordered.
d. May sign chart or requisition

sheet.

-

--

!

....1

.

.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 444

This is page 1 of 6 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made on whether to go ahead;procedure ex-
plained;patient reassured;decisions made on injec-
tion or infusion technique,amount of contrast;test
dose of contrast introduced;pt.'s reaction evaluated;
emergency care administered and/or full dose of cor-
trast solution injected or infused as decided;tourni-
quets applied and removed as needed;orders given on
urograms,inferior vena cavograms,special views;com-
plete set of radiographs approved;delayed films,fol-
low-up care ordered;medical impressions ordered, re-
corded.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and aedical in-
formation on a pediatric patient
scheduled for intravenous pyelo-
graphy (IVP: radiography of the
kidney and ureter using contrast
medium that is introduced
through a vein), or excretory
urography(covering the entire
urinary tract).Requisition may
also include orders for inferior
vena cavography. )

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-
iar with the case or to re-
view materials seen earlier
(in consultation). Notes pa-
tient's age and sex, reasons
for ordering the procedure,
and suspected conditions.
Notes whether a prior study
has been done.

.

a. Performer reviews relevant
medical information and tilt
technique requested by re-
ferring MD. Notes whether
request is for intravenous
injection or infusion,
whether purpose of study
is evaluation of the kid-
neys or complete examine-

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If.there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form;pt.'s chart;scout film;view
boxes;sterile procedure tray with antiseptic solu-
tion,pad,gauze,iodine based contrast solution,sa-
line,needles,materials for IV infusion or injection;
tourniquets;emergency cart;telephone;pen;atropine or
antihistamine;immobilization devices;arm board;car-
bonated beverage;shielding;sterile gown,gloves

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

es to q. : Name t g inu o recipient,
responden.. or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Pediatric pt. to have excretory urography;accompany-
ing adult;referring MD;pediatrician;radiclogist;ra-
diologic technologist;nurse

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- tion of the urinary tract,
whether inferior vena cavo-
g rams have been ordered
for suspected abdominal
tumors or as preoperative
procedu-.e.

b. Reviews results of earlier
examinations. Views prior
radiographs on view boxes
and examines problem areas.
Note's possible need for

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting intravenous excretory urography (IVP) and
inferior vena cavography of pediatric pt. by checking
scout film,reassuring pt.;deciding whether to go
ahead;deciding on infusion or injection technique,
amount of contrast;applying tourniquets for vena
cavography;injecting or infusing iodine based con-
trast medium in appropriate vein;observing reactions
and deciding on whether to proceed;administering full
dosage and/or providing emergency care;ordering over-
head films and special views when appropriate;viewing
and approving.complete set of radiographs;ordering
delayed films,follow-up care;recording medical im-
pressions;notifying MD of emergency signs.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 444

This is page 2 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

.non-standard views depending on the
suspected pathology or condition.

c. Checks to see that an authorized
adult has signed a consent for the
procedure. If not, delays examination
until this is done or decides to ob-
tain personally.

d. Performer notes whether patient has
any history of allergic reaction to
the contrast medium.

e. Notes whether patient has an infec-
tious or communicable condition.

f. Performer notes which preparatory
procedures have been ordered and
checks whether these have been car-
ried out, such as abstinance from
food or having light or liquid break-
fast, cleansing enema; checks on any
prescribed use of suppository, prior
administration of sedation and/or an
antihistamine. If not already carried
out, performer may order these doae
or have examination rescheduled as
appropriate.

g. Performer notes whuther an intraven-
ous drip of saline has been started
for infant patient. Orders or decides
to do personally if not already
started and if infusion is technique
to be used.

. Unless scout film is 1:eady on view box,
performer orders scout film and examines
on view box when ready.

a. Performer considers whether the scout
film adequately demonstrates the
areas under study. If not, indicates
changes needed in technical factors
or patient positioning to technolo-
gist, or records on requisition .

sheet.
b. Performer notes whether feces or bar

ium traces (from earlier study) ob-
struct view and must be cleared be-
fore procedure can be done. If so,
performer writes what is needed on
requisition form.

AMOMMMEN.

3. Performer greets patient and any ac-
companying adult in examination room.
Attempts to reassure; explains what
will be done. May question adult
about patient's symptoms in relation
to the condition being studied. May
collect additional medical history
such as previous radiography, aller-
gies, respiratory problems or asthma.
Answers patient's and adult's ques-
tions.

Performer may explain or demonstrate
use of equipment to a child to allay
fears and enlist cooperation.

Performer examines the patient's rele
vant body structures to determine - -
best location for injection site
(such as antecubital vein, vein in
foot, or scalp vein). Palpates abdom-
en to feel for suspected abdominal
tumors.

. Performer considers whether there are
contraindications to going ahead with
the procedure. May have pediatrician
called to discuss patient's current
condition and further steps.

a. Performer decides whether to pro-
ceed or not based in assessment of
of patient's current conditions
scout film :And/or evidence of al-
lergy.to contrast medium.

b. If.performer decides not to pro-
ceed, records reasons and any rec-
ommendations on patient's chart.
Informs appropriate co-worker of
cancellation and has patient re-
turned to room. If appropriate,
orders rescheduling of patient or
scheduling for alternative proce-
dure.

5. If performer decides to proceed, de-
cides on technique:
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 444

This is page 3 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Fully

a. Performer decides whether technique
will be injection or infusiOn,
whether inferior vena cavography will
be done, and, if so,whether to fill
and radiograph with one or two pro-
jections. Informs staff of decisions.

b. Performer selects the site of the in-
jection or infusion. If scalp vein is
to be used, may have patient shaved.
For inferior vena cavography selects
a vein in one leg, such as small vein
in dorsum of foot. Has patient pre-
pared and immobilized or decides to
do personally.

c. Performer orders contrast medium in
amount determined by the nature of
the study desired and the patient's
age and body weight. Orders needles
of appropriate type and size.

6. When informed that patient and equipment
are ready, performer checks whether pa-
tient has been properly prepared.for
the injection or infusion.

a. Checks that all materials needed and
emergency cart are present, that cor-
rect drugs and sizes of items are
present. Has any needed changes or
adjustments made. Checks contrast
medium for possible deterioration.

b. Performer dons sterile gown and
gloves when appropriate.

7. Performer may have patient given a car-
bonated beverage to drink before the
beginning of the infusion or injection
or immediately afterwards: may admin-
ister personally.

8. If the contrast medium is to be inject-
ed intravenously, performer has a sy-
ringe prepared with the appropriate
amount and checks. If the contrast med-
ium is to be infused, performer has IV
bottle prepared with appropriate amount
of contrast medium and saline solution.

List Elethenta Full

Performer prepares the entry site
(unless an IV has already been
started).

a. Has patient properly immobilized
with arm, foot or scalp Exposed.
Reassures patient.-

b. May elevate foot or arm on a pad.
For vein in head, performer may
position patient to inflate vein.
For vein in arm, performer applies"
tourniquet. For vain in leg or
foot, performer palpates vessel,
making sure to locate vein and not
artery.

c. Performer locates point:Aor inser-
tion of needle. Swabs with anti-
septic solution.

10. performer is to proceed with in-
travenous injection of the contrast
solution, performer may inject a
small amount of the contrast solution
in syringe by palpating vein and in-
serting needle into vein. Performer
pulls back slightly to check for
blood;removes any tourniquet,and then
injects a small amount of the contras
medium. Leaves needle in place and
observes patient for immediate re-
action.

11.

If

If performer J.E, to proceed with in-

travenous infusion of the contrast
solution, performer either disCon-
nects IV tubing from saline bottle
and connects to prepared IV bottle
containing contrast medium, or sets
up IV apparatus as follows:

a. Sets Up IV stand near patient. At-
taches bottle of prepared contrast
solution to sterile IV tubing.
Hangs at appropriate height on
pole near patient with clamp in
closed position.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 444

This is page 4 of 6 for this task.

List Elements

b. Prepares patient for insertion of
IV needle by exposing vein selected,
applying tourniquet, and swabbing
site with antiseptic solution.

c. Inserts IV needle with sterile loop
attached. May tape needle into posi-
tion, immobilize limb; removes
tourniquet.

d. Runs fluid through tubing to check
flow and remove air. Attaches loop
of neeale to IV tubing.

e. Performer may-allow a small amount
of the contrast solution to flow in
tube as test dose. Reclamps and ob-
serves patient for immediate reac-
tion.

12. If patient has a severe reaction to
the contrast medium (at any point in
the procedure) such as cardiac arrest,
anaphylactic shock (exaggerated nega-
tive reaction to the foreign sub-
stance), bronchospasm or laryngospasm
(stricture of bronchial tubes or lar-
ynx), hypotension (drop in blood pres-
sure), cyanosis (bluish discoloration
due to excessive concentration of re-
duced hemoglobin in blood), urticaria
(vascular skin reaction), or violent
sneezing, performer proceeds at once
with emergency life support or meas-
ures to control the reaction:

a. Performer determines the severity
of the condition by P.stening for
heartbeat, respiration; may check
blood pressure; may take EKG read-
ing, using equipment on emergency
cart.

b. Depending on the symptoms, perform-
er.may carry out any or all of the
following emergency procedures us-
ing equipment on emergency cart:
i) May administer oxygen or air

using oxygen tank and mask or
ambu Lag; may clear airway us-
ing finger or tongue blade.

ii) May decide to establish an air
way by using a laryugoscope(to

List E1emells.141/
mmigi=wmam

view larynx) and inserting an
endotracheal tube. May perfocm
tracheostamy by cutting opening
into traClea ana inserting a
tube.

iii) May apply closed chest cardiac
massage.

iv).Depending on EKG results,may
apply defibrillator by select-
ing watt seconds, applying, and
raising watt seconds until ef-
fective.

v) Depending on EKG results may
administer a prepared intra-
cardial injection of a heart
stimulant.

vi) May decide on aad administer IV
infusion.

vii) When patient has been revived,
performer reassures patient,
records,reaction to the contras
medium and what was done on pa-
tient's chart. Notifies appro-
priate medical staff; orders
aftercare as appropriate; has
patient transported to appro-
priate location.

viii) Terminates procedure by notify-
ing appropriate staff.

c. If performer judges that patient
displays a strong (but not emer-
gency) allergic reaction:
i) Yerformer may order and admin-

ister a cortico-steroid or an
antihistamine.

ii) Performer decides whether the
reaction is sufficiently con-
trolled to proceed.

iii) If performer decides to ter-
minate, performer records de-
tails of patient's reaction and
care on patient's chart and re-
quisition form. Explains to any
accompany adult that patient is
allergic to the contrast solu-
tion (i.e. iodine-based solu-
tion). Terminates procedure by
notifying appropriate staff.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 444

This is par3e 5 oi 6 for this task.

List Elements Full/

13. If there is no immediate adverse reac-
tion to the preliminary dose, performer
continues with.the procedure:

a. With in ection, performer injects
the full dose slowly. Removes nee-
dle. Performer swabs puncture area.
Compresses, using gauze, and ap-
plies pressure for appropriate
amount of time. May cover puncture
with bandaid or have this done.

b. With infusion,performer adjusts flow
in tube for rapid drip. Checks on
patient while infusion is in pro-
gress.

14. With inferior vena cavography, perform-
er proceeds as follows depending on
whether AP projection (with patient on
back) will be involved or both AP and
lateral views (with patient on side)
are to be taken:

a. Performer applies tourniquets
around each thigh to allow a concen-
tration of the contrast medium to
reach the inferior vena cava all at
once; and to decrease the flow of
blood from the opposite common
iliac vein.

b. For single view with patient in su-
pine position, performer allows a
major portion of the contrast to be
injected rapidly into leg vein.
i) Removes tourniquet on the in-

jected side, and, in a continu-
ous process, injects the remaind
er of the contrast solution.

ii) Orders overhead (AP) film.
c. For multiple views performer first

has patient in supine position:
0 Allows an appropriate portion of

of the contrast to be injected
rapidly into the leg vein.

ii) Removes tourniquet on the in-
jected side, and, in a continu-
ous process, injects an appro-
priate additional amount of the
contrast solution.

List Elements Full

iii) Orders overhead (AP) film.
iv) Replaces tourniquet and has pa-

tient placed on side for lat-
eral filming.

v) Repeats partial filling, re-
moval of tourniquet, injection
of remainder of contrast dose
and overhead filming for second
(lateral) projection as de-
scribed above.

15. After the injection of the contrast
solution has been completed, perform-
er orders radiographs at appropriatel
timed intervals:

a. Performer specifies which films
are togbe taken and whether there
are to be voiding urethrograms

-and/or post voiding films. Checks
that patient is properly shielded.

b. If performer decides to order or
has request for any non-routine
views or variations in the proce-
dure or patient positioning, in-
dicates these to technologist.
May write special requests on re-
quisition sheet if not already en-
tered.

16. Performer remains on call in case of
delayed reaction during radiographic
examination. If there is a delaYed
serious reaction, performer proceeds
with emergency care as described
above.

17. Performer looks at inferior vena
cavograms and IVP's as each series is

processed. Places on view boxes in ap
propriate sequence. Notes the concen-
tration of the contrast medium.

a. With inferior vena cavograms notes
the extent to which the inferior
vena cava is distorted,displaced,
or obstructed.

b. Determines whether the radiographs
are technically adequate to demon-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 444

This is page 6. of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

strate the area and condition un-
der study and provide sufficient in-
formation to make possible a compe7
tent medical interpretation. Per-
former may ask opinion of another
radiologist.

c. Performer decides to order, addi-
tional views, a change in the tech-
nical factors, or to'introducc ad-
ditional.contrast Medium only in ex-
treme circumstances. If so, perform-
er informs technologist of what is
reeded; may record. Repeats appro-
priate steps. Performer examines ad-
ditional radiographs as described
above.

d. May order immediate food and/or
liquid for very young patient.

e. Performer decides whether to order
delayed radiographs when all the
standard series have been reviewed,
based on the information already
available on the radiographs, the
way in which the patient responded
to the procedure, the patient's con-
dition, and his or her cumulative
exposure.

18. When the performer has determined that
the examination has been completed,
returns to patient; reassures and re-
moves any IV apparatus and tourniquet.
Has subordinates terminate the proce-
dure. Had-appropriate sanitary clean
up procedures carried out.

19. Records impressions of procedure on
patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated .procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up rec-

ommended.
d. May sign chart or requisition sheet.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 445

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

. What is the out.ut of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decisions made on wh:;ther to go ahead with proce-
dure,type and amount of contrast medium to use; pro
cedure explained and pt. reassured;catheterization
of pt. arranged;drip of contrast solution,pre-void-
ing,voiding and post-voiding films ordered;final set
of radiographs approved; delayed films and follow-up
care ordered; urine obtained and medical impressions
recorded; MD informed of emergency signs.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in-
formation on a pediatric patient
scheduled for retrograde voiding
cystourethrography (radiography
of the bladder and urethra after
contrast medium has been intro-
duced through a catheter).

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-
iar with the case or to re-
view materials seen earlier
(in consultation). Notes pa-
tient's age and sex,the reas-
ons for ordering the proce-
dure, and suspected condi-
tions. Notes whether a prior
study has been done, such as
excretory urography.

a. Performer reviews relevant
medical information and
nature of the study re-
quested by referring phy-
sician. Notes whether
there may be a problem
with reflux of urine from
b ladder into ureters or
ificomplete emptying of
bladder. Reviews results
of earlier examinations.
Views prior radiographs on
view boxes and examines

. problem areas. Notes pos-
sible need for non-stand-
ard views depending on the
suspected pathology or
condition.

b. Checks to see that an au-
thorized adult has signed
a consent for the proce-
dure. If not, delays exam-
ination until this is

OR-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in performin: this task? (Note

if only_ certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form and pt.'s chart; scout films;
view boxes;prepared sterile procedure tray with ma-
terials,sikinges,IV bottle and tubing,radiopaque
contrast solution,ascending Lipiodol;IV stand;pro-
tective lead garments;emergency cart;catheter (al-
ready inserted); pen; phone; immobilization devices;
pediatric chair; order forms

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . . (X) No...( )

es to . Name t e ina o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Pediatric pt.to have retrograde cystourethrography;
referring MD;attending pediatrician;radiologist;radi-
ologic technologist;nursing and clerical personnel;
accompanying adult

.
Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tiona 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting retrograde voiding cystourethrography of
pediatric patient by deciding whether to go ahead;
reassuring patient; having patient catheterized; se-
lecting contrast solution; instilling contrast medi-
um through catheter with drip; ordering pre-voiding
radiographs; having patient void; ordering voiding
and post-voiding radiographs; deciding when examine-
tion is completed by viewing radiographs; ordering
delayed films; recording medical impressions and
needed nursing follow-up; reporting emergency signs
to MD.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet.:Je)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 445

This is page 2 of 4 for this task..

List Elements Full

obtained or decides to obtain person-
ally.

c. Performer notes whether patient has
received any prior medication or
sedation.

d. May call referring physician to dis-
cuss or to obtain additional informa-
tion.

. Unless already done, performer orders
ecout films in appropriate positions

r and examines on view boxes when ready:

Performer considers whether the scout
films adequately demonstrate the organs
under study. If not, indicates changes
needed in technical factors or patient
positioning to technologist, or records
on requisition sheet.

Performer greets patient and any accom-
panying adult in examination room. At-
tempts to reassure; explains what will
be done. May question adult about pa-
tient's symptoms in relation to the con
dition being studied. May collect addi-
tional medical history. Answers pa-
tient's and adult's questions.

4. Performer considers whether there are
contraindications to going ahead with
the procedure. May have pediatrician
called to discuss patient's current
condition and further steps.

a. Performer decides whether to proceed
or not based on assessment of
patient's current condition and
scout films.

b. If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommenda-
tions on patient's chart. Informs
appropriate co-worker of cancella-
tion and has patient returned to
room. If appropriate, orders resched
uling of patient or scheduling for
alternative procedure.

415

List Elements Full

. If performer decides to proceed, and
if patient is able to'understand, per-
former explains what will be involved,
and that patient will be asked to hold
urine or urinate at certain times.
Performer may demonstrate the equip-
ment to allay fears and enlist cooper-
ation.

Performer decides on the contrast med-
ium to use based on the suspected
pathology. May order ascending Lipio-
dal in addition to contrast medium if
patient may have a problem of incom-
plete emptying of bladder.

a. Orders appropriate amount of con-
trast medium and has this prepared
in IV bottle. May have this warmed
and shaken. Has bottle hung on IV
pole near patient with tubing
clamped.

b. Performer decides on the size of
the catheter to use and orders.

c. Performer has patient prepared for
the examination;

i) Has patient void prior to the
examination.
Performer may have patient
catheterized after voiding or
may decide to do personally
(or do part of the procedure,
such as inflating, catheter
balloon).

iii) May have residual urine col-
lected, measured and prepared
for laboratory examination, or
may decide to do pereOnally.

. When informed that the patient and
equipment are ready, performer checks
that all the materials needed and
emergency cart are present.

a. Checks amount of contrast material
in IV bottle and that it is proper-
ly hung aear patient.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 445

This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

b. Checks that the patient has been
properly immobilized and positioned
for the filling of the bladder. Has
any needed changes or adjustments 13.

made.
c; Performer dons protective lead gar-

ments when appropriate. Makes sure
persons in the examination room are
properly shielded.

8. If performer is to study inadequate
bladder emptying, performer may inject
an appropriate amount of ascending Lip- 14.
iodol through the catheter inserted in
the patient's bladder.

9. Performer commences the filling of the 15.

patient's bladder with the contrast
solution:

a. Runs contrast fluid through IV tub-
ing to check flow and remove air;
clamps; attaches catheter to IV tub-.
ing, unclamps, and adjusts flow to 16.

the desired rate of drip. Reassures
patient.

b. May order radiographs as filling is
underway. Examines as soon as proc-
essed to check whether there is re-
flux of the contrast medium. 17.

10. Performer judges when the patient's
bladder is full. May have patient re-
port when he or she has the desire tb
void as an indication. Has catheter
clamped off. Records the amount of
solution instilled into patient's blad-
der.

11. Performer orders an overhead radiograph
with the patient supine and with the
catheter clamped.

12. Performer has equipment prepared for
voiding radiographs. May order one
quarter format radiographs so that the
effect of a multiple changer can be ob-
tained. May specify that ureters are

to be visualized if there is a prob-
lem of reflux.

Performer has patient positioned so
that urine can be caught.in a bag or
receptacle. Has buckey tray posi-
tioned so that performer can time ex-
posures from the point that voiding
starts(ao that'the dasired number of
exposures can be made-at appropriate
intervals during voiding).

Performer removes catheter before
voiding by allowing water-to flow out
of balloon and removing catheter.

Performer encourages patient to void.
May apply manual pressure to abdomen.
Encourages patient to produce a long
stream. Indicates to radiologic tech-
nologist when to start taking over- .

head films.

As soon as the voiding has been com-
.pleted, performer orders post-voiding
films as required (may include blad-
der and kidneys). Records the amount
of urine obtained or has this done.

Performer looks at the series of ra-
diographs on view boxes as soon as
they are processed, in appropriate
order:

a. Determines whether the radiographs
are technically adequate to demon-
strate the area and condition under
study and provide sufficient infor-
mation to make possible a competent
medical interpretation.

b. If incomplete voiding has occurred,
performer may request patient to
void again as needed. Repeats post-
voiding radiography.

c. Performer may have additional views
taken. If so, explains to radior.
logic technologist what additional
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 4

Task Code No. 445

of 4 for this task..

List Elements rmll List Elements Fully

views are to be taken and reviews
these as above.

18. Throughout procedure performer observes
patient for signs of adverse reaction
to procedure. May decide to provide
emergency care.

19. Performer determines whether delayed
films are necessary, based on the evi-
dence on the radiographs. Notes especi-
ally whether residual urine remains in
the bladder following multiple void-
ings. If delayed films are to be or-
dered, performer may fill in x-ray re-
quisition sheet and sign.

20. When performer has determined that the
examination has been completed, per-
former returns to patient. Reassures.
Informs subordinates that procedure is
to be terminated. Has appropriate sani-
tary clean up procedures carried out.

21. If performer judges that any-emergency
signs are in evidence, performer noti7
fies patient's physician. Notifies phy-
sician of preliminary findings if so
requested.

22. Performer may reeord impressions of
procedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up recom-

mended and delayed films ordered.
d. May sign chart or requisition sheet.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 446

This is page 1 of 6 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decisions made on whether to go ahead and on tech-
nique;syringe filled with contrast material;syringe
or catheter inserted and orifice occluded;contrast
material injected under fluoroscopic control;spot
films taken;overhead films ordered;radiographs as-
sessed;multiple tracts injected and radiographed;
complete set of radiographs approved;contrast med-
ium removed if appropriate;medical impressions,fol-
low-up recommendations recorded.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical infor-
mation for a patient scheduled
for radiography of any external
fistula or sinus tract includ-
ing wounds and external fistulas
not covered by regular special
procedures.(Includes abnormal
tracts leading from a mucous
membrane to the skin or from the
ski n to a deep seated focus of
suppuration (pus formation).)

1. Performer reviews the pa-
tient's requisition form and
relevant medical information
to become familiar with the
case or to review material
seen earlier.

Performer notes the patient's
age and sex and the nature of
the occurrence of the sinus
tract or fistula,including
the surrounding circumstances.
Performer may have referring
physician called and discusses
case.

Performer reviews any current
radiographs to become famil-
iar with evidence on the loca-
tion of the fistula or sinus
tract and any information on
the number of openings. Ex-
amines radiographs on view
boxes. Notes any orders on
pre-examination procedures to
be carried out by patient at
home or in hospital; checks
whether these have been fol-
lowed. Notes whether any se-
dation or analgesic prescrib-
ed has been administered and
when. Notes any recommenda-
tions on technique. Notes

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition torm and pt.'s medical chart; pen;
scout film;view boxes;sterile tray with sterile tow-
els,antiseptic and sterile solutions,gloves,swabs,
lubricant,syringes,catheters,blunt needle or conical
nozzle,gauze or millipore filter,butterfly sutures,
tape,scissors,water soluble or iodized oil contrast;
tilt table;fluoroscope,spot film device,TV monitor;
sterile gown,gloves;protective lead shielding;recep-
tacle;clamp;lead markers;emergenc cart

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes... tjL_ No...

4. If "Yes- to q. 3: Name the kinZ-Tif recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

ny pt. to have radiography of external fistula;ac-
companying adult;referring liD;radiologic technolo-
gist;nursing personnel

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting radiography of external fistula or sinus

tract of any pt. by deciding whether to go ahead;ex-

amining;deciding on technique;inserting and/or at-

taching syringe or catheter for injection of con-

trast medium using sterile procedure;fitting co oc-

clude orifice;injecting contrast medium into tract

under fluoroscopic control;spot filming sequential-

ly;ordering overhead films;assessing radiographs and

deciding on double contrast;infecting multiple
tracts;deciding when examination is complete by

viewing radiographs;removing contrast material;re-

cording medical impressions,needed nursing follow-u
6. Check ere if this

is a master sheet..(K
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET continued)

Task Code No. 446

This is page .2 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

records on how patient tolerated any
previous radiographic studies; notes
whether patient has history of allergy
to iodine based contrast medium. Notes
whether female may be pregnant, whether
patient has an infectious or communi-
cable condition, and any other relevant
medical information such as infection,.
anomalies, or inflammation at the site
of the opening(s). Notes results of any
recent lab tests.

If orders for any prior procedures have
not been carried out, performer arranges
to have them done or has procedure re-
scheduled.

Checks to see that patient or an auth-
orized adult has signed consent for pro-
cedure. If not signed, postpones pro-
cedure until a consent is obtained or
decides to obtain personally.

. Performer greets any non-infant patient
and/or accompanying adult in examination
roam. Attempts to reassure and explains
what will be done. Indicates whether the
procedure may be painful. Attempts to
alleviate fears and develop confidence.
Indicates how patient or adult can co-
operate. Answers questions.

a. Performer may question patient or
adult about symptoms in relation to
the condition being studied..May col-
lect additional medical history;de-
termines whether female patient of
reproductive age may be pregnant.

b. If appropriate, performer may.request
that patient or authorized adult sign
consent form for the proCedure. Ex-
plains the dangers of the procedure
and the contingencies involved. (Doe
not proceed unless there is a consent
for procedure.)

c. Performer may decide to examine pa-
tient.' If so, has patient placed or
lie on examination table in position

appropriate for examination of the
fistula or sinus tract. Performer
examines the opening(s) of the fis-
tula or sinus tract; notes whether
there is swelling, tenderness, in-
flamation, and drainage of pus or
other secretion. Notes number of
openings which may be involved.

d. Performer checks that the patient
is properly shielded and orders a
scout film of the area under study.

Performer views scout film on view
box..Evaluates whether the techni-
cal factors and patient position
are appropriate to produce satis-
factory radiographs. If not, indi-

'cates to technologist what adjust-
ments are needed.

Performer also notes the appearance
of the organs involved and whether
there is obstruction by gas, feces
or overlying organs. If so, per-
former indicates what is needed,
if anything.

. Performer considers whether there have
been changes in the patient's condi-
tion since the decision was made to
do the procedure that are contraindi-
cations to going.ahead. May have spe-
cialist or clinician called; discusses
patient's current condition. Decides
whether to proceed or not based on
assesament'of patient's current con-
dition and any discussion.

If the decision is not to ptoceed,may
record reasons and any recOmmendations
on patient's chart. If appropriate,
orders rescheduling of patient or
scheduling for alternative procedure.

. If. the decision-is to proceed, per-
former-Makes final decision on the
contrast medium to use(air,water solu-
ble solution or iodized oil). Decides
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET.(continued)

Task Code No. 446

This is page 3 of 6 for this ask.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

on the technique to use to fill the
tract with contrast and occlude the
orifice of the tract such as (a) sy-
ringe with plugged needle or cone tenni
nal, (b) syringe with thin Teflon or
polyethylene catheter, and (c) simple
or bulb catheter. Performer considers
the size of the openings, the suspected
distance of the primary site from the
orifice, the number of openings, and
the location of the sinus or fistula.
Performer may decide to use butterfly
sutures to hold catheter in place.

Performer informs appropriate co-work-
ers of decisions; order materials and
has patient, materials and equipment
prepared. Has technical factors set for
fluoroscopy. If spot filming equipment
uses cassettes, has cassette inserted.
Chooses full, half, or quarter format
and sets as appropriate. (If roll film
attachment, checks that attachment is
loaded with film or has this done.)

Performer dons protective lead garments
and sterile gown, mask, and gloves when
appropriate.

. Wben informed that patient and equip-
ment are ready, performer checks
whether patient has been properly pre-
pared.

a. Checks that all materials needed,:
are present, that emergency care'is
present.

b. Checks tbat patient has been prop-
erly shielded, immobilized, and
positioned on x-ray table. May de-
cide to immobilize personally.

c. Has any needed changes or adjust-
ments made.

d. Checks that anyone remaining in room
ie,próperly shielded.

6. Performer has the orifice(s) to be
entered and the surrounding tissues
cleansed with antiseptic solution or

IMMIS

decides to ,do this personally. En7
sures that sterile procedures are fol-
lowed throughout-procedure.

. Performer prepares syringe with con-
trast medium:

a. With iodized oil, may have this'
heated to appropriate temperature.

b. With water soluble .contrast or io-
dized oil, performer fills sterile
syringe by ejecting air and drawing
up appropriate amount of the medium
into syringe.

c. With air contrast, performer places
sterile gauze or millipore filter
on tip of empty,sterile syringe and
pulls back until proper amount of
air has entered.

d. Lays prepared syringe on sterile
tray.

8. If a syringe with a-plugged needle or
cone terminal is to be used,performer
attaches a blunt conical nozzle or
blunt needle_to the syringe. In-
serts the syringe in the orifice so
that the nozzle or hub of the syringe
will effectively occlude the orifice
without backflaw from the external
opening after the contrast is injected

. If a syringe with a thin Teflon or
polyethylene catheter is to be used,
performer secures a sterile catheter
to the syringe by means of an adaptor
if necessary:

a. The performer gently probes the
extent of the sinus tract or fis-
tula by advancing the catheter as
far as it will travel. Performer
may check that the catheter is not
lodged in a blind pocket by moving
the catheter in several directions
until the catheter has entered to
its maximum extent.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 446

This is page 4 of 6 for this task.

List Elements FullT

b. The performer may note the presence
of several tracts with a common ori7
fice. If so,explores all the tracts.
Performer may decide to inject con-
trast in all the tracts by catheter-
izing sequentially.

c. Once the catheter is in Place, per-
former makes sure that the orifice
is properly occluded.

1 . If a bulb catheter is to be used, per-
former has sterile catheter checked for
defects. Performer inserts catheter
gently using sterile procedure:

a. Picks up appropriate size catheter
and lubricates it with sterile lub-
ricant. May clamp off the drainage
lumen.

b. Inserts lubricated tip in orifice
with gentle, steady pressure for
appropriate distance. Allows any
draining fluid to flow out into
receptacle through catheter.

c. Performer attaches syringe with air
or sterile water to balloon lumen
and inflates the catheter balloon
(which inflates insidr4 orifice).

d. Performer checks that amount of air
or water in the balloon is suffic-"
ient to provide a snug fit and hold
the catheter in place without a
backflow of the contrast medium.
Gently tugs the catheter to see if
it is secure. Performer adjusts the
amount of air or water in the bal-
loon until this is accomplished.

e. When catheter is being held in
place performer clamps off the
lumen and disconnects the syringe.
Inserts a self-sealing device in
balloon lumen if available. Per-
former attaches syringe with con-
trast medium to the catheter.

1 . If performer decides to suture the
catheter in place after it has been
inserted, performer uses sterile "but-

411110.,

List Elements Fully._

terfly" sutures. Places these so that
they adhere to catheter and the out-
side skin of the orifice, thus oc-
cluding the orifice.

12. When the syringe containing the air or
contrast solution is attached to the
catheter or held in place at the open-
ing of the orifice, performer prepares
to inject the contrast medium under
fluoroscopic control:

a. Performer positions the overhead
fluoroscope unit over the patient
and positions patient so that the
area under study will be shown most
effectively on the TV monitor.. Per-
former may have lights in room dim-
med. Activates fluoroscope. Per-
former adjusts unit until the open-
ing of the fistula or sinus tract
is visible on the TV monitor.

b. Performer slowly injects the con-
trast medium from the syringe into
the tract (through the catheter if
one is in use). Maintains enough
pressure to distend the cavity.

c. Performer observes the filling on
the TV monitor and takes sequential
spot films during the filling. Ac-
tivates spot film attachment and
x-ray foot pedal as appropriate.
If cassette attachment, may have
technologist remove cassette as
spots are snapped and insert ad-
ditional cassettes, or does so
personally.

d. Performer continues to fill the
cavity and observe on the TV moni-
tor. Performer may move the patient
on the table, the table, or the
fluoroscope unit to obtain appro-
priate.projections. Performer con-
tinues with filling and spot film-
ing until the structures and the
origin of the tract are delineated.
Determin6s when fluoroscopy is com-
pleted.

4.21



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

ist Elements Full

Task Code No. 446

This is page 5 of 6 for this task.
*

e. Performer may order overhead film(s)
If so, indicates to radiologic tech-
nologist what views to take.

13. Performer has initial spot films and
radiographs processed at once and has
them placed in sequence on view boxes
as soon as they are ready:

a. Performer checks for technical qual-
ity, and notes whether there is any
need to adjust technical factors or
have the patient's position ad-
justed. Determines whether the ra-
diographs are technically adequate
to demonstrate the area and condi-
tion under study and provide suf-
ficient information to make possible
a competent medical interPretation.

b. Performer notes whether filling of
the tract is adequate, whether there
is need to inject additional con-
trast. Performer decides whether to
reinject and repeat some views, re-
inject and take additional views. If
appropriate, decides whether to in-
ject into additional tracts or open-
ings. May decide to reinject with
air to obtain double contrast radio-
graphs after use of positive con-
trast material.

c. If performer decides to reinject,
repeats appropriate steps including
spot filming. May order overhead
films after fluoroscopy as appro-
priate.

d. If performer decides to inject in
other openings or tracts leading
from a single opening, performer
repeats catheterization and injec-
tion steps as appropriate; retains
the catheters used for each orifice
to mark the tracts. Performer may
have multiple orifices marked with
lead numbers for later identifica-
tion on the radiographs.

e. If performer decides on a double
contrast study, performer may re-

!MIL
List Elements Fully

move the positive contrast medium
(such as iodized oil) as described
in step 16. Reinjects with air us-
ing air-filled syringe as described
above.

f. Performer evaluates later spot
films and radiographs as described
above. Repeats appropriate steps.

14. Throughout the procedure the performer
remains alert for possible adverse re-
actions to the procedure. May decide
to provide emergency care.

15. Performer decides and indicates to
radiologic technologist when the ra-
diographic examination is completed.
May decide to order delayed films. If
so, may fill out requisition sheet and
sign.

16. If the contrast material requires re-
moval, performer returns to the pa-
tient:

a. Reassures and explains what will
happen.

b. Performer attaches empty syringe
to each injection catheter (or in-
serts in each orifice) sequential-
ly.

c. Performer raises the inclination
of the table and pulls back on-the
syringe plunger so that the con-
trast medium drains out by gravity
and aspiration. Performer may note
progress by looking at the image
of the medium on the TV monitor.
Performer determines when the med-
ium has been appropriately removed.

17. Performer gently removes any "butter-
fly" sutures and any catheters insert
ed. Indicates that procedure has been
completed. Has appropriate sanitary
clean'up procedures carried out.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SKEET (continued)

Task Code No. 446

This-is page 6 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

18. If performer judges that any emer-
gency signs are in evidence, perform-
er notifies patient's physician at
once. If so requested, may report re-
sults at once to referring physician.

19. Performer may record impressions of
procedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up

recommended.
d. May sign chart or requisition

sheet.



TASK _DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 447

This is page 1 of 5 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decisions made on whether to go ahead, and on tech-
nique; syringe filled with'contrast material; sy-
ringe or catheter inserted and orifice occluded;con-
trast material injected under fluoroscopic control;
spot films taken; overhead films ordered; radio-
graphs assessed; multiple openings injected and ra-
diographed; complete set of radiographs approved;
contrast medium removed if appropriate; medical im-
pressions, follow-up recommendations recorded.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in-
formation for a pediatric pa-
tient scheduled for vaginography
in connection with an intersex
condition (having one or more
contradictions of the morpholog-
ical criteria of sex) and ambig-
uity of anatomical structures.

,

1. Performer reviews the pa-
tient's requisition form and
relevant medical information
to,become familiar with the
case or to review material
seen earlier.

a. Performer reviews any
clinical information rele-
vant to the case. Perform-
er studies any current ra-
diographs on view boxes.
Performer notes patient's
age and any information on
the patient's anatomical
structures and orifices in
the genital area.

b. Notes any recommendations
made.on technique. Notes
whether patient has a com-
municable condition and
any other relevant medical
information such as infec-
tion or inflammation in

Notes

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form and pt.'s medical chart; pen;
scout film;view boxes; sterile tray with sterile tow
els, antiseptic and sterile solutions, gloves, swabs,
lubricant,syringes,catheters,adaptor,conic al nozzle,
gauze or millipore filter;emergency cart;water solu-
ble or iodized oil contrast;tilt table;fluoroscope
with spot film device and TV monitor; sterile gar-
ments,protective lead garments;shielding;lead marker-

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( X No...

777T" 'es to q. Name t e ins o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition

_
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any pediatric patient with intersex condition; accom
panying adult; referring MD; pediatrian; radiolog-
ic technologist; nursing personnel

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
the genital area.
results of any recent lab
tests.

c. Checks to see that an
authorized adult hes
signed consent for proce-
dure. If not, postpones
procedure until a consent
is obtained or decides to
obtain personally.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting vaginography of pediatric pt. for inter-
sex condition by deciding whether to go ahead; exam-

ining;deciding on technique;insercing and/or attach-

ing syringe or catheter for injection of contrast
medium using sterile procedures;injecting contrast
medium into opening(s) under fluoroscopic control;

spot filming sequentially and ordering overhead

films;assessing radiographs and deciding on double
contrast,injection of multiple openingsOeciding
when examination is complete by viewing radiogaphs;'

removing contrast material;recording medical impres-

sions and needed nursing follow-up.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 447

This is page 2 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Fully

Performer greets any non-infant patient
and/or accompanying adult in examination
room. Attempts to reassure and explains
what will be done. Attempts to alleviate
fears and develop confidence. Indicates
how patient or adult can cooperate. An-
swers questions.

a. Performer may question patient or
adult about symptoms in relation to
the condition being studied. May Col-
lect additional medical history.

b. Performer makes sure that all indi-
viduals to be in contact with a neo-
nate patient are following proper
sanitary procedures. Dons lead pro-
tective garments and sterile gown,
mask, and gloves when appropriate.

c. If appropriate, performer may request
that authorized adult sign consent
form for the procedure. (Does not
proceed unless there is a consent for
procedure.)

. Performer proceeds with preliminary ex-
amination of patient:

a. Has 'patient placed and positioned on
examination table with genital area
exposed.

b. Using sterile technique, performer
examines the genital area and ex-
plores any openings that are evident.
Performer considers which of the op-
enings should be injected with con-
trast medium to visualize the inter-
nal structures.

c. Notes whether there is swelling, ten
derness, inflamation, and drainage
of pus or other secretion at any of
the openings.

d. Performer orders scout film of the
genital area. Examines on view box
when ready. Performer evaluates
whether the technical factors and
patient position used have pzoduced
satisfactory radiograph. If not, in-
dicates to technol*gist what changes
are needed.

ciii11711.MMOt

List Elements Fully.

e. Performer also notes e appearance
of the organs involvedand whether
there is obstructiOlVby gas; feces
or overlying organs47jf an, indi-
cates what shOuld be aone to cor-
rect, if anything.

- Performer considers whether there have
been changes in the patient's condi-
tion since the decision was made to do
the procedure that are contraindica-
tions to going ahead. May have pedia-
trician or clinician called; discusses
patient's current condition. Decides
whether to proceed or not based on as-
sessment of patient's current condi-
tion and any discussion.

If the decision is not to proceed, may
record reasons and any recommendations
on patient's chart. If appropriate,
orders rescheduling of patient or
scheduling for alternative procedure.

. If the decision is to proceed, per-
former makes final decision on the'con
trast medium (water soluble or oil).
Performer determines whether to inject
more than one opening simultaneously
or sequentially. Decides on technique
to use to inject, depending on the
size of the orifice(s). Chooses syring
with hub or cone terminal, or thin
polyethylene catheter,possibly equippe
with adkItor. Chooses appropriate
sizes for the materials.

6. Perfcrmer informs appropriate co-
workers of decisions; has patient,
materials and equipment prepared.
Has technical faccorsaet for flu-
oroscopy. If spot filming equipment
uses cassettes, has cassette insert-
ed. Chooses full, half, or quarter
format and sets as appropriate. (If
roll film attachment, checks that at-
tachment is loaded with film or has
this done.)

.1111



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 3

Task Code No. 447

5 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements pull

When informed that patient and equipment
are ready, perf.::-..mer checks whether pa-

tient has been properly prepared:

a. Checks that all materials needed are
present, that emrrgency cart is pres-
ent.

b. Checks that patient has been properly
shielded, iamobilized, and positioned
on x-ray table. Oay decide to iamobil
ize personally.

c. Has any needed changes or adjustments
made.Checks fur-Shielding of staff.

d. Reassures or comforts patient.

8. Performer has the orifice(s) to be en-
tered and the surrounding tissues
cleansed with.antiseptic solution or de-
cides to do this personally. Ensures
that sterile procedures are followed
throughout procedure.

9. Performer prepares syringe with contrast
medium. Performer fills sterile syringe
by ejecting air and drawing up appropri-
ate amount of the medium into syringe'.
Lays prepared syringe on sterile tray.

10.If a syringe with cone terminal is to be
used, performer attaches a blunt conical
nozzle to the syringe and inserts the
syringe into the orifice su that the
nozzle or hub of the syringe will effec
tively occlude the orifice without-back
flow from the external opening after th
contrast is injected.

11.If a syringe with a thin Teflon or poly-
ethylene catheter is to be used, per-
former secures a sterile catheter to the
syringe by means of an adaptor.

a. Applies sterile lubricant to..t1.1) if

necessary.
b. The performer gently probes the ex-

tent of the opening by advancing the
catheter as far as it will travel
easily. If performer thinks that the

catheter is lodged in a blind pock
et, moves the catheter in several
directions until the catheter has
been entered to its maximum extent.
May decide to opacify.

c. The performer may note the presence
of several tracts with a common
orifice. If so, explores all the
tracts. Performer may decide to
inject contrast in all the tracts
by catheterizing sequentially.

d. Once the catheter is in place, per
former makes sure that the orifice
is properly occluded.

12. When the syringe containing the con-
trast solution is attached to the
catheter or held-in place at the open-
ing of the orifice, performer prepares
to inject the contrast medium under
fluoroscopic control:

a. Performer positions the overhead
fluoroscope unit over the patient
and positions patient so that.the
area under study will be shown
most effectively on the TV monitor.
Performer my have lights in room
dimmed. Activates fluoroscope. Per-
former adjsts unit until the open-
ing (and catheter) is visible on
the TV monitor-.

b. Performer slowly injects the con-
trast medium from the syringe into
the tract (through the catheter if
one is in use). Maintains enough
pressure to distend the cavity.

c. Performer observes the filling on
the TV monitor and takes sequential
spot films during the filling. Ac-
tivates spot film attachment and
x-ray foot pedal as appropriate. If
cassette attachment, may have tech-
nologist remove cassette as spots
are snapped and insert additional
cassettes, or does so personally.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 447

This is page 4 of 5 for this task.

L ist Elements Fully List Elements Fully

d. Performer continues to fill the cav-
ity and observe on the TV monitor.
Performer may move the patient on
the table, the table, or the fluor-
oscope unit to obtain appropriate
projections. Performer continues
with filling and spot filming until
the internal structures are deline-
ated.

e. Performer may order overoead
film(s). If so, indicates to radio-
logic technologist what views to

take.

13. Performer has initial spot films and
radiographs processed at once and has
them placed in sequence on view boxes
as soon as they are ready:

a. Performer checks for technical qual-
ity, and notes whether there is any
need to adjust technical factors or
have the patient's position ad-
justed. Determines whether the ra-
diographs are technically.adequate
to demonstrate the organs under
study and provide sufficient infor-
mation to make possible a competent
medical interpretation,

b': Performer notes whether the internal
structures have been properly delin-
eated, whether there is evidence
that the contrast solution has not
provided adequate filling, whether
there is need to inject additional
contrast. Performer decides whether
to reinjeci and repeat some views
and/or take additional projections.

c. If the performer will inject addi-

tional openings,performer decides
whether to leave any catheter al-
ready inserted in place and cathe-
terize another orifice or whether
to catheterize and inject sequenti-

ally.
d. If performer decides to reinject,

repeats appropriate steps including

mearvaaNWIIIMMIIIIIVILI

*
spot filming. May order overhead
films after fluoroscopy as appro-
priate.

e. If performer decides to inject in

other openings or tracts leading
from a single opening, performer
repeats catheterization and injec-
tion steps ab appropriate; retains
the catheters used for each ori-
fice to mark the tracts (or re-
moves each catheter after radio-

graphing before the next orifice
is injected, as decided). Repeats
appropriate steps as described
above.

Performer may have multiple ori-
fices marked with lead numbers for
later identification on the radio-

graphs.
f. Performer evaluates later spot

films and radiographs as described
above. Repeats appropriate sceps
until satisfied that there is suf-
ficient information on the pa-
tient's genital structures.

14. Throughout the procedure the perform-

er remains alert for possible adverse

reactions to the procedure. May de-
cide to provide emergency care.

15. Performer decides and indicates to
radiologic technologist when the ra-
diographic examination is complete.

16. If the contrast material requires re-
moval, performer returns to the pa-

tient and comforts or reassures:

a. Performer attaches empty syringe

to each injection catheter (or in-

serts in each orifice) sequenti-

ally.
b. Performer adjusts the inclination

of the table and pulls back on the
syringe plunger so that the con-
trast medium drains out by gravit
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full
.11111=MMII

Task Code No. 447

This is page 5 of 5 for this task.

and aspiration. Performer may note
progress by looking at the image of
the medium on the TV monitor. Per-
former determines when the medium
has been appropriately removed.

17. Performer gently removes any catheters
inserted. Indicates that procedure has
been completed; orders appropriate san-
itarx clean up procedures. Sees that
patient is allowed to void if appropri-
ate.

18. If performer judges that any emergency
signs are in evidence, performer noti-
fiea patient's physician at once. If so

requested, may report results at once
to referring physician.

19. Performer may record impressions of pro
cedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up recom-

mended.
d. May sign chart or requisition sheet.

List Elements Full
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 448

This is page 1 of 5 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Decision made on whether to go ahead with procedure;
patient examined and decisions made on technique;
patient explained procedure, reassured; contrast
solution injected transabdominally into peritoneum
and patient moved to distribute contrast; radio-
graphs ordered and assessed; decision made on de-
layed films and excretory urography; complete set
of films approved; medical impressions, orders, fol-
low-up care recorded; MD notified of emergency
signs.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in-
formation on a pediatric patient
scheduled for positive contrast

inguinal herniography/peritoneo-
graphy (radio8raphy of the con-
tents of the abdominal periton-
eum after injection of contrast
medium). Requisition may also
include orders for excretory

urography.

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to became famil-
iar with the case or to re-
view materials seen earlier
(in consultation). Notes rea-'
sons for ordering the pro-
cedure and suspected condi-
tions. Notes patient's age,
sex, and weight.

a. Performer notes relevant
medical information and
the nature of the suspect-
ed pathology, such as bi-
lateral or unilateral in-
guinal hernia, patent vag-
inal processes, hydro-
celes, intraperitoneal
masses, or cryptorchidism
(undescended testes). In
the latter case, notes

i

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form and pt.'s chart;prior radio-
graphs;view boxes;sterile tray with antiseptic solu-
tion,swabs,Lressings,iodine based contrast solw:ion,
saline,puncture needles,tube extension,syringes;
emergency cart and materials;protective lead gar-
ments;sterile gown,gloves;immobilization devices;
shielding;fluoroscope and TV monitor;sedative;anti-
histamine;telephone;pen;specimen container

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...CK) No...( )

. It -Yes" to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Pediatric pt. to have peritoneography;accompanying
adult;referring MD;radiologist; radiologic tech-
nologist;nursing staff

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
whether peritoneography
to be followed by excre-
tory urography.

b. Performer notes recommen-
datians on technique, re-
ports on earlier examine-
tions. Views prior radio-
graphs on view boxes and
examines problem areas.
Notes possible need for
non-standard views depend-

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 &re reflected. Underline essen-

tial words,

Conducting percutaneous peritoneography/inguinal
herniography of pediatric patient by deciding whether
to go ahead;reassuring and examining patient;deciding
on technique; instilling iodine based contrast solu-
tion transabdaminally after checking needle place-
ment;having patient moved to distribute contrast;or-
dering and assessing delayed films;ordering excretory
urography if appropriate; deciding when examination
is completed;recording orderp, medical impressions,
and nursing follow-up; notifying MD of emergency
signs.

.......Amm.mm=mmimmmaamow

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..N
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET .(continued)

Task Code No. 448

This is page 2 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

ing on the suspected pathology or
condition.

c. Checks to see that an authorized
adult has signed a consent for the
procedure. If not, delays examina-
tion until this is done or decides
to obtain personally.

d. Performer notes whether patient has
any history of allergic reaction to
the contrast medium or has other
conditions which are contraindica-
tions to procedure, such as reten-
tion of urine, peritonitis, dilated
bowel, peritoneal adhesions, an in-
traperitoneal shunt tube, bleeding
diathesis, or abdominal wall infec-
tion.

e. Notes whether patient has an infec-
tious or communicable condition.

f. Performer notes which preparatory
procedures have been ordered and
checks whether these have been car-
ried out, such as prior abstinence
from food or light meal, cleansing
enema, prior administration of a
sedative or an antihistamine. If not
already carried out, performer may
have these done or have examination
rescheduled as appropriate.

Performer greets patient and any accom-
panying adult in examination room. At-
tempts to reassure; explains what will
be done. May question adult about pa-
tient's symptoms in relation to the
condition being studied. May collect
additional medical history such as pre-
vious radiography, allergies, respira-
tory problems or asthma. Answers pa-
tient's and adult's questions.

Performer may explain or demonstrate
use of equipment to a child to allay
fears and enlist cooperation. Explains
that patient will be asked to hold
still from time to time.

Performer examines the patient to as-
sess relative obesity (to determine ap-

propriate needle length). May palpate
abdomen to feel for hernia and whether
bowel is in hernia sac. If appropri-
ate, explains procedure to authorized
adult and obtains written consent;
does not proceed without consent.

3. Performer orders scout film and views
when ready:

a. Inspects-scout film; reviews ap-
pearance of the area of interest
and determines whether the techni-
cal quality of the film is ade-
quate.

b. Performer indicates the needed ad-
justments to technologist in pa-
tient position or in technique.

. Performer considers whether there are
contraindications to going ahead with
the procedure. May call referring phy-
sician and discuss patient's current
condition and further steps.

a. Performer decides whether to pro-
ceed or not based on assessment of
patient's current condition, evi-
dence of allergy to contrast medi-
um, the scout film and contraindi-
cations.

b. If performer decides not to pro-
ceed, records reasons and any rec-.
ommendations on patient's chart.
Informs appropriate co-workers of
cancellation and has patient re-
turned to room. If appropriate, or-
ders rescheduling or scheduling for
alternative procedure.

. If performer decides to proceed, makes
final decisions on technique:

a. Performer indicates to technologist
appropriate size and length of
needle depending on patient's size
and obesity. Indicates the contrast
medium (iodine based, water soluble
solution). Chooses the amount based
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 448

This is page 3 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full

on the patient's weight. Indicates
whether a tube extension will be
used with the puncture needle. In-
dicates puncture site (approximately
at the midline, near umbilicus).

b. Has patient and materials prepared
for procedure. Performer arranges
to have patient urinate if poasible
immediately prior to procedure.

6. When informed that patient and equip-
ment are ready, performer checks
whether patient has been properly im-
mobilized and prepared for the injec-
tion:

a. Checks that all materials needed
and emergency cart are present,that
correct drugs and sizes of items are
present.

b. Checks that patient and others in
the room have been properly shield-
ed. May decide to immobilize pa-
tient personally.

c. Performer has any needed changes or
adjustments made.

d. Performer has technical factors set
for fluoroscopy.

e. Dons protective lead garments and
sterile gown and gloves when rlpro-
priate.

7. Performer has patient's abdomen swab-
bed with antiseptic solution or does
so personally. Covers areas surrounding
injection site with sterile towels.

8. Performer fills a syringe with
the iodine bat;ed, aqueous contrast
solution selected, checking that quan-
tity is correct: checks prepared
syringe. Lays on tray.

Performer asks patient to hold breath
and inserts the puncture needle into
entry site (about 2 to 3 cm. below the
umbilicus). Performer negotiates the

List Elements Fully 0

needle through the skin, fascia, and
muscle, sensing the needle as it pen-
etrates the abdominal wall until
there is a sudden "give" when the
needle enters.the peritoneal cavity.
Performer may direct the needle to an
appropriate angle towards the pelvis.

a. Performer withdraws the inner part
of the needle; may attach a steril
rubber tube extension to the pro-
truding end of the needle.

b. Performer attaches an empty steril
syringe to the rubber, tube exten-
sion or needle and aspirates as a
check on the position of the nee-
dle.

c. If the performer aspirates urine
(bladder) or air (bowels), per-
former removes the needle and at-
tempts an entry at a slightly
higher or lower site as decided.
Repeats as needed until satisfied.

d. If no air or urine is aspirated,
performer moves the needle tip
gently from side to side to assure
that needle has not entered a solid
abdominal organ or retroperitoneal
tissues.

e. If a solid organ or tissues are en-
countered, performer partly with-
draws and repositions naedle as
needed until satisfied.

f. If performer aspirates peritoneal
fluid, may decide to have sample
prepared for laboratory (if nar al-
ready done). Aspirates sample; re-
moves syringe and ejects,fluid
into sterile container. Has con-
tainer capped, properly labeled,
and sent to lab for testing. Re-
cords if appropriate.

g. If warranted, may position flu-
oroscope unit aver patient to check
position of needle. Activates flu-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 448

This is page 4 of 5 for this task.

List Elements FullT

oroscope and views needle placement
on TV monitor. Adjusts needle until
satisfied of correct placement.

. When the performer is satisfied that
the needle is in the peritoneal cavity,
performer removes the syringe used for
aspiration and attaches syringe with
contrast solution to the tube extension
or needle.

a. Performer injects the contrast solu-
tion slowly. Notes any visual evi-
dence in patient's abdominal muscu-
lature of inadvertent infiltration
of contrast material.

b. Performer may decide that it is nec-
essary to observe the filling on TV
monitor to make sure that the con-
trast is entering cavity. If so, re-
tains gonadal shielding; activates
fluoroscope and observes initial
progress of the contrast solution
on TV monitor. Shuts fluoroscope as
soon as adequate check has been made

c. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert to patient's condition.
Notes any indication of adverse re-
actions to the procedure. May decide
to provide emergency care.

. Once the contrast medium has been fully
injected, performer has patient hold
still; gently removes needle. Swabs
area with antiseptic. Decides on ster-
ile dressing and orders, or applies per
sonally.

If performer has determined (in manual
examination) that there is bowel con-
tained in a hernia sac, performer man-
ually restores the bowel to its normal
place by gently kneading bowel into
place.

Performer has the patient turned to a
prone position on the x-ray table'. Has
the patient rocked gently from side to

List Elements Fully

side to facilitate outlining of anter
ior surface of the peritoneum by con-
trast material. Reassures patient.

14. Performer has the table raised at
head to 350 to permit the contrast
material to flow down over the in-
te7nal inquinal rings.

15. After an elapse of several minutes
after instillation, performer orders
a single posteroanterior radiograph
of the pelvis and upper thighs with-
out shielding. Has radiograph proc-
essed at once.

16. Performer views
box when ready:

radiograph on view'

a. Performer considers whether the in
guinal areas on both sides are
satisfactorily delineated by the
contrast material. Considers
whether the technique !s satis-
factory, whether the position of
the patient is correct, and
whether the view needed is ob-
scured in any way.

b. If the radiograph is not satis-
factory, performer indicates the
needed changes in technique or in
the patient's position. May have
the patient rocked onto a side
that is not sufficiently delin-
eated and then back to the prone
position. Orders second radio-
graph as soon as possible before
absorption of the contrast mater-
ial from the peritoneum. Reviews
and/or repeats until performer is
satisfied that radiograph ade-
quately demonstrates the area unde
study.

17. Performer las patient taken to a wait
ing or other designated area. Has pa-
tient'encouraged to move and play
actively for about a half hour to an
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No, 448

This is page 5 bi- 5 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

hour and then has patient returned to
the examination roam. Orders an entero-
posterior radiograph of the abdomen
with gonadal shielding.

18. Performer looks at the delayed radio-
graph as soon as it is processed, to-
gether with the first ane(s) processed:

a. Determines whether the peritoneo-
grams are technically adequate to
demonstrate the area and condition
under study and provide sufficient
information to make possible a com-
petent medical interpretation. May
discuss with another radiologist.

b. Performer may decide to order addi-
tional views such as oblique pro-
jections of kidney. Evaluates
whether there is a need for such ad-
ditional exposure and whether suf-
ficient contrast material remains
unabsorbed to provide for adequate

films. Indicates orders to radio-
logic tephnologist or writes out re-
quisition form if so decided.

c. If excretory urography is tocfollow,
(such as for cryptorchidism) per-
former specifies what views are to
be taken. May order voiding urethro-
grams and/or post voiding films. In-
dicates appropziate patient shield-
ing.

d. May order immediate food and/or
liquid for patient.

19. Wien performer has determined that the
examination has been completed, informs
subordinates. Has appropriate sanitary
clean up procedures carried out.

If performer judges that any emergency
signs are in evidence, performer noti-
fies patient's physician at once, If
so requested, may report results at
once to referring physician.

-

20. Records impressions of procedure on
patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. Row patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up rec-

ammended, delayed films ordered.
d. May sign chart or requisition

sheet.

.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 449

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Patient's skeletal age determined and normality of
bone maturation assessed; recommendations made for
further study; report written or dictated.

List Elements Fully

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Patient's x-ray requisition forms and related medi-
cal information, current and serial skeletal radio-
graphs; view boxes; bone-age atlas reference vol-
umes, related charts; dictation equipment or report
forms; pen; phone

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(K) No... ( )

es to q. : Name tne kind of recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Pediatric radiologist; referring MD

Name t e task so that the Answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. .Underline essen-
tial words.

Reading and interpreting radiographs for bone-age
study by comparing radiographs of bone with standard
maturity indicators in atlas of age-of-appearance
standards by sex; referring to current and/or serial

/radiographs; evaluating by use of age standards of a

.
single body region, counting ossification centers,

or by sampling-of-centers technique; assessing nor-
mality of.bone maturation based on normal ranges;
preparing report of assessment including recommenda-

tions on ael.ltional studies if warranted.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and processed ra-
diographs of a bone age study
(radiograph(s) of selected ossi-
fication center(s) for the pur-
pose of assessing skeletal age -
bone maturation), or obtains
jacketed radiographic work-ups.

1. Performer reads the x-ray re-
quisition form for bone age
study.

a. Performer postpones in-
forming himself or herself
of the patient's age or
height to ensure an objec-
tive assessment.

b. Notes whether the study is
for a routine screening
involving a posteroanter-
ior view of a hand and
wrist, or a sampling of
views of several ossifica-
tior, r:enters for more de-

tailed analysis involving
a specific problem. Notes
any special views ordered
by referring physician.

c. Notes whether the radio-
graphs are part of a ser-
ies (over time) for the
patient. If so, makes sure
that the entire series are
available for review.

2. Performer assembles the appro
priate atlas references,
charts, and forms used for

analysis of the patient's
bone age. Places current ra-
diographs on view boxes.

3. If the performer is evaluat-
ing a hand and wrist projec-

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master she21"p0
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 449

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fu117

tion for a routine screening, performer
proceeds as follows:

a. Performer studies the radiograph of
the patient's hand and wrist and de-
termines what maturity indicators
are in evidence (those features of
the individual bones shown in the ra
diograph which, because they occur
in a regular order, mark the process
of skeletal maturation).

b. Performer compares the maturation in
dicators with a standard set of
plates of radiographs for that center
(hand and wrist) by sex, as listed i
a standard reference atlas.

c. Performer notes the absence or pres-
ence of each maturity indicator and
determines the approximate age at
which the indicator appears on the
standard plates for the appropriate
sex.

d. Performer reaches an overall impres-
sion of the patient's bone age
through comparison with the atlas
standards. Evaluates all of the indi
vidual bones and estimates bone age
based on the individual assessments.
Notes any marked difference in matur
ity between carpals and long bones.

e. At appropriate point in evaluation
performer reviews patient's relevant
medical history, age and height.

f. Performer determines whether the pa-
tient's estimated bone age is normal,
advanced, or retarded by comparing
the patient's chronological age
with the estimated bone age for the
appropriate sex. Performer considers
the normal ranges for the appearance]
of the developmental events, and con
siders whether the patient shows a
high or low placement in the normal
range within listed limits of two
standard errors in either direction.

g. Performer may further refine the es-
timate by translating the patient's
chronological age into height age

List Elements Fully

when there is some discrepancy be-
tween the two (since bone age cor-
relates better with height than
chronological age).

h. Performer may check to be sure that
known variations in carpal sequen-
ces have been considered; may check
to be sure that the population on
which the age-related radiographs
have been standardized is contempor
ary and a proper comparison base
for the patient.

4. If serial radiographs are available
for the patient (taken at various ages)
performer assesses the interval
changes in the patient's series:

a. If performer did not evaluate ser-
ial films at the time they were
made, performer evaluates each as
in step 3.

b. Performer arranges serial films in
chronological sequence on view
boxes. Performer notes from the ser
ies when the maturity indicators
for the ossification center appear
and compares with normal age-at-ap-
pearance ranges listed in the appro
priate atlas reference.

c. Performer assesses the number of
bone age months gained between
prior studies. Compares with chrono
logical time elapsed.

d. PE7former assesses the patient's
rate of maturation as compared with
the standard ranges.

e. Performer assesses the current bone
age and the patient's race of mat-
uration noting the possible errors
of judgment described above.

. If radiographs associated with the
"counting centers" technique have been
produced (such as for an infant) per-
former counts the number of :;,Aected
ossification centers shown in the in-
fant skeleton and compares wl.th a stan
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Easents Fully

Task Code No. 449

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

dard chart showing the total number of
selected ossification centers at vari-
ous ages (in months). Performer assesse
the relative normality of the patient's
bone age on the basis of this compari-
son,.taking into account the ranges in-
volved and the sex differences.

. If the performer is.to evaluate several
radiographs based on a bone age samplin
method (where the hand and wrist radio-
graphs are supplemented by other select
ed centers according to relevant age-at
appearance ranges), performer proceeds
to assess the bone age for each center
and/or assesses the rate of maturation
for serial studies as described above.
Performer then comes to an overall as-
sessment derived from the combiLted eval-
uations.

. Performer personally prepares and/or
dictates a report by indicating what
was done, conclusions reached, and rec-
ommendations for further studies if ap-
propriate. May consult with another ra-
diologist:

a. Performer indicates own name, the pa
tient's.name, sex, chronological age,
and, if utilized, height age.

b. Performer indicates what ossifica-
tion center(s) were studied, whether
this is an initial study or part of
a series, and what ages of patient
are already covered by series.

c. Performer indicates the reference
source used for the camparison stan-
dard and the conclusions arrived at.
Performer may make comments on the
specific maturity indicators which
are retarded or early in appearance
in patient. Reports any discrepan-
cies in maturation such as carpals
and long bone maturity.

d. Performer indicates the normal
ranges within which the assessment
has been made.

List Elements Fully

e. If an assessment of abnormality
has been made, perfrrmer may con-
sult standard tables listing ab-
normalities of skeletal maturation
by the condition presented, and
may report on what conditions
might be suspected for the given
bone age abnormality and patient s
age. Performer may refer to the
patient's disease history for pos-
sible explanations of deviant mat-
uration rates.

f. Performer may suggest additional
studies to clarify an ambiguous
condition. May consult.a tabula-
tion listing the major ossifica-
tion centers which display active
'maturation by age-of-appearance
and suggest additional studies ap-
propriate to the patient's age.
Performer may recommend follow-up
examinations and series needed for
more definitive evaluation based
on age-of-appearance tables for os
'Sification centers.

8. Performer may decide that the radio-
graphic materials are unusual4or of
special interest and warrant inclus-
ion in museum library or use in in-
struction. If so, performer marks
jackets appropriately.

. Performer places the radiographic ma-
terials, requisition sheet, and re-
port or tape of dictation in proper
jacket and places to be picked up for
typing.

10. If appropriate or requested, perform-
er may call and discuss results with
referring physician.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 450

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
.........,..

List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Plain radiographs ascessed for adequacy of demon-
stration of intestinal obstruction or foreign body;
decision made on ordering and/or technique, views
for contrast studies, on having removal of foreign
body from uppor esophagus done under fluoroscopy,
on prior sedation; referring physician informed;
record entered, requisition forms filled out as ap-
propriate and placed for scheduling,

Performer receives the plain ra-
diographic films ordered for a
neonate with suspected obstruc-
tion of the gastrointestinal
tract and/or for a peiiatric pa-
tient with a foreign body in the
gastrointestinal tract as soon
as they are processed.

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to beco
iar with the case.

me famil-

a. Notes age and sex of pa-
tient.

b. Notes surrounding circum-
stances and suspected lo-
cation of the obstruction
and/or foreign body,and
suspected nature of for-
eign body or obstruction.

c. For neonate, performer may
note relevant medical in-
formation on delivery and
mother's condition.

2. Performer looks at radio-
graph(s) on view boxes:

a. Determines whether the ra-
diographs are technically
adequate to demonstrate
the area and condition un-

....

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

,

X-ray requisition form, patient's chart; processed
radiographs of patient's gastrointestinal tract;
view boxes; pen; telephone; requisition forms

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes..,U0 No...

_

. L. es to q. : Uame tne Kinn o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Radiologic technologist; referring MD; radiologist;
clerical staff

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
J

der study and provide suf-
ficient information to
make possible a competent
medical interpretation.

tion 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen- .

tial worda.

Evaluating plain films of pediatric gastrointestinal
tract to localize obstructions and/or foreign bodies b. May order a repeat or ad-

by reading and interpreting radiographs; deciding
whether to order additional views, contrast studies;
deciding whether to have foreign object(s) removed
from upper esophagus under fluoroscopy; notifying
referring MD of findings; recommending technique for
contrast studies; ordering procedures as decided;
recording medical impressions; arranging for sched-
uling.

ditional views at once. In
dicates to technologist
what is required and hy.;
these processed immediate-
ly, and views.

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..
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iMMENTY

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 450

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full

3. Performer notes particularly the amount
and distribution of gas in the intestin-
al tract:

a. With neonate, relates this to the age
of the infant in terms of normal ex-
pectations for distribution of gas in
the tract.

b. Notes indications of accumulation of
gas and fluid as shown by distension
of the intestinal tract (suggesting
possible proximity to the site of ob-
struction or foreign body). With in-
complete obstruction makes compari-
son of gas distribution on either
side of distension.

c. Wieh foreign body evaluation perform-k

er attempts to locate object(s) by
viewing the entire digestive tract.
Looks for signs of exact location,
nature of the object, the number,
and the presence or absence of com-
plications.

4. Performer may decide that the distribu-
tion of air does not adequately local-
ize the site of the obstruction or for-
eign object(s). If so, performermay
decide to order a contrast study of the
appropriate portion of the gastrointest
inal tract. May discuss with referring
physician.

a. Performer may decide that it is nec-
essary to order the injection of air
by tube to further demonstrate the
point of obstruction.

b. Performer may decide to order a pos-
itive contrast study. Chooses the
type of contrast medium,

c. Choosesrehe views required based on
.4,

the level of the obstruction and the
suspected nature of the obstruction.

d. For foreign body localization per-
former may decide to order foilow-up
films to !race the advancement of
the object(s) and demonstrate any
complications.

List Elements Fully

Performer may decide that a foreign
body is in the upper esophagus and can
be removed under.fluoroscopic control.
If so, orderS sedation for patient and
has materials prepared for removal of
the object. Performer may ask opinion
of another radiologist; may discuss
with referring physician.

6. If further radiography is to be or-
dered:

a.

b.

c.

7. If

Performer considers the urgency of
the need and, if appropriate, expe-
dites scheduling personally by dis-
cussing with appropriate staff. Ar-
ranges to obtain consent for proce-
dure immediately from authorized
adult.
Performer writes orders, recommen-
dations on technique, decisions on
medication, and orders for patient
preparation on patient's ;Mart ex-
plicitly so that appropriate person
nel can prepare patient or be sched
uled for work.
Performer gives requisition and or-
ders to appropriat2 staff person
for scheduling if required. Signs
requisition sheet if appropriate.

performer decides that the nature
and location of an obstruction or for-
eign object(s) has been adequately
demonstrated, performer informs radio-
logic technologist that radiography is
completed; calls the referring physi-
cian at once. Discusses immediate re-
medial steps such as surgery.

8. Performer may decide to dictate report
at once, or records preliminary find-
ings, care recommended, and/or addi-
tional radiography ordered on pa-
tient's chart and decides to prepare
report at a later time.
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0.0

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. _451

lhis is page 1 of 4 for this task.

1. What is the output of this tabk? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made whether to proceed to remove object;
catheter size chosen; catheter inserted beyond ob-
ject in esophagus under flwroscopic control; bal-
loon of catheter inflated; object removed by pull-
in..; back on catheter,or procedure terminated; con-
dition discussed with MD; alternative procedures de

g.cided on; medical impressions, orders, delayed
1 films, follow up care recorded.

List Elements Fully

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Patient's requisition form, chart, radiographs;
drape sheet; sterile towel; lamp; sterile gown,
mask, gloves; sterile syringes; Foley catheter; con
trast medium; clamp; emergency cart; fluoroscope
with TV monitor, spot film attachment; protective
lead garments; shielding; immobilization devices;
pen; phOne; tilt table

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worket
involved in the task? Yes.(K) No... )

'es to q. Name t e in. o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements. or legal restrictions.

Pediatric pt. with foreign object in esophagus; ac-
companying adult; referring MD; radiologist; radio-
logic technologist; nurse; anesthesiologist

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Removing foreign object from pediatric upper esopha
gus under fluoroscopic control by reviewing clinica

history and prior radiographs, deciding whether to
go ahead; inserting Foley catheter into esophagus

through nose under fluoroscopic control; inflating
-balloon with contrast medium; removing object by
pulling back on catheter or deciding to terminate;
providing emergency care; discussing with referring
MD; ordering delayed films or alternative procedure;

recording medical impressions and orders.

Performer receives the x-ray
requisition forms radio-
graphs for a pediaL c patient
scheduled to have a foreign body
removed from the upper esophagus
as a result of:

a. Request from -worker.
b. Having decide 0 proceed

with removal.

1. If not already done, perfcrm-
er reads the patient's requi-
sition form and relevant med-
ical information,including
patient's age, sex, the
nature and location(s) of the
foreign object(s), and any
possible complications.

a. Performer studies on view
boxes the plain films or
contrast studies (radio-
graphs) of patient which
have been used to localize
the foreign object. Notes
location of objects and
indications of related
pathological conditions.
Notes length of time ob-
j.ect has been present.

b. Performer notes whether d

patient has had asedativeg
ordered and administered.
If not, may arrange.to
have this done.

c. Performer checks to see
that an authorized adult
has signed a consent for
the removal procedure. If
not done,informs appropri-
ate co-worker and arranges
to have obtained if pos-
sible.

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here 1? this

is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 451

This is page 2 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fully

Performer joins patient and any accompa
nying adult in examination room.

a. If a relative of the patient is pre-
sent, performer greets the individ-
ual as well as patient and exPlains
what will occur. Performer may in-
struct and rehearse a child in what
will occur to reassure and gain coop-
eration.

b. Performer makes sure that any
individuals who may be holding the
patient (and anyone remaining in ex-
amination room) are properly shielded
with protective lead garments.

c. Performer may examine patient. May
collect additional relevant medical
history.

Performer considers whether there are
contraindications to going ahead with 5.

the procedure based on the clinical in-
formation and the information on the ra
diographs.

a. If the decision is not to proceed.
may record reasons and any recommen-
dations on patient's chart. If appro
priate, discusses with referring phy
sician. May help arrange for surgi-
cal removal procedures.

b. If the decision is to proceed, per-
former makes final decisions on the
materials to use, such as size of
Foley catheter. Selects and orders
appropriate contrast medium.

c. Performer informs appropriate co-
workers of decisions and has patient,
materials, and equipment prepared.
Has technical factors set for fluor-
oscopy. If anesthesia is to be admin
istered,consults with anesthesiolo-
gist on timing of procedure.

. When informed that patient and equip-
ment are ready, performer checks whethe
patieni has been properly immobilized,
shielded, and positioned; may decide to

List Elements

immobilize personally. Reassures pa-
tient. If Appropriate, checks with
anesthesiologist.

a.

b.

c.

Performer checks that all materials
needed are present, that correct
drugs and sizes of items are pres-
ent. Checks that emergency cart is
present. Has auy needed changes or
adjustments made.
Performer dons lead apron and ster-
ile gown, gloves, and mask, when
appropriate.
Performer has cassette inserted in
spot film attachment. Chooses full,
half or quarter format and sets as
appropriate. (If roll film attach-
ment, checks that attachment is
loaded with film or has this done.

Performer prepares patient to have a
Foley catheter inserted into upper es-
ophagus using sterile technique and
fluoroscopic control (or has this done
by appropriate staff specialist).

a. Explains what will occur. Encour-
ages patient to relax and breathe
regularly. Adjusts light.

b. Performer checks catheter for de-
fects(or has this done)by injecting
sterile water into the balloon lum-
en in appropriate amount. Deflates
balloon and empties water into
basin, maintaining sterility of the
catheter. Replaces on tray. Prepares
a sterile syringe with appropriate
amount of contrast medium or has
this done.

c. Performer positions the fluoroscope
unit over the patient so as to best
observe the location of the cathe-
ter as it is inserted,on the TV mon-
itor. Activates to check placement
and technical factors. Shuts when
satisfied with adjustment.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 451

This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full .

. Performer handles catheter with sterile
gloves. Unless already done by staff
specialist, inserts as follows:

a. Performcz chooses the more patent
nostril for insertion of the cathe-
ter.

b. Performer lubricates catheter tip
with jellied sterile anesthetic. In-
serts into nostril until end of cath-
eter is visible through the patient's
open mouth. Performer then advances
the catheter into the pharynx. May
refer to premarked point on catheter
to determine how far to insert. Re-
positions at once if patient coughs
or shows any respiratory distress.

c. Once the catheter has entered the
pharynx, performer activates fluoros-
cope and locates the catheter tip and
the object to be removed on the TV

..,

monit, or'. Performer gently advances
the catheter into the esophagus,be-
yond the foreign body,while viewing
on monitor.

d. When the catheter is in position,

,

performer shuts fluoroscope and
places patient in a right posterior
oblique, slight Trendelenburg posi-
tion.

e. Performer attaches syringe with con-
trast medium to balloon lumen and
slowly inflates the catheter baloon
(which inflates behind foreign ob-
ject). Activates fluoroscope and
views on monitor. Performer clamps
off the lumen and disconnects the
syringe when the balloon is adequate
ly inflated. Inserts a self-sealing
device in balloon lumen if available
or uses clamp.

7. Performer pulls back gently on the cath
eter in order to dislodge the foreign
object and bring it up into the pharynx.
Checks progress on TV monitor. Perform-
er avoids use of force in pulling cath-

eter.

8.

a. If the foreign body reaches the hy-
popharynx,performer encourages pa-
tient to cough up the object.

b. If the object cannot be dislodged,
performer avoids causing further
complications. Removes catheter as
described below, and decides to rec-
ommend esophagoscopy or surgical re-
moval.

c. If the performer observes that the
foreign body has been advanced dis-
tally into the stomach during the
procedure, performer removes the
catheter as described below; may ar
range to order series of plain
films of abdomen.

d. Performer may decide to take spot
films at any time during the pro-
cedure, especially if performer
notes signs of pathology. Activates
spot film attachment and x-ray foot
pedal as appropriate. If cassette
attachment, may have technologist
remove .cassette as spots are snapped

and insert additional cassettes, or
does so personally.

Throughout procedure performer checks
on the patient's condition. Is alert
for possible severe reactions such as
respiratory or cardiac distress or
other adverse reaction.

a. Performer determines the nature and

severity of the condition. Removes
all instruments from patient.

b. Depending on the symptoms, perform-
er may carry out any or all of the

following emergency procedures us-
ing equipment on emergency cart:

i) May administer oxygen or air us-
ing oxygen tank and mask or ambu

bag.
ii) May clear airway. May establish

an airway.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 451

This is page 4 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full),

iii) May decide on and administer
IV infusion (such as barbitu-
rates).

iv) Performr may suggest and ad-
minister adrenaline, a vaso-
pressor in solution or other
appropriate drugs.

c. Performer decides whether the reac-
tion is sufficiently controlled to
proceed with the procedure. Indi-
cates decision to appropriate staff.

d. When patient has been revived, per-
former may record reaction and what
W3S done on patient's chart.

. When performer has removed the foreign
object or decided to terminate, returns
to patient and reassures. Opens lumen
of balloon and allows contrast material
to drain out. Then gently removes the
catheter. Orders appropriate sanitary
clean up procedures.

10. Performer may notify and confer with
referring physician about an emergency
condition or recovery procedures and
other aspects of the case. May decide
to order delayed films (especially if
objett was not removed).

11. Performer may record impressions of
procedure on patient's chart:

a. Results of procedure and recommenda
tions.

b. How patient tolerated the procedure.
c. Any delayed films and follow,..up car

ordered.
d. May sign chart or requisition sheet.

memaG....
List Elements Fullz=
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 452

This is page 1 of 5 for this task.

1. What A the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Decision made on whether to go ahead with radio-
graphy of esophagus;decisions made on technique, con
trast solution and route of entry;catheter inserted;
contrast material injected or feeding supervised;con
dition observed on TV monitor;spot and/or cine film-
ing done;overhead radiographs ordered;complete set o(Patientsi

radiographs approved;contrast material and catheter
removed;orders given on delayed films,follow-up care;
medical impressions recorded; MD notified of emer-
gency signs.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical infor-
ation for a pediatric patient
scheduled for a radiographic con-
trast study of the esophagus.

over four years have
adult _procedures.)

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
medical information, including
patient's age, sex, and any
diagnostic information already
collected, to become familiar
with the case or to review
material seen.earlier.

,

,

a. Performer notes nature of
the suspected condition
such as esophageal yerices
(enlarged vessels), atresia
or stenosis (closure r
stricture), fistula, her-
nia, chalasia (relaxation
of opening), foreign body,
sucking difficulties, phar-
yngeal incoordination, nas-
al regurgitation...Examines
prior plain radiographs on
view boxes to note the ex-
tent to which the condition
has been demonstrated. Con-
siders the appropriate corr
trast medium and technique

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among)
X-ray requisition form,pt.'s chart,radicgraphs;view
boxes;emergency cart;sterile tray with sterile cath-
eters,syringes,jelly lubricant-anesthetic,forceps,
sterile feeding bottle,cup,or spoon (or feeding
tube),barium suspension or other contrast msterial;
fluoroscope,TV monitor;spot film device;cineradiog-
raphy camera and film; pen; telephone;' protective
lead garments; shielding; immobilization devices

3. Is there a recipient, :respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...g) No...( )

4. If -Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant.to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,

Pediatric pt. to undergo radiography of esophagus;
accompanying adult; referring clinician; pediatri-
cian; radiologist; radiologic technologist; nurse

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
in relation to suspected
conditions, as well as
route of administration
(orally or by tube). Noteis
any recommendations on tech
nique and/or contrast med-

. ium;
b. Performer notes any other

tlevan dical informa-re
.

m
tion, such a whether pa-s

tient is premature infant,

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting esophageal radiography of pediatric pt. by

reassuring pt.;deciding on whether to go ahead;decid-

ing on technique,contrast medium,amount,and route of

introducEion of contrast Medium;inserting nasogastric
catheter under fluoroscopic control;injecting or sup-
ervising feeding of contrast meditim;taking spot films

and/or cine film as decided;ordering overhead films;
deciding when examination is complete by reviewing
radiographs;removing contrast material and catheter;

recording medical impressions,orders for follow*up'
care,delayed films; notifying MD of emeigencTsigns. 6..CheCk here i this .

is a master sheet.. (70
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 452

This is page 2 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

has a sensitivity to contrast media,
and/or has conditions which might be
contraindications to the procedure.
Checks whether patient may have an
infectious or communicable condition.

c. May call referring physician to dis-
cuss case or to obtain additional in-
formation.

d. Performer notes whether patient has
an intravenous infusion in place to
prevent dehydration. May ask for or
check electrolyte level.

e. Performer checks to see that an auth-
orized adult has signed a consent for
the procedure. If not, arranges to
have this done at once if emergency;
may have examination delayed until
consent is obtained or decides to ob-
tain personally.

f. Performer notes whether orders on
prior preparation of patient have
been carried out (such as four hour
prior abstinance from food and drink,
administration of sedation or other
medication). If not, has this done
and/or has patient rescheduled as ap-
propriate.

. Performer greets any non-infant patient
and any adult accompanying the patient
in the examination room. Attempts to re-
assure, Explains what will be involved
in the procedure. Answers questions.
Performer questions accompanying adult
about patient's current symptoms in re-
lation to the condition being studied.
May examine patient. May collect addi-
tional relevant medical history.

a. Performer makes sure that all indi-
viduals to be in contact with.a neo-
nate patient are following proper
sanitary procedures.

b. If anyone is to remain in examination

room, performer makes sure that he or
she is properly shielded.

c. If appropriate, performer explains
procedure and obtains authorized
adult's written consent. Does not

proceed unless there is a signed
consent.)

. Performer considers whether there are
contrainaications to going ahead with
the procedure based on clinical infor-
mation. May have clinician called and
discusses patient's current condition
and steps to be taken.

4. If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommendation
on patient's chart. Informs appropri-
ate co-worker. If appropriate, orders
rescheduling of patient or scheduling
for alternative procedure.

. If performer decides to proceed, per-
former makes final.decisions on tech-
nique, on type of contrast material
and amount, on route of delivery,and
whether to take spot films and/or
employ cineradiography.

a. Performer chooses barium suspension
barium sulfate cream or paste, or
iodized oil, based on the nature of
the suspected pathology, contraindi
cations to various media, the sus-
pected location of the pathology,
and the patient's age.

b. Performer chooses whether to admin-
ister by mouth (through cup or nurs
ing bottle) Or by catheter, based
on the nature of the pathology sus-
pected, the patient's ability to
swallow or suck, and age. If a cath-
eter is to be used, performer speci-
fies size; may specify that cathe-
ter have end hole rather than side
hole.

c. Performer specifies amount of con-
.

trast to be prepared in cup, nursing
bottle or Syringe.

d. Performer has cassette inserted for
spot films. Chooses full, half or
quarter format and sets as appropri-
ate. (If roll film attachment,
checks that attachment.is loaded
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

--List Elements Full

Task Code No. 452

This is page 3 of 5 for this task.

with film or has this done.) Has
technical factors set for fluoros-
copy.

e. Performer chooses whether or not to
order that cine equipment be prepared
based on need to demonstrate dynamic
functioning. Indicates rate and frame
settings for cine and has equipment
checked.

f. Performer informs appropriate co-
workers of decisions and has patient,
materials and equipment prepared.

. When informed that patient and equipment
are ready, performer checks whether pa-
tient has been properly prepared.

a. Dons protective lead garments and,
sterile gown, mask and gloves when
appropriate. Checks staff shielding.

b. Checks that all materials needed are
present, that emergency cart is
present.

c. Checks that patient has beet, properl
shielded, immobilized, and positioned
on x-ray table. May decide to immob-
ilize personally. Makes sure that a
premature infant is kept adequately
warm.

d. If patient has an IV drip in place,
makes sure that this has not been
disturbed and that patient is not in
distress. Performer remains alert to
patient's condition throughout the
procedure.

e. Has any needed changes or adjustment
made.

. If patient is to have contrast admin-
istered through a catheter or feeding
tube,performer proceeds as follows:

a. Performer chooses the more patent
nostril through which to insert a
nasogastric tube.

b. Performer lubricates catheter; may
use jellied anesthetic. Performer in.
serts into patent nostril until end

List Elements Full

of catheter is visible through the
patient's open mouth.

c. Performer then advances the cathe-
ter into the esophagus and then in-
to the stomach. Repositions at once
if patient coughs or shows any res-
piratory distress. May advance tube
to premarked point on catheter.

d. Performer checks catheter position
by activating fluoroscope and view-
ing TV monitor.

e. Once performer has determined that
the catheter has entered the stom-
ach, performer pulls the catheter
back into the esophagus to an ap-
propriate level determined by the
suspected location of the blockage
or pathology (upper, middle or
lower esophagus). Recheaks on TV
monitor.

f. When the catheter has been properly
positioned, performer attaches syr-
inge with positive coatrast mater-
ial to the catheter. Positions pa-
tient for injection of contrast as
appropriate for the type of pathol-
ogy suspected and location.

g. Performer injects the medium in the
appropriate amount required and ob-
serves the filling and distension
on the TV monitor.

. If the patient is to have contrast ad-
ministered orally, performer proceeds
as follows:

a. P:1,aces fluoroscope unit in frcnt of
patient and positions patient appro
priately.

b. Performer has nurse or technologist
hold spoon, cup, or feeding bottle
containing the contrast material:
and await orders from performer.

c. When ready for fluoroscopy, perform
er may have lights in room dimmed;
turns on fluoroscope or has this
done. Adjusts unit for viewing on
TV monitor.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 452

This is page 4 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Fuld List Elements Fully_

d. Performer indicates to the tech-
nologist or nurse when the patient
is to sip mixture, hold in mouth,
when to swallow, what positions
to assume or place the patient in,
and when to hold the patient
steady. Performer may position pa-
tient on table personally.

e. Performer has the patient sip,
drink, be fed,or suck the contrast
material as needed while observ-
ing the filling and distension of
the area of interest on the TV
monitor.

f. Performer notes the ease or diffi-
culty with which the patient
swallows. Performer may instruct
the patient in the frequency and
size of swallows. Performer ob-
serves the structurev and their
movement until the performer has
sufficient information on the con-
dition betrT studied.

9. Performer observes the flow of the
contrw and looks for signs of the
suspectk..d pathological structures
and Condition:

a. Performer moves the unit, table,
and/or the patient into positions
appronriate for the conditions
being studied.

b. While observing on TV monitor the
performer decides what to record
as spot films or on eine film.
As decided, performer activates
the cine camera and/or spot filth
attachment and x-ray button. If
cassette attachment is being
used, may have technologist re-
move cassette as spots are
snapped and insert additional
cassettes, or performer does so
personally.

10. Throughout procedure performer checks
on the patient's condition. Is alert
for possible severe reactions such as
respiratory or cardiac distress or
adverse reaction to contrast medium:

a. Performer may remove catheter from
patient. Determines the nature and
severity of the condition.

b. Depending on the symptoms, per-
former may carry out any or all of
the following emergency procedures
using equipment on emergency cart:

i) May apply mouth-to-mouth re-
suscitation; may administer
oxygen or air using oxygen
tank and mask or ambu bag;
may clear airway or establish
an airway.

ii) May order suction machine, in
sert tube, and supervise or
personally apply suction to
clear out occluded passages.

iii) May decide on and administer
an IV infusion (such as barbi
turates). May administer ad-
renalin, parenteral hydro-
cortisone, antihistamine, a
vasopressor in solution,or
other appropriate drugs.

c. Performer decides whether the re-
action is sufficiently controlled
'to proceed with the procedure,

d. When patient has been revived, per
former may record reaction and what
was done on patient's chart.

e. If the decision is to terminate,
indicates this to appropriate
staff.

11. Performer determines when the fluoro-
scOpic portion of the examination is
over and turns off the fluoroscope
and/or cine cameta. Has spot and cine
films processed at once.

Performer decides, based on observa-
tions during fluoroscopy,whether to



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 452

This is page 5 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full

have radiologic technologist take over-
head radiographs. Explains what is
needed to technologist and/or enters on
requisition sheet.

Performer may record preliminary medi-
cal impressions at once on requisition
sheet or delay until the radiographs
are processed.

12. Performer looks at the processed spot
films and radiogiaphs on view boxes ai
soon as they are ready:

a. Determines whether the radiographs
are technically adequate to demon-
strate the area and condition under
study and provide sufficient infor-
mation to make possible a competent
medical interpretation. Performer..
may ask opinion of another radiolo-
gist.

b. Performer decides to administer ad-
ditional contrast, take additional
views,or repeat portions of the ra-
diographic examination only in ex-'
treme circumstances. Considers the
information already available-on
the radiographs, the way in whieh
the patient responded to the proce-
dure, the patient's condition, and
his or her cumulative exposure.

c. Performer may decide to cause a
backward flow of the contrast medi-
um for study of some conditions. If
so, presses on infant's abdomen to
Cause the reflux and repeats appro-
priate steps.

d. Performer examines any additional
radiographs as described above.

e. Performer may have an infant fed at
any time that this will not inter-
fere with the remainder of the
study. Orders appropriate food and/
or drink.

f. Performer may decide to order de-
layed film(s) to be taken after a
proper elapse of time. If so, may

List Elements Full

fill out appropriate requisition
and/or have this done.

13. Performer determines when the exami-
nation is coMpleted. If appropriate,
,;performer returns to the patient to
remove the medium instilled (a cathe-
ter will have been used for instilla-
tion of such a medium). Uses aspira-
tion:

14.

a. Performer attaches empty syringe
to injection catheter.

b. Performer adjusts the inclination
of the ,table and pulls back on the
syringe plunger so that the con-
trast medium drains out by aspira-
tion. Performer may note progress
.by looking at the image of the
medium on the TV monitor. Perform-
er determines when the medium has
been appropriately removed.

c....Performer reassures patient. Re-
moves the catheter gently. Has sub
ordinates terminate the procedure.
Has appropriate sanitary clean up
procedures carried out.

Performer may notify and confer with
referring physician at once about any
.emergency condition; orders for re-
covery procedures,and/or other
aspects of the case'.

15..Performer may record impressions of
procedure on patient's chart:

a. Results of procedure and recommen-
dations,including orders for de-
layed films.

b. How patient tolerated the proce7
dure.

c. Any follow up care ordered.
d. May sign chart or requisition

sheet.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 453

This is page 1 of 7 for this task.

1. What is the out.ut of thia task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decisions made on going ahead,technique,use of naso ._
gastric tube;catheter inserted;gastric contents sam-
pled;barium instilled or given orally under fluoro-
scopic control;esophagus,stomach,duodenum observed;
spot films,cine and/or videotape records made;pres-
sure spots of stomach taken;overhead films ordered,
reviewed,approved;decisions made on air contrast of
stomach,delayed small bowel films;air contrast in-
stilled,stomach viewed;medical impressions,orders
for follow-up care recorded;MD notified of emergency.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in-
formation for a pediatric pa-
tient scheduled for a study of
the upper gastrointestinal tract
(esophagus, stomach, and duode-
num) using a barium sulfate col-
loidal suspension as the con-
trast medium. Study may include
the small bowel as well. (Pa-
tients over four years have
adult procedures.)

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-
iar with the case (If study
was routinely ordered) or to
review materials seen earl-
ier. Notes patient's age,
sex, and any diagnostic in-
formation already collected.

a. Performer notes the nature
of the suspected condition
and suspected location.
Studies prior plain films
on view boxes to be sute
that pathology of the
lungs, pleural cavity and
diaphragm can be ruled
out. Notes the extent to
which gas is demonstrated
in the gastrointestinal
system, especially if 2a-
tient is a neonate.

b. Notes whether any condi-
tions exist.which would

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form,pt.'s chart,prior radiographs;
view boxes;emergency cart;sterile tray with prepared
barium suspension,sterile feeding bottle,nipple,or
cup,straw,spoon,or nasogastric tube;carbonated bev-
erage;syringes,test tubes,jelly lubricant-anesthetic;
fluoroscope,table,TV monitor,spot film,cine and/or
videotape attachments;protective lead shielding;gownA
gloves,mask;immobilization devices;pressure cone or
oaddle..en'teleohone

/

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

. If -Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Pediatric patient to undergo study of upper GI; ac-
companying adult; referring MD; pediatrician; radiol-
ogist; radiologic technologist; nurse

. Name t e task so that the answers to que3-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline esseli-

tial words.
Conducting radiographic barium study of upper gastro
intestinal tract of pediatric pt. by reassuring;de- require introduction of

the contrast through a
nasogastric tube or use of
a contrast medium other
than barium (in liquid or
cream form). Notes any
recommendations on tech-
nique.

OK-RF;RR;RR

ciding whether to go ahead,technique;inserting naso-
gastric tube;sampling gastric contents;instilling
barium or having barium given orally,under fluoro-
scopic control;observing organs;spot filming,taking
cine or videotape films;taking pressure spot films
of stomach;ordering overhead radiographs;deciding on
air contrast of stomach,delayedpmall bowel films;
carrying oUt air contrast instillation and filming;
viewing radiographs,approving complete set;recording
medical impressions,orders for care;notifyin; MD of
emer enc si ns.

6 Check here i this

is a master sheet-00
_ .

8



IASI! DESCRIPTION SHEET (Continued)

This is page 2

Task Code No. 453

of 7 for this task.

List Elements Fully

c. Performer notes any other relevant
medical information such as whether
patient is a premature infant, has
an infectious or communicable condi-
tion, or has any related conditions
which might be contraindications to
the procedure.

d. Performer notes whether patient has
an intravenous infusion in place to
prevent dehydration. May ask for or
check electrolyte level.

e. Performer checks to see that an auth
,--orized adult has signed a consent for

the procedure. If not, arranges to
have this done at once if emergency;
may have examination delayed until
consent is obtained or decides to ob
tain personally.

f. Performer notes whether orders on
prior preparation of patient have
been carried out (such as four-hour
prior abstinance from food and drink
administration of sedation or other
medication). If not, has this done
and/or has patient rescheduled as
appropriate.

g. Performer may call referring pedi-
atrician to discuss case or to ob-
tain additional inf-:mation. Notes
whether physician will be in atten-
dance during procedure (in case of
serious illness).

Performer greets any non-infant pa-
tient, accompanying adult and pediatri-
cian (if present) in examination room.

a. Performer reassures patient and
adult with patient. Explains what
will be done..Answers questions.
With child, may instruct and re-
hearse patient in the procedures to
follow so as to obtain patient's
cooperation.

b. Performer questions accompanying
adult,and/or patient about patient's
current symptoms in relation to the
condition being studied. May examine

List Elements Fullz

patient. May collect additional
relevant medical history. May dis-
cuss with referring physician.
Notes whether patient is able to
suck, sip, or swallow.

c. Performer makes sure that all indi
viduals to be in contact with a
neonate patient are following
proper sanitary procedures.

d. If anyone is to remain in examina-
tion room, performer makes sure
that he or she is properly
shielded.

e. If appropriate, performer obtains
written consent for procedure from
authorized adult. Explains the
procedure and the risks involved.
(does not proceed unless there is
a signed consent.)

. Performer orders a scout film. Indi-
cates to technologist when to take
scout. May decide to have patient im-
mobilized prior to filming.

a. When the scout film is ready, per-
former evaluates on view box. Per-
former determines whether the tech)
nical quality of the radiograph
adequately demonstrates the organs
to be studied for purposes of in-
terpretation; if not, performer in-
dicates the needed technical ad-
justments or changes in position

.-to technologist, or records on re-
quisition form.

b. Performer inspects scout film to
see whether there is evidence of
food and/or barium remaining frpm
any earlier study, thus interfering
with current examination.

4. Performer considers whether there are
contraindications to going ahead with
the procedure based on clinical infor-
mation and scout film. May discuss
patient's current condition and steps.
to be taken with referring physician.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 453

This is page 3 of 7 for this task.

List Elements Full

If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommendations
on patient's dhart. Informs appropriate
co-worker. If appropriate, orders re-
scheduling of patient or scheduling for
alternative procedure.

. If performer decides to proceed:

a. Performer decides on route of admin-
istration of contrast material (or-
ally, by nursing bottle, spoon,
straw, or cup, or via opaque naso-
gastric catheter), depending on
whether patient is able to suck, sip,
or swallow adequate amounts of the
contrast medium.

b. Performer decides on the type of bar
ium mixture to have prepared, the
amount, and whether to have it
flavored (and with what), based on

40
the organs to be studied and any sus
pected conditions, as well as pa-
tient's age and size.

c. Performer orders appropriate mater-
ials, and catheter type and size as
decided. Has sterile contrast mater-
ial prepared as liquid or cream in
appropriate sterile nursing bottle,
cup, or syringe.

d. Performer has technical factors set
for fluoroscopy. Has cassette in-
serted for spot films. Chopses full,
half or quarter format and sets as
appropriate. (If roll film attach-
ment, checks that attachment is
loaded with film or has this done.)

e. Performer has vid(c)tape and/or cine-
radiography camera and film prepared
for use if dynamic functions are to
be recorded. Indicates rate and
frame settings for cine.

f. Performer has patient prepared, im-
mobilized, shielded,and positioned,
or decides to immobilize and posi-
tion personally. If appropriate, has
compression device put in place on
fluoroscope unit.

List Elements Full

g. Performer dons protective lead gar-
ments and sterile gown, mask, and
gloves when appropriate.

. When informed that patient and equip-
ment are ready, performer checks
whether patient has been properly pre-
pared for iasertion of catheter or to
have contrast material administered
orally.

a. Checks whether patient has been
properly positioned, shielded and
immobilized. Indicates adjustments
needed or decides to adjust person-
ally.

b. Makes sure that a neonate patient
is being kept adequately wArm.

c. If patient has an IV drip.in place,
makes sure that this has not been
disturbed and that patient is not
in distress.

d. Performer remains alert to patient
condition throughout the procedure.

e. Checks that all materials needed
are present, that emergency cart i
present. Has any, missing objects
brought.

. If the patient is to have the barium
administered through'a nasogastric
tube, performer proceeds as follows:

a. Prepares fluoroscope unit for moni-
toring by positioning unit so that
the patient's stomach and tbe cath-
eter will be visible. May check by
activating fluoroscope, viewing,and
readjusting patient or table.

b. Performer chooses the more patent
nostril for insertion of the cathe-
ter. Makes sure catheter is correct
size.

c. Performer lubricates catheter tip
with jellied sterile anesthetic.
Inserts into nostril untif end of
catheter is visible through the pa-
tient's open mouth. Performer then

450



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Elements Full

Task Code No. 453

This is page 4 of 7 for this task.

advances the catheter into the eso-
phagus and then into the stomach. May
refer to premarked point on catheter
to determine how far to insert.

d. Performer may check catheter position
by activating fluoroscope and viewing
catheter position on TV monitor.

e. Performer may check that the catheter
has entered the stomach by attaching
a sterile syringe and attempting to
aspirate gastric juice. If no juice
is aspirated, performer advancea
catheter until some is obtained.

f. Performer may decide to aspirate a
quantity of fluid and air to facili-
tate adequate coating of the distal
stomach. May have sample placed in
test tubes for laboratory analysis.

g. If the esophagus is to be studied,
performer pulls the catheter back
into the esophagus to the desired
level.

h. If the performer encounters serious
difficulty in advancing the catheter,
performer checks problem by viewing
on TV monitor. May decide to initiate
instillation from point of blockage.

i. When the catheter has been properly
positioned for'the study of the eso-
phagus (if included) performer checks
syringe containing barium contrast
material. Positions patient and/or

x-ray table for instillation.Attache
syringe to the catheter and injects
the medium in the amount appropriate
for studying the esophagus. Activate
fluoroscope and observes the filling
on the TV monitor.

. If the patient is to suck the barium
through a feeding bottle, sip it throug 10. Performer places patient, table and
a straw, have it spoon fed, or drink it
from a cup, performer has the patient
positioned for this, lying on table,
sitting on stool, or standing in front
of table as appropriate.

List Elements Fully

b. Performer has nurse or technologis
hold nursing IOttle, cup and spoon,
cup and straw, or cup near patient
and await orders from performer.

c. When ready for fluoroscopy, per-
former may have lights in room
dimmed; turns on fluoroscope or
has this done. Adjusts unit for
viewing on TV monitor.

d. Performer indicates to patient (if
he or she can cooperate) or to
technologist or nurse when to have
patient sip mixture from spoon,
straw or cup, or has infant given
bottle to nurse. Indicates how
much is to be taken; has a child
follow directions on when to hold
in mouth, when to swallow. Indi-
cates what patient positions are
required or positions infant pee-
sonallv. Indicates when infant or
child is to hold still or be held
still.

e. Performer activates videotape
equipment to record swallowing
movements and/or has cine equipment
activated when appropriate.

f. Performer observes the swallowing
and f'lling on the TV monitor. Re-
peats orders on frequency and size
of swallows as appropriate. Notes
the ease or difficulty with which
the patient swallows.

g. If the patient is not able to take
the barium in'sufficient amount or
is having great difficulty in swal
lowing, performer may decide to in
sert a nasogastric catheter. If
so, proceeds as described above.

a. Performer places the fluoroscopic
unit in front of or over patient.

unit into appropriate positions to
study the esophagus or has patient or
technologist assist.

a. Performer observes the flow of the
contrast and looks for signs of
constriction or other pathological



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continuL -

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 453

This is page 5,of 7 for this task.

str=tures.Performer Continues until
satisfied with information obtained.

b. While observing on TV monitor, per-
former decides what to record as
spot films and/or on cine film. As
decided, performer activates cine or
videotape camera and/or spot film
attachment and x-ray button. If cas-
sette attachment, may have technolo-
gist remove cassette as spots are
snapped and insert additional cas-
settes, or performer does so person-
ally.

11. If appropriate, performer proceeds to
study the patient's esophagogastric
juncture, gastl:ic mucosa, pyloric
canal, duodenal cap, duodenal loop, and
follows the barium column past the lig-
ament of Treitz. Throughout procedure:

a. Performer has the patient take or
be placed in appropriate positions
to observe the structures. May ad-
just table and/or fluoroscope unit.

b. Performer observes the flow and
progress of the contrast: material
through the organs of interest.
Takes spot films, cine and/or video-
tape records as deemed appropriate.

c. If using videotape, performer may,
at any point in the process, inter-
rupt the procedure, press the re-
turn tape and have the tape pro-
iecred on screen. Examines replay
for clarification of what was seen.
Advances again and proceeds with
procedure when appropriate.

d. Hcs additional barium administered
or instills personally as needed to
maintain adequate visualization.

e. Pericrmer riatuains alert to the pa-
tient's condition and reaction to
the procedure. Notes any signs of
respiratory distress or Ldvcrse re-
action. May decide to provide emer--
gency care as required.

List Elements Full

12. Performer may decide to prepare pres-
sure spot films of the gastric mucosa
and the duodenal bulb. If so:

a. If the child is old enough and wil
cooperate, performer positions pa-
tient and has pressure cone attach
ment moved into place. Performer
positions cone so that there is
pressure exerted on the area of
interest. For infants and children
who have been immobilized on table
performer uses a pressure paddle,
gently pressing the paddle on the
desired area.

b. Performer observes the area on the
TV monitor. Observes the response
to pressure and the pliability and
rigidity of the area.

c. Performer decides what to record
as spot films, cine or videotape
and activates appropriate attach-
ment when decided, as described
above.

d. Performer repeats pressure proce-
dure for other areas of the stom-
ach and for duodenal cap (bu.A.b) as
required. May vary patient's posi-
tion.

e. When performer has taken all the
pressure spot films needed, remove
the pressure cone or paddle.

13. Once the performer decides that
fluoroscopic examination of the
phagus, stomach and duodenum is
pleted, performer turns off the
oscope.

the
eso-
com-
fluor

a. Orders overhead films. Specifies
what is required or has standard
films taken, based on observations.

b. May have additional contrast mater
ial administered or injects person
ally, as described above.

c. Pas spot films, bverhead films and
cine films processed at once.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 453

This is page 6 of 7 for this task.

List Elements Fully
1

List Elements Fully

14. Performer looks at the processed spot
films and radiographs on view boxes as
soon as they are ready:

a. Performer determines whether the ra-
diographs are technically adequate
to demonstrate the area and condi-
tion under study and provide suffi-
cient information to make possible

ii) For overheads, indicates the
time elapses at which expo-
sures should be taken. Indi-
cates exposures and positions
required.

iii) May order that food and drink
be provided after the barium
has reached the mid-small bow-
el.

?, a competent medical interpretation.
May ask opinion of another radiolo-
gist. Orders a change and repeats
filming only in extreme circum-
stances. Indicates needed adjust-
ments to technologist.

b. Performer notes whether the problem
area could involve the top or the
distal stomach (areas blocked from
view by the rib cage). If so, per-
former may decide to order an.air
contrast study to distend the stom-
ach:

i) Decides whether to inject air
through a nasogastric tube al-
ready in place, or,if patient
has had barium administered
orally, whether to insert naso-
gastric tube,or administer air

15. For air contrast study of the stom-
ach has patient placed in appropri-
ate position based on selected route
for air contrast.

a. If a nasogastric tube is to be
used, performer inserts as de-
scribed above and/or positions or
repositions in stomach using flu-
oroscopic controls.

i) Performer has empty sterile
syringe prepared for injection
of air through catheter.

ii) Positions patient and/or tilt
table for injection of air.

iii) Attaches syringe to the cath-
eter and injects air in the
appropriate amount.

by use of a straw, empty feeding
bottle, carbonated beverage in
feeding bottle or cup.

ii) Indicates decisions to technolo-
gist and has materials prepared
if not already done.

c. Performer determines whether it is
desirable to follow with a small
bowel study. If so decided, per-
former decides whether to do a flu-
oroscopic study with spot filming
or to proceed with delayed overhead
films of the small bowel.

i) May have additional barium ad-
ministered or decides to inject
personally, as required.

iv) Activates fluoroscope and ob-
serves filling on the TV moni-
tor.

b. If patient is td have the air ad-
ministered orally, performer has
the patient positioned as appro-
priate, standing in front of
table, seated, or immobilized on
table, depending on the age and
condition of patient.

.

i) Repositions fluoroscope unit
in front of or over patient.

ii) Has nurse or technologist hold
materials needed (such as
empty feeding bottle or filled
with carbonated beverage,straw

,

4 53



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 453

This is page 7 of 7 for this task.

with hole in its shaft, or car-
bonated beverage iu cup) aad
await orders from performer.

iii) When ready,has nurae or technolo
gist assist patient to suck on
feeding bottle, place straw in
patient's mouth with hole in
shaft outside of mouth and en-
courage patient to suck in air,
or has patient drink carbonated
beverage in cup.

c. Terformer observes stomach under
fluoroscopic control,:as air is in-
stilled, sucked in,or4as is re-
leased through beverage. Notes
whether there is sufficient dis-
tension and has more air.taken in
or instills more if so decided.

i) Performer observes the stomach
structures and movement'until
the performer has sufficient in-
formation on any pathological
condition.

ii) While observing on TV monitor
performer may decide what to
record as spot films. Does so
as decided, as described.

iii) Performer may decide to make
pressure spot films. If so, pro-
ceeds as described earlier.

iv) Performer may continue with ob-
servation with patient in ap-
propriate positions as describ-
ed earlier.

d. Performer may order overhead films.
Reviews when processed as describ-
ed earlier.

16. If a delayed small bowel study has
been ordered with fluoroscopy, per-
former carries out observation of
the small bowel as described, after
the appropriate elapse of time.

a.. Repeats spot filming if so decid-
ed. May order rIverhei..JS.

b. Performer evaluates delayed spot
films and/or overheadF as describ-
ed above. May decide on fluoros-
copy after.viewing overheads; re-
peats appropriate steps.

17. Performer determines when the radio-
graphic examination is completed. Re-
turns to patient:

a. If the nasogastric catheter is
still in place, performer removes
syringe and gently removes the
catheter.

b. Informs technologist that he or
she can terminate the procedure
and have the patient sent home,
back to toom or to next proce-
dure.

c. If appropriate, orders decontami-
nation and/or sanitary clean up
procedures.

18. If performer judges that any emer-
gency signs are in evidence, perform-
er notifies patient's referring phy-
ecian at once. May confer about re-
covery procedures and/or other as-
pects of the case.

Performer may record impressions of
procedure on patient's chart:,

19.

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up rec-

ommended, delayed films or lab-
oratory tests ordered.

d. May sign chart, requisition sheet.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 454

This is page 1 of 6 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatabls.)

Decision made on going ahead,on contrast material;
pt. reassured;enema tip inserced;enema flow directed
under fluoroscopic control;spot films made;overhead
radiographs ordered;post-evacuation films ordered;
air contrast enema conducted if so decided;complete
set of radiographs approved;delayed films and fol-
low-up care ordered;medical impressions recorded;MD
notified of emergency signs.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in-
formation for a pediatric pa-
tient scheduled for examination
of the lower gastrointestinal
tract (especially colon) with
barium enema.

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-
iar with the case or to re-
view materials seen earlier.
Notes patient's age, sex,
size, and any diagnostic in-
formation already collected.

a. Performer notes the nature
of the suspected condition
and suspected location.
Studies prior plain films
or films of prior study on
view boxes to note the ex-
tent to which the condi-
tion has been visualized.
Notes the extent to which
gas is demonstrated in the
gastrointestinal system,
especially if patient is
a neonate.

b. Notes whether the patient
has an ileostomy or colos-
tomy.

c. Notes whether the pa-
tient's age, presenting
condition, or the nature
of the expected pafEidogy
requires or contraindi-
cates a preparatory cleans
ing enema, prior absti-
nence from food and drink,
and what was ordered.

d. Performer notes whether
the patient's condition
requires a contrast medium

-OKRP;RR;RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form,patient's chart;prior films;
view boxes;prepared barium or other contrast enema;
fluoroscope,TV monitor,spot film device,table;gown,
gloves;pen;telephone;protective lead garments;air
insufflator,syringe,tube,clamp,tape; immobilization
devices;shielding;barium paste; emergency cart

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes... ) No...

ies to q. Name tne in. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Pediatric patient to have lower GI radiography;ac-
companying adult;referring physician;pediatrician;
radiologist;radiologic technologist;nurse

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting a radiographic barium enema study of low-
er gastrointestinal tract of pediatric patient by de

ciding whether to go ahead;reassuring pt.;deciding
cr. contrast materia3;supervising or conducting admin

istration of enema;viewing on fluoroscope monitor;
taking spot films;ordering overhead radiographs;or -
dering post-evacuation films;supervising or conduct-
ing air contrast enema if so decided;deciding when
examination is completed by viewing radiographs;or-
dering delayed films;recc,rding medical impressions,
orders for follow-up care; notifying MD of emergency

signs.

6. Check here if this
is a master

...
sheet.. U.....a
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TASK DESCFIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 454

This is page 2 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

other than a barium sulphate mix-
ture, with or without saline.

e. Performer notes any other relevant
medical information, such as whether
pediatric patient is a premature in-
fant, has an infectious or communi-
cable condition, or has any related
conditions which might be contrain-
dications to the procedure.

f. Performer notes whether patient has
an intravenous infusion in place to
prevent dehydration. May ask for or
check electrolyte level.

g. Performer checks to see that an
authorized adult has signed a con-
sent for the procedure. If not, ar-
ranges to have this done at once if
emergency; may have examination de-
layed until consent is obtained or
decides to obtain personally.

h. Performer notes whether orders for
prior preparation of patient have
been carried out (such as prior ab-
stinance from food and drink for a
given period of time, prior adminis-
tration of cleansing enema, sedation
or other ledication). If not, has
this done and/or has patient re-
scheduled as appropriate.

i. Performer may call referring physi-
cian to discuss case or to obtain
additional information. Notes
whether pediatrician will be in at-
tendance with patient during proce-
dure (in case of serious illness).

. Performer greets any non-infant pa-
tient, accompanying adult,and pedia-
trician (if present) in examination
room.

a. Performer reassures patient and/or

adult with patient. Explains what
will be done. Answers questions.
With child, may instruct and re-
hearse patient in the procedures to
be followed so as to obtain pa-
tient's cooperation.

b. Performer questions accompanying
adult and/or patient about pa-
tient's current symptoms in rela-
tion to the condition being stud-
ied. May examine patient. May
collect additional relevant medi-
cal history. May discuss with
referring.physician.

c. Performer makes sure that all in-
dividuals to be in contact with
a neonate patient are following
proper sanitary procedures.

d. Performer makes sure that anyone
remaining in the room is properly

shielded.
e. If appropriate, perfOrmer obtains

written consent for procedure
from authorized adult. Explains
the procedure and the risks in-
volved. (Does not proceed unless
there is a signed consent.)

3. Performer may order a scout film.
Views when ready or views scout film
already prepared by technologist.

. If the technical quality of the
scout film is not acceptable,per-
former indicates the needed ad-
justments in position or tech-'
nique to technologist.

b. Performer notes relevant informa-
tion for conducting procedure and
extent to which gas and feces are
present in colon.

4. Performer considers whether there
are contraindications to going ahead

with the procedure based on .clinical
information (and scout film if ob-
tained). May discuss patient's cur-
rent condition and steps to be taken

with referring physician.

5. If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommenda-
tions on patient's chart. Informs
appropriate co-worker. If appropri-

456
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

IPo' ',KA ibr041,

Llbt Elements Full
VUIWAR,

orders rescheduling of patient
or scheduling for alternative proce-
dure.

Task Code No. 454

This is page 3 of 6 for this task.

6. If performer decides to proceed:

a. Performer decides on and orders the
contrast material to be used, such-
as barium sulfate mixture or iodine
based water soluble agent, or other
liquid medium. Has enema and.any.
other equipment needed prepared and
checked.

b. Performer has technical factors set
for. fluoroscopy. Has cassette in-
serted for spot films. Chooses full,
half or quarter format and sets as
appropriate. (If roll film attach-
ment, checks that attachment 'is
loaded with film or hae this done.)

c. Yerformer has patient prepared, im-
mobilized, shielded,and positioned
for enema. May decide to immobilize
personally. Dons protective lead
garments and gown and gloves.

Performer returns to patient in x-ray
room when informed that patient and
materials are ready.

a. If patient is able to comprehend,
performer talks about what is to
be done and why. Attempts to alle-
viate patient's fears and develop
confidence. Answers patient's ques-
tions. Makes sure patient under-
stands that he or she is to retain
enema until told to evacuate by
performer.

b. Checks whether patient has been
properly positioned, shielded and
immobilized. Indicates adjustments
needed or decides to adjust per-
sonally.

c. Makes sure that an infant patient

is being kept adequately warm.
d. If patient has an IV chip in place,

makes sure that this has not been

List Elements Full

disturbed and that patient is not
in distress.

e. Performer remains alert to pa-
tient's condition throughout the
procedure.

f. Performer checks that all materials
needed are present, that emergency
cart is present. Has any missing
objects brought.

g. Checks that enema has been prepared

and-hung at proper height near pa-
tient. Has it checked byliaving
-some of the mixture run through
tubing.

h. Prepares fluoroscope unit for moni-
toring by positioning unit so that
the patient's pelNic area will be
visible. May chedk,hy activating,
readjusting,and shutting fluoro-
scope.

. If required for later interpretation,
such as to study imperforate anus,per-
former orders or checks that patient
has had body markings made with thick
barium suspension(paste) in the mid-
dle of the natal-cleft, perineum, and
the anal dimple.

Performer directs insertion or in-
serts the enema tip as follows:
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a. Performer indicates to subordinate
when to insert the enema tip into
the.patient's rectum and position
patient in appropriate position
for fluoroscopy.

b. 'With patient suffering from ob-
struction in the aganglionic seg-
ment of bowel, has enema tip in-
serted only a short distance.

c. Has technologist or nurse "sand-

wich" the buttocks together firmly
with nonopaque adhesive tape to
help retain the enema.

d. If patient has colostomy or ile-
ostomy, performer decides whether
to opacify through the rectum or



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 454

This is page 4 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Fully

stoma. If the stoma, performer re-
moves the dressing and drainage bag
or has this done. Inserts enema tip
through the stoma.

10. Performer may have lights in room dimr
med; positions fluoroscope unit, ad-
justing position by viewing on TV moni-
tor.

11. Performer indicates to technologist
when to start the flow of the contrast
solution by opening the enema clamp,or
does personally. Indicates rate of flow
depending on condition being studied.
Performer indicates throughout proce-
dure when to reclamp enema, when to let
it flow, and when to reclamp. Has flow
stopped when the barium column has
reached the desired level.

a. Performer watches the flow of the
solution through the large intes-
tines by activating the fluoroscope
and watching on the TV monitor.

b. Performer observes the flow of the
barium solution through the rectum,
sigmoid,descending, transverse and
ascending colon, cecum and terminal
ileum, 'concentrating on areas of
suspected pathology. Performer ob-
serves structures and movement. May
reassure patient and encourage to
retain enema. Mhy move fluoroscope
unit or table to obtain other views.
Watches to be sure that pressure of
enema is_not excessive. May make
notes while observing.

c. While observing, performer decides
what to record by taking spot films.
Instructs patient when to remain mo-
tionless for spot film exposures and
when to resume normal breathing and
relax. As decided, performer acti-.
vates spot film attachment and foot
pedal for radiography. If cassette
attachment, may have technologist
remove cassette as spots are taken

List Elements Fully 0

and insert additional cassettes,
or does so personally.

d. Performer notes patient's reactions
throughout procedure for signs of
adverse reactions; may decide to
provide emergency care. If the pa-
tient is unable to retain the ene-
ma, or is not tolefating the pro-
cedure, performer may decide to
terminate. May record any relevant
observations on appropriate form;
notifies appropriate staff.

12. Performer decides when to stop admin-
istration of enema. If patient is
able to comprehend, reminds patient
to retain enema and asks patient how
he or she is feeling.

13. Performer decides, based on observa-
tions during fluoroscopy,when to have
radiologic technologist take standard
series of overhead radiographs and
whether to order additional exposures
and/or positions, with enema retained.
Indicates orders to technologist. May
record.

a. May lift infant and hold in invert-
ed position for several minutes
before filming if appropriate.

b. Performer has spot films and radio-
graphs prodessed at once and ex-
amines on view boxes. Judges
whether the technical factors and
poSitioning are adequate for satis-
factory interpretation. Indicates
needed adjustments.

14. Once pre-evacuation films are judged
adequate,performer has patient allowed
to evacuate and orders post-e-,acuation
films to provide detailed io:ormation
on the colonic mucosal pattern. Indi-
cates views for overheads and ha;',.

post-evacuation films processed at
once.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 454

This is page 5 of 6 for this task.

List Elements-Fully

1 . Performer reviews all the radiographs
and spot films taken on view boxes:

a. Performer determines whether the
films are technically adequate to
demonstrate the area and condition
under study and provide sufficient
information to make possible a com-
petent medical iLterpretation. Per-
former may ask opinion of clinician
or another radiologist.

b. Decides whether it would be desir-
able to repeat any portion of the
examination and/or desirable to do
an air contrast study to provide
more information. Considers te pa-
tient's condition and cumulative
radiographic exposure and the de-
sirability of additional informa-
tion.

c. If repeat filming is to be done,
performer indicates what is needed
and/or repeats app:.opriate steps;
reviews radiographs as above.

16. If pci?, kielers Lar contrast,per-
former sup1/4rvises the introduction of
the it mecL::.m into the large intes-
tf o using Cluoroscopy. Reassures pa-
tit and vplains what will happen.
Can:ies out 7,1ersonally or supervises
whfie nurse. technologist, prepares
an air inflator, attaches rectal
tip :1:1 and inserts tip into
petitc's rectum. Has buttocks taped
toge,ler as described alv.we.

a. Performer positions patient and
overhead fluoroscope -4.Ld ob-

serves on TV monitor whi3e adminis-
tering the air. Perfortler opens the
clamp and adjusts. tio rate of flow
of air to.instiA the proper amount
of air needed wl:thout excessive
pressure. Performer checks for ap-
propriate distension.

b. Performer turns patient from side
to side or has this done during

dew,

List Elements Fully

filling to facilitate visualiza-
tion. Views areas of interest on
TV monitor, such as sigmoid colon,
cecum, splenic flexure, and hepa-
tic flexure.

c. Performer views the suspicious
areas noted during earlier fluoro-
scopy and on radiographs, as de-
scribed above. Performer takes spot
films as deemed appropriate, as de-
scribed above.

d. Performer decides when enough spot
films with the air contrast medium
have been taken and turns off the
fluoroscope.

e. Performer decides on the radio-
graphs to order with air contrast
medium retained. May record orders.
Performer encourages the patient to
retain the air.

f. Performer reviews the processed air
contrast films as described above,
ordering an7 additional ones as
needer:,

17 When performer has determined that the
examination has beep. completed, indi-
cates this to appropriate staff.

a. Opens clamp of air insufflator and
allows air to escape.

b. With infants, has enema bag lower-
ed below patient's level and allows
any remaining liquid enema drain
out by gravity.

c. If not already done, has tape and
enema tube removed or does per-
sonally.

4, Performer has patient cleansed;has
room and equipment cleaned with
antiseptic solution; has any other
appropriate clean up procedures
followed to avoid infection or
contamination.

e. If patient has a colostomy or ile-
ostomy,has a fresh drainage bag
and dressing applied or decides to
do personally.
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20., Performer mAy record -Lmpressions of
procedute on patientfl; chart:

---

a. Preliminer:; find!.rzs.
b. How iwien toleted procedure.
c. Any special 11:41-biAg follow-up rec-

ommended, del).!7e6 films ordered.
d. May sign cbaze cz requisition

sheet.

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 454

This is page 6 of 6 for this task.

.wwwwwm.
List Elements F4113,

f. May have an-infant provided food
and drink ismediately.

List Elements Fully

18. If performer jAges that any emergency
signs are in itlidence, performer noti-
fies patient'fil physician. Notifies phy-
sician or swrgeon of preliminary find-
ings if so re4uested.

19. PerforMer may decide to order delayed
aa several hours later (to

reveal more distal penetration of
colonic gas),or a day ol :11re later.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 455

This is page _1 of 5 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decisions made on going ahead,on contrast material ;
pt.reassured;enema insertion supervised;enema flow
directed under fluoroscopic control;spot films,cine
and/or videotape record made;pre-evacuation radio-
graphs ordered;evacuation spots,cine,overhead films
made;post-evacuation films ordered;complete set of
radiographs approved;medical impressions,orders for
follow-up care recorded; MD notified of emergency
sings.

Performer receives 'the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in-
formation for a pediatric pa-
tient scheduled for defecography
(contrast enema study of anorec-
tal region during defecation).

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-
iar with the case or to re-
view materials seen earlier.
Notes patient's age, sex,
size, and any diagnostic in-
formation already collected.

a. Performer notes the nature
of the suspected condition
and suspected location.
Studies prior plain films
or films of prior study on
view boxes to note the ex-
tent to which the condi-
tion has been visualized.

b. Notes whether the patient
has an ileostomy or colos-

.

tomy.
c. Notes whether the pa-

tient's age, presenting
condition, or the nature
of the expected pathology
requires or contraindi-
cates a preparatory cleans-
ing enema, prior abstin-"

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be us6d. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form,pt's chart;prior.films;view
boxes;prepared barium or other contrast enema;fluor-
oscope,TV monitor,spot film device,table;cine camera
and projector or videotape,tape player;gown,gloves;
pen;telephone;protective lead garments;enema tube,
clamp;immobilization devices;shielding;barium paste;
tape; emergency cart; chair, bedpan, bag or towels

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...g) No...( )

. If -Yes' to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

,

requirements or'legal restrictions,
Pediatric pt.to undergo defecography;accompanying
'adult; referring pWsician; pediatrician; radiolo-
gist; radiologic technologist; nurse

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- ence from food and drink,
and what was ordered.

d. Performer notes whether
the patient's condition re-
quires a contrast medium
other than a barium sul-
phate mixture, with or
without saline.

e. Performer notes any other
relevant medical informa-
tion such as whether pa-

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting detecography of pediatric patient by de-
ciding whether to go ahead;reassuring pt.;deciding on
contrast material;supervising or conducting adminis-

tration of enema;viewing on TV monitor;taking cine,

spot films or videotape;ordering radiographs;super-
vising evacuation;taking cine or video and spot
films;ordering post-evacuation films;deciding when
examination is completed by viewing radiographs; re-
cording medical impressions, orders for follow-up
care; notifying MD of emergency signs.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheetCIO
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 2

Task Code No. 455

of 5 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

tient has an infectious or communi-
cable condition, or has any related
conditions which might be contraindi
cations to the procedure.

f. Performer notes whether patient has
an intravenous infusion in place to
prevent dehydration. May ask for or
check electrolyte level.

g. Performer checks to see that an auth
orized adult has signed a consent for
the procedure. If not, arranges to
have this done at once if emergency;
may have examination delayed until
consent is obtained or decides to ob-
tain personally.

h. Performer notes whether orders for
prior preparation of patient have
been carriec. out (such as prior ab-
stinance from food and drink for a
given period of time, prior adminis-
tration of cleansing enema, sedation
or other medication). If not, has
this done and/or has patient resched
uled as appropriate.

i. Performer may call referring physi-
cian to discuss case or to obtain ad
ditional information. Notes whether
pediatrician will be in attendance
with patient during procedure (in
case of serious illness).

. Performer greets any non-infant patient,
accompanying adult and pediatrician (if
present) in examination room.

a. Performer reassures patient and/or
adult with patient. Explains what
will be.done. Answers questions. Wit
child, may instruct and rehearse pa-
tient in the procedures to be fol-
lowed so as to obtain patient's coop
eration.

b. Performer questions accompanying
adult, and/or patient about patient
current symptoms in relation to tha
condition being studied. May examine
patient. May collect additional rel-
evant medical history. May discuss

with referring physician. Notes
whether patient is able to sit up.

c. Performer makes sure that anyone
remaining in room is properly
shielded.

d. If appropriate, performer obtalns
written consent for procedure from
authorized adult. Explains the Pro-
cedure and the risks involved.
(Does not proceed unless there is a
signed consent.)

. Performer may order a scout film.
Views when ready or views scout film
already prepared by technologist. If
the technical quality of the scout fili
is not acceptable, indicates the
needed adjustments in position or tech
nique to technologist. Notes relevant
infcrmation for conducting procedure.

. Performer considers whether there are
contraindications to going ahead with
the procedure based on clinical infor-
tation (and scout film if obtained).
May discuss patient's current condi-
tion and steps to be taken with refer-
ring physician.

. If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommenda-
tions on patient's chart. Informs ap-
propriate co-worker. If appropriate,
orders rescheduling of patient or
scheduling for alternative procedure.

. If performer decides to proceed:

a. Performer decides on and orders the
contrast material to be used, such
astbarium sulfate mixture or iodine
based water soluble agent, or other
liquid medium. Has enema and other
equipment needed for defecography
checked and prepared for use.

b. Performer decides on use of spot
filming, cineradiography, and/or
videotape. As appropriate, has tech
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Fully
a.

Task Code No. 455

rhis is page 3 of 5 for this task.

nice/ factors set for fluoroscopy.
Has cassette inserted for spot films.
Chooses full, half or quarter format
and sets as appropriate. (If roll
film attachment, checks that attach-
ment is loaded with film or has this
done.) Performer has videotape and/or
cineradiography camera and film pre-

yared for use. Indicates rate and
frame settings for tine.

c. Performer has patient prepared, im-
mobilized, shielded,and positioned
for enema. May decide to immobilize
personally. Dons protective lead gar
ments and gown and gloves.

. Performer returns to patient in x-ray
room when informed that patient and ma-
terials are ready.

a. If patient is able to comprehend,
performer talks about what is to be
done and why. Attempts to alleviate
patient's fears and develop confi-
dente. Answers patient's questions.
Makes sure patient understands that
he or she is to retain enema until
told to evacuate by performer.

b. Checks whether patient has been pro-
perly positioned, shielded and immo-
bilized. Indicates adjustments need-
ed or decides to adjust personally.

c. Mhkes sure that an infant patient is
kept adequately warm.

d. If patient has an IV drip in place,
makes sure that this has not been
disturbed and that patient ls not in
distress.

e. Performer remains alert to patient's
condition throughout the proccdul.e.

f. Performer checks that all materials
needed are present, that emergency
cart is present. Checks staff shield
ing.Has any missing objects brought.

List Elements Fully

h. Prepares fluoroscope unit for moni-
toring by positioning unit so that
the patient's pelvic area will be
visible. May check by activating,
readjusting,and shutting fluoro-
scope.

. Performer orders or checks that patient
has had body markings made with thick
barium suspension (paste) in the middl
of the natal cleft, perineum, and the
anal dimple.

1

. Performer directs insertion or inserts
the enema tip or catheter as follows:

a. Performer indicates to subordinate
when to insert the enema tip into
the patient's rectum and position
patient in appropriate position for
fluoroscopy.

b. With pediatric patient suffering
from obstruction in the aganglionic
segment of bowel, has enema tip in-
serted only a short distance.

c. Has technologist or nurse "sandwich'
the buttocks together firmly with
non-opaque adhesive tape .to-help re
tain the enema.

d. If patient has colostomy or ileo-
stomy, performer decides whether to
opacify through-the rectum or stoma
If the stoma, performer removes
drainage bag and dressing or has
this done. Inserts enema tip
through the stoma. Plans to evalu-
ate evacuation function of post-
stomal bowel and rectum.

0. Performer may have lights in room dim-
med; positions fluoroscope unit, ad-
justingyosition ty viewing on TV moni
tor.

g. Checks that enema has been prepared 11. Performer indicates to technologist

and .hung at proper.height near pa- when to start the flow of the contrast

tient. Has it checked by having some solution by opsning the.enema clamp or ;

of the mixture run through tubing. does personally. Indicates rate of
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 455

This is page 4 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full

flow depending on condition being stud-
ied. Performer indicates throughout
procedure when to reclamp enema, when
to let it flow, and "when to raclamp.
Has flow stopped when the barium col-
umn has reached the desired level.

a.lerformer watches the flow of the
solution through the large intes-
tines by activating the fluoroscope
and watching on the TV monitor.
Judges when to activate videotape
and/or cine attachments of fluoro-
scope.

b. Performer observes the flow of the
solution through the rectum, sigmoid
and descending colon and proximal
areas as decided, concentrating on
areas af suspected pathology. Per-
former observes structures and move-
ment. May reassure patient and en-
courage to retain enema. May move
fluoroscope unit or table to obtain
other views. Watches to be sure that
pressure of enema is not excessive.
May make notes while observing.

c. While obsery,ing, performer decides
what to record by taking spot films.
Instructs patient when to remain mo
tionless for spot film exposures an
when to resume normal breathing and
relax. As decided, performer
switches from cine to spot film mod
as appropriate; activates spot film
attachment and foot pedal for radio
graphy. If cassette attachment, may
have technologist remove cassette
as spots are taken and insert addi-
tional cassettes, or does so person
ally.

d. Performer notes patient's reactions
throughout procedure for signs of
adverse reactions; may decide to
provide emergency care. If the pa-
tient is unable to retain the enema
or is not tolerating the procedure,
performer may decide to terminate.

MA: ..ecord any relevant observa-
tions on appropriate_form; noti-
fies appropriate staff.. ,

12. Performer decides when to stop admin-
istration of enema. Deactivates video
tape and/or cine cameras. If patient
is able to comprehend, reminds patient
to retain enema and asks patient how
he or she is feeling.

13. Performer has technologist position
patient for pre-evacuation overhead
films. May lift infant and hold in
inverted position for several minutes
before filming if appropriate.

Performer has spot films and radio-
graphs processed at once and examines
on view boxes. Judges whether the
technical factors and positioning are
adequate for satisfactory interpreta-
tion. Indicates needed adjustments.

14. Performer has patient retain enema
(or feces if no enema has been given
after opacification of the anal ca-
nal). Performer continues as follows:

a. If patient cannot be placed in a
sitting position, performer has a
disposable adhesive bag attached
to patient, has a radiolucent bed-
pan provided,or, with infant, pro-
vides towels. Has patient posi-
tioned on table with table tilted
to appropriate angle or does so
personally.

b. If patient can sit, has patient
placed on an appropriate chair or
pot fitted with a disposable bag.

c. Performer explains to non-infant
patient that he or she is to try
to defecate when requested, and to
strain to help if appropriate. Per
former reassures patient who shows



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 455

This is page 5 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full
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signs of embarrassment. Indicates
that the room lights will be out.

d. Performer adjusts fluoroscopic unit
and/or videotape or cine'camera.

e. When ready, performer has any tape
on buttocks removed; has enela tube
removed, and has room darkeiAed.

f. Fgrformer asks patient to evacuate.
Wa.tches on TV monitor, and activates
cine or videotape attachments aa
process begins.

g. Performer notes dynamic movements i
anorectal region. May take spot
films of the structures involved in
defecation at rest phase, openiftg
phase and closing phase,or has over
heads taken in relevant sequence.

h. Performer may ask patient to carry
out voluntary movements such as
straining and/or contracting anusv

i. If patient is an infant, performei
may apply manual pressure as appro7
priate to initiate evacuation.

j. Has bag, towel or container removed
after evacuation.

15. If post-evacuation films are to be
taken to provide detailed information
on the colonic mucosal pattern, per-
former carries out immediate cine and/
or spot filming or orders ovrxheads

-at once.

a. Positions patient as appropriate
for fluoroscopy, and/or indicates
views for overheads.

b. Performer has the post-evacuation
films processed at once.

16. Performer views all the radiographs
and spot films taken on view boxes.
May replay any parts of the videotape.
Determines Whether the films are tech-
nically adequate to demonsf7ate the
area and condition uader study and pro
vide sufficient information to make
possible a competent medical interpre-

List Elements FullL...0

tation. Performer may ask opinion of
clinician or another radiologist.

17. When performer has determined that
the examination has been completed,
indicates this to appropriate staff.

a. Performer has patient cleansed;
has room and equipment cleaned

with antiseptic solution; has any
other appropriate clean up proce-
dures followed to avoid infection
or contamination.

b. If patient has a colostomy or
ileqstomy has a fresh drainage
bag and dressing applied or de-
cides to do personally.

c. May have an infant provided food
and drink immediately.

18. If performer judges that any emer-
gency signs are in evidence, perform-
er notifies patient's physician. Not-
ifies physician or surgeon of prelim-
inary findings if so requested.

19. Performer may record impressions of
procedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up

recommended.
d. May sign chart or requisition

sheet.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 456

This is page 1 of 6 for this task.

What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Decision made on whether to go ahead;pt.reassured;
pt.admintstered barium enema under diagnostic pres-
sure and fluoroscopic control; spot films,cine and/

or video records made;decision made on use of hydro
static pressure for reduction of intussusception;en
ema administered under therapeutic pressure and
fluoroscopic control;overhead films, post-evacuatio
films ordered;complete set of radiographs approved;
extent of reduction,medical impressions and follow-
up care recorded;MD notified of emergency signs.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form and patient's chart;prior
films;view boxes;prepared barium enema;fluoroscope,
TV monitor,spot film device,table;cine camera and
projector or videotape and tape player;gown;gloves;
pen;telephone;protective lead garments;pressure reg-
ulator; syringe,tube,clamp,enema nozzles;immobiliza-
tion devices;shielding; tape; emergency cart

J. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...(

es to q. : Name tne in o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
Include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Pediatric patient with suspected intussusception;
accompanying adult; surgeon; radiologic technolo-
gist; referring MD; radiologist; nurse

. Name t e tnsk so ttat the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting diagnosis and hydrostatic reduction of

List Elements Full

intussusception of pediatric pt. by examining pt.,
scout films;deciding whether to go ahead;reassuring
pt.;administering barium enema under fluoroscopic
control;spot filming;locating and diagnosing intus-
susception;deciding with surgeon whether to proceed
with therapeutic pressureiapplying hydrostatic pres-
sure with enema under fluoroscopic control;deciding

with surgeon to repeat or terminate;ordering radio-
graphs,post-evacuation films;approving complete set

of radiographs;recording medical impressions-,follow-
lp care;notifying MD of emergenc si s.

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical in-
formation for a pediatric pa-
tient scheduled for radiographic
diagnosis of intussusception
(invagination of one portion of
the intestinal tract into the
lumen of an immediately adjoin7
ing part, forming at least three
cylinders), with possible reduc-
tion (correction) using hydro-
static pressure with barium ene-*
ma.

1. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
Tiformation to become famil-
ar with the case or to re-
ew materials seen earlier.'
NOtes patient's age, sex, and
any diagnostic information
already collected.

a. Performer notes the his-
tory of the suspected con-
dition, whether chronic
and/or acute, the extent,
and the suspected location
Studies prior plain films
or films of prior study on
view boxes to note the ex-
tent to which the condi-
tion has been visualized
and its history (its de-
scent and/or its partial
regression).
ri.::former notes any indi-
cations suggesting the pre
sence of pulmonary lesions
peritoneal infections or
other pathological condi-
tions that might be Contra
indications to the proce-
dure.

OK-RP;RR;RR

Check here i this

is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 456

2 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

c. Performer notes whether prior proce-
dures have been ordered such as ab--
stinance from food or drink for a
given period, sedation, and/or admin-
istration of IV infusion to run
throughout procedure. Notes whether
orders have been carried out. If not,
haa these-done-and/or-has-patient-re-;
scheduled as appropriate.

d. Performer notes any other relevant
medical information such as whether
patient has an infectious or communi-
cable condition.

e, Performer checks to see that author-7.
!.zed adult has signed a consent for
the procedure. If not, arranges to
have this done or have examination
delayed until consent is obtained,
or decides to obtain personally.

f. Pe, former may call referring physi-
cian and/or surgeon to discuss case.
'Makes sure that a surgeon will be in
attendance at the procedure or on
call.

2. Performer greets any non-infant patient,
accompanying adult and surgeon (when
present) in examination room.

a. Performer reassures patient and/or
adult with patient. Explains what
will be done. Answers questions. May
instruct and rehearse patient in the
procedures to be followed so as to
obtain patient's cooperation.

b. Performer questions accompanying
adult and/or patient about patient's
current symptoms in relation to the
condition being studied. May collect
additional relevant medical history.

c. Performer may manually examine pa-
tient's abdomen, palpating to feel
the location and extent of.the mass
involved, and note signs of stiff-
ness, swelling. Notes any symptoms of

. conditions which contraindicate the
Procedure.

d. PerfGrmer may ask the opinion of
the attending surgeon.

e. If appropriate, performer obtains
written consent for procedure from
authorized adult. Explains the pro-
cedure and the risks involved.
(Does not proceed unless there is a_ . _ _ _ _ _ _

signed'consent.)
f. Performer makes sure that anyone te

maining in room is properly shield-
ed.

r(ot already done, performer orders
p eliminary films of the abdominal
area. May specify views. Examines scout
films on view boxes as soon as they are
processed:

a. Performer inspects scout films to
see whether technical quality of
films is acceptable. If the techni-
cal quality of the scout films is
not acceptable, performer indicates
the t-eded adjustments in position
a- technique to technologist.

b Performer notes whether there are
signs of obstruction and/or fluid in
the abdominal cavity; checks for
signs indicating the location of the
intussusception, checks for signs of

_Dther pathological conditions.

Performer considers whether there are
contraindications to going ahead with
the procedure based on clinical infor-
mation and evidence on scout films.
May discuss patient's current condition
and steps to be taken with referring
physician and/or surgeon.

5. If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommendations
on patient's chart. Informs appropriate
co-worker. If appropriate, orders re-
scheduling of patient or scheduling for
alternative procedure.

4.7.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 456

This is page 3 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full

. If performer decides to proceed:

a. Orders barium sulfate enema with ap-
propriate amount of contrast fluid.
Selects height at which enema should
be hung; has equipment checked to be
sure that a free flow will be avail-
able,_Orders soft catheter for ,in-
sertion. Orders additional materials
as appropriate.

b. Performer has technical factors set
for fluoroscopy. Has cassette in-
serted for spoi films. Chooses full
half or quarter format and sets as
appropriate. (If roll film attach-
ment, checks that attachment is
loaded with film or has this done.)

c. May decide to utilize videotape and/
or cineradiography to observe fill-
ing and peristaltic motions. If so
decided, has videotape and/or cine
camera checked and prepared. Indi-
cates rate and frame settings for
cine.

d. Performer has patient prepared, im-
mobilized, shielded and positioned
for enema. May decide to immobilize
personally. Dons protective lead
garments and :.,J)wn and gloves when

appropriate.

7. Performer returns to patient in x-ray
room when informed that patient and ma-
terials are ready.

a. If patient is able to comprehend,
performer talks to patient about
what is to be done and why. Attempts
to alleviate patient's fears and e-
velop confidence. Answers patient's
questions. Makes sure patient under-
stands that he or she is t,..s retain

enema until told to evacuate by per-
former or technologist.

b. Checks whether patient he: been
properly positioned, shielded and
immobilized. ladicates adjustments
needed or decides to adjust person-
ally.

List Elements Full

c. Makes Sure that patient is being
kept adequately warm.

d. If patient has an IV drip_in place,
makes sure that this has not been
disturbed and that patient is not
in distress.

e. Performer remains alert to pa-

0,elit'._S,Sondi,tip4 throughont_tha_
procedure.

f. Performer checks that all materials
needed are present, that emergency
cart is present.Checks staff shield
ing.Has any missing objects brought.

g. Checks that barium enema has been
prepared and hung at proper height
near patient. If not alreadyt:done,
has it checked by having some of
the mixture run through tubing.

h. Preparee fluoroscope unit for moni-
toring by positioning unl.t so that
the patient's pelic area will be
visible. May.check by activating,
readjusting and shutting fluoro!-
scope.

8. Performer inserts soft catheter of
enema personally or directs inser-
tion:
a. Performer indicates to subordinate

when to:insert the enema Lip into
the paiient's rectum and position
patient in appropriate position for
fluoroscopy.

b. Has technologist or nurse tape the
buttocks together (after insertion
of tip) as tightly as poseible, us-
ing a non-opaque tape.

9. Performer proceeds with the diagnostic
phase of the barium enema procedure:

a. Performer indicates to technologist
the enema pressure to use for'the
diagnostic phase (by adjusting
height of enema or regulating pres-
sure mechanically).

b. Performer may have lights in room
dimmed; positions fluoroscope unit.

468.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 456

This is page 4 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full

c. Performer indicates to technologist
_when to start the flow of the con-
trast solution by opening the enema
clamp.

d. Performer watches the flow of the
barium mixture through the large in-
testines by activating the fluoro-
scope-and watching on the-TV monitor.
Judges when to activate videotape
and/or cine attachments of fluoros-
cope. Indicates when to reclamp en-
ema, iThen to let it flow, and when
to reclamp.

e. Performer moves patient, table or
fluoroscope unit as needed to optim-
ally project on the TV monitor the
different portions of the colon as
they are filled, particularly the
flexures. While observing, par:ormer
decides what to record by taking spot
films. Instructs patient when to re-
main motionless for spot film expos-
ures and when to resume normal
breathing and relax. As decided, per-
f,)rmer activates spot film attach-
ment and foot pedal for radiography
(switching from cine mode). If cas-
sette attachment, may have technolo-
gist remove cassette as spots are
taken and insert additional cas-
settes, or does so personally.

f. Performer observes structures and
movement. May reassure patient and
encourage to retain enema. Jatches
to be sure that pressure of enema is
not excessive. May make notes while
observing.

g. If there are any signs of filling de-

fects or of perforation of the intes-
tinal wall, performer decides with
surgeon at once whether to terminate
procedure. May decide to assist in
administering emergency care.

h. Unless performer observes contraindi
cations, performer continues to
have the contrast fluid flow until
the barium column has filled the

469

List Elements Fully_

colon and cecum and passed through
the ileocecal valve into the small
intestines in order to be.sure of
adequate diagnostic information.

i. When the performer is satisfied
that the filling has progressed as
far as needed, shuts fluoroscope
and has enema clamped.

j. Performer may order overhead radio
graphs. If so, specifies what is
needed. Reassures patient and en-
courages to.retain enema. Has spot
films and radiographs prOcessed at
once.

10. Performer views radiographs and spot
films on view boxes; may replay video
tape.

a. Performer determines whether the
films are technically adequate to
demonstrate the area and condition
under study and provide sufficient
information to make-possible a com
petent medical interpretation. Per
former may ask opinion of surgeon
or another radiologist.

b. If patient has had cliff:LI-may re-

taining enema, performer may decid
to let more fluid flow or to repea
radiography to gain further infor-
matioa. If so, indicates what is
needed and repeats appropriate
steps.

c. Performer decides whether the con-
dition being demonstrated is a tru
intussusception and, if so, its
start and the extent of the intest
inal tissues involved.

i) If performer decides that an-
other condition is demonstrat
ed, records as appropriate an
consults witY iurgeon on ap-
propriate ner;;. steps. If ap-
propriate, terminates proce-
dure as desci:Lbed below.

ii) If performer eecides that an
intussusception has been dem-



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 456

This is page 5 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Fullz

onstrated, performer studies the
structures involved, particular-
ly the location of the apex.
Discusses with surgeon whether
hydrostatic pressure is contra-
indicated or likely to be of
therapeutic value. Decides
whether to go_ahead with ther-
apy.

11. If performer decides to go ahead with
the therapeutic use of the barium ene-
ma, proceeds as follows:

a. Performer indicates to technologist
whether to allow the barium column
to reflux into enema for reuse or
to use remaining enema fluid (if
there is enough). Indicates the
pressure desired for use by select-
ing height for enema or mechanically
regulating pressure. Selects a safe
pressure that is judged adequate to
force the apex back and reduce the
intussusception.

b. Performer positions patient, fluor-
oscope unit,and table for viewing
the effect of the hydrostatic pres-
sure. When ready, activates fluoro-
scope (and dine and/or videotape if
so decided). Has enema clamp re-
leased and observes flow on TV moni-
tor.

c. Performer observes the response of
the apex to the hydrostatic pres-
sure. May increase pressure to as-
sist (such as at the moment when
the intussusception is to be
brought back through the ileocecal
valve). Stays alert for signs of
excessive pressure and decreases
pressure.at once. May make spot
films while observing.

d. Performer determines during thera-
peutic procedure whether the at-
tempt at reduction should be contin-
ued and/or repeated as described
above,based on the history of the

List Elements Full

condition, the patient's current
condition, the stage of the reduc-
tion,and the location of the intus
susception. May decide to continue
with patient in another position.

e. Performer judges whether the intus
susception has been reduced
_through_the_ileocecal_valveIf_sa.
allows barium to flaw.into the
small intestines until performer
judges that no ileo-ilealintus-
susception can remain... Opacifies
major portiOn of small bowel while
observing on TV monitor. Judges
extent of filling of unobservable
portions by noting amount of bar-
ium solution used in relation to
patient's size.

f. Consults with surgeon. At any
point performer and surgeon may de
cide to discontinue procedure and
have patient prepared for surgery.
If there is any sign that the in-
testinal wall.bas been perforated;
has patient-taken at once to sur-
gery.

12. Perforther decides when to terminate
application of hydrostatic pressure..
Shuts fluoroscope and turns off cine
or videotape. Clamps enema.

a. Performer reassures patient and
indicates what will cccur next.
Indicates to technologist whether,
post evacuation films will be made

b. Has tape removed. Has patient al-
lowed to evacuate enema.

c. Performer-orders post-evacuation
overhead films. Indicates what
.views are needed depending on the
location being studied. Has post-
evacuation films processed at once.

d. Performer has patient cleansed
afterwards and has room and equip-
ment cleaned with antiseptid solu-
tion; has other appropriate clean
up procedures followed to avoid in
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Task Code No. 456

This is page 6 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

fection or contaminatic:L.

e. May have an infant provided food
and drink immediately.

13. Perf.)rmer reviews all the radiographs
as above. Notes especially whether
there has been a complete or partial

.., _reduction of the intussusception,_the_
position under pressure and the site
after evacuation.

_

_-
a. If performer decides that only a

partial reduction has been accom-
plished, performer considers whether
to have patient referred for sur-
gery.

b. Notifies physician or surgeon of
preliminary findings II so request-
ed.

c. If performer judges that any emer-
gency signs are in evidence, per-
former notifies patient's physician
at once.

14. Performer may record impressions of
procedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings as described
above,

b. How patient tolerated procedute.
c. Any special nursing follow-up rec-

ommended.
d. May sign chart or requisition sheet.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 457

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

I

,

1. What is tht output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made whether to use fluoroscopy for in-
spiration-expiration study;patient reasavred;patient
observed under fluoroscopy;pathology or foreign body
evidence 1,)ted;spot films,video and/or eine records
made if so decided;discussion held with surgeon.if
appropriate;medical impreasions,orders,follow-up
care recorded;MD notified of emergency signs.

. _ __ _ _

2. What is used 1.4,..,vforming this-teak? (Note
if 9111x certsi,. .,:ms must be used. If there
is choice, incl.= ,erything or the kinds of
things chose

.rly requisition firm, chart,prior ra-
u raphs, medical :_.,c;v1,,aw boxes;pen;telephone;

uition forms;f1r.roscope,table,TV monitor,spot
film,ne and/or videotape attachments;protective
learl garments;cine projeztor end screen:shielding;
inf!,ollization devices

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(y) No .. )

Les to q. Name t e (in o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Pediarrlc patient;accompanying adult;referring 1111;
surgeon;radiologist;radiologic technologist

Name the task so that the answers to quer:-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Conducting fluoroscopic inspiration-expiration ex-
amination of pediatric patient by deciding whether
to go ahead;re'..riewing history;reassuring pt.;ob-
senAng inspiratiot and exration under fluoro-
scopic control;deciding whei:her to take spot films
and/Or cine or videotape recordolking for evi-
dence of pathology or foraign bodj;showing radio-
graphic record and discussing with surgeon if Jppro-
priate;recording medical impressiont,orders,follow-
up care;notifying MD of emergency signs.

111=1.

m.mmmw
List Elements Ful)

t.to"..

Performer receives the x-ray re-
quisition form and medical
mation on a pediatric patient
scheduled for inspiration and
expiration radiography (non-con-
trast radiography of thoracic
organs such as heart, thymus,
lungs-and-mediastinUM)-
sult of:

. Prior decision to perform ex-
amination using fluoroscopy
because of unusual lung find-
ings on prior radiographs,
"unresolved" pneumonia, non-
confirmed radiographs in a
case of.suspected foreign

,body.

b. Prior decision to perform ex-
amination using-fluoroscopy
because patient_is,known to
be unable to coopOkate to
provide radiographs in full
inspiration and full expira-
tion.

. Radiologic technologist re-
porting to performer that he
or she is unable to obtain
radiographs in full inspira-
tion and full expiration.

. Performer reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-
iar with the case (if study
was routinely ordered) or to
review materials seen earlier

a. Notes patient's age, sex,
and any diagnostic infor-
mation already collected.

b. Notes surrounding circum-
stances, history and sus-
pected location of the ob-
struction and/or foreign.

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. C5eck here if this
is a master sheet..(Y)
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TASK DESCPT7TION SHEET (continued)

pst Elements LIlly

Task Code No. 457

Tnis is page 2 of 4 for this task.

4111111IP
List Elements

body, and th k. nature of any sus-
pected foreign body or obstruction.

c. If prior plain films of the patient
are available, performer places on
view boxes. Reviews or evaluates in
order to assess technical quality
and/or become familiar with appear-
ance-Of the area of interest.

d. Performer may call referring phy-
sician to discuss case or to ob-
tain additional information.

e. If radiologic technologist was un-
e.ble tc obtain adequate radiographs,
disc.sses problem wIth technologist;
reviews any plain films of the
chest already obtained. Performer
considers whether patient should
undergo.fluoroscopy or whether pro-
cedures should be used to try to ob
tain overhead radiographs. If the
latter, indicates to technologist
what to do. May record.

f. If pezformer vill proceed with flu-
oroscopy, has materials and equip-
ment prepared and technical factors
set for flroscc.py, spot filming,
Vid ,tape ,nd/or cineradiography
as decided.

i) Pas cassette inserted for spci
films. Chooses full, half or
quarte format and sets'as ap-
proriat.. (If roll film attach-
met, checks that attachment is
loaded with film or has this

'done.)
ii) Perfc.;:mer hag videotape end/or

cineradiography camera and film
prepared for use if dynamic func
tions may be recorded. Indicates
rate and frame settiugs for

2. Performer greets any non-infant
tient and accompanying adult (if pre-
sent) in examination room:

a. Performer attempts to calm and re-
assure patient. Ex lains what will

Full

be done to child or adult with pa-
tient. Answers questions. With
child, may instruct and rehearse
the procedures to follow so as to
obtain patient's cooperation.

b. Performer questions accompanying
adult and/or patient about current
SymptOMS-.in rdlation-tb-the-con=;--
dition being studied, May examine
patient. May collect additional
relevant history, particularly if
foreign body is suspected.

c. Performer has patient ,)r.epared,
mobilized, shielded, and posi-
tioned, or decides to immobilize
and position personally.

d. Performer dons protective lead gar
ments and gloves when appropriate.

e. If anyone is to remain in examina-
tion room, performer makes sure
that he or she 1.61 properly shield-
ed.

, When informed that'patient and equip-
ment are readj, performer checks
whether patient has been properly
positioned, shielded and immobilized.
Indicates adjustments needed or de-
cides to adjust personally.

a. Performer places the fluoroscopic
unit in front of or over patient
so that the thoracic organs will
be visible.

b. May ask child old enough and able
to cooperate to breathe deeply in
and/or out on signal.

c. Wben ready for fluoroscopy, per-
former may have lights in room
dimmed; turns on fluoroscope or
has this done. Adjusta unit for
viewing on TV monitor. ---

d. Performer signals to'-patient (if
he or she can cooperate) when to
breathe as rehearsed, Moves the
table and/or patient or has the
patient move as appropriate to ob-
tain all required views while ob-
serving on the TV monitor.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 457

This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fullx List Elements Fully

Performer.observes the appearance of
the organs during inspiration and ex-
piration. Looks for signs of bronchial
obstruction, localized hyperaeration
(overaeration),or segmental collapse 4
evidence of specific types.of opaque or
nonopaque foreign bodies; notes any
displacement of the heart and/or medi-

--astinal-atrutture-;-or tension-andior
widening of the rib interspaces.

a. If performer decides that there is
need for permanent radiographic in-
formation, may decide to make spot
films. If so, activates spot filr,
attachment and x-ray foot pedal as
appropriate. If cassette attachment,
may have technologist remove cas-
sette as spots are snapped and in-
sert additional cassettes, or does
so personally.

b. If performer decides that there is
need for record of dynamic function,
may decide to use cine or videotape.
jf decided, performer activates cin
or videotape camera.

c. If using videotape, performer may,
at any point in the process, Inter-
rupt the procedure, press re-
turn tape and have the tape pro-
jected on screen. Examines replay
for clarification of what was seen.
Advances again and proceeds with
procedure when appropriate. May
have surgeon called to view replay.

d. Has patient exposed to radiation
only while performer is actually
viewing and filming.

e. Performer remains alert to the pa-
tient's condition and reaction to
the procedure. Notes any signs of
respiratory distress or adverse re-
action. May decide to provide emer-
gency care as required.

f. Once the performer decides that the
fluoroscopic examination is com-
pleted, has spot films, and/or cine
films processed at once.

g. Reassures patient and has patient
relax while performer continues
with procedure.

5. Performer looks at the proceused spot
films and cine film on view boxes or
projected on cine screen as soon as
they are ready. May have surgeon
called- to view-these' as -welt:May-re=
run videotape.

a. Performer determines whether the
radiographic information is tech-
nically adequate to demonstrate
the area and condition under study
and proVide sufficient information
to make possible a competent medi-
cal interpretation. May ask opin-
ion of another radiologist, or dis
cusses with surgeon.

b. Performer may decide to recommend
additional diagnostic procedures.
If so, may record on'appropriate
form.

c. Performer may be able to dondlUde
the presence and location of a
particular type of foreign body.
If so, may recommend or order pro-
cedure for removal. Fills out ap-
propriate form.

d. If performer judges that any aner-
gency signs are in evidence, per-

. former notifies patient's referrin
physician or surgeon at once if.
not already. done.

,)

6. Performer determines when the radio-
graphic examination is completed. Re-

turns to patient:

a. Informs technologist that he or
she can terminate the procedure.

b. Makes sure that patient is in the-
care of a staff person who will
transport to appropriate next lo-
cation.

.

c. Performer may order delayed film(s
to be taken after a proper elapse
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Task Code No. 457

This is page 4 of 4 for thiS task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

of time. If so, may fill out appro-
priate requisition and/or .:.!as this

done
d. Performer may record impressions o

procIdure on patient's chart:

i) Preliminary findings.
ii) Any special surgery, nursing

follow-up recommended, further-
radiography ordered.

iii) May sign chart, requisition
sheet.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 458

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Radiographic and related diagnostic materials on
pediatric patients read, interpreted; medioal and/or
developmental conclusions drawn and recommendations
made orally or dictated; patient's physician call'A
about emergency signs; selected radiographs ear-
marked for study or library use; material rejacketed
report placed for typing.

-

Performer reads and interprets
completed radiographs of exami-
nations and procedures performed
on pediatric patients,or provides
opinions to co-workers,pediatri-
cians,or surgeons when requested
on interpretation and conclusions
regarding radiographic materials
dealing-with pediatriC-pa-

....

tients.

1. If responding to request,per-
former goes to where radio-
graphic material is on view.
(on view boxes or cine or vid-
eotape projected on screen).
Listens while co-worker ex-
plains problem regarding how
to proceed next, or problem
of interpretation.

If reading and interpreting
completed work, performer ob-
tains the jacketed radio-
graphic work-ups. Includes the
current set of radiographs,
related diagnostic materials,_
cine and/or videotaye, any
results of bone age study (if
appropriate), the relevant re-
quisition sheets, and other
prior studies if available.
Goes to reading area and sets
up radiographic materials on
view boxes or prepares to pro-
ject cine film or videotape
on screen. ,

2. Asks about, reads, or reviews
x-ray requisition forms and
materials on patient's medical

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. 11 there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms; current radiographs, video-
tape and/or cine film and other diganostic informa-
tion; view boxes; cine or videotape projector and
screen; prior and collateral radiographic materials
such as results of bone age study; telephone; dic-
tation equipment; pen; magnifying glass; ruler; pro-
jector; anatomical reference chart

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes.., No... )

4. If -Yes- to q. 3: Name t e kin o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-workers; pediatricians; surgeons; referring phy-
sician

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Reading, interpreting and making recommendations on
radio:raphic and related studies of .ediatric .a-
tients or giving opinions to clinicians or co-workers
by reviewing relevant medical information and requi-
sition sheet(s); evaluating current and prior films
and collateral diagnostic materials for medical and
developmental information;notifying referring physi-
cian of emergency signs; explaining opinions or dic-

history, age, sex, size, and
whether premature. Notes the
reason for the study, the pre-
senting symptoms, the sus-

OK-RP;RR;RR
tating findings-and recommendations; placing report
for typing.

.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet. . 00
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Task Code No. 458

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full

pected pathology, any related condi-
tions, the details of the study ordered,
decisions on technique, any notes made
during the procedure, and the prelimin-
ary medical impressions recorded direct-
ly after the procedure (if viewing com-
pleted results). Reviews any relevant
prior reports or asks to see these and
prior radiographs. Reviews results of
bone-age studies if relevant.

Performer reads and interprets the ra-
diographs, noting the appearance of the
organs being studied, indications of
pathological conditions, signs of ob-
struction, constriction or stenosis in
the vessels or organs, malformation of
the bones, spine and skull.

a. Performer considers the sex and age
of the child in examining for signs
of structural or developmental de-
formities or anomalies.

b. In infants and neonates performer
may pay particular attention to the
amount and distribution of gas in
the gastrointestinal tract.

c. Looks for evidence of pathological
condiAons which might explain the
presenting symptoms beyond those
suggested by the requisition sheet.

d. Performer may consult standard ref-
erences indicating developmental
stages such as anatomical reference
charts; may use ruler, protractor,
magnifying glass.

Performer decides what-to report and/or
explain:

a. Performer decides whether any abnor-
malities, changes, or suspicious
signs warrant the immediate atten-
tion of the patient's physician. If
so, telephones at once and discusses
findings (or recommends that co-
worker in charge of case do

List Elements Fully

b. For own work performer decides what
to report and what recommendations
to make based on the type of infor-
mation requested and the informa-
tion revealed by the radiographs
and related materials.

c. In response to request, decides
what to recommend'co-to---worker.-Ex-

plains interpretation and recommen-
dations verbally, indicating how
conclusions were arrived at, includ-,
ing medical and technical consider-
ations.

. Performer dictates findings (for
own work). by explaining what ap-
pears on the films. Describes worri-
some or.suspicious signs, abnormal-
ities and/or changes or lack of
growth in patient over time; refers
to earlier films as appropriate.
(Might indicate presence of arti-
facts which do not have medical sigl
nificance). Indicates what implica-
tions can be drawn from findings
and what conclusions and/or courses
of action are wurranted or contra-
indicated, including need for addi-
tional studies, tests, or courses
of treatment.

Performer may decide whether any of
the material is unusual or of special
interest and warrants inclusion in
museum library or should be used for
study purposes. Marks jackets appropri
ately if so decided so that duplicates
can be'made.

. Returns own patient's radiographic ma-
terial, requisition sheet and tape of
dictation to proper jacket, and places
to be picked up for typing.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Lode No. 459

:This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Presentation prepared and made on pediatric radiol-
ogy developments or case studies; presentations of
surgeons, pediatricians or radiologists listened to;
discussions participated in; conference opened, con-
ducted, and closed, when appropriate.

Performer attends meetings of
medical staff and co-workers in
surgery, pediatrics and related
specialties to discuss areas of
mutual concern. ..

1. Performer may prepare presen-
tations describing new work
in the field of pediatric-ra=
diology.

a. Performer decides what to
present and in what degree
of depth and detail.

b. Decides on how to make
presentation and what to
use.

.

c. May prepare outline, ob-
tain special instructional
materials, do research on
topic for use in presenta-
tion. May have resident
assist.

d. May prepare slides from
own source of radiographs
or may obtain existing ra-
diographic material and
slides fiom library. May
have residen!: assist.

, e. At meeting, when performer
is called upon, places ra-
diographs, spot films or
other radiographic meter-
ials on view box or uses
slide projector. Describes

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.) .

Radiographic and medical equipment; radiographic
materials; case histories; view boxes; slide
projectors

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No... )

es to q. J: Name tne ina o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Surgeons; pediatricians; radiologists

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques- work selected, answers
questions, and partici-
pates in discussion. May
recommend further reading.

f. Performer bay, when appro-
priate, demonstrate or
simulate new and/or rele-
vant techniques, equipment

. or procedures.
g. After presentation per-

former replaces materials

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Participating in meetings of radiologists, surgeons
and pediatricians to discuss new developments, cases
of interest,and case problems in the field of pedi-
atric surgery and radiology by planning and present-
ing nei4 developments in the radiologic field, inter-
esting case studies,or problems in current cases,
and/or deciding to listen to presentations about
new developments in surgery, interesting case ...!

studies,or case problems, and participating in dis-
cussions; leading conference sessions when appropri-
ate. 6. Check here i this

is a ma3ter sheet.. X



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 2

lask Code No. 459

of 2 for this task.

List Elements F1111; List Elements Full

and equipment or has this done.

. Performer may attend conferences at
which surgeons and/or pediatricians pre-
sent case studies and raise the prob-
lems involved, or performer may choose
cases which are of interest from the
library or personal files which are of
educational interest.

a. Performer may be told beforehand by
department head or conference leader
what current or past cases will be
presented for discussion, or per-
former will discuss the type of in-
formation to be covered in order to
select relevant cases.

b. Performer may obtain the radiograph-
ic materials related to the cases
selected; may select appropriate
cases. May have assistant gather ma-
terials and reviews to be sure they
are appropriate.

c. Performer reviews the radiograph's
and the requisition sheets involved,
and any other relevant medical in-
formation such as reports and inter-
pretations already made.

d. Performer may make notes to use as
reference, pointing out fine points
with regard to interpretation of the
radiographs in connection with path-
ological symptoms and conditions.

e. At the conference, performer pre-
sents the radiographs involved as
appropriate,and presents interpre-
tation; makes relevant points so as
to instruct the audience in the
reasoning involved. Participates in
the discussion as appropriate;an-
swers questions. May suggest refer-
ence articles on subject.

f. Performer replaces radiographic ma-
terials or has these replaced when
done.

g. If called on to lead conference,
performer opens conference; calls

on co-workers to present cases;
leads or chairs discussions and
question period; closes meeting.

h. If current case studies are in-
volved, performer may maintain
files on thf: ,:ase(s) and read re-
ports-including-final diagnosis--
and trc:atment prescriptions.

3. Performer may decide to attend presen-
tation by surgeons,pediatricians or
co-workers. May make notes,ask ques-
tions and/or participate in discus-
sion.

. Performer may decide to attend presen-
tation about a particular case that
is of interest. May make notes, ask
questions and/or participate in dis-
cussion.

. Performer may decide to present rele-
vant problems that performer is per-
sonally having trouble with and ask
for comments and suggestions from par-
ticipants.

a. Selects the case material needed to
present the problem.

b. Makes presentation and poses prob-
lems involved.

c. Listens and participates in re-
s-ilting discussions.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 460

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What ie the output.of this task? (Be sure' List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.) .

Radiology resident shown and explained procedures
involved with pediatric radiography;resident eval-
uated for readiness to do activities under supervi-
sion;resident observed and criticized;resident eval-
uated for readiness to do tasks without direct super
visiou; resident's work spot checked and criticized; ,
questions_anwered; opinions ow work given.as re-_.
quested; evaluation noted informally,

Performer provides clinical
training to residents in radiol-
ogy in the area of specialized
pediatric .procedures, covering
choice of examinations, special
handling, relevant developmental
knoFledge,, medical aspects of
procedures, interpretation of
radiographic material, and pos-
sible recommendations and treat-
ments. .

,

1. -rerformer provides demonstra-
tion, explanation, informal
evaluation and supervision
in: reading requests for rad-
iographic studies and decid-
ing on best procedure; what
to look for;available medi-
cal and technical procedures
including surgical entry,
choice of contrast media,
technical equipment, posi.-

. tions and angles, special
handling and immobilization,
indications, contraindica-
ticns; prior preparation, se-
dation, anesthesia, emer-
gency care; providing techni-
cal and medical interpreta-
tion of radiographic mateti-
als; learning range of devel-
opmental and medical conclus-

,

ions that can be drawn; alte

2. What is "used in performing_this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms; materials and equipment
needed for pediatric radiography procedures; re-
lated radiographs; view boxes; emergency equipment

. Is there a reciFient, respondent or co-worker
involved in-the task? Yes..,( ) No... )

4. If ''Yes" to771: Name t e kind or recipient,
,respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or lAgal restrictions.

Radiology resident to be instructed in pediatric
radiography; any pt. involved; surgeons; clinicians;
supervisor of residents

r----n. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
native ,and additionalproce-
dures and tests; therapeutic.
procedures; and courses of
treatment to consider or per-
form. .

2. When performer is assigned a
resident, may select times,
patients, and procedures to
demonstrate, and may-explain
to resident while performer,
carries out own tasks.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Providing clinical training for radiology residents
in pediatric radiography by demonstrating procedures
explaining what is being done, answering questions;
deciding when residents can perform tasks under
direct supervision; observing and correcting; decid-
ing when tasks can be done without direct supervi-
sion; spot checking and correcting; advising as re-
quested or as deemed necessary.

,

6. Check her7irthis
is a master sheet.. X) .
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List E smuts Full

Task Code No. 460

This is page. 2 of 2 for this task.

a. Performer explains what will be
taught.

b. Performer may narrate the steps, may
explain what is being done, or may
explain the basis for decisions and
actions.

c. Performer may decide'to soliCit-ques,

tions to find out what the resident
understands, may answer questions,
or may elaborate on the explanation
of what is-being done, concentrating
on the relevant skills and knowl-
edges.

d. Performer decides when the resident
has observed sufficiently and has a
clear enough understanding of a pro-
cedure to carry it out under close,
direct supervision and/or to assist.

3. Performer supervises and observes resi-
dent carrying out activities assigned.

a. Performer asks the resident to do

all or part of a prOcedure and re-
mains at the side of the patient or
carries out own portion and-watches
.the resident perform the assigned
activity.

b. While observing, performer decides
whether the activity is being done
properly, whether there is a speci-
fic problem, whether there is need
to demonstrate the procedure again

or explain, and.does so.
c. Performer may comment on the per-

formance, encourage or correct as
deemed necessary, or-do this later.

d. Performer may decide to intervene
and take over the procedure, ex-
plaining to the resident what was
done incorrectly at that point or

_later.
e. If decision is to demonstrate again,

performer may redo arid-have-the-res-
ident observe, or have resident re-
peat the procedure until it is done

properly.

List Elements Full

f. Performer decides'which procedures
or activities can be done by the
resident without direct supervision.
(although radiologist remainS re-
sponsiblO. Informs proper Supervi-.
sors, notes for own use, and/or
tells this to rasident.

4. Performer spot checks-resident carry-
ing out activities without direct.su-
pervision or responds to requests for
guidance,,aSsistance,' or further in-

struction.

5.

6.

Performer proceeds as in steps 2 or 3
as appropriate, observing, noting.
areas needing improvement, determining
nature of problem, assisting,' giving.
opinions;.answering questions, and
providing further instruction.on how
to deal.with.unueual circumstances.-
Ileinforces correctWork. Suggests
areas ior improvement..

When patients are present for demon-
strations, performer may explain pres-
ence of resident; when observing, per7
former may exiilain own presence.

Performer informally notes the extent
of learning or proficiency of resident
throughout the training:

a. May decide to:discuss performance

with resident.at anytime. -

b. MayAeep records on-what Was taught
or:on resident's progress. MaY.Make
personal notes for use in later
evalnation meetings.

481



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 461

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements.Full

. this is broad enough to be repeatable.).

Outline and content planned and prepared.forrlec.
ture to residents-;or case conference on pediatric .

radiology; lecture given; Conferenc..;: conducted by

use of questions and answers.

. .

.
. .

-

.Performer presents lecture(s) or
holds Case conferences on pedi-
afric radiology for classes Of
radiology residents.

1. Perforeer is notified.of aa-
eignment or decides what.
Should be covered and at what
depth and degree of detail4
considering'the residents'
current academic level and
objectiveS of, the residency

program. :

.

.

;Decides on method.of presen-
tation andjlans-lectute and/
or case conference:

_
.

,

a. Prepares outline.
b. May.obtain special in-.-

strucfional materials or
.

asks do-worker to Obtain'
, for review. May use meter-

.

ials already prepared.
i. May do research n topic

. .

area for use in lecture.,
d. May prepare slides from

own source-of radiographs,
(teaching cases) or msy

. .
.

obtain existing radio-
__ _

_
graphic .anci.cine material
and/or slidas from 11.
brary. May:44 co7worker-
to obtainforreview,. or

....-

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kindi of
things chosen among.)

-
.

.

Paper, peni instrUctional and reading material in
pediatric radiology; adiographic materials; pro-
jector and Slides; cine and projector; screen;_

viel4 boxes

- .

. -

.

. 3, Is there,a recipient,.respondent or co-worker
.involved. in the task? Yes.., : No..( )

1

4. If -Yes- to q.'3: Name the kind of recipie

respondent or. co-wOrker involved,' with, de...

-scriptions to indicate the relevant,condition
include the kind, with whole-the perfOritier is

not allowed to deal if relevant to, knowledge
,

'requireMints or legal restriction i. .

Residents in radiology; program.director;
co-worket; library and/or cleriCal 'Personnel

5.--Name the task so that thefl answers to ques-. personallY chOosesradio-7.
graph:3 to illustratejorOb7
lem oases for a question
and Answer-session. Per

- former may choose materi
als to cOntrast normal,de
velopmental'and patholcigi-,

. cal States'. .- :" 7 "

--e. Decides on time to allo-.
cate for questions and

tions 1-4 are reflectedY'Underlinaessen-..
tial words.

Planning and presenting lectures or case confer-

ences on pediatric rddiology for radiology resi-

dents by-decidingAinCOntent, method of presenta7.

tion;. preparing material; presenting'lecture,.bain:.

aware of responses.and adjusting presentation:to

students' needs; using radiographic material in

question and answer, format to demonstrate. aspecti-

'of toOict for inatructional-p-UrpOses.

_

.

-answers- f or ____lecture4._or.
._ .

'may choose residents to
OK-RP;RR;RR
6. Check here if this,:

is a maiter sheet..6t)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (Continued)

Task Code No. 461

This is page 2 of2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

.

,present case material for case study
conference. If so, discusses as
needed. I

. .

3. At:a cise-conference, places radio-
graphs, spot films or other radiograph-
ic materials on view box or uses slides
and projector..Shows cine film using
prOjector.and screen..May have resi-

-dent(s) present material. Has residents
give interpretations of materials.

Throwa'aut questions.about materialg;
"...evaluates and responds to answers; .or

answers questions and participates in
discussion about cases involved,.

. .

. .

Chooses. how to present answers and com7
ments so that residents will understand
how answers were arrived at.

4. At a lecture, presents material as .

deemed appropriate. May note whether
information is being understood, and__.
adjust presentation accoidingly.

. Perfgrmer may recommend reading to stu-
dents.

. May make perdonainotes.on residents
.for use in evaluation meeting.

.

. Performer may keep material and motes
prepared-for future use; hap materials
taken from library and equipment re-
turned.

.

_ .

_

,

.

.

.

.

.

,
.

.

...

.

,

. .

.

.

.

_

.

.

.

.

...... .

. .

,.

. .

.

.

. .

4



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 462

This is page 1 ofi 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be eilre List'Elements Full

this it broad enough to be repeatable.)
-,

Outline and content preparedfor lecture to medical
students on pediatric radiology;, instructional ma-
terials collected, reSearched or prepared; lecture
given.

.

.

-

PerfOrmer presen lectUre(s). on

assigned aspect(s) .-. -

radiology to classes cf medical
students or others who wish to
attend.

.

1. Performer is notified of as-
signment or decides what
should be.covered, and at
what depth and degree of de,-
tail, considering the stu-

.

dents' currght academic level'
and curriculum-objectives of
medical school.jlay request

. , r:

change of time or topic and
discusses.with program direc-

c9t.' -

. -.
-2. Decides,on method of. piesen-

tation and plans lecture:
..;-.

a. Prepares outline.
'b. Mayobtain special instiuc

tional materials or asks
co-Worker to .obtain and re
views, May"use materials

:already:prepared..:

2. What is used in erformin: this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Paper, pen; instructional and reading material on
pediatric radiology; slides of radiographic
materials; projector; Cine film, projector,. screen .

.

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes.., No... Q.

es to q. : Name t e kin o recipient,

respondent. or co-worke,r involved, with de-

scriptions f:o indicate the 'relevant condition;
include 'the kind with whom.the performer is'
not_alloWed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Medical students;.person.in charge of medical-stu7
'dent-program; (resident; librarY and/or-cleriCal

personnel '..

6, May-o researCh in-topic.
area for:Uaeji_legUie

d.' Miy prepare slides fram
oWn.source of radiegriphs

. :. or.may obtain exiSting
slides; radiographs,.or.

film froM library&-%
.5. Name the task so that the en*wers to ques- .Cine

'e. PerforMer may-Choose miter
- .

Aailsto contrast normal:.
And pathological' states,
tocontrast adult va, pedi
atric,procedureslorto:1.17,.
,lustrate:developmentalHas-
pects of material. -.-..7.:

f. DeCides on time to allo7H
,

cate for queations and
ansWert.

tions 1-4 ere.reflected. Underline essen- .

tial Words:

Planning.and presenting lectures on pediatric radi-.
'ology for medical students by deciding on content,

.method of presentation; vreparingmateriaU present,-

ing lecture, being aware of reapoases, and,adjusting

presentation to stUdents' needs. .

\,.
. \

\

. . \

.

OK-RP;RR;RR
.

6. Check here if this .

is a maiter sheet..
,



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 462

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

. List Elements.Sull List Elements Full

.g. May have reSient select materials
for review; if so, reviews.

3. Presents lecture.as deemed appropriate.
Attempts to note whether information is
Skeing understood and adjusts presents-
tion accordingly'. Uses instiuctiohal

: material, answers questions, -depending
on plans. Leads discussions. May recoM-
mend additional reading.

4. May make,note of any outatanding stu-
dents and may report this to person in'
charge of medical-student program. May
keep-materials and notes prepared for
future use.

r:



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 461

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

1.
,

What is the output of this task? (Be Butz List Elements Fully
this is biped enough to be repeatab).e.)

.

Decision made op approval of non-neurologic arigio--
graphic.prodedure for a patient;recommendatious
made on route,type of entry,Site,contrast,equip-
ment,prior tests,patient preparatiod,premedica-
tion;anesthesia;record entered of decisions,orders
and/or recommendatiOns;record placed for schedUl-
ing;scheduling-expedited if sO decided.

_.
.

. .

Terfottendecides on what:type
of-non-neurologic.angiograOhy
procedure to order for a patient

,
upon receipt of a reqUest from a
referring physician on an x-ray
requisition form,by phone,.or.in
person. Request may be for,one
or.more radiographic mintiest
studies of arteries and/or veins
excluding.the brain and 60ina1'
cord,.covering blood vessels in.

the extremities and/or torso,
angiocerdiography and cormary

_
erteriography. '

. . .

1. Performer reads:the X-ray ..

requisition form and.the pa-
tient's history to learn the'.
nature Of:the problem, the
presenting symptoms, thesus
petted pathology, the studiee
and/or procedures reqUested,.,-.

....
and special requiretents
Noteswhether.requesti6*-.-- _
gent witka need for an imp-
mediate diagnosisior informa7

i

tion priorra surgery. ':
.1. .

:t
,

a. Perforther notes the pa-
tient'S age, sex, weight,
height, thespecific pro-,
cedure requested,the pur=.:,

pose,referringiAlySidan:.
b. Performer stUdies*therel

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if anly.certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or theltinHe of
things chosen among.)

.

.
.

K'ray requisition form;patient's chart;releYant ra-
.diographic and other diagnostic materials;telephone;
view boxes;pen;dictating eqUipMent" _

,
.

. Is:there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
inVolved in the task? Yes...(x) 41o...( *)

. If -Yes to q. 1:- Name the kind of recipient
de_ .-

is

.

v

Or clerk

respondent or co-worker involyed, with
scriptione to indidite the relevant tonditiao
include the kind with whom rhe.performer

a not alloWed to deal if releyant to knowledge
, 'require ments or legal restrictions.

Physician requesting angiograOhic procedure(s);sur-
, .

geon;spetialistanesthesiologist;secretary

. Name the task sothat the.Answers to ques-

.

pro

event Medical.histori and:.

.
recorded symptoms of the-,.'?

patient, the suspected

.- tkature and. lodatiOn oV

'tions 1-4 ere reflected.. Underline,essen

- tial worde. ..'
. .

Deciding on type'of non-neurolokic-eneioRraphy
dure to order for: any patient in consultation witli° :

_ ,

thePathoiogyiand:rele:.
.Yemt:jbackground inforth*-
tion.Jf'any prior rediogt
raphY,or cliniceltests

:tairelbeen catriedLOut_

AjerfOrmer notes results.-'
1. 'If_alny,reieyant prior re,-

-0K-RPT41
,

R1 *

referring physician,surgeon,and/or othet specialist,
hy'rOriewing'case:history and relevant materials,
discussing,cOnsiderinvcontrailididatioriaend need;
approving,recommending alternative.studiesipostpone-
ment,and/or refusing approval;dittating readons for

refusal if requested;if approvedrecommending.site;
_route,technique*anestheticipatient:preparatiOn;re-
cOrding orders and recommendations;placing for

scheduling and/or typing;expediting if-appropriate.- f,' Checkhere if this-
ii:a master sheet.. 4

486



/TASK DESCkITTION iHEET

List Elements Fully

-This Is page

continued)

Task Code No. 469

2 of 4 for this task.

List Elemehts Full

diographs, radioisotope-scans or ul-
trasonograms are available, perkorm-
er studies these and their related
reports eo become more familiar with
the nature of the current,diagnos-
tic information.

c. Performer notes evidence of the pre-
sence Of conditiOns whiCh-may he

.._.

contraindications to the procedure
requested dr 1.7h4.2h would affect the

choice of vascuta/ route, contrast
medium and decl31ons on Prior prep-
aration of the patient. Notes espe-
cially history of uretia, acute
renal disease, known sensitivity to
iodine,, prior response to contrast
media or general history of allergy,
severe heart or liver die'ease, hy-
pertension, problems with-clotting,
pulmonary edema or other potential
problems.

.d. Performer notes the patient's gen-
eral health and probable ability to

i withstand,the procedure; notes
"...nether there is current emergency i

need for the proCedure.
-e. Performer dihether patient (if

female) is pre n nt, is taking oral
untraceptive;\n tes whether patient

, has a communicable or infectious
condition.

f. If the perfornier finds that Lhe in-
formation provided is inadequate,
performer arranges to have other

_materials sent or discusses needed
information with relevant physician.

1

2. Performer considers any contraindica-
u

tions in relation to the need for ad-
-ditiohal information. Considers the
severity ef the symptoms, the extent
of definition on any current radio-
graphs, and/or the suddenness of the
appearance of -the ahnormalities in re-
lation'to the possible adverse affects-

1

of procedure On

a. If"otheocondition or the nature o
the request warrants it, perform-
er may arrange to discuss request

i with patient's attending physi-
cian or appropriate specialist,
such as vascular surgeon, c rdiol
ogist.

b. Performer considers alternative
studies which could fill the need

. . for additional information with
less risk to the patient or with
better results. Considers whether
any alternative studies are pre-
ferable.

c. Performer may consider recommend-
ing a delay in the procedure
while the patient's clinical
status is improved, such as mea-
suresito bring blood pressure
levels to normal,treatment of in-

1

fection, inutritional inadequacy;
may co siOer, with allergic pa-

-t. tients pemedication with anti-
histamineb or related drugs; may
Consider sdditional_tests includ-
ing sensitivity test to contrast
medium. 1,17 order cessation of
anticoagUlant therapy.

d. Performer decides whether to ap-
. prove request, delay scheduling

`,..and order prior Procedures to
strengthen patient, order addi-
tional or alternative'tests, re-

/ order earlier studies, or recom-
mend_ho angiography, baded.on the
informatiOn:obtained and any dis-
cussion. --- ''-1.'

3. Ifl)erformer recobmends against a're
.quest, discusses-with_ referring:Phy-

,
sician and writes rasons for,refusa
on requisition sheet, or destroys
requisition if agreed toAybreferrin
physician

If requested:by physiCian, performer
dictates a -i-epoi-t- iii-Ehe- ifecisfon;

. ...



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)
J

Task Code No. 469

This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

presenting his or her interpretation
of any current radiographs, assessment
of case, reason for'refusal, and any
other relevant commentd. Returns meter-
ials on patient, and places dictated
report to be picked up for typing.

.

. If performer and physician agree on -

I

the requested or alternative studies,
sor If performer decides to postpOne.
approval of.the studys performer nay
decide to make recommendations on tech-
nique, depending on nature of study
and patient's condition. May discuss
with surgeon or specialist if appropri-
ate. . \

e. Performer may recommend the method
of the vascular-procedure, such as
nonselective or selective catheter-
-ization, direct needle puncture,
based on the purpose of the exami-
natton (anatomic delineation ol vas7
cular condition, dynamic function
study, or organ opacification) and
the condition of,the patient. May
recommend site of injection based
on condition Of 1;essels, likelihood

of complications 'associated with,.
various.sites, anA sire of suspect-
ed pathology. 1 ',

1 i

b. Performer may recommfnd a particu-T. _
lar iodine-based meAium, size anci
type of needle, catheter (presfiapedt
or not, radiopaque or not), guide-
wire, use of seriography, Cine,Spot
,filming, videotape, single or bi-:
plane radiography, hand or.automat-
ic injection, use of subtraction or
magnificationtechnique, use of cm-
pression, distension, physiological

.

techniques orvasoactive. drugs to,
affect flow of blood.

c Performer may consider'the apprc-
priate type of anesthesia, whether

. general or local; may discuss with
andtithesiologist. '

--A.-Performer-may order preliminary pre-
cedures or prior preparation of pa-

, . ..

_ .

. tient, or may discuss with attend-
s

ing physician and haVe this done.
Such orders may include any or, all
of the following:

i) Collection of relevant informa-
tion such as lab test results.,_

.

electrplyte'level, ECG, vital
signs, clotting time and pro-
thrombin tests, result of al-
lergy test to contrast medium.

ii) Prior requirements for food
and/or liquid intake, cleansing
enema, and/or cathartic, and
appropriate timing for these,
based on the patient's age, the
suspected pathology, and con-
traindications. Mal have fe-
male patient taken off oral

contraceptive.
iii) Prior administration of an in-

travenous infusion,. sedation,
or medication to reduce pos-
sible allergic reaction.

iv) Special procedures to prevent
, .

ip.
infection or contamination of
the patient or environment.

v) If proCedure is delayed, pricr
measures to improve the pa---

tient's strength and-clinical
status prior to the angiog-

_ . raphy procedure.
,

- , e. Performer m4,cOnsider iheth'a.' a
percutaneous-route is possible, or

whether a "cui'doWn" procedure .

such as Sones or Amplatz.technique
may be calleAfor; considers aan-

,

gers of technique. .If decided on,
may arrange to have-this done by
experienced radiologist or carat:

.

ologist.
f. Performer may arrange to have pa-

tient 'contacted ,to sign a consent

for the procedure. If patient is
a juvenile or is not legally com-'
petenr,_performer may arrange to
have proper person contacted so

. 488.



TASK DES RIPTION SHEET (Continued)

Task Code No. 469

.is page .4 of 4, for this task.

:

Lis,t Elements F 11 .Lirst Eleinents Full

that a'oonpent'for the procedure
can be 'signed.

Performer Writes ordersand recOm-
mendations On techniqUe, anesthe-
tic, and preparation p.*cedures
for.patient on patient's ohart or
requisition form explicitly\so that
physidians, nurses, technologists
and.'other personnel can be.sched-
nled lor\Work. May specifyneed for
cardiac Monitoring, team-or equip7.
Ment, need for sUrgeon if a 'cut
dowe:Troceduke may be cal1e0or.
'Gives information to appropriate'.
secretary for scheduling. Signs\
requisition sheet if appropriate.
'Performer considers.the urgency of
theneed and, if appropriate, expe7
dites scheduling personally by dis-N
cussing with appropriate staff per-
son(s).

g.

h.

a



,
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.TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET;

°

TagIc Code. No.'. 470

This is page 1 of 13 for this task.

-771.7.4hata the output of this. task? 1Besure List EleqentsTully
this is broad enough to be repedtable.) -, ,

Pt. examinedireassured;deeisions made on'going ahead,
method,technique,site of.puncture,Contrast medium in-
jectionoetfal filming;preparatory orders givenpi i
anesthetized;atteryTuncture,d;needle placed or.guid
wire and,Catheter advanced...under fluoroscopic con7
trol;injection and filming coordinatedrarteriograms
revieweCandAos-procedure'tontinued"until final alT%-
proVal;eirtgenc)t care given;insfruments removed;site
compressec4order'S for after care,cestsonedical im-

1

pressions recorded.
. . - . .

\

\_

I

. ,
_

Performer receives thexray red
uisition form and mcdrcal 6:art
of d-liatient Schednled for peri-
pkeral arteriography. (contrast'
stu6 df.ihearteital vessels of .
the upper:or lower extremities.-
and/or supplying the.bones. and
joints of the extmities) prior
to the.procedur,', aUch as cill the

'ptevious day or evening.

.

1

1: PerforMer reads the patient's.
medical history and requisi-

-

,tion form to ieview the-case
O.r.to becomefSmiliai with ma
terials seen eirlieAin con='
sultation in-order to'Make de
-ciSionivabout the conduct of

, .._

the tadiographic study and to'
check on\therequestof the

-,_

referring physiain:

A
a..Performer notes theTa-

\

tients.age, s , weight,

, 2. What Is used in performing this task?. (Note
if only certain items must be useth If there
JS choice, include everything otthe 'kinds of
things chosen among.) %

X-ray requisition lorm;pt.'s medical chart,prior '
_

films,Scans;pen;view boxes;steril\tray with 'anti-
septic,saline,antiCoagulant,vasodilator;nerve block,

awabs,tape,scissors,gauze,pressure,dressings;
local anesthetid,syringes,puncture needles,scalpels,,
guide wires,catheters;tourniquetslaUtomatic'injector;
iodine-based contrast;table;filmchanger(a);fluoro-
scope,TV monitor;emergency cart;sterile gOwn,iloves
drape;shieldin, - -

.

\ 3. Is there arecipient;' respondent or 'co-worker
involVed in the task?. Yes-A) NO...U. height, and nat e and

locatiOn of,the \ spected
.

pathofOgy Ovsynipt molOgy4.
such as vaseuiar'O bone

.

lesions, eVidence\c. vas-
, ,
,

oilier occlusive digea e,
soft tissue tumors,\e -

dence.of impaired circu a-
tion. Notes whether bil.a4-

4. If -Yes- to q. 3: ,Name the kind bf retiPient,

' :: :Ti:Prtil:::::: cinibiocrat:;hrievcrae=inwtinntionl,

-\\include the_kind_with, Om_the performer is-

--not allowed tO deal:if- relevant to knowledge

requirements orjegal restrictionS., NN,

An pt.;authorized edult4attending MD;radikogist;an-
egt esiolo ist.sur latiradiologic_technoloRist;nArse-

.5.. Name t e- task so that.the answersto.-quet\_ ,
.

-eral study is requOstea:
15'. Performer notes the pur-v

S

pose of 'the reqUested \
study Such As for- inforti

tiOn for usin'Surgetyi i
. .

initial diagnOSia;continu7
,

ation of a iequende of.'an.-
. .

\ giographicstudies,(as , ...

. %.When bilateral studies .are
, \ . . . .,

,,,a0parated in time),to ..-
,,,,. N

valuate' progressof-thsr-:
y. Notes nameof-referr-..
\

-,
in \Clinician.

.

,

' tiOns 1-4 ire reflected. Underline esaen- ',..

' -.till words.
_

Conducting peripfiera atterl
. 1
ography of any,nt. nv

perdutanepus.selectiv catheterization or direct nee-

dle puncture,A3y exami ing,reaSSUring pt..obtaining.

consent;deciding on met od,technique,site,prepara-
.

tion;deCiding-wheiher to o ahead,pressure,tiMpg for

cOntrasrinjection,rate-0 ecLfor, serialtilting;in7

jecting local inesthetlei ing puncture and advanc-

ing.needle.or catheter:and ide-wire.underfluoros-

., copic control;coordinating p *Are injection Of.con-

trast:and'filming;evaluatingo dering,approving
additional 1

\
jectionsiand atter ograms as'appropri.

ate;koviding emergency_saneirgm ving instruments;or-OKRP:RE
dering afteretiti;iecording orderi,MediCai.im-

pressio s: \

fo. Chec_hqe if this.

. \,
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.TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)
. a

,-Task Code Np.. 470

This is Rage' 2° of 13 for this task.

List El me k Full

Notes whether abdomineleorth and
pelvic as-well as peripheralsarte-
ries are td.bd visualized, whether,
area Of:interest includes hand(s)
or feet. ' -

c. Pe...:former revieks the diagnoatic

information already,obtained, in-
.

.

cluding any prior radiographs, ra-
dioisotope i!...cans,-taltresonograms,

results of Clinical tests, lab tests,
°. ECG (EKG) and Vital signs.

d.'Terformer notes relevant prior his-,
tory such ad prior incidents of :

vasculer constriCtion, removal :Of'.
any section of the vascular syst'am,

grafts and their sites, history.af\-
atherosclerosis, heart disease,:
renal, pulmonary, or liver_diseasq,
history of allergies or indIxetions
of allergy to iodinebased Contrast

. ..
mediw..If already Clone, nptea re-
sults of allergy test,iciottihg time
tests;noteW stage, of/female pa-
-dent's menstrual cyCle,.any'possi-
bility of pregnancy;WhetAer on oral
contraceptive. Noted Whether patient
hes an infectious or communicable
condition.

--

physician, anedtheOologist and/or
durgeon to 4(c:company .performer in'

'examinon.of patient on day
prior r9 procedure.

.

. Performer visit, s patient and any/--

authorined eaultlat bedside or ih.
appropriate location. May be accom--
panied by clinician,.anesthesiolo-.
gist, aurgeon, or appropriate spe-
cialist:- . .

e. Notes-whether-prior-orders-haveA----
been gilien to improve patient's.'
clinicalondition;_if so, notes
progress'

\-
. Performer notes, recommendations on
method of examination ('Rercutaneous

--needle or selective'Patheteriza-
tipn), site and route Of-entry, and
use of-eAuipment and materiels...,

Notes recommendations on Use of
general or lopal anesthesiev,

g. ghecks to see whether patieht or
authorized adult has signed Consent

-----for proce4Ure. If not, may deCide
to obtain personally before any
sedation is given.

h. Performer may discueS case with re7
ferring clinician,.specialist, or \
,sUrgeon OD obtain additional infor-'
mation. May arrange for\ettending
\ \

-

a..
,

Performev-greets patie
- authorized adult and
that a brief examined
occur. Ilany Colleague ari:with
performer, performer inirbduces
them. ReassUres and answers-qued-

- ti4Ons. V ,

b. Performer reads patient's chart..
Notes any.new clinical develop-
ments,-response tospere or medi-
cation. 14ay ask patient.orac-
companying adult about symptoms:-
and allergies-1 Examines the pa-
tient for relevant symptoms and '

general state. Reassures and an-
swers questiOns.-If not already ,

done, performer determines.whetbei
there is any possibility of preg-
nancy in the case of_a female pa-
tient.

c. Performer considers.whether there

have been changes hi 'the:patient's
sconditinn since t4 decAsion wAs.
made to do the procedure,'and°con-
siders whether,there ere,codtra-

,

indications to gding'ahead with
the procedure. May confer with

ckinician, or surgeon;

:discusses patienes-gurrent con-
dition. Decides whether%to pro-
.ceed.,0.scancel or delay proCedvre

,baseemn assessnent of patient's
curren\-conditidh;end any -discusf:'
sion.,

d. If perfotker decides not to have.,

procedure 4pne, may discuss kith
c

t and/or,
laths



TASK DESCRIPTIOy SHEET (continued) .

Task Co(;le Ii03. 470-

This is page 3 of 13 for this task.

clinician.. Records reasons for can-,
cellation and any recomtenaations
such as for alternative procedure on

,patient's. chart. Informe staff of
ca'ncellation and discusses with pa-

tient: -

e. Performet:may decide'to'delay Proce7
dure, have Patient undergo treatment

.to, improve clinical condition, such
zts tteatMent for-blood pressure, in-
fectiftecondition, Oramlnutrition.
Diecusses'as appropriate and has or-

;dere giVen for care of-patient. If
, \

patient has been
therapy, may order cessation until
prothrombin and/or clOtting times _

are within normal levels. May order
cessation of oralcontraceptive:

f. If performer decides tosptodeed, ex-
amines releVant artekialPulses.to
determle best vascular method _and.
entry ;ii..4(s):

,

i) For lower-extremity study,, con-

% siders-the femoral arterial,pul-
. .

satione May examine left axil-
lei)? .artgrial pulse, Notes Pre-

sence or absence of abdominal,
and,foot pulses.

ii) Fotppetl,extremity,examinee_
femor4,.subciavian,.and/or axil-

iary:,arte*ies. Considers direct
needle pundture'on side of inter,-
est'or catheterization from op-

positeside. ,

,iii) Notes sttength and expansive na-'
tute'dfithe pulsations,presence '

of bruitsjmurmirs)ipresenCe.of
grafts, presence ofAschemic'
syMptome, location Of eymptome.,

Reviews tecOmmendations. 2 2
1.4) Performer-eeleCte-the method of
2----entry (selective catheterization

or diYE-df7needle punatUre) 2nd
the vessel toenter dePending On
the "cOilditiOn of the, Pulses,loca-

:tion of patholOgy,areas.of inter-
est, clinicaland sUrgical.his7-
tory, age, nature of .symptomean

cOndition of'vessels'Seleste

-

puncture site considering condi

tion of area and convenience
for the procedure. Avoids use
of catheter and.guide wires '

or direct'pUncture where there
is severe atherbsclerotic ih-
volvement.
Performer:examines and records

csondition of the,extremities,
presence and dharacter of

pulses atnd distal to,the-
.attery tO.be puncturea,

g. Performer decides on the type of
equipment to use based on insti-
tut', -al facilities:and nature of

study:

_ >,

.44W Order use Of large-film
---

angiographic. serial thanger, .

,unityith pUsh-rod and Wedge
filier,.single or bipIane:nnit
flUdroscopic caPabilities
mmitoring,depending onlhe
area of interest And n4ure.Of
-pathology:.

ii) If seleCtive catheterization',
isordered.may:indicate type;
ofcatheter,,whethei Oreshaped4

whether ra-
-diopaque.For direti needle'
Amincture,- oraeresize an4 :type:7,

based, On nature'of
..area(s)of interest '

:.tient's Size and clOndWon.-
- .

Ihi-lf performer,decides to proceed-.

:Anda.consent.for;the'procedure'
::has not beenootained, performer

"PAY*XplaintwthePatient or
.
guatdian'jn comprehensible lin-
guage, what will:occur
Cedure.i.jie purpOse,and the,ds
-iereto,the-patient,inVolVeder45
former explains the aliernativei.
answers'queetionshefore anY Sedi

rion is given..

492



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elemehts F711

Task Code No. 470

This is page :4 of 13 for this taak. .

List Elements Fully

i) When the performer is spre that-
the. patient understands.the
risks, asks the patient for sig
nature on consent form and checks

- .fhat it is properly signed.
ii) If a guardian is to sign, per- :

jormer explaindto'the individual
as appropriate.

iii) If a consent is not agreed to,
perfOrmer postpones procedure un-
til it Is obiained.,May-discuss
with appropriate physician or
individual&-and/or with-patient.
Does riot proceed unless consent
is-obtained. .

i. When a conseht.is obtained performer
makes preliminary decisions on care
of patient:.

i) Decides on .use of general and/or
local anesthetic. May discus's
with anesthesiologist..If a gen-
eral anesthetic is to be admin-.
'istered, performer arranges to
,have staff ready at the appro-
priate time,

ii) Decides whether the procedure
should be scheduled for mote
than One session (unless the one
currently to be scheduled id a
continuation).

iii) Performer makes final decisions
on prior preparation of the ps-
tient such as sedation, pericd
for withholding of food and/or
drink, or hydration as appropri-
ate; use of prior IV drip!cleans-
ing enema; shaving of entry site
(s); prior administration of an-
tihistamine,medications to deal
with problems of blood .clotting.

iv) May order'iedicatiom or physical
means to accelerate arterial flo
for use during procedure.

v) Performer recbrds.as appropriate
so,that patient can be prepared

.;?

493

.and staff assigned. May sign
requisition; places for sched-
uling..

j. Performer records orders for equip
ment such as.types and sizes of .

\ needles, catheters', guide wires,
'htrast solution, use of teriog
raphy, injection equipment. .

k. Rekriews with patient the,proced7'
ures\thatwill ocCur:

3. Just prior to the,time.for which the
procedure is schedlaled, the perform-
er reviews all the relevant medical
information and the patient's Nart.
Reviews relevant prior radiographs.
Notes any new developments,

a. Performer greets patient in exami-
natiori room. May question about
symptoms; reassures and explains
what will occur.

b. Performer checks that all prior
preparatorY procedures have been
carried out.

.i) Checks report on.electrolyte
levels, blood clotting time,
vital signs.

ii). Checks that any orders for
hychation, starting of IV in-
fusion; prior adtinistration
of medication orjedation have
been carried out, and at ap-.
propriate time. If not, arranges
to have these done and/or pro-:
cedure delayed.

O. Performer considers whether pa-
tient's current.condition
sentsany contraindications to .

going ahead with the procedure.
May have clinician ,or specialist
,called; discusses patient's con-
dition.and any alternative steps.
Decides whether to proCeed or not
based on evaluation of patient's
condition and contraindications.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET continued)

Task Code No. 470

This is page 5 of 13 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

If performer decides not toprodeed
records reasons and any recomMenda-
tions on patient's chart. Informs
appropriate co7Vorker of cancella-
tion and has patient returned to
room. If aPpropriate; orders.re-
scheduling of patient or scheduling
for alternative procedure.,

e. Performer examines puncture site(s)

to review earlier decisions. Makes
sure-no swellirig or. tendernesa is
present. Considers alternative
puncture site(s) if appropriate.

f. If patient is pediatric patientOr
if general anesthesia has beensug-
gested 'for adult, performer May
reconsider whether general anesthe=
sia is still warranted; may decide
to order if patient's behavior and
condition suggest the need. If gen-
eral anestheaia is to be carried
out, performer discusses with anes-.
thesiologist when it is to be aci=
minietered and plans to coordinate
with anesthesiologist.

.g. May order sedation and/or IV drip
if approPriate and not already ad-
ministered. Has puncture site and
possible alternatiVe sites shaved
and prepared:

h. Performer may explain br demonstrate
.use of equipment to a child td allay
fears and enlist cooperation; an-
swers questions. Explains that pa-

,. tient will be askad to hold still
from time to time. Indicates what
Will happen; what pain might-be
experienced, suiewhat cooperation
will be needed. Stresses need to ,

maintain.positions when ordered.

4. Terformer makes final decisions on
technique and surgical procedures:

a. Decides on or checks sizes of nee-
dies, catheterb, guide wires. De-
cides on type and amount of con-

.

trast material, use of automatic

injection, use of-biplane.or
single plane serial changer.

1

b. Performer decides Whether o in-

still medium.fractionally.!
c. If a biplanaatudy is invo ved,-

orders APand lateral-projeOtions
or indicates.desired angulaiion.
Indicates whether biplane films
Will be taken simultaneouslY or
sequentially., .

d. Performer decides on.program for-
seriography,.and proper.eIapse
of-tiMe to. Provide venograms if
appropriate; Informa-tethnologise
of the- number of films to be T .

taken; t65 per7second intervals,'
,

and the number f series antici-
.pated.'Has equipment-checked.

e. Has technical factors detfov.
llmoroscopy. :. .

-f. Terforter orders Scout filM(s) as
appropriate. for Single or biplane
views. Makes,sure proper shielding
is being ased;

i) Performer placeS the'processed
scout films on view_ boxeb.and
examines as soon as they are:
ready. Performer considers .

-whether the areas of interest'
are visible, whether the tech,.

nique is satisfactory,-*ad
Aihether the positim(s) Of the
patient are correct;

ii) If the scouts are not .satis-
'factory, performer indicates.
therteeded changes in_techniqui
or in the_patient's position .

to tIle radiologic technologist

g. If general anesthesia is tti be

administered, indicates to.anes-
thesiolOgist when procedure is to'
start and allows for appropriate
timing. -

h.. Informs appropriate co7workers-of,
decisions so fhatimtient and ma7

' terials can be prepared.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

. Teak Code NO. 470

This is page 6 of 0 for this task.

List Elements Fully

5. Performer returns to .patient in Pro-
cedure room when informed ihai Patient

.
and equipment are ready:

a. Checke whether patient hashbeen
:properly shielded, itmobilized.and
prepared for sterile puncture pro-
cedure. If not acceptable, indi-
.cates the needed adjudtments. Hay
decide to immobilize personally.

b. Checks sterile tray piepared for
procecture. Requests any missing ob-

jects.

i) Terforme: the:ks that apPropri-
ate ne'edle .slid catheter sizes

d. are available and catheters pre-'

formed if appropriate. Checks
guide wires. May "'bend catheter

'personally.
ii) Performer may prepare or check

percutaneous needle to be used.
iii) Checks that syringes with sa-

line and anticoagulant solution
are prepared, that syringei with
contrast medium are ready.

iv) Checks appearance of contrast
medium to be sure there is no
chemical deterioration;.checks
amount.

v) May prepare syringe with local'
anesthetic or checks.

c. If patient haa special equipment

such as IV or indwelling catheter,
performeemakes sure that these
are being monitored. Hay check

that ECG monitoring equipment is
'present. Checks that emergency
cart is present.

d. Checks that seriography equipment
is ready for use, that technical
factors are set' for seriography
and fluoroscopy, and that equip-
ment for pressure injection Is
checked and ready for use.

e. Dons protective lead garments and
sterile gown and gloves when appro-
priate. Checks.staff shielding.

List Elements fully
.

f. If patient isooherent, performer
explains what will be done. An7
awers patient's questions as ap-
propriate. Reaesures patient and
does so as deemed needed throughout

procedure.
g. If general anesthesia is to be ad-

ministered, checks With anesthesi-
ologist to be sure that the pa7
tienvis ready for procedure to
begin.

6. Performer proceeds to prepare the .

puncture site(s) usingaterile tech-

nique:

a. Has patient positioned appropri-

ately for the puncture site cho-
sen so as to provide_accesa;

i) For puncture of femoral artery .
positions patient for access
below,the inguinal ligament as
high as.possible,but allowing
for later compression of the
vessel 'proximal to the puncture

site.
ii) For subclavian puncture has pa-

tient lie with.he2d slightly
extended and turned away from
puncture site, providing access
to root of neck or below clavi-

cle.
iii) For axillary puncture-has pa-..

tient lie supine with arm ab-

ducted and elbow bent, provid-
ing access to area below cla-
vicle or in the axilla.

iv) Performer locates the, vessel
for puncturevisually and/or
by feeling for arterial pulsa-
tion in the location selected.
Hay choose more palpable posi-
tion in lessel allowing for -

later cospression.

b. Prepares che site for injection of

the local anesthetic and puncture
by swabbing with prepared anti-

495



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 470

This is page 7 of 13 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

septie 'solution. 'Covers antrounding
:areas, with steriler:cirapes,. leaving

only-small area for iniectien and
.puncture uncoveied.

c. Checks amount of local anesthetic ,
to be injected aeshown bY nurse in
syringe,or draws anesthetic into
eterile syringe. Check no air is
present;inserts n intradetmally
and subeutaneously;..injects. MAkes
sure to.infiltrate the skin and the
sheath of the'artery on both sides,
of, the vessel. Removes needle. Maits
for area to become anesthetized.

d. If performer has decided to-use re-
active.hyperemia (increase of arte-
rial flow'rate) by use of isthemia
(constriction), or infusion or in--
jection of a vasoactiVe drug, per-
former times thl application of-the
technique so that the contrast.ma-
terial'wilI be injected during the
period of maximal increased flow.

OrPerformer may apply tourniquet(s)
and inflate proximal to ihe ar-

terial pressure far several min-
utes before the injection". For
transfemoral route may apply
tourniquet only on .side oppoSite
the side to be injected.

ii) Performer may have an iatraarte-
:rial infusion of a vasodilator
prepared or may ptepare co in-
ject a block into the sympathe-

. tic fibers around the artery.

. If selective "Seldinger" catheteriza-
tion is to be done, performer proceeds
as follows:

a. If patient is..conscious, explains:
when-patient is to hold steady for
punceure.

b..Performer feels for the appropriate
arterial pulse by palpating with
fingers. Makes an incision or nick

through the skin with- a sterile
scalpel at the site where the bee7
dle and catheter willenter.

c. Performer inserts puncture needle _

tip (appropriately sized.hollow .

needle with.sharp cutting inner
stylus) into_incision While pal-.
pating al-Ji fixing the artery. Per-:

former angles needle'to enter
along the lateral side of the.yes-
sel.With the tip directed towards
the vessel of interest to be cath-
eterized. May attempt to enter
onlythe anterioryall.

d. Performer pulls out.the needle's
inner stylus and withdraws the
'needle slowly until a character--
istic "pop" ie felt and a vigorous
jet of arterial blood is obtained:-

i) May advance needle intO the-
arterY in-the direction of the
route to be catheterized. ,

ii) Mey pull back on needle, rein7
sett, or make other incisions -.
until artery is successfully
entered. 2

e. Performer inserts-the selected
. _safety guide wire into.tbe neesqP

and advances this iato the vessel

in the direction of-the planned
route for catheterization.

f. Once the guide,wire is inserted,
performer withdraws the hollow
needle, compressing the artery to
reduce the bleeding. 'Cleans blood
ofrguide wire. Inserts'the appro-
priate size catheter by threading
,catheter over the guide wire and
into the artery.

g. Performer decides whether to ad-

vance, the catheter using the guide

wire as a leader or to remove
guide wire. If so decided, rem:4es
guide wire. Mhy advance gnide wire
before reMoving needle and intro-
diming catheter.

ilNall===111=60.9



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 470

This is page 8 of 13 for this task.

List Elements Full

h. Performer may check position of
catheter at this point. If so, po-
sitions the overhead fluoróscope'
unit over the Patient; may have
lights in roam dimmed; activatea.
the fluoroscope; adjusts technical
factors or has this done. Adjusts
position of guide wire and/or cath-
eter to be sure that the catheter
is free to pass along.the lumen of
the 'vessel. ,

i. Performer advances the-catheter
(with or withOUt guide wire as a

- leader) under fluoroscopic control
as appropriate to planned injection
site:

i) In advancing the Catheter and/or
.guide wire,A)erfOrmer is careful
not to force papeage.

ii) If an.obstacleia,encountered,
_performerchecks position using
fluoroscopy, syringe and small
amount'of contrast solution (as'
described.below). Injects a.

. Mall amount of contrast into
the artery through the oatheier,
actiVates fluoroscope, and view8
on the TV monitor..Determines .

problem and.redirects guide wire
or catheter as appropriate.

iii) If performer judges thatentry
through sitechoden cannot be .
properly accomplished, performer
may decide to enter from.an al-
ternative -route, from the oppo-
site side artery, or.hy direct
needle puncture. Perftirmer-re..
pests appropriate steps for new
location after properly. caring.
for initial site.

iv) For lower extremity feMoral route
(transfemoral or bilateral) per7
'former advances guide wire and/or
.catheter to the aortic bifurca-
tion. Checks by using fluoro-
sdopic control. Then positions
catheter in abdominaLaorta with

List Elements Full

tip at about the leVel Of the
twelfth thOracic.interverte-
bral apace.'

V) If femoral catheterization of
the:-side of interest is-re-
quired, performer poiitions
cathetef tip in the external
iliac_aitery. -

vi) For Upper extremityfemorai
route-performer advances gufde
wire'and/or catheier.frai fa6-
oral artery4nto aorta .and then
into subclaviah Artery (ieft-or
right), axillary:or.brachial-ar
-tery. Uses preshapéd guide wire
.or catheter for.right.auhclavia.
artery: ForiAlateral'view may
plade.catheter tip:in aseending

' aorta.
vii) For uOper extremity axillary
.. route, performer advances guide

wire and/or.catheter retrograde-
ly along axillary'artery oppo-
Site side of interestiinto sub-
Clavian.artery, aortic arch,to
desired point-inthe subclaVian
'br'axillary artery on the side

,of.interest. .

rviii) For arteriography of bones.and
joints or localized lesions,per-
former directs catheter into :
the-feeder vessel supplying the
area of interest. .-

. Performer has syringe prepared.with
saline and/or an anticoagulant'.
Flushes catheter.periodically to
.avoid-clotting and to keep'cathe-
ter clear.-

:

If direct percutaneous needle punc-,
.ture is to be doner.performer pro-
ceeds as follows:

a. Performer feels for the appropri-
.ate arterial pulse by palpating
with fingers..May make an incision
or nick through the skin with a
sterile scalpel at, the site Aare
the needle will enter.

4

4 9 7



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET. (continued)

-1111MINP

Tea Code No; 470 ,

ThA.s is page 9 of 13 for this task.

List Elements Fully,

h. .If,Tatient is conscious, explains
when pAtientt is to hold steady for
puncture.

c. Performer inserts jatworpart needle
ore teflon needle equipped with
stylet and teflon sheath into the
incision while palpating and fixing
the artery.. Performer angles needle
to enter along.the lateral side'of
the vessel with the.tip directed.
,along the course of the arterY. May
attempt to enter only the anterior
arterial wall.

d. Performer pulls out the solid inner
part of the hollow needle or stylet

-of teflon needle slowly until a,
characteristic. "pop" it felt and a
vigorous jet of arterial blood it
obtained. May advance needle Into-
the artery in-the-direction of the,
arterial flow. May pull back, on nee-
dle, reinsert,,or Make other inci-
siOns until-artery is suctessfullY
entered...

e. Performer may'insert a guide:wire
into needle several'inchea into thWf
vessel ana advance the needle over
this to lodge it firmly in the lumen
of the vetsel. Removes glade wire
and wipes off blood. When not in
use, reinserts stylus in needle..
Performer may secure needle with
tape.

f. With teflOn needle performer remoires
stiff inner needle after:Checking
correct placemene(as described be-
low'in step,9) leaving teflon sheath
in place. May advance sheath several
inches into lumen of vessel.

g. Performer may attach syringe prer:
pared with saline and/or anticoagu-
lant to needle (via tubing attached
to needle or teflon sheath). Flushes
periodically, to avoid clotting.

I
. Performer may use overhead filming or
fluoroscopy tO.check placement of cath-
eter or needle. Performer has a syr
ringe%prepared with'a small'amount.of

- List Elements Full

the contrast solution. Checks that
medium is appropriate. Connects sy-
ringe to the needle, or to the cath-
eter.

a. With two-part or teflon needle,
performer May.position overhead
X-ray tube to take View thatwiil
shoW depth of.entry:into artery.
With catheter, Tositions fluoror

. 1:1c-ope unit over patient and acti-

\vatea.

c. Performer has.patient hold atill..
injects a stall aMbunt-of.tho so-
lution into the-artery for view-

. .

ing iodation of. needle_or.cdther
ter.

d. For needle has technologiat take
radiograph. Performer views radior
graph.on. view box when it is

. brought or goes to .automatic pro-
cessor. Evaluates aria decides
whether,needle.is at.correCt depth
.and qie" in-lumen-or needs to be
-readjusted.,Hpeats insertion and
radiography until this acCom-

plished.
e. For catheter, loCates,i4te of enr

try of catheter and cheat posi-'
tion ofcatheter'within vessel
by viewing' on TV Monitor. Perform-
er. judgei-whether Catheter is cor-
rectly inserted iialmmen of vessel
rather thanjA, an.iritramnral or

.-Oitravascular.PosiElonby.viewing'
. on TV monitor and Watchingflow

of test dodo. Readjustsor.reim-
serts cathetet,checkiog on
oroscope Monitor until this is
accOmplished:May.use guide wire
att leader.

f. If performersjudges that entry .

through site,chosen cannot be
properlY accOmplished, performer
maY decide-to-enter-from the-bp-:-
posito artery-or\alternative route
if.appropriate. If so,perfOrmer
repeats appropriate stepsfor'new

4 9.8



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

,
Task Code No. 470

This is page 10 of 13 for this task.

location after caring for initial
site.

g. If entry or placement cannot be
easily accomplished, performer may
decide to terminate so as to avoid
further trauma to vessels. If so,
performer.records as-appropriate
and-informs Staff. May arrange for
rescheduling.

h. Performer reattaches syringe with-
-saline andranticoagulant to needle
or cathetef and flushes entry site
periodically.

10. Performer prepares for iamediate in-
jection of contrast and filming:

a. Depending on the type of reactive
hyperemia selected, performer may
infuse a vasodilator, inject a
block into sympathetic fibers
around'artery, orsIert-staff.to
remove tourniquet(s)on signal.

b. Has patient positioned /Li-appropri-
ate for AP projectionor AP and
lateral biplane.study.':For femoral.
lower'extietity study May,order
successive positioning\foi abdomi-
nal aorta, pelvic,' thigh and distal
runoff vessels unless large size
films are being used. Has patient
lie in supine position with feet
together and toes pointing up. May
have feet everted.

c. Indicates whether more than onen-
jection is anticipated,and.sequenee
of programs forsradiography
arate areas.

d.1.11akes sure proper (close) callima
tion' will be observed and appropri-
ate shielding is in place.

e. Performer checks that materials are
ready for pressure.injection of the.
contrast solution and for serial
filmitng. Cheeks that patient is
properly immobilizedishielded and
positioned. Checks coordination of
injection with tilting:.

List Elements Fully

i) Checks that the automatic in-
jector (used .fet.'introduction

, of the contrast solution Under.
pressure) is loaded with proPIN

''er minimum amount of medium in
syringe; checks that syringe
is attaChed'to injector-tubing.

. Attaehestubing,to Catheter,
needle,or teflon.sheath. Checks
that there is no.aWin system.

ii) Performer checks on Or Ordets: :

the rite and pretisuresetting
for the.entry. force for the
automatic injector. Considers
the pressure needed to inject
thecontrastmediumlaitothe
vessel of interest given the
technique, vessel, and othef
-conditions inviolved.

Aii)'Performer has overhead 3c-;.rity.

tube(s) (single ot.biplane) po-
sitioned tot serial filming;
checks with :the technologist
the,tate.of speed and length.
of time. selected. Checks tete
in relation to the series of
injections of the-Contras& so-
lution and'any need for tilt-
ing.ofvenous.return-

iv) Has any tourniquets temoved
when appropriate.

11. Performer directs injection and film-
ing:

"a. Perforter may entercontrol root.
Has patient hold steady if con-
scious or awaits'indication from
'anesthesiologist that resPiration
has been suspended. -

b. Pertormer tells technOlogist when
to start the automatic film chang-
er(s)-(to make s3x4 of proper
functioning) to takethe series
Of pre-prOgrammed radiographs.
Once changer_has_started, perfornr;.
et activates the automatic injec-
tor.

499,
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued) .

.Task COde Ho. 470

This is page 11 of 13 for this task.

Litt Elements Full' .List Elements Full
.

.

c. Performer may decide to view serial
films for the first projection(s).

.
ordered'before continuing with other
views. Ifinjecting and filming con-
tinuously, performer repeats appro,
priate steps for additional views'
and.patient positions.. Arranges to
-see arteriograms as appropriate.

. .

12. While serial films ate being processed,
performer-examines and talks to patient
(if.conscious)' to evaluate hew the pa-
tient has responded to the procedure
and the injection.

-

a. Detaches injector tubing; refldshes
. .

catheter.Orneedle.,
h. If ECG is being monitored, evaluates

any changes during initial injection
as possible contraindication lot ad-
ditional injectiOns. .

. c. May:decide to proVideemergency care
at any time'throughout procedure:if
patient shows signs-of adverse re-.

-_. actions.
..

.
.

13. Performer looks at the first.set of.
serial arteriogrems on-view boxes.in
'sequence assoon.as they are proces-
sed.-Places posterior and lateral
views together.

.

a. Checks for technical quality and' .

notes whether any irregularities

. are due to artifacts, or actual
- pathological or abnormal conditione,

,

and whether the views are clear-
enough for medical interpretation.
Performer, may ask opinion of anothe

' 'radiologist.' '. ':.

b. Determines whether the arteriogramb
.
ldequately demonstrate_the vessels
and structuresbeing Studied and'
provide sufficient information
about any pathology, blockage,,or
distortion of the flow, the extent,
and location of anY arteriovenus
malformation,.the presence of.aneu,

c

t

,

rysms, and'other. signs of ahnorma

struOture.or pathology.
c. Performer considers whether to in-

ject additional contrast and con-
tina tierial filming, repeat in-.::

-jection andfilming.with change4n.
technical factors or patient posi-
don." Considers additional. Or al-
ternative approaches-such as diry'
rect needle . punCturef additional. .

locations .such as bilateral study,'

or placementof catheter .or nee-

.dles indistal vessels.
.

.- i) Considers the patienee-tondi- -

tion, the contraindications.,
. the,information already supplied

and urgency.-May distuse, with
anesthesitilogist and/or clini-

cian.. .

ii). If.additional arteries are to
he opacified, or. ifthe.other
side is to be opacified, per-
former paydecide that the
other-sideor additional arte-
ries are to be-examined at a.
second-session-after Se-ire-Tar,

--,

days. .
t.',

,-
.

.

_d. If_performer is.to catheterize a
series of'arteries at this time,.

.performer reintroduces the guide
wire'into.the:catheter. Under'flu-
.orostopic control; the performer
:sequentially withdraws and rein7

,iserts:the catheter as 'appropriate:

to reach the arteries-of interest.-

e. For Oelvic:and'imneLdistal veseele

of the lower extremiaeS performer
) .

may pull-tatheter'dOwn so-that tip

-is approximately:above the. aortic

bifurcation. .'
. .

,7f,.For additional puncture- sites. and:

hilateraI catheterization repeats :

apriropriate s:eps as described

. above.
,

g. Foradditional- jedtions, change

of position, change in teelliaical.-

......



TASK. DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)_

Task Code No. 470

This is page 12 of 13 for this task.

List Elements Fully, .;List'Elements Fully

,factors,.performer reviews decisions
1:a injection pressure, amount of
contrast, rate and speed. Of serial
programs; indicates wbat is needeii
to staff And_repeats as appropri---
'ateAllOWS ApprOpriate elapse of 'k
timebetween injections foratient
to respond OptiMally.'

h. Repeats relevant stePe for repeat
or additional views and locations
aa-described above.
Repeats review of radiographs as
described above until satisfied
that the angiograms are .technically
adequate to demonstrate the .areas
and conditions under study and to'
provide'sufficient to

make possible a competent medical
interpretation

14. Throughout procedure performer evalu
.ares how the patient is-responding.
May decide to provide emergency care:

a. Performer determines the severity.
of the condition by listening for
heartbeat, respiration; may. check
blood pressure;may take- EKG read-
ing, Using equipment on emergency

.cart.
'b. If patient.has aaevere reaction to.

the procedure or'Contrast medium,
sue: as cardiac arrest, anaphylac-.
tic-shock (exaggersted.negative ter.
action to.the foreitn substance),
bronchospasm or larYngospasm (stric
ture of bronchial tubes or larynx),

'bypotension (drop inblood pres-
Sure), oyanosis.(bluish discolora-
tiOn,due to excessive%concentra-
tion Of:reduced.hemogiobin in
blood),N'Urticaria (vasCular skin
reaction),or violent ineezing,
performer proCeeds at.once with
emergency life supl...Jrt cyr measures

to control the reaCt471.:

/I

.i) May have anesthesiologist or lifei
support team.called atonce.

..N\.
N\ -

5 0.1

ii).MAy adMinister oxygen Or air
using oxygen tank ind mask or -
ambu bag;-may Clear airWay using
finger or tongue blade....

iii) May decide to establish-an air-:
way by removing_any dentures
ind, using a laryngoscope-(to
View larynx) insert an endotra-
-cheal tube.
May Apply Closed chest-cardiac
massage.
Depending onDECG: results may ap-
ply defibrillator by selecting
watt-aeconds, applying,- and
.raisint.watt seconds-until ef-7.
fective.

vi) Depending on ECG:reSults'may ad-

minister a prepared intradardial
injection of a heart stimulant.

vii) May administer IV infusion;may
order and administer.a cortico
steroid, an Antihistamine or
atropine.

.
.

May administer Valium in solu-,.
tian 'through the injection cath-
eter. -.:,

c. Performer decides whether the
action is sufficiently cOntrollea
to proceed. -

i) If performer decides'to termi-
nate procedure, notifies appro-
priate medical staff; orders:
aftercare as appropriate; has
patient-transported to.appropri-
ate location.

ii):ReCords patient's reactions and.'
what was done on patient's
chart.'If appropriate, makes
sure patient id informed,of the
tYpe of drug that:caused the re-
action or explainato patient
that he or she is allergic to
the contrast solution (i.e. io-
dine-based solution)..



TASK DESCRIPTION.SHEET continued)'

Task Code No. 470

This is -page.

List Elements Fullx..

-1

13'for-this task.

-List Elements Full
_ .

d. If perfamer judges that patient,
displays a strong (but not emerg-
ency) allergic reaction: '

'
, .

i) Perfol:mer may order and. admin-
ister a:corticosteroid, an anti-
histamine or atropine..

ii) Ilecords.reedtion.and what Was
done. Explains if appropriate to
Tatient that he or she is aller-
gic to the contrast solution
(i.e.'iodine-based solution).

15. Performer: decides when the radiographic.
_examination is completed based on in-
formationon the arteriograms and the
.patienestonditiont Informs anesthe-
siologist (if:OreSent), technologist
and. other staff that7procedure is to be
terminated.,

a. Performer returns tathe patient.. If
patient is conscious, performer.re-
assures patient and explains what'
will happen next. .

. .

.b. Removes any connecting-tubes Or sy-
ringes from.catheter(s),: teflon !"--

sheath(s or needle(s). . . .

c. Performe gentltand slowly with-
draws the needle(s) or catheter(s).
Manipulates any Catheter by turning
and pulling gently, taking care-not
to-Injure the, vessel or enlarge the
wound at the entry point.

d. Performer compresses the vessel
. proXimal -to or at the puncture site
'with the fingertips and/Or sterile
; gauze for an appropriate amount of

,

time.

i) Does not totally occlude the \

artery. Checks that there is* a,

' pulsation distal to the puncture
site and no hematoma at the site.

ii) May have a staff meMber continue.
the cOmpression for'the time

'needed. Makes changeOVer so as

i
to maintain pressure;by withdraw

Ing 'Own hands from under.those
of the telievingstaff member
once they are .in place.-

e. Performer applies or orders pres
sure dreasingto he kept in 'place
appropriateaMount of time.

f. Performer-may .order fluids to he
.,: given intravenously or by Mouth!..

May order bed rest-for-appropriate,
. period.while patient recovers from_

effects of procedure. :

g.Airanies to haVeAiuncture holes ex-
'emined infollaW up, check. Informs-
petient,or'attending.staff to re-!

port furtAer 'oozing of blood, or
sWellihgc

h..Performermay order careful cbser7.
,

vation,pf patient including. vital
signs,:Uilnary output, andekin 7
tare.ltay.order-testii fill out -

,

ordei*forms. May ord6r medication.
i. Has appropriate sanitary clean up

procedures carried out.
j. If requested, calls surgeon or cli-

c

nidian and reports preliminary re-
sults and findings.

. ,

16. Performer' recardb impressions of pro-
cedure an-patient!s chart:

a. Preliminary findings. .

b. HowAtient tolerated procedure.
c. Anrspecial nursing follow-up red-
\ amended, tests ordered, records

alidAhservation required, medica-
tion, later studies ordered:

d.

Zyraign chart, requisition sheet
4

order forms.

502



TASK DESCRIPTIN SHEET

. \ .

- Task Code No.' 471

This is page. 1 of.. 10 for this. task.
.

_

' 1. What is, the out ut of this, task? OBe mure/, List Elements Fully

this'is broad enotigh to bereOestable.),--
Pt. exaMlned,reassUredOecisions nlade.onIbing'ahead
preparation*thOdoife,contrast,equipmentfeerial
program and-InjeCtion 4essure,rate;site andsthe-
tized;vein.pUnctUred; ompression,exerCiseland/or
straining applied aslappropriate;injeCtioiis and film
ing.coordinated for.first and/or second s4ageIveno-:,
gramsreviewed,approved;emergency. car0,04en;instru-
ments removed;orderefor.after care:teptimedical iM
pressions recorded.

.

1/ if
1:,

/

Performer reCeives the x-ray-req
uisition-form and medical-chart
of a.patient scheduled for venog
raphy of the'lower;extremities_..
(contrast study of the'veins'of
the_legs after percutaneons nee-
dle injeCtion)-,pribrjo the pro-
cedure, such as on the-Previous ,
daY or evening or on:the same-
day. .

_.,:.

i:. Performer reads the patient's
medical history and requisi- :
tion form to review the.Case

: or to becomefamiliar with ma

2. What is tiled dn performing this task? (Note

'if mix certain items iiist-be used.. If there
is.choicitlude everythi g or the kinds of
things-chosen among.)

X7ray requisition form;pt.'s medic 1 chart,prior ra-
diographs,scans;peA;view boxes;ste fre-with
antiseptic,saline,anticoagulant,s abs,tapeoCissors,

---

gauze,pressure dressings,bandage,local anesthetid,

syringes,punciure neeales,scalpels,tourniquet; ..'
weights;autotatic injectorilodine-based aqueous con:-

trast;tilt table;serial film changer(s);f1dorosCOpe f
TV monitor;lead garments;emergency cart;sterile,gown

'gloves,drape;shieldine

\ .

terialrij.i7direarliem-in--ebn-,,

sultation in order to make
decisions aboUt the Conduct .

of the radiographic\study:and
to chbck on therequaet:of
the referring physici4:

a. Performer notes the pa-
.; tienee age,Leex, weight,

height, and the nature
erid location'Of!the sus-
pected pathology or symp-
tomolOgy, suckas vascular
lesions, evidence of vas-.

- dular occlusive disease:
soft tissue iumbis, evi-
dence a impaired circula7
tion.-Notes whether bilat7
eral.studyis requested._

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or coTworket

-involved in the task? Yes-:, ,) No...

as to ci. : ame t_e n o recipient,

respondent or co-workeriivolved, with de- -:;,

,
scriptions to indicate the relevant conditibi
include'the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.. . .,

Any pt.;aUthorized adult;attending MD;radiologist;
surgeon;radiologic technologiSt;nursingPersonnel-

. . -

. Name the task.sethat the answers to ques- b.'Perforther notes the pur-

pose of the:requested
study,,such as fOr\infor- .
nation for use in surgery,

, .

initial diagnosis. Notes
- name of'referring physi-

cian:
c. Perforier-re:iiews thediag

nostic information.alread9:
obtained, including any
prior radiographs, radio-.

. .

OK-RPOIR;KR..

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen7

iiil words. .

Conducting ascending or deScending venography/of.

lower extremities of any pt. by directneedle punc-

ture by examining, reassuring pt.;deciding on

whether to goahead,method,eite;obtaining coneent;de

ciding onmaterials,contrast,type of injection,film-

ing programOmjecting aneithetic;inserting puncture

needle;applying compression,weights,exeTeise,strain-
ing by pt. as appropriate;injectingcontrast;brder-1
ing serial films4evaluating venograms;confinuing as

decided;providing emergency care;removinwinstru- ...

'nents;ordering care,teSts;recording oraers,medieal

impressions. ,
6% ec here i thisCh

is a masterAhels".00

. ;72



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (contitUed)

Tesk Code No. 471

This is page. 2 of lO''.\.for this task.

List Elements Full List'Elements fUll

isotope acans, ultrasotograts, re-
sults of clinical iests, lab tuts;
EKG (;CG) and vital signs. :

d. Performer notes relevant prior his
tOry euch as prior incidents of
Vascular constrietion, removal of:
any:seCtion of the .VascUlar.systeM,
graft& and their.sites,- hiatory of.
heart-disease, renal., pulmonary, or
liver disease, history of allergies
orA.ndicatiOns of allergy toliodine-
based contrast Media. If already
done, notes results of:allergy test,
clotting time casts; notes stage of
female patient's-menstrual. cycle"
any possibility of pregnancy,whether

. . .. .ce.tiVe... Notes if,pa-.

tient has infectious or difordunicablg
condition: .

, e. Notes whether prior orders have .been
given to improve patient's clinical',

. conditionl it'so, notes-progress..
f. Performer notes recoimendatibris on
.method of examination (aacending or

.
descending venography), .site_of en!,

try,' use .of equipment and materiala,
. areas of the venOus System to be. ,v

vieualized. NOtes orecoMmendations
on use.of local anesthesia. '

.

g. Checka to see whether patient or
authdrized-adult has eigned consent
for:procedure. If not, may aecide to
obtain personally before sedation.

h. Performer may discuss case with re-
ferring clinic/an, specialist, or
.surgeon to obtain additional infor-

.

mation. May arrange for 'attending
. physician, and/or surgeon to accom-

pany performer in examination of pa-
tient. .

.::1-1,
.

. .

2..performeisita patient and any auth--
orized-adult at-bedside, and/or in ap-
propriatgAmcation just prior to ihe
time for which the procedure is sched-
uled. The performer'reviews all the
relevant medical information and the
patient's chart. Reviews relevant

. .
.

\\

.

prior radiographs. Notes any new de-
velopments. May be accompanied by
clinician, surgeon, or appropriate,
specialist.

0

..

a. Performer:greets patient and/or
,., ,authorized adult andexplaits that

a brief examinstion,willoccura If
any colleagues are with performer,.

. .

performer introduces them. Kay
.question,about symptoms;. reassures
Eitd explains what will occue.

1:) Performer rgads patient's chart. -.

.. Notes any tew clinical deVelopf,
ments, reeponse to care or medics-
tion. CheckstepOrt on.electrolyte

time,, vital.
.,. ..

eigns.. May ask. atient..or accom-
partying adult .abbut symptoms and
allergies. Examinee the patient
for releVarit'symptOms'and general
.state.Aleassures an&ansWers ques,
tione. If not Ilready done; per-.
former determines whether there la
aty possibility of'pregdancy in
the casedfa keiSle patient, -

whether on oral contraceptive.
c. Performerconaiders_whether there

bevel:men Changes in the patient's
condition since the..decision was
made to do the procedure, and cOn-

, siders whether.theie'are'contra-
.\ indications to goini,ahead with :
Athe prdcedure. May confer with' --

4 .

'specialist, clinician,\or surgpon;
. Ascusses patient's currentcon-

dition: Decides whether io pro-
Ceed,..cancel,Or delay:procedure.
based on-asSessment of patient's.
current'condition; ccintraindica
tions and any-discusaion.. .-

.

d: If perfOrther decides not eo 'pro-.

, ceed, may. discusa with:clinician..
RecordEvreasons for cancellation:
and any reCoMmendations dn pa-.
tient's chart. Informs staff of
candellation and discuottes with

. .

.

5 0.4
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TASK DESCRIPTION,SHEET (contibed) ,

11$k Code.No. 471

This is page 3

List Elements Full

patient. If..appropriate, orders re7
scheduling of patient or scheduling
for alternative rrotedure, e7

e. Performer may decide to delay pro,.. '

cedure,- have-patient'undergo treat7
ment to improveNtlinical condition,
such as:treatment for blood tes-
sure, infectious condition, or mal-
nutrition. Discusees ie-aPpropriate,
and has orders given_for dare of pa=
tient. If patient has been on anti-,.

, coagulant therapy, may.order cessa-
tion of.therapy'until prothrombin
and/or clotting.timeS.Are,within

0. normal levels. May order no oral
contraception for several days.
After delay proceede as described
above.

f. If-performer.decides to proteed, eX-
amines televant structures to Aeter-
mine best yascular method and ent
site(s) :

i) Performer selects atcending.yen-
ography,to demonstrate the deep
and superficial'venous sysieMs;
for, selective distribution of
contrast Performer plans to. use
-a tourniqu,lt to.demonstrite the
aeep crural veins and perforat-
ihvyains; plane to use eXercise
to demosstrate.the_musCle-vein.l.
PerforMer may select deecending
venography to demonstrate the :

femoral vein, the distal veins
(with straining) and the externs
and common iliac veins (wittlout

strdining). .

ii) If ascending yenography is-being
coneidered, performer- examinee
veins in foot such, as the dorsal
vein.; if descending -YenograPhY
is being considered, -examines
proximal veiyiUch as femoral.

iii) Perforwar examines puncture
site(s). Makes sure no swelling

\
A or tenderness As.present...-Notes
\presence of scars', ischemic
'Symptoms, location of symptoms,

f 10-4'for, 'this task. /

A

List Elements Tull

Considets alternatitrwmethod :
and/or p cture site(s)-if ap-
propriate.

- g. Performet death's on the type of,
equipment to use based on instk-

, tutiOnal fatilities..and natute

study:

. i) May o der use.of large f,ilm
angiog aphic.serisl changer,
unit wi h push rod and kedge-
filteri 4ng1e or biplane unit
fluoroscop ccapabilities for
mOnitoring, depending on the
areas of interest .and nature
of pathology.

ii) Orders siie and-type of needle
fot puncture based On nature
of.study, area(b) of. in- .

terest and pari.ent's size end
condition. .

iii) Decides on type and-amount of
contrast material, hand or aut
matic pressure injection....

- iv) If a biblane study ie involvea
orders AP 'and lateral: prOjec7
tionsdr indicafes desired an-

' gulation. Indidsteswhether
biplane films kill be taken
.simultaneously or. sequentially.

.v)-Performer.decides dn program
for seriography, and propei,
.elapses`o.t.time to provide-trey-

ograms if appropriate. Informs.

technologist of the number of
filme.tO be taken, the per.'
second intervals,, and.the;nuMt
berof seriett anticipated.. Has
eqtdOment checked.

Yi) Has technicallactors set for
fluoroscopy..

h. If peirformer decides to proceed
and a consent for the procedure
has not been 'Obriained,' performer

may exgain,to the Oatient,or
guardian'in'comprehensible-lin
guage what will occur in the pior.
cedure, its purpose, and the dar:

o'

505



TASK_DESCRIPTION SHEET (Continue0

Task. Code NO: 471. .

This ii page
e

of 10 for this task:

7.40t Elements Full

gers. to the patient involved. Per-
'former explains the alternatives;
answera queStionS.

i) When ,the performer is surethat
the patient understands the

asks.the:patient for sig-
nature on consent'form and checks4
that it is properly signed. .

iiYlf a guardian iato,sign, per7.7,
former explains to the individua
as appropriate.

iii) If. a.consent is not agreed to,.
performer pottponea.procedure un-
til it-is obtained. May'discuss.
with appropriate physician or"
individuala and/or, with v.lient.
,poes not proceed.unless consent
iaobiained..

.i. Performer &dere or checks on prior
preparationof patient:

-List Elements' Full

y<i) Decides.on local anesthetic. May
discuss: r .

PerfOrMer7may ()icier or:check'on
admnistrationUf prior tranqui-
lizer or-sedation, fieriod for
withholding Of, food and/dr drinks
or.hydrationiti appropriate; use
-Of prior IV drip, Cleansing' ene-
Ma;A)rior.administration of anti-
histaming,.medicktionsto.deal
with problems.oftlood'clotting.

'ili) May:order medicatiOn or physical
means;to accelerate venous flow.
for use during,procedure.

-iv) Performer records ativaPpropriate
so'that patient cante prepared
and staff assignedl May.sign rei
'uisition;plaCes for'scheduling.

v) If procedure ig Abou-totegiri
and any preparatory steps,haiie
not been,carried out,'arrsagea
tO have done and/Or prOcedurg-de
layed as aPpropriate.

J.- Performer may explain or demon-
strate use of equipment-to a child

to allay fears and enlist coopera-
tion; answers questions. Explains--
that patient will be asked to hold
still from time to,time.,Indicates
what will happen, what pain might
be experienced, and whit 'cooperar'
tion will be needed. Stresses need
to wintain positions when ordek=,
ed. If exercise .or Valsalva maneu-
ver will be used:' 'may rehearse pa-
tient. Eiplainahow to take a deep .
breath; hold'breath in, and-bear
down as thoUgh evacuatingy-until
told to.relax.

. k. Informs appropriate co-workera of
decisions so that patient and ma-

can,be prepared. Has punc-
ture site and possible alterna-
tive sites shaved and prepared.,.

1. Performer orders scout film(s) as
appropriate.for single or biplane .
views. Makes sure proper shielding
is being'used. Orders vertical
views for ascending venography and
supine views for descending venog-
raphy. .

1) Performerylaces the processed
scout films: on'viewlioxesand
examines as soodas they are.
ready- Performer considers ',
whepher therareas of interest
are visible, whether-the tech-:
nique is satisfactory, and
whether the position,(s) of the
patient are correct.
If Ole scouts are not sitis-
factory,-performer indicates
the needed changes in techni-
que,or in the patient's poei-
tion to the radiologAc technol,
ogist.

S. Performer returns to patient inmpro-
cedure room when informed that pa-
tient and equiPment are, ready:

;'



TASK-DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

..This is page

Task Code No. 471

of 10 for this task,

List Elements Full

4, Checks Whether patient has been .

'properly shielded,Jmmobilized and
prepared- for sterile puncture-pro-
cedure. If not acceptable, indi-
cates:the needed adjustments. May
decide to immobilize personally.

b..,Checka steriletray prepared for
procedure. Requestiany missing ob-
jects.

i) Performer'checks that appropri-
ate needle sizes are available.
May prepare or check percutaneous
needle to be used.

ii) Checks that syringes with saline
and,anticoagu,lant solution are
prepared, that syringes with con-
tragt medium are ready.

iii) Checks appearihte of cohtrast
medium to be sure there is no
chemical deterioration; checks
amount.*

iv) May prepare syringe with local
anesthetic or checks.

c. If patient has special equipment
4uch as IV or indwelling catheter,
performer makes sure that these
are being,monitored. ,Checks that
emergency cart is present.

d, Checks that seriography eqUipment is
ready for use, that technical fac-
tors are set for seriography and
fluoroscepy, and that equipment for

.
hand or automatic pressyre injection
is checked and ready for use.

e. Dons protective lead garments and
sterile gown and gloves when appro-
priate. Checks staff shielding.

f. If patient is coherent,.performer
explains what will be done. An-
swers-patient's questions as ap-
propriate. Reassures patient and
does so as deemed needed throughout
procedure.

-

4.. Performer prepares the puncture site(s)

using steriletechnique:.

Litt Elements FUlly

a. Has patient poSitioned appropri-

ately fOr the injection Site cho-
sen so as to provide access..

i) For ascending venography per-
fOrmer'has patient prepared
for puncture in a foot -veirL
such as the dorsal'vein of phe
great,toe.,Applies a. tourniquet
around the-inkle above themal-

. .

,leoli ifthe.deep.crural veins .

areto be visualized. May hive ,
.patient seated on stocil with'.
foot on table so that lower leg
is vertical and foot is at.ley-
el rea.::hable by performer for:

puncture procedure..
For descending venography:hati
patient placed insupine
tion with access. to the femoral

1
vein at the level of the oval
fossa"of the thigh.'

iii) Performerlocates'the vessel
for:puncture visually and/or
(with femoral vein). by finding
the proximaliPulse of the fem-
oral-aftery.and palpating .a

. point luat med41 ap 5'to. 8 cm.

below Poupart's ligament.-

b.

c.

d.

Prepares theiiteotor injection of
the local-anesthetic.and-puncture
by-swabbing'With prepared anti-
septic solution Co'Vers surround-.., °,

ing areas with.sterile'drapes,
leaving only' small'area for injec-
tion arnd puntture uncovered
Checks amount of local.anesthetic..
to be injected as-shown-by nUrse

in syrine 6r drawianesthetic-ta-.
.to sterile syringe. Checks no air

js present; and ihserts needle in-
:tradermaily and subcutaneously; in-
jectS. Removes.needle. 'Waits for'

area'to become anesthetized.
.
If per.Tormer has decided tO use:.

straining or exerciae,perfOrmer



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 471

This is page 6 of 10

jazwnents Fully

for this task.

List Elements Full

plans the injection and the filming
so that visualization will take
place at-the.proper phase of cir-
culation.

. When the entry area has become anesthe-
tized performer makes sure that the en-
'try site is optimally distended and
prepares for puncture:

a. Chooses appropriate puncture needle

as selected with polyetheline tub-
.ing attached. Iirformer may use a
scalpel to make a small'incision at
the entry site(to facilitate entry
of reedle).

b. Performer has patient hold still.
Performer attempts to penetrate the
yein (at the incisiOn if created),
while palpating and fixing vein.
Performer inserts needle in the di-
rection of flaw.

c. Performer pulls out the needle's in
ner stylus; attaches vena tube to
needle;suctions back and checks nee-
dle entry by noting whether venous
bloddappears. Hay pull back-on nee
dle and reinsert or make otlier in
aertions until the needle tip is
judged within the lumen of the vein.
Removes yena tube. May attach sy-
ringe with saline and/or anticoagu-
lant to tubing of neepe =and flush
entry site perlOdically.

6. Performer may lise radiography or flu-
.

uroscopy to check fieedle .placement and

evaluate amount of--contrast to inject:

a. Has tubing attached to needle cut
near proximal end of needle.

b. Performer connects syringe prepared
with contradt solution to the tubin
of theliteedle.

c. Position0Overhead x-ray tube or

fluoroscope unit overpatient to
visualize needle within the .vein.

5'08

Has patient hold still. Injects a
small test dose of the contrast so
laion into the vein and activates
fluoroscope or has technologiSt

make overhead exposure.

i) With fluoroscopy, observes the
flow of the contrast on the TV
monitor. Performer adjusts nee7
dle position if required while
viewing on TV monitor. While..
noting thellow of the test
dose performer decides on.the
appropriate amount of contrast
to inject andthe speed and
force to use for the injection.
May fluSh entry site.
With .radiography, performer_
views radiograph on yiew box
when it is broUght or goes to
automatic developer. Evaluates
and decides whether needle is
at correct depth and in

lunen or. needs tube 'readjusted.
Repeats insertion and radiog-
raphy until this is.aeComplish-
ed.

d. Performer may-insert a guide-wire
into needle several inches into
the vessel and advance the-needle

"over this to lodge it firmly in
the lumen of the vessel. Removes
guide wire and wipes off blood.
Performer.may secure needle with
tape and flush periodically with
saline solution.

e. If teflon needle is used performer

removes stiff inner needle after

checking correct placement, leav-
ing teflon sheath in place. May

advance sheath saveral inches into
lumen of vessel.
May flush,entry site. ,

7. PerfOrmer prepareb for the first

stage Serial filming:.



TASK DESCRIPTION-SHEET (continned)
.

----Task Code No. 471

This ik,page 7 of 19-is-t&sk.

List Elements FullT

a. For ascending menography has patient
.seated so that sole of foot is rest7
ing flat. and lower leg is Vertical.

i) Maintains tourniquet in place to
demonstrate deep crural veins.
Does not use tourniquet if super:-
ficial veins areto be demon-
strated.

-ii) Has bucky and/or mertical grid
single plane'or biplane serial
caasette.changer(s) positioned
to.take frontal and lateral views
of the erect lower leg.

b.'For descending Menography has pa-
tient remain supine and repeats In-
structions to patient to strain
when so ordered.--Has serial cassette
changer positioned to take appropri-'
ate miews (single or biplane).

c. Perforther reviews.with technologist
the timing of the serial Mit pro-
gram in relation to the injection of
the contrast. Indicates whether more
than one injeCtion is anticipated
and gequence of programs for radiog-
raphy, of separate areas.

d. For hand injection, Prepares or
checks syringe with contrast. At-
taches to teflon sheatb or tubing
and makes sure there is no air in
system.

e. For automatic injection, checks that
there is. proper minimum amount of
medium in syringe, that syringe.is
attached to injector-tubing.. At-.
taches tubing.to needle or tefpni
-sheath. Checks that there ifirilD air
.in system. Checka on or orders the
rate andpressure setting for entry
force for automaticinjector. Con-
siders the pressure needed to inject
the:contrast medium into, the vessel
of interest given the technique,ves-
sel,and other conditions involved.,

f. Checks collimation and shielding.'
g. As appropriate, has patient hold

steady or strain (carry out Valsal-

List Elements Full

va maneumer);. coordinates with' in7
. jection by-activating the auto-

. matiCinjector or injecting by
hand;Orders technologist tO adti-
mate serial Changer at appropriate
time. . .

:11PcxforMer may decide to view's4p7.
ial films-for the.first project*on
(s) ordered before.continuing w1.0
second phase.. Ifinjecting and
filming continuously; perfore'
repeats appropriate stepalor-ad7
ditional views and:patientposi77:.
tionsas described below. Arranget
to'see menograms'as appropriate'.

i. While first stage serial filMs are
being:processed, performer:_el
ines and talks to.patient
uate how the patient his redponde
to the procedure and the injec.6

n dom. Detachesinjector.tubing.
Reflushes.entry.site.

S. Performer looks at the first set OU
serial menograms on view, boxes. in

.
sequence as soon as theyare proces
sed. Places frontal-and lateral. views
together.

.a. Checks for technical quality-and
notes whether any irregularities
are due to artifact's or actual .

pathological or abnormal Condi7
tions, And whether .the views are:
technically adequate for medical

7 interpretation. Performer may ask
opinion of.another radiolOgist

:b.Deferkines wbether the menograMs
adequately demonstrate'the vessels
and Ftructures being studied, and
provide scfficient information
about any:pathology, blockage, or
distortion of the flow, the ek-
tent and location of. any malfor-
Matiom, the presence of aneurysms,
and other signs of abnormal 0truC
ture'or'pathology.

5 09..



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 471

This is page 8 of 10 for this task.

List Elements Fully. List Elements Full

' c. Performer deterMines whether to
continue with second stage injection

ani filming and/or whether to re-
peat-first. stage. If decision is to.
repeat, indicates any changes needed

, tO technologist and-repeats addi-
tional-steps.

If performer decides to go on with sec-
ond stage injection and filming, pro-
ceeds as follows:

,

,
a. Allows apOropriate elapse of time

hetween injections foi patient to
-respond. optimally. ,

b. For ascending venography performer
prepares for visualization of lower
leg valves and muscle veins. .

'

i)Has cassette changer(s). set up
for frontal'and lateral views .

of 1oWer leg. May decide to in-
'Jett additional contrast.before
exercise.

if.? Places weights so as to load
' knee or has this done. Ihen asks
patient to raise and lower heel
several times so as to contract
and relax calf muscles

iii)\HaS patient hold still and or--
ders serial filming of leg.

c. Fo deacending venography performer.
co rdinates second injection and ..
fi ming\to demonstrate external.and'
coimion iliac veins. Has patient hold
st 11 in supine position for injec-
ti n ani filming without straining.
Re eats Sppropriate steps as de-.
sc ibed.',-

\

d. Pe former repeats review of veno,.
grams al6lescribed above until sat-
isiiied that the views are technical-
lyadequateto demOnstrate the: areas
andlonditions under study and to.-
prol de sUfficient information to
make possible a coMpetent medical
intpretation.

510

10.

e. May decide to do bilateral study.
If so, repeats steps .as appropri7.
ate for opposite side.

Throughout procedure performer evalu-
ates how the patient is responding.
May decide to provide emergency care:

a. Performer determines the severity
of patient's reaction by listening
for heartbeat, respiration; may
check blood pressure; may take EKG
reading using equipment on.emer-
gency-cart.

b. If patient has a severe reaction t
the procedure or contrast medium,
Such as cardiac arrest, anaphylac-
tic:shock (exaggerated negative re
action to the foreign substance),
bronchospaem or laryngoapasm.
.(stricture of bronchial tubes or
larynx), hypotension (drop in bloo
pressure), cyanosis (bluish dis7
coloration due to extessive concen
tration ofreduced hemoglobin in
blood), urticaria (vascular skin
reaction), or violent sneezing,

.
performer proceeds at once with
emergency life support or measures
to control the reaction.

i) May have-life support team call
ed at once.

ii); May administer oxygen or Air
using:oxygentahloand mask or
ambu hag; mAy Clear-airway us-
ing finger or tongue blade.

- iii) May 'decide to establish an. Air.
way by removing any dentures
.and,:using a laryngoscope (to
view larynx) insert an endo-:
traoheal tube.

iv) MAY Appl-Y closed chest catdiac
massage.

v) Depending on.ECG results may ap
ply defibrillator;by selecting:,
watt seconds,applying And rais-
ing watt Seconds until effec-

, tive.

-



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 471

This is page 9 of 10 for this task.

vi) Depending on ECG results,may ad-;.

' minister,a prepared intracardial
injectioreof a heart stimulant.'

vii) May-administer IV infusion; may
order and administer a cortico-
steroid, an antihistamine or at-
tropine.

Veil) May administer Valium insOlution
through the injection tubing

c. Performer decides whether the reac-
tion'is sufficiently controlled to

proceed.

i) If performer decides to terminate
procedure, notifies appropriate
medical staff; orders aftercare
as appropriate;Lhfis patient

'transported to appropriate loca-

tion.
ii) Records patient's reactions and

' what was done on patient's Chart.
If appropriate, makes sure pa-
tient is informed of the type of
drug that.caused the reaction or
explaintto patient that he ot
the is .allergio to the.contratt
solution (i.e. iodinelbased solu
tion).

d. If performer judges that patient
displays a-strong (but not emer-

gency) allergic reaction:

i) Performer may order and 4dmin-
ister a corticosteroid, an
antihistamine or atropine..

ii) Records reaction and-what was
done. Explains if appropriate
to patient that he_or the is
allergic to the contrast solu7
tiori (i.e. iodine-based solu-

tion).

11. Performer decides when the radiograph
ic examination is completed based on
information on the venograms and the

List Elements Full

patient's condition. Informs tech-
nologist and,other staff that pro-
cedure is to be terminated.

a. Performer returns to the patient.
Reassures and explains what will
happen next.

b. Removes any tourniquet or weights
and connecting tube or syringe
from teflon sheath or needle.

c. Performer gently, and slowly with-
draws the-needle taking care not
to injure the Vessel or enlarge
the, wound at the entry point. :r

d. Performer coMpressesthe vessel
proximal to or at the puncture
site with the fingertips and/or
sterile gauze for an apPropriate
amount of time.

e. Performer applies or orders pres-
sure dressing to be kepit in place
appropriate akount of time.

. Perfqrmer may order fluids to be
given intravenously,or by mouth.
May order bed rest for appropri-
ate period while patient recovers'
from effects of procedure.

g. Arranges to have puncture hole(s)

examined in follow up check. In-

forms patient or attending staff
to report further oozing of blood

or swelling.
h. Performer may order careful obser-

Niation-of patient including vital
signs, urinary output, and skin
care. May order tests, fill out

order forms: May order medication.
i. Has appropriate sanitary clean up

procedurea carried out. -

j. If requested, calls surgeon or
clinician and reports preliminary
'results and findings.

12. Performer records impressions of pro-
cedure on patient's chart:

J



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 471

This is page 10 'of 10 for this task..

List Elements Fully Liet.Elements Full'

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolefdted procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up rec-

ommended, tests ordered, records
and observation required, medica-
tion, later studies ordered.

, Nay sign chart, requisition sheet
or order forms.

a

5



1ASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No., 472

This is page 1 of 11 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

thip is broad enough to be repeatable.), .

Pt.'exaMined,reassured;decisions made On,going ahead
route,technique,site of puncture,contrast,medium,in-
jection,seriP1 filming;preparatory orders given;site
aneathetized;artery punctured;guide wire and cathd=
ter advanced under fluoroscopic control;injettion
and filming coordinated;aortograms reviewediand/or
procedure continued until final approval;emergency
care given;instruments removed;site compressed;or-
ders for after csre,tests,urogram,medical impres-
sions recorded.

,List Elements Full

2 What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only:certain itets-must-be usid. If. there

\ is Choice, 'include everything orthe kinds of

\ things chosen among.) .

X-ray\requisition forM;pt.'s medical cbart,priOr
fiims*ans;pen;view.boxeepterile tray with antisep

I

ticoaline,anticoagulant,swabs,taPe,scissors,gauze,
pretsUre dressings,local aneithetic,syringes,punc7.
turd needleocalpels,guide wites,catheters;autoiatic
injector;iodine-based contrast;x-raY tableffilm
changer(i);fluoroicope,TV monitor;emergency Cart;

sterile gownigloves,drape;shielding ,

..O1111=11V

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes..,c No...

es to q. : ame t e n o 'recipient,

respondent ot co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to.indicate the relevant condition
include the kind.withyhom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

'requirements or,legil restrictions.

Any pt.;authorized adult;attending MD;radiologist;an
esthesiologist;surgeon;radiologid technologist;nUrse

'1-77137Nam-nit the answers to Aues-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial.words..
Conducting catheter thoracic.aortography of any pt.

by -examining,reassuring pt.;obtaining.conaent;decid-

ing on-toute,technique,site,prior preparation;decid7.

ing' whether tngo ahead,pressure,timing for Contrast

injection,rate,speed for serial filming;injecting
anesthetic;Making puncture and advancing Catheter an

guide wire .under fluoroscoPic control;coordinating;

Pressure injection of contrast andfilming;evaluitin

and orderinA,approving additional injectioria arid emir

giograms ad appropriate;proViding emeirgedcyitire;rd=

'movink inatrumants;ordering altar care,tests,delayed

filmsireCording ordersmedical impreseiona..

Performer receives the x-ray req
uisition form and medical chart
of a patient scheduled tor cith=
eter thoracic dortography (ra-

diographic contrast study of,
the thoracic aorta, its great
branches,and thd aortic arch by

means of selective catheteriza-
tion) prior to the procedure,
such as an the previous day or
evening. ;

1. Performer-reads the patient'
medical history and requisi-
tion'form to review the case
or to-become familiar with ?ma

terials seen earlier in con-
sultation in Order to make de
cisions about the conduct of
thd radiographic study and to.
check on the request of the
referring physician:

,

a. Performer notes the pa-
'tient's age, sex, weighc,
height, the nature,and lo-
cation of the suspected
pathology or symptomology,
such as vascular lesions,
evidence of. vascular occlu
sive disease, soft tissue
tumors, aortic insuffic--
iency or stenosis, aneu-
rysms or cengenital anom-

alies.
b. Performer notes the pur-

pose of the requested stud

such as for information
for use prior to or after
-surgery_or for diagnosis.
Notes name of referring'
clinician or aurgedn.

Notes whetherAdominal
aorta and/or any branches

- of the thoracic aorta are .

to' be visualiged.

OK-RP;RROM
6..Check here if. this

A:a:ii-niPster sheet..
,



IASI( DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

.Taik Code No:. 472

. This is page, 2 of 11 for this task.

List Elements Fully

c. Performer reviews the-diagnostic in-
formation already obtained, includ-
ing any Oricir radiogrephs,iradio-
isotope scans, ultraeonograms0.e-
sults of clinical tests.,.lab tests,

EKG, and vital signs.. \

d. Performer notes relevant'Priorhis-
tory suctras prior incidents.of
vascular constriction, removal of
any section of.the vascular system,
grafte.and their,sites,:bistorf of
-atheroaclerotis, heart disease,
.renal, pulmonary, or liyer disgate,
history of allergies orindidatione
of allergy to iodine-based contrast
media. If already'done notes re-

- sults of allergy teat,Clottingtime
tests. Notes stage Of female pa7
tient'sthenstrual_cyCle, Any Possi7
bility of pregnancy,whether on oral
-contraceptiVe. Notes:whether pa-
tient has an infectioUs or'commu-:
nicable condition,;

e. Notes whether prior orders bave been
giVen fo improve patlenet clinical
condition; if so, notes progress.

f. Performer.notes recommendations'on
.catheterization such las site and
route of entry and Use of equipment
and materials. Notes recommendations
on use of.general Or local.anesthe-
pia.

Checks to see whether patient or
authorized adulthas signed consent'
for procedure. MnOt, may:decide
to obtain personally.-

.11. Performer may disCdss case.with re-
ferring:clinician, specialist, or
surgeon to,obtain additiOnal infor-H
Elation. May Arrange fat attending:
phYsician,-anestheeiologist and/or
.surgeon to acc.mpany performr in
examination of Patient On day prior
to the piocedu .

2. Performer visits p tient and any Auth7.
_ orized:adult At bedside ,or in appro-

priite lOcation.:May be accOmpasied

'
aneethasiologiet,surgeonor

_

-a

List Elements Full

a. Performer.greets patientand/or
authorized adult and explains that
a brief examinationWilloccur. If
any colleagues.are with performer,
performer introduces them. .

b. Performer reads patient's chart.
Notes any new' clinical:develop-
ments,-response to care of medi-
cation. MAy ask patient or accoM-
panying adult_aboutsymptoms4and_
:allergiee. Examinee the patient;
Jo; relevant symptoms and general.
state. Reassures and answers q4es-
tions. If not already done, perle:
forther determines.whether there is
any'possibility of pregnancy in
the*case of a female patient,.:
whether:patient has been taken off
oral_Contraoeptive.

c. Performer cdnsiders whether there
have been changes, in the patient's
condition.since'the decision was
made to dothe.proCedure,and con.
siders:Whether there'are oontrain=
dicAtioris to,going ahead with the,
proCedure.- May conferwith special
ist, clinician, oUrgeon;discus
ses patienee:current
Decides whether to prodeed, cancel
_or delay procedure'basedonassess
mentoUpatient'sHcurrent condir .

\= tion and any disCUsSiOn.:
d. If performer detidelanOt.to.haYe
\vprocedure-dOne,Maydiacuss with':

ReCords'reaSons_for'
cancellatiOnandanyrecOmMenda
,tione'for,:alternati7cprOcedure
(s6h as.:intreyenopOtudY.) Onpa=
tient'.t Chart. ,Inforistaffof

: canCellationanddisCOesee:with,::
patient

.e..PerfOrmerliaydeCideto delay ilror
Oedure,.'heYepatientUndergia'-
treaimentto imprOYe'clini6ai oon

-..dition, Such alatreatmenijor:..
bloOd4lressureinfeetioue condi

= tion, Or MialnutritiOn Discussei- .
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as appropriate and has orders given
forcare of patient. If patient has
been on anticoagulant therapy, may
order cessation of therapy until,_
prothrombin and/or clotting times

:. are within .normal levels., .

f, If performer.decides -to proceed; ex
amines femoral and/ofl axiliary arte-
rial pulses to .determine,best vascu
larapproach:and entrir Site(s):

i) Notes strength and expansiYe ,

-'neture of the pulsations, pre-
sence nrbruits (mui7urs)., pre-1

\sence of grafts, Presence and
location of ischemic symptoms.;
Reviews recommendations. //

ii):Performer considers the condi-7.
ion of\the pulsea,Aocation, Of.
the-pat 11 ology, areas of interest,
clinical and surgical hiatory,
age of patient and nature .of
symptoms. Considers whether the
abdominal aortSwill be Studied.

iii) Selects sideand puncture site'
considering condition of area,
patient's age and convenience
for, the piocedure.-Avoids.punc-
ture site where there is:serere
atherosclerotic involvement.,
scars or grafts. ..

iv) Performer examines and records
presence and character of pulses
at, and distal to, the skteryto
be punctured.

g. If petfofmer decides to proceed and
'a.consent for the procedure has not
been obta hed;explains (befOre any
sedation) O'the patient or guardian
in compre ensible'language what
:will occur in the procedure, its
purpose,end the dangers to-ehe.pat
tient involvech.PerforMerexplains
the altarnaiive's;answerg questiOns.

. \.

. \ .
.

4

., ,.

i) yhen the '1). former is. sure that

the
patient nderstands the

risks, asks the:patient for.sig-
\

List Elementefully

nature on consent forth and.

checks that: ie is properly
signed. .

ii) Ifa guardianjs to sign, per--
former.explains to the indivi-
dual as appropriate.

iii) If a-consent 'is not agreed to,
performer. postpones procedure

untilAeis_obtained.:May.die-7
cuss with appropriate' physician
.or individualSand/or with.pa-
tient. Does noe.proceed unless
consent is.obeained.

h. Performer decides on the type of
equipment to use based on insti-
tutional facilities and nature o

study:

A.) May order serial single or bi-

,
changer; depend-

ing orittle area of interest:and
sLaturSo4 pathology.

indi4te types,:sizes and
lengthS-of catheter(s); whether
'preshaPedli closed-end,with side

holes, ther radiopaque. May
Specify\type of guide wire
(such ael double curve tip),size
needle,"iype of contrast solu-
tion and\amount.

ii) May order, EKG (ECG). monitoring.
,

May have o-worker,assist.

i. Performer may e preliminary de-
-cisions On care f patient:

i) Decides on.use of general and/
or local anesthetic. May dis-
cuss with anesthesiologisi. If
a general anesthetic is to be
administered,performer arranges'
to-have staff ready at the ap-
propriate time. '

ii) Perfoimer makes final decision's'

on prior preparation of the
tient such as sedation, period
for withholding of food and/or'
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drink, or hydration, as appropri- tive steps. Decides whether to
Ate; use of prior IV:drip, cleans proceed or not based on.evaluation
ing enema; thaving of'entry site .of patient's. condition And contra-
(s); prior administration of. an-

, tihistamine, medications to deal
-indicationit.

-.9
d. If performer,decides. not to pro-

with problems:of blood clotting. ceed, records\reasonaand any rec-
ommendations on Patienes.chart:

j. Performer-records orders at aPPro- Informs appropriate co-worket of
priate so that patient and equip- cancellation and has patient re-
Ment can be prepared and staff as-

. signed. May sign requisition; places
turned to room. If appropriate,
orders rescheduling of patient.or

for scheduling.. scheduling:for alternative proCe-
:\k.Reviews with patient the procedures dure. . _

that will occur'. e. Performer examines puncture site.
(s) to review earlier.decisions.

. Just prior to the time-for which the Makes sure no swelling or tender-
Trocednre is scheduled, the performer ness is present.Considers alter-
reviews all the relevant medicalin- tiative puncture route or site(0)

:formation and the-patient!s chart. Re- if appropriate.'
views relevant prior radiographs. Notes
any nec4, developments. ..

-

a. Performer\Freets patient in exami-

.

f. If.Patient is pediatric 'patient Or
if general anestheaiahas been
suggested fOr` adult, performer may

.

reconsider whdther general anela
nation roam. May qnestion a'oout thesia is.still warranted; may.de-

. symptoMs; reassures and explains cide to order.if.patient's behav-
what will occur. ior and condition suggeat the:..

_b. Performer checksthat all.prior 'need. If general anesthesia is to
preparatory procedures have been_ be carried out, performerdiscue-
carried out. ses'with aneithesiologist when if

.

.
. .

Is to be administered And Plans
.

i) Checks'reportOn electrolyte to coordinate-with anesthesiolo-

,

levels, blood clotting time,
, vital signs.

ii) Checks that any orders for hydra-

gist. .

g. May.oider sedation And/or IV drip.
4 aperopriate_and not already'ad-

tionstarting of IV infuijon, ' isiniStdr6di Has PunCture and
prior administration:of medics- o$ftib1 altegtiveites shaved

* ; tion or sedation have been-car7 and jepare .
.

ried Out, and at appropriate \ erformermayiexplain or demon
'time. If not, arranges to'have \ -.strate7use of equipment'to a child

_ .these .done and/or procedure de-
layed...

. to allar fears .and: mil-14n -cooPera-,

tion;--answera question*, .Explains,'

\ that.patient will beAsked to hold
c. Performer.considers,whether pa- still from time totiMe. Indicates

tient's current conditiOn presents what will happen, whit'pain might

. any contraindications to going ahead be experienced,: what reaction tO.

\with theTrocedure. May .have. clini-
cian-or specialist .called; discusses

ePectto'contrast,.ind what co.,..,

'operation.will:be.needed.-Stresses.
\ patient's condition and any alterna- .need p maintain positions when

1
I ordered\ ,
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Performer-makes final decisions on
technique and.Suriical procedutes:

a. Decides on or checks sizes and types
of needles, catheteis, guide wires.
Checksor-orders type,ameunt:o.f. jo-
dine-based aqueous contrast mateti-
al,-local anesthetic, automatic in-
jector,-use of biplane or 'single
plane setialchanget.

b. Perforier.decides on:prograM for-
seriography.- Informs-technologist
of the numberof films to be taken,
the per-second intervals, and the
numbet,of.series anticipated. Has

- equipment checked:
If a biplane study is involved,
selects frontal Ind lateral. projec-
t.ions or indicates desired oblique
angulatione. Indicates' whether bi-
plane films will be taken simul-
taneously or sequentially..

d. Has'technical-factors set for flu-

oroscopy.
e. Performetorders dcout film(s) (of

chest and abdomen if,abdominal aor-
ta is tO be 'studied) as appropriate
for single or biplane viewa. Makes
sure proper shielding is being used.

i) PerforMer places the processed
scout films.on view boxea.and.
examines as Soon as they are
ready. Performer considers
whether the areas of-interest
are visible, whethek the tech-
nique is satisfactory, and
whether the positiOn(s) Of the
patient are correct.. -7--

ii) If the scoUtn are . not satis-
faciory,'perfOrmer -indicates
the-needed changes in technique
or in the-patient's position'to
.the radiologic technologist.

f. If general-anesthesia isto be
administereddicates to-anes-.
thesiologist i4hen procedute Is to

start and.allOws for appropriate

g. Tnforms-aiopropriate co-Workers Of

decisions so that patient-and ma7
terials Can.be prepared.. .

5. performer returns to patient in pro-
edure room when infotmed that,pa.-'
tient and equipment are ieady:

a. Checks whether.patient hasbeen-
properlY shielded,\immobilized
.and ptepared for steriln-^puncture
-procedUre. If not acceptable, in-
-:dicaies the needed adjustmente-
Nhydecide to immobilizeperSonal

b. -Checks steriletraylireperedlOt
.proCedure..Requests any Missing

-.objects.

i) Performer checks that approPti
-ate needle:in&catheter sizes
and lengthsnre aVailable. and.
Catheters pteformed if appro
priate. Checka eafetY-,guide
-wires:-Mhy bend catheters pet-

. ...

ii) Checks that-syringes Wiehsa-
line. and antiCoagulant eat-
tion are prepared, that
tinges With,contraa,t mediuM:-

are teady.
Checks-appearance of-contrast
medium to be fire there:i4 no
chemical deteFioration;.checks
amount.

iv). May' prepaie'syringe With-local
anesthetic or thenks:

c.-If patieht haa special eqUipment
-such as-IV_C* indwelling cathetet
performer makes suretlhat- theSe

are:beinisOnitored:.Nay..Check:
that:MG monitoring equiPmentAs
presentChecks thatemergency
cart is -present.

. .

Arartwswww
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d. Checks that seriograpby equipment
- is ready fot'use, that technical.

.

factors are set foiseriograpby
and fluoroscopy,- and that-equipMent
for pressure injection is checked
and-ready for use:

e. Done protective lead garments and
sterile gown and gloves when: appro-
priate. Checks staff shielding.,

..f. If patient is coherent, performer
explains:what wIll-be done..,An-
swers patient's questions.as appro-
priate. Readsures patient and does
eO,as deemed needed throughout pro-
cedure.

g. If general anesthesia is to be ad-
ministered,chenks with.anesthesi-.
nlogist to be° sure that the patient
is ready for procedure to begin.

-

6. Pexformer-proceeds to prepare the punc-
ture site using sterile technique:

.a. Has patient positioned apprbpri-
ately for the injection site cho-
sen so as to proiiide access.

i).Pot puncturenf- femoral artery
-positions patient foralcess be-
low the inguinal ligatent as
high as poseible, but allowing
for-later compresdion of the
vesseLproximal to the puncture
site.

ii) For'exillary puncture, has pw-
tient lie-Supine With'arm ab-

'Aucted and elbowbent, proVid-
ing accesa.tO selected area in
the axilla.

iii).performer locates the vessel fot
pUnCture visually And/or by-feel,-
ing for arterial:pulsation in,
-the locatiOn 'selected. Haychopse
tore palpable-poSition in vessel
alloWing fot later compression.

. Prepares'the site fot injection of
the local Anesthetic and punCtUre

5 IS'

by ewabbing.with prepared a ti-
septic.solution. Covers surr und-.
ing areas with sterile_drapes,
-leaving only stall area of inje

' tion and puncture uncovered.
c. Checks amount of local anesthetic

to be injected as shown by nurse
in syringe, oF draws-anesthetic
into sterile syringe. Checks ho

.air'is present and inserts needle
intradermally and subcaaneouslyi
injects. Makeq,sure to infiltrate
the:skin and file sheath of the ar-
tery on both sides,of the vessel.
Removes needle. Waits for areato
become anesthetized.

. Performerproceedswith selective
"Seldinger" catheterilation'as
lows:

-

a. if'patient id'-Copscioue, explains

: when patient is.to holdsteady for
puncture.. ,

Petformerfeele fOt.the.appropri-
ate arterial pulse bY palpating:
with fingere. Makes Wintision nr
nick throukh -the skin with a ster-
ile scalp4 at the:site where the
needle,Andicatheter will enter.

c: Performer ineerts pUnctute needle
tip (appropriately sized-hollow
needle with Shaip cutting inner .
stylus).into incision:while pal..
pating andjiking, the artery: Pe

. formetangleSneedleto enter
.alongthejateral:Aide of.the veep-,
sel.Witkthe tip directed towards,
the aorti.:(tetrogtade),Hay'ati
temptto enter only the anterior'

d. Performet pullsnOt-the.heedle't
: inner stylue AnchWithdtaws the .

needle slowly Untii:A:chdiacter-
ietin."pop".ieltand a vigorous

;" Jet of atterial bl04A0_00ta.11.1.e4
: HeY.pull bank onneedle,:teinsett,

or make othetjnciSionS.until ar-.
terY'is suceesefUlly entered:,

,

:

a gm S NI I I Mil I
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET:(continued).
\

Thie is page 7

e,,Performer. inserts a curved tip
safety guide wire into the needle
and advances this into the vespel
in the direction of the planned
rOute for catheterization. May
.advance guide Wir's before teMoving:
,needle and introducing Catheter.

.f. Once the guide wire ).s inserted,
perfOrmer withdrawsthe-hollow nee-
dle,4rompressinkthe artery to re,

- dude t4ibleeding. Cleans blood off
guide wie: Inserts the appropriate.
size Catheter by threading catheter
over the guide wire and into the
artery.'If abdominal aorta-isto-
be visualized-first bY way of fem-
oral route, performer may uee ap,
kopriate smaller catheter first .

and replace with -larger, catheter for
thoracir aorta.

g. Performerdecides whether to ad-
vance the catheter usingthe.guide
. wire as a leader or to remove guide
Wire. If so decided, removes guide
wire.

h. PerfOrmer may.Check position df
catheter. at this point:-

i) Performer'vuses syringe prepared
with a small aMount of the con,-
traet solUtion. Cherks that med-:
ium is appropriate. Connects sy-
ringeto the catheter.

ii) Positions the overhead fluoro-
scope unit'over the' patient; may
have lights in roomdimmed; acti
vates the fluoroscope; adjusts..
technical factors orlas this
done. 1 .

,

.iii) Ferforter has patient hold still.
Injects a.small amount of the
solution intd the artery for,
viewing.location of catheter up
and guide- wire.

iv) Locatee eite of entry-of cathe-
ter and checks position of cathe
ter within veesel by'viewing on
TV monitor. Performer fudges

YINMSNISIPS

Task Code No. 472

f 11 for this task.

/Whether catheter is correctly.
inSerted in lumen of'vessel"
rather than,in an intramural or
extravasrulat position by vieW'
ing on TV monitor andwatching
fling of test dose.

v) -Adjusts position-of guidewire
.and/or catheter to,be:sure that:
the,catheter is free.tdpasa

the,:Ueseel.

vi) If.perfOrmer.judges that.entry
through site chosen:cannoebe

.properly accomplished, per:I-ott-

er may decide to..enter froi(tha
oppOsiteartery Or_alternative,
route if,apprdOriate. If go,-
performet rePeats.appropriate::-
'steps for neW location after-
rating for initial eite,

-

Parformereiadvances'the catheter:(wit
or without gUide-wire.as'a leader)
undet fluordscoPic control as approL.
priate to planned'injection-site:

_ .

a. In advancing the.catheter'and/or
guide.wire, performer ifiLcareful,

. not toforre paseage.'
b. If an obstacle is encountered,

performer.Checks%potition using.
fluoroscopy, syringe and,small
aniount'of contraet solution (as
desciibed-above). Injecte a sMall
amoUnt of Cloritrast into the-arter
through,the catheter, activates-
fluoroscope, and.views on the.TV
monitor. Determines problemand
redirects guide Vire or catheter:
.as appropriate:. Performer eval"
uites entry route if eppropriate
'and may chopee.alternativerOute
or terminationas,deactibed. Per-
former repeats appropriaiesteps
for Soy new: lOcation.afterTrop
erly caring for initialseite

c. 7orfemoial route nerformerad7
yalices guidewire'aqd/or-catheter.:

tothe:aortic:hifurcationheCka':
b Usin -fluoroscd ic
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.1):AdVances and positions catheter
in the .abdominal aorta:if it is
to be visualized fiist..

ii) For thOracic aorta advances cathL
eter so that'tip is at the mid-
point Of the 'ascending- aorta. May
position-tip of catheter above

\. the valve if apOtopriate. If so,
\.is careful not to enter a coro-.
\nar_y_arter.Y.';

A. For akillary route performei ad-.
vanCesguide wire and/or catheter
retrogradely aiong.axillary artery'
into'subciavian artery and thence
into ascending aortawithcatheter
tip at.the midpoint.

e. 'After checking 'location of catheter
using test dose and flUoroacdpic:
'control,performer remoe s guide
wire if not already_done.

f. Performer-attaches Syringe prepared
with saiine.andAr anticoagulant to
_catheter.. Flushes catheter periodi-
cally to,avoid clotting ,and to keep
catheter clear.

9. Performer prepares for imnediate in-
jaction of contrast-and Miming:,

.a. Has patient positioned as appropti-
,ate for single plane:right posterior
oblique, projectiOn at 400:-."600, or
.biplane frontal and laterallprojec-
tions.(Cr steep right and left pds17'
terior Oblique-projections) as ap.
propriate to'the mature" of'the path
.ology.' _

b. Makes:mire propei .(clOse) collima-
tion will, be observed, that appro-
priateehielding.is in place. .

c: Perfotmet.chead thai materiala are
ready for pressure injection of the

,=.contrast-solution and for serial
filming. Checks thatpatient is
properly immobilized, shielded' and

T-- :posItioned, Checks_coOrdination of7
injection 'with filming:

List'Elemente,Full--

;

\ .
i\\ :\

i) 'Checks:that the autoMatic in-
lector (Used for intrOduction, .

of the contrast Solution under'
*essure) _is loaded withA)rop-

. er.minimum amount of medium:in.
syringe; checks thatsyringa::
is attached 6 injector tubing..

:Attaches tithing to. catheter.

, Checks that there is naTair in,
sYsteM. \

. ii) Petfotmer Checks on or orders
the rate and pressure setting
for the entry farce foi the .%

automatic lidector. Considers
the,pressure needed to inject
the'contrast medium into the:-.
.vessel td interest giVen the
technique., vessel,-and other
cOnditions involved.

iii):PetfOrmer has overhead ic-ray
tube(sY (dingle or biilane) Po-<

sitiOned fot,seriil
Ch'ecka:With the.technologist
the\iaie.of speed and length
Of e me,aelected. Checks. rate

. . ln re ation to the'ietiee'of

. .

d. 'Checks with,aneathesiologiat.4/..-.
present) andYorEKGmonitoi to
determinel,atlent's .condition.

njectionand film-
, .

0

a. Performer:may ente COntrol:.toom.
'Hag patienthold steady,if Con-
Scious,or waita-indicatiOn4rom

,. anesthesiologist\ that\7Spirg_tiOn
has beensuspended.

b. Performer'tella,tdchnologiatiNdient
,- to start-the aUtomatic f4mc4ang7

er(S) .(to nuOtesurerffprOper fund
:tioning).to take theieriee:cif. pre

,programmed radiagraphq,:.i_Oncechal*
erhati7-started;-OirfOrmeraqti--,
Vates the attoalatiic injectOr.

) -

10. Performer directs
ing:

1111Narssmcork-

520
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c: ,Performer_hoa serial aortogramo.pro-
ceased atonce.

.
.

,

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued) ."
,
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This is page 9 of. 11 for this task.

11. While serial films'are being.processed
performer examines and.talks to patient
(if, conscious) to evaluate how the pa-
tient has responded to the protedure
and the injection.

-

a. Detaches4nlectortubing;'reflushes_

, catheter.
. ..t

b. IfICO is beinvmonitored,evalbates,

/

any,changes during.initial-injection
as-possible contraindication for any

.

..additional injections.
c. May.decide toprovide emergency.care

,

,

arany time throughout procedure if

patient shows signs of adverse re-
.

actions.

12. .Performer looks at the first set of

serial aortograms on view boxes ih
.sequenceas sook as they are processed.

Places biplane views together.

a. Checks for technical quality and
notes whether any irregularities ai

due to artifacts or actual patholo-
gical or abnormal.conditions, .and

whether the'views are clear.enough.
. for medical interpretation.- perfO

er may.ask opinion of another radi-

ologist.
.

)

b; Determines whether the aOrtOgrams

adequately demonstrate.the vessel
and structures heing stddied,'andi
provide sufficient information 7 .

about any pathology, bloakage, or
distortiOn of the-flow, the extent-
and iocation'of any anomalies, Anal-

formation, the presence of.anen-

rysms, and other signs of abnermal

structure or pathology.
Performer considers whether po in-

ject additional contrast andlor con

tinue serial filming, repeaf injec-

tion and filming with change in
technical .factors or ,patierit posi-

1

1.istElements NO!
. .

ion. Considera using alternate.
route: If viewing abdominal.aorpo-

.
graia, cbAsiders Whether .,to go

ahead,with thoracic aortography.
Coneidere the patient's cenditieni

.
the contraindicatione,-,the'infor
Motion already supplied,and the.

urgency. M4 discuas with aneatde-

aiologist-and/or clinician,
d.:If the thoracic aorta is te be' .

- ;entered after the abdoMinal.aorta,

f
haabe'en entered, performer May :

reinsert guide wire'until it
reaches theproximal catheter tip.
Uses fluoroscdpic control.J45:
then,remove smaller catheter Eind.

thread the 'larger thoracic caihe-.

ter Oyer the guide. wire .as 'de-...,

sgrihed. Advances Catheter (with
guide'wire as leader if so, de-
tided) into thoracic aorta as de-
r

.iseribed shover
oe./If performer is to catheterize a

.branch of the aorta aethis..
time,.performer, reintroduces the

guideMireinto the.Catheter.
Under flUoroscep# control,the
performer sequentially withdrawa.
and reinserts the citheteras ap-
propriate to reach the branch.

- .

of interest. ,

. For additional ptincture sites and
catheterizatiCa repeats appropri,-

ate eteps. as described above.
g. Fer_odditional injectiops,change

of; position, change in techniCal

factors, performer reviews deci-
sions on injection presaure;

amount of Contrasti,rate and

speed of serial programa; iadi7 .

cates what is needed to.staff and

.repeats as appropriatc Allows ap
propriateelapse of time between
injections for patient to respond

- optimally.

' h. Repeats relevant steps for. repeat

or additional vieWs-and iollations

as described above. Repeats revie
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TASK DESCRIPTION CET (continued)

4..%

This

Task Code No. 472

Pa8e .10 ef 11 for rhis task.

-

List Elements Full List Elements,lalli .

.4..

, .
.

v) Depending bn ",CG results may
apply defibrillatOt by select-
ing watt veconds, applying; and
raising wa,t seconds until ef-

. fective.-

t.vi) Depending on ECG results may
administer a prepared intta-
cardisi injection of a heart

'. stimulant.
ii) May administer IV infusion;

may order and adMinister a
corticosterpid, an antihis-

tamine or atropine. ,

lii) May adMinister Valiumin solu-
tion through the injection
catheter. .

c. Performer decides whether the re-
.action is sufficiently controlled
.to.proceed.

.

i) If performer decides to termi-
nate procedure, notifies appro7
priate medical staff; orders
aftercare as appropiiate; has
patient transported to appro-
priate location. ,

ii) Records-patient's reactions.
and what was-done on patient's
chart. If appropriate, makes
sure patient is infOrmed of.
the type of .drug that caused
the reaction or explains to
Tatient that he-or she is al-
lergic to the contrast solu-
tion (i.e.A.Odinebased,solu-,_
tion).

.
.

d. If perfoitatjudgea that patient
,

.displays a.strong tbut not emerg-
enc0 allergic' reactionv

. . .

-1.) Performer may order and admin-
ister a corticosteroid, an
antihistamine or atropine.

ii) Recorde reaction and what "as.
done.. Explaina.if'appropriate
to, patient that he or ahe is

.
.

of tadiographaas described 'above
until satisfied that the angiograms
are technicafly adequate to demon-
strate the areas and conditions-
under study.and to provide suffi-
.'cient information to make possible
a competent medical interpretation,

13. Throughourprocedure performer evalu-
ates how the patient is reSponding.
May decide to,provide eMergency care:

.

.

a. Performei 'determines the severity

of %-,La reaction.by listening for
heartbeat, respiration; may check
blood preasure; may take EKG read7
ing, using equipment on emergency
cart. , .-

.b.. If patient has-a severe reaction to
the procedure or-contrast medium,
such is cardidt arrest, anaphylac-
.tic shock (exaggerated nelyitive re-

)

action to rhe foreign substance),
brOnchospasm. Or laryngospasm ,(stric
ture of bronchial tubes'of larynx),
hypotension (drop in blood pres-
sure), cyanosis (bluish discolora.,.:
tion,due .to excessiVe concentrw!

- .

tion. of reduced hemoglobin in'
blood), Orticardt (vasCular skin
teat ion), or violent sneezing,
perfomer proceeds at or:6e with
emergency life suPport or measures
tO control the reaction. .

.

.

i) May call anesthesiologist or his
. life sUpport team called at once.

ii) lhy administer oxygen or .air
using Oxygen tank and Mask or
ambu bag; may clear airway. Using
finger or.tongue blade.

iii) May decide.toLestabliSh an air-
. way bY removing any dentures

and, using a laryngoscope (to
view larynX) insere'an endotra-
cheartube.

iv) May apply closed chest cardiac
massage.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued).

Task Code_No.472

This is page 11 of 11- for this taalc.,,

List Elements Full List Elements Full

,

allergic to the contrast solu-

,

period, while patient recovers
tion. from effects of procedure,and

_ close observation for a number
14. Performer decides when the angiograph- of hours.

' it examination iscdompleted based on g. Arranges to have puncture holes
information on the angiograms and the examined in follow up check. In-
patient's condition. Informs anesthe- forms patient or attending staff
siologist (if present), technologist to report further,00zing of blood
and other staff 'that procedure is to or swelling. .

be terminated. ,-) h. Performer may 'order careful moni-

,

a, Performer returns to the patient.
,

toring of patient including vital
signs, urinary output, and skin

If patient is conscious, performer .care. May order tests, fill out
reassures patient and explains what order fOrms. May order medication.
will happen next. 1. May order delayed urogram appro-

b. Removes any connecting tube or sy- priate,amount of minutes after
ringe from catheter. .

-,,

last injection.
c. Performer gently and slowly with- j. Has appropriate sanitary clean up

draws the catheter. Manipulates procedures carried out.
catheter by turning and pulling care k. If requested, calls surgeon or-
fully, taking care not to injure , clinician and reports preliminary
the,vessel or enlarge the wound results and findings.
at the entry point.

d. Performer compresses the vessel . 15. Performer records impressions of pro-
proximal to or at the puncture site cedure on patient's chart:
with the fingertips and/or sterile .

gauze for an appropriate amount of a. Prelim nary filidings.
.

time.
..

b. How pat ent toidrated probedure.
c. Any spec el nursing follow-up

i) Does not totally occlude the recommended, tests, delayed films
artery. Checks that there is a ordered, records aneobservation
pulsation distal,to the punc- required, medication, later
ture site and no hematoma at the studies ordered.
site.

_

d. May sign chart, requisition sheet
ii) May have a staff member continue

the compression for the time
needed. Makes changeover so as
to maintain pressure by withdraw-

or Order forms.

.

'ingl own 'hands from under those
of the relieving staff member
once they are in place.

e. Performer applies or orders'pres-
sure dressing to be kept in place

,appropriate amount of time.
f. Performer may order fluids- ze be

given intravenously or by mouth.

,

,

May order bed rest for appropriate
.

,
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 473

Thie- is' page -L1- f this 'task:-

-

What it ,the out.ut of this task? (Be sure :. List Elements2211yF1.

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Pt. examined,reassured;decisions made on going ahead
route,technique,site of puncture(s),contrast medium,
injection,type of.filming;preparatory orders given;
site,anesthetized;artery punctured;guide wire and
catheter advanced under fluoroscopic control;injec-
_tion and filming coordinated;aortograms reviewed,

_

and/or selective.catheterization or:pharmocoangiog-
raphy continued until.final approval;emergency care
given;instruments removed;site compressed;Orders for
after care,tests,urogram,medical impressions tecorde.

Performer receives'the x-ray req
uisition form and medical chart
of a patient scheduled for cath-,.
eter abdominal aortography and/
or selective abdominal visceral
arteriography (radiografihic_con-
trast study of.the abdominal
aorta, .and/or the renal, celiac,
hepatic, adrenal, Superior and/
or inferior mesenteric, and/ort

retroperitoneal arteries and/or
their .branthes by meane of s:,..-

lective catheterization) prior
to the procedure, such as on the
previbuS'daror evening:

.

.

1. Performer reads the patient'S.
'medical history and reqUIsi-
tion form to review the case
or to beceme familiar with ma
terials seen earlier in con-i

.sultation,in order to make de
cislons about the.conduct,of
the radingraphic Study.and to
check on the request of the
referring.physician:.

.

Performer-notes the,pa.7...
. tient's age, sex, weight,

Iieight, the name of.the
referring clinician or
surgeon. Notes the nature

the

2. What is used.in erformin this task? (Note

iifciona certain items.must be used. .If.' tApre

is choice, include everything or the kinair Of
things chosen among.) -.d-.

X-ray requisition form;pt.'s medical chart,prior
films,scans;pen;view boxes;sterile tray with antisepr
tic,saline,anticoagulant,vasoactive drugs,swabs,tape,
scissors,gauze,pressure dressings,local anesthetic,
syringes,puncture needle,scaltlels,guide wires,cathe-

0
ters;automatic injector;iOdine-based contrast;x-ray
table;film changer(s);fluoroscope,TV monitor;spot
film'device;videotape device;emergency cart;sterile
gown,gloves,drape;shielding;stereo viewer

3. Is there.a.recipient, respondenter co-worker,

involved in the task? Yes. . . ( 0 No....( )

4. If -Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

_scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind-with whom the performer is

not-allowed to deal if relevant to\knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions
Any pt.;authorized adult;attending MD;radidlogist;an,.

esthesiolo.istzsureeon:radioloeic technolo:ist.nur:-

. Name t e tas so that the answers to ques-
and,location of sus-

pected pathology or symp-

.
tomology, .such.as disease

.:nr abnormalities in the
abdOminal,circulatory sys7.
tem, kidneys; liver,
spleen,
peritoniun, cartel system,

pancreas,.retro7

gastrointetinai bleeding,
aneurysms, intraabdominal
neoplasms loW flow syn-,

drome, porta hypertension,
vascular lesions, evidence

.

01(42; RR'RR

tie 1-4 are refle:cted. Underline e&aen-m
tial words. . -\

Conducting catheter abdominal aortography and/or se-

lective visceral arteriography',.of any pt. by extimin-

ing,reassuring pt.;obtaining consent;deciding on'sit,-

route,technique,prior preparationOeciding whether

to go ahead,pressure for contrast injection,type of

filming,special techniques;injecting local anesthe-

tic;Making puncture(s);advancing catheter and guide

wire ,underlfluoroscopic control;CoOrdinatinp pres- '"

sure injeCtion of,contrast'and filming;evaluating

aortogram s;deciding on selective,superselective -.

catheterization,pharmacoangiography-as appropriate;
-providing,/ emergency care;removing instruments;order-

ing afterIcare,tests,delayed.films;recording
orders,

medical impressions. ,mIIINNEsommommilm"'F'll'

.....p.11
is

.

. Chec hert.i .... t

- is a mast er sheet.. .
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task,Code No.

This is page 2 of 111 for this

473

task.

List Elements Full List'Elements Full

of vascular occlusive disease, soft
.tissue tumors, stenosis, or con:-
genital anomalies.

b. Performer notes the purpose of the
-requested study such as for infor-
'mation..for use prior to or after
surgery, preliminary or supplemen
tary diagnosis, to evaluate Progress

- of therapy.
c. Notes whether aortography is re--

quested and/or selective visceral
arteriography and/or "super-selec-
iiVe" arteribgraphy, Whetherbi-
lateral and/or simultaneous or
sequential catheterization is sug-
gested,:use of pharmacoangiography.
Notes whether patient to undergo
study to diagnose.gastrointestinal
bleeding is to be treated as emer-
gency patient.

d. Performer reviews the diagnostic
-informatiorvalready obtained, in-
cluding any prior radiographic
studies, radioisotope scans, ultra-
sonograms, results of clinical
tests, lab and sensitivity tests,
EKG, vital signs, clotting time
tests.

e. Performer notes relevani.prior his-
tory such as prior incidents of
vascular constriction, removal of
any section of the vascular system,
Splenectomy (if_gortography is re-
quested), grafts ihd their sites,
history of atherosclerosis, heart
disease, hypertension, renal,.pul-
monary, Or liver disease, throm-
bosis,- pheochromocytoma, abnormal
bleeding tendency,. anticoagulation
therapy, history of allergies or
indications of allergy to iodine-
based contrast media. Notes stage
of female patient's menstruel cy-
cle, any possibility of pregnancy,
whether on oral contraceptive.
Notes whether patient has an in-
feCtious or communicable condition,

especially local infection at
possible puncture site.

f. Notes whether prior orders have
been given to improve patient's
'clinical cOndition; if so, notes

progress.
g. Performer notes recommendations

on catheterization such as site
and route of entry, and use of
equipment and-materials. Notes
recommendations.on use- of general
or local anesthesia.

h. Checks whether patient or autho-
rized adult has signed consent for
procedure. If not, may decide to
obtain personally before sedation
is given. .

i. Performer may discuss case with
referring clinician, specialist,
or surgeon to obtain additional
information. May arrange for at-
tending physician, anesthesiolo-
gist and/or surgeon to accompany
performer in examination of pti."-
tient on day prior to the proce-

dure.

2. Performer visits patient and any
authorized adult at bedside or in .

appropriate location. May be accom-
panied by clinictan, anesthesiolo-
gist, surgeon, or appropriate spe-
cialist.

a. Performer greets patient and/or
authorized adult and explains
that a brief examination will
occur. If any colleagues are with
performer, performer irtroduces
them.

b. Performer reads patient's-chart.'
Notes any new clinical develop-
ments, response to care or medi-
cation. May ask patient or ac-
companying adult about symptoms
and allergies. Examines the pa-
tient 'for relevant symptoms and
general state. Reassures and an-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

'Task Code No. 473

This is page 3 of 18 for this task.

List Elements Fully

swers questions. If not already
done,_performer determines whether
there is any possibility of preg-
nancy. in the case of a female pa-
tient,'whether.vatient has leen
taken off any oral contraceptive.

c. Performer considers whether there
have been changes in thSpatient's
condition since the decision was
made to do the procedure, and con-
siders whether there are contra-
indications to going ahead with
the procedure. May confer with
specialist, clinician, or surgeon;
discusses patient's current con-
.dition. Decides whether to proceed,
cancel or delay procedure based on
assessment of patient's current
condition and.any discussion._

d. If performer decides-to proceed, ex7
amines'femoral and/or'axillary arte-
rial pulses to determine best vas-
cular approach and entry site(s):

6

i) Notes gtrength and expansive
nature of the, pulsations, pre-
sence of bruits (murmurs), pre-

, sence of grafts, presence and

location ofischimic symptoms,
local infection. Reviews recom-
mendations'.

.ii) Performer considers the condi-
tion of the pulses, location of
thepathology, areas of inter-
est, clinical and surgical his-
tory, age of patient and nature
of symptoms. Considers whether
selective visceral branches. and

. subbranches will be studied.
iii) Selects side and puncture site

(or bilateral catheterization)
considering condition of area,
patient's age and convenience
for the.prOcedure. Avoids punc-
ture site where there is severe
atherosclerotic involvement,
Scars or grafts. Favors right
femoral artery over left and

List Elements Full

left axillary artery if femoral
pulses are weak.

iv) Performer examines and records
presence and.character of
pulses at, and distal to, the
artery(s) to be punctured.

e. If selettive visceral catheteri-
zation is requested, performer
may decide on best method where
options are available:

i).May consider use of a vasocon-
strictor if adrenal,glands,
retroperitoneal arteries or
pancreatic arteries are in-

volved.
ii) For, arterial portography_or_

study-of pandreas, may detide
on injectingeither the celiac
or superior mesenteric artery
or both, seqUential, or simul- :
.taneous injection lf both. For
simultaneous injection-checks
that both.femoral sites can
be punctured. If patient has
no spleen, selects superior
Mesenteric artery.

iii) May consider,use of a vasodi--
latorto visualize small ves-
sels of the inferior mesenteric
artery and in. conjunction with'
vasononstriction to view pan-
creeticArteries:

iv) May choose the vessels to opac-
ify for studies'of vascular .

tlisease, gastrointestinalbleed
ing, study of retroperitoneal
diSease.

v). May decide on inclusion. of
views ofthe.venous phase of
.circUlation..

. If performer decides not to have
procedure done, may discuss With
,clinician. Records reasons for'
cancellation aad-any recommends-,
tions for alternative procedure,'



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 473

This is page 4 of 18 for this task.

List Elements Full list-Elements Full

such as translumbar aortography on
patient's chart. Informs Staff of
cancellation and.discusses with.pa-
tient.

g. Performer may deciae to delay pro-
tedure, .have patient undergo treat-
ment to improve clinical condition,
such'as treatment for.blood pres-
sure,. anemia,infectious condition,
or malnutrition, or to elloW for
elimination of barium. Discusses
as..appropriate And has orders

,g14ed.-for care of patient. If pa-
tient has been on anticoagulant
therapy, may order cessation until ,

prothrombin and/or clotting_times .

-. are-vithin normal-levels. May order
Cessation of oral contraceptive if
not alreadlione. With emergency pa-
tient may determine whether delay
is contraindicated. .

h.. If performer decides to proceed and.
a consent for the procedure has not

been obtained, performer may ex-
,

.,plain to the patient.or guardian in,
comprehensible language what will
occur-in the procedure, its purpose,
and,the dangers to the patient in-.
volved.performer explains' the al-.
ternativesr. answers questions.

i) When the performer is' sure that
the patient understands the
risks, asks the patient for sig-
nature on consent form and.checks

i that it is properly signed.
c- ii) If a guardian is to sign, per-

lormer explains to the indivi-
dual as appropriate.

.

iii) If a consent is not agreed'to,
performer postpones procedure
until it is obtained. May-dis--
Cuss.with.appropriate physician
or individuals and/or with pa-
tient.-Does not proceed_unless--.

consent is obtained.

,

. .

.

'

i.'Performer-decides On the type of.
equipment to use based on insti-
tutional facilities and nature of

study; ,

.

i) May order serial single or .bi-
plane cassette changer, stereo
filming, videotarie, magnifiCa-
tion technique, spotfilming,
depending on arta Of interest,

y
purpose of study and.nature of
pathology. Orderi Oreesure in .

jector.. If magnification .is to

be uaed,.Ordera-i-ray tube with

an appropriately.smill_fractibwi
al:to-CAI-4ot and a table cap-

able of adequate elevation. ..
ii) May indicate types, Sizes 'and

'lengths of catheter(s),whether
j-shaped, Oreshaped,' closed-
end, with .side holes, Whether
radiopaque. May specify type
of. safety guide Wires, floppy
wire, size and type of needle,
type of contrast solution.
Chooses amount based on site of
patient,and optimal cumulative
amount for.the procedure.

iii).May order vasodilator and/or
-

Vasoconstrictor for use:in
selective visceral procedures.

j. Performer may make preliminary de-

cisions on care of patient:

i) DecideS'on use of general and/

or local anesthetic. May dis-

cuss with anesthesiologist. If

a general anesthetic ii to be
administered; performer ar-
ranges to have staff ready:at

the appropriate time.
ii) Performer makes final decisions

on prior preparation of the pa-

tient such as sedation, period
for withholding of food and/or

,
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 473

This is page.5 of 18.for this task.

List Elements Full * List Elements Full
. _

drink or h dration as a ro ri-, Y , PP P
ate; use of prior IV drip,cleans-

I ing enema; shaving of entry site
"(s); prior administration of an-
tihistamine, medications to deal
with problems of blood clottin ,

fluctuations in blood pressure
iii) May order EKG (ECG) monitoring,

team to monitor vital signs, IV
fluids and/or administer trans-
fusions. May have co-worker as-
sist.

.

k. Performer records orders ,as appro-
,

priate so that patient: and,equip-
ment can be prepared 'and staff as-
signed. May sign requisition;places
for scheduling.

,l. Reviews with patient the procedures
that will occur.

--

3. Just prior to the time for which the
procedure is scheduled, the perform7
er reviews all the relevant medical
information and the patient'S chart.
Reviews relevant prior radiographs.
Notes any new developments.

a. Performer greets patient in exami-
nation room. May question about
symptoms; reassures and explains
what will occur.

b. Performer checks that all,prior
preparatory procedures have been
carried out.

i) Checks repurt on electrolyte
levels, blood clotting time,
vital signs. May have patient-
treated for shock.

ii) Checks'that any orders for hy-
dration, starting of IV infu-
sion or transfusion, prior ad-
ministration of medication and/
or sedation have been carried
out, add at appropriate time.
If not arranges to have these
done and/or procedure delayed.

,

,

\

\

.

. Performer examines puncture site

(s) to review earlier decisions'.
Makes sure no swelling or,tender-
ness is Present. Considera alter-
native\puncture site(s) if appro-
priate., Indicates puncture site(s)
to staff.

d. Performer orders scout film(s) of
abdomen (includingsdistal esopha-
gus for arterial portogr9phy and,
if appropriate, gastrsintestinal
bleeding) as appropriate for sin-
gle or biplane views. Makes sure
proper shielding is being used.

i) Performer places the processed
scout films on view boxes and
examines as soon as they are
ready. Performer considers

-) whether the areas of interest.
are Visible, whether the fech-
nique'-is iatisfactory, and
whether the position(s) of the
patient are correct.

ii) If the scouts are not satis-
factory, performer indicates

, the needed.changes in techni-
,,

i. .que or in the patient's posi-
-tion-to,the radiologic tech-_
nologist. -.-

iii) Performer considers whether
any barium traces from-earlier
examination or contents of -

,

'gastrointestinal tract must be
cleared. May order further
cleansing or delay in proced-
ure. .

e. Performer considers whether. pa-
.,

. tient's current condition pre-
sents any contraindications to
going ahead with the procedure.

- May have clinician or specialist
called; discusses patient's con-
dition and any alternative steps.
Decides whether to proceed or not

.

,
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 473

This is page 6 of 18 for this task.

List tlemehts Full

'based on need, evaluation of pa-
tientls condition and Contraindica-
tions.

f. If pe'former decidet not to proceed,
recor s reasons and any recommenda-
tions n patient's chart. Informs
approp iate co-worker of cancella-
tion an has, patient returned to

.room. I .2appropriateiorders re-
schedulig of patient or scheduling
for alternative procedure.

g. If patient is pediatrio patient or
if generaianesthesia has .been sug-
gested for,adult, performer may re-
consider whether, general anesthesia,
is still warranted; may.decide to
order if patient's behavior and con-
dition suggest the need. If geneial
anesthesia is to be carried out,
performer discusses with-anesthe-

-siologist when-it is to be admin-
\ istered and plans to coordinate with,

anesthesiologist..
h.'May order sedation and/or IV drip,

Or transfusion if appropriate and
not already administered. Has punc-
ture site and possible .alternative:
sites.Shaved and prepared.

i. Performer may explain or demonstrat
use"of equipment to a child to alla
fears and enlist cooperation;. an-

; swers questions. Explains that pa-
tient will be asked to hold still
from time to time. Indicates what
will happen, what pain might be
experienced, and what cooperation
will be needed. Stresses need to
maintain positions when ordered.

,j. If a Valsalva maneuver is to be
used, performer demonstrates and
rehearses patient in taking a deep
breath, holding breath in, and
bearing.down as though evacuating
until told to relax.

4. Periormer makes final decisions on
technique and surgical procedures:

List Elements Full
-

a. Decides on or checks sizes of.nee
dles, catheters, guide wires. De-
cides.on type\and amount of io7,-
dine-based contrast'solutionuSe
of automatic injection, Use of
biplane or single plane'serial
changer; stereography, magnifica-
tion, videotapespot filming,
use of pharMacoingiographic
agents suCh as vasodilator and/or
vasoconStrictor.

b.If a biplane study is involved,
orders desired projections and/or
angulation. Indicates whether hi-
1,1ane films will be tiken,simul-.
raneously or .sequentially.

c. Performer decides on program for
seriography, and proper elapse
of time to provide.venograms if

.
appropriate. Informs technologist
of the numberof films to be
taken, the Per-second inte als,

and the number of series a tici-

d.

.r

f.

pated. Has equipment checke
Has technical factors set fä flu

oroscopy. As appropriate,ordrs
degree of magnification, angl be-

tween tubes for stereoscopy,- p
gram for spot filming for units

using cassette-device.
If general anesthesia is o be
administered, indicates to anes-
thesiologist when procedure is to
start and allows for appropriate
timing.

. .

Informs appropriate co-Workers of
decisions sO that-patient and ma-
terials can be prepared...

5. Performer returns to patient in pro-
cedure room when informed that pa-
tient and equipment are ready:

a. Checks Whether patient has.been
properly shielded; immobilized, .

and prepared for sterile puncture
--procedure...1U not acceptable, in-'
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 473

List ElemtiaLLDILIX.

This is page f 18 for this task.

aicates the needed adjustments. May
decide-to. immobilize personally.

b. Checks.sterile tray prepared for
procedure. Requests any.missing ob-
jects.

i) Performer checks that'appropri-
ate needle,and Catheter sizes
and lengths are available and
catheters preformed if appropri-
ate. Checks safety guide wires.
May bend catheters personally.

ii) Checks that syringes, with sa-
line and/Or antiCoagulant solu-
tion are prepared, that syringes
with contrast medium, vasodila-
tor, vasoConstrictor (if order-

.

ed) are ready.
.iii) Checks appearance of-contrast

medium to be sure iherei.a7;no
chemical deterioration; checks
amount. .

iv) May prepare syringe-With local
anesthetic or checks.

c. If patienthas special equipment
such as IV or indwelling catheter,
performer makea sure that these
are being monitored. May check that

-ECGland/or vital sign monitoring
equipment and staff iS predent.
Checks that emergency.cart is pre-
sent. .

d. Checks that seriography and/or,spot
film equipment is ready for use,'
that technical factors are set for
seriography and fluoroscopy, and
that equipment for pressure injec-
tion is checked and ready for use.

e. Dons proiective lead earraeuta and
sterile gown-and gloves uten appro
priate. Checks staff shielding.

f. If patient is coherent, performer
.
explains what will be done. An-
swers patient's questions as appro-

fr List Elements.FulIT :

priate. Reassures patient and
does.so aS deemed n.!.00_thiough
out proceddre. .

g. If general anesthesia is to be

, administered, checks with.anes-
thesiologist to be sure tat the
patient is ready for procedure
to begin.

6. Performer prepares' the site(s) for
unilateral or bilateral puncture
'using sterile technique. For each

site:

a. Has patient posiqoned.approgri-:
ately for the injection sitechti,-
sen so is to proVide access.

i) For pdricture.of femoral artery
positions patient for access
below the inguinal ligament as
high as possible, but allowing
for later Compression of thern
vedbel.proximal to the pUnc-

ture_site..
ii) For akillary puncture has pa-
...tient-lie supine with. arm ab-

ducted and.elbow bent, provid-
ing access to selected area in
the axilla (as'periOheral as
possible),

iii) Perfomer locates,the vessel
for puncture visuall and/or
by feeling for arterial pulse-
tion.in,the location Iselected.

May choosemdre,palpable posi-
. tion in'vessel allowing fOr
later compression.

b. Prepares the site for infection
o: the local anesthetic andpunc-
ture by swabbing with prepared

.antisepticrsolution.'Covers sur-

rounding areas with sterile
drapes4.1eaVig only small area
of injectionand puncture Uxic-ov-.

ered..
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c. Checks amount of.local_anetthetic
as shown' by nurse in

-syringe, or draws anesthetic into'
sterile syringe. Checka no air is
present. Inserts needle intradermal-
ly'and subcutaneously; injects.
Makes sure to infiltrate the skin
and. the sheath of the artery an
bath tidep of the Vbtel. Removes .

needle.. Waits for area to become
anesthetized,:.

d. If'performer hak decided to use a
. -

vasoactiliedrug, performer times
the application of.the technique .
so that the contrast material will
be injected during the period of .

optimal effect.

7.\Performer proceeds with selective
4Seldinger" catheterization as fol-
lows:

\. .

a. If patient is conscious, explaint
when patient is to hold steady for
puncture.

b. PerfOrmer feels for the apPropri-
ate arterial pulse by palpating
with fingers. Maket an incision or
nick through the skin with a ster-
ile sdalpel at the site where the
needle aud 'catheter will enter.

c. Performer ihtetts_puncture needle
tip (appropriately sized.hollow
needle with sharp cutting inner
stylus or teflon:needle tip equip-
pectwith stylet and'teflon sheath)

-intl; the incision 'while palpating
and fixing the artery. Performer
anglet needle to enter along the

, lateral side of the Vessel with the
tip directed along the'course of
the artery. May attemptto enter
only theanterior arterial wall.

.d.- Performer.pulls out the needle's
inner stylus and withdrjaws'the nee-
dle slowly until a characteristic--
"Pop" is felt and a vigorous jet .

of arterial blood is obtainedMay

. pull back on needle, reinsert, or
make other incisions until artery
is successfully entered.

i) With teflon needle performer.
'removes stiff.inner needle
leaving teflon sheath in place.

ii) May advance needle or sheath
several 'inches into lumen of
vessel in the direction of the
route to be catheterizedt

e. Performer inserts a curved tip
safety guide wire into the needle
or sheath and advances this into
the vessel in the direction of the
planned route for catheterization.
May advance guide wire before re-
moving needle or sheath and in-
troducing catheter.

f. Once the guide wire is inserted,
performer 'withdraws the hollow
needle or sheath, compressing the
artery to reduce the bleeding.
Cleans blood off guide wire. In-
serts the appropriate size cathe-
ter by-threading catheter over
the guide wire and,into the ar-,
tery.

'g. Performer decides whether, to ad-
vance the catheter using the guide
wire as a leader or to remove
guide wire. If so decided, removes,
guide wire.

h. Performer may check position of
catheter at this point:

1) _Performer-Uses syring prepared
with a small amountof the con-
trast solution. Checks that
medium is appropriate. Connects
syringe to the catheter:

-IA) Positions the overhead.fluoro-
6cope unit over the patient;
may have lights in room.dimmed;
activates the'fluoroscope; ad-
justs technical faCtors or.has
this done.

531
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iii) Performer has patient hold still.
Jnjects.a small amount of the

. solution into the artery for
viewing location of catheter tip

_ and suide wire.
° iv) Locates"Site of entry of cathe-

ter and checks.position of!Cathe-
ter within vessel by viewinvon
TV monitor. Performer judges
'whether catheter is correctly
inserted'in lumen of vessel

. 'rather than in an intraMural or
extravascular position by viewing
on TV monitor and watchins flow
Of test dose.

, v) Adjusts position of guide wire
and/or catheter.to be Sure that
the catheter is free to pass ,

alons the lumen:of the vessel.
vi) If performer judges that entry

through femoral site Chosen can-
not-be properly accomplished,.
'performer_may decide to enter
from the Opposite.arterY or al-
ternative axillary route if-ap-
propriate. If-so, performer re-
peata appropriate.steps for new
location after caring fiSk initial
sitci,--- .

,

vi) If entry or placement cannot be
easily accomplished, performer
may decide to terminate so as to
avoid further irauma to vesSels.
If so, perfotier recordi as ip-'
propriate and informs staff. May
arrange for fescheduling. .

,

. .

.

,

8. performer advances thecatheter-(with\
or without guide wire as-a leader).
underfluoroscopic control,as appro-

.

priate,to the abdominal' aorta:
_ .

. In advincing,the catheter:landi-di
...--

'guide wire,-Perforier ia careful
woo.----not to forCe passage. .

b. If an obatacle is encountered, per-
former checks position using flu-
oroscopy, syringe,and small amount

.
.

of con rast solution (as. described
above) .\. Injects a smailIamount of.-.

couirase\into the artery throtigh
the catheter; activates fluoro--
scope, and\yiews On the,TV monitor.

.
Determines problem and redirects
guide.wire .(:) catheter as appr
ate. Performer evaluates entty

' route if appropriateand,may choos
alternative route, decide to re-

, schedule for translumbar aortog-.
\

raphy, crdecidesto terminate as.
deacribe8. Performer repeats ap-.

'proPriate'steps for any new loca-
tion\after properly caring for

initial site. . --

C. With femoral route performer ad-

vances\guide wire and/or-catheter
to the' ortic bifurcation.-Checks
biT using fluoroscopic control.

d. For axil ary route performer ad-,-

.

vances guidewire and/or catheter
retrogradely' along akillary ar-
tery.into subclavian artery and .

thence into(' descending aorta. Per-

former may Insert curVid.cathe-
ter into aortic arch, direct the
curve posteriorly, advance flex-.
ible-gUide wire-into descending-

.

aorta and then-advance catheter.
. e.. Positions catheter in the abdomi,-

° nal aorta if the aorta is to be-
,

visualiZed before selective.cath-
eterilatiOn Of majorhranChes. Nay

. ,

check lOcation of catheter using
test dime and fluorosCOpic ccintrOl:
PerforMer rewires guide wire.if-
not already done. ...

f. For bilateral catheterization( or,-
simultaneous'visualization) per-

.

former_repeats'as appropriate on
_

___..---: opposite side, If sebondside ap-
ptoach is nnefeasible, performer
may decide to do sequential 'cathe-

terizaeioh.
g. Performer-attadhea syringe(s) pre-

pared with saline and/or an anti-:

.

::':--
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coagulant to catheter(s). Flushes
catheter(s) periodically-to avoid
clotting and.to keep catheter clear.

-LE,:performer,is r6"Elgin with abdominal
aortography,Pprepares for immediate in,
jection of contrast and filming:F" .

. . -
a. Has patignt positioned.for supine

AP projeCtiOn of abdomen and pelvis
or AP 'and lateral projections- for_
.biplane .views. Makes sure prOper
(close) collimation will beopb-'

I served and appropriate shielding.-
-

is in .pIace.
.

b. Performer chelcks-that materials are
ready.foi pressure:injection of the
contrast solution and for serial
filmin . Checks that patient is
proper y immobilized, shielded'and
pOsitio ed. Checks coordination of.
injectio. .withfilming.:

,

i) .Cheqks \that the automatic in-
jec..or-(used for introduction.,\.
of the contrast. solution under-
pressureOs loaded with prdp-

.

er:amount\of pedium in syringe;
checks that syringe is attached
to injector\tubing. Attaches
.tubing, to catheter. Checks'that
there iS no-air in the system.

ii) Performer checks on or orders
_-------the'rate an& Pressure setting

for the entry Torce for the
automatic injector. Considers
the force of entry needed to
inject the contrast medium in-
tO the vessel of'interest given

. . the technique, vessel, and
other conditions involved.

iii) Performer has overhead *X-ray.
.tube(s) (single or biplane) po-
sitioned for serial filming;
checks with tetechnologist the
sequence of injections and se-
quence of programs (the-rate of

Litt Elements Fully

speed, length of time and in-
tervals selected).

. Checks with anesthesiologist .(if
present and/or ECG-monitor or
life support team to'determine
patient's condition.

e. Performer'directs Injection and
filming:

Performer may.enter control'
oom Has patient.hold steady,
if consciousor awaits indi-
cation from anestheSiologist
that respiration has been sus-
pended.
If.vi4eotape equipment isto'
be used;. Performer activates
when judged appropriate.
Performer tells technologis.
When- to start the automatic
film changer-(s) (to.make sure
of proper functioning) toctake
,theseries of preprogrammed,
radiographs. Oncechanger has
started; performer activates
the autoMatic injectOr.
Performer has.serial aorto-
grams-processed at onCe.':

.

f4 While serial ,films are_being prO7
cessed, performer examines and
talks to patient (if conscious).
to evaluate how-the'patient has'
respondedto the:Procedure and
the 'injection. -Detaches injector
tubing; reflushes cAtheter..

g. If ECG is being- monitoreal-
--aates-any-changea,durinvinItlai
injection RS possible contraindi-
cation for any additional injec-
tions

h.,May decide to provide emergency
cart at any-time throughout pro-
cedure if patient thows,signa of
adverse'reactions.

I.
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10. PerforMerlooks ht the firat set of
serial.aoriograms on view boxes in ,

sequence as soon.as:they are\processed.
, places biplane Views idgetheri

,

. -

4- Checks for technicA qualitY,And
notes whether any irregularities
are due'to artifacts or actuil -.

pathological- or4eJnorMal conditions,
and whether the views are clear
enough for medical interpretation.
Performer may ask opinion of another
radiologist.

b. Determines whether the aortagrams
-adequately demonstrate the,vessel
and struCtures being studi0d1L'and
A?rovide sufficient inforiiiiOn
about.any pathology, blockage,' .ca!,-

- distortion of the flow, the extent,
and location of any anomalies, mal-'
formation, the presence of aneu7
-rysms, andother signs of abnormal
..atructure or. pathology.

c. Performer considers whether to in-
ject-additional cOntrast,-repeat
injection and filming-with change

- in technical factors or patient
._______positinn (Such as for oblique view).

Considers using alternate route... .

Performer may 'valuate the details-
orthe aortOgihms to determine

,
whether' selediive catheteriiation
stich.asfor Study'of adrenal, renal,'
portal yenoUs systems', inferior
mesenteric circulation ia Still,
necessary or:whether sUfficient
information is provided on the
-aortograms. H

,

.

e. Performer may.study the aortogram'
as a. ft road ms0" for 06 in selec-

._

.
tively placing catheter for selec-

; tive Visceral studiesi,

f. In deciding whether,t6 repeat:ex-.
; amination.or proceed With selective
1

1 catheteritation,performer considers
. thepatient's conditioO,the con-

I

,traindications,_the informatión al-
ready supp1ied,'7endotheurgencS%

d.

534

May discuss with anesthesiolo-
gist and/or'clinician.

For additional Puncture siteW
and catheterizatiOn'repeats
appropriate steps as described
aboVe.

ii) For additional injections,
Change of pugition, change in
technical faCtors, performer
reviews decisions on injection
pressure-, gmouht of contrast,
rate and speed of. serial pro-7
grabs;indicates what is. needed
to staff And .repegth'as ..appro-
priate. Allows appropriate
elapse o.utime'betWeen injeC
tions foi-Phtient to respond
optimally.

iii) Repeatar0Syant steps fer re-
peat or7add1tionil aoktograms
as described.above., Repeats
reVieW of aortogramgas de-
scribed Above until satisfied
thai the 'aortogrnns are techr.,

nically adequateto demOnstrate
the areas' and.conditions,under
study and to provide sufficient
information to. igke.possible a
competent medical interpreta-
tion.

g. If selective visceral arteriog-
raphy is to be done after the all-7._

_dominal aorta has been entered,
performer reinserts guide 01e !
until it reaches the proximal
catheter tip. Uses fluoroscopic
contr('l. If a straight catheter,
has been used, may then.remove
-catheter and thread'a. curved
'catheter over the guide Wire 814 ,

described. Advances cathetev(With
Aoide wire as leader if so' de.-;-

cided)-into appropriate fodifiam
as described below:_
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11. If performer is-to undertake selective
abdominal visceral catheterilation,
may give,orders for use of equipment
before moving Catheter(s) from aorta
into selected-vesSel(s)

a. If performer:decides on use of mag-
nification'technique with serial
cassette.changer(s),_such as in
study of gastrointestinal bleeding,
has technolOgist adjust height of
table and x-ray tube(s) so that the
ratio,of the focal-film distance 12

(FFD) to.the focal-object distance
(F0D) (focal spot to.film distance
divided by focal spot to.table dis-
tance) is equal to the desfted mag-
nifiCation.flas'grid.remoyed.

b. If'performer'decides On use.of spot
film equipMent with fluoroacopy:.
(such hs in adrenal or retroperi-4-
:toneal arteriOgrapby) has technical
factors set. If spot 1:i1m equipment
uses cassettes% chonSes lull, half,
nr quarter format and sets as appio

priate. (If roll film attachment,.
checks that attachmen, is. loaded

; with film tir has this done.) Tf
performer plans to Use magnifiCa-
tion-technique with.spot_ filming,
Tlansto, raise spotfilM-device to
apPropriate,height after position-
ing and collimating. ;

c. If serial filming s to be'done,,,

orders Trogram as described above,,
allowing for venous phase if ap- ,

propriate: , '

d: If biplane-filming it to be'done,
orders 'projeCtionS, angulation/and
simultaneous orSequential filming
as described. For stereo.i4Ming
using two-x-ray.tubes, nrdars the
appropriate angulation be*en
tubes.

e. May have videotape equipMent set /

u0 for uSe.
f. May have vasoactiVe drngs teadiedl.,

.1.1111=i1.

..dr.
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4.

g. Between individualAnjections per-
former may withdraw the catheter
from'the artery and allow it to

\ ale relaxed in the'aOrta.
h.\Performer reflushes the cathe-

'ter(s) periodically with saline
and/Dr anticoagulant. Maintains
check on condition of.patient.
Allows appropriate pe4od of time
betWeen injectionslor.reactions
to 'Contrast-to dissipate.

For renal arteriography performer
proceeds as follows:

'a. Performer AeterMines from ,the
aortogram how many, renal arteries
Must be,opacifiedfo provide the
-information needed.

b. Performer may order biplane seri-
ography, video equipment,magnifi-
cation,, as describech May rehears
patient in Valsalva maneuver for
use.during,injection.t

c. Performer may order supine AP,lat
eral,and/or posterior oblique pro

,jections.
d: With patient supine, performnr
' directs the-preshaped Catheter

above the origin of the renal
K aitery.t.sz be studied first,using
safetY guide-wire and fluoroscopy
control as described.

i) Performer withdraws the guide,
wire and pulls back the cathe-
ter until the curved tiPslips
into the renal artery.

ii) If performer has difficulty,
maY.have the,aortic study film
ed on'video diec.run (if Video,
Was used) Selects image to
use on-TV mpnitor. "Freezes"
,picture, inverts, and places-
on TV monitor superimposed oye
actual image. Then uses dis-
played picture to assist cathe
ierization.

AMIN= EM=1,..
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e. Performer orders injection force,
ate and amount; checks and sets'up
for filminglas described above for
aortography/. Encourages patient to
report anyipain during .injection as
indicatiOn/that catheter is plugging

a vessel. May have patierit perform

Valsalva Manem!er on orders during

injection/as described above.
f Performer.views the renal arterio-

.grams after each injection-to de-

termine Whether additional cathe-
terization. (bilateral, multiple

,
renal arteries).or positioning is.
required. Contiaues until satisified
with diagnostic. information.

,

/,

13. For celiac and/or'hepatic arteriog-.

raphy-Performer proceeds,as follows:

aPerformer determines whether to
catheterize the celiacsxis,or to
pass, the catheter further and en-

ter the hepatic artery.
b. Performer may order, serial magni7

fiatioa as. described. May order

k 'AP, and/or lateral projections.-
L.. Parformer .directa catheter of al)-

,

propriate size into the celiac axis
uaing safety gUide wire and fluoro-

sCopic control`.. If so decided, di-

rects the.catheter further' until-

it enters the hepatic artery. With-

rawsrhe guide.wire. .
.

d. erforMer.orders the injection and

;ilming programs to-include, the

arterial; capillary hepatic, portal
epatiC.(VenOus) phases as appro-

iate.

e. lains.to -patient if hepatic

r eriography.is to be' done, that

.111ere will be.a sensation of Warmth
o4er the areaaf the liver. .

t

performer may view the celia6 arta-

.riograms before deciding on hepatic
arteriography.Continues. until sat-

isfied.with diagnostic information.

14. For superior mesenteric arteriog-
raphy performer proceeds as follows:

a. Performer may decide to inject a
vasodilator prior to Lhe injec-

tion of contrast.

b. Performer may order AP and/or

lateral.projections.
c. Directs catheter of appropriate

size into the superior Mesenteric
artery using safety guide wire
and fluoroscopic control. May /

check on catheter placement.
ke test injection of contrast

Whea satisfied withdraws guide

wire.
d.'May order a large amount of con-

trast to produce vasodilation ef-

fect to enhance venous informa-

tion.
. -

e. Performer orders the injection
and filming to include the ap='-;

propriate phases of circulation.
Continues until satiafied with

diagnostic iriforMation.

15. For pancreatic angiography and/or ar-

terial.portographY performer pRo- /

ceeds.as -follows:
i

a. Reviews whether any decision-tc

catheterize the.celiac artery
and sppecior mesenter.16 artery

'bilaterally'and simultaneously
is sail feasible (whether bi4
lateral`tatheters have beer stri&-

'cessfully inserted into abdomi-

'nal aorta). Does not 'catheterJz

celiac artery-for portal siud

if patient has- rid -spleen.

i) For sequential teohniqUe-per-'
formerselects order, of
terization and proceed
Scribed above.(sieps
lor-one Artery at a t

cathe-
as de-

, afid '14)

546
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iijt For simultaneous technique uses
; the two separate catheters and
introduces one.into each artery.

b. Performer may decide to use stereo-
scopic filMing and vasoConstrictive
_drugs. If so; proceeds a6 described
earlier.

c..Prrformer may order an AP series
and/or.right posterior oblique
views.. Selects programs and injec-
tion force for arterial, capillary,
and venous phases as appropriate.
If appropriate, sets up for bilat-
eral,'simultaneous injection of con-
trast. '

-d. Performer views the angiograms as
soon as processed.

i) For pancreatic study -performer
decides whether any.lesiOn is
adequately demonetrated. Decides
whether additional information
is needed....If so; decides.on use
of pharmacoangiographY and/or
superseleCtive angiography.

ii) For arterial portography per-.
former decides whether adequate\

not;
may decide to order percutaneous
splenoportography.

. Ifperfrmer decides on pancreatic
pharmacoangiography,' may Lwe
simultaneoug,technique if both.
catheters can be inserted. Perform-
er may set. up forthree film series':

i) Performer injects s.vasoconstric-
tor into the deliac-axis,'and
'then injects both the celiac and
-superior mesenteric arteries'
with contrast,and has serial .

films made as desCribed:
WI After five to:ten. minutes'per-
.. former injects a vasodilator,.

into the superior mesenteric
artery and then injectslioth

the celiac and superior mesen-
teric arteries with contrast,
and has serial films made as
described.

iii) After a..proper elapse,perfórm-
er injeCts a vasoconstrictor
into both arteries; then in-
jects contrast,and has serial'
films made With lateral views
of the arterial phase.

f. If perfoiMer decides on super-
. , seleCtiVe pancreatic angiography,

performer may seqnentially cathe-
terize the hepatic, gastroduol.
denal and splenic arteries.

i) May use vasoconstrictiVe drug.
ii) May order stereoscopy.

16. For inferior mesenteric arteriography
performer proceeds as follows:

a. Decides,whether to place the cath,-
e terat thelevel of the celiad

; _

artery to define the celiac, 64-
perioi, and inferior mesenteric,-
orificessimultaneously, or into,:
the inferior mesenteric artery on
the left anterior wall of the
aorta. Proceeds as-decided under
flubroscoVic Control, using guide
wire as.leader. Removes wire.

b. Performer'ordcrs automatic injec-
on and-serial,filming for lat-

er 1 views. May order left pos-
teribr obliqueprojections.,

c. Performer views the arteriograms
and decides whetherto.take ac17
ditional view,s and/or inject a .

:vasodilator prior to reinjection
nf. contrast; If s roceeds as
Aescribed.above.

17. For adrenal angiography performer
proceeds as follows:
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a. Performer decides whether to carry
out selective renal arteriography
to v,isualize the inferior adrenal
branches, selective celiac arteriog-
raphy for the superior adrenal
branches, and/or to carry out se-
lective catheterization of tae in-
ferior phrenic and middle adrenal
arteries.

b. For selective renal and/or celiac
catheterization, may inject a vaso-
constrictor prior to injection of
contrast. Proceeds as described
above (steps 12 and/or 13).

c. For selective inferior phrenic and
middle adrenal arteries performer
selects appropriate size curved
catheter, if different from the one
in place, and enters the aorta as
described. Uses fluoroscopic contro
and safety guide wire; Directs cath
eter down along aortic wall to leve
of appropriate vessel. Directs the
tip of the catheter to enter the
selected vessel-.

i) Orders and sets up for' automatic
injection.

ii) Perforther indicates to patient
that there may be a burning sen-
sation in the shoulder or upper
flank when contrast is injected.

iii).Performer may order serial films
in AP projection and/or,right or
left posterior oblique views.

iv) Performer may collimate fluoro-
scopic tube to the area of inter
est and decide to make spot fil
while viewing on TV monitor. Ac-
tivates spot film attachment and
x-ray foot pedal as appropriate.
For magnification raises spot
film device before activating ex
posure control. If cassette At-
tachment, may have technologist
remove cassette as spots are
snapped and insert additional
cassettes, of does so

I I Z
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d. As soon as injection is completed
performer withdraws the catheter

-tip and permits it to rest freely
in aorta.

e. Views angiograms and decides'
whether to continue as-aescribed
above.

18. For studies of the retroperitoneal
arteries, performer proceeds as fol-
lows:

a. Decides which branches to cathe-.
terize suckas branches leading
to suspected tumor vessels, en-
larged'arteries. or arteries sup-
plying an areaof suspected mass.
Reviews aortogram.--

b. Performer May decide to catheter-
ize both renal arteries, the cel-
iac artery, the inferior phrenic,
middle adrenal,.gonadal and lum-

.bar,in sequence..

i) Performer carries out cathe-.
'terization, injection, spot
filMing and/or'seriography for.'
one-artery at:a time as de-
scribed.. .

ii) Performer may inject and make
spot.films for, 'Me artery7at
a time..

iii) Decides whether the source Of
the problem has been found,
whether to usefierial filming,
whether to 93ntinue.

iv) Performer may use vasoconstric-,
. tor before injecting.

19.-For studies to diagnose intraluminal
and extraluminal.abdominal bleeding
performer proceeds as f011ow6:-

a. Decides, based on prior history,
which arteries to catheterize and/
or whether to use magnification.
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i) For upper gastrointestinal bleed-
ing selects celiac and superior
mesenteric arteries in sequence.

ii) For lower GI bleeding selects in_
ferior mesenteric artery:

iii) For esophageal bleeding related
,to portal hypertension or muco-
sal tears selects arterial por-
tography.

%
b. Makes sure patient is being moni-

tared and,any shock symptoms treat-
ed.

c. Proceeds with catheterization, in-
jection of Contrast, serial filming
(with or without magnification) and-
review'of angiograms for arterial,
capillary and venous phases, one
artery at a time, as described. De-
cides whether to continue after re-
view. . -

. If performer dtsides that the source
of the bleeding-has been found, per-
former may decide to apply a vaso-
constrictor under pressure:

_

i) If so decided, performer usei
the same catheter used for the
arteriography. .

ii) Has a vasoconstrictor.solution
prepared and attached to auto-
matic pressure injector (such
as Harvard pump).

iii) Directs catheter into appropri-
ate artery, such as superior mes-
enteric artery to decrease portal
pressure and control bleeding
varices.

iv) 4elects dose, pressure units per
minute,and sets. Connects cathe-
ter to pressure tubing and
ch e-cks that there is no air in
system. May,decide how longto
allow solution to flow.

v) May order.periodic repeat of:-
angiography to cheek on progress
of bleeding Or repeats after
several minutes.

vi) May order check on portal pres-
sure if appropriate.

20. Throughout procedure performer evalu-
ates how the patient is responding.
May decide to provide emergency care:

.

a. Performer detdimines the severity
of the patient's reaction by lis-
tening for heartbeat,respiration;
may check blood pressure; may take
ECG reading, using equipment on
emergency cart. May with
team.

b. If patient has a severe rea6tion
to the procedure or contr'ast med- 1

ium, such as cardiac arrest, ana-
phylactic shock (exaggerated neg-
ative reaction to the foreign
substance)-, bronchospasm or 1 r-
yngospasm (stricture of bronchial
tubes or larynx), hypotension
(drop in blood pressure); cyano-
sis (bluish discoloration due to
excessive concentration of re-

- duced hemoglobin in blood),
urticaria (vascular-skin reac-
tieri), or violent sneezing, per-
former proceeds at once with emer-
gency life suppOrt or measures to
control the reaction.

i) May call anesthesiologist or
life support teamat once.

,ii) May administer oxygen or air
L. using oxygen tank .and mask or:_ i

ambu bag; may clear airway
using finger.or tongue blade,

iii) May decide to establish an
airway by removing any den-
tures and, using a iaryngo-
scope,(to view larynx) insert
an endotracheal tube. .

iv) May apply closed chest cardiac

. massdge..

. -v) Depending on_ECG results may
apply defibrillator by select-
ing watt seconds, applying, and

- - .

539



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements FzlIv

Task Code No. 473

This is page 17 of 1.8 for thistask'.

raising watt seconds until ef-
fective.

vi Depending on ECG results may
administer a prepared intracar-
dial injection of a heart stimu-
lant.

vii) May administer IV infusion; may
order and administer a cortico-
steroid, an antihistamine or
atropine.
May administer,Valium in solu-
tion through the injection cath-
eter.

C. Performer decides whither the re-
action Is sufficiently controlled
to proceed.

i) If performer decides to termi-
nate procedure, notifies appro-
priate Medical staff; orders
aftercare ai aPpropriate;has
patient transported to appropri-
ate location.

ii) Records patient's reactions and
what was done on patient's_ =

chart. If appropriate, makes
sure patient is informed of the
type_of drug that caused the're-
action or,explains to patient
that he or ihe is allergic to
the contrast solution (i.e. 10,-

dine-based solution).

d. If performer judges that patient
displays a strong (but not emer-
gency) allergic reaction:

i) Performer may order and admin-
-

ister a corticosteroid, an
antihistamine or atropine.

11) Records reaction and what-was
done. Explains if appropriate
to patient that he or she is
allergic to the contrast solu-=

tion.

1

List Elements Full
.

e. If, patient shows signs of going

into shock due to internal, bleed-

ing, performer has patientmoni-
tored and treated for shock at
once. May place patient in Trendel

enburg position,administe r/ oxygen;
may order transfusion; applies se-
lective pressure to restore circu-
lation to vital organs; may apply
any emergency :care procedures de-
sCribed above. May applY treatment
for bleeding as described in. step

1

19, d/above. i

f. If performer notes an3i signs of

.
arterial or venous spasm, may in--
ject,an'anticOagulanti, and/or ap-
ply hot packs at once to avoid
thrombotic occlusio

21. Performer decides when the radio-

graphic examination ii completed -

based on information km the angio-

grams and the-patien's condition.

Informs anesthesiologist (if pre-
sent), technologist,/ and other ptaff

that procedure is td be terminaieft.

a. Perforsier returns tO the4latient.
.If patienris cOnscioue, jOetfOrther
reaSsures Patientand explains
whaOgill happennext.

b. .Romoves.44COnnecting-Ubes-orY
syringeti'frOm'icatheter(S)

c. Performer gentlYind
draws the.Catiter(s): ManipUiatea

.any catheter by rurning:andpull,
:ing darefullY;Itaking care:not:tO

injurethe vessel'orenlarge'.the
Wonnclit the entry point.
Perforier Compresses' the VeSseL.:

, .
. ,

prOXimal'to'nrHat theAmancture:
'site witihe,fl.hgertips',and/Or-
sterile gaiiiOtiin-spprOprisi

_

i) Does nottotally occidlie the
arterychecics thOt there isa
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Task Code No. 473

This is page 18 of 18 for this task.,

List Elements Fully

pulsation distal to the puncture
site and no hematoma at the site.

ii) May have a staff member continue
the compression foz the time
needed. Makes changeover so as
to maintain pressure by withdraw-
ing bwn hands from under those
of the relieving staff member
once they are in place.

e. Performer applies or,orders pres-
sure dressing to be kept in place
appropriate amount of time.

f. Performer may order fluids to be
given intravenously or by mo,:th.
May order bed rest for appropriate
period while patient recovers from
effects of procedure.

g. Arranges 'to have puncture sites,
extremities and arterial pulses
examined regularly over the next
few hours and any problems reported
at once. Informs patient or attend-
ing staff to report further oozing
of blood or. swelling.

\th. Performer may order careful obser-
vation of patient including vital

\ signs , urinary output, and skin
care. May order tests, fill out
order forms.,May order medication.

i. May order delayed urogram appro-
priate amount 'of minutes after

-last injection.
j. Has appropriate sanitary clean up

?proCedures carried out..
ik. If/el:Nested, calls aurgeon di

clinician end reports preliminary
tesults and findings.

22.Performer records impressionaef pro-
- cedure on patient's chart:

:a. PreliminarY findings, .\
b..How patient tolfiratedA)rocedu.re.
c. Any special nursing followup.\\

recommended, te6ti, delayed films
ordered, records nd observation\-
required, medicat on, later stud1e0
Ordered,

List.Elements Fully

d. May sign chart, requisition sheet
or order forms.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No, 474

This is page l' of 10 for this task.

1. What is the out.ut of this task? (Be sure,. List Elements Fully

, this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Pt. examined,reassured;decisions made on going ahead
technique,site of puncture,contrast tedium,injection
type of filmingpreparatory orders given;site anea7.
thetized;aorta puncture4location checked;injection
and filming-coordinatediaortogramsreviewed,and/or\
procedure continued Until final approval;emergency
care given;instruments removed;site compressec4or-
ders for after-care;tests,urogram,medical impres-- \

lone recc,rded. 1

\

Performer receives the x-ray req
uisition form and medical chart.
of a patient scheduled for per-

cutaneous translumbar abdominal
aortography (radiographic con-
trast study of the abdominal
aorta; pelvis and lower circula-
tory system by_means of direct
needle puncture into aorta) ...

prior-to the procedure, such as
on the previous day or evening.

I

1. Performer reads the patient s

L medical history and
to reviewthe case

requisi-

tion form
or'to become'familiar with

.

materials seen earlier in

.
consultation, in order to .-

idake-decisions about_thecon-
duct of the radiographie
atudy, and to check on the

i

request of the referring phy-

, siciant-

ei. Performer notes the-pa-

' - dent's age,sex, weight,

height, thename of the
.referring.clinician or
eurgeon. Votes the nature
and location of the dut37

,

pected patholOgY or sympr

1
toMology, such as diffueie

arterial.oCclusivOlisease
with4itherostlerosie.of

. _

'.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note ,

if onlY certaia items xust be-Used., If there

ic choice, includf everything or the kindi of
-things chOsen among.)

X-ray-requisition form;pt.'s medical chart;prior
filMs,scans;lien;view boxes;sterile tray with anti-
septic,saline,anticoagulant,iodine-Lased contrast,
swebs,tape,scissors,gauzepressura,dreseings,lc,-,a1
anesthetic,syringes,Ouncture needles,scalpels,guide:
wires;ateximatic injector;table;film tha7.1ser(s);flu-
ordsCope,TV monitor;emergency cart;sterile gown, .

gloves;drape;shielding , .

3. Is thereA recipient, respondent or Co-Worker

involved in- the task? les. : ,66 No...( )

4. If 7Yeir.to q:. 3:--,,Namt7the-kind-,-orrecipient

respondent or co-workerinvolvedi with de-

scriptiona to indicate.the relevant condition

.

.include the kind viith whom thelper7ormer is
t nowrelevan to edgek-not'allOwed to deal if l

. .1

requirements or legel-reitrictions.',
Am pt.;authorized adultiattending ND;kadiologist;an
zthesiologist;surgeon;radiologiC tec nologiet;nurse

Name t e tas so t at the answers to ques7 aOrta, illiac arteries,
\peripheral arterial insuf-
,

\ficiency. Notee whethei
.1selective aortograOhybY
feMoral-Or axillary;ap-

.
. .

*mach has been conaider7:
ed;' notes'record onati, .

A
Sent ,or weak femoral pUl-

. ses. -: . , :, :

. .

'. b. Performer notes the .pdr-

pIseof the requested

1-'.OKBP RR11,R

tions 1-4 are.reflected. 'Underline essen-

.
tial: words. :-

Conducting percutaneous translumbar abd minal aor-
tography of any pi. by eXamining,reassu ing pt.';ob-.
taining consent;deCiding on technique,s te,prior:
preparation;deciding whether to go.ahead type of in-.

jection4filming;injecting local anesthe cpuncturing
AbrIca;advancing.needle;testing placement; oordinatipg
pressure injection Of'Cottrast and filmin ;evaluat-

ing;ordering additiOnal\injectiond,reviewi g
attetiograms as appropriate;providing emergency Care;
removing' instruments;ordering after -care,te'sts;de-.

layed.films;recording ord7a,medical impreseions.
_

.

. . C ec ere i this

isAt Maiter:eheet..



. 'TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Teak Code. No: 474

This is page 2 -of 10 fOr this task.

List Elements 11321=-----,---=----istElemena-77=
study.such as for information for
use prior to or after surgery, pre-
liminary or supplementary diagnosis,
tO evaluate progress of-therapy.

.c..Notes whether the lower_extremities
/and/or renal arteries are to be.
/

/ investigated. ':

di..Performer reviews the diagnostic
information already obtained, in-.,
cluding any prior, radiographic

:---j
studies, radioisotope scans,. ultra-
sonograms, results of clinical
tests, lab andsensitivity.tests,
EKG (ECG) vital signs, clotting
time tests: .. , .

e. Performer notes relevant prior his-
' tory such aa priorAncidents of

vascular constriCtion, definable
aortic aneurysm=near site'of punc-
wre,.advanced cerdiorenal disease,
recent myocardial infarction, his-
tory of atherosclerosis,. heart .dis-
eaSe, hypertension, renal, pulmo-
nary liver disease, thrombosis,
anticoagulation therapy, listary
.of allergies or indications of Al-
ergy to iodine-based.contrast

. media. Notes stage_of_female par..
tient,'s menstrual cycle, any pos--.

Aibility of pregnancy, Whether on
Oral contraceptive. Notes. whether

.

\
J patient has An infectious or Com-

\ :

oi. . ,

.municable condition, especially
\ local infection at possiblepunc-.

.\

\ture sit/ e

f Notes uhether prior orders have

\

been given\to improve.patient's
clinical condition; if. So,' notes

\IrOgress.
\

g. erforther notes recommendations on

se of equipment.and technique.
teasrecommendations on use-of

g neral or local anesthesia. .

h. C ecksvto see Whether patient or
au horiZed adult has signed. con7
se t.for'*rocedure. If'notinay
decJ.de to\obtain-personally 'before

\

seda ion is, administered.
-IF

/

i. Performer maydiscuss case, with
referring clinician, Specialiat,'
or surgeon ta obtAin.additional
information. MAY arrange for at-
tending physitian, anesthsiola-:
gist and/or surgeon to'accompany
performer in examinstion,of pa-.
tient onday prior to.the Pro-
cedure,

2. Performer visits Patient and any
authorized adult at'bedside or in
appropriatelocation. MAY be accoM-

, panied by clinician, anesthesiolo-
gist, surgeon,. or appropriate spe-
oialist.' ,

a. Perforther greets patient and/or
authorized adult and'eXplains.

. that a'brief examination wilI
ocCur.If any colleagues are. with
performer, performer'introduces
them. ..

b. Performer reads patient's chart.
_Notes.anTnew clinical develop-
ments, response to care or medi-.
cation. May ask patient Or ac-
companying adult about syiptoms
and allergies. Examines the pa-
tient for relevant symptoms and

. general state. ReaSsures and an-'
swers questions. If not alreadyz,
done, performer determines whether
there is any possibiatyof pregr.
nancy in the case of a-female pa-
tient,whether patient has been
taken off anY oral contraceptive.
Notes blood pressure. Examines
luMbar area to.check for possible
local infection.

c, Performer considers whether there
have been changes in the:patient's
-condition Since the.decision,,was
td,ade to d4.0e procedure, And con-..

.aiders. whether there are contra-
indicatiOna to going ahead;with
'the. procedure. MAy confer with

3



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continUed)

This is page

specialist, clinician, orsurgeoni
discusses patient's current condi-
tion..Decideswhether to proceed,_
cancel or'delaY procedure based on
assessment of patient's current Con-
dition andeny. discussion.

A.,If performer decides not te have.
procedure done, may discuss.witb
clinician. Records on'chart any rea-
sons for cancellation and any rec-:
.ommendationsjor alternative proce-
dure, such as catheter:aortography
or selective Visceral arteriography.

e. Performer may decide to delay pro-
cedure, have patient undetgo treat-
ment to improve clinical'condition,
such as treatment for blood pres- .

sure, anemia, infectious' condition,
or malnutrition.. Discusses as ap-
propriate and-has orders given .for
care of patient. If.patient has.been
-en-ehfiCoaguIent therapy, may order
cessationountil prothrombin and/or
clotting times are WithitCnormal
levels. May order cesdation of oral
contraceptive if not already. done.
With emergency patient may determine
whether delay Is contraindicated.

f. If'performer decides to proceed and
a consent fer the procedure bes not
been obtained, performer may ex-
plain te the patient or guardian'in
comprehensiblelanguage what Will

- occur in the procedure, its purpofm
and the dingers tethe patient in-
volved. Performer explains the al-
ternatives; answers questions.

'i) When the(Performer is sure that
the patient understands the .

riskEG :asks the patientfor-eig-
'mature on consent:form and ahecks

that it'isproperly 'signed.
ii) If a guardiansia'to sign, per-

former explains to.the mdlvi-
dual as:apPropriete. r

iii) If p consent is not agreed to,
per..ormer postpones. procedure

Task Code No. 474

of 10 for this task.

List Elements Fully
, *:

until it is obtained. May dis;-.

cuss with appropriatevphysi-
cian or individuals and/or With
patient.'DOeS not proceed un-
Jess...consent is obtainecL

g. Performer decides en puncture
site..Orders the type of equip- ,

ment tO use based on institutional

.

facilities, nature of the study

and purpose:

i) Mayerder.convehtional equip-
ment or use of large film en-
giographic serial changer,
unit with push rod andvedge
filteri.orders.single or bi-
plane.unit, f:luoroscopic cap-
abilities for monitoring.

ii) Orders hand or automaticpres-
sure injection, types .and sizes
of puncture needles. SeleCts
,appropriate contrast solution
and amount.

h.'Performer may make"preliminary de-
cisions on care of patient:

1), Decides On use of generel,and/,

or lode]. anesthetic. Miy\dis7'
'cuss wifh anesthesiolegiat.'jf
a genera]: enesthetic iste bp:
adminiStere4:.perfermer ar-
ranges tollayestaff ready

. the appropriate.time.
ii) Performer makes final.decieione

onjnier preparation tf the'pa
tienteuelvassedatien,Peried..!,
for:Withhelding of fOodi.41ydre

tien,;,Orier Prdrip,:c4enSing
eneMa,:shaving of entrysite;.,,'.

,
prier adMinietrationofanii
histainine,medicationtrt0:dealj
with,OróbleMsof

,

1. Performer.reCordsorders as apprO=
.priete'sOthai-Oatient and ':144i0H

. .



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continUed)

Task Code No. 474

This is page 4 of 3.0 for_tkis

IIMIIIRI-112K IIINIIIIIIIIIIIE'

s

.

-e.
.

.

-

.ready:Jerformer considers
whether, the areas nfinterest
are visible, whether the tech-

.nique_is'Aatisfactory, and
whether the position(s) of the
patient are correct.

ii) If the scouts are not satis-
factory, .performer indicates'
the, needed changes in techni--

.. que Or in the\paiient's posi-.
tion to the radiologic tech-

. nologist.
.

\ ,

iii) Performer considers whether
.

any unsnapected aneurysi may
be present at or.near. the puvc
ture site. Notes anY possible

.
impediments-td-suedessftri-en-
try into-aorta such as.vari-.
ations in structure. Makes.
final decision .on site of punt

, -ture. .If possible,'selects a
'sUtIrarenal site, ..

.

iv). Performer considers whether.,
,any barium trates from.earlier
examination or contents of :

'gastrointestinal tract must, be
cleared. May order-further
cleansing or delay in proce-:
dure. ., ,.

.

.0.
I

PerfOrther Conaiders whether pa-
tienes current condit*bn pre-

.
sents any contraindications to
going ahead with the procedure.
.May have clinitian Cr Specialist
called; discusses 'patient's con-

. .

dition and any alternative steps,
Decides 'whether to proceed.or not
hased on need, evaluation of pa- .

.tient's condition and contraindi
cations. ,

. .
.

f. If performer decides noi to pro-

. .

ceed, records reasons and any rec
ommenditions on patient's chart.
Informs appropriate co-workers of
cantellation'and'has.pitient re-:-
turned to room..If appropriate,.
orders rescheduling of 'patient

. .

ment.tan be prepared and staff as-
.

Signed. May sign requisition; places
_

for scheduling.
.

j. Reviewg with patient the procedures
that will otcur. ,

3. Just prior.to the time for which the.
A

procedure is acheduled, the performer
reviews All the relevant medical,in .

formation and the patient's chart.
Reviews.relevant,prior radiographs.

0 Notes any new developments.:

.

a. Performer greets patient in exami-
riatiOn room. May question.abOut

. .

symptoms; reassures and explains
' what will'Occur.

, b. Performer cheas that all'prior '
preparatory procedures have been .

Carried out.

.

il Checks report on electrolyte
levels,.blood clotting time,
vital signs,

.

ii) Checka that any'oiders for hy-
dration,starting Of IV infusion,
cleansing, prior administration
of Medication and/or sedation
have beencarried out, an& at
appropriate:tlme. If riot, ar-
ranges to have these done and/or
procedure delayed. .

.
.

.

. . _

c. Perforther examines puncturelsite to

.
reviewearlier decision. Makes sure

.
no swelling or tenderness is pre-
Sent.

.
d. Performer orders scout 4lm(s) of

the abdomen with patient in the
'prone,PA position as appropriate
for. single or.biplane views. May

-order lower extremities included,
Makes sure. proper shielding is

.being used; ,

i) Performer .placeg the processed.
scout,films on View boxes and

.:------exaMines as,soon as they are
..,:. -

5 45
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 474

List-Eletenti-FUlly

_ t.Thie is page S. of 10 for this task. .

List'Elements Full

or .scheduling fOr alternatiVe pro7
-cedure.

i

If patient is pediatric patient or
if general anesthesia has'been sug
gested.for adul,.performer may
reconsider whether general anesthe-
sia is still warranted; May decide..
to order if patient's' behavior and
condition.suggeat the need. If gen-
eral, anesthesia is to be carried
out, performer discusses With-anes,,
thesiologist when it is to be. ad-
ministered and plans to coordinate
witivanesthesiolegist.'
May order sedation, tranquilizer, /'
and/or IV drip if apprOpriate and/
noi already,administered. Has .pubc-
ture site prepared. , 1/

*i. performer may explain or demonattate
use of equipmerkto. a Child to allay
fears and enliat\coOperatiOn; an- :

swers questions.y,xplains that pa-
tientwillbe asked-to'hold.still
frot time io time..IndiCates what
will happen, what pain-,Might be
experienced; and What cOOperatiOn
will be needed. StresSeS need-to
maintain pOsitions. when Ordered.

j/
4. PerfOrther makes final decisions on

technique and surgical prOcedure:

a. Decidea cinor..cheAs aizesiof nee7
Ales, guide wires,= type andamOuntH
of Contrast material, use\Of aUto'-
matic or hand injection,u0e.of bi-
plane or single plane serial thang

,

.

If a biplane atudy* is involved,_;
orders AP and laterallorojections
or:indicates desired angulation.
IndiCateS whether biplibe ilma
will be.taken simultaneOdslY or
seqUentially.,

b.

o. Performer'may. decide on programlor
Seriography, and proper elaPae of
..tiMe to provide venograma.if, appro-
: priate. Informs technologist\ of the

number of films to be taken, the
per-second intervals, and the n
ber of series' anticipated. Has
o-uipment checked.

d. Has technical factors sei for -

fluoroscopy.
e. If gederal anesthesia is to be

administered, indicates to anes-
thesiologist when procedure is to
start and allows for appropriate
timing. May wait while anesthe-
siologist administere'epidural
block.

f. Informs appropriate co-workers !t
decisions so that-patient and ma-
terials can be prepared.

5. Performer returns to patienti.n:pro
cedure rOom when informed that pa-
tient-and equipment ate ready:

-a.. Checks whether patient hati been
prOPerly -shielded, iMmobilized and
prepared for sterileTUncturepre
cedure. If_nothOceptableOndi-
Oates:the needeCadjustmente.; May
.decide to immobilize peraenally.

b. Checkasterile tray.prepired:fot
prOcedure.TieqUests hny missig
objects:

'
PArformer_checks that appreprit-
:ite'peeie and guide-wite.dizes
areavaiiable. "7!

ii) Peri*,Mer:may prepare Or-cheek:,
.persutineouS:needleto be:used.

,iii).Checks.7ehat'syfinges W*th sa-

line andfor:anticoagulant.SO
lution,are-prepared-,:that:sY1-.

. . ringes withcontratit mediUm
are readY.

iv) Checkw:a00earance of Contrast
MedimitO he'sure therejsjno
chemical:deterioration;Cheike.

v) May:Prepare:syringe witiAllOcal:
anesthetic)6r Ohetks.

,§-4 6



TASN DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 474

This is page 6 of 10 fOr this task..

List Elements Full List-ElementsTull
,

.c: If patient-heOpecial equipment
stich'as IV or indWelling catheter,

4 performer.makes sure thot these
are being monitored. Maycheck.that

,

'ECG monitoring equipment is preitnt.
Checks that emergency cart is pre-,.:

, sent. , ,

_

.

d.. Checks that seriography equipment .

(if ordered).isready for use, that
technical factors are set for seri-
ography and fluoroscopy-, and that
equipment forSand or pressure in-

- .

jection-is checked and readY for .

use.
e. Dons,protective lead garments and

Sterile gownsand gloves'When appro-
priate. Checks staff shielding,

f. If patient s coherent, performer
explain's what will-be done.. Answers

-patient's questions as appropriate.
,aeassures patient and does so as
deemed needed thronghont procedure.

g.-If,4eneral.antsthesii is to be ad-
ministered, checks with anesthesi-
ologist to-be sure that the patient-
is, readY for procedure to begin.

-. .

. Performer-proceeds to-prepare the punc-
. ture site:using sterile.teChnique:

. , .

a, Has patient poSitioned.in prone po-
. sition with,feet everted and lumbar

area .at the site-selected-(left
twelfth rib unless cOntrsindicated)
exposed.. '

b.-Unless already done, prepares the
site by swabbing with prepared anti-

Aseptic solution. Covers surrounding
.-areas with sterile drapes,leaving
only small.area for'injection.and.
puncture nncovered. .

t. Unless patient hasbeen anesthe-:
. tized,ehecks amOunt of local anes-.

hetic to be fnjected as shown by
nurse in syringe, or draws apesthe-
ec into sterile.syringe. Chdrad'
that thereis luS air and inserts
needle about four to five.cm. intra-

,

-

.

.

..

,

derinally and subcutaneouslY, di-
rected along the projected.rpath
of the puncture:needli. Removes
needle., Waits for area tOhecOme'
anesthetized'. .

d. Performer palpates the twelfth.
left rib for optimalentry or-
as approptiate'for the site
selected, 'Finds a point 90.0.cMS.
to the .left of.themidlint-, about
lO cm.aunder the rib.)

.
.

e. May make amIncision or nitk
'through the' skin with a sterile.
scalpel at the site where the
needle will-enter.

. If-pat1ent:1S conscious, explains
when patient' is to Hold Steady
for

,

s, puncture. '

,

g..Performer inserts the. aPpropriate
size teflon' needle tip (equipped

. 1

With stylet-ind teflen sheath)
. - .

into the incision anddirecia it
anteriorlyiand medially, at an
approiamate 0° angle. If.the up-
per .abdomi1 nal aorta is to be vi-

sualized, ydirects needle parallel
to.the-twelfth rib; for lower ab=
'domino]. Sorti,.pelVic and lower

' .extremity arteries, directs nee-
- - die-at right angles to spine.
h.. Haepat enthold breath. Attempts

to reac1 the aorta. Checks for
k

.'the cha acteristic pulsation Of
.the aor a felt through the.needle-

, Penetr tes aorta With a short,

-. controlled stab.'
i

i. If the performer finds .that the Y ,

.' needl tip hits a transverse-prO
'eess rihe body ofaA.umbir ver7

tebra .
performer partially with- `,

draws,needIe'andredirects it as
appr Priate., .

.

j. Perf imer cheds entry into the
aort by:removing'the..inner sty,
let and withdrawing needle until
4 n lsingllow-of blood Is ob-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 474

,This is ilage 7 of 10_ for this task.

List Elements.Fullx......

tained. ay pull back on needle,,
' reinsert,\or make other incisions

until aorta is successfully entered.
k. RemoVes stiff inner needle leaving

teflon sheath in place. May adyande
sheath several inches into t ves-
sel,in the\direction of the area of
interest. May use guidewire as'-f-'

; leader. Has\ patient avoid_movineas
much as pos

1:4Performer m
pared with

6 agulant to t
periodically
make further
resistence t
-solution, an

'List Elements Full

ible.,

y attach syringe pre-
aline and/or .anticO-
flon sheath Flushes
to avoid cloi'ting. May
check by.noting any
...injection of saline___
pulsation of bloodS

Performer.may use overhead filming or
ffuoroscopy to check,placemeht of the

:.teflOn sheen in .tbe aorta. Has a,sy-
ringe prepared-with a small:amount of.

- the.contrast solution. Chetks that :

medium is_appropriate. Connectaay-
ringe tO the teflon sheath.

. 1

aPerformer may positior overhead
x,ray tube to take y.147 that will
show depth of .entry into aorta or
positions fluoroscope unit' over'pa-
tieni-and actiyatea.
Performerhaa'patient hol0 still.
Injects a small aimount of`the con-
trast solution for viewing location,

i) If.performer:has technologist'
take radioiraphi
graph on view-bok when it' is !

_brought or goeS to.eutomatit pro-
cessor.

. :7/
ii) If performer uses_fluOroadopi,

viewa.position of.Sheath On' TV
monitor.. . . .

c. Perff,rmer judges. whethdr sivoath is

,.correctly inSeried in the,ao4ta-An
the proper direettan,ratber.than in
an intramural-or ektramural posi-

. .

tion by viewing on TV' monitor encl.:.

watching flow or image of test \

dose. Evaluates whether there isL
any,possible flooding Of a single
aortic branch vessel. ReadjustsH.
Or:reinserts'sheath, checking on,\
fluorosdope monitor or with over,-V
head-film until this is accom
plished.-

d.HPerformer may advance the sheath'.
Up br.doWnstream, depending on the
area-of interest. KeflUshessite.

e. If performer has ordered over--. .

head(s) may decide whOterthe ra-
diograph(s). Obtained'Proyide'sufH,
ficient nformation.to-terMinate.
procedure. If so, proceeds to
terminate ad described below. -:

8.Performer prepares for immediate'in-
jection of contrast. and:filming;

a. Has -patient maintaindd in prone,
face down'posizion..MAy have-feet
everted.(rotated internalW. May
have toes raised.off table and--
sUpported. For lower extrem#Y
study may order auCcesSive.pOsi-
tioningfof,films fOr'abdominal. 41,
aorta,- pelyis, thiigh and. distai---4..

runoff yessels unfessjargesize-
films: are being USed.
Makea aura:proper c011iiatlon
willb obseryedand aPpropriate'
shieidingie in place... -

II:pressure injedtiOn is-to be
doneby hand, Performer 'Oreliarei
or c.!*.eks syringevithytWiOdine:

aqueeus contraaraolutiOn:
fercorrect qUanOty, Aepiniling On
yessels tOl)e.OpeCified..:AttaChW
to teflon sheathend 040 sure
there iano air-ln Bysten':
If .0reaeure iniedtiOn, is.* be :

Olone-by autonatiF1.1jeCtor,,pet
former preparearo.coordinate
jections
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This-is page

Task Code No. 474

10 for this task.

List'Elements Full List EleMents:Full

i) Checks that the automatic injec-.
tor (used for introduction of
the contrast solution under pres-
sure) is loaded with proper
amount of medium in syringe;
checkA that syringe is attached
to injector tubing. Attaches
tubing to teflon sheath..Checks
that there is no air in system.

ii) Performer checks on or orders
the rate and pressure setting
for the entry force for the auto-
matic injebtor. Considers=the
force of entry needed ,to inject
the contrast mediuM intothe ves-
sel of interest given the tech-
nique, vessel, and other condi-
tions involved.

e. Performer has oveXhead x-ray tube(s)
(single or.biplane) positioned for
serial or conventional filmink;,
checks with the technologist the

. rate of speed and length of time
Selected. Checks rate ir relation
to the series of injections of the
contrast solution and any need for
filming of venous return. .

f. Performer directs injection and
,filming:

i) Performer may
4

'enter control room.
Has.patient hold steady .if-Con-
scious or awaits indication from
anesthesiologist that respire-I.
tion has been suspended.

ii) If perfprmer injects the contrast
solution by hand, does so. in pre-
determined amounts.spaced peri-
odically as decided; tells tech:-
nologist when to activate the
autoMatic film changer or expo-
sure control. Adjusts filming and
injection timing to provide for

.venograms as appropriate.
iii) For automatic injection,tells

technologist when tostart the
automatic film changer(s) (to

make sure of proper function7
ing) to take'the series of pre-
programMed radiographs or when
to make exposure. Once changer
has started, 'performer.acti-.
vates the automatic injector.

g. Performer has aortograms processed
at once.

9. While.aortograms are:being processed,
performer examines and talks to pa-
tient (if conscious) to evaluate how
the patient has reSponded\to the pro-
cedure and the injection..

a. Detaches injector tubing; re-
flushes puncture Site.

b. If ECG is being. monitored,evalu-
ates any changes during initial
injection as possible contraindi-
cation for additional injections.

c. May decide to provide emergency
care at any time throughout pro-
cedure.if patient shows signs of
adverse reactions.

10. Performer.looks at the first set of
aortograms on view boxes in sequence
'as soon as they are proceased. Places
frontal and lateral views together.

a. Checks for technical quality and
notes whether any irregularities
are due to artifacts or actual
pathological or abnormal condi-
tions, and whether the views are
clear enough for medical inter-
pretation. Performer may ask
opinion Of another radiologist.

b. Determines whether.the aortograms
adequatelY demonstrate the vessels
and structures being studied and
.provide sufficient information
about any:pathologyi blockage, or
distortion oUthe flow, the ex-
ent and lOcation of any arterio- .
venous malfunction, the presence
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'TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continue)

TaSk Code/(No 474

This is.i.age 9 of 10 forLthis task.

. /

List Elements Fully..
ammmm

1. List Elements Full

c.APerformer

d.

1

I

e.

.

,.

11. Throughout
ate's

May\decide

z

b.

lof 'aneurysms, and other signs of
'abnormal structure or pathology.

considers whether to in-
'Jett additional contrast and con-
tinue filming; repeat injection.and
filming with change in technical
factors or patient po'ition. Con-
siders additional or lternative

;
approaches. Considers the patient's
condition, the contraindications,
the information alre dy supplied
and urgency. May di cuss with anes-
thesiologist and/or clinician.
For additional injections, change
of position, change in technical
fattors, performer/reviews deci-
sions on injeCtion pressure, amount
of contrast, rate/and speed of ser-
ial programs; indjicates what is
needed to staff d repeats agap-
propriate. Allow appropriate elapse
of time between' njections for pa-
tient to respond optimally. Re-
flushes site.
Repeats relevant steps for repeat
or additional vi ws and locations
as described abo e.
Repeats review o radiographs as
described above u til Satisfied
that the angiogra s are technically

1

adequate to demons rate the areas
and conditions,und r study and to
Iprovide sufficierit nformation to
make possible a com tent medical
interpretation.

procedure per ormer evalu- I

hnw the patient is r sponding.
to provide eme gency care: I

\

Ierformer determines the severity.1
f the patient's reactio by lis- il

t1ening for heartbeat, re piration;1
4y check blood pressure; may take

ECG reading, using equipm nt on I

emergency cart.
I patient has a severe re ction to
the procedure or contrast ediura

j
i

/

I

I

such/as cardiac arrest, anaphyiac
tic ghockn(exaggerated negative
reacition'to the foreign sub-

i

stapte), bronchospasm or laryngo-
spasm (stricture of bronchial
tuhes or larynx), hypotension
(firop in blood pressure), cyano-
Os (bluish discoloration due to

\

excessive concentration of re- -K

/duced 'hemoglobin in blood), urti-
1

caria (vascular skin reaction),
or violent sneezing, performer
proceeds at once with emergency

/ life support or measures to con-
trol the reaction.

/ .

j i) May call anesthesiologist or
life support team at once.

ii) May administer oxygen or.air
using oxygen tank and mask or
ambu bag; may tlear airway
using finger or tongue blade. '

iii) May decide to establish an air-
way by removing any dentures
and, using a laryngoscope (to
view larynx) insert an endo-
tracheal tube.

iv) May apply closed chest cardiau
massage. .

v) Depending on EKG results may

.

apply defibrillator by select-
ing watt seconas, applying, and
raising watt seconds until ef-
fective.

vi) Depending on EKG results may
administer a prepared intra-

.__
tardial injection of a heart
stimulant.'

vii) May administer IV infusionmay
order and administer a cortico
steroid, an antihistamine or
atropine.

viii) May administer Valium in solu-
tion through the injection
catheter.

,

. Performer decides whether the re-
action is sufficiently controlled

...sa azaissyle
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elementd Full

Task Code No. 474

This is page 10 of 10 for this task.

i) If performer ZeCide6 to termi-
nate procedure, notifie6 appro-
7riate todical staff; orders
aftercare as appropriate; has
patient'transported to appropri-
ata location.

ii) Records patient's reactions and
What was done on patient's chart.
If appropriate, makes Sure pa-.
tient is informed of the type of
drug that caused the.reaction
or explains to patient that he
oeshe is allergic to the. Con-
trast solution (i.e. iodine-base
:solution).

d. If performer judges that patient
displays a strong (but not emer-
gency) allergic reaction:

i) Performer may order and admin-
ister a corticosteroid, an anti-
histamine or atropine,

ii) Records reaction and what was
done. Explains if apPropriate to
patient that he or-she is aller-
gic to the contrast solution.

12. Performer decides when the radiographic
examination is completed based on in-
formation on the angiograms and the
patient's condition. Informs anesthe-
siologist (if present), technologist
and-other staff that procedure is to

be terminated. .

a. Performer returns to the patient.

If patient is conscious, performer
reassures patient and explains what

Will haPpen next.
b. Removes any connecting tubes or sy-

ringes from'teflon sheath.
c. Performer gently and slowly with-

draws the sheath. Manipulates by
turning and pulling carefully,
taking care not to injure the ves-
sel or enlarge the wound at the
entry site.

List Elements Full

d. Performer applies compression at
the puncture site with the finger
tips and/or sterile gauze for an
appropriate amount of time.

.e. PerforMer apVies or orders pres-
sure dressing .to be kept in.place

. appropriate amount of time.'
f. Performer may orderfluids to be

given intravenously or by mouth.
May order bed rest for apPropri-
ate period while patient recovers
from effects of procedure.

g. Arranges to have puncture site
. and arterial pulses examined

regularly over the next few hours
and any problems reported at once.
Informs'patient or attending,staf
to report further oozing.of blood
or swelling.

h. Performer may order careful ob-
servation ofOAtient including--
vital signs, urinary output, and

-skin care. May order tests, fill
out order forms. May' order medi-

cation.
i. May order delayed urogram appro7

priate. amount of minutes after

last injection.
J. Has appropriate sanitary clean up

procedures carried out.
k. If requested, calls surgeon or

clinician and reports preliminary
results and findings.

13. Performer records impressions of pro
cedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up
.recommended, tests, delayed films
ordered, records 'and observation
required, medication, later
studies ordered.

d. May sign chart, requisition sheet
or order forms.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

This is page

Task Code No. 475

of- 10 -.for this task.

. What it the output of this task? (Be Sure List:Elements Fully

\this, is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Pt. examined,reassured;decisions.made on
technique,site of- punctute,contragt.medium,injection,
type of.filming;preparatory orders given;site
thetized;spleen punctured;location checked;injection
and filming coordinated;splenoPortograms
and/or procedure continued until final approval;emer-
gency care given;instruments.removed;site
orders for after care,tests,delayed film,Medicaim-
pressions recorded.

going ahead,

anes-

reviewed,

compressed;

I

.

Performer receives the x-ray
requisition form and medical:
chart of a patient schedhled for
splenoportography (radiographic
contrast study of the spleen and
the, splenic, portal and hepatic
veins after injection of con-
tradt into the body of ihe
spleen by direct. percUtaneous
procedure)-prior tO the proce-
dUre, such.as on the previous,

day or evening.

1.. Performer reads the patient's
medical history and requisi-
tion form to.review the case
or to become familiar with
materials seen earlier in
consultation, in order to :

.make decisions about the con-
duct ofthe radiographiC
study and to check on .the re-
questof the referring phy-
sician:

a. Performer notes the pa-
tient's.age, sex, weight,
height, the name of the
_referring clinician or
surgeon.. Notes the purpose
of the requested_study:
such as.for information
for use prior to or after
surgery; preliminary or.

. What is used in performing this tisk? .(Note

if ma certain items must be used. If.there

is choice, include everything or the kinds. of

things chosen among.) ,

X-ray requisition form;pt.-'s medical chart,prior
films;pen;view boxes;sterile tray with antiseptic,sa-
line,todine-based contrast,swabs,tape,scissors,gauZe,
pressure, dressings;local anesthetic,syrihges,puhtture
needles,scalpels;manometer,table;film changer;fluoro-
scope,TV monitot;emergency cart;sterile gown,gloves
drape;shielding

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the taskl Yes.. No...

4. es to o.. : Name te kin orecipient,
with de-

cOhdition;
is

knowledge

respondent or co-worker involved,

scriptiont'to indicate the relevant
include the kind with whom the performer
not allowed to deal if relevant to
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any pt.;authorized adult;attending MD;radiologist;an-
esthesiologist;surgeon;radiologictechnologist;nurse

. Name fht task so that the answers to ques-
men-.

of any pt.

supplementary diagnosis.
b. Notes the nature.and lo' '

cation of the suspected
pathology or symptoiology,
such' as.splenic disease;
enlargement,occlusionof
'veins of the splenOportar
system, effects of portal

.hypertenSioniabnormal .

structures of the tiortal

.

. ..

OK-RP:RR:RR:

tiohs 1-4 are reflected.-Underlini
.tial words. . .

Conducting percutaneous splenoportography
by examihing,reassuring pt.;obtaining consent;decid-

ing whether to go ahead,prior preparation,site of en-

tryiinjecting anesthetic;inserting 'teflon puncture

needle into spleen using fluoroscopy;checking entry;

injecting iodine-based contrast solution and ordering

serial filming;deciding whether to continue,deciding

when examinatiOh'is completed by viewing sOlenoporto-

graMs;providing. emergency care;removing insftuments;

dets,medical impressions.

/

ordering. after care,tests,delayed films;recotding or-
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..tr)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 475

This is page 2 .of 10 for .this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

system. Notes whether splenic pres-
sure is to be recorded.

c. Performer reviews the diagnostic
information already obtained, in-
cluding any prior radiographic
studies such as arterial portog-
raphy, selective celiac angiography,
results of clinical tests, lab and
sensitivity tests, EKG, vital signs,
clotting time tests. Reviews any
current radiographs to become famil-
iar with evidence on the location
of tLe pathological condition and
to check whether there is any danger
of puncturing an aneurysm or an
arterial branch ,near the splenic
hilum (where the vessels and nerves
enter).

d. Performer notes relevant prior his-
tory such As history of infective"
splenomegaly, abnormal bleeding
tendency, anticoagulation therapy,
history of allergies or indications
of allergy to iodine-based contrast
media. Notes stage of female pa-
tient's menstrual .cycle, any pos-
sibility of pregnancy, whether on
oral contraceptive. Notes whethdr
patient has local infection at punc-
ture site.

e. Notes whether prior orders have

been given to improve patient's
blood clotting or clinical condi-
tion; if so, notes progress.

f. Performer notes recommendations on
use of equipment and technique.
Notes recommendakions on use of
general or local anesthesia.

g. Checks to s.te whether patient or au-

thorized adult has sigacd consent
for procedure. If not, dlay decide to
obtain before sedation is given.

h. Performer may discuss case with
referring clinician, specialist,
or surgeon to obtain additional
information. May arrange for at-
tending iihysician, anesthesiolo-
gist and/or surgeon to accompany

perforier-in examination of pa-.
tient on day prior to the pro-
cedure.

2. Performer visits patient and any
authorized adult at bedside or in
appropriate location. May be accom-
panied by clinician, anesthesiolo-
gist, surgeon, or appropriate spe-
cialist.

. a. Performer greetsplatient and/or

-* authorized adult anctexplains
.
that a. brief exaMination will
occUr.. If any .colleagueS are with-

performer, perforMer introduces
them.

b. PzrforMer reads Patient's chart.
Notes'any'peW clinical develnp-r
ments, respOnse to care.or medi-
cation. May ask patient or.
companying adult'about symptoms:
and allergies. Examines the pa-
tient for relevant symptoms and
general state.. Reassures.and an-

,
swers questions. If not already,
*done, performer determines whether
there:is any possibility of preg-
nancy in the case of a female.pa-
tient, whether Patient has been
taken off any oral contraceptive:.
.Notes blood presSure. EXamines
abdominal area; palpates and
checks.for local infection.

c.. Performer considers whether there.

have been changes in the patient's
condition'since the decision was
made to do the procedure, and con....
siders whether there are.contra-:
indications to going ahead with
the procedure. May confer with.
specialist, cliniciaL, orsurgeon;
discusses patient's current con-
dition. Decides whether to pro-
ceed, cancel ordelay procedure
based on assessment of patient's
'current condition.and'any discus-
sion.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 475

This is page 3 of 10 for this task.

List Elements Full

d. If performer.deCides nOt to.have.
procedure done, may discuss.with

. clinician. Records oh chart any reat
sons for cancellation and any rec-
ommendations for alternative pro-
cedure. Informs staff of cancella-
tiOn and discusses with.patient.

e. Performer may decidetOdelay pro-
cedure, have patient undergo treat-
ment to improve clinical condition,
-Such as treatment for blood pres-.
sure, anemia, infectious condition,
malnutrition, inadequate clotting
power. Discusses as appropriate and
has:orders given for care of pa-,
-tient. If patient has been on anti-
coagulant thera0y, may order ces-
sation until prothroMbin and/or
clotting times are within normal
levels. May order cessation of oral
contraceptive if.not already done.
With eMergency patient May deterMine
whether delay is. contraindicated.

f. If performer-decides to proceed and.
a consent for the procedure has not
been obtained,Terformer-may ex-
plain to the patient or guardian in
comprehensible language what will
occur in the procedure, its purpose,
and the dangers to the patient in-
volved. Performer explains the al-.
ternatives; answers queations.

i) When the performer is sure that
the patient understands the
risks, asks the:patient for sig-

nature on consent form and checks
that it is properly signed..

ii) If a guardian.is to sign, per-
former explains to the indivi-
dual as appropriate.

iii) If a conaent is not agreed to,-
performer postpones'procedure
until it is Obtained-May Ills-.
cuss with appropriate physician
or.individuals and/or with pa-
tient. Does noi proceed unless
consent is obtained.

List Elements Fully

g. Perfdimer decides on.the type of
:equiPment to use based:On insti-
tutional facilities and:purpose'

of study:

i) Orders serial cassette changer;
equipment for manual injection.
of contrast, type"and size of
puncture needle. .

ii) Selects aPpropriate contrast
solution and amount.

h. Performer may make preliminary de-
cisions on care of patient:

.1

i) Decides- on nse of general and/
or local anesthetic. May dist
cuss with anesthesiologist. If.

a general anesthetic is to be:
administered, performer ar-
rangea to have staff ready at
the appropriate time.-

ii) PerformermakeS final decisions
on prior preparation of the, Pa-

tient Such as sedation, Period'
for withholding'of food, hydra-

.

tion, prior IV. drip, cleansing
enemas, prior administration
of' antihistamine, medications.

. to deal with-problems of blood
clotting, such as transfusion,

' vitamin. K therapy. May:order
EK0'(ECG) monitoring.\

Performer records orders As ap-.
propiiate so that patientand.
equipment can be prepared And
Staff assigned, Miy sign requit
sition; places for scheduling,:.

j. Reviews;with patient the procet,
dUres that,will occur.

3. :Just prior tothe time for which the\

procedureis scheduled, the perform-,
er revieWS.all the relevant medical
informationvand the patient's chart. :

.Reiiiewis relevant prior radiographs:

.Notes any new deYelopments.
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SK DESCRIPTION SHEET continued)

Task Code No. 475

This is page 4 of 10 for this task.

List Elementa F

a. Terformergreets p tient in exaMi-
\*don room. Ma q estion about

zymptomsi reassures and explains
what Will occur.
PerforMer checks that all.prior
preParatory procedures have been
carried out.

Checks report on electrolyte
levels, blood clottibg time,
vitaksigns.

ii) Checka that any ordefor
cleansing, hydration, starting .

pf IV infusion-or transfusion,
prior administration of rrdi-
cation and/Or sedation haye been
carried out,. and ar.approp'riate
time. If not, arranges'to hPVe
these done. and/or procedure\de-

N, \
layed.

iii) Performer examines abdominal \

area.

c. PerforMer orders,a Supine AP and
lateral scout filM(s) of the abdo=
men for the respirStory phase that \
will be used for alOilming. (sus-
pended inspiration or'expiration)
and for the puncture. Makes sure
proper shielding is beinvusea.

i) performer places the prOcessed
scout film(s) on .view boXes and
examines as soon as-they are
ready. Performer.considers
whether the areas of intereit
are visible, whether the tech=
nique is satisfactory, and
whether the position of the pa-
tient is correct.

ii) If the scout(s) are not satis-
factory, performer indicates
the needed changes'in technique
or La the patient's position to
thc radiologic.technologist.

iii) Pertcumer -consieera whether
cow.ents of gastrointestinal
tract must be cleared. May order
further cleansing or delay in
pFocedure.

iv) Performer considers wh
unauspected aneurysm ma
present at.or near the p
site.
Performer considais the si

.condition.and.position-of t
spleenas visualized and de-
cides on rhe puncitire site (
an intercostal spade on'the m
sxillary line) 'and the depth .
to which the needle is tO he in
serted. Attemptp.entry.l.hereth
spleen .is close to the,abdomina
wall. Performer may have Patien
,suspend respiration at the ap-
propriate phase; place's a lead

-markeron the patient's skin at
a!Toint marking.the pOsition of
the spleen i. the:respiratory
phiSe chosen (foruse in center
3xtg),

-Tip,rfccmer considers whether the
paties current condition pre-
sentb any contraindiCations to
goirt ahead.with the procedure..
Mai naLve clinician or specialist
asnee,, dismisses patient's.con-

and any.alternative steps.
T.;eues whetherro proceed or not
asad on need, eValuation of pa-
t ent's condition' and contraindi=
4cions.

e. If performer dee.dza not to pro-
ceed, records reasons a.c4 any rec-
ommendations on tientti chart.
Informs appropriate cc-worker of
cancellation and has Imo. ant re-
turned to ro:,m. If appropriate,
orders reschoduiing of patient or
scheduling fur alternative proce-
dure.

. If patient is pediatric patient
or if general anesthesia has been
suggested for adult, performer may
reconWer whether general sties=
thesis still warranted; may de-
cide to order if patient's behav-
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TASI DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 475

This is page 5 of 10 for this task.

List Elements Full

\
\ior and condition sugge t the need.
If general anesthesia i to be car-
ried out, performer disc sses with
anesthesiologist when it s to be i

adMinistered and plans to coordinatel
,witfi anesthesiologist.

.x.

)

g. May order sedation and/or I drip
or transfusion if appropriate\and if

- not already administered. Has punc-
ture site prepared.

h. Performer may explain or demoristrae..e.
use of equipment to a child to a.11iiy
fears and.enlist cooperation; an-
swers questions. Explains that pa-
tient will be asked to hold breati
again from time to time as already
done. Indicates what will happen.
ExpLains that patient will feel a
sensation of warmth or burning dur-
ing injection. Encourages patient
tn report any pain felt during -in-
jection (as sign of extrasplenic
deposition of conttast).

i. Performer makes final deci.....locz :in

equipment and technique:

i) Decides on size of needle, type
and amoLnt of contrast solution.

ii) Performer derAdes on program for
seriography. Informs trchnologist
of the number of filns zo be
taken, the per-seconJ intervals,
and the number of series antici-
pated. Has equi.pment checked.

ii2.) Has technical factors set f.:or
fluoroscopy if appropriatc-:.

iv) If general anesthesia is to be
administered, indicates to anes-
thesiologist when procedure is
to start and allows for appro-
priate timing.

v) Informs appropriate co-workers of
decisions so that patient and ma-
terials can be prepared.

. Performer returns to patient in pro-
cedure room when inforMed that patient
and equipment are.ready:
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'List llements Full

a. Checks whether,patient has been
.properly positioned, shielded,
ATM:mobilized and prepared for ster-
ile puncture prOcedure. If not_
acceptable, indicates the:needed
adjustments. May decide-to im-
mobilize personally.

b. Cheees sterile tray'prepared for
proanIze. Requests any missing
objects.

Performer checks that appropri-
ate teflon needles are avail-
able: May prepare or check per-
cutaneous needle to be used.

1 ) Checks that syringes with sa-
line solution are prepared and
syringes with contrast medium
are ready.

iii) Checks appearance of contrast
medium'to be sure there is no
chemical deterioration; diecks
amount.

iv) May prepare syringe with local
anesthetic'or checks.

c. If patient has special equipment
such as IV or indwelling;catheter,
performer makes sure that these
are being monitored. May check
that ECG monitoring equipmentli.s
present. Checks that emergency
cart is present.

d. Checks that seriography equipment
is ready for use, that technical
factors are set for seriotraphy
and fluoroscopy.

e. Dons protective lead garments and
sterile gown and tloVes when ap-
propriate. Checks staff shielding.

f. If patient is coherent, performer
explains what will be_done. An
swers patir-,t's questions as ap-

propriate. .ssures patient and

does so as deemed needed througb-

out procedure.
g. If general anesthesia is to be 'ad-

ministered, checks with anesthesi-



T K DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 475

This is page 6 of 10 for this task.

List ElemeiWiammilimoaumm...1.6, List Elements Full

\
ologist to be sure act flle patient
is ready for\procedure r.,7 begin.

5.. Performer proceeds\fo prepare the punc-
fure site using sterile techniqt;e:

\
a, With patientin supine position,

with left.armebductedy\performe
.locates the site selected in .the
mid-Axillary line at the appropri-
ate intercostal space where spleen
is closest to the abdominal w-S11.

b. Unless already done, performer pre-
pares the site for injection of, the
local Anesthetic and puncture by
sWabbing with:prepared antiseptic
solution. Covers surrounding areas'
With sterile drapes-, leaving only

-small area for injettion and punc-
ture uncovered.

c. Unlesi patient has been anesthe-
tized, checkeamount of local anes-
thetic to be inject'A as shown by
nurse in syringe, or draws anes-
thetic into sterile syringe. Checks
that there is no air in Syringe and
inserts needle intradermally and:
subcutaneously along the projected
path of-the puncture needle (some-
What cranially in the frontal
plane). Injects anesthetic; removes
needle: Waits for Area io become.
Anesthetized.

. Performer proceeds with puncture:

a. Performer positions overhead flu-
oroscope unit,over patient; may
have lights.in roomdimmed. Acti-
vates fluoroscope or has this done
by technologist. Performer adjusts
unit'until the spleen is visible .

on the TV monitor. May ipdicate
needed adjustment in technical fac-
.tors to technologist. May rePosi-
tion.patient.

b. Performer selects the exact point
of entry so that the tip of theviem0

puncture needle Will enter near
the hiluth Of the spleen. May cut
a tiny nick in skin at site with
sterile scalpel.

. .

c. Performer positions Appropriate
size puncture needle (equipped
with stylet end teflonssheath)
over the entrY\site'(orrack).
May 'view location of needle on
the TV monitor. Adjusts needle
tn.the proPer angle for entry.
(May use sponge stick or towel
clip to avoid placing.hands di-
rectly in, path of radiation beam.)

d. Asks patient to suspend respira-
tion as.rehearsed,or awaits sig-

\nal from anesthesiologist.
e.\Inserts puncture needle quickly,.

ib\.as.to pass.through abdominal
wall into spleen,'entering near
the\bilum and avoiding neighbor-
ing oriens, to the appropriate.

_depth. Unless there .are aplenic
idhesions, performer feels for
the characteristic sensation as
tip of needle "scrapes" the.rough
surface of the spleen.

f.. Performer removes the-stiff inner
stylet of needle leaving the tef-

.

lon sheath in place.

i) May attach syringe with saline
and clear needle by flushing
with saline.

ii) Removes saline syringe and at-
taches empty syringe. Allows
patient to breathe shallowly
but normally.

g. Checks for appropriate placement
by. noting wheeher there is a free
flow of blood through the.sheath.

i) If performer observes no blood,
performer pulls back teflon
sheath one-to-two mm.'s and
repeits:
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TASK DESCRIPTION.SHEET

This is page

continued)

Task Code No.I 475

7 of 10 for this task.

_

List Elements Full List Elements Full

ii) Performer May test entry using
contrast Medium. Attaches a sy-.
ringe containing contrast medium
to,the sheath. Injects a small
test amountof the contrast med-
ium into the spleen through the
sheatb. Checks.on the .TV monitor
to be'sure that the sheath is
lying near the hilum. Notes
whether the contrast medium out-
lines the venous structures-fed
bythe spleen. ReMoves Syringe;
wipes off blood.

.iii) If performer decides that prOper
entry-has not been accomplished,
repeats procedure as appropriate
until satisfied.'May select
adother entry site and repeat
until sure.of proper entry.

-h.-Once performer has decided that
proper entry has been accomplished,
performer may advance sheath into
the spleen. Makes sure free end'of
Sheath is not tystricted from fol-
lowing respiratory motion of Pa-
tient.

i. If'there is request_to obtain splen
ic presSure,PerfOrmer attaches.mano
meter to the teflon.sheath; reads
and records splenic pressure. Re.-
moves manometer.

7. Performer prepares for immediate in-
jection of contrast and filming:

a. Has patient maintained in supine
AP position. Makes sure proper
(close) collimation.Will be ob-
served and appropriate shielding is
in place.

.b. Prepares or checks syringe With the
iodine-based, .aqueous contrast so-
lution for correct quantity And

--attaches.to teflon sheath. Checks
that there is no.air in system, .

c. Performer has oVerhead x-ray tube
positioned for serial filming;

checks with tile technologist the-
rate of speed and length of time
selected; .

. .

.d. Checks with anysthesiolOgist (if
present) and/or-ECG monitor to
determine patient'S condition or
tyminas patient to suspend res-
piration,when o\tderea,without
straining.

e. PerforMer direcL injection and

i) Perforier'has \patient hold
breath, if'conacious, or await
indication from\anesthesiolo-..
'gist that respiration has been
suspended.

ii) Performer tells echnologist.
when to start thé automatic
film changer (to \ake sure of
proper.. functioning) to take
the series of preprogrammed
radiographs.

iii) PerforMer injects contrast med
ium using approPriae pressure
on syringe as-determined and
coordinating with 'automatic
Changer. . \

f. Performer has splenoport4FamS
processed at _once. ,

,g. While seiial films are beirig pro:-
cesSed, performer examines.and
talks to Patient (if consciOUs)
to'evaluate.how the patient-hiS
responded to the procedure. and
the:injection, Detaches contras
'syringe fromSheatb. May reflash
with saline. '

h.-If ECG is being monitored, av4-
uates any changes during initial
injection as possible'contraindi
cation for,any additional injeC-
tions.

i. May decide to provide emergency'
care at any tithe throughout pro-
cedure if patient shows sign6 of
'adverse reactions.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. .4.,

This IS page 8 of 10 . for thia task.

8. Performer looks at splenoportograms in
order, on view boxes as they are pro-
cessed:

a. Checks for technical quality, and
notes whether Any.irregularities
are due to artiacts or aCtual path-
ological or abnormal conditions,

,.and whether the yiews are clear
enough for medical interpretation.

. Performer may ask opinion of another
radiologist..

b. Determines whether the-splenoporto-
grams.adequately demonstrate the'
organ end venous structures being
studied, and provide sufficient in-
fOrmation about.any pathology,
blockege, or distortion of the.flow,
the extent and.location of.any-mal-
formation, the presence of aneu-
rysms, and other signs of.abnormal
structure or pathology.'

c. Performer considers whether to in-
ject additional contrast, repeat
injection and filming with change
in technical factors.

i) Considers the patient's condi7
tion the,Contraindications,
the information already supplied
and urgency. May discuss with'
anestheaiologist and/or clini-
cian.

ii) For additional-injections, change
pf position, change in technical
factors, performer reviews deci7._
sions on amount of contrast,
rate and speed of serial pro-
grama; indicates what is needed
to staff and repeats as appro.,
priate. Allows appropriate elapse
of time between injections for
patient to respond optimally.

iii).Repeats relevant steps for ad-
ditional splenoportograms as de-,
scribed .above.. Repeats reviewas
described above until satisfied
that the films are technically

adequate to demonstrate the
.areaeand.conditions.under
study and to.provide sufficien

. information to make possibIe.a
competent'medical interpreta-
tion,

. Throughout procedure performerivalu
ates how the patient is responding..
May decide to provide_emergency-care:

a. Performer dete.rmines the severity.
of the patient's reaction by lis-
tening. for heartbeat, respiration;
may check blood pressure;.may tak
EKG reading, tieing equipment on
emergencycart.

b. If patient has a severe reactiOn
to the procedure or contrast med-
ium, such as cardiac arrest, aria,.
phylactic shock (eXaggerated neg-
ative reaction tc the foreign
subatance), bronchospasmor,larr-,

.yngospasm (strictUre of brOnchial
tubes-or larynx), hypotens?on
:(drop in blood pressure).,. cyano,..

sis (bluish discoloratipn,due to
excessive concentration of re-
'duced hemoglobin in blood), urti-
caria.jvascular skin reaction),.--
or' violent sneezing, performer
proceeds at once with emergency
life support or measures to Con-
trol the reaction:

i) May call anesthesiologist Or
life support team at once: '

ii) May.administer oxygen or air
using oxygen tank and mask Or
ambu bag; may clear airway
using finger or tongue blade.

iii) May decide to.establish an air-
way by removinglany den*ures
.and, using A laryngoscope (to
view larynx). insert an endo-

- tracheal tube.
iv) May apply closed chest cardiac

Massage.
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Task Code No. 475

This -is page 9 of 10

List Eleiftents!Fully

for this task,:

List Elements,Fully

ir) Depending on ECG results may
apply defibrillator by selecting
Watt seconds,'applying, and rais-
ing watt second§ until effecti7e.

vi) Depending on ECG results may aa- .

.minister a prepared. inrracardial
injection of a.heart stimulant.

vii) May administer IV infusion; may
order And administer a-corticg
steroid, ah antihistamine or
atropine..

viii) May administer Valium in'solu-
tion through the injection cath-
eter.

c, PerfOrther-decides whether the re-
action is sufficiently controlled
to-proceed.

i) If performer decides 1-o termi
nate procedure, notifies appro-
priate medical etaff;-ordere
aftercare as appropriate; hai
patient transported to appropri-I
ate location. '

ii) Records, patient'sreactione and
whai was done on patient'A.chart.
If appropriate, makes sure pa-.
tient is.informed.ofthe type of
drug that caused the reaction or
explains to patient that:he or
she is allergic to the Cointratif
solution (i.e: iodine-baseg'so-.
lution).

C. a.

d
1 If performer judges that pa ient
displays.a strong (but,not emer-,
gency) allergiE-keaction: .

ti) Perfotitiet may order Andladmin-

later A.corlicosteroid, an anti-,
histamine or atropine.

ii) Itc!cordsreaction and what was
. ;hoe. Explains if appropriate-

co patient that he Or she'it
allcrgic to'the contrast
tion.

e. If patient shows signs of.going
into shock due tojnternal bleed-
ing, performer has patientMoni-
tored4andtreateH for shock at
once. May place patient ih Tren7
delenburg position; administers
oxygen; may order transfusion;
applies selective pressure to re-
store circulation to vital organs;
may apply any emergency care pro-
cedures described Above.'

10. Performer.decides when.the radio-
graphic eXAmination is completed
lased on information on the'angio-:
grame and the patient's'condition.
Informs anesthesiologist (if pre-
-sent), technologist, andtther staff
that procedure is to be terminated.

a. PerfOrmer orders a plain film of
the abdomen and reviews as soon
as it is precessed.

i) Performer eiraluates whether
there(is any contrast medium
depteited outside the spleen.
If.st, notes.location.

ii) Performerdetermines what care
if.any should be provided to
remove contrast:May explain

,to patient:Possibility of.pain
:due to extra-gplenic depoeit of
cOntrasi and likely duration,

b. If patient is'conscious, perform-
er ree6eures patient and explains
what will...happen

c. Performer removes any connecting
tubes or sYringes from teflon
sheath. -

d. Performer gently and slewly with-
draws the sheath. Manipulates by
turning-and pulling -carefully,

.
taking care not to injiure or en-,
large the wound at the entry
point.
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TASK DESCRIPTIoN SHEET (continued)
1

Task Code No. 475-
,

This is page 10 lof 10 for this task.

.//

List Elements Full List:Elements Full

.(
e. Performer applies compression,at

the puncture Site with the finger-
tips and/or. sterile gauze for an
appropriate aMount of time. ,

f. Performer applies or Orders' pres-
-

sure dressing to be Rept.in place
appropriate amount of tiMe.

g: Has patient lie on ehe left side .
for appropriate number%of hours to
apply mechanical compression..

h. Performer may orde 'fluids to be
given intravenOns or by mOuth:

May order bed-rest for appeopriate
period while patient recovers.from
effects of proCedure.

i. Arranges to have Puncture slie,
'pulse rate and'blood pressure ex7
amined regularly over the next few
hours,and any, problems reported at
onge. ,InfOrms patient or.attending
staff to report further oozing-of
blood qr swelling.

j. Performer may order.skin care,
tests, fill out order forms. May
ordey medication,

k. Has appropriate sanitary,ciean up
.procedures carried out.

1.. If requested, calls surgeon or .
clinician and reports preliminary
results and findings.

Performer records.impressions o
Cedure an patient's chart:'

a.Trelimiriary.findings. -

h. How patient tolerated procedure.
cf: Any special nursing follow-uP

.recommended, tests, records =Id
'observation required; medication,
later studies ordered.

d. Mayeign.chart, requisition sheet
ororder fOrms.

.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

TAak Code No. .476

This is page. 1 of .142 .. iedr this task.

:

. . _

. What is.the output of this task? .(Be sure. List Elements Full
.

this is broad enough to be repeatable)
Pt. examined,reassuredOecisions made on going ahead,

technique,site of puncture(s),contrast medium,type
of injection,filming;preparatory Orders given;site
anesthetized;attery punctured;guide'Wire and.cathete
advanced;injection and filming"Coordinated;angfogra
reviewediprocedure repeated and/or aortographysee-.
lective,catheterizadOn :continued nntilfinal ap-.

proval;emergency care.given;instruMenta.removed;site
comptesse4orders for after care,tegts,urogram,medi-
cal impressions recorded. . . '. Q

.

Performer teceives the x-ray reqo
uisition form and Medical chart
of a gravid or'nongravid.female
patieht scheduled for pelvic ag-
teriography. (radiographic con-L

ttapt study of utegine.srteriea,
placehtograOhy and/or.ovarian
arteries by means of catheter
abdoMinalaortogra0firahdfor se-

lective caiheterizationptior
, ,

Y
.

.to the prOcedure,-such as onsthe
previous day ot evening.

''-:_ ._i.
.

1. Performer reads the.patient's
medical. history anchrequisi-
tion form to review the case
or to become familiar with:;.'

materials-seen earlier in
consultation, In order to
make deCisions.about e4 eon-
duct of the radiographid,T..
study and to ;heck On the:\
.request of the referring" phY.,

.

sician;
.

a. Performer notes the pa-
, ,

tient's age,. weight,-
height, evidence of non-

.gravidity or pregnancY; if
gravid, duration of cur-
rent piegnancy. No`tes the
name_of the referring cli-
,nician or surgeon. ...-

b. -Notes the nature. and lo

2. What is used in erformin this task? (Note

if only certain items must.beused: -If there
is choice, include everything or the kindi'of

.things chosen among.). H
X-ray requisition form;pt.'s medical.Chart,Orior
filmS,acans;pen;view boxesIsterile tray withantisep-
tic,saline,anticOagulant,speculum;Y adaptotowabs,

tape,scissors,gauzeopreasnre clisaing,local anesthe-

tfc,syringes,punctdie needle,sealpels,guide wires,
cathetersCautomatic injector;iodine-Sased -contrast;

x-ray table;film .Changer;flUoroacOpe,TV)monitor;tour-
ni.uets;emergencr, tatt;sterile goWn,gloVes,drape;

3. Is:there e recipient, responent.or co-worker

involved in the task? Yei.., .. No..':'
_.

es to q. ame t e in. o getipient

respondent or to-vorker inVolvedi with de..-
.

scriptions to incKcate the relevant condition
include tiw kind with who* the.performer is

not allowed to deal if releVant to itiowledge

requirements or legal v strictions. .

Female pt.;attending'MD;radiologist.suigeon;radiolo
gic technologist;nurse

I
,

..

.

5. Name the taskAgo_that- V5 he answers, to.ques7'
cation of phe tuapected ,

,.pathology.or symptomology,
such ae-abnormal placental
insertiOn, intrauterine,

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline eseen-
. . .

.

tial'words. .

-,. .

Conducting sellctive pelvic arteriography of non-pedi

attic gravid.or nongravid female pt. 'Sy examining,re or extreuterine.loCation'.
of fetus,abruptio platen-

' tc, pelvic, ovarian -tin-

more,or trophoblastic tu-
mors. .. - .

,

c.-Performet notes the purr

t A:wee oftheatudy,snch. 4s
--

OK-RP'11R.RR

assuring pt.;obtaining .Consent;deciding on.site,tech

nique,prior preparation;deciding-whether tb go ahead,

'pressure injectica,filming;iajecting local'anesihe7

tic;making punctUre!advancing catheter and guide
wite;coordinating.pressue injection of contraat and

/filMing;evaluating angiograMi;deciding:On
aortog-

raphy,selective catheterization,rdpeat of injection

as appropriate;providing emergency. care;remo4ing in-

strumenteiordeging aftercate,tests,delayed films;

recoiding orders,medical im recalons,
.
.-Check erel t is

..

is.a master.aheett.60.

Al.

,
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\TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Tull'

primary or differential diagnbsis,
localliation Of the 'placenta, evalu-
ation of therapy,' and/or Olatement
,of'catheters for Chemotherapy.

d. Performer reviews/the diagnostic
Information already obtained, in-
cludinkany prioi radiographic
studies, radioisotope,scans, ultra-
sonograms, results of clinical
tests, lab and/sensitivity tests,.
EKG., vitai signs, clotting Pime
tests.., -

/

e. 2erformer notes relevant prior
-ob3;.%Irrical,/gynecologica1 hnd gen
eral.medicaI.history; notes his
-tory'bf re0Oval.of any section of
the reprodUctive or vascular sys-
tems, grafts and their sites, bis-
tory.of atheroacletosis, heart
diSease,(Hypotension, hypertension,
renal disease, thrombosis, Abnormii
blWing tendency, anticoagulation
therapy, history of allérgies'or
indications of allergY.to iodine-
based contrast media. Notes st,-.ge
of nongravid patient's Menstrual
cycle, any 'possibility of ptegnancy,
whether on oral contraceptive..Notes

, -
whether patient has-an infectious

,r communicable condition, especial-
ly local infection at possible punt-.
ture site.

f. Notes whether:prior orders have
.
been given to improve patient's '

clinical condition; if so,Dnotes
_progress

_

g. Performer notes recommendations on
technique, use'of equiPment and.
materials. - . .

hChecks.to see whether patient haa
sighed tonsent for procedure,Jf
not, may-decide to obtain personal-

ly before sedation is given.
1. Performer may discusscase with-

referring'clinician, specialist,
or surgeon to obtain additional
information. May htrange .for at-
tending physician and/or surgeon

Tas

This is page 2 of 12

Code No. 476

for this task.

List Elements Full

5,63

-to/accompany verformer ih exami-
nation Of papient on day. prior
-to the procedure.

2. Performer visits patient and Pny-
authorized adult at bedside or
appropriate location. May 11,,, acro:1-

panied by clinician, surgeon, o.
-propriate specialist.

a. Performer greets patient and ex-
plains that a brief examination
will occur. If any colleagues are
with 'performer, performer intro-
duces them. '

b. Performer- reads patient's chart.
Notes any new clinical develop-
ments, response to care or medi-
cation. May ask patient aboht
symptoms and allergies. Examines
the patient for relevant symptoms
and general state. Reassures and
answers questions. If not already
done, performer determines wheth-
er there is any possibility of
pregnancy in the case of a non-
gravid female patient, whether
patient has been taken off anyc
oral contaceptive.

c. Performei considers.whether there
have been changes in the'-patient's
(or fetus's) condition since the
decision was made to do the pro-
cedure, and considers whether
there are contraindications to

- going ahead With the procedure.
May confer with specialist, cli-
nician, or surgeon; discusses pa-
tient's current condition.'De-
tides whether to proceed, cancel,
or delay procedure based on as- '

sessment of patient's current con-
dition and any discussion.

d. If performer decides to proceed,
examines femoral pulses to evalu-
ate and select entry site: ,



1

TASK DESCRIPTION HEET

istElements.Full

I

i) \Notes strength and expansive
nature. of-the pulsations,pre-
Sence of bruits .(murthurs)i Ore-
Sence.of grafts, presenceiand
location of ischemic symptoms,
local.infection.

ii) Perfoimer considers the cOndi-
tion of the pulses, tlinital
and-surgical.histOry, age of .

patientand nature...of symptdms.
Selects side and puncture site

.

'(or-bilateral catheterization'

for chemotherapy).consi4ering
tondition,of area. Avoids punt-

1 ture site where there is Severe

atherosclerotic/involvement,
Scara or graftsl Favors/ right
faMoral artery over left..

iii) Performer exaMines and recorda.
resence'and character of
ulses at, and distal to, the
rtery(s) to be punctured.

1

e. If'performer decides notto have

procedureHone,,may'discuss with.
clinician. Recods reasons for
cancellation and any recommenda-
tions for alternative.prOcedure
on patient's chart. Informs staff

of cancellation and diedusses with
patient,

f. performer may decide to:delay pro7
teZure, have patient undergo -

treatmentto improve clinical:con-
dition, such astreatment,forlow
or high blood. pressure,anemia
infectiouS Condition,\/or\maloutri-
tion, 'Distusses as,apPropriate
and [has orders given:for care of-
patient. If patient has .been on
anticoagulant therapy, may order
cessation until prothrombin and/or
tlotting times are within normal
levels. Hay'order cesaation of
oral.tontraceptiveM not already.
done. With emergency patient may,
determine, whether delayia con-
traindicated.

This is a

\
continued)

Taak-Code No. 476

e 3 of 12 for this task.

List Elements Full

g. If performeridedides to pro-.
deed and a.consent for the pro7
cedure has not been obtained,
performer Mtay explain to the
Patient in comprehensible lan-
guage what will occur in the
procedure, its purpose, and
the dangers to the patient in-
volved:-TerfOrmer explains the
alternatives.; answers questions.

I

) Whenthe performer is sure
that the Patient understands
the riaka, asks the patient
for signature on consent
forth and checks.that it is
properly:

11) If a conSe t is not agreed .

td,' performer postpones pro-
cedure until it is obtained.
May.discuss with appropriate
physician or.individUals
and/or With patient. boes-
not proceed unless congent
is obtained;

_h. eTformer makes preliminary
decision in...the technique and

e of-equipMent to use, based ;
institutional facilities and

ture Of study:

i

Selects site for placement
of catheter tip such as in
distal abdOmInal aorta,
common.iliac artery,Aepend-
ing-on area of interest and.'
patient's tonditiOn. May ,

planto tonsider selective'
catheteriiation.of OVarian .
arteries.

ii) Depending on whether.or.not
ipatieni is prewnt, perfor-.'
mer may select premarked
catheter for use instead of
fluoroscopic control. Notes

the length required
Ipent of mark. .

'1
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,

.

.

List Elements Fully
,

Notes any new developments.

a. Performer greets patient in
,.

examination room. May question
about symptoms; reassures and
explains what will occur.

b. Performer checks that all prior
preparatory procedures have
been carried out;.,

.

i) Checks report on electrolyte
,:.

leNiels, blood clotting time,_

vital signs. .

ii) Checks that any orders for
hydration, starting of IV
infusion 'cleansing enemas,-i

-prior administration of medi-
cation and/or sedation have'
bees carried out, and.at ap-
propriate time: If not ar-
ranges to have these done
and/or procedure delayed.

,
,

c. Performer-examines puncture site

(s) to review earlier decision.
Mhkes sure no swelling or ten-
derness.is present. Considers
alternative puncture site(s) If
appropriate. Indicates puncture
site(s) to staff.:

d. Performer considers whether pa-.
tient's current condition pre-
sents any contraindications to
going ahead With the procedure.
May have clinician or specialist

,

called; discusses patient's con-
dition and any alternative
sceps. Decides whether to pro-
ceed or not based on need, eval-
uation of patient's .condition
and contraindications.

e. If performer decides not to pro-

'ceed,'records reasons and any
recommendations on patient's

,

chart-. InforMs appropriate co-
workers. of cancellation.and has

'patient retUrned to room. If
appropriate, orders rescheduling

.

May indicate types, sizes and
lengths-of catheter(s), whether
J-shaped, preshaped, closed-.
end with side holes, whether\

radiopaque. May specify type
of safety guide wire, floppy
wire, size and type of needle.

iii) Performer estimates the prpb-
able number ofnr-iews need ed to
ensure minimum exposure and
adequate information, especially
for pregnant patient. Decides
on use of serial film chafiger

or conventional x-ray unit. 0

iv) Selects type and amount of con-
traat sOlution based on size.of
patient, stage of pregnancy,
and areas to be visualized.
Selects local anesthetic.

v) Decides whether to use manual ,

or automatic pressure injec-

tion equipment as appropriate.
vi) Decides whether to use com-

pression with ,tourniquets.
vii) For placentography may order

vaginal speculum to define
pos-lcion of external cervical

os. ,

i. Performer may order prior prepara-
tion of patient such as sedation,
period for withholding of food,
hydration, use of prior IV drip,
cleansing enemas, shaving of
entry site(s), prior administra-
tion of antihistamine, medica-
tions to deal with'problems of
blood clotting. Considers con-
traindications far fetus. M
order EKG (ECG) monitoring.

ay

Just prior to the time for which the

procedure.is scheduled, the performer
reviews all the relevant medical in-

formation and the patient's chart.
Rev,ieWs relevant prior radiographs.

.
. .

. . .
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Task Code No. 476

f-l2 for this task.-

List Elements Fully

of patient or scleduling for
. alternative prOcedure.
f. May:order sedation and/or IV drip

if appropriate and not already
administered-Has puncture site
and possible alternative sites
shaved and prepared.' MAY have
patient's vulva, perineum and
vagina cleansed with antiseptic
solntion or does-SD personally,in
preparation for insertion of
'speculum.

g. Performer may attempt to allay.
patient'sfears and enlist cooper-
Ation;' answera questions Explains
that.patient will be asked to hold
still from time to time, Indicates

. what will happen, what pain might
be experienced, and what cooper-
ation will be needed. Stresses
need to maintain,positions when
ordered.

h. Performer makes final decisiOns on
technique and Procedures:

i) Decides on cr Checks sizes of
needles, catheters, guide
wires. Checks or orders type:.
and amount of.iodineLbased con-
trast:solution, use of manual
or automatic injection, use.of
conventional or serial.changer,
-Use of compression.

ii) Performer decides.on program
for.any seriography, and proper
elapse df, time to provide'veno-
gram6 if approiriate. '.Informs
technologist of the number of
films to be taken, the per- .

second intervals, and the.num-
ber of serids.inticipated. Has
equipment.checked. '

iii) If appropriate, has technical
factori set for fluorescopy.

iv),InfOrms Appropriate Co-workers
- of decisions so-that patient
and materials can be Prepared.

List Elements Full

4. Performer returns to patient in
proccatIre room when informed that
patient and equipment are ready:

a..Checks whether patient has been
properly.shielded-, imMobilized,
and prepared for sterile punc-
ture procedure. If not accept-:

.able, indicates the needed ad-
justments. May decide io'immo-
bilize personally.

b. Checks sterile tray prepared-for
procedure. Requests any missing
obiects.

i) Performer checks that appro-
.. priate needle and catheter

sizes and lengths are:aVail-
able and catheters preformed
.and/or premarked appropri7
ately. Check's safety guide
wires. Mhy bend Catheters
personally. .

ii)Checks that:syringes.with
saline And/or anticoagulant
solution'are prepared.

iii) Checks appearance of contrast
medium to be sure there'is

. no ChemiCal:deterioration;
cheeks amount.:

iv) MayAnePare syringe with'
local-anesthetic or checka.:-

c. If Patient hadapecial.equiPMen(
midi as IV Orirdwelling.Cith
eter, perforOer makes'AOrethAt
these-Are being monitored...May..:
check that EKOr.monitoring equip-
ment is' present.':Checks-that
emergenckoart'is Tresent.'

d.Checks,if.cirdered,:that aerio-
:graphY'equiPment
.use, that technical factora4re.
set:for seriography:andflUOre*1
scopyi'and,that equiPmentior

'TresSure injection is-checked
aiid'ready for use.

40

566
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This is page 6.of l2,for this task.

List Elemt22.12lay

Dons protective lead garments and
sterile gown and gloves when ap
propriate. Checks staff shielding.

f. If patient is coherent, performer
explains what will be done. An-.
swers patient's.questions as ap-
.propriatee Reassures patient and
does so as deemed needed through7
out.procedure,

g. If placentography is to Iv:: done,

may insert sterile radiopaque
vaginal speculum:.

i) Has patient prepared in litho-
tomy position. .

ii) After vulva, perineum and va-.
gina are cleansed, has area.

draped withsterile.towels. 6.

Makes sure fresh sterile gown
and gloves are donned.after
cleansing.

iii) Performer useci water soluble
lubricant;.inserts a sterile va-
ginal speculum and.places it
against the external cervical
os.

_ fir

5. Terformer.prepares the site(s) for
unilateral:or bilateral puncture
using sterile 'technique. For each
site:

a. Has patient positioned appropri-
ately for puncture of femoral
'artery, with access below the in-
guinal ligament and as high as
possible, but allowing for later
compression of the vesselproxi-
mal to thepuncture site. .

b.. Performer locates the vessel'
for puncture visually.and/ovhy.
feelinvfor arterial pulsation
in the location selected.. May
choose more palpable position
in vessel allowing for later com-

pression.'
c. Prepares the site fot injection

of the loCal anesthetic and punc-
.

List Elements Full

ture by Swabbing with prepared
antiseptic solution. Covers sur-
rounding areas with sterile drapes,
leaving only small area of injec-
tion and puncture uncovered.

d. Chccks amount of local anesthetic
to be injected as shown by nurse
in syringe, or draws anesthetic-
into sterile syringe. Checks no
air is present. Inserts needle
intradermally and subcutaneously;
injects. Mhkes sure to infiltrate'
the skin and the sheath of the
artery on both sides of the vessel
Removes needle. Waits for area to
become anesthetized.

Performer proceeds with' selective
"Seldinger" catheterization as fol-
lows:

a. If patient is 'coherent, explains
when patient is to hold.steady for
puncture.

b. Performer feels for the appropri-
ate arterial pulse by palpating
with fingers. Makes an incision or
nick through the skin with a ster-
ile scalpel at the site where the
needle and catheter will ener.

c. Performer inserts puncture needle
tip (appropriately sized hollow*
needle with sharp cutting inner
stylus or teflon needle tip
equipped with stylet and teflon
sheath) into the incision while'
palpating and fixing the artery.
Performer angles needle to enter
along the lateral side of the
vessel with the tip directed along
the course of the artery. May at-
tempt to enter only the anterior
arterial wall.

d. Performer pulls out the needle's
inner stylus and withdraws the
needle slowly until a character-

' istic "pop" Is felt and a vigor-
ous jet of arterial.bloed is ob-
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Task Code No. 476

This is page 7 of 12 for this task.

List Elements. Fully

tained. May pull back on needle,
reinsert, or make other incisions
until artery is successfully en-
tered.

i) With teflon needle performer
removes stiff inner needle
leaving teflon sheao, 4r. place.

ii) May advance needle o- eath
several inches into 11.1,,len of

vessel in the direction , he

route to be catheterized.

e. Performer inserts a curved 1111
safety guide wire into the nd,e
or sheath and advances this ltIn;
the vessel in the direction oZ the
planned route for catheterization.
May advance guide wire before re-
moving needle or sheath and in-
troducing cathetsr.

f. Once the guide wire is inserted,
performer withdraws the hollow
needle or sheath, coikessing the
artery to reduce the blneding.
Cleans blood off guide wire. In-
serts the appropriate size cathe-
ter by threading cathetwe over
the guide wire and into the ar-
tery,

g. Perfoer decides whether to ad-
vani.e the catheter using the guide
wiro a leader or to remove
guide wire. If so decided, removes
guide wire.

h. Adjusts position of guide wire
and/or catheter to be sure that
the catheter is free to pass
along the lumen of the vessel.

i. If performer judges that entry
through fetoral site chosen Can-
not be properly accOmplished, per-
former may decide to enter from
the opposite artery if appropri
ate. If so, performer repeats ap-
propriate steps for new location
after caring for initial.site.

willoLtd5
List Elements F,4I

If-entry or placement cannot be
easily accompliahed performer
may decide tUlterminate so as to
tvoid further trauma to vessels.

performer records as ap-

pir kte and inforts staff. May
arar'c for rescheduling.

7..Perform. a;.%,:rces the catheter (wit

or witbmiL wire as a leader):

,c77)

a. M luoroncopic control for
con4ravid.patient. With 'pregnant
patient,advances catheter to pre-
merked point.

b. In'advancing the.catheter and/or
guide.wire, performer is careful
not to force passage.

c. For placentography,advances.cath-
eter to a leVel at or slightly '

above the aortic bifurcation or
distal abdominal aoita.

d. For'patient with.suspected ab-
..dominal pregnancy,positions.cath-
eter at the level of the first
lumbar vertebra.

e. For uterine arteriography,places
catheter into.external 'iliac sr-

tery or Cormon iliac artery.
f. Forfaortography to show the pel-

vic vessels including ovarian,
places catheter tip in.aorta at
the level of the renal arteries..
For bilateral catheterization for
chemotherapyiinseits catheter
.into'internal ilide-artery and .

repeats ?rucedure -for opposite-
side. Cmileets thecatheters withy
A "Y" ade.ptor Csn apprnpriate,

If so.decidecl,,pcxfurther may Use.*

-fluOroscopY to.eheck positiozof
catheter or evalv.rite.an obstacle.,,

in the path of catheter as lol-'

i) Perfume:: Tien syringe pre-
pared with a smafl aiount o
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the contrast solutiOn,t. Checks

that medium is appropriate. Con-
nects syringe to the 'Catheter.

ii) Positions.the oVerheid fluoro7
scope unit over the .patient;
may have ights in room dimmed;
activates the fluoroscope; ad-
justs technical factors or has
.this done.

iii) Performer has patient hold still.
Injects a small ameunt of th.::
solution into the artery for
vieWing,location of catheter tip
.and guide Wire:.

iv) Locates site of entry of cathe7
ter and-checks position of,cathe-
ter within vessel by viewing. on
.TV monitor'Performer. judges
whether catheter is correctly
inserted in lumen of vessel
rather than in an intramural or .

extravascular position by.view-
.ing on TV Monitor and watching
flow of teat dOse.

I... After checking-placement,removes
guide wire if not already done.
Performer attaches syringe(s) pre-

. pared with saline aLld/or an anti-
coagulant to catheter(s). Flushes
catheter(s) periodically.to avoid
clotting and to .ceep catheter clear,

. If performer has decided to use com-
'.pression of the femoral arteries to
improve density of contrast-, proCeeds
as folloWs:

a. Performer may apply tourniquets to
both fetoral arteries..

b. Applies tourniquets high up.in the
'groin, distal to the level of the
pUncture point.

. Inflates or tightens for, several
minutes before injection and main-

. taina during filming.

1r

. Performer prepares for immediate in-
jection-of contrast.and filming:

a. Has patient placed A supine po7
sition. ,Y

i) May.order,two, three.or four
.AT projectionatimed.as cppro-.,
priate for post-injection ar-"
teriar and Veficals'pha6-es.

ii) May.order only:one projection
to reduce radiation exPosure,
timed:as appropriate after in
jection: Orders AP,"lateral or
oblique projection ad\appropri,-\
ate.

1.1.71.) May order x-ray tube.to he at-

.right angles, 150 .cephalad, 50
caudad, depending .on thr Area
of interest.

0

b. 'Iakes sure proper (close) colli-
mation will be observed and any
appropriate:shielding possible is
in plaCe.

c. If pressure injection is eo be
done Tv hand, performer prepares
or checks syringe with the iodine
based,.aqueous contrest solution
for correct quantity, depending on
vessel to be opacified. Attaches
to catiletor. Checks that there is
no aiz in.system.

d. If pressure ihjectiC4.4s
done by automatic injector, per-
forver prepares to coordinate

jections witlk filming:

i) Checks that the atItomatic in-
jector (used for introduction
of the contras: solution Under
pressure) is.loaded with proper
amount.of medium in syringe(s);
.checks that syringe-is attached
to injector tubing.Attachea
tubing.to catheter. Checksthat
there is no.air in System.
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"MR

ii) Performer checks on or orders
the rate and pressure setting
for the entry force for the auto-
matic injector. Considers the
force of entry needed to inject
the contrast medium into the ves7
sels of interest given the tech-
nique, vessel', and other condi-
tions involved..

e. For serial or conventional filming
'checks With the technologist the
rate of speed, ekposure-tineg and
intervals selected in relation to
the end of the injection of the
contrast solution, including any
need for filming *of venous phase.

f. Performer directs injection and
filming:

i) Performer. May enter controlroom.
Has patient hold steady when ap-
propriate.

ii)"If performer injecte the contrast
solution by hand, does so in pre-
determined.amount decided; tells
technologist *hen tO activate
*the automatic film changer or
exposure control.

iii) If.performer uses automatic in-
jector; activatealand tells tech-

. .nologist when to start the auto-'
matic film changer to take the
series of pre-programmed radio-
graphs, or when.to make exposure:

g. Performer has pelvic arteriograms
Processed at once.

10. While arteriograms are being' processed,
performer' examines and talks to pa- .

tient to,evaluate how the patient (And
fetus) has.responded to th1:-.procedure
and the injection'.

a-Detached injector tubing;.reflushes
puncture site.- 7

List Elements Fu1,17

b. If EKG is.being monitored, evals.i- .

ates any changes durifig initial
injection as poisible contraindi-
cation for additional injections.

c. May decide to provide emergency
care at any time throughout pro7
tedure if patient shows signs of,
adverse reactions.

11. Performer looks at the fi7st set of
.pelvic arteriograms-or aortograns
on view boxea (in-sequence) as soon

.as th6T are processed. ':' _

a. Checks for *technical quality, and
notes whether any Irregularitiea
are due to artifacts or actual
pathologicalor abnormal condi-
tions, and whetherthe views-are
clear enough for medical inter-.
pretation.:Performer May ask opin
ion .of another radiologist.

b. Determines whether the angiograms
adequately demons...:ste the vessel
'and,structures bying studied, and
provide'sufficient infornation

: about location of placenta, fetus,
pathology, blockage, or other /
signs of nordal. or abnormal itrpc

ture or pathology.,
c. Performer considers whether to*

injeci-additional:contrast,.re-_.
peat injection,and filming.with
change in .technical_factors or-
patient position..

d. For additional injections, change
of position, change in technical
f.SctOrs, performer reviews deci-

sions oti injection pressure,

- amount Of.contrast, rate and
speeCof serial programs oz. cori-7

i) Indicatele.what ia.needed tol
Staff and:repeats as appropri-
ate., .

.ii) Allows Appropriate' elapse of

.. time betw4en injections far pa
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tient to respond optimally. Re-
flushes punctureaite.

e. Repeats relevant steps for repeat
or additional angiograms as de7:,
scribed above.'Repeats evaluati
as' described above until satisfied
that the .angiograms ere tethnically
adequate,to demonstrate-the areas
and conditions under study and to
provide sufficient information io
make posaible a competent medicaf
interpretation.

) f. Removes any tourniqUets..

-12/ If the ovarian arteries are of interes
and performer decides that they are
not adequately visualized On pelvic

'arteriogramslperformer may dtcide on
abdominal aortography as described

a. If performer decides on aortography
after catheterization of the iliac
artery, performer reintroduces
.guide wire into catheter.

b. Advances catheter from iliac ar-
tery intoabdominal aorta to the
level of the renalarteries.

. c. Proceeds with injection, filming
and evaluation of aortogram(s) as
described'above.

13. performer may evaluate the details of
the aortogram(s) to determine whether
selective caiheterization of the over-
ian artery is necessary or whether
sufficient information is provided on
the aortogram(s). Notes whether size
of any artery visualized is abnormal
and should be selectively studied.

__-

a. If performer decides on selective
catheterization of ovarian artery,

- examines aortograme for location
of origin of ovarian vessels. May'
decide to catheterize renal arter-
ies to locate origin.

List Elements Full

...If selective ovarian or renal

arteriography is to be done after
the abdominal aorta has been ?.n-
tered, performer reinserts guide
wire until it reaches the prox-
imal catheter tip. Uses fluoro-
scopic control. If a straight
catheter has been used, may then
remove_catheter and thread
curved catheter over the guide
wire as described. Advances cath-
eter (with'guide wire as leader
if so decided) to appropriate lo-
Cation.

c. With patient supine, performer
directs the preshaped catheter
above the origin of the artery

.to be studied first, using safety
guide wire, small test doses and

.._fluoroscopy control as described.
d. Performer withdraws the guide

wire and pulls back the catheter
until the curved tip slips into
the artery selected for study.

e. Performer prepares for hand in-
jection as described. Checks and
sets up for serial filming as de-'
scribedabove. Encourages patient
to report any pain during injec-
tion as indication that catheter
is plu;giag 'a vessel;

f. Performer views the arteriograms
...lEter each ihjection to determine

whether-additional catheteriza-
tion or positioning is required.
Continues until satisfied with
diagnostic information.

g. Performer re-flushes the cathe-
ter periodicallY with saline I

and/or anticoagulant. Maintains
'check on condition of patient.
Allows appropriate period of time
between injections for reactions
to contrast to dissipate.

14. Throughout procedure performer evalu
ates how the patient is.responding.
May decide te. provide .emergency care,
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, a. Performer determines the severity
of the patient's reaction by,lis-
tening. for heartbeat, respiration;
may check blood .pressure; may take
ECG reading, using equipment on
emergency cart. .

. Checks on condition of fetal heart
beat if appropriate. If patient has
a severe reaction to the ProcedUre
.or contrast medium, such as cardiac
arrest, anaphylactic shock (exag-
gerated negative reaction to the
foreign substance), bronchospasm or.
laryngospasm.(stricture of bronchial
tubes or.larynx),'hypotension (drop
in blood pressure), cyanosis (bluish
discoloration due to excessive con-
centration'of reduced hemoglobin in
blood),urticaria (vascular skin
reaction), or violent sneezing, per-
former proceeds at once with emer-
gency life sUpport or measures to
.controf the.reaction.

i) May call-anesthesioldgist.or
-life support team at once.

ii) ay adminis.ter oXygen ot.air.
using.oxygen tank and mask or
ambu.bag; may clear.airgay using
finger or tongue blade.

iii) May decide to establish an air-.
way by removing any dentures and,
using a laryngoscope.(to view

, iarynx):: insert an endotracheal

tube. ' -

iv) May.apply Closed chest cardiac
,massage.

v) Depending.on ECG results may
apply defibrillator by selecting
watt-seconds, applying, and rais-
ing watt. seconds until effective.

virDepending on ECG-results mayod-
minister a prepared intracardial

-7--injection of a heart.stimulant,.
vii) May-administer Ili infusion; may

order and administer a cortico-
steroid., an antihistamine or
atropine.

viii).May administer-Valium in solu-
tion through the injection
Catheter.

c. Performer decides whether the re-
action is sufficiently controlled
to prodeed.

i) If performer decides to termi:.-
nate procedure, notifies ap-
propriate. medical Staff; order
aftercare as appropriate has
patient transported to appro-
priate location.::.

ii) Records patient'S reactions
.and what was done on patient's
.chart. If appropriate, makes
sure.patient is-informed of:
the type of drug that caused
the reaction or explains to pa
tient that she is allergic to
the contrast splution (i,e.
iodine-based solution).. .

d. If performer judges that patient
displays a strong (but not emer-
gency) allergic reaction:

Performer may'order.and admin-
ister a.corticosteroid, an
antihistamine or atropine.,

.50 Records.reaction and what was
' done. Explains if .appropriate
to patient that she i6 eller-

or ,gic to the contrast.solatiOn.

- e. If performer notes any signs of
arterial or venous spasm, 'may in-
ject an anttcoagulant, and/or
apply hot packs.at onCe to avoid
thrombotic occlusion.

ljr. Performer decides-when the radio-
.

graphit examination is completed
' based on information un the.angio-

grams and the'patient's condition.
Informs technologist, and.other staff
that procedurelis to be terminated.
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a..:Performer returns to the patient.
. Reassures'and explains what, Will
happen next.

b. May inject ad anticoagulant. Re- .

-moves any connecting tubes or.sy-.
tinges frou catheter(s).

c. Unless cathetera'will'be leftin
place for chemotherapy,' performer
gentlx.and'slowly'withdraws the:

. catheter. Manipuiaes catheter by:
.turning.and.pulling carefully,- tak-
:ing care not.to ihjure the vessel
orenlargethe wound at the entry

.d. Performer Compresses the vessel .

proximal CO or at the puncture site
with the fingertips and/or sterile
gauze for an appropriate amount of
time.

4) Does not totally occlude the ar--
tery. Checks that.there is a

. pulsatiOn distal to the puncture
site and no heMatoma at the,site.

ii) May have a staff member coneinue
the cOmpressioU for the.time
needed. Makes changeover so as
to maintain pressure by withdraw-
ing own hands from under those
of the relieving staff member.
-once they are in place.

.e. Performer applies or orders pres-
sure dressingto.be kept.in place
appropriate amount of time.

f. Performer may order fluids to be
given intravenously or by Mouth.
May order bed rest for appropriate
period while patient recovers frqm
effects of procedure.

g. Arrangea-to have pupcture site,
extremities and arterial pulses.
examined regulrrly over the next
few hours and any Problems rePOrted.
at.once: Informs 4)atient Or attend-
ing staff to report furthgr oozing
of .hlood or swelling.

h. Performer may order careful ob-
servation of patient including
vital signs, urinary.output, and
skin. care. May order tests, fill
oUtorder forms. May order medi-
.cation.

4. Mayorder delayed urogram appro7
priate amount of minutes after
last injection. .

j. Has appropriate sanitary clean
up procedures carried out.

k.,If requested, calla.surgeon or
clinician and reports preliminary
results and fin inga.

16. Perfoimer records IMpressions of .

prOcedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any, special nursing follow-up

recommended,-tests, delayed films
'ordered, records, and observation
requirec4.medication, later
studies ordered.

d. May sign chart, requisition sheet
'or order forms.

573

0- .,::.;i
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. What it the output of this task? (Be sure /List Elements Fuli

thii.is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Pt. examined,reassured;decisions made cr going ahead
preparation,method,site,contrast,equipment,serial%' ,

program,injection pressure,rate;site aneithetized.
vein punctuted or cut dowluguide wire,catheter ad-,
vanced under'fluoroscopy;heart,pulmonary pressure re7
corded;injedtion and filmingcoordinated;angiograms
reviewed;selecfive catheterization repeated,continu-
ed as decided.;emergency-card given;thstruments re=.
moved;sitecompressed;cut down suturediorders lot/
after care,tests,delayed,films,medical'impressions
redorded. . ,, :

1 /

PerfOrmerreceivesthe.x-raY
requisition form and medical
chatt of'a patient sdheduled
fotipulmonery. angiography (ra-
didgraphin contrast study'of
the pulmonary arteriesand,
veinsby/means of selective .,

catheterization of right Atrium
Or ventrinle (selective angio- )

cardiography), or mAin'pulmonary
artery,.and/or tight and/or-left
branch pUlMonary aiteties.(se-
1pctive pulmOnary-angiography)-,\--

.

prior to the: prOcedure, sudh as
on the previous-day cr eVening,
or, in anemergency,fimmediately
before the Pr'Oceduré.

,..)'
./

. ,

7 / y

Performer reads.the patient's
-medical history and requisi-

2. What is usedin performing this task? .(Note;

if only certain itema;must be used. If there.

is-ohoice, inede everything or the kinds of

things dhbOen:aMong.)
X-ray requisition forM;pt.'s medical chart,prior i.

films,scans;pen;yiewhor2s;sterile t.ray with antisep-
tid,saline,anticoagulant,suture materials,forceps,,
swabs,tape,scissotr:,gauze,pressure dressings,local.
anesthetic,syringespupcture need1e,scapeleinInmps,
guide.wire,dathetersidUrniqueeontomatic injec-:
Eor;iodine-hased contrast;$-±ay,tab4iftlm changet
fluorasCope,TTMonitot;apot. film deviceltanometer.;.
cardiac monitoring equipment;emergency.dart;sterild

c,:.. - ,, :

I gown,gloves,drape;shieldin . :.- - -

tj,oncfoim to revlew the case
orf,to.becoMe familiaf with'
materials seem earlier in
consultation,- in'ordet to
make de4sions,about the con-7

. ,

- chidt of.the rAdiographic
study and to .check on the
requestofthereferring phy.7

. siciaw% , . '
. / ,,o/Y:

,. .... :

a: Performer notesthe pa-.
.

tient'eage,-sex; weight,
,height, the nameof the
referring clinician,or.

3.:Js.?there.aretipient; respondent,orco7worker
involvedkin the task'.; ,les..,,k),. YNd...

4. If -Yeir to q. 3:,- Name theJand ot recipient
respondent or co-workei:involved,with de- .

sa'riPtions 0 indiciEe the:relevant Con4tion

:

' include the.kind With Whom-the perforMer is
not Alowed to 'deal if relevintto knM.edge-

,requirements or legal.restitctioni..
r,.

Any pt.;authortzed adult;attending MD;rad101ogist;an-
esthesioldasti"surgeon;radiol(Igic AeChnologistinurae;
cardiac teim;chrdiologist -:

. ti. e t e task so-t at the answersto ques- _ surgeon.
b. Notes 'the pUtpOSenf/tile

.requested stndy,,:auchas
e' for information Pri r to

. ,

Surgidal embolecto .,, pre

--liminary Or supplementary
.._..___L.___diainOais such'es.p41mio

'nerkIptiomboeMboltammee7,
.:Aive otmonmassiV6 pnlMo-

!
-_:, . .,, :

nary:embolism, arterio-7.
,, .7

venoua malformationotudy

OK-412RR.BRH
.

9 9

ttons 1-74'are reflected::-Underline essen-

tial worts. . ,
.

Conductingcatheter pulmonary anglOgraphy.of any pi..

by examiningireassuting pt.,Obtaining,:cOnsent;decid
, m ,

ing.On,route,techniquekinjectiont'site;prior'prepara-,
tiontdediding'whether to go ahead,Oiessure-for:injec77

t ngion;type7filmijecting,lotal anesthetiqmaking:
,

n
pUficture or cutdoWn4advancingicatheterYand sada*:
Wire under flUoroscoOlc, control;making.teat dOse,Oar.

diac and Pulmonary pressure reSdings;cootdinating', in!7.

jection,and filting;evalUatifig angiograme;deleiding.
A,,....,

whether-to repeat,do Seleotive pnlMoilary datheterita.

n;essikting witemergency cateltemovinOnStru-tiO k
mentssuturing out_downvordering sfter care;tests,de
1hYed?tildiSrecordiUl'orderS . : ..

,

...
Check here-i t is:
. . .

ia-a:matte :. et.:-.-

#



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

This is page

1111111111M

List Elements Full

continued)

Task Code No. 477

of 16 for this task.

of pdlmonary vascular structure and
changes. Notes the nature, and loca-.
tión-ofthe suspected pathology or
the symptoms,: whether purpOse is
extracardilc or involves study of
the heart structures; notes whether
case is to be treated as emergency,
nOtes whether thromboembolic dis-
ease is suspected.

. Peiformer-notes xelevant prior his-
fory suchas prior intidents of vas-
tular constriction, mitral Valvn
disease, pulmonary hypertension,
thromboembolit 44sease, recurrent

I

'suspected mit oemboli, removal of.
. any seCtion o the vascular,system,
grafts andtheir sites," history of.
.heart, renal,i pulmonary, or liver _

1

tiiieese, histery of allergieS or
indications Of allergyto iodine-
based centraat media, abnormal'
.bleeding'tendency, antietegulation
therapY, I A

. Performer reiriewa'the'diagnosticin-
formation elieady obtained, includ-
ing any prior radiographic studies,
,radioisotope scans, UltrasonogrAms,
resuItS of cltnical tests, lab Ahd
sensitiVity-tests, ECG, vital sitns,
clotting time tests. IfAlready .

doneOlOtet iesults Of Alergy test,
clofting.time teats; notes stage of,
JemeleLpatierit's menstrual 3F-cle,

any.posaibility. of pregnanty,whether
on Oral dontradeptive. Notes if.pe-'
tient has ih ectioua or communica-

.

, especially at pos-
e site.

.

_

-Prior orders hawbeen
ye patient's clinical
so, notes'progress.
es recommfmdationwon
minatitn, iuch:as en-

List Elements Full

"cut down technique or. closed .

percutaneous approach. Notes ec-
ommendationS on equipment, use
of local or general anesthesia.i

g. Checka-fo see whether patient or
.authorized adult has Signed con=
sent form.- If not,may decide to
obtain personally before sedation,

h. Performer may distuss case-trith
referring\clinician, cardiolo-

' gist, or-surgeon to tbtain ad7
-ditional information..May arrange,

. for,attendingHphysician to accom-
pany performer in examination'of
patient.

;Performer visits patient-ana-any
authorized aduit-at bedside.or _

appropriate locAtion..MAy be accomt
panied by rlinicianoanesthesiolo7
(list, surgeon, Or cardiologist. With'

-, emergency patient may'combine the
function of prier day visit. with.
that done immediately before the pro
cedure.

I

'ble conditio
sible punctu

e. Notes whethe
given to iMp
condition; i

J. Performer no
method of ex

try Site and

l

route for Catheterize-

c
/tiori, site f r:injection (where--
catheter tip is to be placed);
whether-there is need for surgical

r
k.

a. Performer greets patient and/or
aUthorized adult and explains

, thaf a tiriefeiaminatien will /

occUr. Tf anY.Colleagues are with
, performer, performerintroduCes
'them.

b.'Performer reeds patient's. chart.
/

alotes any new clinical develop-.
menta,response to tare or medi-.
catiOn. May ask patient or AC-.b--

I

companying adult about syMpitoms
andalierieS. ExAMines_the:pa-
:tient" fox relevant symptoMs and
general'state. ReAssureet,and An-
swersiAuestions.:If not Already- .,--

-7-done,',Iperformer determi es whether

there'id anyIpOssibili y'of preg-,
,I ilan4..in the:case of a

-/

female pa-/
t';.erit, Whetheryatient-hasheen /

taken off anY 6ral c6ntraceptiv.e./::

-..q. performer. considek's.idlether there
have heen changes in the patienOS

1

5 7 5;
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

a

Task Code No. 477

This is page 3 of 16 for tHis task..

List Elements Fully

;

condition since the decision waS
-made tó-do the procedure and con7
siders whethei-there are,contra-
indications to-going ahead with ,

the procedure. May'confer With,'. :
Specialist, clinicia , or surgeon;

,

discusSes patient's 4.irrent. Lun7
dition..Decides wheth r,to proceed,,
cancel, or delayprocOure.based on
assessmentof 'patient's current
,conditiOn and any discussion. Y

k If performer decides
imineapatient to help deterine

d': elct
/

to proceed,
m

.
/AI appropriate site and. method for

introduction of:catheter.'.

tag Full

(1

Speciacneed toVIsualiZeH
heart.or pulmonaryvalve: May,
decide on,right atruim. May -
selectright ventriF]e for
inVestigatiOnof congenital
heart diseaSe,but avoidshoic
of this site if posSible.
Performer 4cidea'on.approOki7,
ate needle !size and,type,:Sp7
propriate 4atheter sizes and -

lengths;aluAei of preformed
'curves,:(depending onside
chosen)%type.of end, whether

-, ;straight, j-shaped, "pigtiir
wbether tibSed or open ended,
whether.With'side holea,type of
Safety guide,wiieS.,COnsiders
the seleCted,entry site, roUfe,
Injection aita, age and'aize of

patient. A .

'via. Performer decides on tyPe and-
quantity oAodine7basedicon-
rast solutronbased* the

,.patientls size', age,' ste of

"injection,and'area
/

:PerforMer decides on the type
-40: equipment tOqusased on
the' nature oi-the stInlyand
institutional facilities. ,fty;

.order:Serial.aing1e
casSeite changer; 1

tiOn
depending'pn'area'.of7interest
purpose of-siudy and.,nature:of
pathologY.: Orders'presanre:in:
:jecto. WmagnifiCatiOn'ia
to:be5mied, ortigrs ic-ray:LtUbeH

ih an,aPprOpilaiely amall
ltaotional.focalOpOt and:a--
tableCapableOf.-:Adequate,;4e7..,
vatiOh.. '

e;:If:performer;decides-ribt to haVe
_

:procedure diine,maTd4.0cuait
clinician,LRatprdOreapOnS forY
CancellatiOnanclanCOMmOda,
tons for'altern4ive±Orode4ure

i) Performer cOnsiders eitherfem-
oral vein below tbe inguinil lig-
ament (unless there is a known-
:history of.pulmonary thromboem-
bolism)...

eonsider-the aniecubital:
vein (especially left). Notes

A

,whether the vein is palpable.or:
whettlier a,"cutdown" procedure
Agould'be requireii to réachlit.

iii) May also consider the.possibilit'y
of entering the right subClavian
vein, the,right internal jiigul
ibT\tbe,leflt alcillarY vein.

ivY Notes the Ipresenceof grafts,
likation of ischemic symptOme,:-
1.o.511-1:illfeft1on. Considers the

condition of'the vessel, its
/'ease of!palpation;:,patient's _
fclinica1...an1surg4.cal history,,

---------L'ag--d-T)-1-1171-11ent,and nature of,

/ symptoms.rConsiderstbe spedlfië
.

.
contraindicatiOns foi eaChrOdte
SeIects..preferrgd Otry,site.and
side most apPxopt1at004 the-

' individual:patient,and.
alternatIve setoild ChOice.

I
4.),_TerforMer. deCidealoU-'0"ite for

,InjectIon, Plans u'catheteri-:,.°

zation,of main pulmonarY/arterY
andfor_rightandioleft pul-/
monary branCh'Unleas



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 477

This is page 4 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

on patient's chart. Informs staff
of cancellation and discusses with
patient.

f. Performer may decide to delay pro-
cedure, have patient undergo treat-
ment to improve clinical condition,
such as treatment for blood pres-
sure, anemia, infectious condition,
or malnutrition. Discusses as appro-
priate and has orders given for
care of patient. If patient has

0
been on anticoagulant therapy, may
order cessation until prothrombin
and/or clotting times are w4,.thin
normal levels. May order cessation
of oral contraceptive if not al-
ready done. With emergency patient
may determine whether delay is con-
traindicated.

g. If performer decides td proceed and
a consent.for the procedure has not
been obtained, performer may ex-
plain to the patient or guardian in
comprehensible language what will
occur in the procedure, its pur-
pose, and the dangers to the pa-
tient involved. Performer-explains
the alternatives; answers questions.

i) When the performer is sure that
the patient understands the
risks, asks the patient for sig-
nature on consent form and checks
that it is properly signed.

ii) If a guardian is to sign, per-
former explains to the indivi-
dual as-appropriate.

iii) If a consent is not agreed to,
performer postpones procedure
until it is obtained. May dis-
cuss with appropriate physician
or individuals and/or with pa-
tient. Does not proceed unless
consent is obtained,

h. Performer decides on care to be
provided for patient:

3.

i) Decides on use of general and/
or local anesthetic. May dis-
cuss with anesthesiologist. If
a general anesthetic is to be
administered, performer ar-
ranges to have staff ready at
the appropriate time.

ii) Unless patient is to undergo
examination at once, performer
makes final decisions on prior
preparation of the patient
such as sedation, period for
withholding of food, hydra-
tion, use of prior IV drip,
cleansing enema, shaving of
entry site, prior administra-
tion of antihistamine, medi-

-cations to deal with problems
of blood clotting, fluctuations
in blood pressure.

iii) May specify need for cardiac
monitoring team and equipment
(ECG, pressure, cardiac out-
put, oxygen consumption, emer-
gency care) based on institu-
tional procedures. If a "cut
down" will'be-required, may
arrange to have this done by
surgeon...If so, discusses with
appropriate surgeon prior to
procedure.

i. Performer records orders as ap-
propriate so that patient and
equipment can be prepared and
staff assigned. May sign requi-
sition; places fdr scheduling un-
less emergency procedure will be
done at once.

j. May review with patient the pro-
cedures that will occur.

Just prior to the time for which the
procedure is scheduled,,the perform-
er reviews all the relevant medical
information and the patient's chart.
Reviews relevant prior radiographs or
scans. Notes any new developments.

517



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 477

This is page 5 of 16 for'this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fillay

e. Performer considers whether pa-a. Performer greets patient in exami-
nation room. May question about tient's current condition pre-

symptoms; reassures and explains sents any contraindications to

what will occur. going ahead with the procedure.
b. Performer checks that all prior May have clinician or specialist

preparatory procedures have been called; discusses patient's con-
carried out. dition and any alternative steps.

Decides whether to proceed or not

i) Checks report on electrolyte based on need, evaluation of pa-

levels, blood clotting time,
vital signs. Cheeks with cardiac

tient's condition and contrain-
dications.

monitoring team. f. If performer decides not to pro-
ii) Checks that any orders for hy- ceed, records reasons and any

dration, starting of IV infusion recommendations on patient's

. or transfusion, prior admin.Ls- chart. Informs appropriate co-

tration of medication and/or worker of cancellation and has

sedation have been carried out,
and at appropriate time. If not

patient returned to room. If ap-
propriate, orders rescheduling

arranges to have these done and/
.

or procedure delayed.
.

of patient or scheduling for al-
ternative procedure.

g. If patient is pediatric patient

C. Performer examines puncture site or if general anesthesia has been

to review earlier de'aisions. Makes suggested for adult, performer

sure no swelling or tenderness is may reconsider whether general

present. Considers alternative anesthesia is still warranted;

. puncture site if appropriate. In- may decide to order if patient's

dicates final puncture site to .
behavior and condition suggest

staff. the need. If general anesthesia

d. Performer may order scout film(s) is to be carried out, performer .

of chest as appropriate for single discusses with anesthesiologist

or biplane views. Makes sure proper when it is to be administered

shielding is being used. and plans to coordinate with an-
.

. esthesiologist and cardiac team.
i) Performer places the processed h. kay order sedation and/or IV drip

scout film(s) on view boxes and or transfusion if appropriate and
examines as soon as processed. not already administered. Has
Considers whether the areas of puncture site and possible al-
interest are visible, whether ternative sites shaved and pre-
the technique is satisfactory,
and whether the position(s) of.

pared.
i. Performer may explain or demon-

the patient are correct. strate use of equipment to a
ii) If.the scout(s) are not satis- child to allay fears and enlist

factory, performer indicates cooperation; answers questions.
the needed changes in technique Explains that patient will be
or in the patient's position to asked to hold still from time to
the fadiologic technologist.

iii) Pefformer evaluates information
on scout(s) for relevance to per-

time. Indicates.what will happen,
what pain might be experienced,
and what cooperation will be

forming the catheterization. ...NS
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No.477

This is page 6 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

needed. Stresses need to maintain
positions when ordered.

4. Performer makes final decisions on
technique and surgical procedures:

a. Based on entry site, decides whether
cut down will be done and, if to be
done by performer, materials re-
quired.

b. Decides on type, size, length of
catheters, type of end and curve.
Selects single curve catheter for
left antecubital, right internal
jugular, right subclavian; and dou-
ble curve for right antecubital; and
pigtail (pulmonary artery seeking)
reverse curve for femoral. May or-
der dilators. Selects size of nee-
dle, guide wires, type and amount o
contrast medium, use of automatic
injection, use of biplane 07 single
plane serial changer, magnification,
spot filming.

c. If a biplane study is involved, or-
ders desired projections and/or an-
gulation. Indicates whether biplane
films will be taken simultaneously
or sequentially.

d. Performer decides on program for
seriography, and proper elapse of
time to provide.venograms as appro-
priate. Informs technologist of the
number of films to'be taken, the
per-second intervals, and the numbe
of series anticipated. Has equip-
ment checked.

e. Has technical factors set for flu-
oroscopy.

f. If performer decides on use of mag-
nification technique with serial
cassette changer(s), has technolo-
gist adjust height of table and
x-ray tube(s) so that the ratio of
the focal-film distance (FFD) to
the focal-object distance (TOD)
(focal spot to film distance di-
vided by focal spot to table dis-

tance) is equal to the desired
magnification. Has grid removed.

g. If performer decides on use of
spot film equipment with fluoros-
copy,has technical factors set.
If spot film equipment uses cas-
settes, chooses full, half, or
quarter format and sets as appro-
priate. (If roll film attachment,
checks that attachment is loaded
with film or has ihis done..) If
performer plans to use magnifica-
tion technique with spot filming,
plans to raise spot film device
to appropriate height after po-
sitioning and collimating.

h. If general anesthesia is to_be
administered, indicates to anes-
thesiologist when procedure is
to start and allows for appropri-
ate timing.

i. Informs appropriate co-workers of
decisions so that patient arirMa-
terials can be prepared.

5. Performer returns to patient in pro-
cedure room when informea that pa-
tient and equipment are ready:

, a. Checks whether patient has been
properly shielded, immobilized,
and prepared for sterile puncture
procedure. If not acceptable, in-
dicates the needed adjustments.
May decide to immobilize personal-
ly.

b. Checks that ^ardiac team is pre-
pared to monitor ECG, take pres-
sure readings, monitor IV, and
provide emergency care. Checks
that emergency cart is present.

c. Checks sterile tray prepared for
procedure. Requests au missing
objects.

i) Performer checks that appropri-
ate types and sizes of needles,
,vl.theters, and guide wires are

519
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET.(continued)

Task Code No. 477

This is page 7 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Full

present,that catheters are pre-
formed as appropriate. Checks
safety guide wires. May bend
catheters personally.

ii) Checks that syringes with saline
and/or anticoagulant solution
are prepared, that syringes with
contrast medium, are ready.

iii) Checks appearance of contrast
medium to be sure there is no
chemical deterioration; checks
amount.

iv) May prepare syringe with local
anesthetic or checks:

d. Checks that seriography and/or spot
film equipment is ready for use,
that technical factors are seL for
seriography and fluoroscopy, and
that equipment for pressure injec-
tion is checked and ready for use,.

e. Dons protective lead garments and
sterile gown and gloves when appro-
priate. Checks staff shielding.

f. If patient is cohvent, performer
explains what will be done. An-
swers patient's questions as appro-

. priate. Reassures patient and does
so as deemed needed throughout pro-
cedure.

g. If general anesthesia is to be
administered, checks with anesthe-
siologist to be sure that the pa-
tient is ready for procedure to
begin.

. Unless already done, performer pre-
pares the puncture site for insertion
of the needle and catheter using ster-
ile technique:

a. Has patient positioned appropri-
ately for the injection site cho-
sen so as to provide access, and
locates the point of entry:

i) For the femoral vein, has pa-
tient placed in supine position

List ElemeLts Full

with access.just below the
inguinal ligament on the side
selected. May rotate thigh ex-

- ternally and abduct slightly.
Locates the vessel by finding
the proximal pulse of the fem-
oral artery and palpating a
point just medial at 5 to 8
cm. below Poupart's ligament.

ii) For the left antecubital vein
(if available by palpation, or
in preparation for cut down)
has patient lie supine with
left arm supported and cubital
area exposed. May apply tourni-
quet to facilitate visual and
tactile location of vein.

iii) For a right subclavian vein
approach, has patient lie in
supine position and, on re-
quest, raise and lower head.
Performer palpates for the
scalenus anterior muscle sep-
arating the subclavian artery
from the vein at the junction
of the medial and middle third
of the clavicle, about 2 cm.
below the clavicle. On palpa-
tion of the vein, locates a
point for entry above the first
rib and under the clavicle.

iv) For the right internal jugular
vein, has patient placed-in
supine position and with head
extended. May position table i
the Trendelenburg position with
patient's head somewhat down
so that the veins in neck will
be distended. Makes sure
shoulders are not elevated.
Performer palpates for a point
two fingerbreadths below the
angle of the mandible and di-
rectly over the carotid pulse.
Plans to enter just lateral to
the carotid pulse. Performer
may distend the vein by apply-
ing a sling of ster,ile plastic



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Tdsk Code No. 477

This is page 8 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

tubing looped about the neck and
pulled to occlude the vein be-
low the puncture site.

v) For left axillary approach has
patient lie supine with arm ab-
ducted and rotated so hand is
palm upward and forearm parallel
with patient's head. Performer
locates the area of maximum ar-
terial pulsation and finds a
point below and lateral to the
artery, usually just distal to
the pectoral muscle fold.

b. Prepaces the site for injection of
the local anesthetic and puncture
by swabbing with prepared antiseptic
solution. Covers surrounding areas
with sterile drapes, leaving only
small area of injection and puncture
uncovered.

c. Checks amount of local anesthetic
to be injected as shown by nurse
in syringe, or draws anesthetic
into sterile syringe. Checks that
no air is present and inserts nee-
dle intradermally and subcutaneous-
ly; injects. Makes sure to infil-
trate the skin and the sheath of
the.vein on both sides of the ves-
sel. Removes needle. Waits for area
to become anesthetized.

When the entry area has become anesthe-
tized performer makes sure that the en-
try site is optimally distended and
prepares for puncture:

a. With "Seldinger" technique, per-
former proceeds as follows:

i) Chooses appropriate puncture'nee-
dle as selected with polyethe-
line tubing attached. Performer
may use a scalpel to make a small
incision at the entry site (to
facilitate entry of needle).

ii) Performer has patient hold
still. Attempts to penetrate
tlIte vein (at the incision if
created), while palpating and
fixing vein. Performer inserts
needle in the direction of the
planned route. For right sub-
clavian entry directs needle
above first rib and under'
clavicle at about 20°,medially
backward and slightly upward.
For right internal jugular vein
directs needle just lateral to
carotid pulse below the angle
of mandible, at 450 with the
skin.

iii) Pulls out the needle's inner
stylus; attaches vena tube-or
syringe to needle; suctions
back and checks needle entry by
noting whether venous blood ap-
pears. Removes vena tube or sy-
ringe. May pull back on needle
and reinsert or make other in-
sertions until the needle tip
is judged within the lumen of
the vein. RecoveS tourniquet.

iv) May attach syringe with saline
and/or anticoagulant to needle
and flush entry site. With in-
ternal jugular vein may peri-
odically flush with solution
including anesthetic.

b. If a cut down is to be performed
by a surgeon, performer indicates
the entry site and waits while
vein is exposed.

c. If performer is to do cut down of
antecubital vein personally, pro-
ceeds as follows:

i) When area of incision is
properly anesthetized, per-
former makes incision in skin
where the vessel is to be ex-
posed. Uses sterile scalpel to

.4111
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHM (continued)

Task Code No. 477

This is page 9 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Full
MAW
List Elements Full

cut through skin and subcutaneous d. Performer may check position of

tissue and expose but not pene- needle at this point:

trate the vein. Has co-worker
sponge away blood or cloc!s 3o i) Performer uses syringe pre-

personally and repeats as needed pared with a small amount of

throughout procedure. the contrast solution. Checks

ii) Performer attempts to isolate and that medium is appropriate.

tie the vein. Uses small clamp or Connects syringe to the cath-

forceps to pick out and separate eter.

the vessel from surrounding ii) Positions the overhead fluoro-

nerves and blood vessels. If scope unit over the patient;

performer has difficulty doing may have lights in room dim-

this, may enlarge incision or med; activates the fluoroscope;

make another; injects with ad- adjusts technical factors or

ditional anesthetic if needed. has this done.

iii) Performer cuts away the fatty iii) Performer has patient hold

tissue around the entry site still. Injects a small amount

in the exposed vessel using of the solution into the vein

sterile surgical scissors. for viewing location of needle.

iv) Once the vessel has been isolat- iv) Locates site of entry and

ed performer may use suture checks position of needle

thread to loosely tie It off within vessel by viewing on

from the other vessels, making TV monitor. Performer judges

it accessible for catheteriza- whether needle is correctly

tion. Lifts up vessel with for- inserted in lumen of vessel

ceps and passes the thread under rather than in an intramural

it. Performer ties (ligates) the or extravascular position by

vessel distally. viewing on TV monitor and

v) Performer makes a nick in the watching flow of test dose.

vein wall for insertion of cath- v) Adjusts position of needle to

eter, using fine pointed sterile be sure that the cathetef will

scissors. Is careful not to cut be free to pass along the

opposite wall or include a major lumen of the vessel.

.
part of the circumference of vi) With teflon needle performer

vein. May make a longitudinal .

removes stiff inner needle

incision. leaving teflon sheath in place'

vi) Performer uses appropriate for- May advance sheath several

ceps or other instrument to inches into lumen of vessel.in

open the incision for insertion. the direction of the route to

vii) Performer may insert a prepared
tubular section,a teflon needle,
or the catheter itself while

be catheterized.

e. Performer inserts a curved tip

raising and stretching the in- safety guide wire into the needle

cision and introducing the nee- or'sheath and advances this into

dle or catheter. the vessel in the direction of the

viii) Flushes with saline and/or anti- planned route for catheteriza-

coagulant as described above.
ix) Introduces guide wire as de-

scribed below.

tion. May advance guide wire be-
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Task Code No. 477

This is page 10 of 16 for this task.

fore removing needle or sheath and
introducing catheter.

f. Once the guide wire is inserted,
performer withdraws the needle or
sheath, compressing the vein to
reduce the bleeding. Cleans blood
off guide wire. Inserts the appro- .

priate size cathrAer by threading
the catheter over the guide wire
and into the vein. May first use a
catheter selected to dilate the
vein.

. Performer advances the catheter (with
. .

or without guide wire as a leader)
under fluoroscopic control, as appro-
priate, to the right atrium:

a. In advancing the catheter and guide
wire, performer is careful not to
force passage.

b. If an obstacle is encountered, per-
forMer checks position using flu-
oroscopy, syringe, and small amount
of contrast solution (as described
above). Injects a small amount of
contrast into the vein through the
catheter; activates fluoroscope and
views on the TV monitor. Determines
problem and redirects guide wire
or catheter as appropriate. Per-
former evaluates entry route if
appropriate and may choose alter-
native route, or decides to termi-
nate as described. Performer re-

-- peats appropriate steps for any
new location after properly caring
for initial site.

c. With femoral route performer ad-
vances guide wire and catheter to
the iliac vein, under fluoroscopic
control.

i) Performer may inject a dose of
anticoagulant into the venous
system.

583
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ii) Performer injects test dose of
contrast under fluoroscopic
control as described aboye.
Notes passage of contrast. Eval
uates whether any thrombi will
be encountered en route in il-
iac vein or inferior vena cava,
whether the projected route is
patent. If route is obstructed
or emboli are found, removes
catheter as described below,se-
lects alternative route, and
cares for puncture site.

iii) If continuation is indicated,
and if a catheter used to di-
late vein has been introduced,
performer reinserts guide wire
until it reaches the proximal
"dilator" tip. Performer then
removes catheter while -.1ompress
ing wound, and threads the
curved pigtail catheter over
the guide wire while compress-
ing thasite.

iv) Performer advances the cathe-
ter (with guide wire as leader
if so decided) up the main il-
iac vein and into the inferior
vena cava under fluoroscopic
control. Then advances to the
level of the right atrium.

d. With left axillary, antecubital,
right subclavian, or internal jug-
ular approach, performer advances
the catheter to the superior vena
cava under fluoroscopic control
and directs it down to the level
of the right atrium.

e. If performer judges that entry
through site chosen cannot be
properly accomplished, performer
may decide to enter from an al-
ternative route. If so, performer
repeats dppropriate steps for new
location after caring for initial
site.

.1.1111.10.11ISIMIMIMF



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 477

This is page 11 of 16 for this task.

f. If entry or placement again cannot
be easily accomplished, performer
may decide to terminate so as to
avoid further trauma to vessels.
If so, performer records as appro-
priate and informs staff. May ar-
range for rescheduling.
Performer attaches syringe prepared
with saline and/or an anticoagulant
to catheter. Flushes catheter peri-
odically to avoid clotting and to
keep catheter clear.

g.

Once the right atrium has been entered
performer may proceed as follows:

a. Performer may have intra-atrial
pressure read and recorded by at-
taching manometer to the catheter.

b. Performer may inject a test, dose
of contrast under fluoroscopic con-
trol as described above. Observes
passage through the heart and main
pulmonary artery. Evaluates whether
any thrombi will be encountered.

c. Performer decides whether to ad-
vrnce catheter further to selected
site for injection, or prepares for
injer:tion in right atrium.

d. Reflushes catheter.
e. Performer may decide to have car-

diologist take over to negotiate
the heart chambers.

16. If performer decides to advance cath-
eter beyond the right atrium, manipu-
lates catheter with or without guide
wire as leader under fluoroscopic con-
trol:

a. Performer manipulates the catheter
through the tricuspid valve. May
use test dose of contrast to visual
ize valve.

b. May pass catheter and guide wire
through tricuspid valve about 1 to
2 cm., hold the guide wire, and
feed the catheter over the wire

List Elements Fully

into the outflow of the right ven-
tricle, pulmonic valve, and on to
the main pulmonary artery.

c. Performer may take and record the
pressure in the right ventricle
before passing the catheter to the
main pulmonary artery.

d. Performer moves the catheter.tip
beyond the ventricle as quickly
as possible. Reflushes catheter.

e. Performer may find that the left
or right pulmonary branch has been
entered, depending on the route of
entry. Unless selective pulmonary
arteriography is to be done first,
performer pulls back catheter un-
til it is in the main pulmonary
artery.

f. Throughout procedure performer
checks with cardiac team on pa-
tient's condition. If there is any
sign of unstable conditions, ar-
rhythmia or fibrillation, perform-
er has cardiologist take over at
once with emergency care.
Once in the main pulmonary artery,
performer attaches manometer and
has blood pressure read and re-
corded. If pulmonary pressure is
deemed high, performer decides
against any injection of contrast
in the right side of the heart.

g.

11. Performer advances the catheter or
pulls back so that it is properly
placed for the first angiographic
series, based on the area of inter-
est. If not already done,performer
removes guide wire. Reflushes cathe-
ter.

a. Has patient positioned for AP,
PA, lateral, right anterior
oblique or right posterior oblique
projections as decided, depending
on site, area, and side of inter-
est. Makes sure proper (close)
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This is page 12 of 16 for this task.
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collimation to area of interest i) Performer may enter control
will be observed. Checks staff
shielding.

room. Has patient hold steady,
if conscious, or awaits indi-

b. Performer checks that materials are cation from anesthesiologist
ready for pressure injection of the that respiration has been sus-
contrast solution and for serial pended.
filming. Checks that patient is ii) Performer tells technologist
properly immobilized, shielded and when to start the automatic
positioned. Checks coordination of film changer(s) (to make sure
injection with filming: of proper functioning) to take

the series of preprogrammed re-
l.) Checks that the automatic in- diographs. Once changer.has

jector (used for introduction performer activates
of the contrast solution under

_started,
the automatic injector.

pressure) is loaded with proper iii) Removes catheter tip from right
amount of medium in syringe; ventricle at once if it was
checks that syringe is attached site of injection.
to injector tubing. Attaches iv) Performer has serial films pro-
tubing to catheter. Checks that cessed at once.
there is no air in the system.

ii) Performer checks on or orders

,

e. While serial films are being pro-

the 'rate and pressure setting ceased, performer examines and

for the entry force for the talks to patient (if conscious) to

automatic injector. Considers evaluate how the patient has re-

the force of entry needed to sponded to the procedure and the

inject the contrast medium in- injection. Detaches injector tub-

to the vessel of interest given ing;reflushes catheter. Evaluates

the technique, vessel, and other any EKG changes during initial in-

conditions involved. jection as possible contraindica-

iii) Performer has overhead x-ray tion for any additional injections

tube(s) (single or biplane) po-
sitioned for serial filming and

.,

12. Performer looks at the first set of
serial pulmonary angiograms on view

magnification if appropriate; boxes in sequence as soon as they are
checks with the technologist the processed. Places,biplane views to-
sequence of injections and se-
quence r ,rogram (the rate of

gether.

speed, length of time and in- a. Checks for technical quality, and
tervals selected). notes whether any irregularities

are due to artifacts or actual
c. Checks with anesthesiologist (if pathological or abnormal condi-

present) and/or ECG monitor or tions, and whether the views are
cardiac team to determine patient's clear enoug:a for medical interpre-

condition. tation. Performer may ask opinion
d. Performer directs injection and of another radiologist.

filming: b. Determines whether the raaiographs
adequately, demonstrate the vessels
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Task Code No. 477

This is page 13 of 0.16 for this task.

List Elements Full

and structures being studied, and
provide sufficient information
about any pathology, blockage, or
distortion of the flow, the pre-
sence of pulmonary embolism, the
extent and location of any anoma-
lies, malformation, the presence
of thrombi, and other signs of ab-
normal structure or pathology.

c. Performer considers whether to in-
ject additional contrast, repeat
injection and filming with change
in technical factors or patient
position (such as for more oblique
view). Performer may decide that
the information suggests the need
to selectively catheterize the
right and/or left pulmonary artery
or to extend further to a lobar
segment.

d. In deciding whether to repeat ex-
amination or proceed with selective
catheterization, performer considers
the patient's condition, the con-
traindications, the information al-
ready supplied, and the urgency.
May discuss with anesthesiologist,
and/or cardiologist.

13. For main branch or subselective pu2-
monary arteriography, performer pro-
ceeds as appropriate:

a. Performer may order biplane seri-
ography, magnification, spot film-
ing as described, as appropriate
for new site of injection. Orders
appropriate amount of contrast,
force and rate of injection based
on area of interest to be stqied.
Orders the injection and filming
to include the appropriate phases
of circulation.

b. Performer repositions catheter
under fluoroscopic control:

i) Reinserts guide wire until it
reaches proximal end of catheter

List Elements Ful414m

ii) Maninulates assembly until cath
eter has entered right or left
pulmonary artery.

iii) For reposition to opposite
side,pulls assembly back into
main pulmonary ortery. May
change cur.-ve of ratheter using
a different guide wire, and
reposition in opposite side
main branch.

iv) Performer may advance catheter
.tip ino lower lobe segmental
artery. Makes test injection to
be sure that catheter is not
occluding a small vessel,pre-
venting normal blood flow.

c. Allows appropriate elapse of time
between injections for patient to
respond optimally.

d. Before additional injections,
change of position,change in tech-
nical factors, performer reviews
decisions on injection pressure,
amount of contrast, rate and speed
of serial programs; indicates what
is needed to staff and repeats
steps as appropriate.

e. Performer may decide to carry out
spot filming in conjunction with
injections, especially in study
of emboli. If so, performer de-
cides what spot films to make
while viewing flow of contrast on
TV monitor:

i) Performer may collimate flu-
oroscopic tube to the area of
interest.

ii) For magnification raises spot
film device before activating
exposure control.

iii) Activates spot film attachment
and x-ray foot pedal as appro-
priate.

.

iv) If cassette attachment, may

/

have technologist remove cas-
sette as.spots are snapped and
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Task Code No. 477

This is page 14 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Full

insert additicnal cassettes, or
does so personally.

f. Performer reflushes the catheter
periodically with saline and/or
anticoagulant. Maintains check on
condition of patient.

g. Repeats relevant steps for repeat
or additional angiograms of other
side or segments as decided and as
described above until satisfied
that the angiogramS are technically
adequate to demonstrate the areas
and conditions under study and to
provide sufficient information to
make possible a competent medical
interpretation or a surgical deci-
sion.

14. Throughout procedure performer checks
with cardiac team on how the patient
is responding. May decide to assist in
providing emergency care:

a. Performer helps determine the sever-
ity of patient's reaction by listen-
ing for heartbeat, respiration; may
check blood pressure; may take EKG
reading using equipment on emergency
cart.

b. If patient has a severe reaction to
the procedure or contrast medium,
such as cardiac arrest, arrhythmia,
anaphylactic shock (exaggerated
negative reaction to the foreign
substance), bronchospasm or laryn-
gospasm (stricture of bronchial
tubes or larynx), hypotension (drop
in blood pressure), cyanosis (blu-
ish discoloration due to excessive
concentration of reduced hemoglobin
in blood), urticaria (vascular skin
reaction), or violent sneezing,
performer proceeds at once to as-
sist with emergency life support
or measures to control the re-
action:

List Elements,Fgalygm.........=

i) May help administer oxygen _or
air using oxygen tank and mask
or ambu bag; may clear airway
using finger or tongue blade.

If.) May help to establish an air-
way by removing any dentures
and, using a laryngoscope (to
view larynx) insert an endo-
tracheal tube.

iii) May apply closed chest cardiac
massage.

iv) Depending on ECG results may
apply defitirillator by select
ing watt seconds, applying and
raising watt seconds until
effective.

v) Depending on ECG results, may
administer a prepared intra-
cardial injection of a heart
stimulant.

vi) May administer IV infusion;
may order and administer a
corticosteroid, an antihis-
tamine or atropine.

vii) May administer Valium in solu-
tion through the injection

.

tubing.

c. Performer helps decide whether
the reaction is sufficiently con-
trolled to proceed.

i) If decision is to terminate
procedure, notifies appropri-
ate medical staff; has patient
transported to appropriate lo-
cation.

ii) Records patient's reactions
and what was done on patient's
chart. If appropriate, makes
sure patient is informed of'
the type of drug that caused
the reaction or explains to
patient that he or she is al-
lergic to the contrast solu-
tion (i.e. iodine-based solu-
tion).
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d. If performer judges that patient
'

displays a strong (but not emer-
gency) allergic reaction:

i) Performer may order and admin-
ister a corticosteroid, an anti-
histamine or atropine.

ii) Records reaction and what was
done. Explains if appropriate
to patient that he or she is
allergic to the contrast solu-
tion.

e. If performer notes any signs of
arterial or venous spasm, may in-
ject an anticoagulant, and/or ap-
ply hot packs at once to avoid
thrombotic occlusion,

f. If patient displays Coughing during
selective arterial injection, per-
former reassures patient that this
is natural and enlists patient's
..,:,operation in staying as motion-

less as possible during'filming.

.

15. Performer decides when the radiograph-
ic examination is completed based on
information on the angiograms and the
patient'a condition. Informs anesthe-
siologist (if present), technologist,
cardiac team and other staff that pro-
cedure is to be terminated.

a. Performer returns to the patient.
If patient is conscious, performer
reassures Patient and explains what
will happen next.

b. If appropriate may repeat pressure
readings when pulling catheter back
through right ventricle and/or
atrium,

c. Removes any connecting tube or sy-
ringe from catheter.

d. Performer gently and slowly with-
draws the catheter. Manipulates
catheter by turning and pulling
carefully, taking care not to in-
jure the vessel or enlarge the
wound at the entry point.

n. Performer compresses the vessel
proximal to or at the puncture
site lightly with the fingertips .

and/or sterile gauze for an ap-
propriate amount of time. Checks
that there is no hematoma at the
site.

f. If cut down has been performed
performer may decide to suture
or ligate the vein:

i) Performer unties the vessel
an4 prepares to rture the in-

F,cision.-May indi ate to co-
worker the suture material and
needle size selected. May in-
ject local anesthetic, flush
with saline.

ii) Performer threads suture nee-
dle of size chosen with suture
material selected. Sews open-
ing-of incision using appro-
priate number of stitches to
close wound. Makes sure that
full thickness of subcutaneous
tissues and skin are stitched
back superficially to the
vein.

g. If patient has had jugular or
axillary vein puncture, has pa-
tient sit up for two to three
hours to reduce venous pressure.

h. Performer applies or orders pres-
sure dressing to be kept in place
appropriate amount of time.

i. Performer may order fluids to be
given intravenously or by mouth.
May order bed rest for appropri-
ate period while patient recovers
from effects of procedure.

j. Arranges to have puncture site
examined regularly over the next
few hours and any problems re-
ported at once. Informs patient
or attending staff to report
further oozing of blood or swell-

ing.

..-...
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k. Performer may order careful obser-
vation of patient including vital
sicms, urinary output, and skin
care. May order tests, fill out
order forms. May order medication.

,

1. May order delayed urogram and/or
chest film for appropriate amount
of minutes after last injection.

m. Has appropriate sanitary clean up
procedures carried out.

n. If requested, calls surgeon or
clinician and reports preliminary
results and findings.

.

-
16. Performer records impressions of pro-

cedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up rec-

ommended, tests, delayed films or-
dered, records and observation re-
quired, medication, later studies
ordered.

d. May sign chart, requisition sheet
or order forms.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 478

This is page 1 of 13 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Pt. examined,reassured;decisions made on going ahead )
route,technique,site of puncture,contrast medium,
type of injection,filming;preparatory orders given;

site anesthetized;artery punctured;guide wire and
catheter advanced to thoracic aorta with fluoroscopic
control;bronchial artery orifice probed,entered;test
dose given;injection and filming coordinated;arterio-
grams reviewed;selective catheterization continued
until final approval;emergency care given;instruments
removed;site compressed;orders for after care,tests,
1212yed films,medical im

E1-.12-1.11garbilr

Performer receiveS the x-ray req
uisition form and mdical chart
of a patient scheduled fior selec
tive bronchial arteriography
(radiographic contrast study of
the bronchial arteries by means
of selective catheterization)

. .

prior to the procedure, such as
on the previous day or evening.

1. Performer reads the patient's
medical history and requisi-
tion form to review the case
or to become familiar with
materials seen earlier in
consultation, in order to
make decisions about the con-
duct of the radiographic
study and to check on the re-
uest of the referring physi-
cian:

a. Performer notes the pa-
tient!s age, sex, weight,
height, the name of the
referring clinician. Notes
the nature and location of
the suspected pathology or
symptomology, such as vas-
cular lesions, evidence of
vascular occlusive dis-
ease, soft tissue tumors,
stenosis, aneurysms or con

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only, certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything-or the kinds of
things chosen among.) .

X-ray requisition form;pt.'s medical chart,prior
films,scans,pen;view boxes;sterile tray with antisep
tic,saline,anticoagulant,local anesthetic,swabs,tape,
scissors,gauze,pressure dressings,syringes,puncture
needle,scalpels,guide wires,catheters;automatic in-
jector;iodine-based contrast;x-ray table;serial '

changer(s) ;fluoroscope,TV monitor;videotape device;
emergency cart;sterile gown,gloves,drape;shielding

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes... ) No...(_2_.

es to q. : Name tne Kinn of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any pt.;autherized adult;attending MD;radiologist;an-
estheqio1o2 olozic techneloeistImurse

5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques- genital anomalies.
b. Performer notes the pur-

pose of the requested
study such as for delinea-
ting and evaluating sys-
temic collateral circula-
tion to the lungs, effects
of chronic lung disease,
for diagnostic information
on suppurative pulmonary
disease, organizing pneu-
monia or neoplasm. Notes

OK-RP:RR:RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting selective bronchial arteriography of any
pt. by examining,reassuring pt.;obtaining consent;de-
ciding on route,technique,prior preparation,whether
to go abead,type of injection,filming,magnification,
subtracdon;injecting local anesthetic;making punc-
ture;advancing catheter,guide wire under fluoroscopic
control to aorta;catheterizing bronchial branches
under fluoroscopy and test injectional-coordinating
injection of conZrast and filming;evaluating;deciding
on continued selective catheterization as appropri-
ate;providing care;removing instruments;ordering
after care,tests,delayed films;recording orders,medi-
cal impressions.

AMMIM

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet.. 4
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whether bilateral study is indi-
cated or side of interest.

c. Performer reviews the diagnostic
information already obtained, in-
cluding any prior radiographs, ra-
dioisotope scans, pulmonary func-
tion studies, results of clinical
tests, lab tests, EK(, (ECG) and
vital signs.

d. Performer notes relevant prior his-
tory such as prior incidents of
vascular constriction, removal of
any section of the vascular system,
grafts and their sites, history of
atherosclerosis, heart disease,
renal, pulmonary, or liver disease,
history of allergies or indications
of allergy to iodine-based contrast
media. If already done, notes re-
s,.;Its of allergy test, clotting time
tests. Notes stage of female pa-
tient's menstrual cycle, any possi-
bility of pregnancy, whether on oral
contraceptive. Notes whether patient
has an infectious or communicable
condition.

e. Notes whether prior orders have
been given to improve patient's
clinical condition; if so, notes
progress.

f. Performer notes recommendations on
catheterization such as site and
route of entry and use of equipment
and materials. Notes recommendations
on use of general or local anesthe-
sia.

g. Checks to see whether patient or
authorized adult has signed consent
for procedure. If not, may decide to
obtain personally before sedation.

b..Performer may discuss case with re-
ferring clinician or specialist to
obtain additional information. May
arrange for attending physician and
or anesthesiologist to accompany
performer in examination of patient
on day prior to the procedure.

2. Performer visits patient and any auth-
orized adult at bedside or in appro-
priate location. May be accompanied
by clinician, anesthesiologist, or ap-
propriate specialist.

a. Performer greets patient ,and/or
authorized adult and exPlains that
a brief examination will occUr. If
any colleagues are with performer,
performer introduces them.

b. Performer reads patient's chart.
Notes any new clinical develop-
ments, response to care or medica-
tion. May ask patient_or-accompany-
ing adult about symptobs and al-
lergies. Examines the patient for
relevant symptoms and general
state. Reassures and answers ques-
ions. If not already done, perform-J
er determines whether there is any
possibility of pregnancy in the
case of a female patient, whether
patient has been taken off any oral
contraceptive.

c. Performer considers whether there
have been changes in the patient's
condition since the decision was
made to do the procedure, and con-
siders whether there are contrain-
dications to going ahead with the
procedure. May confer with spec-
ialist or clinician; discusses pa-
tient's current- condition. Decides
whether to proceed, cancel or de-
lay procedure based on assessment
of patient's current condition and
any discussion.

d If performer decides to proceed,
examines femoral arterial pulses
to determine best vascular approach
and entry site.

i) Notes strength and expansive .
nature of the pulsations, pre-
sence of bruits (murmurs), pre-
sence of grafts, presence and
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location of ischemic symptoms,
local infection. Reviews recom-
mendations.

ii) Performer considers the condi-
tion of the pulses, side,and lo-
cation of the pathology, areas'
of interest, clinical and surgi-
cal history, age of patient and
nature of symptoms.

iii) Selects side and puncture site
considering condition of area,
patient's age, and the side of
interest. Avoids puncture site
where there is severe athero-

. sclerotic involvement, scars or
grafts. Favors right femoral ar-
tery for right bronchial artery
and 4.,.ft femoral for left bron-
chialunless one femoral pulse
is weak.

iv) Performer examines and records
presence and character of pul-
ses at, and distal to, the ar-
tery to be punctured.

.

e. If performer decides not to have
procedure done, may discuss with
clinician. Records reasons for can-
cellation and any recommendations
for alternative procedure on pa-
tient's chart. Informs staff of can
cellation and discusses with pa-
tient.

f. Performer may decide to delay pro-
cedure, have patient undergo treat-
ment to improve clinical condition,
such as treatment for blood pres-
sure, anemia, infectious condition,
or malnutrition. Discusses as ap-
propriate and has orders given for
care of patient. If patient has
been on anticoagulant therapy, may
order cessation until prothrombin
and/or clotting times are within
normal levels. May order cessation
of oral contraceptive if not al-
ready done. With emergency patient

.0m......

may determine whether delay is con-
traindicated.

g. If performer decides to proceed
and a consent for the procedure
has not been obtained, performer
may explain to the patient or
guardian in comprehensible lan-
guage,what will occur in the proce
dure, its purpose, and the dangers
to the patient involved. Performer
explains the alternatives; answers
qt,estions.

i) When the performer is sure that
the patient understands the
risks, asks the patient for sig
nature on consent form and
checks that it is properly sign
ed.

ii) If a guardian is to sign, per-
former explains to the indivi-
dual as appropriate.

iii) If a consent is not agreed to,
performer postpones procedure
until it is obtained. May dis-
cuss with appropriate physi-
cian or individuals and/or with
patient. Does not proceed un-
less consent is obtained.

h. Performer decides on the type of
equipment to use based on insti-
tutional facilities and nature of
study:

i) May order serial singlaor bi-
plane cassette changer, video-
tape, magnification technique,
depending On area of interest,
purpose of study and nature of
pathology. May indicate that
subtraction films will. be pre-
pared.

ii) May decide on manual and/or
automatic pressure injection
equipment.

iii) If magnification is to be used,
orders x-ray tube with an ap-

-----.........
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List Elements Full

Task Code No. 478

This is page 4 of 13 for this task.

propriately small fractional
focal spot and a table capable
of adequate elevation. Orders de-
gree of magnification.

iv) May indicate typec, sizes.and
length of catheter. May specify
type of preformed tapered-end,
curved catheter with deflector
assembly, whether closed-end,
with side holes. May sperify type
of safety guide wire, floppy
wire, size and type of needle,
type of contrast solution. May
order rotating x-ray table.

Performer may make preliminary de-
cisions on care of patient:

i) Decides on use of general and/or
local anesthetic. May discuss
with anesthesiologist. If a gen-
eral anesthetic is to be admin-
istered, performer arranges to
have staff ready at the appropri-
ate time.

ii) Performer makes final decisions
on prior preparation of the pa-
tient such as sedation, period
for withholding of food and/or
drink, hydration, use of prior
IV drip, shaving of entry site,
prior administration of antihis-
tamine, medications to deal with
problems of blood clotting. May
order ECG monitoring.

j. Performer records orders as appro-
priate so that patient and equipment
can be prepared and staff assigned.
May sign requisition; places for
scheduling.

k. Reviews with patient the procedures
that will occur.

Just prior to the time for which the
procedure is scheduled, the performer
reviews all the relevant medical infor-

List clements Full

mation and the patient's chart. Re-
views relevant prior radiographs.
Notes any new developments.

a. Performer greets patient in exami-
nation room. May question about-
symptoms; reassures and explains
what will occur.

b. Performer checks that all prior
'preparatory procedures have been
carried out.

i) Checks report on electrolyte
levels, blood clotting time,

. vital signs.
ii) Checks that any orders for hy-

dration, starting of IV infu-
sion, prior administration of
medication or sedation have been
carried out, and at appropriate
time. If not, arranges to have
these done and/or procedure de-
layed.

c. Performer examines puncture site
to review earlier decision. Makes
sure no swelling or tenderness is
present. Considers alternative
puncture site if appropriate. In-
dicates puncture site to staff.

d. Performer Stay order scout film(s)
of chest as appropriate for single
or biplane views. Makes sure prop-
er shielding is being used.

i) Performer places the processed
scout films on view boxes and
examines as soon as they are
ready. Performer considers
whether the areas of interest
are visible, whether the tech-
nique is satisfactory, and
whether the position of the pa-
tient is correct.

ii) If the scouts are not satisfac-
tory, performer indicates the
needed changes in technique or
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Task Code No. 478

This is page 5 of 13 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

in the patient's position to the
radiologic technologist.

e. Performer considers whether pa-
tient's current condition presents
any contraindications to going
ahead with the procedure. May have
clinician or specialise called;
discusses patient's condition and
any alternative steps. Decides'
whether to proceed or not based on
.need, evaluation of patient's con-
dition and contraindications.

f. If performer decides not to pro-
ceed, records reasons and any rec-
ommendations on patient's chart.
Informs appropriate co-worker of
cancellation and has patient re-
turned to room. If appropriate,
orders rescheduling of patient or
scheduling for alternative proce-
dure.

g. If patient is pediatric patient or
if general anesthesia has been sug-
gested for adult, performer may re-
consider whether general anesthesia
is still warranted; may decidgzto
order if patient's behavior and con-
dition suggest the need. If general
anesthesia is to be carried out,
performer discusses with anesthesi-
ologist when it is to be administer-
ed and plans to coordinate with an-
esthesiologist.

h. May order sedation and/or IV drip
if appropriate and not already ad-
ministered. Has puncture site and
possible alternative site shaved
and prepared.

i. Performer may explain or demonstrate
use of equipment to a child to allay
fears and enlist cooperation; an-
swers questions. Explains that pa-
tient will be asked to hold still
from time to time. Indicates what
will happen, what pain might be'ex-
perienced, and what cooperation
will be needed. Stresses need to

.

..

maintain positions when ordered.
May indicate to patient to report
any pain during placement of cath-
eter or test injection (as indica-
tion of entry into intercostal ar-
tery). Indicates that patient may
feel the need to cough when bron-
chial'arteries are injected.

4. Performer makes final decisions on
technique and surgical procedure:

a. Decides on or checks sizes of nee-
dles, type and size of catheter,
guide wires..,Decides on type of
contrast solution, use of auto-
matic or manual injection, use of
.biplane or single plane serial
changer, magnification, videotape,
subtraction films.

b. Has technical factors set for flu-
oroscopy. May have videotape equip
ment set up for use.

c. If a biplane study is involved,
orders desired projections and/or
angulation. Indicates whether bi-
plane films will be taken simul-
taneously or sequentially.

d. Performer decides on program for
seriography. Informs technologist
of the number of films to be taken,
the per-second intervals, and the

, number of series anticipated. Has
equipment checked.

ie. Performer may decide to start with
1 -thoracic aortogram to facilitate

location of bronchial.arteries.
f. If performer decides on use of mag-/

nification technique with serial
filming, has technologist adjust
height of table and x-ray tube(s)
so that the ratio of the focal-
film distance (FFD) to the focal-
object distance (FOD) (focal spot
to film distance divided by focal
spot to table distance) is equal
to the desired magnification. Has
grid removed.
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Task Code No. 478

This is page 6 of 13 for this task.

List Elements Fully
.

-
List Elar.cmts Fully

g. If general anesthesia is to be ad-
ministered, indicates to anesthe- '

siologist when procedure is to
start and allows for appropriate
timing.

h. Informs appropriate co-workers of
decisions so that paeient and ma-
terials can be prepared.

i. Has patient prepared on a table
that permits rotation of the patient
to either side for use during proce-
dure.

-I-

. Performer returns to patient in proce-
dure room when informed that patient
and equipment are ready:

a. Checks whether patient has been
properly shielded, immobilized, and
prepared for sterile puncture pro-
cedure. If not acceptable, indi-
cates the needed adjustments. May
decide to immobilize personally.

b. Checks sterile tray prepared for
procedure. Requests any missing ob-
jects.

i) Performer checks that appropri-
ate needle and catheter sizes
and lengths are available and
catheters preformed as appropri-
ate. Checks safety guide wires.

May bend catheters personally.
May check deflector assembly.

ii) Checks that syringes with saline,
local anesthetic and anticoagu-
lant solution are prepared, that
syringes with contrast medium,
for hand and automatic injection
(if ordered),are ready.

iii) Checks appearance of contrast
medium to be sure there is no
chemical deterioration; checks
amount.

c. If patient has special equipment
such as IV or indwelling catheter,
performer makes sure that these are

6.

being monitored. May check that
EKG monitoring equipment is pre-
snt. Checks that emergency cart
is present.

d. Checks that seriography equipment
is ready for use, that technical
factors are set for seriography
and fluoroscopy, and that any
equipment for pressure injection
is checked and ready for use.

e. Dons protective lead garments and
sterile gown and gloves when ap-
propriate. Checks staff shielding.

f. If patient is coherent, performer
explains what will be done. An-
swers patient's questions as ap-
propriate. Reassures patient and
does so as deemed.needed through-
out procedure.

g. If general anesthesia is to be
administered, checks with anes-
thesiologist to be sure that the
patient is ready for procedure to
begin.

Performer proceeds to prepare the
puncture site in femoral artery us-
ing sterile technique:

a. Has patient lie.supine on table
with legs positioned for access
on side'of interest below the in-
guinal ligament, as high as pos-

.

sible, but allowing for later
compression of the vessel prox-
imal to the puncture site.

b. Performer locates the vessel for
puncture visually and/or, by feel-
ing for arterial pulsation in the
location selected. May choose
more palpable position in vessel
allowing for later compression.

c. Prepares the site for injection
of the local anesthetic and punc-
ture by swabbing with prepared
antiseptic solution. Covers sur-
rounding areas with sterile

-
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Task Code No. 478

This is page 7 of 13 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

drapes, leaving oniy bmall =1---n of i) With teflpn.needle performer re

injection and puncture uncovered. moveb bLiff inner nAPdle leav-

d. Checks amount of local,dnesthetic ing teflon sheath in place.

to be injected as shown by nurse in ii) May advance needle or sheath 1
syringe, or draws anesthetic into several inches into lumen of

sterile syringe. Checks that there vessel in the direction of the

is no air, and inserts needle intra-
dermally and subcutaneously; in-
jects. Makes sure to infiltrate the

route to be catheterized.

e. Performer inserts a curved tip

skin and the sheath of the artery safety guide wire into the needle

on both sides of the vessel. Re- or sheath and advances this into

moves needle. Waits for area to be- 1:he vessel in the direction of the

come anesthetized. planned route for catheterization.
May advance guide wire before re-

. Performer proceeds with selective moving needle or sheath and intro-

"Seldinger" catheterization as follows:

a. If patient is conscious, explains

ducing catheter. ,

f. Once the guide wire is inserted,
performer withdraws the hollow nee-

when patient is to hold steady for dle or sheath, compressing the ar-

puncture. tery to reduce the bleeding. Cleans

b. Performer feels for the arterial blood off guide wire. Inserts the

pulse by palpating with fingers. appropriate size catheter by

Makes an incision or nick through threading catheter over the guide

the skin with a sterile scalpel at wire and into the artery.

the site where the needle and cath- g. Performer decides whether to ad-

eter will enter. vance the catheter using the guide

c. Performer inserts puncture needle wire as a leader or to remove guide

tip (appropriately sized hollow nee- wire. If so decided, removes guide

dle with sharp cutting inner stylus) wise.

or teflon needle tip (equipped with h. Performer may check position.of

stylet and teflon sheath) into the
incision while palpating and fixing
the artery. Performer angles needle

catheter at this point:
.

i) Performer uses syringe prepared

to enter along the lateral side of with a small amount of the con-

the vessel with the tip directed trast solution. Checks that med

along the course of the artery. May ium is appropriate. Connects sy

attempt to enter only the anterior ringe to the catheter.

arterial wall. ii) Positions the overhead fluoro-

d. Performer pulls out the needle's scope unit over the patient;

inner stylus and withdraws the nee- may have lights in room dimmed;

dle slowly until a characteristic activates the fluoroscope; ad-

"pop" is felt and a vigorous jet of justs technical factors or has

arterial blood is obtained. May pull this done. .

back on needle, reinsert, or make ill) Performer has patient hold

other incisions until artery is still. Injects a small amount

successfully entered. of the solution into the artery
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This is page 8 of 13 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

.

for viewing location of cathe-
ter tip and Pflide wire.

iv) Locates site of entry of cathe-
ter and checks position of cath-
eter within vessel by viewing
on TV monitor. Performer judges
whether catheter is correctly
inserted in lumen of vessel
rather than in an intramural or
extravascular position by view-
ing on TV monitor and watching
flow of test dose.

v) Adjusts position of guide wire
and/or catheter to be sure that
the catheter is free,to pass
along the lumen of the vessel,

vi) If performer judges that entry
through the femoral site chosen
cannot be properly accomplished,
performer may decide to enter
from the opposite artery. If so,
performer repeats appropriate
steps for new location after
caring for initial site.

vii) If entry or placement cannot be
easily accomplished, performer
may decide to terminate so as to
avoid further trauma to vessels.

;

If so, performer records as ap-
propriate and informs staff. May
arrange for rescheduling,

i. Performer advances the guide wire
and/or catheter to the aortic bi-
furcation and then into the descend
ing aorta using fluoroscopic con-
trol:

i) In advancing the catheter and/or
guide wire, performer is careful
not'to force passage.

ii) If an obstacle is encountered,
performer checks position using
fluoroscopy, syringe, and small
amount of contrast solution (as
described above). Injects a
small amount of contrast into

8.

the artery through the cathe-
ter; activates fluoroscope, and
views on the TV monitor. De-
termines problem and redirects
golde wire or catheter as ap-
propriate. Performer evaluates
entry route if appropriate and
may choose opposite side or
termination as described. Per-
former repeats appropriate
steps for any new location
after properly caring for ini-
tial site.

iii) For thoracic aortography, ad-
vances catheter so that tip is
at the midpoint of the ascend-
ing aorta. May position tip of
catheter above valve if appro-
priate. If so, is careful not
to enter a coronary artery.

iv) For first stage of selective
bronchial arteriography, ad-
vances catheter assembly to the
region of the carina.

.

j. Performer checks location of cath-
eter using test dose and fluoro-
scopic control, as described. Ad-
just position as appropriate.

k. If not already done, performer re-
moves guide wire.

1. Performer attaches syringe to cath
eter prepared with saline, antico-
agulant. May include local anesthe
tic (if patient is not under gen-
eral anesthesia). Flushes peri-
odically to avoid clOtting, to
keep catheter clear and to mini-
mize pain.
e

If performer is to begin with thora-
cic aortography, prepares for imme-
diate injection of contrast and film-
ing:

a. May decide on rapid manual or auto-
matic injection of thoracic aorta
with videotaping or seriography.
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This is page 9_ of 13 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

b. Has patient positioned as appropri-
ate for single or biplane views and
seriography,or videotape recording
from iv image of fluoroscopic ex-
amination.

c. Chooses amount of contrast solution
based on size of patient and opti-
mal cumulative amount for the pro-
cedure. Selets minimum amount nec-
essary.

d. If pressure injection is to be done
by hand, performer prepares or
checks syringe with the iodine-
based,aqueous contrast solution
for correct quantity and no air.

e. If pressure is to be done by auto-
matic injector, performer prepares
to coordinate injection with film-
ing:

i) Checks that the automatic injec-
tor is loaded with proper mini-
mum amount of medium in syringe;
checks that syringe is attached
to injector tubing. Attaches tub
ing to catheter. Checks that
there is no air in systeM.

ii) Performer determines, sets, or
orders the rate and pressure
setting for the entry force of
the automatic injector. Consider
the force of entry needed to in-
ject the contrast medium into
the vessel, given the vessel and
other conditions involved.

f. Performer has overhead x-ray tube(s)
positioned for serial filming and
checks with the technologist the
sequence, rate of speed, and length
of time selected, or positions flu-
oroscope unit for viewing on TV
monitor.

g. Has patient hold steady, if con-
scious, or awaits indication from
anesthesiologist that respiration
,has been suspended.

h. With serial filming, performer
tells technologist when to start
serial cassette changer(s), and
actIvaL=s auLuiddLic injeuLoL ui
injects by hand, quickly, with sy-
ringe attached to catheter.

i. Witfilluoroscopy and videotape,
activates automatic injector or in
jects by hand. Activates fluoro-
scope and videotape recorder and
views flow of contrast on TV moni-
tor. Moves table as appropriate
for optimal viewing of the various
bronchial arteries and their sites.

j. Has serial aortograms processed at
once.

k. While aortograms are being process-
ed, performer examines and talks
to patient (if conscious) to eval-
uate how the patient has responded
to the procedure and the injection.

i) Reflushes catheter.
ii) If ECG is being monitored, eval-

uates any changes during ini-
tial injection as possible con-
traindication for any additional
injections.

1. Performer has videotape record
played back on TV monitor, "freez-
ing" views of interest for further
study, or looks at aortograms on
view boxes. Places any biplane
views together.

m. Performer evaluates aortograms or
video images to determine the num-
ber of sites of origin of the bron-
chial arteries on each side or on
the'side of interest. Decides on a
sequence for probing for orifices
and catheterization.

. For selective bronchial arteriography,
performer advances the catheter tip
just distal to the origin of the left
subclavian artery and gently rotates
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Task Code No. 478

This page 10 of 13 for this task.

List Elements FullX List Elements Full

catheter while advancing and/or re-
tracting catheter to enter the first

. LA:uut.141al atLeiy uu che first side of
interest.

a. Performer may view on TV monitor;
may rotate patient.

b. Keeps catheter tip perpendicular to
aortic wall, directed posteri,Irly
or as appropriate.

c. Performer notes entry by viewing on
monitor and feeling characteristic
"catching" or "click" sensation.

d. If performer does not find orifice
by probing in standard manner and/
or by reviewing aortograms or video
playback, performer may do a sys-
tematic search, gradually turning,
advancing, and withdrawing catheter
until internal surface of aorta at
level of fifth and sixth thoracic
vertebrae has been fully explored.

10. Once the first bronchial branch has
been entered, performer prepares for
test injection to determine that a
bronchial artery and not an inter-
costal artery has been entered.

a. Attaches syringe with contrast to
catheter if not already done.

b. Instructs patient if conscious to
report any pain as indication of
entry into intercostal artery.

c. Injects a very small amount of con-
trast while viewing on TV monitor.

i) Performer notes whether the opac-
ified artery indicates correct
entry.

ii) Notes whether patient is having
any ipsilateral back pain or
painful burning in chest wal1.1
If so, immediately withdraws
catheter back into aorta or
flushes with anesthetic and
withdraws catheter.

11.

iii) Performer notes whether patient
coughs without pnin PT 4mdica-
tion of proper entry.

iv) If performer notes that blood
flow has been delayed or ob-
structed, performer repositions
catheter at once to permit free
flow of blood in catheterized
artery.

When catheter placement has been
judged appropriate, performer pre-'
pares for injection and filming:

a. Performer decides on amount of
contrast to inject based on the
size of the vessel, rate of flow
observed on test injection; and
number of orifices, test injec-
tions, and angiographic injections
contemplated. Selects minimum
amount compatible with need for
information.

b. Performer checks or sets up for
single or biplane seriography,
and/or pressure injection at low
pressure setting, and magnifica-
tion, as described earlier. Checks
collimation and shielding. Decides
on program for seriography, includ
ing timing of injection to provide
for prior plain films for subtrac-
tion masks, and proper elapse of
time to provide filming of appro-
priate phase. Informs technologist
of the number of filmS to be
taken, the per-second intervals,
and the number of series antici-
pated.

c. Performer orders filming in fron-
tal, lateral and/or oblique posi-
tions as decided, with patient su-
pine and table positioned ae appro
priate.

d. Performer may inject local anes-
thetic prior to injection of con-
trast.
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Task Code No. 478

This is page 11 of13 for this task.

e. When iniecting, pPrf=cr pa-
tient hold steady (if conscious),
and tells technologist when to
start the automatic film changer
to take the series of pre-program-
ed radiographs in coordination with
the injection of the contrast solu-
tion. Once changer(s) start, allows
for filming without injection for
subtraction masks if appropriate.

1

i) Performer reflushes catheter wit
saline, anticoagulant and anes-
thetic after filming.

ii) Performer may withdraw the cath-
eter tip and permit it to rest
freely in aorta.

iii) Has serial bronchial arterio-
grams processed at once.

iv) Checks on condition of patient.

12. Performer looks at the first set of
serial arteriograms on view boxes in
sequence as soon as they are process-
ed. Places biplane views together.

a. Checks for technical quality and
notes whether any irregularities
are due to artifacts or actual
pathological or abnormal condi-
tions, and whether the views are
clear enough for medical interpre-
tation. Performer may ask opinion
of another radiologist.

b. Performer notes whether radiographs
demonstrate bronchial arteries not
recognized on the TV monitor.

c. If subtraction has been ordered,'
performer selects the radiographs
for subtraction technique. Perform-
er reviews subtraction films when
ready. May order second-order sub-
tractions if image is not deemed
sharp enough. Repeats additional
review as required.

d. Determines whether the angiograms
adequately;demonstrate the vessels

List Elements Full

ana structures being studied, and
provide sufficient information
about any pathology, blockage, or
distortion of the flow, the ex-
tent and location of any anoma-
lies, malformation, the presence
of aneurysms, and other sj?ns of
abnormal structure or pathology.

i) Performer considers whether
the catheter tip should be
placed for injection at a dif-
ferent location along a common
bronchial vessel; considers
whether injection should be
repeated for additional pro-
jections; considers whether
further search should be made,
such as at a lower level, for
other bronchial arteries of
the same lung; considers wheth
er bilateral study is indicat-
ed

ii) Considers the patient's condi-
tion, the contraindications,
the information already sup-
plied, and the urgency. May
discuss with anesthesiologist
and/or clinician.

13. If performer decides on additional
injection sites, positions,and/or
vessels to be entered, repeats ap-
propriate steps as described above.

GOO-

a. Performer continues to probe for
each bronchial artery to be in-
jected as described earlier, us-
ing the most typical anatomical
locations as-guide, or evidence
from aortograms or videotape, or
follows systematic probing as
deScribed.

b. For each orifice makes small test
injection to check for proper
placement in a bronchial artery.
Removes catheter at once upon any
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Task Code No. 478

This is page 12 of 13 for this task.

List Elements Fully

sign of pain or occlusion of the
' vessel by the catheter.

'ct: Injects a small quantity of local
anesthetic, saline and anticoagu-
lant before and/or after each in-
jection.

d. For additional injections, change
of position, change in technical
factors, performer reviews decisions
on injection pressure, amount of
contrast, rate and speed of serial
programs; indicates what is needed
to staff and repeats as appropriate.

e. Allows appropriate elapse of time
between injections for patient to
respond optimally.

f. If EKG is being monitored, evalu-
ates any changes during injection
as possible contraindication for
any additional injections.

g. May decide to provide emergency
care at any time throughout proce-
dure if patient shows signs of ad-
verse reactions. If performer notes
any signs of arterial spasm, may
inject an anticoagulant, and/or ap-
ply hot packs at once to avoid
thrombotic occlusion.

h. Between individual injections per-
former may withdraw the catheter
from the artery and allow it to
lie in the aorta.

i. Performer repeats steps for repeat
or additional arteriograms as de-
scribed above. Repeats review and
evaluation as described until satis
fied that the angiograms are tech-
nically adequate to demonstrate the
areas and conditions under study
and to provide sufficient informa-
tion to make possible a competent
medical interpretation.

14. Performer decides when the radiograph-
ic examination is completed based on
information on the angiograms and the
patient's condition. Informs anesthe-

List Elemento.1112........

siologist (if present), technologist,
and other staff that procedure is to
be terminated.

a. Performer returns to the patient.
If patient is conscious, performer
reassures patient and explains
what will happen next.

b. Removes any connecting tube or sy-
ringe from catheter.

c. Performer gently and slowly with-
draws the catheter. Manipulates
catheter by turning and pulling
carefully, taking care not to in-
jure the vessel or enlarge the
wound at the entry point.

d. Performer compresses the vessel
proximal to Or at the puncture
site with the fingertips and/or
sterile gauze for an appropriate
amount of time.

i) Does not totally occlude the
artery. Checks that there is a
pulsation distal to the punc-
ture site and no hematoma at
the site.

ii) May have a staff member continu
the compression for the time
needed. Makes changeover so as
to maintain pressure by with-
drawing own hands from under
those of the relieving staff
member once they are in place.

e. Performer applies or orders pres-
sure dressing to be kept in place
appropriate amount of time.

f. Performer may order fluids to be
given intravenously or by mouth.
May order bed rest for appropriate
period while patient recovers from
effects of procedure.

g. Arranges to have puncture site, ex-
tremities and arterial pulses ex-
amined regularly over the next few
/hours and any problems reported at
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once. Informs patient or attending
staff to report further oozing of
blood or swelling.

h. Performer may order careful obser-
vation of patient including vital
signs, urinary output, and skin
care. May order tests, fill out
order forms. May order medication.

i. May order delayed urogram and/or
chest film.for an appropriate amount
of minutes after last injection.

j. Has appropriate sanitary clean up
procedures carried out.

k. If requested, calls clinician and
reports preliminary results and
findings.

15. Performer records impressions.of pro-
ccdure on patils chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure..
c. Any special nursing follow-up rec-

ommended, tests, delayed films or-
dered, records and observation re-
quired, medication, later studies
ordered.

d. May sign chart, requisition sheet
or order forms.
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Task Code No. 479

This is page 1 of 12 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Pt. examined,reassured;decisions made on going ahead P

route,technique,site of puncture,contrast medium,typ
of injection,filming;preparatory orders given;site
anesthetized;artery punctured;guide wire and cathe-
ter advanced under fluoroscopic control;injection
and filming coordinated;angiograms reviewed;selective
catheterization continued until final approval;emer-
gency care ordered;instruments removed;site compress-
ed;orders for after care,tests,urogram,medical im-
pressions recorded.

Performer receives the x-ray req
uisition form and medical chart
of a patient scheduled for se-
lective thyroid angiography (ra-
diographic contrast.study of the
thyroid and parathyroid glands,
their arteries and veins,by mean-
of selective catheterization)
prior to the procedure, such as
on the previous day or evening.

1. Performer reads the patient's
medical history and requisi-
tion form to review the case
or to become familiar with ma
terials seen earlier in con-
sultation, in order to make
decisions about the conduct
of the radiographic study and
to check on the request of
the referring physician:

a. Performer notes the pa-
tient's age, sex, weight,
height, the name of the
referring clinician or
surgeon. Notes the nature
and location of the sus-
pected pathology or symp-
tomology such as lesions
of the gland(s),congenital
anomalies, tumor or mass
in the gland(s) or vascula
circulation. Notes whether

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include-everything or ehe kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form;pt.'s medical chart,prior
filths,scans;pen;view boxes;sterile tray with antisep-
tic,saline,anticoagulant,swabi,tape,scissors,gauze,
pressure dressings,local anesthetic,syringes,puncture
needle,scalpels,guide wires,catheters;automatic in-
jector;iodine-based contrast;x-ray table;film chang-
er(s) ;fluoroscope,TV monitor;stereo viewer;tourni-
quet;emergency cart;sterile gown,gloves,drape;shield
ing w----

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes..,b, ) No....( )

'es to q. : Name tne ina o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,
Any pt.;authorized adult;attending MD;radiologist;an-
esthesiologist;surgeon;radiologic technologist;nurse

. Name the task so that the answers to ques- a bilateral study is in-

volved.
.

b. Performer notes the pur-
pose of the requested
study such as for infor-
mation for use prior to
or after surgery, prelimi-
nary or supplementary diag
nosis, to visualize large

OK-RP;RR.RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting selective thyroid angiography of any pt.

by examining,reassuring pt.;obtaining consent;decid-

ing on site,route,technique,prior preparation;decid-

ing whether to go ahead,type of injection,filming;in-

jecting local anesthetic;making puncture;advancing

catheter and guide wire under fluoroscopic control;

'coordinating injection of contrast and filming;eval-

uating angiograms;deciding on selective catheteriza-

tion as appropriate;continuing;ordering emergency

care;removing instruments;ordering after care,tests,

delayed films;recording orders,medical impressions. 6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..l
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fask Code No. 479

This is page 2 of 12 for this task.

or small vessels, tumors, to eval-
uate structural changes.

c. Performer reviews the diagnostic in-
formation already obtained, includ-
ing any prior radiographic studies,
radioisotope scans, results of clin-
ical,lab, and sensitivity tests,ECG,
vital signs, clotting time tests,
tests of venous samples.

d. Performer notes relevant prior his-
tory such as prior incidents of
vascular constriction, removal of
any section of the vascular system,
grafts and their sites, history of
atherosclerosis, heart disease,
hypertension, renal, pulmonary, or
liver disease, thrombosis, abnormal
bleeding tendency, anticoagulation
therapy, history of allergies or
indications of allergy to iodine-
based contrast media. Notes stage
of female patient's menstrual cy-
cle, any possibility of pregnancy,
whether on oral contraceptive.
Notes whether patient has an in-
fectious or communicable condition,
especially local infection at pos-
sible puncture site.

e. Notes whether prior orders have bee
given to improve patient's clinical
condition;if so,notes progress.

f. Performer notes recommendations on
catheterization such as site and
route of entry, and use of equip-
ment and materials. Notes recommen-
dations on use of general or local
anesthesia.

g. Checks to see whether patient or
authorized adult has signed donsent
form. If not, may decide to obtain
personally before sedation.

h. Performer may discuss case wieh re-
ferring clinician, specialist, or
surgc to obtain additional infor-
mation. May arrange for attending
physician, anesthesiologist and/or
surgeon to accompany performer in

Elements Fully

examination of patient on day
prior to the procedure.

2. Performer visits patient and any
authorized adult at bedside or in
appropriate location. May be accom-
panied by clinician, anesthesiolo-
gist, surgeon, or appropriate spe-
cialist.

a. Performer greets patient and/or
authorized adult and explains
that a brief examination will
occur. If any colleagues are
with performer, performer intro-
duces them.

b. Performer reads patient's chart.
Notes any new clinical develop-
ments, response to care or medi-
cation. May ask patient or ac-
companying adult about symptoms
and allergies. Examines the pa-
tient for relevant symptoms and
general state. Reassures and an-
swers questions. If not already
done, performer determines wheth-
er there is any possibility of
pregnancy in the case of a female
patient, whether patient has been
taken off any oral contraceptive.

c. Performer considers whether there
have been changes in the patient'
condition since the decision was
made to do the procedure, and con
siders whether there are contra-
indications to going ahead with
the procedure. May confer with
specialist, clinician, or sur-
geon; discusses patient's current
condition. Decides whether to pro
ceed, cancel or delay procedure
based on assessment of patient's
current condition and any discus-
sion.

d. Performer considers site for ini-
tial injection (placement of tip
of catheter). Considers aortic
arch, innominate artery, subcla-
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List Elements Full List Elements Full

vian artery or thyrocervical trunk clinician. Records reasons for

depending on need for bilateral cancellation and any recommenda-

study, degree of detail required,
and extent to which the vascular

tions for alternative procedure
on patient's chart. Informs staff

structure is known. of cancellation and discusses

e. If performer decides to proceed,
examines femoral and/or axillary

with patient.
g. Performer may decide to delay pro

arterial pulses to determine best cedure, have patient undergo

vascular approach and entry site: treatment to improve clinical con
dition, such as treatment for

i) Notes strength and expansive blood pressure, anemia, infec-

nature of the pulsations, pre- tious condition, or malnutrition.

sence of bruits (nwrmurs), pre- Discusses as appropriate and has

sence of grafts, presence and orders given for care of patient.

location of ischemic symptoms,
local infection. Reviews recom-

If patient has been on antico-
agulant therapy, may order ces-

mendations. satlon until prothrombin and/or

ii) Performer considers the condi- clotting times are within normal

tion of the pulses, location of levels. May order cessation of

the pathology, areas of inter- oral contraceptive if not already

est, clinical and surgical his- done. With emergency patient may

tory, age of patient, and pur- determine whether delay is con-

pose of the study. Considers traindicated.

-whether bilateral.,fesions are h. If performer decides.to proceed

involved, whether all four arte- and a consent for the procedure

ries supplying thyroid gland has not been obtained, performer

will be selectively injected. may explain to the patient or

iii) Selects side and puncture site guardian in comprehensible la 7

considering condition of area,
patient's age and appropriate-

guage what will occur in the Pro-

cedure, its purpose, and the dan-

ness for the procedure with gers to the patient involved.

,
minimum trauma to vessels. Performer explains the alterna-

Avoids puncture site where there
is severe atherosclerotic in-
volvement, scars or grafts.

tives; answers questions.

i) When the performer is sure

Favors a femoral artery over an that the patient understands

axillary artery for multiple the risks, asks the patient

selective procedure and an ax- for signature on consent form

illary artery if femoral pulses and checks that it is properly

are known to be weak or arteries signed.

tortuous. ii) If a guardian is to sign, per-

iv) Performer examines and records former explains to the indivi-

presence and character of pulses dual as appropriate.

at, and distal to, the artery
to be punctured.

iii) If a consent is not agreed to,
performer postpones procedure
until it is obtained. May dis-

f. If performer decides not to have cuss with appropriate physi-

procedure done, may discuss with cian or individuals and/or
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List Elements Full

with patient. Does not proceed
unless consent is obtained.

i. Performer decides on the type of
equipment to use based on insti-
tutional facilities and nature of
stpdy:

i) May order serial single or bi-
plane cassette changer, stereo
filming, use of subtraction
technique depending on purpose
of study and nature of pathology.

ii) Decides on manual and/or auto-
matic pressure imjection.

iii) Selects types, sizes and lengths
of catheter(s), whether j-shaped,
preshaped, closed-end, with side
holes. May specify type of
safety guide wires, floppy wire,
size and type of needle, type of
contrast solution.

j. Performer may make decisions on
care of patient:

i) Decides on use of general and/
or local anesthetic. May dis-
cuss with anesthesiologist. If
a general anesthetic is to be
administered, performer ar-
ranges to have staff ready at
the appropriate time.

ii) Performer makes final decisions
on prior preparation of the pa-
tient such as sedation, period
for withholding of food, hydra-
tion, use of prior IV drip,
shaving of entry site, prior
administration of antihistamine,
medications to deal with prob-
lems of blood clotting. May
order EKG (ECG) monitoring.

k. Performer records orders as appro-
priate so that patient and equip-
ment can be prepared and staff as-
signed. May sign requisition;
laces for schedulin .

1. Reviews with patient the proce-
dures that will occur.

3. Just prior to the time for which the
procedure is scheduled, the perform-.
er reviews all the relevant medical
information and the patient's.chart.
Reviews relevant prior radiographs.
Notes any new developments.

a. Performer greets patient in exami-
nation room. May question about
symptoms; reassures and explains
what will occur.

b. Performer checks that all prior
preparatory procedures have been
carried out.

i) Checks report on electrolyte
levels, blood clotting time,
vital signs.

ii) Checks that any orders for hy-
dration, starting of IV infu-
sion, prior administration of
medication and/or sedation have
been carried out, and at appro-
priate time. If not, arranges
to have these done and/or proce
dure delayed.

c. Performer examines puncture site
to review earlier decision. Makes
sure no swelling'or tenderness is
present. Considers alternative
puncture site if appropriate. In-
dicates puncture site to staff.

d. Performer orders scout film(s) of
the neck and mediastinumjn the
positions to be used for serial
filming. Checks that proper
shielding is being used.

i) Performer places the processed
scout films on view boxes and
examines as soon as they are
ready. Performer considers
whether the areas of interest
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are visible, whether the tech-
nique is satisfactory, and
whether the position(s) of the
patient are correct.

ii) If the scouts are not satis-
factory, performer indicates
the needed changes in techni-
que or in the patient's posi-
tion to the radiologic tech-
nolngist.

e. Performer considers whether pa-
tient's current condition pre-
sents any contraindications to
going ahead with the procedure.
May have clinician or specialist
called; discusses patient's con-
dition and any alternative steps.
Decides whether to proceed or not
based on need, evaluation of pa-
tient's condition and contraindi-
cations.

f. If performer decides not to proceed
records reasons and any recommenda-
tions on patient's chart. Informs
appropriate co-worker of cancella-
tion and has patient returned to
room. If appropriate, orders re-
scheduling of patient or scheduling
for alternative procedure.

g. If patient is pediatric patient or
if general anesthesia has been sug-
gested for adult, performer may re-
consider whether general anesthesia
is still warranted; may decide to
order if patient's behavior and
condition suggest the need. If gen-
eral anesthesia is to be carried
out, performer discusses with an-
esthesiologist when it is to be
administered and plans to coordi-
nate with anesthesiologist.

h. May order sedation and/or IV drip
if appropriate and not already
administered. Has puncture site
and possible alternative site
shaved and prepared.

.MMEN

i. Performer may explain or demon-
strate use of equipment to a child
to allay fears and enlist coopera-
tion; answers questions. Explains
that patient will be asked to hold
still from time to time. Indicates
what will happen, what pain might
be experienced, and what coopera-
tion will be needed. Stresses need
to maintain positions when or-
dered:%-

. Performer makes final decisions on
technique and surgical procedures:

a. Decides on type and sizes of nee-
dles, catheters, guide wire.

b. Orders type of iodine-based con-
trast solution, manual and/or
automatic injection, stereographic
changer.

c. If stereography will be carried
out, indicates the angle (8°) to
be used between the x-ray tubes.
Has technical factors set for
seriography and fluoroscopy.

d. Performer orders program(s) for
seriography. Indicates to tech-
nologist the number of films to
be taken, the per-second inter-
vals, and the number of series
anticipated. Allows for arterial,
capillary and venous phases. If
subtraction will be ordered, in-
dicates what views should be
filmed prior to injection of con-
trast. Has equipment checked.

e. If general anesthesia is to be
administered, indicates to anes-
thesiologist when procedure is to
start and allows for appropriate
timing.

f. Inforns appropriate co-workers of
decisions so that patient and ma-
terials can be prepared.
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Performer returns to patient in pro-
cedure room when informed that pa-
tient and equipment are ready:

a. Checks whether patient has been
properly shielded, immobilized,
and prepared for sterile puncture
procedure. If not acceptable, in-
dicates the needed adjustments. May
decide to immobilize personally.

b. Checks sterile tray prepared for
procedure. Requests any missing ob-
jects.

i) Performer checks that appropri-
ate needle and catheter sizes
and lengths are available and
catheters preformed if appropri-
ate. Checks safety guide wires.
May preform catheter(s) person-
ally.

ii) Checks that syringes with sa-
line and/or anticoagulant solu-
tion are prepared, that syringes
with contrast medium are ready.

iii) Checks appearance of contrast
medium to be sure there is no
chemical deterioration; checks
amount.

iv) May prepare syringe with local
anesthetic or checks.

c. If patient has special equipment
such as IV or indwelling catheter,
performer makes sure that these
are.being monitored. May check that
ECG monitoring equipment is present
Checks that emergency cart is pre-
sent.

d. Checks that seriography equipment
is ready for use, that technical
factors are set for seriography and
fluoroscopy, and that equipment
for pressure injection (if ordered)
is checked and ready for use.

e. Dons protective lead garments and
sterile gown and gloves when appro-
priate. Checks staff shielding.

List Elements Full)?

f. If patient is coherent, performer
explains what will be done. An-
swers patient's questions as ap-
propriate. Reassures patient and
does so as deemed needed through-
out procedure.

g. If general anesthesia is to be
administered, checks with anes-
thesiologist to be sure that the
patient is ready for procedure to
begin.

. Performer prepares the site for punc-
ture using sterile technique.

a. Has patient positioned appropri-
ately for the injection site cho-
sen so as to provide access.

i) For puncture of femoral artery,
positions patient in supine po-
sition for access below the
inguinal ligament as high as
possible, but allowing for
later compression of the vessel
proximal to the puncture site.

ii) For axillary puncture has pa-
tient lie supine with arm ab-
ducted and elbow bent, provid-
ing access to selected area in
the axilla (as peripheral as
possible).

iii) Performer locates the vessel
for puncture visually and/or
by feeling for arterial pulsa-
tion in the location selected.
May choose more palpable posi-
tion in vessel allowing for
later compression:

b. Prepares the site for injection
of the local anesthetic and punc-
ture by sumbbing with prepared
antiseptic solution. Covers sur-
rounding areas with sterile drapes,
leaving only smallearea of injec-
tion and puncture uncovered.
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c. Checks amount of local anesthetic
to be injected as shown by nurse
in syringe, or draws anesthetic
into sterile syringe. Checks that
no air is present. Inserts needle
intradermally and subcutaneously;
injects. Makes sure to infiltrate
the skin and the sheath of the ar-
tery on both sides of the vessel.
Removes needle. Waits for area to
become anesthetized.

7. Performer proceeds with selective
"Seldinger" catheterization as fol-
lows:

a. If patient is conscious, explains
when patient is to hold steady for
puncture.

b. Performer feels for the appropri-
ate arterial pulse by palpating
with fingers. Makes an incision or
nick through the skin with a ster-
ile scalpel at the site where the
needle and catheter will enter.

c. Performer inserts puncture needle
tip (appropriately sized hollow
needle with sharp cutting inner
stylus or teflon needle tip equip-
ped with stylet and teflon sheath)
into the incision while palpating
and fixing the artery. Performer
angles needle to enter along the
lateral side of the vessel with the
tip directed along the route to be
catheterized. May attempt to enter

only the anterior arterial wall.
d. Performer pulls out the needle's

inner stylus and withdraws the nee-
dle slowly until a characteristic
"p4" is felt and a vigorous jet
of arterial blood is obtained. May
pull back on needle, reinsert, or
make other incisions until artery
is successfully entered.

i) With teflon needle performer
removes stiff inner needle
leavin teflon sheath ia.agiusa.

List Elements Full

ii) May advance needle or sheath
several inches into lumen of
vessel in the direction of the
route to be catheterized.

e. Performer inserts a curved tip
safety guide wire into the needle
or sheath and advances this into
the vessel in the direction of the
planned route for catheterization.
May advance guide wire before re-
moving needle or sheath and in-
troducing catheter.

f. Once the guide wire is inserted,
performer withdraws the hollow
needle or sheath, compressing the
artery to reduce the bleeding.
Cleans blood off guide wire. In-
serts the appropriate size cathe-
ter by threading catheter over
the guide wire and into the ar-
tery.

g. Performer decides whether to ad-
vance the catheter using the guide
wire as a leader or to remove
guide wire. If so decided, removes

guide wire.
h. Performer may check position of

catheter at this point:

i) Performer uses syringe prepared
with a small amount of the con-
trast solution. Checks that
medium is appropriate. Connects
syringe to the catheter.

ii) Positions the overhead fluoro-
scope unit over the patient;
may have lights in room dimmed;
activates the fluoroscope; ad-
justs technical factors or has
this done.

ill.) Performer has patient hold
still. Injects a small amount
of the solution into the artery
for viewing location of cathe-
ter tip and guide wire.

v) Locates site of entry of cathe-
ter and checks position of cath
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8.

eter within vessel by vieWing on
TV monitor. Performer judges
whether catheter is correctly
inserted in lumen of vessel
rather than in an intramural or
extravascular position by view-
ing on TV monitor and watching
flow of test dose.

v) Adjusts position of guide wire
and/or catheter to be sure that
the catheter is free to pass
along the lumen of the vessel,

vi) If performer judges that entry
through femoral site chosen can-
not be properly accomplished,
performer may decide to enter
from the opposite artery or al-
ternative axillary route if ap-
propriate. If so, performer re-
peats appropriate steps for new
location after caring for ini-
tial site.

vii) If entry or placement cannot be
easily accomplished, performer
may decide to terminate so as
to avoid further trauma to ves-
sels. If so, performer records
as appropriate and informs staff
May arrange for rescheduling.

i. Performer attaches syringe prepared
with saline and/or an anticoagulant
to catheter. Flushes catheter peri-
odically to avoid clotting and to
keep catheter clear.

Performer advances the catheter (with
or without guide wire as a leader)
under fluoroscopic control, as appro-
priate, to the first injection site
selected.

a. With femoral ::oute advances the
guide wire and/or catheter to the
aortic bifurcar.ion and then up the
aorta to the aortic arch,and/or
right innominate artery,and/or
right or left subclavian artery,and
/or thyrocervical trunk.

9.

b.--With axillary route performer ad-
vances the catheter to the subcla-
vian artery, and/or aortic arch,
and/or thyrocervical trunk.

c. In advancing the catheter and/or
guide wire, performer is careful
not to force passage.

d. If an obstacle is encountered, per
former checks position using flu-
oroscopy, syringe, and small
amount of contrast solution (as
described above). Injects a small
amount of contrast into the artery
through the catheter; activates
fluoroscope, and views on the TV
monitor. Determines problem and
redirects guide wire or catheter
as appropriate. Performer evalu-
ates entry route if appropriate
and may choose alternative route,
or decides to terminate as de-
scribed. Performer repeats appro-
priate steps for any new location
after properly caring for initial
site.

e. Checks location of catheter using
test dose and fluoroscopic con
trol. Performer removes guide wire
if,not already done. Reflushes
catheter.

Performer prepares for immediate in-
jection of contrast and filming:

a. Has patient positioned for supine
AP, lateral or oblique projec-
tions.

i) Makes sure proper (close) col-
limation will be observed and
appropriate shielding is in
place.

ii) Checks that patient is properly
immobilized, shielded and po-
sitioned.

iii) For axillary route may apply a
tourniquet around the arm, dis-
tal to the puncture sAte-,-- and

.
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inflate to appropriate pressure.
Has pressure checked.

b. Checks with anesthesiologist (if
present) and/or ECG monitor to de-
termine patient's condition.

c. Selects'quantity of contrast depend-
ing on the site of injection and
size of the vessels to be opacified
as seen with test dose.

d. If pressure injection is to be done
by hand, performer prepares or
checks syringe.with the iodine-
based, aqueous contrast solution.
Attaches syringe to catheter.

e. If pressure injection is to be done
by automatic injector, performer
prepares to coordinate injections
with filming:

i) Checks that the automatic injec-
tor (used for introduction of
the contrast solution under pres-
sure) is loaded with selected
amount of medium in syringe;
checks that syringe is attached
to injector tubing. Attaches tub-
ing to catheter. Checks that
there is no air in system.

ii) Performer checks on or Orders the
rate and pressure setting for the
entry force of the automatic in-
jector. Considers the force of
entry needed to inject the con-
trast medium into the vessel
given the technique, vessel, and
other conditions involved.

f. Performer has overhead x-ray tube(s)
positioned for serial filming;
checks with the technologist the
rate of speed and length of time
selected to allow for plain films
for subtraction masks, arterial,
capillary, and venous phases as ap-
propriate. For stereo filming using

10

two x-ray tubes, checks appropri-
ate angulation between tubes.

g. When ready, has patient hold
steady, if conscious, or awaits
indication from anesthesiologist
that respiration has been sus-
ended.

i) Has automatic serial cassette
changer activated by technolo-
gist.

ii) After allowing for subtraction
plain films, activates auto-
matic injector or injects by
hand uSing pressure as decided.

h. Has tourniquet (if applied), re-
moved.

i. Has serial films processed at
once.

j. While serial films are being pro-
cessed, performer examines and
talks to patient (if conscious)
to evaluate how the patient has
responded to the procedures and
the injection.

i) If EKG is being monitored,
evaluates any changes during
initial injection as possible
contraindication for any ad-
ditional injections.

ii) May decide to provide emergency
care at any time throughout
procedure if patient shows
signs of adverse reactions.

iii) Detaches injector tubing. Re-
flushes catheter.

iv) May withdraw catheter from an
arterial site and allow it to
lie relaxed in the aorta.

. Performer looks at the first set of
serial angiograms on view boxes in
sequence as soon as they are process-
ed. Looks at stereo films through ,

viewer.
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a. Checks for technical quality.and
notes whether any irregularities
are due to artifacts or actual path-
ological or abnormal conditions,
and whether the views are clear
enough for Medical interpretation.
Performer may ask opinion of anoth-
er radiologist.

b. If subtraction has been ordered,
performer selects the radiographs
for subtraction technique. Perform-
er reviews subtraction films when

ready. May order second-order sub-
tractions if image is not deemed
sharp enough. Repeats additional
review as required.

c. Determines whether the angiograms
adequately demonstrate the vessels,
glands, and structures being
studied, and provide sufficient in-
formation about any pathology,block
age, or distortion of the flow, the

extent and location of any anoma-
lies, malformation, the presence
of other signs of abnormal struc-
ture or pathology,

i) Performer may evaluate the size
of the gland(s), note whether
there is visualization of sus-
pected lesions, note whether
superficial structures interfere
with visualization of areas of

interest.
ii) Performer considers whetner,

depending on site of first in-
jection, the catheter tip should
be placed in the thyrocervical
trunk, the common carotid arte- ,

ry, and/or sequentially and se-

lectively into the inferiox thy-

roid, ascending cervical, and/or

superior thyroid (suprascapular
and/or superficial cervical)
arteries. Considers whether to
repeat original injection with

a change in patient position

and/or technical factors.

11.

iii) Performer may study the angio-

grams as a "road map" for use
in selectively placing the cath

eter for the selective studies

and determing the positions and

amount of contrast to use. o

iv) In deciding whether to repeat, ,
.,'

examination or proceed with se-
lective catheterization, per-
former considers the patient's
condition, the contraindica-
tions, the information already
supplied, and the urgency. May
discuss with anesthesiologist
and/or clinician.

If performer is to undertake selec-

tive catheterization, may give orders

for use of equipment before moving

catheter into selected vessel:

a. Orders amount of contrast based

on the size of the artery to be

injected as viewed on monitor or
angiograms. Orders hand or auto-

matic pressure injection, stereo

filming, patient positioning, sub-

traction technique as decided.

May select an appropriate size

(smaller) catheter. May preshape
catheter to.conform with patient s

anatomy.
b. If selective arteriography is to

be done with a smaller catheter,

performer reinserts guide wire

until it reaches the proximal
catheter tip. Uses fluoroscopic
control. Performer then removes
catheter while compressing the

site. Threads smaller preformed

catheter over the guide wire as

described. Advances catheter (with

guide wire as leader if so decid-

ed) into appropriate location as
described. Checks placement using

test dos TP and fluoroscopy.
,
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c. For additional injections, change
of position, change in technical
factors, performer reviews deci-
sions on iniection pressure, amount
of contrast, rate and speed of ser-
ial programs; indicates what is
needed to staff and repeats as ap-
propriate.

d. Performer sequentially withdraws
and reinserts the catheter as ap-
propriate to reach the arteries of
interest.

i) For each branch being opacified,
performer sequentially places
catheter, checks location, in-
jects contrast, takes serial
films, flushes to prevent clot
formation. Avoids occluding ves-
sel.

ii) Between individual injections
performer may withdraw the cath-
eter from the artery and allow
it to lie in the aorta.

iii) Performer reflushes the cathe-
ter periodically with saline and
or anticoagulant. Maintains
check on condition of patient.
Allows appropriate period of
time between injections for re-
actions to contrast to dissipate.

iv) If ECG is being monitored, eval-
uates any changes during injec-
tion as possible contraindica-
tion for any additional injec-
tions.

v) May decide to provide emergency
care at any time throughout pro-
cedure if patient shows signs of
adverse reactions.

vi) If performer notes any signs of
arterial spasm, may inject an
anticoagulant, and/or apply
hot packs at once to avoid
thrombotic ucclusion.

e. Repeats review of angiograms as
described above until satisfied
that the views are technically
adequate to demonstrate the areas
and conditions under study and
to provide sufficient information
to make possible a competent medi-
cal interpretation.

f. After each injection and filming
determines whether additional
catheterization or positioning is
required. Continues until satis-
fied with diagnostic information.

12. Performer decides when the radio-
graphic examination is completed
based on information in the angio-
grams and the patient's condition.
Informs anesthesiologist (if pre-
sent), technologist, and other staff
that procedure is to be terminated.

a. Performer returns to the patient.
If patient is conscious, perform-
er reassures patient and explains
what will happen next.

o. Removes any connecting tube or
syringe from catheter. .

c. Performer gently and slowly with-
draws the catheter. Manipulates
catheter by turning and pulling
carefully, taking care not to in-
jure the vessel or enlarge the
wound at the entry point.

d. Performer compresses the vessel
proximal to or at the puncture
site with the fingertips and/or
sterile gauze for an appropriate
amount of time.

i) Does not totally occlude the
artery. Chdcks that there is a
pulsation distal to the punc-
ture site and no hematoma at
the site.
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Task Code No. 479

This is page 12 of 12 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

13.

ii) May have a staff member continue
the compression for the time
needed. Makes changeover so as
to maintain pressure by with-
drawing own hands from under
those of the relieving staff
member once they are in place.

e. Performer applies or orders pres-
sure dressing to be kept in place
appropriate amount of time.

f. Performer may order fluids to be
given intravenously or by mouth.
May order bed rest for appropriate
period while patient recovers from
effects of procedure.

g. Arranges to have puncture site, ex-
tremities and arterial pulses ex-
amined regularly over the next few
hours and any problems reported at
once. Informs patient or attending

staff to report further oozing of
blood or swelling.

h. Performer may order careful obser-

vation of patient including vital
signs, urinary output, and skin
care. May order tests, fill out
order forms. May order medication.

i. May order delayed urogram appro-
priate amount of minutes after

last injection.
j. Has appropriate sanitary clean up

procedures carried out.
k. If requested, calls surgeon or

clinician and reports preliminary
results and findings.

Performer records impressions of pro-
cedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. ilow patient tolerated procedure.

c. Any special nursing follow-up
recommended, tests, delayed films
ordered, records and observation
required, medication, later studies

ordered.
d. May sign chart, requisition sheet

or order forms.

,



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 480

This is page 1 of 11 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Faily
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Pt. examined,reassured;decisions made on going ahead
route,technique,site of puncture,contrast medium,
maneuvers,serial filming;preparatory orders given;
site=anesthetized;artery punctured;guide wire and
catheter advanced under fluoroscopic control;injec-
tion,pt. maneuver and filming coordinated;arterio-
grams reviewed,approved;emergency care ordered;in-
struments removed;site compressed;orders for after
care,tests,urogram,medical impressions recorded.

Performer receives the x-ray
requisition form and medical
chart of a patient scheduled for
arteriographic study of thoracic
outlet syndromes (radiographic
contrast study of neurovascular
syndromes with compression of
the subclavian artery and brach-
ial plexus at the superior aper-
ture of the thorax by means of
selective arterial catheteriza-
tion) prior to the procedure,
such as on the previous day or
evening.

1. Performer reads the patient's
medical history and requisi-
tion form to review the case
or to become familiar with
materials seen earlier in
consultation, in order to
make.decisions about the con-
duct of the radiographic
study and to check on the re-
quest of the referring phy-
sician:

a. Performer notes the pa-
tient's age, sex, weight,
height, the name of the
referring clinician or
surgeon. Notes the nature
and location of the sus-
pected pathology or syn-

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form;pt.'s medical chart,prior
films,scans;pen;view boxes;sterile tray with antisep-
tic,saline,anticoagulant,swabs,tape,scissors,gauze,
pressure dressings,local anesthetic,syringes,punc-
ture needle,scalpels,guide wires,catheters,iodine-
based contrast;weights;x-ray table;serial cassette
changer;fluoroscope,TV monitor;emergency cart;sterile
gown,gloves,drape;shielding

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes... ) No...

'es to q. . ame t e ino o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition$
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Any pt.;attending MD;radiologist;surgeon;radiologic
technologist;nurse

. Name 41e task so that the answers to ques- drome such as cervical
rib, scalenus anticus,
costoclavicular, hyperab-
duction, or pectoralis
minor syndrome. Notes

*7 whether a bilateral study
.,-- is involved or side of

interest.
b. Performer notes the pur-

pose of the requested
study such as demonstra-

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Conducting selective subclavian arteriography of any
non-pediatric pt. to evaluate thoracic outlet syn-
drome by examining,reassuring pt.;obtaining consent;
deciding whether to go ahead,types of maneuvers,posi-
tions;injecting local anesthetic;making puncture;ad-
vancing catheter and guide wire under fluoroscopic
control;coordinating pt. maneuver,injection of con-
trast and serial filming;evaluating arteriogram ser-
ies;ordering emergency care;removing instruments;or-
dering after care,tests,delayed films;recording or-
ders,medical impressions.

I

6. Check here if7his
is a master sheet..

vax..~.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 480

This is page 2 of 11 for this task.

List Elema2.11417 List Elements Full

tion rf locations and extent of
vascular compression, preoperative
demonstration of obstructive les-
ions, identification and evaluation
of multiple lesions.

c. Performer reviews the diagnostic
information already obtained, in-
cluding clinical examinations, any
prior radiographic studies, radio-
isotope scans, results of clinical
tests, lab and sensitivity tests,
EKG, vital signs, clotting time
tests. Notes description of pre-
senting symptoms.

d. Performer notes relevant prior his-
tory such as prior incidents of
vascular constrictIon, neurologic
disease, removal of any section of
the vascular system, grafts and
their sites ,history of atherosclero-
sis, heart disease, hypertension,
renal, pulmonary, or liver disease,
thrombosis, abnormal bleeding ten-
dency, anticoagulation therapy, his-
tory of allergies or indications of
allergy to iodine-based contrast
media. Notes stage of female pa-
tient's menstrual cycle, any possi-
bility of pregnancy, whether on oral
contraceptive. Notes whether patient
has an infectious or communicable
condition, especially local infec-
tion at possible puncture site.

e. Notes whether prior orders have
been given to improve patient's
clinical condition; if so, notes
progress.

f. Performer notes recommendations on
catheterization such as site and
route of entry, and use of equip-
ment and materials.

g. Checks to see whether patient or
authorized adult has signed consent
for procedure. If not, may decide to
obtain Personally before sedltion.

n. Performer may discuss case with
referring clinician, specialist,
or surgeon to obtain additional

616

information. May arrange for at-
tending physician and/or surgeon
to accompany performer in examina-
tion of patient on day prior to
the procedure.

2. Performer visits patient at bedside
or in appropriate location. May be
accompanied by clinician, surgeon, or
appropriate specialist.

---
a. Performer greets patient and ex-

plains that a brief examination
will occur. If any colleagues are
with performer, performer intro-
duces them.

b. Performer reads patient's chart.
Notes any new clinical develop-
ments, response to care or medica-
tion. Asks patient to describe
symptoms, show the positions in
which most pain is felt (such as
an qpcupational movement),indicate
the time of day when pain is most
severe. Records position. May ask
about allergies. With female pa-
tient determines whether there is
any possibility of pregnancy,wheth
er patient is on oral contracep-
tive.

c. Performer carries out physical ex-
amination of patient by having pa-
tient carry out specific exercises
or take positions involving the up
per extremity. Notes which maneu-
vers such as abducting arm,turning
and extending head,taking a deep
breath, lifting a weight, result
in damping or obliteration of radi
al pulse. Notes whether greatest
obliteration of pulse takes place
while patient is in erect or supin
position. Notes whether one or bot
sides are involved. Reassures and
answers questions.

d. Performer considers whether there
have been changes in the patient's
condition since the decision was
made to do the prodedure;'and con-
siders whether there are contra-



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 480

This is page 3 of 11 for this task.

List Elements Full

indications to going ahead with the
procedure. May confer with special-
ist, clinician, or surgeon; dis-
cusses patient's current condition.
Decides whether to proceed, cancel
or delay procedure based on assess-
ment of patient's curfent condition
and any discussion.

e. If performer decides to proceed, ex
amines femoral and/or axillary arte
rial pulses to determine best vas-
cular approach.

i) Notes strength and expansive
nature of the pulsations, pre-
sence of, bruits (murmurs), pre-
sence of grafts, presence and
location of ischemic symptoms,
local infection. Reviews recom-
mendations.

ii) Performer considers the condi-
tion of the pulses, location of
the pathology, areas of inter-
est, clinical.and surgical his-
tory, age of patient, whether
bilateral study is required,
condition of puncture site,
whether.there is severe atheros-
clerotic involvement, scars on'',1

grafts.
iii) Performer selects right femoral

artery over left unless right
femoral pulse is weak. Selects
femoral approach over axillary,
especially for bilateral study.
If patient has severe aorto-
femoral arteriosclerosis per-
former considers the axillary
artery of the uninvolved side.

iv) Performer examines and records
presence and character of pulses
at, and distal to, the artery
to be punctured.

f. Performer decides whether tc ex-
amine patient in erect seated or
supine positions based on whether
there was greater differential

Bram.
%wow

g.

List Elements Full

dampening or obliteration of up-
per extremiLy pulse in erect po-
sition.
Performer selects the number of
maneuvers to use for serial film-
ing based on the purpose of study,
the syndrome involved, and the
types of information to be demon-
strated. May order neutral posi-
tion, Adson maneuver, modified
Allen, modified Adson, weight
lifting, and the position in which
patient displays maximal symptoms
(movement reported by patient).

h. If performer decides not to have
procedure done, may discuss with
clinician. Records reasons for
cancellation and any recommenda-
tions for alternative procedure on
patient's chart. Informs staff of
cancellation and discusses with
patient.

i Performer may decide to delay pro-
cedure, have patient undergo treat
ment to improve clinical condition
such as treatment for blood pres-
sure, anemia, infectious condition
or malnutrition. Discusses as ap-
propriate and has orders given for
care of patient. If patient has
been on anticoagulant therapy, may
order cessation until prothrombin
and/or clotting times are within
normal levels. May order cessation
of oral contraceptive if not al-
ready done.

j. If performer decides to proceed
and a consent for the procedure
has not been obtained, performer
may explain to the patient in com-
prehensible language what will oc-
cur in the procedure, its purpose,
and the dangers to the patient in-
volved. Performer exp1ain3 the al-
ternatives; answers questions.

617

i) When the performer is sure that
the patient understands the

Ammimi



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 480

This is page 4_ of 11 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

risks, asks the patient for sig-
nature on consent form andchecks
that it is properly signed.

ii) If a consent is not agreed to,
performer postpones procedure
until it is obtained. May dis-
cuss with appropriate physician
or individuals and/or with pa-
tient. Does not proceed unless
consent is obtained.

k. Performer decides on the type of
equipment to use based on insti-
tutional facilities and nature of
study:

i) Orders.seriai cassette changer
for supine or upright filming,
hand injection equipment, type
of contrast medium (appropriate
for cerebral angiography)

ii) Selects type, size and length
of catheter, whether j-shaped,
preshaped, closed-end, with side
holes. May specify type of safet
guide wire, floppy wire, size
and type of needle. Orders local
anesthetic.

1. Performer decides on prior prepara-
tion of the patient such as seda-
tion, period for withholding of
food, hydration, use of prior IV
drip, shaving of entry site, prior
administration of antihistamine,
medications to deal with problems
of blood clotting. May order EKG
(ECG) monitoring.

m. Performer records orders as appro-
priate so that patient and equip-
ment can be prepared and staff as-
signed. Max sign requisition;places
for scheduling.

n. Reviews with patient the procedures
that will occur.

Just prior to the time for which the
procedure is scheduled, the performet

revievs all the relevant medical in-
formaUon and the patient's chart.
Reviews relevant prior radiographs or
scans. Notes any new developments.

a. Perforner greets patient in exami-
nation room. May question again
about current symptoms; reassures
and e-,:plains what will occur.

b. Performer checks that all prior
preparatory procedures have been
carried out.

i) Checks report on electrolyte
levels, blood clotting time,
vital signs.

ii) Checks .:hat any orders for hy-
dration, starting of IV infus-
ion, prior administration of
medication and/or sedation have
been carried out, and at appro-
priate time. If not, arranges
to have these done and/or pro-
cedure delayed.

c. Performer examknes puncture site
to review earlier decision. Makes
sure no swelling br tenderness is
present. Considers alternative
puncture site if appropriate. In-
dicates puncture site to staff.

d. Performer considers whether pa-
tient's current condition pre-
sents any contraindications to
going ahead with the procedure or
suggestion that examiLation is not
warranted. May have clinician or
specialist called; discusses pa-
tient's condition and any alterna-
tive steps. Decides whether to pro
ceed or not based on need, evalua
tion of patient's current condi-
tion and any contraindications.

e. If performer decides not to pro-
ceed, records reasons and any rec-
ommendations on patient's chart.
Informs Appropriate co-worker of
cancellation and has patient re-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 480

This is page 5 of 11 for this task.

turned to room. If appropriate, or-
ders rescheduling of patient or
scheduling for alternative proce-
dure.

f. Performer may order a scout film of
patient's shoulder and chest on side
of interest,or bilateral relaxed AP
position (supine or erect depending
on position for arteriography).
Checks that proper shielding will
be used.

i) Perform& places the processed
scout film on a view box and ex-
amines as soon as ready. Perform-
er considers whether the area of
interest is visible, whether the
technique is satisfactory, and
whether the position of the pa-
tient is correct.

ii) If the scout is not satisfactory,
performer indicates the needed
changes in technique or in the
patient's position to the radio-
logic technologist.

g. May order sedation and/or IV drip
if appropriate and not already ad-
ministered. Has puncture site and
possible alternative site shaved
and prepared.

h. Performer may explain or demonStrate
use of equipment to patient to allay
fears and enlist cooperation; an-
swers questions. Explains that pa-
tient will be asked to hold still
from time to time. Indicates what
will happen, what pain might be
experienced, and what cooperation
will be needed. Stresses need to
maintain positions when ordered.

i. Performer may rehearse patient in
each maneuver in the sequence in
which they will be undertaken. If
so, may demonstrate and/or rehearse
any or all of the following:

Lis, Elements Full

i) For neutral position has pa-
tient lie in supine position
or sit erect with arm on side
(s) of interest in a comfor-
table relaxed position at pa-
tient's side(s).
For the Adson maneuver has pa-
tient sit upright and place
arm(s) of interest in lap or
on knee. Has patient extend
the neck, turn the chin toward
the side of interest (or each
side separately). Has patient
practice breathing in deeply
and holding breath in this po-
sition until told to relax.
For a modified Allen maneuver,
has patient lie supine or sit
erect. Has patient abduct the
upper arm on the side of in-
terest as close to 90° as pos-
sible, with the lower arm ro-
tated outward. Has patient
turn head away from the side
of interest. Has patient prac-
tice breathing in deeply and
holding as described above.
For a variation of the modi-
fied Allen maneuver (modified
Adson) has patient take posi-
tion as for modified Allen ma-
neuver, but with head turned
toward the side of interest.
For weight lifting maneuver
has patient take supine posi-
tion with humerus abducted
about 60°, rotated slightly
outward, elbow flexed and palm
up, resting on table. Perform-
er selects a weight of 5 to 12
pounds. Places weight on palm.
Has patient plan to attempt
lifting weight a few inches off
the table wfizn requested (dur-

ing.injectiOn).
For position reported by pa-
tient in which maximal symptoms
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 480

This is page 6 of 11 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

4.

are experienced, performer in-
structs patient to repeat the
position when ordered, and hold
until told to relax.

j. Performer makes final decisions on
technique,materials, contrast, type
and size of catheter, needle, guide
wires, type and amount of contrast.

i) Has technical factors set for
seriography and fluoroscopy.

ii) Performer orders program(s) for
seriography. Indicates to tech-
nologist the number of films to
be taken, the per-second inter-
vals, and the number of series
anticipated.

k. Informs appropriate co-workers of
decisions so that patient and ma-
terials can be prepared.

Performer returns to patient in pro-
cedure room when informed that patient
and equipment are ready:

a. Checks whether patient has been
properly shielded, immobilized,
and prepared for sterile puncture
procedure. If not acceptable, in-
dicates the needed adjustments. May
decide to immobilize personally.

b. Checks sterile tray prepared for
procedure. Requests any missing ob.-
jects.

i) Performer checks that appropri-
ate needle and catheter sizes
and lengths are available and
catheters preformed if appropri-
ate. Checks safety guide wires.
May oreform catheter personal-
ly.

ii) Checks that syringes with Saline
and/or anticoagulant solution
are prepared, that syringes with
contrast medium are ready.

5.

iii) Checks appearance of contrast
medium to be sure there is no
chemical deterioration; checks
amount.

iv) May prepare syringe with local
anesthetic or checks.

c. If patient has special equipment
such as IV or indwelling catheter,
performer makes sure that these
are being monitored. May check
that ECG monitoring equipment is
present. Checks that emergency
cart is present.

d. Checks that seriography equipment
is ready for use, that technicl
factors are set for seriography
and fluoroscopy.

e. Dons protective lead garments and
sterile gown and gloves when ap-
propriate. Checks staff shielding.

f. Performer explains to patient what
will be done. Answers patient's
questions as appropriate. Reassure
patient and does so as deemed need
ed throughout procedure.

,

Performer prepares the.site for punc-
ture using sterile technique.

a. Has patient positioned appropri-
ately for the injection site cho-
sen so as to provide access.

i) For puncture of femoral artery,
positions patient in supine po-
sition for access below the
inguinal ligament as high as
possible, but allowing for
later compression of the vessel
proximal to the puncture site.

ii) For axillary puncture has pa-
tient lie 2upins with arm ab-
ducted and elbw bent, provid-
ing access to selected area in
the axilla.

iii) Performer locates the vessel
for puncture visually and/or



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 480

This is page 7 of 11 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full)?

6.

by feeling for arterial pulse-
tion in the location selected.
May choose more palpable posi-
tion in vessel allowing for later
compression.

b. Prepares the site for injection of
the local anesthetic and puncture
by swabbing with prepared antiseptic
solution. Covers surrounding areas
with sterile drapes, leaving only
small area of injection and puncture
uncovered.

c. Checks amount of local anesthetic

to be injected as shown by nurse
in syringe, or draws anesthetic
into sterile syringe. Checks that
no air is present. Inserts needle
intradermally and subcutaneously;
injects. Makes sure to infiltrate
the skin and the sheath of the ar-
tery on both sides of the vessel,
Removes needle. Waits for area to

become anesthetized.

Performer proceeds with selective
"Seldinger" catheterization as fol-

lows:

a. Explains when patient is to hold

steady for puncture.
b. Performer feels for the appropri-

ate arterial pulse by palpating
with fingers. Makes an incision or
nick through the skin with a ster-
ile scalpel at the site where the
needle and catheter will enter.

c. Performer inserts puncture needle

tip (appropriately sized hollow
needle with sharp cutting inner
stylus or teflon needle tip equip-

ped with stylet and teflon sheath)
into the incision while palpating
and fixing the artery. Performer
angles needle to enter along the
lateral side of the vessel with the
tip directed along the course of

~IPA

the artery. May attempt to enter
only the anterior arterial wall.

d. Performer pulls out the needle's
inner stylus and withdraws the
needle slowly until a character-
istic "pop" is felt and a vig-
orous jet of arterial blood is ob

tained. May pull back on needle,
reinsert, or make other incisions
until artery is successfully en-

tered.

i) With teflon needle performer
removes stiff inner needle
leaving teflon sheath in place.

ii) May advance needle or sheath
several inches into lumen of
vessel in the direction of the
route to be catheterized.

e. Performer inserts a curved tip /

safety guide wire into the needle

. or sheath and advances this into
the vessel in the direction of
the planned route for catheteri-
zation. May advance guide wire
before removing needle or sheath

and introducing catheter.
f. Once the guide wire is inserted,

performer withdraws the hollow
needle or sheath, compressing the
artery to reduce the bleeding.
Cleans blood off guide wire. In-
serts the appropriate size cathe-
ter by threading catheter over
the guide wire and into the ar-
tery.

g. Performer decides whether to ad-
vance the catheter using the guid

wire as a leader or to remove
guide wire. If so decided, removes
guide wire.

h. Performer may check position of
catheter at this point:

i) Performer uses syringe prepare
with a small amount of the con-

AMP.-

fr.,
SA;
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 480

This is page 8 of 11 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

trast solution. Checks that med-
ium is appropriate. Connects sy-
ringe to the catheter.

ii) Positions the overhead fluoro-
scope unit over the patient;
may have lights in room dimmed;
activates the fluoroscope; ad-
justs technical factors or has
this done.

iii) Performer has patient hold still.
Injects a small amount of the
solution into the artery for
viewing location of catheter tip
and guide wire.

iv) Locates site of entry of cathe-
ter and checks position of cathe-
ter within vessel by viewing on
TV monitor. Performer judges
whether catheter is correctly
inserted in lumen of vessel
rather than in an intramural or
extravascular position by view-
ing on TV monitor and watching
flow of test dose.

v) Adjusts position of guide wire
and/or catheter to be sure that
the catheter is free to pass
along the lumen of the vessel.

vi) If performer judges that entry
through femoral site chosen can-
not be properly accomplished,
performer may decide to enter
from the opposite artery or con-
tralateral axillary route if ap-
propriate. If so, performer re-
peats appropriate steps for new
location after caring for ini-
tial site.

vii) If entry or placement cannot be
easily acComplished, performer
may decide to terminate so as to
avoid further trauma to vessels.
If so, performer records as ap-
propriate and informs staff. May
arrange for rescheduling.

i. Performer attaches syringe prepared
with saline and/or an anticoagulant

.to catheter. Flushes catheter
periodically to avoid clotting
and to keep catheter clear.

7. Performer advances the catheter
(with or without guide wire as a
leader) under fluoroscopic control,
as appropriate to the selected route:

a. For femoral route performer ad-
vances the guide wire and/or cath
eter to the aortic bifurcation,
then into descending aorta and
aortic arch.

i) For right subclavian injection
advances catheter into right
innominate artery and then
the proximal end of the right
subclavian artery.

ii) For left subclavian injection
advances catheter directly
into the proximal end of the
left subclavian artery.

b. For transaxillary route performer
advances the guide wire and/or
catheter retrogradely along the
axillary artery and into the con-
tralateral subclavian artery.

i) For left subclavian injection
advances catheter into the
right innominate artery, the
arch of the aorta, and then to
the proximal end of the left
subclavian artery.

ii) For right subclavian injection
advances.catheter. into the
arch of the aorta, the right
innominate artery and then to
the proximal end of the right
subclavian artery.

c. In advancing the catheter and/or
guide wire, performer is careful
not to force passage.
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Task Code No. 480

This is page 9 of 11 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

8.

.

d. If an obstacle is encountered, per-
former checks position using flu-
oroscopy, syringe, and small amount
of contrast solution (as described
above). Injects a small amount of
contrast into the artery through
the catheter; activates fluoro-
scope, and views on the TV moni-
tor. Determines problem and-re-
directs guide wire or catheter as
appropriate. Performer evaluates
entry route if appropriate. May
choose alternative route, or de-
cides to terminate as described,
Performer repeats appropriate steps
for any new location after properly
caring for initial site..

e. Checks locabion of catheter using
test dose and fluoroscopic control.
Performer removes guide wire if not
already done. Reflushes catheter.

Performer prepares for immediate in-
jection of contrast and filming:

a. Performer has patient positioned
for supine AP filming or seated
erect in front of cassette changer
for AP projections.

b. Makes sure proper (close) collima-
tion will be observed and appropri-
ate shielding is in place for pa-
tient and staff.

c. Performer prepares or checks sy-
ringe with iodine-based aqueous
contrast solution. Plans to inject
small doses to avoid overfilling
of vertebral arteries. Uses smaller
amounts for positions known to have
dampening effects on radial pulse.

d. Performer has x-ray tube positioned
for serial filming; checks with the
technologist the rate of speed and
length of time selected for first
maneuver.

i) May review instructions to pa-
tient on maneuver and respira-
tion.

.

......mw

ii) When ready, has patient hold
still while performer injects
the contrast using appropri-
ate pressure.

iii) Has automatic serial cassette

1..
changer activated by technolo-

._:. ' gist.
iv) Has patient carry out maneuver

and suspend breathing on in-
spiration as rehearsed in co-

- ordination with injection and
filming.

v) Has serial films processed
after each injection or con-
tinues with the other maneuv-
ers and injections planned. P

e. After each injection performer
examines and talks to patient to
evaluate how the patient has re-
sponded to the procedures and the
injection.

i) If EKG is being monitored,
evaluates any changes during
initial injection as possible
contraindication for any ad-
ditional injections.

ii) May decide tO provide emer-
gency care at any time through
out procedure if patient shows
signs of adverse reactions.

iii) Reflushes catheter.

9. Performer looks at the serial sub-
clavian arteriograms as they are
processed, in sequence.

.

a. Checks for technical quality and
notes whether any irregularities
are due to artifacts or actual
pathological or abnormal condi-
tions, and whether the views are
clear enough for medical inter-
pretation. Performer may ask
Opinion of another radiologist.

b. Evaluates whetter the arterio-
grams provide consistent and re-

.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 480

This is page 10 of 11 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

producible evidence of compression anticoagulant. Maintains check on
defects, lesions and their sites. condition of patient including

c. Performer may decide to repeat a EKG monitoring. Allows appropri-
position or injection with patient ate period of time between injec-
erect if original filming was su- tions for reactions to contrast
pine; may decide to have technical to dissipate.
factors changed or inject additional h. If performer notes any signs of
contrast. Performer may decide to arterial spasm, may inject an
have patient undertake maneuver(s) anticoagulant, and/or apply hot
not yet done with additional injec- packs at once to avoid thrombotic
tiou(s). Performer may decide to occlusion. May decide to provide
repeat any or all of the examine- emergency care at any time
tion for the other side. throughout procedure if patient

d. In deciding whether to repeat ex- shows signs of adverse reactions.
amination or continue, performer i. Continues until satisfied with
considers the patient's condition,
the contraindications, the informa-

diagnostic information.

tion already supplied, and the 10. Performer decides when the radio-
urgency. graphic examination is completed

e. If performer decides to do bilateral based on information on the arterio-
study.", performer may reinsert guide
wire until it reaches the proximal

grams and the patient's condition.
Informs technologist and other staff

catheter tip. Uses fluoroscopic con-
trol.

that procedure is to be terminated.

a. Performer returns to the patient.
i) Performer then withdraws cathe- Reassures patient and explains

ter from subclavian artery just what will happen next. .

studied and into the aortic arch.
ii) Then, under fluoroscopic control

b. Removes any syringe from cathe-
ter.

.

renegotiates pathway into prox- c. Performer gently and slowly with-
imal end of the subclavian arte- draws the catheter. Manipulates
ry on the other.side as describ-
ed. Removes guide wire when ap-

by turning and pulling carefully,
taking care not to injure the

propriate. vessel or enlarge the wound at
iii) Repeats test injection. Reflushe the entry point.

catheter. d. Performer compresses the vessel
proximal to or at the puncture

f. For additional injections performer site with the fingertips and/or
makes decisions on amount of con- sterile gauze for an appropriate
trast, rate and speed of serial
programs; indicates what is needed
to staff and repeats as appropri-

amount of time.

i) Does not totally occlude the
ate. Allows elapse of time between artery. Checks that there is a
injections. Evaluates arteriograms. pulsation distal to the punc-

g. Performer reflushes the catheter ture site and no hematoma at
periodically with saline and/or the site.

. ii) May have a staff member con-
tinue the compression for the

Am.......m............,
mm.........~.0



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 480

This is page 11 of 11 for this task.

time needed. Makes changeover so
as to maintain pressure by with-
drawing own hands from under
those of the relieving staff mem-
ber once they are in place.

e. Performer applies or'orders pres-
sure dressing to be kept in place
appropriate amount oZ time.

f. Performer may order fluids to be
given intravenously ox,.by mouth.
May order bed rest for appropriate
period while patient recovers from
effects of procedure.

g. Arranges to have puncture site,
extremities,and arterial pulses
examined regularly over the next
few hours and any problems report-
ed at once. Informs patient or at-
tending staff to report further
oozing of blood or swelling.

h. Performer may order careful obser-
vation of patient including vital
signs, urinary output, and skin
care. May order tests, fill out
order forms. May order medication.

i. May order delayed urogram appro-
priate amount of minutes after
last injection.

j. Has appropriate sanitary clean up
procedures carried out.

k. If requested, calls surgeon or
clinician and reports preliminary
results and findings.

11. Performer records impressions of pro-
cedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any specie1 nursing follow-up

recommended, tests, delayed films
ordered, records and observation
required, medication, later studies
ordered.

-d. May sign chart, requisition sheet
or order forms.

List Elements Fully_
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 481

This is page 1 of 12 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Pt. examined,reassured;decisions made on going ahead,
method,technique,site of puncture and injection,con-
trast medium,type of injection,serial filming;prep-
aratory orders given;site anesthetized;vein punctur-
ed;needle placed or guide wire and catheter advanced
under fluoroscopic control;injection and filming co-
ordinated;angiograms reviewed;procedure continued
until final approval;emergency care ordered;instru-
ments removed;site compressed;orders for after care,
tests,delayed films,medical impressions recorded.

Performer receives the x-ray req
uisition form and medical chart
of a patient scheduled for in-
travenous angiocardiography (ra-
diographic contrast study of the
heart, great vessels,such as pul
monary arteries and descending
aorta,by means of percutaneous
needle or catheter injection
into a vein or the superior vena
cava) prior to the procedure,
such as on the previous day or
evening.

1. Performer reads the patient's
medical history and requisi-
tion form to review the case
or to become familiar with
materials seen earlier in
consultation in order to make
decisions about the conduct
of the radiographic study and
to check on the request of

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form;pt.'s medical chart;prior
films,scans;pen;view boxes;sterile tray with antisep-
tic,saline,anticoagulant,Decholin,swbs,tape,scis-
sors,gauze,pressure dressings,local anesthetic,sy-
ringes,puncture needles,-..2alpels,guide wire,catheter;
tourniquet;automatic injector;iodine-based contrast;
x-ray table;serial cassette changer(s);fluoroscope,
TV monitor;emergency cart;sterile gown,gloves;drape;
shielding,.

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker the referring physician:
involved in the task? Yes..) No... )

es to g. : Name t e in. or-recipient,- a. Performer notes the pa-
tient's age, sex, weight,
height, the name of the
referring clinician or
surgeon. .

b. Notes the purpose of the
requested study, such as
for information for

respondent or co-worker involved; with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the'performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any pt.;authorized adult;attending MD;radiologist;an
esthesiologist.surgeon;radiologic technoloRist:nurse

15. Name tne task so that the answers to ques-
use

prier to surgery or for
diagnosis. Notes whether
tha areas of interest in-
elude the heart, pulmonary
arteries,thoracic or ab-
dominal aorta, innominate
arteries, and side of in-
terest. Notes the nature
and location of the sus-
pected pathology or symp-
tomology, such as vascular
occlusive disease, soft

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting intravenous angiocardiography of any pt.
by percutaneous selective catheterization or direct
needle puncture,by examining,reassuring pt.,obtainin:
consent;deciding on method,technique,site,prepara-
tion;deciding whether to go ahead;deciding serial
program based on circulation time;deciding type of in
jection,pressure,materials,contrast;injecting local
anesthetic;making puncture;advencing needle,or cathe-

,-te and guide wire under fluoroscotic control;coordi-
nating injection of contrast and filming;evaluating
angiograms;ordering,approving additional injections
and angiograms as appropriate;ordering emergency car
removing instruments;ordering after care,rests,delay-

ed films;recordin orders medical impression

6. Check here it this
is a master sheet..(y)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 481

This is page 2 of 12 for this task.

List Elements Full

tissue tumors, aneurysms,aortic in-
sufficiency, stenosis, arterivven-
ous fistulas, massive pulmonary
embolism or congenital anomalies.

c. Performer notes relevant.prior his-
tory such as incidents of vascular
constriction, removal of any sec-
tion of the vascular system, grafts
and their sites, history of atheros
clerosis, heart disease, renal, pul
monary, or liver disease, history
of allergies or indications of al-
lergy to iodine-based contrast
media, abnornla.I. bleeding tendency,
anticoagulation therapy.

d. Performer reviews the diagnostic in
formation already obtained, includ-
ing any prior radiographic studies,
radioisotope scans, ultrasonograms,
results of clinical tests, lab
tests, ECG, vital signs. If already
done, notes results of allergy
test, clotting time tests; notes
stage of female patient's menstrual'
cycle, any possibility of pregnancy,
whether on oral contraceptive.
Notes if patient has infectious or
communicable condition, especially
at possible puncture site.

e. Notes whether prior orders have
been given to improve patient's
clinical condition; if so, notes
progress.

f. Performer notes recommendations on
technique,such as use of direct
needle puncture or catheterization,
site of injection,and materials.
Notes recommendations on use of
general or local anesthesia.

g. Checks to see whether patient or
authorized adult has signed consent
form. If not, may decide to obtain
personally before sedation.

h. Performer may discuss case with re-
ferring clinician, specialist, or
surgeon to obtain additional infor-
mation. May arrange for attending
physician, anesthesiologist and/or

2.

List Elements Full

surgeon to accompany performer in
examination of patient on day
prior to the procedure.

Performer visits patient and any
authorized adult at bedside or in
appropriate location. May be accom-
panied by clinician, anesthesiolo-
gist, surgeon, or cardiologist.

a. Performer greets patient and/or
authorized adult and explains
that a brief examination will
occur. If any colleagues are with
performer, performer introduces
them.

b. Performer reads patient's chart.
Notes any new clinical develop-
ments, response to care or medi-
cation. May ask patient or ac-
companying adult about symptoms
and allergies. Examines the pa-
tient for relevant symptoms and
general state. Reassures and an-
swers questions. If not already
done, performer determines whether
there is any possibility of preg-
nancy in the case of a female pa-
tient, whether patient has been
taken off any oral contraceptive.

c. -Performer considers whether there
have been changes in the patient's
condition since the decision was
made to do the procedure, and con-
siders whether there are contra-
indications to going ahead with
the procedure. May confer with
specialist, clinician, or surgeon;
discusses patient's current con-
dition. Decides whether to proceed,
cancel, or delay procedure based
on assessment of patient's current
condition and any discussion.

d. If performer decides to proceed,
examines patient to help determine
whether to use direct needle or
catheter injection and appropriate
site for puncture and/or injection.

6



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 481

This is -page 3 of 12 for this task.

i) Performer considers catheteriza-
tion via an antecubital or axil-
lary vein and injection in the
innominate vein or superior vena
cava, or direct needle injection
in antecubital vein or lower ex-
tremity vein.

ii) Performer examines the possible
puncture sites. Notes the pre-
sence of grafts, location of
ischemic symptoms, local infec-
tion. Considers the condition
'of the vessel, its ease of pal-
pation, patient's clinical and
surgical history, age of patient,
nature of symptoms,and area and
side of interest. Considers the
specific contraindications for
each method and site. Selects
preferred method and entry site
and side most appropriate for
the individual patient, and note
alternative second choice.

iii) Performer decides on appropriate
needle size and type, appropri-
ate catheter (size and length,
number of preformed curves, type
of end, whether straight, j-shap
ed, whether closed or open ended,
whether with side holes),type of
safety guide wires, based on the
method and site chosen, and pa-

tient's size.
iv) Performer decides on type and

quantity f iodine-based con-
trast solution based on the pa-
tient's size, age, site of in-'
jection and area of_interest.
Decides on manual or automatic
injection based on method cho-
sen.

v) Performer decides on the type
of equipment to use based on
the nature of the study and in-
stitutional facilities. May or-
der serial single or biplane
cassette changer,depending on
area of interest, purpose of

_study and mature_of atholo

e. If performer decides aot to have
procedure done, may discuss with
clinician. Records reasons for
cancellation and any recommenda-
tions for alternative procedure
on patient's chart. Informs staff
of cancellation and discusses with
patient.

f. Performer may decide to delay pro-
cedure, have patient undergo treat
ment to improve clinical condition
such as treatment for blood pres-
sure, anemia, infectious condi-
tion, or malnutrition. Discusses
as appropriate and has orders
given for care of patient. If pa-
tient has been on anticoagulant
therapy, may order cessation until
prothrombin and/or clotting times
are within normal levels. May or-
der cessation of oral contracep-
tive if not already done. With
emergency patient may determine
whether delay is contraindicated.

g. If performer decides to proceed
and a consent for the procedure
has not been obtained, performer
may explain to the patient or
guardian in comprehensible lan-
guage what will occur in the pro-
cedure, its purpose, and the dan-
gers to the patient involved. Per-
former explains the alternatives;
answers questions.

i) When the performer is sure that
the patient understands the
risks, asks the patient for sig
nature on consent form and
checks that it is properly
signed.

ii) If a guardian is to sign, per-
former explains to the indivi-
dual as appropriate.

iii) If a consent is not agreed to,
performer postpones procedure
until it is obtained. May dis-
cuss with appropriate physician
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 481

This is page 4 of 12 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

or individuals and/or with pa-
tient. Does not proceed unless
consent is obtained.

h. Performer decides on care to be
provided for patient:

i) Decides on use of general and/or
local anesthetic. May discuss
with anesthesiologist. If a gen-
eral anesthetic is to be admin-
istered, performer arranges to
have staff ready at the appropri-
ate time.

ii) Performer makes final decisions
on prior preparation of the pa-
tient such as sedation, period
for withholding of food, hydra-
tion, use of prior IV drip,
cleansing enema, shaving of en-
try site, prior administration
of antihistamine, medications to
deal with problems of blood
clotting, fluctuations in blood
pressure.

iii) May request EKG monitoring; may
have arm-to-tongue circulation
time tested and recorded or de-
cides to do personally.

i. Performer records orders as appro-
priate so that patient and equip-
ment can be prepared and staff as-
signed. May sign requisition; places
for scheduling unless emergency pro
cedure will be done at once.

j. May review with patient the proce-
dures that will occur.

3. Just prior to the time for which the
procedure is scheduled, the performer
reviews all the relevant medical in-
formation and the patient's chart. Re-
views relevant prior radiographs or
scans. Notes any new developments.

a. Performer greets patient in exami-
nation room. May question about

1111.11Malla..Z1Mair

symptoms; reassures and explains
what will occur.

b. Performer checks that all prior
preparatory procedures have been
carried out.

i) Checks report on electrolyte
levels, blood clotting time,
vital signs. Notes circula-
tion time if already recorded.

ii) Checks that any orders for hy-
dration, starting of IV infus-
ion, prior administration of
medication and/or sedation
have been carried out, and at
appropriate time. If not,ar-
ranges to have these done and/
or procedure delayed.

c. Performer examines puncture site
to review earlier decisions.
Makes sure no swelling or ten-
derness is present. Considers
alternative puncture site and/or
method if appropriate. Indicates
final puncture site and method
to staff.

d. Performer may order scout film(s)
of chest (and abdomen if relevant
as appropriate for single or bi-
plane views. Makes sure proper
shielding is being used.

i) Performer places the processed
scout film(s) on view boxes and
examines as soon as processed.
Considers whether the areas of
interest are visible, whether
the technique is satisfactory,
and whether the position(s) of
the patient are correct.

ii) If the scout(s) are not satis-
factory, performer indicates
the needed changes in techni-
que or in the patient's posi-
tion to the radiologic tech-
nologist.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 481

This is page 5 of .12 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

iii) Performer evaluates information tient will be asked to take, what
on scout(s) for relevance to per- pain might be experienced, and
forming any planned catheterize- what cooperation will be needed.
tion, such as site for injection. Stresses need to maintain posi-

tions when ordered.
e. Performer considers whether pa- j. If not already done, performer

tient's current condition presents may decide to test the arm-to- .

any contraindications to going tongue circulation time in order
ahead with the procedure. May have to plan program for seriography
clinician or specialist called; dis- so as to visualize the desired
cusses pedant's condition and any circulatory phases of the right
alternative steps. Decides whether heart, left heart, pulmonary ar-
to proceed or not based on need,
evaluation of patient's condition,
and contraindications.

f. If performer decides not to proceed,
records reasons and any recommenda-

teries, aorta, innominate arte-
ries.

i) Indicates to patient that he
or she must report the moment

tions on patient's chart. Informs a bitter taste is detected on
appropriate staff of cancellation the tongue after injection of
and has patient returned to room. Decholin.
If appropriate, orders rescheduling -Ii) Has staff member prepare in-
of patient or scheduling for alter- travenous injection site in
native procedure. arm as described below and in-

g. If patient is pediatric patient or
.

dicates who will time circula-
if general anesthesia has been sug- tion time;or decides to do per
gested for adult, performer may re- sonally.
consider whether general anesthesia iii) Checks prepared syringe of
is still warranted; may decide to Decholin; may have tourniquet
order if patient's behavior and applied to expose prepared
condition suggest the need. If gen- antecubital venous site.
eral anesthesia is to be carried
out, performer discusses with aneo-

iv) Inserts needle into vein,
checking location by aspirat-

thesiologist when it is to be ad- ing slightly to note venous
ministered and plans to coordinate return. Then injects Decholin
with anesthesiologist,

h. May order sedation and/or IV drip
and has timing commence. Re-
minds patient to report bitter

if appropriate and not already ad- taste.
ministered. Has puncture site and v) Notes circulation time. Cal-
possible alternative site shaved culates proper program for
and prepared. seriography so that filming

i. demon- and planned injection of con-Performer may explain or
strate use of equipment to a child
to allay fears and enlist coopera-

trast will demonstrate the
V

areas of interest as they are
tion; answers questions. Explains
that patient will be asked to hold
still from time to time. Indicates

opacified.

k. Performer orders program for seri
what will happen, the positions pa- ography, allowing proper elapse

of time to provide the phases re-

....Ammiammwrz.....__ _
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

lask Code No. 481

This is pase 6 of 12 for this task.

List Elements Fully

.quired. Informs technologist of the
number of films to be taken, the
per-second intervals, the number
series anticipated. Has ..tquipment
checked.

1. If a biplane study is involved, t,r-
ders desired projections aad/or an-
gulation. Indicates whether biplane
films will be taken simultaneously
or sequentially. Indicates stage of
suspended respiration required for
filming.

m. Considering the method and puncture
site selected, performer reviews
prior orders for size and type of
puncture needle(s), size and type
of guide wire, the type and amount
of contrast, use of automatic or

. manual injection. Orders any changes
necessary. Has technical factors set
for fluoroscopy.

n. If general anesthesia is to be ad-
ministered, indicates to anesthe-
siologist when procedure is to
start and allows for appropriate
timing.

o. Informs apprepribte co-workers of
decisions so that patient and ma-
terials can ,be prepared.

. Performer returns to patient in proce-
dure room when informed that patient
and equipment are r.J.ady:

a. Checks whether patient has been
properly shielded, immobilized,
and prepared for strile puncture.
procedure. -If_not acceptable, in-
dicates the needed adjusments
May decide to immobilize Personally.

b. Checks that ECG monitoring equip-
ment is present if ordered, and
that emergency cart is present.

c: Checks sterile tray prepared for
procedure. Requests any missing ob-
jects.

List Element, Full
millommmmulmatermilm

i) Perfmmer checks that appro-
priate types and sizes of
needles, catheters, and guide
wires are present, that cathe-
ter is preformed as appropri-
ate,with side holes if ordered.
Checks safety guide wire. May.
bend catheters personally.

ii) Checks that syringes with sa-
line and/or anticoagulant so-
lution are prepared, that sy-
ringes with contrast medium
are ready.

iii) Checks appearance of contrast
medium to be sure there is no
chemical deterioration; cheeks
amount.

iv) May prepare syringe with local
anesthetic or checks.

d. Checks that seriography equipment
is ready for use, that technical
factors are set for seriography
and fluoroscoPy, and that eqUip-
ment for pressure injection, if
ordered, is checked and ready for
use.

e. Dons protective lead garments and
sterile gown and gleves when ap-
propriate. Checks staff shielding.

f. If patient is coherent, performer
explains what will be done. An-
swers patient's questions as ap-
propriate. Reassures patient and
does so as deemed needed through-
out procedure.

g. If general anesthesia is to be
administered, checks with anes-
thesiologist to be sure that the
patient is ready for procedure
tO begin.

5. Unless already done, performer pre-
pares the puncture site for inser-
tion of the puncture needle (and/or
catheter) using sterile technique:
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 481

This is page 7 of 12 for this task.

List Elements Full

a. Has patient positioned appropri-
ately for the injection site cho-
sen so as to provide access, and
locates the point of entry:

i) For the femoral vein, has pa-
tient placed in supine position
with access just below the in-
guinal ligament on the side se-
lected. May rotate thigh exter-
nally and abduct slightly. Lo-
cates the vessel by finding the
proximal pulse of the femoral
artery and palpating a point
just medial at 5 to 8 cm. below
Poupart's ligament.

ii) For the antecubital vein has pa-
tient lie supine with arm sup-
ported and cubital area exposed.
May apply tourniquet to facili-
tate visual and tactile location
of vein.

iii).For axillary vein has patient
lie supine with arm abducted and
rotated so hand is palm upward
and forearm parallel with pa-
tient's head. Performer locates
the area of maximum arterial
pulsation and finds a point be-
low and lateral to the artery,
usually just distal to the
pectoral muscle fOld.

b. Prepares the site for injection of
the local anesthetic and puncture
by swabbing with prepared anti-
septic solution. Covers surrounding
areas with sterile drapes, leaving
only small area of injection and
puncture uncovered.

c. Checks amount of local anesthetic
to be injected as shown by nurse
in syringe, or draws anesthetic
into sterile syringe. Checks that
no air is present and inserts nee-
dle intradermally and subcutaneous-
ly; injects. Makes sure to infil-

List Elements Fully
*

trate the skin and the sheath of
the vein on both sides of the ves-
sel. Removes needle. Waits for
area to become anesthetized.

6. When the entry area has become anes-
thetized, performer-ciakes sure that
the entry site is optimally distended
end prepares for puncture:

bolt.

a. Chooses teflon puncture needle or

needle with polyetheline tubing
attached based on method selected.
Performer may use a scalpel to
make a small incision at the entry
site (to facilitate entry of nee-
dle).

b. Performer has patient hold still.
Performer attempts to penetrate
the vein (at the incision if cre-
ated), while palpating and fixing
vein. Performer inserts needle in
the direction of flow.

c. Performer pulls out the needle's
inner stylus; attaches vena tube
or syringe to needle; suctions
back and checks needle entry by
noting whether venous blood ap-
pears. Removes vena tube or sy-
ringe. May pull back on needle and
reinsert or make other insertions
until the needle tip is judged
within the lumen of the vein. Re-
moves tourniquet.

d. Performer attaches syringe with
saline to needle. Injects saline
to check whether the needle is ob-
structed and to note the pressure
necessary for adequate injection.

e. Performer may use radiography or I

fluoroscopy to check needle place-
ment and evaluate aLount of con-
trast to inject:

1) Has tubing attached to needle
cut near proximal end of nee-
dle.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 481

This is page 8 of 12 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

ii) Positions overhead x-ray tube or
fluoroscope unit over patient to
visualize needle within the vein.
Has patient hold still. Injects
a small test dose of the contrast
solution into the vein and acti-
vates fluoroscope or has tech-
nologist take overhead viaw.

iii) With fluoroscopy, observes the
flow of the contrast on the TV
monitor. Performer adjusts nee-
dle position if required while
viewing on TV monitor. Performer
judges whether needle is correct-
ly inserted in lumen of vessel
rather than in an intramural or
extravascular position by v:ew-
ing on TV monitor and watching
flow of test dose. Adjusts posi-
tion'of Seldinger needle to be
sure that the catheter will be
free to pass along the lumen of
the vessel. While noting the flow
of the test dose, performer de-
cides on the appropriate amount
of contrast to inject and the
speed and force to use for the
injection.

iv) With radiography, performer views
radiograph on view box when it
is brought or goes to automatic
processor. Evaluates and decides
whether needle is at correct
depth and "lie" in lumen or needs
to be readjusted. Repeats inser-
tion and radiography until this
is accomplished.

f. For direct needle injection,perform
er may insert a guide wire into nee
dle several inches into the vessel
and advance the needle over this to
lodge it firmly in the lumen of the
vessel.

i) Removes guide wire and wipes off
blood.

ii) If teflon needle is used per-
former removes stiff inner nee
dle after checking correct
placement, leaving teflon
sheath in place. May advance
sheath several inches into
lumen of vessel in the direc-
tion of flow.

iii) Performer may secure needle or
sheath with tape and flush
periodically with saline solu-t
tion.

7. If performer is to carry out "Seld-
inger" catheterization proceeds as
follows:

, a. Performer inserts a curved tip
safety guide wire into the needle
or sheath and advances this into
the vessel in the direction of
the planned route for catheteri-
zation. May advance guide wire
before removing needle or sheath
and introducing catheter.

b. Once the guide wire is inserted,
performer withdraws the needle
or sheath, compressing the vein
to reduce the bleeding. Cleans
blood off guide wire. Inserts the
appropriate size catheter by
threading catheter over the guide
wire and into the vein.

c. Performer advances the catheter
(with or without guide wire as a
leader) under fluoroscopic con-
trol, as appropriate, to the se-
lected injection site:

i) For injection into 'the innomi-
nate vein,performer advances
catheter tip from the antecu-
bital to the axillary vein and
into the innominate. Positions
tip so that it is proximal to
the union of the internal jugu-
lar and the subclavian veins,
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and advanced sufficiently to a. If the site of injection is in
avoid backflow into axillary the arm or innominate vein, per-
vein or slippage oe catheter former may have patient take
into jugular vein,

ii) For injection into the superior
seated position. Has patient's
arm extended without flexing and

vena cava, performer advances raised to permit a straight path
catheter along the subclavian to the right atrium.
vein and down into the superior b. FOr lower extremity injection has
vena cava. patient placed in supine, hori-

zontal or Trendelenburg position.
d. Performer attaches syrimge prepared c. Has x-ray tube(s) positioned for

with saline and/or an anticoagulant frontal and/or lateral projec-
to cntheter tubing or sheath. ,

Flushes periodically tc avoid clot-
tion(s).

d. Reviews with technologist at what
ting. stage of injection the filming

e. In advancing the catheter and guide is to begin, depending on the
wire, performer is careful not to phases to be visualized.
force passage. e. If patient is not under anesthe-

f. If an obstacle is encountered, per- sia, may rehearse patient in sus-
former checks position using flu- pending and holding breath on in-

oroscopy, syringe, and small amount spiration. If a. Valsalva maneuver

of contrast solution (as described is to be used, performer demon-
above). Injects a small amount of strates and rehearses patient in
contrast into the vein through the taking a deep breath, holding

catheter; activates fluoroscope and breath in, and bearing down as

views on the TV monitor. Determines though evacuating until told to
problem and redirects guide wire
or catheter as appropriate. Per-

relax.
,

f. Makes sure proper (close) colli-
former evaluates entry route if ap-,
propriate and may choose alterna-

mation will be observed and that
appropriate shielding is in

tive route or direct needle punc- place.

ture. Performer repeats appropriate g. If pressure injection is to be

steps for any new location after done by hand, performer prepares
properly caring for initial site. or checks syringe with the iodine

g. When catheter tip has been posi- based, aqueous contrast solution
tioned, performer injects test dose for correct quantity. Attaches

of contrast under fluoroscopic con- to needle, sheath or catheter.

trol as described above. Notes pas- Checks that there is no air in

sage of contrast. Checks that posi- system.
.

tion of catheter is parallel with h. If pressure injection is to be

vascular wall so that injection done by automatic injector, per-
will not damage wall, and that a former prepares to coordinate in-

free passage of injection is as- jections with filming:

sured. Readjusts as appropriate.
1) Checks that the automatic in-

8. Performer prepares for immediate in- jector is loaded with proper

jection of contrast and filming: amount of medium in syringe;
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List Elements Full

checks that syringe is attached
to injector tubing. Attaches
tubing to catheter. Checks that
there is no air in system.

ii) Performer checks on or orders
the rate and pressure setting
for the entry force for the auto-
matic injector. Considers the
force of entry needed to inject
the contrast medium into the ves-
sels of interest given the tech-
nique, vessel, route and other
conditions involved.

Performer directs injection and film-
ing:

a. Performer may enter control room.
Has patient hold steady on inspira-
tion or perform Valsalva maneuver
as rehearsed if conscious, or awaits
indication from anesthesiologist
that.respiration has been suspended.

b. If performer injects the contrast
solution by hand, does so in pre-
determined amount decided; tells
technologist when to activate the
automatic film changer.

c. If performer uses automatic injec-
tor, activates, and tells technolo-
gist when to start the automatic
film changer to take the series,of
pre-programmed radiographs.

d. May immediately inject saline to
"push" injected contrast along. .

e. Has first set of serial films pro-
cessed at once. While serial films
are being processed, performer ex-
amines and talks to patient (if con-
scious) to evaluate how the patient
has responded to the procedure and
the injection.

i) Detaches injector tubing; re-
flushes catheter or needle site.

ii) If ECG is being monitored, evalu-
ates any changes during initial

List Elements Full%.,

injection as possible contrain
dication for additional injec-
tions.

10. Performer looks at the first set of
serial angiograms on view boxes in
sequence as soon as they are pro-
cessed. Places biplane views to-
gether.

a. Checks for technical quality, and
notes whether any irregularities
are due to artifacts or actual
pathological or abnormal condi-
tions, and whether the views are
clear enough for medical inter-
pretation. Performer may ask
opinion,of another radiologist.

b. Determines whether the radio-
graphs adequately demonstl:ate the
vessels and structures being
studied, and provide sufficient
information about any pathology,
blockage, or distoration of the
flow, the presence of embolism,
the extent and location of any
anomalies, malformation, the pre-
sence of thrombi, and other signs
of abnormal structure or pathol-
ogy.

c. Performer considers whether to
inject additional contrast, re-
peat injection and filming with
change in technical factors or
patient position (such as oblique
view).

i) Performer may decide that the
information suggests the need
to do selective catheteriza-
tion at a later time.

ii) In deciding on additional in-
jections performer considers
the patient's condition, the
contraindications, the infor-
mation already supplied, and
the urgency. May discuss with
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List Elements Full

anesthesiologist, and/or cardio-
logist.

d. For additional injections, change of
position, change in technical fac-
tors, performer reviews,decisions on
injection pressure, amount cf con-
trast, rate and speed of serial pro-
grams,and exposure at appropriate
phase of circulation.

i) Indicates what is needed to staff
and epeats as appropriate.

ii) Allows appropriate elapse of time
between injections for patient
to respond optimally.

iii) Performer reflushes periodically
with saline and/or anticoagulant.
Maintains check oncondition of
patient.

e. Repeats relevant steps for repeat
or additional angiograms as decided
and as described above until satis-
fied that the angiograms are tech-
nically adequate to demonstrate the
areas and conditions under study
and to provide sufficient informa-
tion to make possible a competent
medical interpretation or a surgica
decision.

f. May decide to provide emergency car
at any time throughout procedure if
patient shows signs of adverse re-
actions.

g. If performer notes any signs of
arterial or venous spasm, may in-
ject an anticoagulant, and/or ap-
ply hot packs at once to avoid
thrombotic occlusion.

11. Performer decides when the radiograph-
ic examination is completed based on
information on the angiograms and the
patient's condition. Informs anesthe-
siologist (if present), technologist,
and other staff that procedure is to
be terminated.

List Elements Fully 0

a. Performer returns to the patient.
If patient is conscious, perform-
er reassures patient and explains
what will happen next.

b. Removes any connecting tube or
ringe.

c. Performer gently and slowly with-
draws the needle, sheath or cath-
eter. Manipulates catheter by
turning and pulling carefully,
taking care not to injure the ves
sel or enlarge the wound at the
entry point.

d. Performer compresses the vessel
proximal to or at the puncture
site lightly with the fingertips
and/or sterile gauze for an ap-
propriate amount of time. Checks
that there is no hematoma at the
site.

e. Performer applies or orders pres-
sure dressing to be kept in place
appropriate amount of time.

f. Performer may order fluids to be
given intravenously or by mouth.
May oraer bed rest for appropri-
ate period while patient recovers
from effects of procedure.

g. Arranges to have puncture site
examined regularly over the next
few hours and any problems re-
ported at once. Informs patient
or attending staff to report
further oozing of blood or swell-

ing.
h. Performer may order careful ob-

servation of patient including
vital signs, urinary output, and
skin care. May order tests, fill
out order forms. May order medi-
cation.

i. May order delayed urogram and/or
chest film for appropriate amount
of minutes after last injection-

j. Has appropriate sanitary clean up
procedures carried out.
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k. If requested, calls surgeon or
clinician and reports preliminary
results and findings.

12. Performer records impressions of pro-
cedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up rec-

ommended, tests, delayed films or-
dered, records and observation re-
quired, medication, later studies
ordered.

d. May sign chart, requisition sheet
or order forms.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 482

This is page 1 of 14 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this ia broad enough to be repeatable.)

Pt. examined,reassured;decisions made on going ahead,
technique,puncture,injection sites,contrast,filming,
type of injection;preparation ordered;site(s) anes-
thetized;vein(s) punctured;guide wire(s) ,catheter(s)
advanced with fluoroscopy;test drugs injected;blood
samples,circulation time,pressure taken;injection,
filming coordinated;films evaluated;procedure con-
tinued;emergency care ordered;instruments removed;
site compressed;orders for after care,tests,urog-

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only. certain items must be Used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form;pt.'s medical chart,prior
films,scans;pen;view boxes;sterile tray with anti-
septic,saline,anticoagalant,dexrose,Decholin,hippu-
ran,PAH solution,adrenal gland stimulant,test tubes,
iced containers,vacutainers,syringes,venatubes,swabs,
tape,scissors,gauze,pressure'dressings,local anesthe
tic,N-adaptor,needles,scalpels,guide wires,catheters,
tourniquet;automatic injeCtor:iodine-pased contrast;
x-ray table;serial cassette chenger(s);fluoroscope,
TV monitor;manometer;IV apparatus;emergery cart;
sterile gown,gloves,drape;shielding

rilMOMISM

3. Is there a recipient, resptlident or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes,...( ) No...( )

. If -Yesd-to q. 3: Name the aui di recipient,
respondent or co-worker invoived, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Any pt.;authorized 2dult;attending Mn;radiologist;
surgeon;radiologic technologist;nurse

Name the tas'A so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 nre reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting catheter vena cavography and/or selective
renal or adrenal venography of any non-infant pt. by
examining,reassuring pt.;obtaining consent;deciding
on site,route,technique,prior preparationiwhether to
go ahead,type of injection,filming;injecting local
anesthetic;making punctures;advancing catheter and
guide wire with fluoroscopic control;injecting drugs
for circulation time,function studies;taking pres-
sure,blood samples;coordinating injection,filming;
evaluating films;continuing;ordering emergency care;
removing instruments;ordering after care,tests,delay-
ed urography;recording orders,medical impressions.

List Elements Fully

Performer receives the x-ray
requisition form and medical
chart of a non-infant patient
scheduled for catheter inferior
vena cavography and/or selective
renal or adrenal venography (ra-
diographic contrast study of in-
ferior vena cava, and/or renal
or adrenal veins by means of
selective catheterization) prior
to the procedure, such as on the
previous day or evening.

1. Performer reads the patient'
medical history and requisi-
tion form to review the case
or to become familiar with
materials seen earlier in
consultation, in order to
make decisions about the con-
duct of the radiographic
study and to check on the re-
quest of the referring physi-
cian:

a. Performer notes the pa-
tient's age, sex, weight,
height, the name of the
referring clinician or
surgeon.

b. Notes areas of interest,
the purpose of the request
ed study, such as for in-
formation on the position
and condition of the in-
ferior vena cava prior to
surgery, evidence of ex-
trinsic pressure deformity,
occlusive lesions, locali-
zation of thrombi, tumors,
vein invasions of the rena
or adrenal glands, samplin
of renal,venous blood (re-
nal vein renin study), sam
pling of adrenal venous

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 482

2 of 14 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

blood. Notes nature and suspected
location of expected pathology.

Notes whether inferior vena cavog-
raphy is requested prior to renal
or adrenal venography. Notes wheth-
er arterial phase is required to
delineate position of the aorta.
Notes whether bilateral catheteri-
zation is involved.

d. Performer reviews the diagnostic
information already obtained, in-
cluding any prior radiographic
studies, radioisotope scans, ultra-
sonograms, results of clinical
tests, lab and sensitivity tests,
ECG (EKG),vital signs, clotting
time tests.

e. Performer notes relevant prior his-
tory such as prior incidents of
vascular constriction, removal of
any section of the vascular system,
grafts and their sites, history of
heart disease, hypertension, renal,
pulmonary, or liver disease, throm-
bosis, abnormal bleeding tendency,
anticoagulation therapy, history of
allergies or indications of allergy
to iodine-based contrast media.
Notes stage of female patient's
menstrual cycle, any possibility
of pregnancy, whether on oral con-
traceptive. Notes whether patient
has an infectious or communicable
condition, especially local infec-
tion at possible puncture site.

f. Notes whether there may be danger
of intrinsic lesions of the infer-
ior vena cava, danger of rupture of
any vessels.
Notes whether prior orders have
been given to improve patient's
clinical condition; if so, notes
progress.

h. Performer notes recommendations on
method of examination, such as en-
try site and route for catheteri-
zation, site for injection (where

g.

catheter tip is to be placed), use
of equipment and materials.

i. Checks to see whether patient or
authorized adult has signed con-
sent form. If not, may decide to
obtain personally before sedation.

j. Performer,may discuss case with
referring clinician, specialist,
or surgeon to obtain additional
information. May arrange for at-
tending physician and/or surgeon
to aczompany performer in exami-
nation of patient on day prior to
the procedure.

2. Performer visits patient and any au-
thorized adult at bedside or in ap-
propriate location. May be accompani-
ed by clinician, surgeon, or appro-
priate specialist.

a. Performer greets patient and/or
authorized adult and explains that
a brief examination will occur.
If any colleagues are with per-
former, performer introduces them.

b. Performer reads patient's chart.
Notes any new clinical develop-
ments, response to care or medi-
cation. May ask patient or accom-
panying adult about symptoms and
allergies. Examines the patient
for relevant symptoms and general
state. Reassures and answers ques-
tions. If not already done, per-
former determines whether there i
any possibility of pregnancy in
the case of a female patient,
whether patient has been taken off
any oral contraceptive.

c. Performer considers whether there
have been changes in the patient's
condition since the decision was
made to do the procedure, and con-
siders whether there are contrain-
dications to going ahead with the
procedure. May confer with spe-
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Task Code No. 482

This is page 3 of 14 for this task.

cialist, clinician, or surgeon;
discusses patient's current condi-
tion. Decides whether to'proceed,
cancel or delay procedure based on
assessment of patient's current con
dition and any discussion.

d. If performer decides to proceed, ex
amines patient to help determine ap
propriate site and method for in-
troduction of catheter.

i) Performer evaluate's both femoral
veins below the inguinal liga-
ment. If bilateral catheteriza-
tion is preferablessuch as for
blood sampling, determines con-
dition of both entry sites.

ii) Notes the presence of grafts,
location of ischemic symptoms,
local infection, tenderness or
swelling. Considers the condi-
tion of the vessel, its ease of
palpation, patient's clinical
and surgical history, age of pa-'
tient, and nature of symptoms.
For unilateral catheterization
selects right femoral vein if
available or side most appropri-
ate for the individual patient.
Gives preference to right fem-
oral vein.

iii) For inferior vena cavography se-
lects site for injection within
inferior vena cava or commOn
iliac vein as appropriate to the
area(s) of interest.

iv) For renal or adrenal venography,
if bilateral study is required
and only unilateral catheteri-
zation is possible,decides on se
quence for catheterization,blood
sampling and/or filming. ,

v) Performer decides whether to use
automatic and/or manuai injec-
tion, single plane or biplane
serial cassette changer.

vi) Performer decides on catheter
sizes, lengths and types as ap-

List Elements Full
.1111711171MW

propriate to the vessels to be
catheterized. Decides on'number
and placement of side holes,
preformed curves, tapering, use
of catheter guidance system,
type of safety guide wires.

vii) Decides on type of puncture nee
dles, type and approximate
amount of iodine-based contrast
solution based on the patient's
size, age, site of injection, ,

and area of interest. Decides
on local anesthetic.

viii) Decides on materials appropri-
ate for venous pressure reading
renal or adrenal blood sampling

e. If performer decides not to have
procedure done, may discuss with
clinician. Records reasons for can
cellation and any recommendations
for alternative procedure on pa-
tient's chart. Informs staff of
cancellation and discusses with pa
tient.

f. Performer may decide to delay pro-
cedure, have.patient undergo treat
ment to improve clinical condi-
tion, such as treatment for blood
pressure, anemia, infectious con-
dition, or malnutrition. Discusses
as appropriate and has orders
given for care of patient. If pa-
tient has been on anticoagulant
therapy, may order cessation until
prothrombin and/or clotting times
are within normal levels. May or-
der cessation of oral contracep-
tive if not already done. With
emergency patient may determine
whether delay is contraindicated.

g. If performer decides to proceed
and a consent for the procedure
"has not been obtained, performer
may explain to the patient or
guardian in comprehensible lan-
guage what will occur in the pro-
cedure, its purpose, and the dan-
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Task Code No. 482

This is page 4 of 14 for this task.

gers to the patient involved. Per-
former explains the alternatives;
answers questions.

i) When the performer is sure that
the patient understands the
risks, asks the patient for sig-
nature on consent form and check
that it is properly signed.

ii) If a guardian is to sign, per-
former explains to the indivi-
dual as appropriate.

iii) If a consent is not agreed to,
performer postpcnes procedure
until it is obtained. May dis-
cusS with appropriate physician
or individuals and/or with pa-
tient. Does not proceed unless
consent is obtained.

h. Performer decides on care to be
provided for patient:

i) Performer makes final decisions
on prior preparation of the pa-
tient such as sedation, period
for withholding of food, hydra-
tion, use of prior IV drip,
cleansing enema, shaving of en-
try site(s), prior administra-
tion of antihistamine, medica-
tions to deal with problems of
blood clotting, fluctuations in
blood pressure.

ii) May request EKG monitoring; may
have arm-to-tongue circulation
time tested and recorded or de-
cides to do personally. May re-
quest assistant for bilateral
blood sampling.

i. Performer records orders as appro-
priate so that patient and equip-
ment can be prepared and staff as-
signed. May sign requisition;
places for scheduling.

List Elements Full

j. May review with patient the pro-
cedures that will occur.

Just prior to the time for which the
procedure is scheduled, the perform-
er reviews all the relevant medical
information and theTatient's chart.
Reviews relevant prior radiographs or
scans. Notes any new developments.

a. Performer greets patient in exami-
nation room. May question about
symptoms; reassures and explains
what will occur.

b. Performer checks that all prior
preparatory procedures have been
carried out.

i) Checks report on electrolyte
levels, blood clotting time,
vital signs. Notes circulation
time if recorded and relevant.

ii) Checks that any orders for hy-
dration, prior administration
of medication and/or sedation
have been carried out, and at
appropriate time. If not ar-
ranges to have these done and/
or procedure delayed.

c. Performer examines puncture site
(s) to review earlier decisions.
Makes sure no swelling or tender-
ness is present. Considers alter-
native or unilateral puncture site
if appropriate. Indicates final
puncture site(s) to staff.

d. Performer may order scout film(s)
of abdomen as appropriate for
single or biplane view's.' Makes
sure proper Shielding is being
used.

i) Performer places the processed /

scout films on view boxes and
examines as soon as they are
ready. Performer considers
whether the areas of interest
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are visible, whether the tech-
nique is satisfactory, and
whether the position(s) of the
patient are correct.

ii) If the scouts are not satis-
factory, performer indicates
the needed changes in technique
or in the patient's position to
the radiologic technologist.

iii) Performer considers whether in-
formazion on scouts suggests
possible complications for cath-
eterization or need for further
cleansing. May order further
cleansing, delay in procedure
or makes last minute decision
on catheterization site.

e. Performer considers whether pa-
tient's current condition presents
any contraindications to going
ahead with the procedure. May have
clinician or specialist called;
discusses patient's condition and
any alternative steps. Decides
whether to proceed or not based on
need, evaluation of patient's con-
dition and contraindications.

f. If performer decides not to pro-
ceed, records reasons and any rec-
ommendations on patient's chart.
Informs appropriate co-w)rker of
cancellation and has patient re-
turned to room. If appropriate,
orders rescheduling of patient or
scheduling for alternative proce-
dure.

4. If performer decides to proceed, con-
tinues with preparations:

a. For bilateral catheterization, if
co-worker is to assist, indicates
which steps are to be done by as-
sistant, or decides on order of
punctures for insertions of cathe-
ters (either right or left fem-

oral). Performer handles one or

List Elements Fullx.

both puncture sites as appropri-
ate, one at a time, or in coopera-
tion with the assistant.

b. Performer may explain or demon-
strate use of equipment to a child
to allay fears and enlist coopera-
tion; answers questions. Explains
that patient will be asked to hold
still from time to time. Indicates
what will happen, what pain might
be experienced, and what coopera-
tion will be needed. Stresses need
to maintain positions when order-
ed.

i) For adrenal venography indi-
cates that patient may experi-
ence some pain in the flank
when the injection takes place.
Reassures.

ii) If a Valsalva maneuver is to be
used, performer demonstrates
and rehearses patient in taking
a deep breath, holding breath
in, and bearing down as though

Ievacuating until told to relax.

c. May order sedation if appropriate
and not already administered. Has
puncture site and possible alter-
native site shaved and prepared.

d. At appropriate time, depending on
the nature of blood sampling
study, performer sets up IV in-
fusion.

i) For renal vein renin stUdy
checks prepared IV bottle con-
taining solution of radioac-
tive hippuran and PAH (para-
aminohippuric acid, used to .

measure the effective renal
plasma flow and to determine
the functional capacity of the
tubular excretory mechanism).
Performer may decide to pre-
pare IV bottle personally. For
adrenal vein sampling Tay ar-
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range for injection of gland
stimulant after control samples
are taken.

ii) Has IV infusion apparatus set up
near patient. Atz-lches bottle of
prepared solution to sterile IV
tubing. Hangs at appropriate
height on pole near patient with
clamp in closed position.

iii) Prepares patient for insertion
of IV needle by exposing ante-
cubital vein selected, applying
tourniquet,and swabbing site
with antiseptic solution. In-
serts IV needle with sterile
loop attached. Checks for blood;
removes tourniquet. Tapes needle
into position. May immobilize
arm.

iv) Runs fluid through tubing to
check flow and remove air. At-
taches loop of needle to IV tub-
ing. Adjusts flow in tube to de-
sired rate and starts infusion.
Continues infusion throughout
procedure. May check that rate
is kept constant.

v) Performer allows the infusion to
progress for a proper elapse of
time.

e. If not already done, performer may
decide to test the arm-to-tongue
circulation time in order to plan
program for seriography so as to
visualize the desired arterial
phase.

i) Has anticubital Site prepared as
described above, and assigns
staff member to time response.

ii) Indicates to patient that he or
she must report the moment a'
bitter taste i detected on the
tongue after injection of Decho-
lin.

iii) Checl , prepared syringe of Decho
lin; may have tourniquet applied

List Elements Full

to expose prepared antecubital
venous site.

iv) Inserts needle into vein, check
ing location by aspirating
slightly to note venous return.
Then injects Decholin and has
timing commence. Reminds pa-
tient to report bitter taste.

v) Notes circulation time. Calcu-
lates proper program for seri-
ography so that filming and
planned injection of contrast
will demonstrate the areas of
interest as they are opacified.

f. Performer indicates any change in
orders for sizes of needles, cath-
eters, guide wires, type and
amount of iodine-based contrast
solution, use of automatic or man-
ual injection, use of biplane or
single plane serial changer.

g. Performer orders program for seri-
ography allowing proper elapse of
time to provide for the arterial
phase if required.

i) Informs technologist of the
number of films to be taken,

- the per-second intervals, the
number of series anticipated.
Has equipment checked.

ii) If a biplane study is involved,
orders desired projections and/
or angulation. Indicates wheth-
er biplane films will be taken
simultaneously or sequentially.

iii) Indicates stage of suspended
respiration required or for
filming.

h. Has technical factors set for flu-
oroscopy.

i. Informs appropriate co-workers of
decisions so that patient and ma-
terials can be prepared.
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This is page 7 of 14 for this task.

5. Performer returns to patient in pro-
cedure room when informed that patient
and equipment are ready:

a. Checks whether patient has been
properly shielded, immobilized,
and prepared for steril puncture
procedure. If not accep _Able, in-
dicates the needed adjustments.
May decide Lo immobilize personally.
Checks that ECG monitoring equip-
ment is present (if ordered) and
that emergency cart is present.

b. Checks sterile tray prepared for
procedure. Requests any missing ob-
jects.

i) Performer checks that appropri-
ate types and sizes of needles,
catheters, and_guide wires are
present, that catheters are pre-
formed as appropriate with side
holes as ordered. Checks safety
guide wires. May bend catheters
personally.

ii) Checks that syringes with saline
and/or anticoagulant solution
are prepared, that syringes with
contrast medium, are ready.

iii) Checks appearance of contrast
medium to be sure there is no
chemical deterioration; checks
amount.

iv) May prepare syringe with local
anesthetic or checks.

c. Checks that seriography equipment
is ready for use, that technicai
factors are set for seriography snd
fluoroscopy, and that equipment for
pressure injection (if ordered) is

checked and ready for use.
d. Dons protective lead garments and

sterile gown and...gloves when appro-
priate. Checks staff shielding.

e. If patient is coherent, performer
explains what will bP done. An-
swers patient's questions as appro-

List Elements Fully

priate. Reassures patient and does
so as deemed needed throughout pro
cedure.

Unless already done, perfbrmer pre-
pares the puncture site(s) for in-
sertion of the needle and catheter(s)
using sterile technique:

a. Has patient positioned appropri-
ately for the puncture site cho-
sen so as to provide access, and
locates the point of entry. For
the femoral vein(s), has patient
placed in supine position with ac-
cess just below the inguinal liga-
ment on the side(s) selected. May
rotate thigh externally and abduct
slightly. Locates the vessel by
finding the proximal pulse of the
femoral artery and palpating a
point just medial at 5 to 8 cm.
below Poupart's ligament.
Prepares the site(s) for injection
of the local anesthetic and punc-
ture by swabbing with prepared
antiseptic solution. Covers sur-
rounding areas with sterile
drapes, leaving only small area
of injection and puncture uncov-
ered.

c. For each vein to be catheterized,
checks amount of local anesthetic
to be injected as shown by nurse .

in syringe, or draws anesthetic
into sterile syringe. Checks that
no air is present and inserts nee-
dle intradermally and subcutaneous
ly; injects. Makes sure to infil-
*rate the skin and the sheath of
the vein on both sides of the ves-
sel. Removes needle. Waits for
area to become anesthetized.

7. Performer uses Seldiuger technique. to
catheterize the femoral vein(s) for
bilaterak-catheterization. May enter

b.
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by way of the femoral vein opposite the the solution into the vein for
side of interest as follows: viewing location of needle.

iv) Locates site of entry and
a. When the entiy area has become checks position of needle with-

anesthetized performer makes sure in vessel by viewing on TV moni
that the entry site is optimally tor. Performer judges whether -
distended and prepares for puncture. needle is correctly inserted in

b. Chooses appropriate teflon puncture lumen of vessel rather than in
needle or needle with polyetheline an intramural or extravascular
tubing attached. Performer may use position by viewing on TV moni-
a scalpel to make a small incision tor and watching flow of test
at the entry site (to facilitate en- dose.
try of needle). v) Adjusts position of needle to

c. Performer has patient hold still. be sure that the catheter will
Performer attempts to penetrate the be free to pass along the lumen
vein (at the incision if created),
while palpating and fixing vein.

of the vessel.
vi) With teflon needle performer

Performer inserts needle in the di- removes stiff inner needle
rection of flow,

d. Pulls out the needle's inner stylus;
leaving teflon sheath in place.
May advance sheath several

attaches vena tube or syringe to inches into lumen of vessel in
needle; suctions back and checks the direction of the route to
needle entry by noting whether ven-
ous blood appears. Removes vena tube
or syringe. May pull back on needle

be catheterized.

g. Performer inserts a curved tip
and reinsert, or make other inser- safety guide wire into the needle
tions uneil the needle tip is judged or sheath and advances this into
within the lumen of the vein,

e. May attach syringe witl- saline and/
the vessel in the direction of the
planned route for catheterization.

or anticoagulant to needle and May advance guide wire before re- .

flush entry site. moving needle or sheath and intro-
f. Performer may check position of nee- ducing catheter.

dle at this point: h. Once the guide wire is inserted,
performer withdraws the needle or

0 Performer uses syringe prepared sheath, compressing the vein to
with a small amount of the con- reduce the bleeding. Cleans blood
trast solution. Checks that med- off guide wire. Inserts the appro-
ium is appropriate. Connects sy- priate size catheter by threading
ringe to the catheter. catheter over the guide wire and

ii) Positions the overhead fluoro-
scope unit over the patient; may

into the vein.

have lights in room dimmed; acti- 8. Performer advances the catheter(s)
vates the fluoroscope; adjusts (with or without guide wire as a
technical factors or has this
done.

leader) under fluoroscopic control,
as approp0.ate:

'in) Performer has patient hold
. still. Injects a small amount of

-
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a. Performer first advances guide wire
and catheter to the iliac vein,
under fluoroscopic control.

i) Performr-r may inject test dose
of contrast under fluoroscopic
control as described above.
Notes passage of contrast. Eval-
uates whether any thrombi will
be encountered enroute in iliac
vein or inferior vena cava,
whether the projected route is
patent. If route is obstructed or
emboli are found, removes cath-

eter as described below; selects
alternative route and cares for
puncture site.

ii) In advancing catheter and guide
wire, performer is careful not
to force passage.

iii) If an obstacle is encountered,
performer checks position using
fluoroscopy, syringe, and small
amount of contrast solution (as
described above). Injects a
small amount of contrast into
the vein through the catheter;
activates fluoroscope and views
on the TV monitor. Determines
problem and redirects guide
wire or catheter as appropriate.
Performer evaluates entry route
if appropriate and may choose
opposite vein, sequential bi-
lateral catheterization or de-
cides to terminate. Performer
repeats appropriate steps for
any new location after properly
caring for initial site.

iv) If entry or placement cannot be
easily accomplished, performer
may decide to terminate so as tol
avoid further trauma to vessels.
If so, performer records as ap-
propriate and informs staff. May
arrange for rescheduling.

b. If performer is to do inferior
vena cavography, advances catheter
tip to the desired site for injec-
tion as described. May position
catheter tip over the first lum-
bar vertebra, with the first side
hole of catheter at a level oppo-
site the "take-off" of the right
renal vein. Checks position with
test dose as described above.

c. If performer is to carry out renal

venography without prior inferior
vena cavography, performer ad-
vances catheter tip(s) to the in-
ferior vena cava,to the orifice of
the left and/or right renal vein.
Uses fluoroscopic control:

i) For bilateral catheterization
advances catheter from left
femoral vein to right renal
vein, or plans order of se-
quence using one catheter.

ii) For right renal vein, advances
catheter tip in vena cava above
the first lumbar vertebra and
then retcacts tip so that it
enters the right renal vein.

iii) For left renal vein, advances
catheter in vena cava to the
level of the first or second
lumbar intervertebral space and
enters left renal vein.

iv) Performer uses test injections
to evaluate placement of cath-
eter(s) and to judge the amount
of contrast needed based on the
extent to which the venous flow
is diminished by occlusive
disease.

d. If performer is to carry out adre-
nal venography without prior in-
ferior vena cavcgraphy, performer
advances catheter tip(s) to the
inferior vena cava under fluoros-
copic control:
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i) Uses catheter(s) appropriate to
the side(s) of interest and pre-
forms if needed. May insert
guide wire, remove original cath-
eter while compressing the vein,
and reinsert special catheter
for the side of interest. For
simultaneous bilateral catheteri
zation inserts each catheter
from opposite side.

ii) For right adrenal vein advances
catheter in inferior vena cava
to the level of the twelfth
thoracic vertebra, at the widest
part of the inferior vena cava,
on the right side of the dorsal
wall, above the right renal vein.

iii) For left adrenal vein advances
the catheter into the left renal
vein as described above. Then ad
vances catheter along renal vein
to the orifice of the adrenal
vein. Places catheter tip beyond
the junction with the inferior
phrenic vein.

iv) Performer checks location of
catheter tip(s) and judges
amount of contrast and appropri-
ate hand pressure, using small
amounts of contrast in test in-
jections. Is careful to use
gentle pressure. Repositions
catheter at once if there is any
indication that the vessel is
being occluded by the catheter.

e. Removes guide wire(s) if not al-

ready done.
f. Performer may use IV infusion of

dextrose and water to keep cathe-
ter(s) flushed, saline, and/or anti
coagulant in bottle(s) hung at ap-
propriate height on IV apparatus.
Attabhes IV bottle(s) to sterile IV
tubing with clamps in closed posi-
tion. Runs fluid through tubings

List Elements Full

to check flow and remove air. At-
taches IV tubing from a bottle to
each of the catheters. Adjusts
drips to desired rate and starts
infusion by opening clamps. Con-
tinues IV infusion for catheter(s)
unless in use for other purpose.

g. If venous pressure is to be re-
corded,attaches manometer to the
catheter; observes and records
pressure and location or has this
done.

. Performer decides on the appropriate
time to take renal or adrenal blood
samples for the study if appropriate:

a. Instructs co-worker to prepare for

two sets of blood samples and prop-
er disposition. Checks that test
tubes are prepared for the samples
with anticoagulant,and checks that
test tubes and iced containers to
transport samples are ready for
use. Makes sure that proper labels
will be used to designate the pa-
tient's identification, the exact
source of the blood, and control
samples if appropriate.

b. For adrenal vein sampling may
first take "control" samples be-
fore introducing gland stimulants.
Then injects appropriate stimulant
such as angiotensin or adrenocor-
ticotropic hormone as appropriate.
Waits proper amount of time and
takes adrenal vein samples again.

c. Performer indicates to designated
co-worker when blood specimens are
to be taken simultaneously from
the two catheters inserted into
the tenal or adrenal veins. (Per-
former and co-worker carry out the
following procedures simultaneous-
ly, one for each catheter. 'If only
one vein has been catheterized,
performer performs in sequence
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after catheter has been moved from
one renal or adrenal vein to the
other.):

i) Performer clamps catheter(s) and
removes IV tube(s) connected to
solution used to flush catheter
(s).

ii) Performer opens each catheter
clamp and allows blood to pass
from catheter to test tube. Per-
former fills two test tubes;
clamps catheter; seals test
tubes; has test tubes labeled
and inserted in iced containers.

, iii) Performer reattaches tube from
IV bottle to catheter and un-
clamps catheter.

d. Performer may take samPles from a
peripheral arm vein to be used for
comparison with blood samples taken
from catheter(s).

i) Has test tubes prepared for
blood samples from 'a peripheral
arm vein and/or checks that ma-
terials are ready. Performe de-

cides whether to take blood sam-
ples personally or have this
done. Indicates vein chosen.

ii) If performer takes samples, pre-
pares arm with tourniquet, swabs
with antiseptic, inserts syringe
or vacutainer needle. Cheeks for
blood; removes tourniquet,

iii) Draws blood into syringe or vacu-
tainer in amounts required to
fill two test tubes. Removes nee-
dle; swabs puncture; compresses.

iv) Has test tubes filled and/or
properly labeled, and placed in
containers to be used for com-
parison.

e. Performer examines patient to see
how he or she is responding to pro-
cedure. Unless performer decides

10.

that patient can no longer tolerate
procedure, performer proceeds. If
necessary, prescribes immediate care

and has procedure terminated. Records.

Performer prepares for injection of

contrast and filming:

a. Performer has patient and x-ray
tube(s) positioned for AP and lat-
eral projections depending on side

of interest, with biplane cassette
changer if available. May order
right posterior oblique projection
Makes sure proper (close) collima-
tion to area of interest will be

observed. Checks patient and staff

shielding.
b. Performer reviews with technolo-

gist the program for seriography;
the rate, length of time and in-
tervals for exposures, the coordi-

nation with injection and phases
of circulation to be visualized.

c. May rehearse patient in suspending

and holding breath on inspiration.
If a Valsalva maneuver is to be

used, performer demonstrates and

rehearses patient in taking a deep
breath, holding breath in, and
bearing down as though evacuating
until told to relax.

d. For bilateral injection attaches

"Y" adaptor to catheters.

e. If pressure injection is to be

done by hand, performer prepares
or checks syringe(s) with the io-
dine-based, aqueous contrast solu-

tion for quantity selected.
f. If pressure injection is to be

done by automatic injector:

i) Checks that the automatic in-
jector is loaded with selected
amount of medium in syringe(s);

checks that syringe(s) are at-
tached to injector tubing.
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ii) Performer checks on or orders
the rate and pressure setting
for the entry force for the auto-
matic injector. Considers the
force of entry needed to inject
the contrast medium into the ves-
sel(s) of interest given the
technique, vessel(s), and other
conditions involved.

g. Disconnects catheter(s) from the
IV tubing; attaches catheter(s) to
injector tubing or syringe(s).
Checks that there is no air in the
system.

11. Performer directs injection and film-
ing:

a. Alerts patient to hold steady on
inspiration or perform Valsalva
maneuver as rehearsed when given
signal.

b. If'performer injects the contrast
solution by hand, does so in pre-
determined amount,with gentle pres-
sure as decided; tells technologist
when to activate the automatic film
changer and gives signal to pa-
tient.

c. If performer uses automatic injec-
tor, activates; tells technologist
when to start the automatic film
changer and gives signal to pa-
tient.

d. Has first set of serial films pro-
cessed at once.

e. While serial films are being pro-
cessed, performer examines and
talks to patient to evaluate how
the patient has responded to the
procedure and the injection.

i) Detaches injector tubing; re-.
flushes cathetcv(s).

ii) If EKG is being monitored, evalu-
ates any changes during initial

List ElementLjaaly

injection as possible contralti-
dication for additional injec-
tions.

iii) For adrenal venography comforts
patient 4f any flank pain oc-
curs.

iv) If performer notes any signs of
vascular spasm, may inject an
anticoagulant, and/or apply hot
packs at once to avoid throm-
botic occlusion.

12. Performer looks at the first set of
serial angiograms on view boxes in
sequence as soon as they are process-
ed. Places biplane views together.

6 49

a. Checks for technical quality, and
notes whether any irregularities
are due to artifacts or actual
pathological or abnormal condi-
tions, and whether the views are
clear enough for medical interpre-
tation. Performer may ask opinion
of another radiologist.

b. Determines whether the angiograms
adequately demonstrate the vessels
and structures being studied, and
provide sufficient information
about any pathology, blockage, or
distortion of the flow, the extent
and location of any anomalies,
malformation, the presence of
aneurysms, and other signs of ab-
normal structure or pathology.

c. With inferior vena cavograms, per-
former may determine whether the
position of the aorta has been
visualized, whether the orifices
of the renal veins have been ade-
quately opacified, whether there
has been visualization of the po-
sition of the adrenal glands.

d. Performer considers whether tc in-
ject additional contrast, repeat
injection and filming with change

I

in technical factors or patient po
sition (such as for oblique view).
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e. Performer may evaluate the details
of the angiograms to use as a "road-
map" for selective catheterization
of the renal or adrenal vein(s) (if
not already done).

f. In deciding whether to repeat ex-
amination or proceed with selective
catheterization, performer considers
the patient's condition, the con-
traindications, the information al-
ready supplied, and the urgency.
May discuss with colleague.

g. For additional injections, change
of position, change in technical
factors, performer reviews decisions
on injection pressure, amount of
contrast, rate and speed of serial
programs; indicates what is needed
to staff and repeats as appropri-
ate. Allows.appropriate elapse of. -
time between injections for patient
to respond optimally.

13. If selective renal or adrenal venog=
raphy is to be done after the inferior

. vena cavography, performer inserts
guide wire until it reaches the prox-
imal catheter tip. Uses fluoroscopic
control.

a. Performer may remove original cath-
eter and thread a specially formed
catheter over the guide wire as
described. Advances catheter (with
guide wire as leader if so decided)
into appropriate location as de-
scribed above.

b. Uses information on vena cdvograms
to locate orifices of renal or ad-
renal glands. If the adrenal glands
have been locali7ed, performer
searches for the right adrenal vein
along the posterolateral wall of
the inferior vena cava at the level
of the gland.

c. For sequential bilateral catheteri-
zation performer may withdraw cath-

eter from side already opacified
into the inferior vena cava and
reposition as described above.

d. Uses fluoroscopy and test dose to
check placement.

e. Performer reflushes the catheter
(s) periodically or continue with
IV drip(s). Maintains check on
condition of patient. Allows ap-
propriate period of time between
injections for reactions to con-
trast to dissipate.

f. Repeats relevant steps for repeat
or additional angiograms as de-
cided and as described above until
satisfied that the angiograms are
technically adequate to demon-
strate the areas and conditions
under .study and to provide suf-
ficient information to make pos-
sible a competent medical inter-
pretation or a surgical decision.

14. Throughout procedure performer evalu-
ates how the patient is responding.
Mar decide to provide emergency care
at any time if patient shows signs
of adverse reactions.

15. Performer decides when the radiograph
ic examination is completed based on
information on the angiograms and the
patient's condition. Informs technolo-
gist and other staff that procedure
is to be terminated.

a. Performer returns to the patient.
Reassures and explains what will
happen next.

-i) Has any IV apparatus removed
from patient.

ii) Removes any connecting tube or
syringe from catheter(s).

b. Performer gently and slowly with-
draws each catheter, Manipulates
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catheter by turning and pulling
carefully, taking care.not to in
jure the vessel or enlarge the
wound at the entry point.

c. Performer compresses the vessel
proximal to or at the puncture site
lightly with the fingertips and/or
sterile gauze for an appropriate
amount of time. Checks that there
is no hematoma at the site.

d. Performer applies or orders pres
sure dressing to be kept in place
appropriate amount of time.

e. Performer may order fluids to be
given intravenously or by mouth.
May order bed rest for appropriate
period while patient recovers from
effects of procedure.

f. Arranges to have puncture site ex
amined regularly over the next few
hours and any problems reported at
once. Informs patient or attending
staff to report further oozing of
blood or swelling. Explains possi
ble side effects of adrenal injec
tion.

. g. Performer may order careful obser
vation of patient including vital
signs, urinary output, and skin
care. May order tests, fill out lab
order forms. May order medication.

h. May order delayed uragraphy for
appropriate-amount of minutes aftel

last injection.
i. Has appropriate sanitary clean up

procedures carried out.
j. If requested, calls surgem or

clinician and reports prellmthary
results and findings.

16. Performer records impressions of pro
cedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings, tests per
formed, blood samples taken and lo

b. !law patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special followup rec-,

()?amended, tests, delayed films or
MOMMNISummlINIMINNIVINNININIVAI

dered, records and observation re
'quired, medication, later studies
ordered.

d. May sign chart, requisition sheet
or order forms.
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1. What is the output of this task? (Bo sure

this i8 broad enough to be repeatable.)
Pt. examined,reassured;decisions made on going ahead,
route,technique,site of puncture,contrest medium,typ
of injection,filming,prior preparationto anesthe-
tized;artery punctured;guide wire,cathet advanced
under fluoroscopic control,pressure and '1,0= monitor-
ing to ascending aorta,left ventricle an:lor left,
right coronary artery;injection and filmLng coordi-
nated;angiograms reviewed,continued;asstance given
in emergency care;instruments removed;te compres-
sed;orders for after care,tests,urogram,medical im-
pressions recorded.

2. What is used in performing this ..ask? (Note
if only, certain items must be used. If there

-is choice, include everythiog or the kinds ,:4f
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form;pt.'s cLart,prior
films,scans;pen;view boxes;sterilk: .'-ray with ani.sep
tic,saline,anticoagulant,vasodilator,swThs,tapcis
sors,gauze,pressure dressings,local anesthetico..i-
ringes,puncture needle,scalpels,diltoride
catheters;automatic injector;iodine-t;ose72. ,.ltrast;
x-ray table;serial film changer;fluoroscepe. moni-
tor;cine camera;videotape;cardiac,pressure !:.onitors;
emerg,?ncy cart;sterile gown,gloves,drape:shielding

List Elements Full

3. Is there a recipient, respondent rJr co-worker
involved in the task? Yes -CAI) No...( )

es to q. : Name tltr171 recipient,
respondent or co-worker fnvoTlea, with de-

scriptions to indicate The relevant condition
include the kind with wilco the performer is
not allowed to deal if rCievant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any.pt.;authorized adult;attending MD;radiologist;an
esthesiologist;surgeon;radiologic technologist;nurse;
cardiac team;cardlologist

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are refleizted. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting percutaneous coronary arterio ra h and/o
left ventriculography of any pt by examining,reas-
suring pt.;obtaining consent;deciding on route,tech-
nique,prior preparation,whether to go ahead,type of
injection,filming;injeceing local anesthetic;making
puncture;advancing catheter and guide wire under flt .
oroscopic control to ascending aorta,left ventricle,
left,right coronary arteries as decided while check-
ing pressure,ECG and test dose response;coordinating
injection and filming;evaluating;continuing;assist-
ing with emergency care;removing instruments;orderin
after care,tests,delayed films;recording orders,medi
cal impressions.

Performer receives the x-ray
requisition form and medical
chart of a patient scheduled
for left ventriculography and/or
coronary arteriography (radio-
graphic contrast study of the
left ventricle of the heart and/
or coronary arteries by means of
percutaneous.catheterization)
prior to the procedure, such as
on the previous day or evening.

1. Performer reads the patient's
medical history and requisi-
tion form to review the case
or to become familiar with
materials seen earlier
consultation, in order to
make decisions about the con-
duct of the radiographic
study and to check on the
request of the referring phy-
sician:

a. Performer notes-the pa-
tient's age, sex, weight,
height, the name of the
referring clinician or
surgeon.

b. Notes the purpose of the
requested study, such as
for information prior to
surgery, preliminary or
supplementary diagnosis
such as angina pectoris,
coronary disease, congeni-
tal lesions, valvular
disease,ventricular septal
or filling defects, ana-
tomic and/or hemodynamic
abnormalities of the coro-
nary arteries and/or ven-
tricle, or post operative
evaluation of therapeutic
surgery. Notes the nature

OK-RP;RR;RR
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and location of au suspected path-
ology, duration ard scnre-ity of
known coronary dl,icase symptoms.
Notes side of iitt..:!rebt, whether

selective or noar,f.t1Hctive coronary
arteriography and/or left ventri-
culography has been requested.

c. Performer notes relevant prior his-
tory such as vascular constriction,
chest pain, atherosclerosis, rheu-
matic heart disease, emboli, remova
of any section of the vascular sys-
tem,.bypass grafts and their sites,
history of heart, renal, pulmonary,
or liver disease, history of aller-
gies or indiCations of allergy to
iodine-based contrast media, ab-
normal bleeding tendency, anticoag-
ulation therapy.

d. Performer reviews the diagnostic in
formation already obtained, includ-
ing any prior radiographic studies,
radioisotope scans, ultrasonograms,
results of clinical exercise tests,
lab and sensitivity tests,EKG(ECG),
vital signs. T. already done, notes
results of allergy test, clotting
time tests; notes stage of female
patient's menstrual cycle, any pos-
sibility of pregnancy, whether on
oral contraceptive. Notes if pa-
tient has infectious or communica-
ble condition, especially at pos-
sible puncture site.

e. Notes whether prior orders have
been given to improve patient's
clinical condition; if so, notes
'progress.

f. Performer notes recommendations on
technique, such as use of equipment
and materials, prior medication,
use of general or local anesthesia.

g. Checks to see whether patient or
authorized adult has signed consent
for procedure. If not,may decide to
obtain personally before sedation.

h. Performer may discuss case with re-
ferring clinician, cardiologist, or

2.

surgeon to obtain additional in-
formation. Nay arrange for attend-
ing4Mysician, anesthesiologist,
cardiologist and/or surgeon to
accompany performer in examina-
tion of patient on day prior to
the procedure.

Performer visits patient and any
authorized adult at bedside or in
appropriate location. May be accom-
panied by clinician, anesthesiolo-
gist, surgeon, or cardiologist.

a. Performer greets patient.and/or
authorized adult and explains
that a brief examination.will
occur. If any colleagues are with
performer, performer introduces
them.

b. Performer reads patient's chart.
Notes any new clinical develop-
ments, cardiovascular status, re-
sponse to care or medication. May
ask patient or accompanying adult
about symptoms and allergies. Ex-
amines the patient for relevant
symptoms and general state. Re-
assures and answers questions. If
not already done, performer deA,a1
termines whether there is any
possibility of pregnancy in the
case of a female patient, whether
patient has been taken off any
oral contraceptive.

c. Performer considers whether there
have been changes in the pa-
tient's condition since the deci-
sion was made to do the procedure
and considers whether there are
contraindications to going ahead
with the procedure. May confer
with cardiologist, clinician, or
surgeon; discusses patient's cur-
rent condition. Decides whether
to proceed, cancel, or delay pro-
cedure based on assessment of
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patient's current condition and
any discussion.

d. If performer decides to proceed,
examines femoral arterial pulses
to determine best entry site:

i) Notes strength and expansive
nature of the pulsations, pre-
sence of bruits (murmurs), pre-
sence of grafts, presence and
location of ischemic symptoms,
local infection. Reviews recom-
mendations.

ii) Performer considers the condi-
tion of the pulses, location of
the pathology, areas of inter-
est, clinical and surgical his-
tory, age of patient and nett s
of symptoms.

iii) Selects side and puncture site
considering condition of area
and patient's age. Avoids punc-
ture site where there is severe
atherosclerotic involvement,
scars or grafts. Favors right
femoral artery unlessZthe pulse
on that side is weak.

iv) Performer examines and records
presence and character of
pulses at, and distal to, the
artery to be punctured.

e.,If performer decides not to have
procedure done, may discuss with
cardiologist or clinician. Records
reasons for cancellation and any
recommendations for alternative
procedure on patient's chart. In-
forms staff of cancellation and
discusses with patient.

f. Performer.may decide to delay pro-
cedure, have patient undergo
treatment to improve clinical con-
dition, such as treatment for
blood pressure, anemia, infectious
condition, or malnutrition. Dis-
cusses as appropriate and has or-
ders given for care of patient.

List Elements Fully

If patient has been on anticoagu-
lant therapy, may order cessation
until prothrombin and/or clotting
times are within normal levels.
May order ceasation of oral con-
traceptive if not already done.
With emergency patient may deter-
mine whether delay is contraindi-
cated.

g If performer decides to proceed
and a consent for the procedure
has not been oSrained, performer
may explain to the patient or
guardian in comprehensible lan-
guage what will occur in the pro-
cedure, its purpose, and the dan-
gers to the patient involved. Per
former explains the alternatives;
answers questions.

i) When the Performer is sure'
that the patient understands
the risks, asks the patient
for signature on consent form
and checks that it is properly
signed.

ii) .If a guardian is tu sign, per-
former explains to the indivi-
dual as appropriate.

iii) If a consent is nut agreed to,
performer postpones procedure
until it is obtained. May dis-
cuss with appropriate phys±l,
cian or individuals and/or
with patient. Does not proceed
unless consent is obtained.

h. If performer decides to proceed,
decides whether to start proce-
dure with nonselective coronary
arteriography, whether to precede
selective coronary arteriography
with left ventriculography,based
on information needed and pa-
tient's age and condition.

i. Performer makes preliminary deci-
sions on materials and equipment:
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i) Decides on the variety of cathe-
ter types, sizes,and lengths to
have available, whether radio-
paque or radiolucent, with or
without sideholes, based on in-
jection sites; may order pre-
formed right and left coronary
catheters,.loop catheters and
pigtail catheters.

ii) Decides on type of safety guide
wires such as teflon, j-shaped.

iii) Decides on iodine-based contrast
solution with sodium content ap-
propriate to the type of exami-
nation involved, avoiding high
sodium content,especially frr
patient with severe heart di-
sease. Selects appropriate phy-
siological solutions for flush-
ing.

iv) Performer orders serial cassette
changer and/or cineradiography
equipment depending on purpose
of study. If ventriculography
will be carried out, may order
biplane equipment. If cine film-
ing will be done may also order
video equipment.

v) Performer orders manual injection
equipment; may order automatic
pressure injection equipment for
ventriculography.

vi) Performer may order a vasodila-
tor, such as atropine and local
anesthetic as appropriate.

j. Performer decides on care to be pro-
vided for patient:

i) Decides on use of general and/or
local anesthetic. May discuss
with anesthesiologist. If a gen-
eral anesthetic is to be adminis-
tered, performer arranges to
have staff ready at the appro-
priate time.

ii) Decides on prior preparation of
the patient such as sedation,

period for withholding of food
and/or drink, or hydration, as
appropriate, use of prior IV
drip. May order prior admin-
istration of antihistamine,ap-
propriate medication to deal
with problems of blood clot-
ting, fluctuations in blood
pressure,based on patient's
condition and contraindica-
tions.

iii) Orders cardiac team to monitor
ECG, vital signs, arterial and
cardiac pressure.

iv) Makes sure room will have moni
toring and emergency life sup-
port equipment, including EKG
and uressure monitors, elec-
tric defibrillator.

k. Performer records orders as ap-
propriate so that patient and
equipment can be prepared and
staff assigned. May sign requisi-
tion; places for scheduling.

1. Reviews with patient the proce-
dures that will occur.

3. Just prior to the time for which the
procedure is scheduled, the perform-
er reviews all the relevant medical
information and the patient's chart,
especially current cardiovascular
status. Reviews relevant prior ra-
diographs or scans and ECG readings.
Notes any new developments.

a. Performer greets patient la exam-
ination room. May questton about
symptoms; reassures and explains
what will occur.

b. Performer checks that all prior
preparatory procedures have been
carried out.

i) Checks report on elctrolyte
levels, blood clotting time,
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vital signs. Checks with car-
diac monitoring team.

ii) Checks that any orders for hy-
dration, starting of IV infusion,
prior administration of medica-
tion,vasodilator and/or seda-
tion have been carried out, and
at appropriate time. If not,ar-
ranges to have these done and/or
procedure delayed.

c. Performer examines puncture site
to review earlier decisions. Makes
sure no swelling or tenderness is
present. Considers alternative
puncture site if appropriate. Indi-
cates final puncture site to staff.

d. Performer may order scout film(s)
of chest as appropriate for single
or biplane views,including PA pro-
jection._Makes sure proper shield-
ing is being used.

i) Performer places the processed
scout film(s) on view boxes and
examines as soon as processed.
Considers whether the areas of
interest are visible, whether
the technique is satisfactory,
and whether the position(s) of
the patient are correct.

ii) If the scout(s) are not satis-
factory, performer indicates
the needed changes in technique
or in the patient'a position to
the radiologic technologist.

iii) Performer evaluates the PA pro-
jection to estimate the size of
the aorta at the aortic root.
Performer makes final decision
on the coronary catheters based
on the-patient's size, age,
known valvular disease and the
appearance of the aorta on the
scout(s).

iv) Notes any other information af-
fecting route for catheterize-.

List Elements Full

tion or patient's curl At con-
dition.

e. Performer considers whether pa-
tient's current condition pre-
sents any contraindications to
going ahead with the procedure.
May discuss with cardiologist;
discusses patient's condition and
any alternative steps. Decides
whether to proceed or not based
on need, evaluation of patient's
condition and contraiOications.

f. If performer decides not to pro-
ceed, records reasons and any
recommendations on patient's
chart. Informs appropriate co-
worker of cancellation and has
patient returned to room. If ap-
ropriate, orders rescheduling
of patient or scheduling for al-
ternative procedure.

g. If patient is pediatric patient
or if general anesthesia has been
suggested for adult, performer
may reccnsider whether general
anesthesia is still warranted;
may decide to order if patient's
behavior and condition suggest
the need. If general anesthesia
is to be carried out, performer
discusses with anesthesiologist
when it is to be administered
and plans to coordinate with an-
esthesiologist and cardiac team.

h. May order sedation and/or IV drip
if appropriate and not already
administered. Has puncture site
and possible alternative sitc
shaved and prepared. If vasodi-
lator is to be administered,
times administration for optimal
effect in procedure.

i. Performer may explain or demon-
strate use of equipment to a
child to allay fears and enlist
cooperation; answers questions.
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Explains that patient will be asked
to hold still from time to time. In-
dicates what will happen, what pain
might be experienced, and what co-
operation will be needed, Stresses
need to maintain positions when or-
dered.

Performer makes. final decisions on
technique and surgical procedures:

a. Decides on order of events such as
nonselective coronary arteriography,
left ventriculography, left coronary
arteriography, right coronary arte-
riography.

b. Reviews ECG and pressure monitoring
and reporting sequences with car-
diac team. Makes sure ECG and pres-
sure monitoring staff will alert
performer at first sign of damping
or nonnormal ECG reading. Makes
sure equipment is operating prop-
erly and alon team are present.

c. Orders or checks types, sizes,
shapes and lengths of catheters for
each stage of examination, safety
guide wires, and type of Contrast
material. May adjust shape of guide
wires and catheters. Orders sizes
and types of needles, local anes-
thetic.

d. Performer indicates whether cine-
radiography and video will be used,
whether single or biplane. Orders
exposure rate (frames per second).
Has technical factors set for flu-
oroscom,.

e. Performer indicates whether serial
radiography will be used, whether
single or biplane. For each area
of interest decides on program for
seriography, and proper elapse of
time to provide for the circulatory
stages of interest. Informs tech-
nologist of the number of films
to be taken, the per-second inter-

5.

vals, and the number of series .

anticipated. If a biplane study
is involved, indicates desired
projections and/or angulation.
Indicates whether biplane films
will be taken simultaneously or
sequentially. .,..

f. Orders type(s) of injection equip-
ment, manual and/or automatic.

g. Makes sure that all equipment and
monitoring devices are checked.
Makes sure that emergency cart
with defibrillator equipment is
present,that specialist in emer-
gency life support, such as car-

. diologist,is present or on call.
h. If general anesthesia is to be

administered, indicates to anes-
thesiologist when procedure is
to start and allows for appropri-
ate timing.

i. Informs appropriate co-workers of
decisions so that patient and ma-
terials can be prepared.

Performer returns to patient in pro-
cedure room when informed that pa-
tient and equipment are ready:

a. Checks whether patient has been
properly shielded, immobilized,
and prepared for sterile puncture
procedure. If not acceptable, in-
dicates the needed adjustments.
May decide to immobiliii personal-
ly.

b. Checks that cardiac team is in
place to monitor ECG, take pres-
sure readings, monitor IV, and
provide emergency care. Checks
that emergency equipment is pre-
sent.

c. Checks sterile tray prepared for
procedure. Reqw.sts any missing
objects:

:
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i) Performer checks that appropri-
ate types and sizes of needles,
catheters, and safety guide
wires are present, that cathe-
ters are preformed as appropri-
ate.

ii) Checks that syringes-with saline
and/or anticoagulant solution
are prepared, that syringes with
contrast medium, are ready.

iii) Checks appearance of contrast
medium to be sure there is no
chemical deterioration; checks
amount.

iv) May prepare syringe with local
anesthetic or checks.

- d. Checks that seriography, and/or
cine and video equipment is ready
for use, that technical factors
are set for seriography and fluorod
copy, and that equipment for hand
and/or pressure injection is check-
ed and ready for use.

e. Dons protective lead garments and
sterile gown and gloves when appro-
priate. Checks staff shielding.

f. If patient is coherent, performr
explains what will be done. An-
swers patient's questions as appro-
priate. Reassures patient and does
so as deemed needed throughout pro-
cedure.

g. If general anesthesia is to be ad7,
ministered, checks with anesthe-
siologist to.be sure that the pa-
tient is ready for procedure to
begin.

6. Unless already done, performer pre-
pares the puncture site in femoral
artery for insertion of the needle
and catheter using sterile technique:

a. Has patieat lie supine on table
with legs positioned for access
on side of interest below the in-

guinal ligament, as high as pos-
sible, but allowing for later
compresaion of the vessel proxi-
mal to the puncture site.

b. Performer locates the vessel for
puncture visually and/or by feel-
ing for arterial pulsation in the
location selected. May choose
more palpable position in vessel
allowing for later compression.

c. Prepares the site for injection
of the local anesthetic and punc-
ture by swabbing with prepared
antiseptic solution. Covers sur-
rounding areas with sterile
drapes, leaying only small area
of injection and puncture uncov-
ered.

d. Checks amount of local anesthetic
to be injected as shown by nurse
in syringe, or draws anesthetic
into sterile syringe. Checks that
there is no air, and inserts nee-
dle intradermally and subcutan-
eously; injects. Makes sure to
infiltrate the skin and the
sheath of the artery on both
sides of the vessel. Removes nee-
dle. Waits for area to become an-
esthetized.

7. Performer proceeds with "Seldinger"
catheterization as follows:

a. If patient is conscious, explains
when patient is to hold steady
for puncture.

b. Performer feels for the arterial
pulse by palpating with fingers.
Makes an incision or nick through
the skin with a sterile scalpel
at the site where the needli and
catheter will enter..

c. Performer inserts puncture nee-
dle tip (appropriately sized hol-
low needle with sharp cutting in-
ner stylus or teflon needle tip
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equipped with stylet and teflon
sheath) into the incision while
palpating and fixing the artery.
Performer angles needle to enter
along the lateral side of the ves-
sel with the tip directed along the
course of the artery.. May attempt
to enter only the anterior arterial
wall.

d. Performer pulls out the needle's
inner stylus and withdraWS the nee-
dle slowly until a characteristic
"pop" is felt and a vigorous jet of
arterial blood is obtained. May pull
back on needle, reinsert, or make
other incisions until artery is suc-
cessfully entered.

i) With teflon needle perform- re-
moves stiff inner needle leaving
teflon sheath in place.

ii) May advance needle or sheath sev-
eral inChes into lumen of veSsel
in the direction of the route to
be catheterized.

t;. Performer inserts a curved tip tef-
lon safety guide wire into the nee-
dle or sheath and advances this
in.to the vessel in the direction of
-he planned route for catheteriza-
tion.

i) May decide to advance guide wire
before removing needle or sheath
and introducing catheter.

ii) Ma:i attach adaptor with syringe
containing physiologic solution
and/or contrast to prevent loss
of arterial blood.

f. Performer may check position of nee-
dle and/or guide wire at this point:

i) Performer uses syringe prepafed
with a small amount of the con-
trast solution. Checks that med-

ium is appropriate. Connects
syringe to the adaptor on
catheter if not already done.

ii) Positions the overhead fluoro-
scope unit over the patient;
may have lights in room dim-
med; activates 'the fluoroscope;
adjusts technical factors or
has this done.

iii) Performer has patf.ent hold
still. Injects a snr11 amount
of the solution ie".r. (-he ar-

tery for viewing ?c;,'1,.a of
needle tip and guii:e w-re.

iv) Locates site of entry and
checks position of heedle and/
or guide wire within vessel by
viewing on TV monitor. Perform
er judges whether guide wire
is correctly inserted in lumen
of vessel rather than in an
intramural or extravascular
position by viewing on TV moni-
tor and watching flow of test
dose.

v) Adjusts position of guide wire
to be sure that it is free to
pass along the lumen of the
vessel.

vi) If performer judges that entry
through the femoral site cho-
sen cannot be properly accom-
plished, performer may decide
to enter from the opposite ar-
tery. If so, performer repeats
appropriate steps for new lo-
cation after caring for ini-
tial site.

g. Performer advances the guide wire
under fluoroscopic control into
the iliac artery and to a point
above the aortic bifurcat-t_on in
the descending aorta.

i) In advancing the guide wire,
performer is careful not to
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force passage. May check that
there is free passage of blood
when syringe is removed.

ii) If an obstacle is encountered,
performer checks position using
fluoroscopy, syringe, and small
amount of contrast solution-(as.
described above). Injects a
small amount of contrast into
the arter: through the sheath or
needle; activates fluoroscope,
and views on the TV monitor. De-
termines problem and redirects
guide wire as appropriate.

iii) If performer has difficulty ad-
vancing guide wire, may remove
the guide wire and insert a j-
tip safety guide wire.

iv) Performer evaluates entry route
if appropriate and may choose
opposite side or alternative
route. Performer repeats appro-
priate steps for any new loca-
tion after properly caring for

site.
v) If entry or placement cannot be

easily accomplished, performer
may decide to terminate so as
to avoid further trauma to ves-
sels. If so, performer records
as appropriate and informs
staff. May arrange for resched-
uling.

h. Once the guide wire is inserted,
performer withdraws the hollow nee-
dle or sheath, compressing the ar-
tery to reduce the bleeding. Cleans
blood off guide wire. Inserts the
catheter appropriate for first in-
jection by threading catheter over
the guide wire and into the artery
to the proximal end of guide wire.

i) If performer will be doing non-
selective coronary arteriog-
raphy, inserts appropriate loop
catheter.

ii) If performer will be doing left
ventriculography followed by
selectiv coronary arteriog-.
raphy, advances the catheter
selected such as pigt:,11 cathe-
ter.

iii) If performer will be doing se-
lective coronary arieriograPhy
first, performer may first ad-
vance a short segment of cathe-
ter to be used as a dilator.
Advances over guide wire appro-
priate distance as described.
Performer then removes dilator
while compressing the artery,
and inserts appropriate (left)
coronary catheter to the prox-
imal end of the guide wire.

iv) Performer attaches syringe pre-
pared with physiological solu-,
tion of saline and/or an anti-
coagulant to adaptor on cathe-
ter. Flushes catheter periodi-
cally to avoid clotting and to
keep catheter clear.

v) Performer may attach syringe
with contrast solution to adap-
tor on catheter for test doses
and to ()pacify, if catheter is
radiolucent.

i. Under fluoroscopic control, per-
former advances the guide w..re and

catheter up the aorta until they
reach the distal part of the aor-
tic arch.

j. Performer holds the guide wire
stationary and advances catheter
to a relaxed position in the aor-
tic arch.

i) May check location of catheter
using test dose and fluoroscop-
ic control. Performer removes
guide wire if not already done.

ii) If catheter is not radiopaque,
and if not already done, per-
former fills the catheter with
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contrast agent using syringe at-
tached to adaptor.

k. Performer may have manometer at-
tached to catheter, and/or arranges
to have pressure readings at cathe-
ter_tip taken_and_reported per17_
odically. Checks ECG reading.

i) Has staff, report any unusual
pressure or ECG readings at once.

ii) If any damping of pressure is
reported, performer moves cathe-
ter at once to avoid leaving

,.catheter in wedged position.

8. If performer is to begin procedure
with nonselective coronary arteriog-
raphy, proceeds as follows:

a. Performer places catheter so that
loop is in the region above the
aortic valve.

b. Performer checks position using a
small forcLful hand injection as
test dose. Notes whether catheter
position is stable. NoLes whether
"washout" of contrast is rapid. If
not, repositions catheter until it
is in a clear position.

c. Performer has table positioned as
appropriate for projections desir-
ed. Ras cassette changers brought

position and/or sets up flu-
oroscope unit for cine filming,and
videotape recording from TV flu-
oroscopic image.

d. Chooses amount of contrast solu-
tion based on size of patient.

e. If contrast injection is to be done
by hand, performer prepares or
checks syringe with the iodine-
based aqueous contrast solution
for correct quantity and no air.

f. If pressure is to be done by auto-
matic injector, performer prepares
to coordinate injection with film-
ing:
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i) Checks that the automatic in-
jector is loaded with proper
minimum amount of medium in sy-
ringe; checks that syringe is
attached to injector tubing.
Attaches cubing to catheter.

--Checks-that-there-is-no-air-in-
system.

ii) Performer determines, sets, or
orders the rate and pressure
setting for the entry force of
the automatic injector. Con-
siders the force of entry need-
ed to inject the contrast med-
ium into the vessels, given the
vessels and othet conditions
involved.

g. Has EKG and pressure recorded dur-
ing injection and exposure.

h. Has patient hold steady, if con-
scious, or awaits indication from
anesthesiologist thSt respiration
has been suspended.

i. With serial filming, performer
tells technologist when to start
serial cassette changer, and acti-
vates automatic injector or in-
jects by hand, with syringe at-
tached to catheter. ,

j. With cineradiography and video-
tape, activates automatic injec-
tor or iniects by hand. Activates
eine, fluoroscope and videotape
recorder,and views flow of con-

,

trast on TV monitor. Moves table
as appropriate for optimal viewing
of the areas of interest.

F;

k. Has serial films processed at once
and views when ready,and/or pre-
pares to review procedure on video-
tape playback as indication of in-
formation on eine film.

1. While arteriograms are being pro-
cessed, performer examines and

I

talks t) patient (if conscious) to
evaluate how the patient has re-
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tive catheterization, performer
considers the patient's condi-
tion, thc contraindications,the
information already supplied,
and the urgency. May discuss
with anesthesiologist, and/or
cardiologist.

v)-Repeats-appropriate-steps if-
so decided, continues, or ter-
minates as described below.

If performer is to carry out left veil,
triculography,proceeds as follows:

a. Performer withdraws or places cath-
eter in a relaxed position in the
aortic arch.

i) Reinserts guide wire to the
proximal end of catheter.

ii) If a different catheter will be
used, performer gently removes
catheter while compressing the
artery. Passes appropriate cath-
eter over the guide wire and ad-
vances to proximal end of wire
under fluoroscopic control.
Flushes catheter.

b. Performer advances catheter and
guide wire by passing them up the
aortic arch and down the ascending
aorta to the aortic valve 2 under
fluoroscopic control.

c. Continues to advance catheter as-
sembly through the valve into the
left ventricle. May have cardiolo-
gist take over for placement with-
in heart cavity. If performer is
td proceed personally:

i) Notes whether ECG monitor re-
ports extra ventricular sys-
ti6les.

ii) l!'asses catheter beyond the left
ventricular outflow tract into
the center of the left ventri-
cular cavity or towards the
apex of the heart. Removes
guide wire.-Flushes catheter.

'

sponded to the procedure and the in-
jection.

_

i) Reflushes catheter.
ii) Evaluates any ECG and pressure

readings during initial injec-
tion as possible contraindica-
tion for any additional injec-
tions.

m. Performer has videotape record play-
ed back on TV monitor; "freezes"
views of interest for further study,
and/or looks at serial arteriograms
on view boxes. Places any biplane
views together.

i) Checks for technical quality,and
notes whether any irregularities
are due to artifacts or actual
pathological or abnormal condi-
tions, and whether the views are
clear enough for medical inter-
pretation. Performer may ask
opinion of another radiologist,

ii) Determines whether the radio-
graphs or videotape images ade-
quately demonstrate the vessels
and structures being studied, and
provide sufficient information
about any pathology, blockage, or
distortion of the flow, the ex-
tent and location of any anoma-
lies, emboli, malformation, and
other signs of abnormal struc-
ture or pathology,

iii) Performer considers whether to
inject additional contrast, re-
peat injection and filming with
change in technical factors or
patient position. Performer may
decide that the information sug-
gests the need to selectively
catheterize the right-and/or
left coronary artery and carry
out left ventriculography.

iv) In deciding whether to repeat ex-
amination or proceed with selec-
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iii) If there is anyindication on
TV monitor or from monitoring
that a coronary artery has been
entered, performer withdraws
catheter and guide wire into
ascending aorta and allows pa-

-- -tient-to-recover-for -a-few-nrin--
utes.

iv) If performer has difficulty en-
tering through the aortic valve,
withdraws guide wire some dis-
tance and allows catheter to as-
sume preformed curve. Under flu-
oroscopic control performer ad-
vances catheter; manipulates
gently so that the curve tip en-
ters the valve Repeats if nec-
essary and advances catheter to
the center of the ventricular
cavity or the cardiac apex. Re-
moves guide wire.

v) If a conscious patient exper-
iences palpation and apprehen-
sion, performer reassures that
this will cease, and allows a
rest period. If not already
done, makes sure to remove guide
wire.

vi) If extra systoles persist, per-
former withdraws catheter to
ascending aorta and allows pa-
t:Ient to rest. Performer then
may decide to try again, as de-
scribed. If patient has rheu-
matic heart disease, performer
may decide to abandon attempt
at ventriculography.

vii) Performer checks that catheter
tip is lying freely within heart
cavity. Notes whether catheter
tip moves with adjacent heart
wall or freely. Uses a small
amount of contrast medium and
makes test injection with cath-
eter positioned for diagnostic
injection. Evaluates from ap-
pearance of flow if tip has

penetrated the endocardiuM.
Adjusts catheter as appropri-
ate. Reflushes.

d. Performer orders that ventricu-
lar pressure be recorded before,

Of----
the contrast.

e. Selects volume of contrast solu-
tion baaed on patient's age,size,
size of left ventricle cavity and
cardiac output.

f. Performer has table positioned
for right anterior oblique cine
projections, single or biplane
cineradiography and/or seriog-
raphy in AP and lateral projec-
tions. Has equipment positioned
and tube(s) collimated as appro-
priate.

i) Selects proper rate and force
for automatic or hand injec-
tion and avoids high pres-
sures.

ii) Orders rate for cine filming
based on patient's age.

iii) Checks condition of patient
with cardiac team.

g. Performer carries out injection
and filming,as described above,
and observes on TV monitor.

i) Activates cine recorder; then
has patient hold still or
awaits anesthesiologist's sig-
aal.

ii) Injects contrast and has ser-
ial filming begin.

iii) While observing on TV monitor
performer decides whether to
repeat injection or terminate
ventriculography. With seriog-
raphy has films processed and
evaluates as described.
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iv) Performer repeats injection and
positions table for additional
views as decided and as describ-
ed. Allows appropriate period
of time between injections for
reactions to contrast to dissi-
pate.

h. Performer reflushes catheter. Has
pressure and ECG continuously moni-
tored while performer withdraws
catheter into a re.1,...0(' position

in the aortic arch.

10. If performer is to carry el . elective
left coronary arteriography, ,roceeds
as follows:

a. If prior nonselective con.aary an-
giography or left ventric.%:...,,ozraphy

has been done, performer 7einserts-
guide wire and advances to the
proximal tip of the catheter, al-
lowing assembly to lie in relaxed
position in the aortic arch.

i) Removes the catheter while com-
pressing the artery and threads
appropriate left coronary cathe-
ter over the guide wire to its
proximal end under fluoroscopic
control.

ii) Performer attaches adaptor,and
cmnects syringes with physio-
logic solution and anticoagu-
lant if appropriate, syringe
W..th cont,ast,and pressure moni-
toring transducer.

iii) If corohary catheter is radio-
lucent, fills with ccntrast so-
lution.

b. If not already done, removes guide
wire. Rotates table with patient
-sdpine to a 200 right posterior
ohlique position.

c. Performer advances the catheter
along the aortic arch and down

the medial or left wall of the
ascending aorta. Anows it to
drop into the sinns of Valsalva
on the left,and then .into the
opening of the left coronary ar-
tery,while viewing medium-filled
or radiopaque catheter on TV moni-
tor.

',:rformer fixes catheter so thaf
's just inside the orifice of.
.eft coronary artery with the
gary bend of catheter braced

,,:r the right aortic wall.
e. Has c.,:hat...r pressure monitored

cril.!auc,J5y: readjusts position
tp if any damping occurs.

f. If pressure reading is normal,
performer checl;:s location with
tesi: doe of contrast as describ-
ed. Notes flow on TV monitor and
evaluates whether artery is visu-

-alized or -contrast'is -being awept-
into aorta. Repositions catheter
so that some contrast refluxes
into aorta and details the origin
of the artery. Flushes catheter.

g. Performer has fluoroscopic unit(s)
and/or x-ray tube(s) of serial
changer(s) positioned so that the
origin of the left coronary artery
is in the upper part of the field,
with the catheter tip near ttie top
of the field. Makes sure that
field is collimated to include the
whole of the heart.

i) Specifies positioning of table
and tubes for appropriate 45'
to 700 left anterior oblique
view. May also order left lat-
era). projections,15° to 200
rig: anterior oblique vi.eW.

ii) Use!3 sinl,".,; plane, and horizon-

tal beaue for leteral and

oblique .projections. '

iii) Reconfirms 1.ne rate and/or

program for serial filming.

W. AMIN !,-.17M:uImmri
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

mmummilmmmn
List Elements Fully

Task Coe No. 483

This is page 14 of 17 fa.- this task.

List Elements Fully
ee

h. Performer checks for appropriate
amount of contrast to inject by
hand.

i. Rehearses patient in hold-J-1g breath
after deep inspiration or indicates
respiration phase needed to anes-
thesiologist.

j. Makes sure that test injection con-
tinues to wash out and that there
is no damping of pressure.

i) If the arterial pressure falls
and cannot be raised by adjust-
ment of catheter, performer al-
lows catheter to remain in ar-
tery only for injection and film-
ing. Withdraws and reinserts for
any repeat filming.

ii) If the patient has a small or
narrow (stenotic) coronary ori-
fice,performer may withdraw cath-
eter until everything is ready
for filming. Performer then
briefly repositions catheter,
injects contrast,and removes
catheter before filming.

k. Checks with anesthesiologist (if
present) and/or ECG monitor or
cardiac team to determine patient's
condition.

1. Performer makes hand injection and
orders filming as appropriate

i) Has patient hold breath on in-
spiration if conscious, or
waits indication from anesthe-
siologist that breath has been
suspended on inspiration.

ii) Activates cine and videotape
equipment; makes hand injection,
and tells technologist when to
start serial changer.

iii) Observes on TV monitor,ahd has'
serial arteriograms processed
at once. May move cine unit
along course of coronary artery.

r During injection performer notes
EKG response for typical changes.
Makes sure contrast medium clears
beyond tip of catheter at end of
injection. If not, removes cathe-
ter at once.

n. Has serial films processed at
once; checks patient's condition
with cardiac team.

o. Reassures patient. Removes cathe-
ter into aortic arch if appropri-
ate and/or reflushes catheter.
May have patient cough 'rigorously
to increase coronary blood flow
and cardiac output, unless this
causes patient anxiety.

p. Performer looks at the first set
of serial coronary arteriograms on
view boxes in sequence as soon as
they are processed. May review
videotape record as described
earlier.

i) Checks for technical quality
and notes whether any irregu-
larities are due to artifacts
or actual pathological or ab-
nomal conditions, and whether
the views are clear enough for
medical inte,pretat:ion. Per-
former may ash. opinion of
another radiologist or cardio-
logist.

ii) Determines whether the arterio-
grams adequately demonstrate
the left coronary artery and
blanches and provie suf4A-
cient information -Jout any

pathology, blockage, or dis-
tortion of the flow, the ex-
tent and location of any anoma-
lie-3-, malformation, '11.fi pre-

sence of anenrysms, 7:aboli, and

other signs abnormal struc-

ture or pathology.
iii) Performer considers whether in-

jection should be repeated for
additional projections.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 483

This is page 15 of 17 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

iv) Considers the patient's condi-
tion, the contraindications,
the inlormation already sup-
plied, and the urgency. May dis-
cuss with anesthesiologist and/
or cardiologist..

1. Repeats additional injections as
appropriate, as described. Re-
flushes catheter. Allows appropri-
ate elapse of time between injec-
tions for padent to respond opti-
mally.

11. If performer is to carry out selective
right coronary arteriography, proceeds
as follows:

a. If prior filming has been done,
such as left coronary arteriogra-
phy, withdraws catheter into a re-
laxed position in the aortic arch.

i) Reinserts guide wire and ad-
vances to the proximal tip of
the catheter in aortic arch.

ii) Removes catheter while compress-
ing the artery and threads ap-
propriate right coronary cathe-
ter over guide wire to proximal
end.

iii) Attaches syringes with contrast,
flushing solution,and attaches
pressure monitoring device.

b. Removes guide wire. Rotates table
with patient supine to 20° right
posterior oblique position.

c. Under fluoroscopic control,advances
catheter tip from aortic-arch down
medial wall of ascending aorta to
a point a little above the left
sinus of Valsalva.

i) Rotates patient to left anter-
ior oblique position.

ii) Rotates catheter slowly in
clockwise direction about 60°

until the tip drops into the
right sinus of Valaslva. Con-
tinues rotation until cathe--
ter tip drops into the right
coronary orifice. perfnxmer
may_advance-catheter-during---
rotation.

d. Performer has arterial Pressure
monitored, makes test injections,
and repositions catheter based
on results as described earlier.

e. Performer positions patient for
right anterior oblIque, left an- 1
terior oblique and/or left lat.- 4

eral views.

i) Has catheter tip visualized it
fthe upper left quad rant o vhe

field.
ii) Makes sure the pu lmonary covus

and the coronary sinus
branches above the origin of

the coronary artery will be
included in the field, as well
as the entire hearc.

f. Performer set., up for single
plane cineradiography, seriog-
raphy and manual inje6tion as
described.

g. Performer makes injecciun, acti-
vates and/or orders filming;
watches on TV monitor, Reviews
arteriograms, checks clu Patient's
condition,and repeats as apPro--
priate as described

12. Throughout procedure per
checks with cardiac team on how tbe
patient is responding: 110 assist
-in providing emergency core:

a.. Removes catheter into aortic arch
at once.

b. Performer helps deteroine the eev
erity of patient's reoction by ob
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 483

This is page 16 of 17 for this task.

List Elements Full
.......w
List Elements Fullx.mmmi

serving the monitoring of the pa-

,
tient's respiration, pressure; nCes
EKG readings.

'c. If patient has a severe reaction to
the procedure or contrast medium,
such as cardiac arrest, arrhythmia,

------iieilfiiEdfii-libinfaEiOli;ventriCu-

lar tachycardia, anaphylactic
shock (exaggerated negative reac-
tion to the foreign substance),
bronchospasm or laryngospasm (stric
ture of bronchial tubes or larynx),
hypotension (drop in blood pres-
sure), cyanosis (bluish discolora-
tion due to excessive concentration
of reduced hemoglobin in blood),
urticaria (vascular skin reaction),
of violent sneezing, performer pro-
ceeds at once to assist with emer-

._...

gency life support or measures to
control the reaction:

i) May help administer oxygen or
air using oxygen tank and mask
or ambu bag; may clear airway
using finger or tongue blade.

ii) May help to establish an air-
way by removing any dentures
and, using a laryngoscope (to
view larynx) insert an endotra-
cheal tube.

iii) May apply closed chest cardiac
massage or a blow to the chest

iv) Depending on ECG results may
apply defibrillator by select-
ing watt seconds, applying and
raising watt seconds until ef-
fective.

v) Dependi.ng on ECG results, may
administer a prepared intracar-
dial injection of a heart stimu-
lant.

vi) May administer IV infusion; may
order and administer a cortico-
steroid, an antihistamine or
atropine.

vii) May administer Valium in solu-
tion through the injection tub-

. ing.
JIM

mom..

viii) May a-A a Conscious patient to
cough to relieve symptoms of
functional standstill produced
by coronary catheterization in
first 15 seconds after re-
sponse.

, . ......_.....,

d. If performer notes any signs of,
arterial spasm, may inject an an-
ticoagulant, and/or apply hot
packs at once.to avoid thrombotic
occlusion. .

e. Performer helps decide whether
the reaction is sufficiently con-
trolled to proceed.

i) If decision is to terminate
procedure, notifies appropri-
ate medical staff; has patient
transported to appropriate lo-
cation.

ii) Records-patient's-reactions'
and what was done on patient's
chart. If appropriate, makes
sure patient is informed of
the type of drug that caused
the reaction or explains to
patient that he or she is el-
lergic to the contrast solu-
tion (i.e. iodine-based solu-
tion).

.

If performer judges that patient
displayS a strong (but not emer-
gency) allergic reaction:

i) Performer may order and admin-
ister a corticosteroid, an an-
tihistamine or atropine.

ii) Records reaction and what was
done. Explains if appropriate
to patient that he or she is
allergic to the contrast solu-
tion.

13. Performer decides when the radio-
graphic examination is completed
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 483

This is page 17 of 17 for this task.

based on information on the angiograms
and the patient's condition. Informs
anesthesiologist (if present), cardiac
team, technologist, and other staff
that procedure is to be terminated.

a. Performer returns to the patient.
If patient is conscious, performer
reassures patient and explains what
will happen next.

b. Removes any connecting tubes or sy-
ringes from catheter.

c. Performer gently and slowly with-
draws the catheter. Manipulates
catheter by turning and pulling
carefully, taking care not to in-
jure the vessel or enlarge the
wound at the entry point.

d. Performer compresses the vessel
proximal to or at the puncture
site with the fingertips and/or
sterile gauze for an appropriate
amount of time.

i) Does not totally occlude the ar-
tery. Checks that there is a pul-
sation distal to the puncture
site and no hematoma at the site.

ii) May have a staff member continue
the compression for the time
needed. kakes changeover so as
to maintain pressure by with-
drawing own hands from under
those of the relievinp staff
member once they are in place.

e. Performer applies or orders pres-
sure dressing to be kept in place
appropriate amount of time.

f. Performer may order fluids to be
given intravenously or by mouth.
May order bed rest for appropriate
period while patient recovers from
effects of procedure.

g. Arranges to have puncture site; ex-
tremities and arterial pulses ex-
amined regularly over the next few
hours and any problems reported at

List Elements Full

once. Informs patitlit or attend-
ing staff to report further ooz-
ing of blood or swelling.

h. Performer may order careful obser
vation of patient including vital
signs, urfEETVoutput, and skin
care. May order tests, fill out
order forms. May-order medication.

i. May order delayed urogram and/or
chest film for an appropriate
amount of minutes afL laSt in-
jection.

j. Has appropriate sanitary clean up
procedures carried out.

k. If requested, calls clinician and
reports preliminary resultq and
findings.

14. Performer records impressions of pro

i

cedure on patient's chart:

a. Preliminary findings.
b. How patient tolerated procedure.
c. Any special nursing follow-up rec

ommended, tests, delayed films
ordered, records and observation
required, medication, later

studies ordered.
d. May sign chart, requisition sheet

or order forms.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 484

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

. What is the output ol: this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Angiograms,cine film and related diagnostic meter-
ials on a patient-read,interpreted;medical conclu-
sions drawn and recommendations made orally or dic-
tated;patient's physician called about emergency
signs;selected angiographic material earmarked for
-study-or-albrary-uselmaterial-rejackete4report- .-
placed for typing.

Performer reads and interprets
completed non-neurologic angio-
grams and cineangiograms, or
provides opinions to co-workers,
clinical specialists or sur-
-geonsT-when-requestedi-on-in----
terpretation and conclusions re
garding angiographic materials.

1. Performer prepares.to view
the materials:

a. If-responding to request,
performer goes to where
radiographic material is
on view (such as on view
boxes, videotape replay
on TV monitor, or cine
film projected on screen).
Listens while co-worker
.explains,problem regard-
ing how to proceed next,
or problem of interpreta-

- tion. May ask to see
prior diagnostic matei
ials, collateral data.

b. If reading and interpre-
ting own completed work,
performer obtains the
jacketed angiograms, 'pr o-
cessed radiographic work-
ups, requisition forms
and notes. Includes cur-
rent series of angiograms,

. What is used in performing_this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds r,f
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms;current angiograms,video-
tape and/or cine film and other diagnostic informa-
tion;view boxes;cine screen and projector;TV moni-
tor;stereo viewer;prior and collateral radiographic
materials;marking tape;magnifying glass;telephone;
dictation equipment;pen.

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(.) No.%.( )

'es to q. : Name tne kind o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Co=workers;specialist;surgeon;referring physician

.....

5. Aame the task so that the answers to ques- cine film in cassette, a
projector, related diag-
nostic materials, any re-
sults of function studies,
EKG and pressure readings

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words. s

Reading,interpreting and making recommendations on
non-neurologic angiographic and related studies and/
or giving opinions to clinicians or co-workers by taken during procedure,

the relevant requisition
sheets, and other prior
scans or studies if avail-

, able. _

OK--P;RIVR

reviewing relevant medical infrmation'and requisi-
tion sheet(s);evaluating current and prior films and
collateral diagnostic materials for medical informa-
tion;notifying referring physician of emergency
signs;explaining opinions or dictating findings and
recommenda:..ions;placing report for typing.

6. Med( here i this

a master sheet. . ()
.......
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 484

This is page 2 of _3 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

i) Goes'to .eading and viewing area
and sets up radiographic mater-
ials on view boxes or prepares
to project cine film on screen.

ii) Views serial films in sequence;
----placeS biplane views together;

uses stereo viewer for stereo
films,

iii) If not already done, performer
removes the cine film from the
cassette, threads this into pro-
jector and projects on screen.

2. Performer asks about, reads, and/or
rewlews all the relevant case mater-
ial.

a. If appropriate, may adjust speed
of projector, turn film forward or
back and may comment on what is
being observed. May make notes.
May use tape to mark cine film.

b. Notes decisions made during the
procedure; with completed work,
notes preliminary notes recorded
during or just after procedure was
done.

3. Performer evaluates the material to
determine whether there is adequate
information to make possible a com-
petent medical interpretation.

a. Notes whether any irregularities
are due to artifacts or actual
pathological or abnormal condi-
tions.

b. Determines whether the angiograms
adequately demonstrate the vessels
and structures being studied.

c. May evaluate whether the angio-
grams provide consistent and repro-
ducible evidence of pathology or
structural deeiils given the pur-
pose of the examination.

d. Determines whether, the angiograms

provide sufficient information
about any pathology, blockage, or
distortion of the flow, the ex-
tent and location of any anoma-
lies, malformation, the presence
of aneurysms, emboli, thrombi andf
or other signs of abnormal struc-
ture or pathology or the location
of structures being examined or
evaluated.

Performer notes or explains what is
being demonstrated on the cine film
and angiograms in relation to the pur
pose of the study.

a. If performer is preparing own re-
port, decides what is relevant.

b. If performer is answering co-work-
ers questions, focuses on the co-
worker's problem in relation to
what is evident on the film(s).

c. In each case, performer describes
what appears on the films; ex-
plains implications. Points out
abnormalities. (May explain idio-
syncratic artifacts due to tech-
nique.) Performer may consider
and/or refer to changes over time,
referring or switching to earlier
materials.

d. If appropriate, performer answers
questions; replays sections of the.
film.

Performer decides what conclusions-
can be drawn, what recommendations
to make, and what to report (orally
if answering request or dictated if
required for repor;.:).

a. Decides whether any abnormalities
or changes warrant the immediate
attention of the patient's physi-
cian. If so, telephones physician
at once and discusses findings, or
makes recommendations to co-worker
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 484

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

b. Explains 4uterpretation and recom-
mendations. Indicates how conclu-

. sions were arrived at, including
medical and technical considera-
tions.

-----c-T-Indicates. what-implications-tan-be

drawn from findings and what con-
clusions and/or courses of action.
are warranted, including need for
additional studies, teks, or
courses of treatment.

. Performer dictates findings.(for own
work) by explaining what appears on
the films. Describes wrrisome or sus-
picious signs, obvious abnormalities
and/or changes over time, referring
to earlier films. (Might indicate pre-
sence of artifacts which do not have
-medical significance.) Dictates report
in the style: There is...on.... It'
has the characteristics of.... I be-
lieve that this indicates.... This
could mean that.... It is necessary to
determine whether.... This can be done
by....

.

7. When performer has completed interpre-
tation, rewinds and replaces cine film
in cassette holder. If appropriate,

I_ arranges to have materials returned,
' including projector, cine film cassette

(s), jacketed angiograms, requisition
sheets and other case history mater-
ials.

a. If intrpreting own materials for
report, may decide whether any of
the material is unusual or of spe-
cial interest and warrants inclu-
sion in museum library, or should be
used'for study purposes. Marks ap-
propriately if so decided.

b. Returns own patient's radiographic
material, requisition sheet and
tape of dictation to proper jacket,
and places to be picked up for typ-
ing.

.

.

.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 485

Thi: is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure L El s F 11
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Presentation prepared and made on angiography de-
velopments or case studies; p.resentations of vascu-
lar surgeons, cardiologists,or angiographers listen-
ed to;.discussions participated in; conference
-opened,-conducted4-and-closedT when-appropriate. -----------------------------

......_

Performer attends meetings of
medical staff and co-workers in
vascular surgery, angiography and
/or cardiology to discuss areas
of mutual concern.

1. Performer may prepare presen-
tations describing new work
in the field of angiography:

a. Performer decides what to
present and in what degree
of depth and detail.

b. Decides an how to make pre-
sentation and what to use.

c. May prepare outline,obtain
special instructional ma-
terials, do research on
topic for use in presenta-
tion. May have resident as-
sist.

d. May prepare slides from own
source of radiographs or
may obtain existing radio-
graphic material and slides
from library. May have
resident assist.

e. At meeting, when.performer
is called upon,places ra-
diographs, spot films or
other radiograplac. meter,
ials on view boxes or uses
slide projector. Describes
work selected, answers
questions,- and participates
in discussion. May recom-.
mend further reading.

f. Performer, may, when appro-
priate, demonStrate or sim-
ulate new and/or relevant
techniques, equipment or
procedures.

,

g. After presentation,perform-
er replaces materials and
equipment or has this done.

,

.-OK-R.PRRRR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only, certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Radiographic and medical equipment; radiographic
materials; case histories; view boxes; slide pro-
jectors

--
3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...( ) No... )

4 . es to q. ,: Name, t e Kinn o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
net allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Vascular surgeons; cardiologists; radiologists
(angiographers)

...........
. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline tssen-
tial words.

Participating in meetings of angiographers vascular
surgeons and cardiologists to discuss new develop-
ments,cases of interest,and case problems in the
field of aogiography,vascular and cardiovascular
surgery by planning and presenting report on new
developments in the radiologic field,interesting
case Studies,or problems in current cases;and/or by
deciding to listen to presentations about new de-
velopments in surgery,interesting case studies,or
case problems;participating in discussions;leading
conference sessions when appropriate. 6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements FullLami,

Task Code No. 485

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full

Performer may attend conferences at
which vascular surgeons and/or cardIO-
logists present case studies and raise
the problems involved, or'performer may
choose 'cases which are of interest from

-the library or personal files which are
of educational interest:

a. Performer may be told beforehand by
department head or conference leader
what current or past cases will be
presented fOr discussion, or per-
former will discv9s the type of in-
formation to be covered in order tc
select relevant cast,s.

b. Performer obtains the radiographic
materials related to the cases se-
lected or selects appropriate cases.
May have assistant gather materials;
reviews to be sure they are appro-
priate.

c. Performer reviews the radiographs
and the requisition sheet& irmIlved,
and any other relevant meoical In-
formation such as reports and intor-
pretations already made.

d. Performer may make notes to use as
reference, pointing out fine points
with regard to interpretation of the
radiographs in connection with path-
ological symptoms and conditions.

e. At the conference, performer pre-
sents the radiographs involved as
appropriate,and presents interpre-
tation; makes relevant points so as
to instruct the audience in the rea-
soning involved. Participates in the
discussion as appropriate; answers
questions. May suggest reference
articles on subject.

f. Performer replaces radiographic ma-
terials or has these replaced when
done.

g. If called on to lead conference, per-
former opens conference; calls on co-
workers to present cases; leads or
chairs discussions and question peri-

od; closes meeting.

h. If current case studies are in-
volved, performer may maintain
files on the case(s) and read re-.-
ports including finalAiagnosis and
treatment prescriptions.

3. Performer may decide to attend presen-
tation hy vascular surgeons, cardio-
logists or co-workers. May make notes,
ask questions,and/or participate in
discussion.

Performer may decide to attend presen-
tation abouta particular case that

'is of interest. May make notes, ask
questions and/or participate in dis-

cussion.

Performer may decide to present rele-
vant problmns that performer is per-
sonally having trouble with and ask -

for comments and suggestions from par-
ticipants.

a. Selects the case material needed

to present the problem.
b. Makes presentation and poses prob-

lems involved.
c. Listens and participates in re-

sulting discussions.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 486

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the out.ut of this task. (Le sure List Elements Fullx

thls is broad enough to be repeatable.)'

Radiology resident shotin and explained procedures
invalved with non-neurologic angiography;resident
evaluated for readiness to do activities under
supervision;resident observed and criticized;resi-
dent evaluated for readiness to do tasks without
direct supervision;resident's work spot checked
and criticized;questions answered;opinions,on Work
-given aS.requestedsevaluation noted infortally.-

.
.

Performer provideS clinical
training to residents in radiol
ogy in the area of non-neurolog
ic angiography, covering choice
of examinations, special han.
dling, vascular routes, techni-
ques, equip.sent, materials, con-
traindications, medical and sur-
gical aspects of procedures, in-
terpretation.of radiographic ma-
terial, and possible recommenda-
tions and treatments.

1. Performer provides demonstra-
tion, explanation, informal
evaluation and supervision
in: reading requests for an-
giographic studies and decid-
ing on best available proce-
dure; what to look for; .

available medical and tech-
nical procedures including
surgical entry, choice of

.Contrast media, technical
"equipment, positions'and an-

gles, special handling and
immobilization!, function
studies, pressure readings,
indications, contraindica-
tione; prior preparation.,
sedation, cardiac monitoring,
anesthesia, emergency.dare;
providing technical and medi
cal interpretation of radio-

. What ts used in performing this task? (Note

if or_21).: certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition forms;materials and equipment I

needed for angiographic procedures; related radio-
.graphs,scans, view boxes; emergency equipment;
stereo, videotape, cind equipment and viewing de-
vices; ECG and pressure monitoring equipment;life
support equipment

: .

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes... ) No...( )

471r11"477toc=717tal;e the kirLd of recipient,
resporident or_co-worker involved, with de,

scriptions to.indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

require ments or legal reitrictions. .i.

Radiology resident to be instructed in non-neuro-
logic angiography;any pt. involved;surgeons;special-
ist;clinicians;supervisor of residents

.

"=Nii=netle task so that-the answers to ques- graphicimaterials;. learning

range of diagnostic,and/or
strUctural medical conclu-
sions that .can be drawn; al-
ternative and additional pro-
cedures and.tests; therapeu-
tic procedures; and courses
of treatment to .consider or

perform.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1...4are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words. .

Providing clinical training.for radiology resident

in non-neurologic angiograPhy by demonstrating pro-

cedures,explaining what iabeing done,answering

questions;deciding when resident can perform tasks

under direct supervision;observing and correcting;

deciding when tasks can be done without direct

supervision;spot checking and correcting;advising

as requested or as deemed neceasary.

0
6. Check here 1.? this

is a master sheet.. (r)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (Continued)

This is page 2

Task Code No. 486

of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully

When performer is assigned a resident,
may selecZ times, patients, and pro-
cedures to demonstrate, and may ex-
plain to resident while performer car-
ries out own tasks.

a. Performer explains what will be
taught.

b. Performer may narrate the steps,
may explain what is being done, or
may explain the basis for decisions
and actions.

c. Performer may decide to solicit
questions to find out what the
resident understands, may answer
questions, or may elaborate on the
explanation of what is being done,
concentrating on the relevant
skills and knowledges.

d. Performer decides when the resident
has observed sufficiently and has
a clear enough understanding of a
procedure to carry it out under
close, direct supervision and/or
to assist.

3. Performer supervises and observes resi-
dent carrying out activities assigned.

a. Performer asks the resident to do
all or part of a procedure and re-
mains at the side of the patient or
carries out own portion and waeches
the resident perform the assigned
activity.

b. While observing, performer decides
whether the activity is being done
properly, whether there is a speci-
fic problem, whether there is need
to demonstrate the procedure again
or explain, and does so.

c. Performer may comment on the per-
formance, encourage or correct as
deemed necessary, or do this later.

d. Performer may decide to intervene
and take over the procedure, ex-
plaining to the resident what was
done incorrectly at that point or
late.

List Elements Fully

e. If decision is to demonstrate
again, performer,may redo and have
the resident Observe, or have resi
dent repeat the procedure until it
is done properly.

f. Performer decides which procedures
or activities can be done by the
resident without direct supervi-
sion (aithough radiologist remains
responsible). Informs proper super
visors, notes for own use, and/or
tells this to resident.

4. Performer spot checks resident carry-
ing out activities without direct su-
pervision or responds to requests for
guidance, assistance, or further in-
struction.

Performer proceeds, as in steps 2 or
as appropriate, observing, noting
areas needing improvement, determin-
ing nature of problem, assisting,
giving opinions, answering questions,
and providing further instruction on
how to deal with unusual circum-
stances. Reinforces correct work.
Suggest& areas for improvement.

5. When patients are present for demon-
strations, performer may'explain pres
ence of resident; when observing, per
former may explain own presence.

6. Performer informally notes the extent
..4of learning or proficiency of_resi-
dent throughout the training:

a. May decide to discuss performance
with resident at any time

b. May keep records.on what waS
taught or on resident's prog7:ess
.May ma'..e personal notes for use

xn later evaluation meetings.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 487

This is page 1 of 2 for this.task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Outline and,colitent planned and prepared for lec-
,

ture to residents or case conference on non-neuro-
logic angiography; lecture given; conference con-
ducted by use of questions and answers.

Performer presents lecture(s) or
holds case:conferences on angio-
graphy (excluding neurologic an-
giography) f or classes of radi-
ology °residents.

1. Performer is notified of as-
signment or decides what
should be covered and at what
depth and degree of detail,
considering the residents'
current academic level and ob-
jectives of the residency pro-
gram.

4

Decides on method of presenta-
tion and plans lecture and/or
case.conference:

.,

a. Prepares outline.
b. May obtain special instruc-

tional materials or asks
co-worker to obtain pr re-
view. May use materials al-
ready prepared. _

. May do research in topic
area for use in lecture.

d. May prepare slides from oWn
sdurce\of radiographs .

(teaching cases) or may ob-
tain existing radiographic;
cine material and/or slides'
from library. May ask co-
worker to obtain for review
or personally chooses ra-
diographs or cine film to
illustrate problem cases -

for a question and answer
session. Performer may
choose materials to con-
trast ncrmal and pathologi-
cal states.

e. Decides on time to allocate
for questions and answers
for lecture, or may choose'
-residents to present case

OK-RP:RR:RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything nr the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Paper, pen; instructional and reading material on
angiography; radiographic materials; projector and
slides; cine film 'and projector; screen; view boxes

..,

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
.

involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

,, If l'es- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions io indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to-deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Residents in radiology; program direCtor; co-worker;
library and/or clerical personnel

' S. Name the task so that the answers to-ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Planning and presenting lectures or case conferences

on non-neurologic angiography for radiology resi-

dents by deciding on content, method of presenta-

tion; preparing material; presenting lecture, being

aware of responses and adjusting presentation to

students' needs; using radiographic material in

question'and answer format to demonstrate aspects

of topics for instructional purposes.
.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
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t. TASK DESCRIPTIOR SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 487

This is page 2 of 2 for_this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

material for cgise study conference.
Tf so, discusses as needed.

3. At a case conference, places radio-
graphs, spot films or other radiograph-
ic materials on view boxes or uses
'Is.lides and projector. Shows pine film
using projector: May have resident(s)
present material. Has residents give
interpretations of materials.

ThrOws out questions about materials;
evaluates and responds to answers, or
answers questions and participates in
discussion about cases involved.

Chooses.how to present answers and com-
e.ments so that residents will understand

how answers were arrived at.

At a lecture, presents material as
deemed appropriate. May note whether in
formation is being understood, and ad-
just presentation accordingly.

Performer may recommend reading to stu-
dents.

6. May make personal noteS on residents
for use in:evaluation meating.

Perforther may keep material and notes
.prepared for future,use; has materials
taken from library and equipment re-
turned.

Note: Does not submit outline or materials
for review. Does not formally test.
This represents current practices.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 488

This is page 1 of 6 for this task.

L. What in the output of this r',--mk? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Decisions on whether to go aht..ad with computerized
transverse axial tomographic body scans,the ahgles,
levels,thickness of slices;scans viewed as bright-
ness or color display on cathode ray tube,and/or
scan photographs,and/or,numerical computer output
interpreted;decision made on repeat,use of IV con-
trast injection or infusion;IV administered;complete
set of transverse axial scans approved;medical im-
pressions,recommendations recorded.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition form,patient's chart,prior radio-
graphs,scans;view boxes;prepared sterile tray with
materials needed for IV infusion or injection of io-
dine-based contrast solution;tourniquet,materials

Ito

\ and equipment on emergency cart;telephone;pen;equip-
ment for computerized transverse axial tomographic
scanning,control console,viewing unit;absorption co-
efficient chart(s);forms

List Elements Fully

.1. Is there a recipient, respondent or-co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...() No...( )

-Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with 'Atm -the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to.knowledge

.requiriments or legal restrictions.
Any pt.;attending adult,nurse or staff member;radio-
logist;referring clinician;specialist clinician;ra-
diologic'technologist

5. Name the task so that the answers to-ques-
tions 1-4 axe reflected. Underline eisen-'

tial words.
Directing computerized transverse-axial tomography

Of the body of any pt. by deciding whether to pro-

ceed;reassuring pt.;selecting leVels,anglesithick-

ness of slices for scans;viewing cathode ray tube,`.

and/or photographs of scans display,and/or numerical

printout of absorption coefficienis;interpreting;
deciding whether to repeat,inject or infuse contrast

intravenously;continuing as decided with.IV;deciding

wLen examination is completed by viewing transverse

axial scans;recording medical impressions and needed

nursing follow-up.

Performer receives the x-ray req
uisition form and medical infor-
mation on a patient scheduled
for computerized transverse ax-
ial tomography of the body
(cross section,radiographic
scans at various levels of the
body, based on differential ia-
dioabsorption of various ty!...s

of normal and abnormal tissue
and other substances; abbreviat-
ed as C.T., C.A.T.,'C.T.T.,,or
E.M.I. or A-.C.T.A. scans, depend
ing on_equipment).

1. Perforder reads the patient's
requisition form and relevant
information to become famil-
iar with the case or to re-
view materials seen earlier.

a. Notes patient's age, sex,
weight, height, name of
referring physician.

b. Notes nature and location
of suspected pathology,
size of area of pathology
if estimated, and purpose
of study, such as-screen-
ing for diagnostic infor-
mation, pre- or post-oper-
ative or therapeutic eval-
uation, use in connection
with other diagnostic pro-
cedures. Notes whethei pro
cedure is to be treated as
emergency.

c. Performer reviews the pa-
tient's relevant medical
history and chart. Ex-
amines any prior diagnos-
tic information such as
radiographs, ultrasono-
grams,radioisotope scans,
results of clinical or lab
tests, prior Q.T.T. scans.

678
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6. Check-here if this'
is a masamatIll..(X)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHE"ET (continbed)

Task Code No. 488

This is page 2 of 6 for this task.

d. Notes whether patient has history
of allergies or adverse reaction
to contrast. Notes presence of any
collateral conditions such as com-
municable or infectious condition.
Checks whether female patient may
be pregnant.

e. Performer checks whether all prior
preparatory procedures ordered have
been carried out as appropriate to
area of interest, such as period
for withholding of food, cleansing
eLera, prior administration of
clalgesic and/or sedation, and at
appropriate time. If not, arranges
to have these done and/or procedure
delayed.

f. Notes recommendations on levels of
interest, angulation, thickness of
"slice" for the scans, use of den-
sity enhancement with contrast solu-
tion; notes whether routine "base
line" study is ordered.

g. Notes whether patient will be ac-
companied by nurse or attendant.

h. If contrast solution may be inject-
ed or infused, checks to see that
patient or authorized adult has
signed consent for procedure. If
not, informs appropriate co-worker
and either has examination delayed
until written consent is obtained
or arranges to obtain personally.

i. Performer may check that no con-
trast study has been done in the
recent past which would leave a
residue of contrast in cavities of
the body and interfere with accura-
cy of readings.,

j. May ,check that there is no danger
of artifacts such as from implanted
dense substances resulting from
therapeutic procedures or prosthe-
tic devices. May plan the angle of
the scan to avoid these.

. "Performer greets-non-infant patient
and any accompanying attendant in ax-.

amination room. Attempts to reassure;
explains'what will be done.

a. May question about patient's symp7
toms in relation to the condition
being siAldied. May collect addi-
tional medic:n1 history and ask
about previous radiography, al-
lergies.

b. Performer may explain or.demon-
..strate use of equipment'v a child
to allay fears and enlist COOpera-
tion; answers questions. Explains
that patient will be asked to hold
still for.a considerable period of
time. Indicates wbat will happen.
Stresses need to maintain posi-
tion when ordered.

c. If contrast may be injected and
consent has not.been obtained,
performer may describe the proce-
dure and its risks.and obtain con-
sent signature from patient:before
sedation,or authorized adult.

d. Performer notes whether there are
current contraindications to going
ahead with.the procedure. ,

i) May have clinician or special-
ist called; discusses..

performer decides not to pro
ceed, records reasons and any
recommendations on patient's
chart. Informs appropriate co-
worker of cancellation. If ap-
propriate, orders rescheduling-

. of patient or scheduling for
alternative procedure.

iii) May decide not.to use contrast.

e.:With pediatric or disturbed pa-
tiel,t, performer may consider
tnether sedation (or additional
sedatIcv) is warranted; may de-
cide tc order if patient's behav-
ior atari conditiOn.auggest the
need.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)
,

Task Code No. 488

This is page 3 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full .

;

i) If initial or additional sedation
is to he administered, orders
or decides to administer per-
sonally. AlloWs time for medica-
tion to take effect.

ii) May order analgesic if appropri-
ate and not already administered.

f. Performer may give final orders on
non-contrast phase of the examina-
tion:

i) Performer may indicate whether a
basic scan sequence for the area
of the body involVed is to be
done, or specifies the number of
scans, each providing informa-
tion on two contiguous slices of
tissue in a transverse axial
plane on either side of a se-
lected level of the body.

ii) Indicates the levels in cm's
above and/or below an anatomical
reference line.

iii) ILdicates desired angulation.of
the slices in relation to the
reference line, such as 300. Has
patient positioned as appropri-
ate for the area of interest and
angulation required in relation
to the machine set up.

iv) May,- if option is available,
select the length in inches of
the scan, based on the size'of
the body at the level(s) of in-
terest.

v) May select the thickness of the
slice, if option is available,
based on patieat's age and the
type of detail required:

vi) May select technical factors
within the available range or
refers to standardized factors
set for the area of interest and
patient's age and size.

vii) May decide to proceed directly
to use of contrast. If so, pro-
ceeds as in step 6.

List Elements Full

viii) If there is any danger of
x-ray scatter, perfbrmer may
have appropriate shielding
applied to sensitive areas not
being scanned.

Performer views the results of the
C.T.T. scans in'one.or more of the

following ways:

a. Performer may view the cathode

ray tube or TV tube display of

.the processed information after
each scan or by operating viewer
controls to retrieve the informa-
tion from magnetic tape or disc.

i) Performer adjusts.picture
brightness and contrast con-
trols to appropriate range, r
"window width" covering the
type of tissues and pathol-
ogies-ofintecest.

ii) With some equiPment performer
may select a color coded key

g'for the display, with each
color representing a given
density range. Selects combi-
nations of colors for the,con-
trasting or,continuous density
spectrum as appropriate to
viewing unit control panel.

iii) Depending on equipment, per-
former may use.seiector to
blacken all picture elements
at a given-range, or to.have

elements in a given range.
"flicker."

b. Performer may have photographs

taken of Ort visual display, and

examines when processed. If, sol

may select the "window width" for

scaling unless this has been pre-
determined for a given area of
interest. Selects other options

as described in a above.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Co:-:e No. 488

This is page 4 of. 6 for this task.

List Elements Fully

c. Performer may review.the printed
output in a format shaped roughly
as the slice, with relative numer-
lical density values printed out.

. Performer reads and interprets the
results by referring to a reference
chart in brightness gradations from
white to black, in color-coded grad-
ations, and/or in numerical gradations
in which standardized relative ab-

'sorption coefficients for water, gas,
fat and relevant normal and abnormal
typei of tissues and body 4substances
are listed.

a. Compares the results of the scans
with the absorption coefficient
standards. Takes account when ap-
propriate of effects of any con-
trast agent used.

b. Interprets white areas as tissues
of highest density, black as tis-
sues of lowest density, with greys
intermediary. Interprets color dis-
play in terms of-code selected.

c. Interprets alterations of normal
tissue density in terms of the
pathological changes known to pro-
duce such alterations.

d. Ma3; note effects of computer aver-
agIng where there is abrupt drop
from high density tissue, such as
bone, next to low density material,
such as body fluids. Notes effects
of patient motion.

e. Performer attempts to make an ini-
tial interpretation of the date for
the purposes requested, such as
identification of cystic struc-
tures, tumorous masses, blood
clots, hemorrhages, abnormal cav=
ities, enlarged organs, aneurysms,
or other structural indications of
normal or abnormal scans. May com-
pare both sides of the body for
symmetry. Relates scan information
to the clinical data.

1011110,
List Elements Full

5. Performer determines whether the .-

C.T.T. scans are technitally adequate
to demons'-rate the area under studS,
and provide adequate informatiOn on
the nature and position of the path7
ology. PerfOrmer may ask opinion of
another radiologist orrapecialist..

a. If performer is unsure about the
adequacy of the information, may

. -

decide to repeat the scans at one
or more levels after intravenous
'infusion or injection of an iodine
based contrast medium (to enhance
tissue density and improVe the
differential contrast in the ab-
.sorption values between normal
and abnormal tissue). --

b. If perforner clnsiders that there
is an artifact due-to-residual .

contrase, patiett movement, or
dense objects introduced in pa-

'. tient's body, may order repeat of
one or more scans after appropri-
ate elapse of time and/or with po-
sitioning tOOvercome the problem,
and/or use of a motion control
setting on the machine.

c. Performer may order a repeat of
the examination with modification
such.as additional level(s),
change in. thickness of slice, an-

gulation.
d.. If performer decides to order ad-

ditional scans and/or proceed with
injection or infusion orcontrast,
performer informs technologist;
indicates what is needed; may re-
cord.

6. If performer is to initiate procedure
with injection or infusion of con-
trast or decides to administer con-
trast after review of C.T.T. scans,
proceeds as follows:

a. Performer decides whether-to in-
ject contrast solution or use
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (Continued)

Task Cade No. 488

,This is page 5 of 6 for phis task.

List,Elements'Full

continuous infusion over a given
period .of time. Orders type and
amount of contract based on pa-
dent's age,size,area of interest,
and nature of the suspected .ath-
ology. -

b. Makes sure-that materials are pre-
sent for IV infusion or injection
as decided. Performer has patient
prePared,and checks that procedure
tray and emergency Cart are present
and properly equipped.

c. If performer is to proceed with IV
infusion of the contrast solution,
checks prepared IV bottle contain-
ing appropriate dosage of radio-
paque solution. Makes sure dosage
is appropriate and that there is
no evidence of chemical deterfora=

tion.

i) Sets up IV infusion apparatus
near patient. AttachesThottle.o
prepared cOntrast solution to
sterile IV tubing. Hangs at ap-.
propriate height on pole near
patientociith clamp in closed

position.
ii) Prepares patient for insertion

of IV needle by exposing vein
selected, applying tourniquet,
and swabbing site with anti-
septic solution. Inserts IV nee-
6.1e into,position. May immobil-

ize-limb.
iii) Runs fluid through.tubing to

check flow and remove air. At-
.

taches .loop of needle to-IV tub-
.

ing. Adjusts flow in tube to de-

sired rate'and starts.infusion.
'iv) Checks on patient while infu-

' sion is in Process.

d. If-performer is to prOteed with IV
injection of.the contrast solution,
performer may prepare patient per-
sonally by exposing arm, applying
tourniquet, finding'vein, and swab-

, .

fmomm17:. List Elementr F\1,1117.77711

bing site with antiseptic solU-.

tion; or has this ione.

.i) Perfoi-mer selects or chetks

prepaTeA of iodine based
radior...a solution in syringe.

Expels air; checks amount
abcve; nakes sure there is na

chen1.1-a1 deterioration.

ii) In..,erts needle into vein,check-

ing location by aspirating
slightly to note venous return.

-
Removes tourniquet and injects
conttast. May inject small
amount of contrast, observe re-,

action,and inject full amount
if no reaction. Removes needle

and swabs site.

e. Performer observes patient for

signs of adverse reaction to the

injection of contrast solution.
If there fa a reaction, performer

decides to proceed with emergency
care. Removes patient from con-

trast flow at once.
f. If there are no serious adverse

reactions, performer tells radio-

logic technologist when to go- .

ahead with C.T.T. scans.as de-

scribed above. May indicate prope
elapse (32 time. Repeats specifi-

cations as appropriate.
g. Perforier remains on call in case

of delayed reaction during radio-

graphic examination. If there-is

'a delayed serious reaction, per-
former proceeds with emergency

care.

. For add4tional scan's perform-

.er.proceeds as described above. Re-

peats review of C.T.T. scans as de-

scribed above until satisfied that

they are technically adequate to

deionstrate the areas and conditions

under study and to provide sufficien

information to make possible a com--

'petent medical interpretation. Makes
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TASK DESCRIMIONI-SHEET (continued)

List Elementit Eull

j.
r.72This is page 6

note of effect of .ccntrast on dif-4
ferentilI tl.,.'sueTdensities.

Performer-decides when the transvgrse
axial tomograpfiic examination is com-,
pleted. Informs radiologic teChnolo-
gist and other staff that procedure is
to.be terminated.

a. Performer'may return to the patient,
If patient is coherene,-performer

.teassures and explains what will
happen next.

h. Removes IV apparatus (if used for
contrast) or has this done. If ap-
propriate, has apprprriate sani7
tary-clean up procedures cirTied
out.

c. If requested, calls specialist or.
referring physician and reports.
preliminary results and findings.

d. Records impressions of procedure on
patient's chart:

i) Preliminary findings.
1.1) How patient tolerated proCedure.

iii) Any special nursing follow-up
recommended.

iv) May sign chart or requisition
'sheet.

^

I.

'Task Code No. 488

6 .for _his task.

r'

1

List Elements Full

4.

3
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No.. 489

This is,page .1 of jf far this task. .

L. What is the output of this task? (Be sure LiSt Elements Full -

this la broad enough to,be repeatable.)
.

Non-neurologic C.T.T. scans read,'interpreted;
medical,conculsions drawn and reCommendations made
orally or dictated; pt.iss physician called about
emergency signs; selected scans earmarked for, .

study or library use;.material rejacketed;' report
tdaced for typing. ,

-
,

.

.

Performer reads and interprets
-neurologic computerizednon.,

transverse axial'tomographic
. -

scans or provides opinions to
. .

co-workers and/or medical spe-
cialists, when requested,-on
'interpretation and conclusiOns
regarding ihe scans.,

.

L. Performer prepares to view
the. materitils:: .

a..If regPonding to request,
- performer may-go to where

(

.
viewing unit is located
for computerized tilan,3-

verse axial:sCans (C.T.T.
scans) Listens while co-
worker explains problem
regarding-how to-ftGceed
next,or problem Of fo7 '

terpretation. May ask to
see reqpisition Sheet,
clinical data; prior diag-
nostic materials, collat-1
eral data,

.

. If reading and interpret-
-. ing own.completed work,

performerlabtains the
jadketed photographs of
the C.T.T. scans and/or
computer print-outs, ri.,q-

. .

uisition forms and notes;
Includes related dia3-

. What is'used in performing this teak? (Note

if olly.certain:items must be used. If there

e

is.choice; include everYthing or the kinds of
things chosen among.) ea'

.

,

X-ray requisition forms; currenediagnostic water-
La:1, C.Y.T. scans-as photographS of scan displays,,
computer print-outs; C.T.T. viewinvunitr; prior and

-Ncollateral radiographic materials;'relative ab-
sorlopcoefficient chart(s); telephone;-pen; dic-
t:Ation equipment

. .

,

. Is qlere a recipient, respondent or co-worker

. involved in the task? Yes...00 NO...'( )

1717T -Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,.

r ospondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptioni to indicate the relevant Londition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

_
requirement* or legal restrictions."-

-Worker(S) in radiology, or clinical-specialists
king Opinion's; referring physician

=.7.4ame t e task so that the answers to ques- nostic materials, any re-.
sults of 4inical or lab .

tests, the relevant req,
uisition sheets, and other

' prior radiographs or scans
if available. Obtains

,

C.T.T. absorption coef-
ficient chart(s). Revieim-
,reqUisition sheet to.de-
teriine area of interest,

. ....
. J .__.-;OK RP;RRRR

e tions /74 are-reklected,to Underline essen-
-tisk tioras:- ,

Re-ading,. interpreting and making iecommendations on
non-neurologica computerized-transverse axial-tOm6-
graphic.scanS of the body,and/or giving-Opinions to
clinidians- or-do-workers by -reviewing_medical,;infor-'7
mation'and requisition stlecit(p),;,:evatuncing scans on

A

display tube, photographs of.diaplays, or as,cotput-

er print-outs;elialuating in-::confiection witfi Ciinical

daia;/notifying referringphYaician of emergency
signa; explaining opfhions or dictating findings and

..,

recommendations; placing report for typing. 4.r...
6...Check.hc'e i2this .

igo a °master' sheet . 0
.

".
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued),

List Elements Fully

Task Code No. 489

This is page 2 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full

purpose of study, and clinical
data.

c. Goes to viewer or reading area, de-
pending on whether performer may
wish to work directly with infor-
mation on magnetic tare or disc or
will interpret from rnotographs of
the scans and/or computer print-

l

i) Performer may examine the photo-
graphs of the cathode ray tube
.display. Nrtew "window width"
used for 'icaling.

ii) Performel may examine the print-
ed computer output in a format
Shaped roughly, as the slice,with
relative numerical density values
printeel out.

iii) May go to viewer and have the
acaninformation called from.
magnetic tape or disc if perform-
er decides.there is need _to ob-
tain additional information by
altering the scaling.
Adjusts picture brightness and
contrast controls to appropriate

:range or "window width" for the
area of interest and type of
pathology suspected. .

Depending on equipment, may se-
lect a color coded key for dis-
play. May use selector to black-
en all picture elements at a
given range or to have elements
in a gii7en range "flicker." May
use magnification or other op-
tions.

iv) May have additional photographs
made of displays.

v) Performer orients point of view
to concept of looking directly
down on a cross-section of the
body, and then reviews as with
radiographs.

vi) Identifies relevant structures,
their shape, size and position

2. Performer asks about, reads, and/or
reviews all the relevant case mater-
ial.

a. Notes reason for request, area of
interest, patient's age, sex,
weight, height', clinical symptoms.

b. Notes decisions made during the
proCedure on technique, such as
leveti,angulation, thickness of
slice,and/or length of scan (if
such options are available). Note
whether contrastWas infused or
injected to provide density e4-
hancement of tissue.

c. With completed work notes pre-
'liminary notes recorded during
or just after procedure was done.

3. Performer evaluates the material to
determine whether there is adequate
information to make possible a com-
petent medical interpretation.

a. Notes whether any irregularities
are due to artifacts or actual
pathological or abnormal condi-
tions:

i) May note whether artifacts may
be due to presence of high
density inserts such as pros-
the-ics in body, remains of
prior contrast, effects of com-
puter averaging where there is
abrupt drop from high density
tissue, such as bone, next to
low density material such as
body fluids.

ii) Notes whether results m9y be
distorted due to patient move-
ment.

b..Performer interprets C.T.T. scans
by comparing results of scans with
standards on chart giving relative
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coefficients of-absortion for vari-
ous types of tissues, water, gas
and fat.

i) Interprets white areas as tis-
sues of highest density, black
as tissues of lowest density,
with greys intermediary. ,Inter-.
prets color display in terms of
code selected for each given den-
sity range.

ii) Interprets alterations of normal
tissue density in terms of the
pathological changes known to
produce such alterations.

iii) Takes account of effects on tis-
sue density of injection of con-
trast,material, patient motion.

iv) Interprets data for the purpose
requested, such as identifica-
tion of cystic structures,-tumor
ous masses, blood clots, hemor-
rhages, abnormal cavities, en-
larged organs, aneurysms or .

other structural indications of
normal or abnormal scans.

v) Where appropriate compares two
sides of body for symmetry.

vi) Interprets data in the light of
the clinical evidence and col-
-lateral radiographic material.

z. Determines whether the scans ade-

quately demonstrate the structures
being studied and provide adequate
information on the nature and po-
sition of any pathology. Performer
may sole- opinion of another radio-

logist or specialist.

4. Performer notes or explains what is
being demonstrated on the scans in
relation to the purpose of the study.

a. If performer is preparing own re-
port, decides what is relevant.

b. If performer is answering co-work-
ers questions, focuses on the co-

worker's problem in relation to
what is evident on the scans.

. In each case, performer describes
what appears; explains implies- .

tions. Points out abnormalities.
(May explain idiosyncratic arti-
facts due to technique.) Perform-
er may consider and/or refer to

changes over ,time, referring or
9Tqitch4ng torearlier materials.

d. Answers questions as appropriate.

Performer decides what conclusions
can be drawn, what recommendations
to make, and what to report (orally

if answering request, or dictated if
required for report).

a. Decides whether any abnormalities

or changes warrant the immediate
attention of the patient's physi-
cian. If so, telephones physician
at once and discusses findings, or
makes recommendations to co-worker

b. Explains interpretation and recom-
mendations. Indicates how conclu-
sions were arrived at, including
medical and technical considera-
tions.

c. Indicates what implications can be

drawn from finCags and what con-
clusions and/or couises of action

are warranted, including need for

additional studies, tests, or
courses of treatment.

.Performer dictates findings (for own
work') by explaining what appears on
the films,. Describes worrisome or sus

picious signs, obvious abnormalities
anu/or changes over time, referring

to earlier data. (Mighr indicate pre-

,sence of artifacts which do-not have

medical significance.) Dictates re-
port in the style: There is...on...

It has the characteristics of.... I

believe that this indicates.... This
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could mean that.... It is necessary to
determine whether..., This can be done
by....

When performer has completed interpre-
tation, arranges to have materials re-
turned, including jacketed material,
requisition sheets and other case his-
tory materials.

a. If interpreting own materials for
report, May decide whether any of
the material is unusual or of spe-
cial interest and warrants intlu-
sion in museum library, or should
be used for study purposes. Marks
appropriately if so decided.

b. Returns own patient's scans, req-
uisition sheet and tape of dicta-
tion to proper jacket, and places
to be picked up for typing.
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